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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

1.1.1824, Verona                                                      1376 

The relevant topic of this letter is the rather unhealthy situation of the companions and of Magdalene, 
caused not only by the severe winter, but also by the fear of the scarcity of money in the house of Venice. 
Magdalene writes in detail the possible and probable incomes, which could be used to continue the 
maintenance of Cristina Pilotti’s father who is in the psychiatric hospital. She also reminds Giuseppa to send 
solicitously to the patriarchal Chancellery the list of the members of the community and to excuse her delay 
by saying that she is an inexperienced superior.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you news of ourselves my dear daughter. First about my return to Bergamo: 
I do not know whether I can leave next Friday, that is, the second day of the year, or the day after 
the Epiphany. This is because of the bad weather. In case I leave on Friday you will be informed 
again. Here the Superior1 has a very heavy cold and is in bed because she needed to have some 
blood drawn. So is Marianna2 who too needed a blood-letting. My health too is rather poor. In the 
past days I had to rush between writing and assisting the companions who were making their 
Spiritual Exercises. As a result I suffered some pain in the chest.  But now I am better. The doctor 
wanted me to have some blood drawn, but I did not feel like it. Hence I hope to go on without it.  I 
hope that in a short while we will all be in good health. Last week there were six of us with some 
ailments, but all got better by taking some oil. I heard, to my joy, that you are getting better. I 
recommend you, as usual, to take care of yourself.  

I hope the Lord will help dear Betta3 to get better. I recommend to her and to you to pray hard 
to the Lord for our Marianna, who now seems to be fairly disposed to run our dear Hospital4.  

My dear daughter, do not be afraid to turn to me when you need money. Certainly I will not 
send you more than I can afford. Tell me frankly even about this.  

Meanwhile, you will receive 400 Venetian liras.  I am trying to get someone to bring them to 
you. On the first day of the year, I will receive 10 crocioni5 of Anzolletta, they are more than 100 
liras and I will keep them for you. 

By next January Mr. Guarnieri’s payments to Anzoletta will cease, and that too, will go to 
you. Even Lady Donà6 will soon pay the fees for her daughter. I do not know yet whether she will 
send it to this house or will forward it to you.  In case you receive this, it will be convenient to give 
some money to Mr. Alessandri7 so as to pay the debt I owe for Cristina8’s father. 

In fact, ask Mr. Giuseppe how much I owe him this time, since I do not know the exact 
amount. Then write to me, and as soon as you can, pay it. Next month there will be the pension of 
Salterini9 and of Cecilia, and in the month of March there are the 150 ducats of Angioletta. I tell 
you all these things because it is the first year you are in charge, so that you may learn how to go 
about it. On account of some affairs I will only be able to come soon after the Epiphany. 

                                                 
1 Metilde Bunioli (I, Lett.4, n.6)  
2 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
3 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
4 The Hospital for Convalescents, in Venice (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
5 Crocione, a silver Austrian coin (III/1, Lett. 1045, n.9) 
6 The mother of Cecilia Donà delle Rose, in the House of Venice (I, Lett.399, n.3) 
7 Giuseppe Alessandri, one of the procurators of Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
8 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona, Magdalene’s secretary for very many letters (I, Lett. 297) 
9 Domenica Salterini, entered the Convent of Verona in 1820 (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
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I am very happy about what you tell me regarding Marietta10. We will see what the Lord will 
do. I know already that you are happy with all that I will do, and you can be assured that I will try, 
with divine help, to do all that is necessary for the benefit of our dearest house of S. Lucia11. 

Be aware that there should be a reminder among the Papers stating that, every year at 
Christmas, we have to give to the Chancellery the list of the companions forming our Community. 
If you do not find it, speak to the gentleman Giuseppe, and apologize to Monsignor Provicar 
Rosada12, saying that you are a new superior. Ask him for a form to keep as a sample for the future. 
May the Lord grant you all the spiritual and temporal blessings, which I warmly wish for you. I 
embrace all of you with true affection and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother Magdalene13 

Daughter of Charity 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 1 [January] 1824 

PS  I forgot to insert the enclosed letter in the one that our Cecilia sent to her aunt Priuli14. Please 
dispatch it to her and beg her to hand it over to Don Celiota15 with great care.  

Your most affectionate sister 
Matilde, Daughter of Charity16 

(Stamp of departure) Verona 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
Santa Lucia     VENICE

                                                 
10 MARIETTA MORA from Tavernola, one of the Postulants (III/1, Lett. 1286, n.8) 
11 The House of Venice 
12 Msgr. ROSATA FORTUNATO MARIA (and not Rosada as in the letter) effective Canon of the Cathedral, 

Chevalier of the R. Order of the Iron Crown 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
14 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
15 Don Pietro Ciliota and not Celiota as in the letter, founder of the Institute Ciliosa for the street boys in Venice 

(III/1, Lett. 990 n. 8) 
16 At the bottom of the letter which is signed by Magdalene, although the Marchioness had just made her write that 

she is in bed, the Superior of Verona, Metilde Bunioli, adds a few words and signs them. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI  
2. 1.1824, Verona                                                       1377 
Magdalene really forgives Elena for the disagreement which has caused a certain tension with her and 
reminds her that what is important is “to serve the Lord daily with renewed zeal”. What concerns 
Magdalene is that, in case of her death, she should leave the “Institute established in full observance”.  

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

Yesterday I could not reply to your very cordial letter, my dear daughter, for at that moment, I 
was going to attend the Holy Mass. I thank you for your New Year wishes. I wish you again every 
heavenly blessing. May the Lord grant you the grace of becoming holy! My dear daughter, courage, 
let us begin each day to serve the Lord with new fervour, waiting for the crown of His Mercy. Be 
very calm, since I have forgiven everything. I hope that the Lord will grant you the favour to 
continue to serve Him for a long while and to assist me in the establishment of one part of the 
Institute, for which we have to be really concerned, since the Lord has laid the first foundation. 

It is true that I am trying to live until the coming of Enoch and Elias. But in case death comes 
beforehand and that means the work has to be completed in a different way, it would be a great 
consolation to me to leave the Institute in the full observance. I strongly recommend to you then, to 
take care of yourself.  On working days take a good long rest in bed, drink something hot, and 
check your perspiration. 

I embrace all the dear Companions and wish them the Lord’s blessings.  
Be calm, before I leave we will stay together. Certainly I am speaking in a human way, 

because I never know whether I will be alive or dead. My dear daughter, I should also learn to live 
as if I was dead, but it is a lesson which takes a long time to learn. 

Regarding the wine, I am informed that we have enough. Therefore, I thank you for your 
concern. 

Cristina embraces you very warmly. I laughed when I heard that dear Tonina1 said I have 
inflamed them. I should really blaze them up, but we are in winter. In case you receive letters 
addressed to me from the ordinary mail, dispatch them to me, as quickly as possible. Then I will 
write to you on how Romagna is doing. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and 
recommend you once more to take care of yourself. 

Goodbye, my dear Elena, look after yourself. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 
 

Milan, 2 January 1824 
                                                 

1 Antonia Lavagno. We point out here all the possible discrepancies of dates. Lavagno, for instance, would appear to 
have died in 1858. On the contrary, the LIST OF THE DECEASED Companions of the Canossian Archives in 
Rome has July 9th 1857 as the date of her death, in the house of Milan (II/I, Lett. 542, n.2) 

2 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

3, 4 January 1824. Verona                                                                                                 1378 

Magdalene’s departure for Bergamo, fixed after the Epiphany, has certainly to be delayed, because the 
Superior of Verona is sick. In the meantime, Magdalene begs Rosa to pray for Pope Leo XII who is seriously 
ill.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, even with this ordinary post, I write only a few lines to tell you not to get 
worried, if you do not see me in the first few days immediately after the Epiphany. I fear that 
perhaps I will have to delay my departure because of the serious cold, high temperature and severe 
headache which compelled the superior1, my Metilde, to stay in bed for some days.  Today she is 
already better, after she had the blood drawn twice, but her pulse is still not strong. There is no 
danger of a disease, but if her condition does not improve by the Feast of the Epiphany, it will be 
improbable that I can leave next Wednesday. Without this impediment, my departure could take 
place even on that day. Otherwise, it will be as soon as I can. 

I tell you all this, so that you may not expect the day of my arrival there and therefore you 
should not worry. I understood Count Marco2’s wishes and I am very willing to serve him provided 
that the daughter3 wishes to come. Perhaps they want to be sure, whether the young lady’s health 
can become acclimatised to this country. I embrace you all and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
I end today the 4th. 
Metilde is better. 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 3 January 1824 
 

My health is good. Do not bother to write to Count Marco, because I have already written to 
him. Perhaps you have been informed of the sad news of the Holy Father4’s serious illness. Let us 
offer some prayers to Mary Most Holy for him, and make our girls do the same. 

Your most affectionate Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity

                                                 
1 Metilde Bunioli, Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 4, n.6) 
2 Count Don Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
3 She had to be a young lady of the countryside that Don Marco wanted to send to Verona. In the Passi family there 
was not, in that time, anyone with such a name and also married.   
4 Pope Leo XII, elected in 1823 (I, Lett. 340, n.2)  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

10.1.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                             1379 

Magdalene reached Bergamo safe and sound and found the Community in good health; not so the 
candidates for the training of teachers from the countryside.  They suffer because of changes in both food 
and way of life. While waiting for the good news of the Hospital for Convalescents to materialise, Terragnoli 
should give the necessary money for the maintenance of Pilotti’s father. Magdalene must reach Milan soon, 
from where Msgr. Zoppi is leaving for his diocese. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I think that the Superior of Verona has written to you, my dear daughter, as I know 
how much you like news of me, I want to tell you that I reached Bergamo on Thursday afternoon, 
after a very good journey. I found our dear Companions in very good health, but many of our young 
ladies from the countryside were not too well due to the fact that they were too hungry.  They eat 
well but their sedentary lifestyle, because of their long periods of study, causes them to have a poor 
digestion. Therefore, we should think of preparing herbs frequently. 

 I let you know, for your information, so that it may not go lost, that when I left Verona I had 
yet to receive the tablò that you had sent me. You might know that during this extremely cold 
season, those who have chest problems should take greater care. I assure you that I look after 
myself very well and very soon will be in good health.  

You will receive from Verona 550, that is, five hundred and fifty Venetian liras. But I would 
like you to reimburse Mr. Alessandri1, as soon as possible, for the expenses for Cristina's2 father. I 
think rather that from now on you should do as follows: give the three-months’ pay of Marianna3, 
which the Archpriest Albrizzi4 gives you, to Alessandri. 

Then, if the Lord so wishes that our dear hospital5 be established, we shall think about it.  
I already told you that we need to pray, seeing that Marianna is now no longer as against it as 

she was once. When the thing will be completely settled, I will write to you to make all the 
agreements with the dear Lady Micheli6, so that we can begin when she comes to Venice. 

But, my dear daughter, I am very much concerned that you should continue to take care of 
yourself.  Try to recover as much as you can, and without any scruples, if you wish that we work 
much for God’s service.   

I think that within either a fortnight or about twenty days, I have to make a trip to Milan, 
because the Parish Priest, now Bishop7, must leave for his new Diocese. Therefore, I must see him, 
before he leaves us permanently. I will write to you when it is the time.  

If you can find a way to cash the twenty gold napoleons8  of the late Francesca Maria9 and 
Arcangela10, they will be very precious to us. But you must have patience with the dear Mr. 

                                                 
1 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3  Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
4 Giuseppe Albrizzi, Archpriest, Canon,and Parish Priest of S. Marco Venice (II/I, Lett. A 37, n.1)  
5 The Hospital for Convalescents, which is not yet opened (II/2, Lett. 891) 
6 Lady MICHIEL BERNARDO and not Micheli Bernarda, as Magdalene’s secretaries wrote. It says this in an 

obituary, inserted in Marco Barbaro’s ‘Genealogie delle famiglie nobili venete’, which goes until the year 1536. 
But it was discovered and continued, often without any date, by Tommaso Correr. We understand that the above-
mentioned Lady, whose name does not appear, descended from an ancient family of rich merchants, the 
BERNARDO, and married a member of the Noble Family MICHIEL (I, Lett. 340, n.2)  

7 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett. 625, n.6) 
8 Napoleon, a silver coin of five francs (I, Lett. 402, n.6) 
9 Francesca Maria Ghezzi who died in 1818 (I, Lett. 306, n.3) 
10 Arcangela Rizzini, who died in 1816 (I, Lett. 305, n.2) 
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Giuseppe, and be supportive. In case our Father Stefani11 could get them, it would be better and 
quicker. But it is necessary to do what we can. I hear that our dear Betta12 is still not well. Let us see 
whether in the good season, by applying the same treatment again that we used last year, we can 
make her recover. 

You tell me that you imagined that I had come to embrace you. Believe me, according to my 
heart I would have come willingly. But, since I could not stop, it would be an expense with no 
advantage, because the pain of leaving each other would have been greater than the consolation of 
seeing each other. I was very consoled when I heard the good news about Marietta13. Tell me how 
Bettina14 is getting on. I embrace you warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15 
Bergamo, 10 January  
 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Superior of the Daughters of Charity 
S. Lucia 
VENICE

                                                 
11 Father Pietro Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini”, Venice (II/I, Lett. 495)  
12 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/I, Lett.1001, n.1) 
13 Marietta, a postulant (Lett. 1376, n.10) 
14 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/I, Lett. A 54) 
15 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

    17.1.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                         1380 

Revenues have been received and Magdalene is no longer perplexed. She has doubts about a novice, who is 
unsure about her vocation. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I try to continue news of us, my dear daughter, and also reply to your dearest letter which I 
received yesterday. I will start by telling you that our good young ladies1 of the countryside have 
almost recovered.  But they are getting worried about the moment that they will have to leave. Since 
they did not sleep last night, I ordered a general medicine for them, that is, polenta with butter and 
cheese. I had Cristina2 with a cold, but, after she had some blood drawn from her twice, she is quite 
well. She is in bed at the moment. I too suffered some pain in the chest. But I am better after blood 
has been drawn from me. But I am still on my feet. 

I am pleased to know that you have received part of the money and even that for our Cecilia 
Donà3. Regarding the latter, do me the favour to write just a line to the Superior of Verona4, and tell 
her how much you have received for Donà, because it would be about time they gave the dowry, so 
that the Superior may know how to go about it. My dear daughter, as I already told you, when you 
are in need, do write to me. You have done very well to ask about the tablò you have sent to me. I 
hope it did not get lost. I will write to Angioletta5 with another ordinary post, since I cannot do it 
today. Listen, my dear daughter, I read Marietta6’s letter. To tell you the truth, if that Religious 
interprets it as I do, it seems that she wants to say that she is not happy. I would do one thing, but 
before that, write to me freely, if you are convinced of it. If you think it will worry Marietta, I will 
keep back the letter. If you think it necessary, I will write a letter to Marietta, without letting her 
know that I have written to you. I will tell her that you have sent a letter to me for Don Pierino7, that 
I have read it, and that it seems to me that she is not happy. If so, tell her to say it freely to me. 
Then, I will give the letter and, when I come, we will see what we can do. If you think it best that I 
should give the letter, and should not write to Marietta, tell me freely and simply, as I ask you. I am 
compelled to end because the mail is leaving. 

I embrace all of you heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Greet all those 
who ask about me. When I know something about the Hospital, I will write to you. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
Take care of yourself 
 

Bergamo, 17 January 1824 
                                                 

1 The young ladies, who were educated to be teachers in the countryside 
2 Cristina Pilotti, in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
3 Cecilia Donà delle Rose, in the house of Verona (I, Lett. 399, n.3) 
4 Metilde Bunioli, Superior of Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
5 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the house of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
6 Marietta di Tavernola, postulant (Lett.1376) 
7 Marietta’s confessor 
8 The words added at the end are written by Magdalene. She has signed the letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

20.1.1824 Verona                                                                                                                1381 

Since Magdalene deals with Polli’s economic business, she does not ask her to be her temporary secretary, 
also because Cristina Pilotti, her secretary, has fairly recovered. If Magdalene cannot go to Milan in time, 
Elena can bring the two Companions to her. They have to be examined in scholastic subjects by the Abbot 
Carpani. 

My dearest daughter, 

In order not to let Polli1 know that I am writing about her own business, today I ask the 
companion who has just recovered2. She is out of bed and feels fairly well. Polli’s father gave me 
the money I send you through Beppo, our usual delivery man. I have already given him the receipt. 
As regards the 6000 liras, Polli’s father told me he is able to pay within three months’ time or better 
still, he is willing to pay when either he is given a paper assuring him of the capital, regarding the 
house of the Certosa3, or Count Mellerio4 gives his assurance of some funds, or in any other way. 
Regarding the two companions, I will write to you tomorrow, whether I can come, or whether it is 
necessary that you come here together with them, because, before Carpani5  examines them, I wish 
to listen to them. 

In the meantime greet all the dear Companions for me. Embracing you heartily, I leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
It is now 20 January 1824 (Verona) 
Send the enclosed letter to the Parish Priest 6. 

 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1 Rosa Polli, in the house of Milan (III/I, Lett. 1128, n.8) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (1, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 The house of Milan in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
4 Count Giacomo Mellerio, a benefactor in Milan (1, Lett. 387) 
5 Abbot Carpani, inspector of the Schools in Milan (III/I, Lett. 1366, n.1) 
6 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior and Confessor of Milan (II/I, Lett. 524, n.1) 
7 A letter written by Cristina Pilotti from Verona and signed by Magdalene 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.1.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                    1382 

Various topics, but no relevant news 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am surprised to hear that you have not received my letters yet. I did not fail to write to you, 
my dear daughter, but I should say it is the fault of the mail. Teresa1, who embraces all of you, is 
very grateful to you for the novena you have made for her. She will not forget to remember you in 
her prayers. I am pleased to hear that you are taking care of your health.  I too, except for a light 
cough, which will soon disappear, am pleased with the rest. Rather, I think next week I will have to 
go to Milan to see to some business before Monsignor Zoppi2 leaves. If you write to me through the 
ordinary mail on Wednesday, and better still on Saturday, address the letters to Milan. As for 
Bettina3, my dear daughter, continue to pray for her, that the Will of God be done. If the Lord does 
not send her to us, I hope He will open a way for us.  

I enclose a letter for dear Angioletta4.  I will answer Marietta5 another time.  Before doing it I 
wish to have your reply so as to know how to go about it. In the meantime, tell her that her sister is 
well and is always in the house of Garimberti6, where they keep her more as a sister than a maid 
servant. Tell her that I embrace her and will answer another time. Rosa7, the Superior, embraces all 
of you warmly and thanks you especially for the news you gave her about her good nieces. She 
recommends them warmly to you and to dear Betta8. In Milan I hope to write something to you 
about our dear hospital9.  In the meantime, greet our good Ladies warmly, including Lady Micheli 
Bernardo10. 

I wish that, with the permission of our Father Stefani11, to whom please convey my regards, 
you may offer the nine Saturdays to the Most Holy Heart of Mary, for a very important but very 
joyful matter, useful for the Institute. Do it in the manner that the book of the Most Holy Heart of 
Jesus, my Treasure, teaches. You need not read the book, but keep it in your pocket. When I come, 
and I hope it will be after Easter, I will tell you everything. I end because I have a lot of letters to 
write. Embracing all of you very warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 24 January 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

 

PS  Perhaps, the Superior of Verona has written to you about it, if not, I tell you, so that you may be at 
peace: she has received the tablò and writes that it is very well done. 

                                                 
   1 Teresa Spasciani is in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 

   2 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett. 625, n.6) 

   3 Elisabetta Olivo in the House of Venice (II/I, Lett. A 54) 

   4 Angioletta Guarnieri in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 

   5 Marietta Mora from Tavernola, a postulant (III/I, Lett. 1286, n.8) 

   6 An affluent family 

   7 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 585, n.4) 

   8 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/I, Lett. 1001, n.1) 

   9 Hospital for Convalescents, not opened yet (II/2, Lett. 891)  

  10 Lady Micheli Bernardo (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
11 Father Pietro Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/I, Lett. 495) 

     12 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

28.1.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                       1383  

Since the House of Milan is not ready yet to receive the new residents, Magdalene is uncertain about her 
decisions. She waits anxiously so that she may see the problem of Trent better. She is much more interested 
on the direction Margherita should take for her future. A few orphans cannot be the reason for hindering it.  
Magdalene reflects on this and expresses her opinions. On the contrary, she cannot answer the question 
asked by Margherita on Naudet’s convent. She does not know it well enough to give exact information, even 
though one of her nieces wants to join it. 

V.G.M      My most esteemed and dearest friend, 

From Bergamo I am replying to your very precious letter, my dear friend.  I am still here and 
cannot say exactly, as yet, when I will go to Milan. Since the new house1 is not dry enough, I think 
the trip will take only a few days and I will be back here. Well, I am always uncertain about 
everything, when I speak of myself, and I think that the Lord, in His goodness, would like to strip 
me of every thought and every care, and do everything Himself. My dear friend, I tell you this more 
willingly so that you may not hesitate to deal with me about the infallible topic that God will do 
everything for our best, since not only am I in need of this, but I am also pleased to hear it again and 
again. Recommend me to Him, so that I may not go against His merciful dispositions. 

As I have already written to you on another occasion, Monsignor Vicar of Trent2 doubts that 
the foundation will take place before the new Bishop comes to Trent3. To tell you the truth, he 
seemed to delay his last reply. 

When the very reverend Don Antonio4 has the chance to write to the new Prelate, I will be 
very willing to hear what he says about the matter. Let us speak now about your good little orphans. 
I was very pleased to hear that the eldest is already old enough to become a teacher, although I well 
understand that the others may not have for her the respect she deserves. Since you ask for my poor 
point of view, I think that, since the young girl is so capable, it will be much easier to find another 
good-natured and honest person of mature age, who, though she may not be endowed with all the 
necessary educational skills, may be loved and respected as a headmistress.  Then let the eldest 
orphan attend to the task of education. I understand well that this method may be more expensive, 
but, knowing your charitable disposition in assisting this Institute, it seems to me that, if you agree, 
even a little reward should be given to this first orphan, who deserves so much. Thus, you could be 
free of bonds, before you take up new ones. I must admit that it seems to me that God wants to be 
served by you in a big way, and being with a few girls could be a great obstacle to such an end. But 
there is no doubt I think, that even these cannot be left without any support. So let us go on praying. 
You see, my dear friend, that I obey you and tell you what I think. Now, we will speak about 
Leopoldina5’s convent.     

I think it might seem almost impossible to you what I am going to tell you, now. But, since 
you know that I speak sincerely especially with you, you will easily realize that my continuous 
going about makes me more a foreigner in Verona, than in other Countries. 

Therefore, I would like you to understand that I do not know that Institution well enough. On 
the other hand, I think that the convent should exist. I am, as you well know, full of true esteem for 

                                                 
1 Certosina,the spacious house in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1)   
2 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna, Vicar General of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5)  
3 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin, Bishop of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
4 Don Antonio Rosmini, Margherita Rosmini’s brother (II/I, Lett.  494) 
5 Leopoldina Naudet, founder of the Sorelle della Sacra Famiglia (I, Lett. 193, n.5) 
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Lady Leopoldina and for all her Companions I know. I tell you confidentially that the eldest of my 
nieces6 left that convent last autumn and is willing to return. Since I do not know anything, I did not 
tell her anything either in favour or against it. I only recommended her to pray in order to fulfill 
God's will. I do not know what dowry is asked, not even about the maintenance of the boarders, 
although my brother7 has two8 other daughters there. If you wish to know all this, I could easily get 
information and let you know it. Regarding her institution in general, I would not know what to do. 
For the same reason, I do not know anything about other convents, but there are some. In Venice, I 
heard of two highly praised: one is the Capuchins of All Saints, and the other the Capuchins of the 
Sorrows of Jesus and Mary. The former are Franciscan nuns of a restricted monastic life, who 
educate middle-class girls within the convent. The latter are Servite nuns of a very strict monastic 
life. They have no residential educational activities, but have a fixed place outside the convent for 
the education of poor girls and have found a good teacher, but who is not a religious. Presently, if 
they have some worries, these are not due to the community, which has no occasion to see the girls 
at all. These two convents are formally re-established both ecclesiastically and according to the 
Sovereign’s will. They have a solemn vestition and vows. 

This is the little I know, my dear daughter. If you are determined to enter the convent of Lady 
Leopoldina Naudet, you may write to her directly, if you wish to do so, as I am sure, she would be 
pleased to receive your letter. If you want me to write to her, I will be glad to be at your service, if 
you tell me to. If you wish to write to the Superior, my companion in Verona, she too will be at 
your service as much as possible and will serve you with care. I finish begging you to accept the 
regards of my Companions and I offer mine to your very respectable family, particularly to the very 
reverend Don Antonio. I am pleased that lady Caterina9 continues her method of fervent piety. 
When you write to me, let me know whether she is getting married. I embrace you warmly, and as I 
express my steadfast esteem and the most constant friendship, I sign myself. 

I am, my most esteemed and dearest friend, 

Bergamo, 28 January 1824 

your most affectionate and  grateful friend 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

PS  I will write to Don Antonio as soon as possible. 

To the Noble Lady 
Lady Margherita Rosmini 
De Serbati 

ROVERETO
                                                 

6 METILDE MARIA ELISABETTA, born in 1804 
7 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett.351)  
8 MARIA MADDALENA, born in 1807 and ELEONORA, born in 1814 

  9 Caterina Rosmini, Margherita Rosmini’s cousin (III/I, Lett.1325, n.2) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.2.1824  Milan                                                                                                                1384 

Magdalene is in Milan, but no immediate transfer to the Certosa House is in sight. Therefore, she will return 
to Bergamo soon. In the meantime, she sees the chance to start the new Hospital for Convalescents more 
clearly: Marianna Francesconi appears ready to take charge. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you from Milan, my dear daughter, to give you some news. Perhaps, you have 
written to me, but I will not reply to you, because I think you have addressed your letters to 
Bergamo and I will receive them one day or the other. In the meantime, I want you to know that my 
cough has improved and has almost disappeared. These Companions, who greet you heartily, are in 
good health. Elena1 is affected by her little ailments as usual, but she is already on her feet and, as 
usual, works desperately.  

I hope that we can start thinking of our dear hospital2 as soon as possible.  I hope to be able to 
tell you something more precise on the matter in a few weeks’ time. I should now say that I am 
almost certain that Marianna3 will accept. Well, we have to pray.  

As I see, since the new House is very damp, that is, the large building has to dry up, there is 
no chance to move in now. Next week, I will certainly return to Bergamo, where I will try to 
stimulate the training of the young ladies4 from the countryside, as far as I can.  If the Lord wants 
the hospital, I would especially like to stay in Venice for a short time. Farewell, my dear daughter.  
Address your letters once more here. It seems to me that I have written to you, and in case I did not, 
I tell you now, that I wish you to offer, if you can, nine Saturdays to Mary’s Most Holy Heart, 
where I leave all of you, really all of you, with great affection. 

When I come I will tell you the important motive that compels me to tell you to pray during 
these Saturdays.      

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 4 February 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi, Superior of Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 The Hospital for Convalescents will be opened soon (II/2, Lett. 891) 
3 Marianna Francesconi accepts the direction of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/I, Lett.1095, n.6) 
4 The young ladies who are trained as teachers for the countryside 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

5.2.1824  Milan                                                                                                         1385 

There is unimportant news on various topics and a comic remark about the treatments undergone by 
Countess Durini. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply immediately to your dear letter, my dear daughter. I am glad to know that all of you 
are fairly well. My health is sufficiently good, but not perfect yet, since my cough has not 
abandoned me yet and is so fond of me. But it is already discreet, and I am now better than when I 
left. 

My dear daughter, do not get worried about the faggots, because the thing is now done. You 
have to understand that the usual condition of the poor is that they have to pay more for things 
because they have no means to buy the provisions at the right moment. Let us hope that the 
Providence of our Mother Mary Most Holy will provide for us, and you must be at peace. To tell 
you the truth, it seems to me that I have paid for the wool. See whether lady Domenica has brought 
the wool, while I was absent. If not, it means I really have not paid for it. On the other hand, if she 
says that we owe her money, give it to her. It means that she has not received it. 

I thank you for your concern about my sister-in-law1. Thank God, she is much better and 
close to recovery. But now, my brother2 is again affected by his own fevers. I recommend him to 
your prayers, too. 

My friend Durini3 is getting better.  My dear daughter, it seems to me that, being impatient, 
had I to undergo the treatment they give to these ladies, I will have to ensure beforehand a place in 
the cemetry, because after a few days, they would have to carry me there. Enough, blessed are we 
who are poor and blessed is the air of Mount Baldo4.  

Kindly inform Betta Benedetta about the news of my sister-in-law, since I promised to tell 
her. 

I cannot give you recent news about the Superior of Verona5, nor of dear Giovannina6, as I did 
not find any letter from her among those you have sent me. I do not know whether you have 
forgotten to put it in the parcel, by mistake. If so, send it in another envelope on Sunday by the 
ordinary mail. 

I am hoping to return to you by the end of next week, because here there is no way of moving 
into the house.  Therefore, in a few days, I hope to finalize everything with Monsignor7, who 
celebrates Mass in our chapel. I wish I could stay here even for the sake of our dear Companions, 
who would be pleased with it. But I am far from being like St Anthony, who had the gift of bi-
location. It is better that I leave and come to you. If you receive any other letter for me, dispatch it 
to me by the ordinary mail on Saturday. Send me the courier next Wednesday. 

I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

 

                                                 
1 Marchioness Francesca Canossa, Bonifacio’s wife (I, Lett. 351, n.1) 
2 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
3 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
4 The air of Mount Baldo, which stands for a sense of humour (I, Lett. 7, n.1) 
5 Metilde Bunioli, Superior of Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
6 GIOVANNINA BEDESCHI, the postulant from Tirano, who leaves the Institute in December 1823. 
7 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett. 625, n.6) 
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My greetings to Don Giovanni8, and greet lady Betta9 and Domenica her friend respectfully 
for me. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

 

I beg you to send someone to the Grazie to find out whether the lady Rosa Priora has prepared 
that arm of small net11 as she had agreed with Antonietta12.  If she has prepared it, send it to me 
next week through the carrier. 

                                                 
8 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and Confessor of the House in Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 570, n.1) 
9 Betta Mezzaroli in the House of Venice (III/I, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
11 Arm: a measurement of length 
12 Antonietta Cocchignoni, enters the Convent of Milan in 1822 (II/I, Lett.529, n.9) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

6.2.1824  Milan                                                                                                              1386 

Magdalene replies to a letter of Terrragnoli and asks her to deliver the letter enclosed to Don Ciliota. As 
soon as possible she will answer Marietta of Tavernola, who is always doubtful about her vocation. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Milan 6 February 1824 

I have written to you with the last ordinary mail, but since I have received one of your dear 
letters, my dear daughter, I write again today and beg for a favour. You will find here enclosed a 
letter for Don Ciliota1. This letter contains an important matter for which I need an answer. You 
could write a line to the good Mr. Alessandri2, conveying to him my regards. Request him to give it 
to the above mentioned Religious on my behalf, asking him to kindly answer me and to address the 
letter to Bergamo. I say this in the letter itself. Regarding the veils our very Reverend Father 
Stefani3 is waiting for, I will surely try to get them. Write to me even when I am in 
Bergamo4…send them through the ordinary mail ... wait for the chance…until I come. I will reply 
to you about the screen from …since today I am in a great hurry.  

My dear daughter, I beg you to be patient and to take care of yourself, so that you may last for 
some time…and so it is even for Betta5. Be sure that I try to take care of myself as much as I can, 
but, since today we have snow here, the cough will not leave me soon this season.  All the 
companions here greet you warmly. Next week, I think I will return to Bergamo. Embracing all of 
you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  

At this very moment I am receiving a dearest letter of yours containing another one of 
Marietta6. I cannot answer today. Kindly tell Marietta to be at peace, since the letter to Don Sironi 
made me very doubtful. I will do what she wants me to do and I myself will answer her. May she be 
at peace, since I am convinced about what she has written. 

7 February 1824 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 7 
                                                 

1 Don Pietro Ciliota, founder of the Institute Ciliota for the street boys in Venice (III/I, Lett. 990, n.8) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/I, Lett. 495) 
4 The dots stand for illegible words, due to the paper that is torn.  
5 Elisabetta Mezzeroli in the House of Venice (III/I, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 Marietta Mora in the House of Venice (Lett. 1376, n.10) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI  

14.2.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                      1387 

This is a simple covering letter of a letter to be given urgently to Alessandri, for the Hospital for 
Convalescents which is to be established. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

On Thursday, I returned to Bergamo, my dear daughter. Since my cough did not want to leave 
me, they drew blood from me yesterday. Today I have no cough any more. I am up and about, but I 
need some rest. Therefore I write to you a short note. Next Saturday I will write a longer letter and 
will write to Marietta1 too. 

I enclose an open letter for Mr. Alessandri2. You should send it to him at once. It can serve 
you as a sample. 

As regards the business of our hospital3, I will speak to you about it another time. I embrace 
all of you and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 14 February 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Superior of the Daughters of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Marietta Mora in the House of Venice (Lett. 1376, n.10) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
4 There are many spelling mistakes. A sentence is incomplete. It is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

14.2.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                       1388 

Magdalene delays her reply, but she does it sincerely. According to her, as soon as the orphanage is well in 
place with the new directress, Margherita should have no further doubts about answering God’s call. The 
business of Trent goes on well, but the Sovereign seems to wait for the new Bishop’s decisions. 

V.G.M      My dearest friend, 

I wished to reply earlier to your very precious letter, my most esteemed and dearest friend, but 
on account of some circumstances I had to delay this pleasant desire. Your letter went around 
Milan, before reaching me, since I had to go there for some immediate business. I started answering 
you, but I was so overwhelmed with work, that I was unable to finish. 

The other evening, I returned to Bergamo after a smooth  journey, and I now find some free 
moments in order to have the pleasure to stay with you. I have thought over what you asked me 
about how long you must stay with your orphans. Since you wish that I express to you, as usual, my 
simple feeling, I tell you my dear friend, what I think about it. 

So my opinion is that, when the Archpriest1 has settled everything with that young lady, 
watch her closely and under your leadership see if she can manage the house. If she behaves well, I 
think you can leave her alone after some time, without either being worried or feeling any remorse 
in the future. You can already believe, my dear friend, that I do not speak to you following my own 
ideas, but on reflecting that the Institution of the orphans depends, by its nature, on the Archpriest. 
Consequently, on the one hand, we cannot doubt that he is fully concerned about it.  On the other 
hand, since the Lord wants greater things from you, when you leave the Institution, which is not 
only backed by the one to whom it belongs, but even well started by him, you can be at peace now 
and in the future. You see I always obey you and tell you freely what I think. 

I beg you to present my respects to the very reverend Don Antonio2. I received his very 
precious letter. Today, I planned to answer him too, but since I have a cold, it is wise to have my 
blood drawn today, and therefore, to my great displeasure, I will not be able to do it now, but only 
by the next ordinary mail. Be at peace. This is a passing indisposition. I thought of writing to you, 
so that in the meantime I may do my duty even to Don Antonio. 

I will answer afterwards even to good Zamar3, to whom I wish every blessing. 
Monsignor of Trent4 writes to me, in a letter I received this morning that he is assured that our 

business has started well, but he thinks that the conclusion of it may be delayed because of His 
Majesty5’s deference for the newly elected Bishop6. He thinks that he will submit it to him. In the 
meantime, we will continue to pray. 

I offer you the regards of my companions, and with the most constant friendship I embrace 
you warmly and with real affection 

 

I am, my dearest friend 
Bergamo, 14 February 1824 
 

                                                 
1 Don GIAMBATTISTA LOCATELLI, Archpriest of the Parish of S. Marco of Rovereto from 1814 to 1834  
2 Don Rosmini, Margherita Rosminiis brother (II/I, Lett. 494) 
3 ZAMAR, one of the young ladies educated in the orphanage of Rovereto 
4 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna, Vicar General of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5)  
5 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
6 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin, Bishop of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
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 PS  I am glad to tell you that the young lady from Bergamo behaves very well.  She is very happy and 
is very promising. She constantly shows a correct and very sound thinking. Well, I hope you will be 
very pleased with her. 

Your most affectionate and most obliged friend  
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

To the noble Lady 
Lady Margherita Rosmini  
De Serbati 

ROVERETO 
                                                 

7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

14.2.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                      1389 

(from 13 to 18 February 1824) 

The letter is about the problem of an aspirant to the religious life, Rachelina, who is rather sickly. She could 
be substituted by another one, still protected by Durini and by her other friends from Milan. Magdalene 
explains her plan to delay action. 

Speaking generally about the matter, I tell you that I am rather concerned that you may feel 
embarrassed afterwards; because you see, my dear daughter, Rachelina1 enjoys the trust and 
confidence of the Parish Priest and of yourself. Besides, the air and the climate are different. We 
know that she is a little angel and has great confidence even in me. But, we know that I cannot 
commit myself with certainty, to stay here for a month, since sudden needs of the Institute may 
arise, calling me to go somewhere else. And we do not know whether this young lady can adjust 
herself to a new confessor and another superior. All the Companions here, although they are very 
good, are not known to her.  Her health may not stand a change of climate. Thus, though there are 
no faults, this young lady could be put off just because of one of these reasons. You, like me, will 
surely say no.  But I will not be able to do anything else but to take her back to Milan, where either 
she will stay in the Institute or will go away. In any case, the House of Milan will be burdened 
either by maintaining her inside, in that case with only 20 coins more a day, and even those not 
being assured, it will be burdened with two people, or, if the young lady goes out, by maintaining 
her outside. I know the heart of my dear Durini2 well.  But my dear daughter, we are all mortals and 
so much haste does not seem necessary to me. Now, I will tell all the Ladies that Rachelina comes 
to Bergamo to keep you company. Then, on your return, I will say that she will stay with me a little 
while until the House starts. Then, if it succeeds, we take the other instead of Rachele. 

But I will refer everything to the Parish Priest3 when he comes back. Only do me this favour 
to keep this letter and read it to him when he returns.  Assure him that if the Lord gives him light or 
if, judging the circumstances he thinks we can receive the other one, I too think that it will be wise 
to do so. Another doubt also came to me, and during all this time, it never came to my mind: and it 
is that Rachele is registered from the moment of the canonical establishment.  Even this will be 
decided by the priest. But to clarify things, it seems to me that it needs time, and to take with you 
the young lady, who likes to enter, makes me think we give too much importance to the matter.  

On the other hand, even without seeing her, I assure you that I will also be very happy and 
even more, if the Parish Priest and you decide not to lose her. You could say to her confessor that I 
wish, before finding a solution, to see if this fine air is favourable to Rachele and that he should be a 
little patient, since we are so near: either she can come back or I can come to Milan. Tell all these 
reasons of mine even to Durini, as I have already told her. When I came to Bergamo, she made the 
same proposal to me. Tell her that I beg her to stop this new charity of hers for a short while. 
 

NB  This is a draft without Magdalene’s signature. Overleaf, on the last page, is written, with the same 
ink and with a handwriting very similar to that of the letter: “Letter of the Marchioness written to 
Elena of Milan about Rachelina”.  

                                                 
1 Rachelina, could be RACHELE ABATI, who died in Bergamo in 1847. 
2 Countess Carolina Durini (I, Lett. 2) 
3 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio and Superior of the House of Milan (II/I, Lett. 524, n.1) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

18.2.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                  1390 

The Countess Francesca Canossa Castiglioni is very seriously ill and Magdalene asks for prayers. 

My dearest daughter, 

I was very pleased to hear about your last journey and that you have found all the dear 
Companions happy and in very good health. I hope that you have received news of me which 
Cristina1 gave you on Saturday.  Be sure that I am telling this to you with all sincerity, and at the 
same time, I assure you that I look after myself well. I got my blood drawn from me on Friday and 
feel better now. I think the chest was more comfortable, since I have spent some hours alone these 
days and so I feel better. I am not sure yet, whether I will get my blood drawn only once, since I am 
not fully free from my little ailments. It happens that considering my weakness the Lord is pleased 
to visit me with a cross that seems big to me, but it is not when seen from the point of view of 
God’s Will. I have received news that my good sister-in-law2, who after the fourth incision of the 
tumour was feeling better, was again attacked by fever that showed itself to be miliary3, however, of 
a less serious nature. On Sunday, she was administered the Holy Viaticum. They have not given up 
hope, but you see that one cannot but tremble. 

Since you know my affection for my sister-in-law, this sudden news takes my strength away 
from me, but I am always on my feet. When the first blow has passed, even the weakness will 
disappear, but I am still bewildered. I imagine you would like to continue hearing news of dear 
Checchina4. You may know more than I, from the Castiglioni Household through Mr. Albertini5.  I 
can imagine how Countess Eleonora and poor Count Alfonso6 will be feeling. 

Don Giovanni7, who thought he would find you here on Friday, told me that Don Luigi 
Chiappello8, with the two Parish Priests who were going to Pavia9, was coming to Milan to pay his 
respects to Monsignor10. Remember to write his recommendations and his answers.  Take courage, 
come what may. 

I have to bother you to get me a little bottle of Alchermes11 for a sick person and to send it to 
me by the carrier.  Tell me how much it costs, because it is not for us and they want to know the 
price. I could not find the book of the Decrees for lack of time and strength, but I hope to get it this 
week and send it to you next Wednesday, together with the cost of it, through Albertini. I beg you 
not to forget to send someone to the post office to see whether there are letters for me from Rome, 
because they are important. In case I receive them here, I will inform you, since I know that they 
would console you. The goose you sent to these dear companions seems inexhaustible.  They have 
so much to eat.  You can imagine how happy and joyful Mother cook is. 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Francesca Castiglioni, Bonifacio’s wife and Magdalene’s sister-in-law (I, Lett. 353, n.1) 
3 Miliary fever, a very serious infectious disease (I, Lett.353, n.2)) 
4 Again the sister-in-law Francesca Castiglioni Canossa (I, Lett. 124, n.3) 
5 The procurator of the Castiglioni Household 
6 Count Alfonso and Countess Eleonora Castiglioni, parents of the dying sister-in-law 
7 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and Confessor of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 570, n.1)  
8 Don LUIGI CHIAPPELLO, Confessor of the Parish Church of S. Alessandro in Colonna and teacher. 
9 PAVIA, city of Lombardy.  
10 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, nominated Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett.625, n.6) 
11 A liquor that is not very strong. 
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Pay my respects to Monsignor and to the Parish Priest. I will let you know, when the latter 
goes to visit Don Giulio12. Give me some news of my friend Durini13 and of my dear Visconti14, as 
well as of Rachelina15, when she comes.    

You might have received or will receive, my dear daughter, a parcel addressed to me from 
Mr. Mantica. Kindly give it to the carrier. If you have not received it yet by next week, send it to me 
the following week, when I send you the carrier. When Beppina Caffù16 goes for confession to S. 
Giorgio17, kindly send her to pay a visit to S. Maria Beltrade18 in order to pray for my sister-in-law. 

I beg you to send the enclosed letter to Monsignor. I embrace you in a hurry. 
 

(Bergamo), 18 February (1824) 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity19 
 

If Monsignor has left, keep the letter with you and write to me about it. 
                                                 

12 Don GIULIO UBICINI, one of the Curates, coadjutor of the Parish Church of S. Stefano (cf. Milano Sacro, 1825) 
13 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
14 Countess Luisa Visconti Castelli, Magdalene’s friend (I, lett. 374) 
15 Rachele Abati, Milan (Lett. 1389, n.1) 
16 GIUSEPPA CAFFÙ, born in 1806, entered the House of Milan in 1824, and died there in 1872. She was a 

teacher, headmistress of the schools and of the Catechism Classes later (Lett. 1475, n.9) 
17 Don Bernardino Burocco’s Parish Church of S. Giorgio (II/I, Lett. 524, n.1) 
18 S. MARIA BELTRADE, another Parish Church situated then in the Street of the same name with the apse 

towards via Torino. There was a very revered Chapel of Our Lady of Sorrows there. 
19 The last line and the postscript are written by another secretary, both of which are grammatically incorrect. The 

letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

21.2.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                    1391 

Bonifacio’s wife, Countess Francesca Castiglioni is dead and Magdalene asks for more suffrages. In the 
meantime, since Msgr. Zoppi has not left yet, Elena can open her heart to him. She can ask him everything, 
in order to be more at peace, after his departure. Then she must be serene and trust only in God. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I have just written to you, I do it again, my dear daughter, first of all to thank all of 
you for your prayers both for me and for my good sister-in-law1.  I beg you to keep on offering 
suffrages for the latter, if she does not possess God yet, but both her holy life, as well as her death 
give us hope. At the same time, knowing your love for me, I want to tell all of you not to get 
worried, since God’s goodness supports me. Except for the discouragement this unexpected loss 
brought on me, my health is not only fairly good, but much better than it was, when you left me. 

I recommend to you the deceased one above all, but even the rest of my family.  
I assure you that that blessed doctor Locatelli2 is a great spectacle. He made a blunder, when 

he told my dear Durini3 that the Count4 has an injured lung. Even if that were true, according to my 
opinion, the Count, who has an injured lung, because of his age, can still live twenty years because 
the lungs at that age are as hard as marble. Enough, when you see her, tell her, on my behalf, that 
she should not pay attention to doctors and that, had I paid attention to them, I would have died 
many years ago. Had I called Locatelli, when I was lately in Milan, he would have kept me in bed 
for a year. At Milan we ought to eat when we are hungry and fast when we are not, sleep when we 
are sleepy and keep vigil when we are awake. The doctors have to be left in their homes. Otherwise, 
we will soon be brought to the cemetery.  

I feel concerned about the poor young marchioness Ali 5, and still more about my dear 
Visconti6. Embrace her as well as Durini for me. 

I thank you for the alchermes7. I will send you the money to pay for it through the carrier. I 
enclose another letter for you to be kindly given to Monsignor. 

My dear daughter, pick up courage. Take the chance of meeting Monsignor8, overcome 
yourself and speak to him.  Otherwise you will be more anxious when he has left. My dear 
daughter, we have to proceed now in God’s service through many sacrifices. But speak to him. 
Write down everything as I have told you many times. Then have courage and abandon yourself to 
God, trust in Him and expect every comfort from Him alone. I repeat once more not to be 
concerned about me, since God will give me strength too, and He gives it to me. Only do me the 
favour to continue praying.  Be sure that I will take care of myself and that all the hours I have, I 
will try to rest from talking.  This is very beneficial for me. 

It would not be helpful in these moments for one who is melancholic, but for me, who am not 
melancholic and also for my chest, which gets restored by being calm, it is a help more than ever, 
for my body and soul.  

                                                 
1 Francesca Castiglioni, Bonifacio Canossa’s wife (I, Lett. 353, n.1) 
2 Locatelli, a specialist doctor (III/I, Lett. 1091, n.2) 
3 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
4 Count Carlo Durini, Carolina’s husband (I, Lett.2) 
5 Marchioness Ali, belonging to a noble family of Milan (III/I, Lett. 123, n.2) 
6 Countess Luisa Visconti Castelli, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
7 A liquor (I, Lett.91, n.6) 
8 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, nominated Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett. 625, n.6) 
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The negative fact is that because of the charity of the Companions and of the others and 
because of my commitments, I have little time to spare. But I do take a few hours’ rest for myself. 
Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo S. Croce, 21 February 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9

                                                 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

24.2.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1392 

“We have to worship the very holy and divine Will of God”, is Magdalene’s answer to Elena’s condolences 
for her sister-in-law’s death. Magdalene wants to know how Msgr. Zoppi left Milan. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You might have received news of me with the ordinary mail, my dear daughter, and I 
continue sending them through the carrier, hoping that you would have received the letter I wrote 
on Sunday, which also contained another one for Monsignor.  

My daughter, do not worry about yourself and my health. The Lord’s goodness has sustained 
and will always sustain me. Our loss is irreparable but what God does is never wrong. We must 
always adore the most holy Divine Will lovingly and be content with everything. My dear Elena, be 
calm, and be sure that I am happy and calm too about what the Lord does. I am fairly well, and 
much better than what I was, when you left. 
Until now I have no wish to go to Verona, where love would have made me desirous of being there 

at the moment of my sister-in-law1’s death and have the consolation of assisting her, as she told me 
at another time. But even if I had left the same day, when I came to know of her illness, I would not 
have been in time anyway. Then, it would have been just a human satisfaction, since I am unable to 
do anything. I felt much greater consolation, when my brother2 and even another person, gave me a 
detailed account of her death, which was a sweet sleep, after having received the Holy Sacraments 
with perfect consciousness. 

 I thank you so much, really so much, my dear daughter, for your solicitude and concern both for me 
and for my family and for your heartfelt condolences.  If I need to, I will write to you, but I am not 
in need now. In case the circumstances ever require that I ought to set out for Verona, I would not 
take Cristina3 with me, but I could be in need of a Companion from here, for the young ladies4 from 
the countryside.  Then I will write to you so that you may bring her along, but I believe, I do not 
think I will be in need, since it is for a short time. All the same, I tell you once more that I am very 
grateful to you and in case I need it, I will avail myself of your help. My brother is in the 
countryside with his children and he writes to me that the Lord gives him fortitude and that 
Metildina5 did her duty, by offering a great assistance to her mother and great consolation to her 
father. I can imagine the sorrow of the House of Castiglioni6.  On the other hand, I am glad that 
everyone remembered to offer suffrages for our dear departed one. 

Give me news about our friends Durini7 and Visconti8, and tell me whether Monsignor9 has 
left through Porta Trionfale10 and the gunfire. 

                                                 
1 Francesca Castiglioni Canossa, Bonifacio’s wife, deceased (I, Lett. 353, n.1) 
2 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
3 Cristina Pilotti in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 For the future teachers from the countryside 
5 Metilde Canossa, the firstborn of Bonifacio’s children. 
6 Parents of Francesca Castiglioni (I, Lett. 369) 
7 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 
8 Countess Luisa Visconti Castelli, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
9 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett. 625, n.6) 
10 Porta Trionfale, more exactly PORTA ORIENTALE, the present Porta Sempione. It was called Triumphal, after 

the passing of Vittorio Emanuele II and Napoleon III. Later it was named Arco della Pace, dedicated to Francesco 
I.  
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I send you the money for the alchermes11 and I thank you for it. I cannot send the book yet, 
since I have started going through it and the copy of Mr. Albertini12.  But the little time and the little 
strength I have did not let me go much further. 

My dear daughter, I embrace you very warmly together with all the Companions. I leave you 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 24 February 1824 

I will send you the box another time. 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 
 

PS  I hope that the gentleman Mantica has brought you the bundle, he had kindly agreed to bring from 
the Companions. If he has brought it to you, please give it to the carrier. Deodata14 fell ill with a 
severe chest pain, which worried me. She had her blood drawn but it was not enough and she 
seemed to get worse. She had a second one, and thank God, she is much better and with no fever. I 
hope that it is no major sickness. Tell me whether the Marchioness Ali15 is alive or dead. 

                                                 
 11 A liquor (I, Lett.91, n.6) 

       12 Procurator of the Castiglioni Household 

 13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

 14 Adeodata Mazzi, of the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett.585, n.5) 

   15 Marchioness Ali belonged to a noble family of Milan (III/I, Lett.123, n.2) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.2.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1393 
News and various questions among which the request of suffrages for Magdalene’s sister-in-law. Magdalene 
assures Terragnoli that, if she can bring with her or find the necessary material for the religious clothing of 
Giuseppa Siguardi, at her arrival, she will have the ceremony. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I could not write to you at length, with the last ordinary mail, as I wished 
to, but I do it today for as long as I can. First of all, let me tell you that the drawing of my blood was 
very beneficial and the cough has left me almost entirely. Hence I hope I will be free in a short 
while. The veils for our Father Steffani1 are here with me.  I will send them to you, as soon as there 
is a convenient and suitable opportunity.  Otherwise I will bring them myself. I thank you for the 
letter you handed over to that priest who answered me immediately. I hope you have sent the letter 
regarding our hospital2 to the good Mr. Alessandri3. As soon as I have the answer, I will continue to 
take the necessary steps. 

I received your dearest letter dated the 18th today, my dear daughter. I too hope to see you 
soon.  I will hear from our very good Alessandri about what he has found out regarding our dear 
Hospital.  Since our good Giuseppa4 behaves so well, provided I can have a suitable piece of cloth, 
at my coming I will conduct her Religious Vestition. You can be certain that I will do my best to 
bring the cloth along with me. Today I think I cannot find the time to write to dear Marietta5 at great 
length.  I wanted to write a long letter to you, but even today I am not able to do so, on account of 
the many letters I have to write. 

Know that the Lord visited my family with the death of my dear sister-in-law6, who died as 
saintly as she had lived. Therefore, I inform you so that you may offer suffrages as usual. I ask you, 
then to tell dear Betta7 that when she goes to Tolentini8, to beg Don Zuliano9 to have his good 
Daughters to pray for this holy soul. On the whole, I recommend myself to your prayers, so that the 
Lord may give me strength. From your long letter I have understood everything. I will think over it 
and reply because I want to see before God how I can remedy the situation. Kindly inform the good 
Alessandri about the death of my sister-in-law so that he may recommend her together with my 
family to the Lord.  Farewell, my dear daughter.  Do not get worried about me because the Lord has 
always assisted me out of His mercy and I hope He will continue to do so. 

I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
 

Bergamo, 24 February 1824 
your most affectionate Mother  

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10

                                                 
1 Father Pietro Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
2 The Hospital for convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Giuseppa Siguardi, a postulant in Venice (III/1, Lett. 1272, n. 9) 
5 Marietta Mora, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1376) 
6 Francesca Castiglioni Canossa, Bonifacio’s wife (I, Lett. 353, n.1) 

7 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
8 Church of S. Nicolò from Tolentino, commonly called ‘Tolentini’ on the foundation Condulmer 
9 Don Zuliano, that is Don GIULIANO CATTULLO, Pro-Synodal Examiner and confessor of the Church of the 

Tolentini (cf. Stato personale del Clero della Diocesi Patriarcale di Venezia per l’anno bisestile 1824, p. 19).  
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

25.2.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                 1394 
The plan of the Hospital for Convalescents seems to be feasible. It is necessary to find the money. Magdalene 
suggests some strategies, to this end, to her Venetian collaborators.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Even this time it will be impossible for me to write to Marietta1, because here I have Deodata2 
who is not very well and had some blood drawn from her. I cannot have my secretary because she is 
also the door keeper. I start by telling you that my health is fairly good.  Do not get anxious about 
me because the Lord is assisting me. 

Let us speak of the affairs of our dear Hospital. I do not know whether Mr. Giuseppe3 has told 
you that I am dealing with that building. Now a great obstacle has arisen because the owners want 
to use part of that building to enlarge their house with proper licences. In a few days’ time, we will 
receive a definite answer. In the meantime, trying to tidy up what we can, listen to what I am 
thinking. Kindly do as I tell you, because spreading the news much too early could be detrimental. 
Likewise it could be risky not to have the money ready for the purchase if they make up their mind 
to give us the building. Then, I would like my Betta4 to confidentially tell the good Martinengo5 of 
the project of the Ladies to build a small Hospital for Convalescents6.  I am disposed to give them 
our Marianna7 to start it, providing her with a little maintenance. Since we are trying to get a 
suitable building, one has been promised to us.  We hope they will give it for 700 ducats. I say 700 
ducats.  200 of these are ready, but it is wise to collect the rest. In case nothing is concluded with 
the building we hope for, it will be wise to think of another one.   

Therefore, since we are dealing with such a work, I would like this good Lady to speak of the 
plan of the Ladies to her sister, Lady Lucetta Mosenigo8, who knows a great English almsgiver. If 
he takes this work to heart, he could give us, all at once, as much as he wants. But do not mention 
where the locality is. At the same time, tell dear Betta, who can do anything, to send for Don 
Francesco Luzzo9.  She may tell him the same thing, kindly asking him if he can find some alms for 
this purpose. In the meantime, let us straighten out our ideas so that at my coming, besides the 
consolation of seeing you again and the other Companions, they want that both of us should work 
together like donkeys for the Glory of the Lord and for the salvation of souls. Today Deodata had 
another drawing of blood, but she is better and without temperature. Entrust me to the Lord. 
Remember even my sister-in-law10 and my family before God so that He may bless all of them. I 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and embrace all of you very warmly. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
25 February 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11

                                                 
1 The postulant, Marietta Mora (Lett. 1376) 
2 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
5 Countess Ippolita Martinengo, noble Lady of Brescia (II/2, Lett. 786) 
6 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
7 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6)  
8 Lady Lucetta Mocenigo, Lady of the Starred Cross (I, Lett. 393, n.4) 
9 Don Francesco Luzzo, started the first House of the Sons of Charity (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 

 10 Francesca Castiglioni Canossa, deceased wife of Bonifacio Canossa (I, Lett. 353, n.1) 

 11 The date and signature is written by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI  

6.3.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1395 
Magdalene informs that it seems that the plan to get a suitable building for the Hospital is failing. Therefore 
it is necessary to turn immediately in another direction. The Convent of the Capuchin Nuns has been 
confiscated, like many others. She recommends Mezzaroli to find out, by using great prudence, whether the 
nuns, the previous owners, succeeded in getting it back. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I will start by giving you good news about myself since I am free of the 
cough. I remember to offer suffrages for the sister of our Orsola1. Kindly do not forget my good 
sister-in-law2 and my family, especially my brother3, who is very resigned, but extremely afflicted.  
I have the pleasure of receiving your dearest letter dated 3 March. I thank you especially for the 
prayers you have offered for my family and beg you to continue, because the need is great. 

With regard to Marietta4, first of all, do not worry at all, thinking that you are the cause, as 
you tell me, because you have nothing to do with it. Rather, continue to entrust me to the Lord so 
that He may enlighten me to do His most holy Will.  I like your good disposition very much, to 
cordially submit to all I judge to be the best.  Do not doubt that on my part, I will act freely with 
you, as I always do. I will not get worried, but will try to do all that I can. In the meantime, we will 
continue to pray. 

I beg you also to pray for our Teresa5 who is in bed with pain in the joints since the day before 
yesterday.  However, this morning, after taking the veil of our Most Blessed Mother, her pains have 
diminished. We hope in Mary’s help, because our need is great. We are few in number, with 
thirteen young ladies6 from the countryside and all the rest! Deodata7 has recovered and I too feel 
really well. 

Now I would like to speak of our dear Hospital8. Perhaps you have already been informed by 
the good Mr. Alessandri9 that they do not want to give us the Soccorso building.10 The Lord will 
provide in another way. In the meantime, listen to what you have to do now, dexterously and 
secretly, because we could do great harm. Tell the reason only to Betta. Inform her how it is 
important that no one should know about it, for we could cause some harm to the poor Capuchin 
Nuns. I would like you to go together with Betta to the Capuchins at the Campanare, with any 
excuse, for instance asking for prayers for my sister-in-law. Quietly ask them whether they hope to 
go back to the Monastery at S. Girolamo11, as they hoped when I was in Venice. Then, write to me 
whatever they answer you.   

Even today I cannot write neither to Marietta nor to Bettina due to lack of time. Farewell my 
dear daughter. I embrace all of you warmly, and hurriedly leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

                                                 
 1 Orsola Bonomi, in the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1) 

 2 The deceased Francesca Castiglioni (I, Lett. 124, n.3) 

 3 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 

 4 The Postulant from Tavernola who is going to leave the Institute (Lett. 1376) 

 5 Teresa Spasciani, in the Community of Milan (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 

 6 To be trained as teachers for the countryside  

 7 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 

 8 The Hospital for Convalescents ( II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 

 9 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
10 The building of Assistance: an edifice near the Church of S. Maria del SOCCORSO in the district Dorsoduro, not 

very far from the Parochial Church of Angelo Raffaele. It is now a boarding house for ladies. 

 11 The Convent of S. GIROLAMO, adjacent to the ghetto of the Jews, which extended upto the district of S. 
Geremia. Magdalene hoped it was available. It will become instead an asylum for women.  
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I was very consoled to hear that you had a lot of young people at this Carnival. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Bergamo, S. Croce, 6 March 1824 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
S. Lucia 

VENICE
                                                 

12  The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

6.3.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1396 

If, before Trent, a foundation should be started in Rovereto, it is necessary to clarify the many controversial 
points Magdalene enumerates. 

V.G.M      My most esteemed and dearest friend, 

My dear friend, I hasten to reply to your very precious letter which I received only on 
Wednesday when I was mailing my letter to the Very Reverend Don Antonio1.   

I thank you immensely for your concern about my health, which does not deserve any 
consideration for the reasons that your goodness appreciates. Well, I can assure you that it is good, 
and do not think of it any more.  Rather, pray the Lord that I may really use it only for His service.  
I am pleased to know that dear Zamar2 is ever more pleased with her decision and as soon as I can, I 
will answer her.  In the meantime, when you see her and if you wish, please greet her for me. 

As regards your orphans, I hope that our dearest Francesca3 will do very well. It seems to me 
that if the eldest orphan remains close to her, she will be very well provided. You, my dear friend, 
have the consolation of doing a lot of good with your charity, in this pious work of yours. 

 Let us deal with the other very interesting topic you have written to me about. First of all, 
speaking with all sincerity, I assure you with all my heart that on my part, you can count on me 
freely in whatever I can do, firstly for the glory of God, which I know you are very concerned 
about, but also to please and serve you whatever way I can.  

But, to reply in a definite way about the topic, I need some light and explanations from you, 
so that I may show them to my Superiors and reflect with them on how we can handle the matter, 
since the business in itself deserves a thorough and balanced consideration.  

Tyrol is a province which has particular privileges and its own laws which are different from 
ours, although it belongs to the same State.  Kindly tell me first of all, whether the Congregation of 
Charity can be relocated without an official governmental approval and surrender its premises to an 
Institute, totally independent of the Congregation of Charity. Secondly, tell me in whatever of the 
two cases, that is, whether the Congregation can, or cannot dispose on its own, whether you intend 
that we start the foundation in Rovereto4 immediately in a simple way, or by establishing the 
Institute formally. Finally, I too agree with you that, if it also pleases the Lord, we shall begin from 
Rovereto.  But now we are both engaged with the Sovereign, with the General Government of 
Venice and that of Tyrol, with the Governor of Innsbruck and in a special way with the Bishop of 
Trent about a foundation in that city. We have preferred this for the only reason that in that Country 
the needs are most urgent. Therefore, as soon as we shall have the Convent there, it will be 
necessary to also think, seriously and fast, of that previous commitment. My dear friend, I will send 
you the conclusion as soon as you give me the necessary information.  In the meantime, I will pray, 
miserable though I am and will get some prayers said, so that the Lord, out of love for the Most 
Holy Mary, may deign to bless everything. 

Kindly do the same, and let us both trust in the goodness of the Lord, so that He may grant us 
the grace to serve Him. 

Please give my regards to your most worthy family, especially to the Very Reverend Don 
Antonio. Keep on sending me your letters to Bergamo. I embrace you with a most sincere affection 
and declare myself full of friendship. 

 

I am, my dearest and most esteemed friend. 
                                                 

1 Don Antonio Rosmini (II/1, Lett. 494) 
2 One of the young lady educators in the orphanage of Rosmini (Lett. 1388) 
3 Perhaps Francesca Rosmini (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
4 This foundation never materialised.  
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Bergamo, S. Croce, 6 March 1824 
your most affectionate and grateful friend 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5

                                                 
5 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

13.3.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                    1397 
Overwhelmed by his great sorrow, Bonifacio wants to see his sister. Therefore Magdalene will probably go 
to Verona. In Bergamo, many of the Companions are sick. In Verona and in Venice they have to decide on 
how to direct some of the novices. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you more news, my dearest daughter. First of all, I will start by saying that 
our Teresa1 is well. She greets you and thanks you and all the companions for your prayers for her. 
We consider it a big grace from Mary Most Holy who has relieved her from her great pain. We 
hope that she will be completely well soon. She has taken the veil of Mary Most Holy of Loreto, 
and after the third time her great pain disappeared, and later also the minor ones. She feels a little 
unwell, but only occasionally. The doctor is amazed over her improvement, and so are we. 

I thank you for the news you have given me about the Capuchin nuns2. For the moment I do 
not know what to do, if I do not ask for advice.  

Because of a letter written by my brother3, my Superiors want me to return to Verona. On 
Monday, I wait for the definitive answer about whether I have to go next week, or whether it is 
alright with my brother to go soon after Easter. I will write to you or, if I leave, our Rosa4 on 
Wednesday will write to you to address the letters to Verona. 

Here we have a hospital for invalids. Besides Teresa, a young lady5 from the countryside got 
ill, and she needed four drawings of blood. Today she is almost without fever. Deodata6 was in need 
of two drawings of blood. But today she has started looking after the door7. Teodora8 will get her 
blood drawn tomorrow.  The novice you do not know has something wrong with her eye. But it is a 
minor ailment. Well, we need the doctor who would order a small drawing of blood from the whole 
group. They are all little indispositions, except the one of the young lady from the countryside. In 
the meantime, I do not know how to find time to write in the midst of so many little disturbances. 
My health is fairly good. 

Tell dear Giuseppa9, whom I embrace together with the other Companions, to keep praying 
for her Madam since, from what I understood, the water of the Most Holy Mary of Caravaggio we 
gave her to drink is having some effect, because she wants to become a Catholic. I cannot reply to 
Bettina10 as well as to Margi11. The former requests me for her Religious Vestition when I come to 
Verona12. Well, we shall see about it. Once Lady Priuli13 was well disposed for Burano, and Donà14 
too had a dowry for a nun. Here I have a very good young lady who would be very capable for 

                                                 
1 Teresa Spasciani, in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
2 About their intention and possibility of returning to their old confiscated convent  
3 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 

 4 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 

 5 One of the future teachers 

 6 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 

 7 The job of being the portress 

 8 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 

 9 Giuseppa Siguardi, a postulant (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
10 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, lett. A 54) 
11 Maria Minori, (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
12 Read ‘Venice’ 
13 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
14 The mother of Cecilia Donà, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 399, n.2) 
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everything, in the place of Marietta15. She has something and almost the maintenance for a year. 
Betta, as well as you, could ask these Ladies if it were possible to bring her to you. According to my 
poor advice, when you have this daughter, the matter would be settled. Marietta would be good 
either for Verona with Metilde16 or for any other foundation. I give you a quick embrace, leaving all 
of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity17 
Bergamo, 13 March 1824 
 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

15 Marietta Mora, postulant (III/1, Lett. 1286, n.8) 
16 Metilda Bunioli, the Superior of Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 

  17 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

20.3.1824   Verona                                                                                                      1398 
Magdalene has returned to Verona. The meeting with her brother, nephews and nieces after the death of her 
sister-in-law is described in tones of deep mourning. Contacts for the foundations of Rovato and Brescia are 
being initiated. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I shall begin by telling you, my dear daughter, that I had a very happy journey and reached 
Verona before the bells rang for the Angelus. My nephews1 came to meet me more than a mile 
outside the Gate, while my brother2 and his two girls3 were at S. Giuseppe 4 waiting for me. Till 
now, the Lord has heard their prayers. None of them saw me shedding a tear, though my brother 
wept bitterly on seeing me and I was surrounded by all his other children, except the youngest of 
all. The first blow is over, and I trust in the goodness of the Lord that He will help me in all that 
remains, which is the greater part.  Please continue to pray and have others do the same as I assure 
you of the need of much prayer, the circumstances being such. My health is alright. I am waiting to 
have my blood let till I know fully the whole state of things. I would like to go ahead also, but my 
strength, being much less than that of Samson, I will not stand it for long. 

It is unnecessary to tell you however, that if you receive my letters, kindly send them to me as 
promptly as you can. I was at Rovato.  I visited that house, but I found some obstacles. When I 
return to Bergamo, we shall see how we can overcome them.  At Brescia, I did not meet that holy 
Bishop5 who, I was told, had left the previous day.  So I will go another time to pay him my 
respects.  At Rovato I met our Chechina’s guardian with whom I was highly pleased, having found 
a good and reasonable person, who knows what is really for her greater good. I also saw her mother 
and found her very peaceful. Tell dear Cristina6, whom I embrace warmly together with all the 
others, to remain very quiet, that as long as I am far away, they will have no trouble. Write to me 
the results of the letters we have sent to Count Mosconi.7 

Here all are well, though there are some sickly ones. I hope to have news of you on Monday 
and I desire it very much. Pay my respects to Don Giovanni.8 

Wish all the good girls of the countryside for me. There is no need for me to stay here for a 
long time.  It is enough to follow them with prayer and to let the Lord do the rest. I began this letter 
this morning and I end it this evening.  I do not know whether I have to think that you prayed less 
today, or whether my weakness has been greater; but when my brother visited me for some hours, 
and narrated again the details of my sister-in-law’s death and all that went with it, he wept and I 
kept him company. This does us little credit. I have not yet gone home. I embrace you warmly and 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I want to tell you that I still have high regard for your 
prayers, because up to now the most important object seems to be well settled. We must be patient 
with some weaknesses.  

                                                 
1 The children of Bonifacio and the deceased Francesca Castiglioni: MATILDE MARIA ELISABETTA (born 

in1804); MARIA MADDALENA (born in 1807); LUIGI FRANCESCO (born in 1809); GIOVANNI  ALFONSO 
(1811); FRANCESCO STEFANO (1812); ELEONORA (1814); MARIA TERESA (1816); OTTAVIO (1819); 
LAURA MASSIMILLA (1822); (Cf. Repertorio genealogico, compiled by F. Schroder, p. 195). 

2 Bonifacio Canossa, the brother of Magdalene (I, Lett. 351) 
3  Matilde and Marianna, the nieces of Magdalene. 
4  In the Convent of Verona. 
5  Msgr. Gabrio Maria Nava, Bishop of Brescia (II/2, Lett. 786, n.3) 
6  Cristina Pilotti, who remained behind at Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7)   
7 Count Mosconi of Bergamo (Lett. 1398, n.7) 
8  Don Zanetti Giovanni, Superior and confessor of the Companions in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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Again, I remain, my dearest daughter 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 20 March, 1824 
 

Please send the enclosed letter promptly. 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
 

                                                 
9 Magdalene wrote the Postscript and signed the letter. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

21.3.1824   Verona                                                                                                       1399 

Magdalene describes the painful encounter with her widowed brother and the bereft orphans, for whom she 
asks for some prayers. She is very uncertain about her next journey, because it seems that her companions in 
Milan will soon move to another house. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you very good news about my journey, my dear daughter. I reached Verona 
happily on Tuesday night together with dear Angelina1 and our Scalfo2, who came to fetch me. I 
assure you that the latter behaved gloriously because not only did she not suffer, but it seems to me 
that she enjoyed it. Since she is not young any longer, this is consoling. I found my family very 
resigned, but much afflicted. I beg again, both of you and all my dear Companions to recommend us 
to our Most Holy Mother Mary, because now my brother3 has to run his household in a new 
manner. Therefore, kindly pray so that everything may continue in the fear of the Lord, as it is at 
present, and I hope it will be because the sons and daughters are good, and you already know my 
brother. In his sorrow he is lucky enough to have, besides Don Leonardo4 whom you already know, 
another very good priest5 as a teacher for the boys. But this is a time for prayer. 

My health is fairly good.  But you can imagine: to be among tears and weeping on the part of 
these poor children and to hear people speak of the death of a person who was so dear to me, I 
cannot help being affected daily. 

I think, but I do not know anything precisely yet, since everything depends on the 
circumstances, that I will stop here until about the Holy Week. Then I will return to Bergamo, 
where I left our good young ladies of the countryside almost at the end of their studies and will have 
to send them back home.  If I can, I would like to come and visit you soon after. My hindrance is 
the blessed Milan where they write that they might move to the new house6, and cannot do it 
without me.  It could happen that the floors are not yet dry, and in that case I will try to hasten my 
coming immediately after Easter. 

I would like you to find out whether the Ladies still want to do their Spiritual Exercises and, 
since I might go to Milan, whether they could anticipate them for the fortnight before the 
Ascension. I would like to know this, at your convenience.  

That other business is always present in my mind and I hope to settle it at my coming. With 
regard to our dear Hospital7, since I am here I did not have a moment to speak to Marianna8, 
although I did not go out at all. I will write to you more at length another time. Farewell, my dear 
daughter.  If you see the good Mr. Giuseppe9, present him my compliments.  Tell him that I am 
here, and that I will write to him. It may be that I can do it today. I embrace all of you warmly and 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 21 March 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
                                                 

1 Angela Bragato, the Novice Mistress (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
2 Rosa Scalfo, the aunt of Elena Bernardi (Lett. 1622, n.2) 
3 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
4 Don Leonardo Leonardi, Carlino’s tutor (I, Lett. 147, n.6) 
5 Don Giuseppe Seghetti, teacher in the Canossa House together with Don Leonardi (II/1, Lett. 441, n.1) 
6 To the Carthusian Monastery of S. Michele (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
7 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
8 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
9 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
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Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 
 

 

When I left Bergamo, Teresa was still in bed, but, thanks to Mary Most Holy, she does not 
feel any pain. My dear daughter, I forgot to tell you that with regard to those arrears of poor 
Francesca Maria11, her Will should be with the notary. The good Mr. Alessandri gave it to him. This 
notary took the first necessary steps. Then he was not seen any longer; so the trunks remained 
sealed. Therefore, kindly ask Mr. Giuseppe, if getting back the Will might cause us some trouble, 
just because the notary never completed the work. In that case we will not search for the Will any 
more. If there will be no trouble, try to recover the Will and see if we can get our arrears. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppe Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE
                                                 

10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. At the end of the letter, there are nine lines we do not reproduce here because 
they were written by the Superior Metilde Bunioli. Then Magdalene continues. 

11  The deceased Francesca Maria Ghezzi (I, Lett. 306, n.3)  
12  The letters is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

21.3.1824  Verona                                                          1400 
After a matter of fact announcement of her sister-in-law’s death, Magdalene proposes to Margherita an 
aspirant to the Religious Life for Rovereto, a very gifted aspirant, but without economic means.  

V.G.M      My most esteemed and dearest friend, 

My dearest friend, only a few lines to tell you that on account of the very heavy tribulation the 
Lord has pleased to send to my family, as I have already written to very Reverend Don Antonio1, I 
had to travel here. My brother2 wished he could see me and my Superior allowed me to do so. 
Therefore, if you have the chance to write to me, address your letters here to Verona. Since my 
departure from Bergamo was unexpected, I had no time to inform you in advance. On the other 
hand, I wrote to them so that, if there were letters addressed to me, they might dispatch them here. 

As I have the occasion to write to you, I would like to ask you about something I am 
reflecting on now, and I beg you to reply to me freely. Last night, to my great surprise, I received a 
letter from a very virtuous person, whom I have known intimately for many years. I have always 
desired her to join the Institute as she too, strongly desired it.  But I never dealt with that matter 
because of the good she was carrying out in her area. She has no means of support at all. Therefore, 
she writes to me, asking whether I would receive her among us. Since I know her very well, I think 
she is endowed with such qualities that she could be suitable to be a Superior, if necessary, just after 
one year in Religious Life. Well, I would not come to any conclusion, if first I do not know that she 
is well replaced where she is. In any case, if a foundation were to take place even in Rovereto, after 
reflecting over your circumstances and commitments, tell me if you think that such a subject could 
be suitable for your region,  

My dear friend, I am in great need of prayers in these moments. Therefore I recommend 
myself warmly to your charity and to the charity of Very Reverend Don Antonio. I kindly ask you 
to offer my respectful greetings to him as well as to the rest of your most worthy family. 

Accept the wishes of all our Companions. Embracing you with a true heart, full esteem and 
great friendship, I declare myself. 

 

My most esteemed and dearest friend 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 21 March 1824 

 

your most obliged and very affectionate friend 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

To the Noble Lady 
Lady Margherita Rosmini 
De Serbati  

ROVERETO
                                                 

1 Don Rosmini Antonio (II/1, Lett. 494) 
2 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett.351) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO CATERINA CARMINATI 

22.3.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                              1401 
Caterina has finally decided to overcome all doubts against her vocation. Now Magdalene urges her to think 
about recovering her health.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,1 
Milan, 22.3.1824 

From your dear letter I noticed, at the same time, the reply given by Don Giuseppe and your 
decision, my dear daughter. 

You know well that, by divine mercy, I have desired at all times only the fulfilment of the 
most Holy Will in you. Consequently you can be certain that you would be dear to me being outside 
the Institute, doing the Divine Will, and dearest also if you were to remain with us, following the 
Will of God.  

What you must do now, my dear Cattina, is to forget the past doubts fully. Now what you 
should do is to consider yourself in the house of God, as if you had come into the world here. Forget 
your native country, parents, and what you have of the world, and devote yourself only to becoming 
a true spouse of the Heavenly Spouse. 

My dear daughter, it is necessary that you no longer mind, rather, you totally despise 
temptations, and fix all your attention only on acquiring the virtues of Religious life. Besides, I 
recommend that you take care of yourself, be cheerful, eat well, and accept all those innocent 
comforts that the charity of Religion offers you. Being in our Institute also means to be dedicated to 
the service of our neighbour. You must give importance to physical health and try to recover from 
the dejection caused by past uncertainties. 

Take courage, my dear daughter; courage. We shall meet soon. Meanwhile, I embrace you 
cordially and assure you that, on my part, I have never refused to recognise you as a daughter, but I 
have always treated you according to the Will of God. 

Take courage, have a big heart and do great things for the Lord. With true affection I leave 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 
 

To dear Cattina 
                                                 

1 Caterina Carminati, entered the Institute in 1823 (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 

2 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

28.3.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                            1402  
In the Canossa House, after the death of the Marchioness Francesca, there is great sorrow, a great need of a 
guide and light to solve the problems of a very numerous family. Magdalene is doing as much as she can. 
She hopes to be able to settle things before her departure. In the meantime, Giuseppa has to replace her in 
going to the ecclesiastical Superior of Venice, Father Marino da Cadore, to show him all the research she 
had made, the possible choices and the difficulties encountered in looking for a building suitable for the 
Hospital for Convalescents. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

To my great pleasure, I understand from your dearest letter that your health is improving, my 
dear daughter. Here I am to give you news of me too. I am fairly well, although I needed to have 
some blood drawn from me, as the doctor from Bergamo had ordered. The other day, the drawing of 
blood proved so useful, that now I feel better and more relieved. Therefore, be at peace about my 
health. I am still in Verona, and I do not know when I can leave for Bergamo. This is up to my 
brother1, depending on how long he will take to settle his domestic affairs. I hope to know 
something about my departure this week and I will inform you in time. Perhaps, my brother is 
thinking of taking Marianna2 out of the Convent on Thursday and introducing little Maria Teresa3 
there. I assure you that I need prayers now, so that the Lord may grant them the grace to settle well 
at home, and I may have the consolation to leave, seeing them properly adjusted. You understand 
that I am particularly concerned about their souls.  

I do not do anything, since I am not good at anything. It is only that my brother is consoled to 
see me now and then. But up to now I have been home only once, and for about half an hour. He is 
very busy, and even if I were to go more often, they still do not leave him alone for a moment. You 
know that I love to stay in our Houses very much. Hence, if there is no real need, I avoid going out. 

I inquired about the time when Ruzzenenti’s payment is due and it is 5 April. I will try to see 
that the money is sent to you immediately. Just imagine! When I know that you are in need I cannot 
be in peace until you get the money. My dear daughter, I am now giving you a commitment for 
which you have to leave all your scruples to me. Do simply and sincerely all I tell you. I would like 
you to go to our Father Provincial4 in the Zuecca5 to offer him my respects. Then, kindly ask his 
advice on these two issues. First of all, our Marianna6 is fully disposed to accept the commitment 
regarding the Hospital for Convalescents7. She only wishes the place to be enclosed, and in my 
opinion she is right. This is because it will then be possible to assist the women who are welcomed 
there, until the goodness of the Lord will offer them proper support. Tell him that I did my best to 
have the building of the Soccorso, close to the Parish Church of Angelo8. But all our efforts were in 
vain. 

Tell him what the very good Lady Micheli9 told you about the building, where the Nuns of 
Mazorbo10 now live. I know nothing about it, but it seems to me that it is not a Convent and our 

                                                 
1 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
2 Marianna, niece of Magdalene (Lett. 1398) 
3 Maria Teresa, another niece of Magdalene 
4 Father Marino da Cadore, Superior of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
5 Zuecca stands for GIUDECCA, the largest island not united through bridges to the historical centre. It is a narrow 

strip of land, lapped on the eastern side first by Bacino and then by a broad canal of the same name. It is made up 
of eight big isles. (Molmenti, La storia di Venezia, p. 39)  

6 Marianna Francesconi, is disposed to run the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett.1095, n.6) 
7 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
8 The building of the Soccorso in the Parish of  Angelo (Lett.1395)  
9 Lady Michiel Bernardo (Lett.1379, n. 6)  
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most worthy Father Provincial might know about it. I am a bit afraid that it may already be closed. 
Finally, tell him that I would like the Convent of the Capuchin Nuns of S. Gerolamo11. But I had no 
courage to write or to deal with anyone, fearing I might harm the Capuchin Nuns, who are at the 
Campanare12. That is a religious place and I would like Religious, especially of the same Order, to 
return, even if they are not from the same Monastery, since it was a holy Community. Besides, tell 
him that I sent you to the same Nuns to see whether they are returning there or really hope to go 
there. Inform him about what you and dear Betta13 told them and what they replied. Kindly ask him 
what I should do, because I am afraid that neither the Capuchin Nuns nor we may have that convent 
for our purpose, since it has been the mental asylum for women for a long time. Now it belongs to 
the Municipality. If he thinks that the Capuchin Nuns will not go back and I might get it. With his 
consent I would write to dear Lady Micheli, whose piety you know. I know that, like me, she 
wishes the Capuchin Nuns to go back there. I would beg the same to be at first well informed if 
there is any hope that they might return there. If so, she should not bother about it. Instead, in case 
those hopes basically vanish, I will write to you to start the negotiation, because that place is really 
enclosed, with the choir behind the main altar and the church open, and functioning well. 

This is the first thing. During this encounter I would like you to speak to him of your 
Marietta14 and tell him everything freely, but really everything and the circumstances. Ask him if he 
thinks it wise that I take her away from Venice when I come. Note that I think she would come here 
willingly. I say this because I know her intimately. I mean to give you another one, who would do 
what she does. Then, write your answer clearly to me. Note that I am doing nothing for you, and 
therefore, speak to our Father freely, and be calm, before and after. But I need to know this with 
some urgency in order that I may get everything ready, provided the Lord will give me the means. If 
not, we will have to be patient.  But I hope He will grant it. Tell me whether you know anything 
about Cristina15’s father. I recommend him to you. Though I keep writing to Mr. Giuseppe16, he 
never answers me on purpose, perhaps because he is very taken up with his business. Everyone here 
is in good health, without counting the companions with minor indispositions. I embrace you 
warmly. Don Cavazzoni17 wants to know whether Mr. Alessandri had to meet any expenses for his 
Papers. I recommend myself to the prayers of all and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. If 
you know, tell me how Mr. Tommaso Guizzetti18 is doing. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity19

                                                                                                                                                   
10 The NUNS OF MAZORBO, that is, the ancient Monastery of S.M. in the island of Mazzorbo ( and not Mazorbo 

as it is written in the letter), situated on the Northern side of the city with S. Michele, S. Cristoforo, Murano, 
Burano, Torcello (Cf. Molmenti, La storia di Venezia)  

11 The Convent of the Capuchin Nuns of  S. Girolamo (Lett.1395) 
12 The Convent of the Campanare (II/1, Lett. 652, n. 4) 
13 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
14 Marietta Mora, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1286, n.8) 

 15 Cristina Pilotti’s father, who shows signs of insanity on account of which they, shortly after, had to send him to 
an asylum 

 16 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

 17 Don Giuseppe Cavazzoni, a priest from Verona (III/1, Lett. 1111, n. 2) 

 18 Tommaso Guizzetti, a benefactor (I, Lett. 412)  

 19 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

3.4.1824   Verona                                                                                                                                            1403  
Magdalene is overwhelmed with very serious affairs and is also hindered by many mishaps, so much so that 
she tells Giuseppa to go back to Father Superior to submit new problems to him. In Verona, after the death 
of Don Galvani, there is no ecclesiastical Superior. Therefore, she can only turn to him. A novice, who shows 
suitable gifts for the Institute, is going to enter. The facts will be proved while she is on probation. She may 
even be of help to the new hospital. Magdalene cannot stop in Venice as Father Marino would like, because 
she has to settle two houses in Milan, and see to the Spiritual Exercises in Venice. She asks Terragnoli to see 
with the Superior how to manage and resolve the various needs. With him she should also search for a 
suitable preacher, acceptable to the retreatants and to the various authorities. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
3 April 1824, S. Giuseppe, [Verona] 

I had already written to you another letter the day before yesterday, my dear daughter, but 
could not dispatch it in time. Now I have the pleasure of receiving another letter of yours.  So today 
I will answer both of them. I will start by telling you that I have here 900 Veneto liras which have 
been paid by Mr. Ruzzinenti. I will try to find a suitable chance to hand them over to you.  

Perhaps by this time, I would have found a person, had Mr. Verdari1 not been in the 
countryside. If he has not come back yet, he will surely return today. You can imagine how I desire 
that you have them. With regard to your mother, she is very well. She was here a few days ago. Be 
sure that I would not tell you with certainty that she is well if she were not so. 

Now let us speak about our business. I will write to the good Lady Micheli2, as quickly as I 
can, about what our holy Father Provincial3 told you regarding the Convent of the Capuchin Nuns. 
Regarding the Palace of Lady Albrizzi Zenobrio4, the Lord can do everything. Yet I do not have 
great hope knowing that she has been asked already for another good work. Nevertheless, if the 
Lord, to whom the whole world belongs, has destined it for our hospital, He will do it this time. 

My dear daughter, I need to apologise to our Father for the trouble you gave him by your 
visit, and to you for all the trouble you undertook to go there. But I beg you not to go when it is 
windy.  The Lord permitted that the good Archpriest Galvani5 hesitated to nominate an 
ecclesiastical superior because, being on the verge of dying, he did not want neither to accept nor to 
nominate another one.  So I do not know to whom I should turn to for these matters. Anyway I am 
in need of Father Provincial’s help to decide, even if I had a Superior here. 

With regard to the young lady I would have brought there instead of Margì, she is surely 
entering now. She is about 24 years old and looks like Marietta. She is full of charity, talent and 
prudence, accustomed as she is to be the head of her family, not having a mother but only a father, 
brothers and sisters. It is true that she has not yet experienced our type of life and that she speaks 
the dialect of Bergamo. But she is accustomed to teaching in school. She sometimes visits the sick, 
even prepares the girls for confession and teaches Catechism. In short, as she has been the head of 
her family she can easily handle any kind of work, such as hospital work or anything else you have.  
I do not say this because I mean to do it.  On the contrary, I will follow entirely the advice of our 
Father. After knowing his opinion, I will think over it. We did not try her yet in our Institute. She 
may or may not succeed. I tell you this so that you may inform him about the whole matter. In the 
meantime, we will go ahead with her formation and we could always make the change at another 
time. Besides this, I am in need of another clarification which could perhaps be useful also for this 

                                                 
1 Gianbattista Verdari, pharmacist of the chemist’s shop at Porta Borsari (I, Lett. 145, n.6) 
2 Lady Michiel Bernardo (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
3 Father Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
4 Noble Lady ALBA ZENOBRIO married the Procurator of S. Marco, the noble ALESSANDRO ALBRIZZI. She 

was a Countess of the S.R. Empire and died in December 1837. 
5 Don Nicola Galvani, was Magdalene’s confessor (I, Lett. 47, n.3) 
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matter. My dear daughter, you tell me that our most worthy Father would like me to first end the 
affairs of Milan before coming to Venice, so that I may stay peacefully for some time in Venice. To 
tell you the truth, I share the same desire too. But inform him about the situation I live in and beg 
him on my behalf to tell you what he thinks, for I will try everything possible to follow what he will 
decide.  

I do not know yet whether I can return to Bergamo before or after Easter. As you can imagine, 
I will try my best so that all our girls of the countryside can go home. But as much as I try and as I 
have done, they are preventing us because I have shortened the normally prescribed time by some 
weeks. Thus, I hope to leave Bergamo two or three weeks after Easter, perhaps two weeks. In 
Milan, until the new house6 is not in order, with regard to the repairs, we cannot go in. But I hear 
that the repairs carried out this winter are drying well. This was the greatest obstacle for going to 
live there. In case it is ready by that time, but I do not think so, I could go from Bergamo to Milan, 
as it would be convenient, and later come to Venice and remain there peacefully.  

Just imagine, at Milan, preparations are afoot to establish two houses7.  Since my Superiors 
did not feel that my reasons to the contrary should be taken into consideration, I am fully persuaded 
that what the Superiors wish is the Will of God. Nor do I doubt that His goodness will give me the 
grace to do my duty, provided I profit from it. 

However, they told me absolutely that this should be done by me personally. As you can 
easily imagine, it will not take just a month or two. Our good Venetian Ladies wish to make their 
Spiritual Exercises during the novena of Pentecost. If I go to Milan, it is no longer convenient to 
think of the Exercises, since I do not know when I can leave; and surely not so soon. This is the 
reason why I asked the Venetian Ladies to anticipate the Exercises, so I would try to come as soon 
as possible. But I realize that dear Lady Priuli8 is right in keeping a relatively fixed time, so that this 
holy work can be established, and holding them a few weeks after Easter, they will be too close to 
those of Lent. Therefore, it seems to me that if I will not delay for instance, for four or five months, 
I could leave Bergamo as soon as possible, come to Venice and remain there as long as I can. It 
would not take more than five or six weeks at the most. During this time the Exercises of the Ladies 
too could take place. If the repairs in Milan were to take a longer time and so the work of the house, 
I could even stop longer. 

I will follow what our Father decides. Kindly write to me. Be patient, and I too will try to be 
patient, although I need to die to myself, not knowing as I would like to, whether I have to leave 
this week, or after Easter. Have patience. Write to me about Father Provincial’s answer here, and 
also in Bergamo. 

If I have to stay some months before I come, I will be able to tell you something about the 
behaviour of the one who will join us. Regarding the preacher for the Exercises of the Ladies, if I 
have to come, so that they may spend less, ask our Father too whether it is wise to invite Don 
Giovanni Palazzi9 of Santa Fosca, who now preaches in Bergamo to a countless number of people 
and has to preach the Exercises to the nobility during the Holy Week. If you agree, speak to Priuli 
and Micheli about it. Last year he preached in Vienna, and found much favour with the King of 
Naples10, who made him his chaplain. 

I do not know whether it is necessary that the Ladies find out about the talents of Monsignor 
Rosada11 or of Monsignor Patriarch12. Ask Father about this too. If he does not agree, Micheli could 

                                                 
6 The Certosina in Via della Chiusa  (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
7 The Certosa and the House of S. Stefano 
8 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactress from Venice (I, Lett. 397) 

 9 Don GIOVANNI PALAZZI, a famous preacher and collaborator at S. Fosca, a sub station of the Parish Church 
of the S. Ermagora e Fortunato (III/1, Lett. 1300, n.12) 

10 FERDINANDO I of BORBONE (1751-1825), king of Naples from 1759, and then from 1816 also king of the 
Two Sicilies.   

11 Msgr. Rosata Fortunato, Canon of the Cathedral (Lett. 1376) 
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immediately ask for our Zamperini of Casaleone13, and you could tell him. I would like to know his 
decision, whether it is yes or no, in order not to start out on a useless journey, and also without 
troubling you. Then we can see whether there is a suitable one in Padua. My special regards to 
Father Provincial. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, since I have no more paper. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

                                                                                                                                                   
12 Msgr. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1 Lett. 482, n.1) 
13 Don ZAMPERINI, Parish Priest of Casaleone, a centre in the province of Verona 
14 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

3.4.1824    Verona                                                                                                                                           1404  
In Bergamo the students for the training of country teachers are intellectually not prepared and Cristina, the 
teacher, is not well. In a week’s time Magdalene may arrive there. In the meantime, Rosa should take 
courage. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I write briefly, because I am very tired of writing continuously. My dear 
daughter, I hope that this year just because you have so many students, as hard as stones, you will 
have less human consolation, but the Lord will be better served. Courage and again courage! I am 
sorry about the indispositions of dear Cristina1. I know that it is unnecessary to recommend her to 
you. Encourage her as much as you can. I do not know yet when I can set off from here, but I hope I 
will be able to come within the week which starts tomorrow 4 April. I think it will be during the 
weekend. Believe me. I feel more pain than you, because I cannot help you. My health is good, but 
these last days I am rather tired because of my continuous writing. I embrace all of you warmly and 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. If I do not come this week, I will write to you more at 
length on Thursday. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 3 April 1824 

Convey my regards to Don Giovanni2 and my greetings to the people who greeted me. Please 
give the enclosed to Cristina. If they bring to you the half yearly fees for Merizzi collect them. 
Kindly give the enclosed letter to Don Giovanni. 

Your very affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti is still in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
2 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

8.4.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                     1405 
A very short communication on her arrival, which will delay for some days or even for a longer period 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I write only a few lines to you. In the meantime, I tell you as usual that my 
departure is now suspended. In fact, I am thinking of leaving next Friday, the 9th, but I am not yet 
sure. If you receive letters addressed to me, keep them until my next notification. In case I can set 
off, I hope I will arrive there on Saturday, early in the morning. If you do not see me on Saturday, it 
means that I was not able to leave. My health is fairly good, as you will see. I will not linger writing 
to you, because I hope I will be able to tell you everything orally. If you do not see me on Saturday 
at a discreet hour, delay to mail your letter, but then send it to me before I leave. I embrace you 
hastily but warmly and leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 8 April 1824 
 

Kindly wait on Saturday until six o’clock in the afternoon. If by that time you do not see me, 
assume that I was not able to leave. Then send all my letters to the post office, because in that case I 
will not be able to leave not even on Monday, since here it is the Feast of St Zeno1. In that case I 
will be able to come only after the Festivities of Easter. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 

                                                 
1 The Parish of S. Zeno, to which the House of S. Giuseppe belonged.  
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

8.4.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                              1406 

Magdalene informs Terragnoli immediately about her forthcoming, but still very uncertain, departure for 
Bergamo. In the meantime, the money she sent to her should be counted. On her part, she is waiting for 
Father Provincial’s reply. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write very hurriedly only to tell you that tomorrow, most probably, I will leave for Bergamo, 
my dear daughter. I am not sure yet since I do not know whether the coachman is in the city, and 
whether Michele1 can come. It is a usual thing that I never know the moment I have to leave. If I 
remain here on Saturday, I will write to you more at length. In the meantime, I inform you 
immediately that Mr. Verdari2 ordered Mr. Ponzetta from Venice, whom you know, to give you the 
sum of 900 Venetian liras, as indicated by me. Since we now use the Austrian liras, the above 
mentioned Ponzetta will hand over to you 517.26 Austrian liras, that is, five hundred seventeen 
liras and twenty-six cents, which correspond to 900 Venetian liras. It is advisable that you yourself 
go to collect the money from this gentleman, because this is the order given to him by Verdari. This 
evening I am waiting for your letter with the answer of Father Provincial. After that, I will inform 
you about my coming to Venice. 

At this moment, I am having my lunch, and dictating to the secretary. I tell you that your 
mother has been here now. I have seen her, she looks very well, but besides greeting her, I could not 
stay with her any longer, because there was a continuous movement of people into the parlour this 
morning. I only remind you to be calm because I could see that she looks very well. 

I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Holy Heart of Mary Most Sorrowful. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 Michele Masina, coachman (I, Lett. 357)  
2 Gianbattista Verdari, pharmacist of the chemist’s shop at Porta Borsari (I, Lett. 145, n. 6) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

13.4.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                      1407  
The itinerary, at least for the moment, is clear: Magdalene has finally reached Bergamo, where she was able 
to be present at the desperate weeping of the teachers from the countryside, who were leaving. Then, she will 
go to Venice for the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, and finally to Milan for the moving of the House. In the 
meantime, Elena, who waits for her, should have courage and should “look after herself”. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you from Bergamo, where I arrived on Saturday, after a very pleasant journey. I 
found the dear Companions in fairly good health, although they were tired on account of the work 
they had done these days. You can imagine that, besides the heavy work of the church, they have 
two hundred and forty girls for catechism, and we do it all here. 

The young ladies1 from the countryside are leaving, and at this very moment the third one has 
gone away with such cries and shouts that the good Count Marco Passi2, who was present, started 
crying too. This week the other seven will leave, and in a short time, they will all have gone away. I 
asked them to leave, since I planned to go back to Verona after the octave, that is, at the end of next 
week. Then I will go to Venice. After the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies, when the House of 
Milan will be in order, I will be able to come there for our work. Yesterday, I hoped to receive your 
letters, as I wrote to you from Verona, but since I have not seen any, I am worried about you. Do 
not tire yourself to write to me personally, but let me have sincere and detailed news of you either 
through Antonietta3 or through whoever you want. Take care of yourself and have courage. Teresa4 
is getting better daily, and I am well too, thank God, since the last drawing of blood I had in Verona 
has been very beneficial. I left my brother, as I have already written to you, in fairly good health. 
He is very resigned, although sad, because of his great loss. 

I finish now, since I do not know even how to breathe on account of my many commitments.  
I embrace all of you very warmly and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Give my regards 
to the Parish Priest. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 13 April 1824                        your most affectionate Mother 

 Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
                                                 

1 The young ladies of the countryside who were trained to be teachers 
2 Don Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n. 6) 
3 Antonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/I, Lett. 529, n. 9) 
4 Teresa Spasciani, now in Verona (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI  
14.4.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                          1408  
The double answer Terragnoli gave to Magdalene, has proved very useful. In Bergamo all the teachers of the 
countryside have returned to their homes. But the few Religious, although they are tired, are to attend to the 
catechetical instruction of 240 girls. Magdalene tells her friend to read and then hand over to Lady Micheli 
the enclosed letter for the Hospital that is to be established. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you for your double answer I received in Verona before leaving and here in Bergamo. 
I reached here on Saturday about three hours after mid-day, after a very comfortable journey. I am 
trying to hurry up with the commitments which detain me here, as quickly as I can. In fact, up to 
now three teachers1 from the countryside have left and within this week another seven should be 
leaving. Only three remain, but they too will leave after the Holy Feasts.  

I will then try to hurry up, so that I may come to Venice as soon as I can. Here I found our 
companions in fairly good health, but a bit tired because of their hard work. Teresa2 gets better from 
her illness day by day. Thank God, I feel well, since the last drawing of blood I had in Verona 
before setting out, has done me much good. Imagine that, besides this, these Companions have two 
hundred and forty girls to be prepared for Confession and Communion. So there is no time to even 
breathe. 

I embrace all of you warmly. Since I have written to dear Lady Micheli3 about our dear 
Hospital4, I enclose the letter for the same open for you, so that you may know the situation as it is 
for us. Read it, seal it and send it to her.  I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 14 April 1824 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5

                                                 
1 Ladies from the Countryside who were trained as teachers 
2 Teresa Spasciani, at present is in Bergamo (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
3 Lady Michiel Bernardo, Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
4 The Hospital for Convalescents 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI  
21.4.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1409 
In Bergamo the course for the training of the country teachers has ended. But the arrival of Magdalene to 
Venice is uncertain, because in Milan, where Bernardi was close to death, the transfer to the new house will 
cause some difficulties. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I hope you have received one of my letters, with one enclosed for the good Lady Micheli1. I 
had the pleasure of receiving news of you which seems to be fairly good, but I perceive that too 
much blood has been drawn from you. To tell you the truth, I think that your temperament cannot 
bear it. Take care of yourself as much as you can. I am happy to know that you have received the 
money so that you were able to settle your debts with it. 

For the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, I understand what they think. Prudently speaking, it 
was not wise to inform Don Giovanni Palazzi2 about them, until they had been decided. This 
Religious was a great success here even for the Exercises for the nobility. What I desire is only that 
the Ladies may choose themselves, as they wish. 

Nine of the teachers3 from the countryside have gone away and four are still here, although I 
think that three will leave between today and tomorrow and the last one will leave later because she 
has been here for a shorter time than the rest. 

I hope to have the pleasure of embracing all of you very soon. But at the moment my hope is 
still uncertain. I will start by telling you that the affairs are turning out well. The last letter I 
received from our new Superior of Milan4 informs me that Elena is out of danger, although she was 
so sick as to receive the Holy Viaticum. You know well how many obstacles regarding the building 
can now arise in the new house5 and the troubles which have to be met for the transfer in the city of 
Milan. The ecclesiastical Superior had urged me to go there when he wrote about Elena’s risky 
condition. But being better now, I try to avoid going there so that I may come to you. Let us see 
what answer will be given to me. 

Teresa6 is getting better, and all the others are sufficiently well. I was well, but my cough 
came back only a few days ago. I feel that it will not last very long. 

I embrace you all warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Convey my 
compliments to the people who remember me and greet me. 

Give my regards to our dear Ladies. Here, everyone greets you. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 21 April 1824 

 

PS I am informed today that Elena7 is out of danger and will soon be better. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
1 Lady Michiel Bernardo (Lett. 1379, n.6)  
2 Don Giovanni Palazzi, a preacher (Lett. 1403, n.9)  
3 The teachers for the countryside 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
5 Certosa, the new House in Milan (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
6 Teresa Spasciani, in the House of Bergamo (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
7 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

22.4.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1410 
Two letters from the ecclesiastical Superior of Milan, Don Burocco: one gives the news of Bernardi in 
danger of death, the other informs about her almost immediate recovery.  Magdalene would like to have 
some more news. She rejoices about what she believes is the happy substitution of the new spiritual director 
of the Institute, replacing Msgr. Zoppi. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Yesterday, I was surprised, but comforted, to know that our dear Elena1 who was in serious 
danger, was once again restored to health, or rather, has improved.  You know, my dear daughter, 
the letter addressed to me to Verona, by the Parish Priest2, arrived after my departure. It arrived here 
only yesterday, together with another letter he sent me, informing me of her improvement. The 
letter that came by the mail made me realize that she had been very seriously ill.  However, I could 
not figure out whether she was suffering from her usual illness or has had another one.  Please, any 
time you write, give me news about her. I do not need to recommend her too much to you, knowing 
that you are all so concerned about her as she deserves your concern so much.    

My dear daughter, I admire the great goodness of God towards us.  Though we lost Msgr. 
Zoppi3, who was such a good Father to us, the Lord has given us another one who will not be less 
than the first.  I am sorry about all her problems, but I hope that God will give us the grace to 
restore to Elena at least sufficiently good health. All of you too, try to take care of yourselves. I can 
imagine how worried all of you must have been.  Whenever you write, give me news about each of 
you. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  
My dear Domenica I beg you to send the enclosed letter as soon as possible to the Parish 

Priest of San Giorgio, and give my respects to the gentleman Pedrino4.  Tell him that I have 
received his letter from Verona only now. I shall reply to him on Wednesday, as I cannot make it 
today. 

Goodbye with all my heart and I embrace you all. 
 

Your most affectionate Magdalene,  
Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2)  
2 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of  S. Giorgio, director and  confessor of the Companions in Milan (II/1, 

Lett.524, n.1) 
3 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, consecrated Bishop of Massa Carrara in 1823 (II/1, Lett. 625, n.6) 

 4 Piero Porta, one of the first aspirants of the Sons of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4)  

     5 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

27.4.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1411  

After all the congratulations and recommendations to take care of her health, Magdalene begs Elena to ask 
Don Burocco whether she should set off at once for Milan.  Elena, then, should send someone to fetch her, or 
she can delay for a short while, so as to settle some matters. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I am consoled to hear that you are better, my dear daughter, I would like to hear that 
you have recovered. We are pleased with the Lord’s will and hope that with the good season, you 
may recover sufficiently. Thank the dear secretary Antonietta. I will reply to her here. Know that 
yesterday a Religious came to the door and without saying anything he gave a letter to Deodata1. 
Then he went off immediately. She brought the letter to me and I found your recommendation to 
compliment warmly the preacher of S. Stefano2. Perhaps that was the priest who brought the letter. 
But since he did not say anything and as soon as he had delivered it, he went away, it was 
impossible for me to carry out your wishes. My dear daughter, Count Enrico Passi3, gave me the 
task of begging you on behalf of his sons, to see whether, in your garden of the Certosina4, there are 
flowering plants which we cannot keep. If so, they would like you to send them here. 

Dear Antonietta5 wrote to me that they were waiting for me these past days and are still 
waiting. My dear daughter, you can imagine how much consolation I will have this time to see all of 
you once more, yourself more than anyone else, as you had been so ill. I have already written to the 
very reverend Parish Priest of S. Giorgio6 about the general circumstances of the Institute, because I 
did not know whether he thought it would be better that I leave here for Venice quickly and then 
come to Milan leisurely, or that I should set out now for this journey. I was waiting for this answer 
to solve the matter: I have also begged him to send me the gentleman Pedrino7 with the carriage. 

I do not know whether the kind Parish Priest has planned not to send him, without informing 
me beforehand, or whether he did not send him because of the usual slowness of the mail. Anyway, 
the Lord has arranged it favourably, because in the past days, I had one of my severe coughs, on 
account of which the blood has been drawn from me twice, but I have been on my feet. The blood 
letting has been very useful to the extent that today I feel well and I am really ready to come and I 
would imagine this time to be able to stay even in Milan. 

Therefore, although I have sent another letter to the ecclesiastical Superior, since the mail of 
Milan is so problematic, you will find here a letter for the Parish Priest. I beg you to send it to him, 
as soon as you can, because I would like an answer through the same carrier. Mr. Pedrino can come 
even on Friday to fetch me, if the Parish Priest agrees. Since the training of the young ladies8 from 
the countryside is over, Pedrino can come alone as I am taking Cristina9 with me.  

I do not say anything more, since I will tell you everything orally. I only recommend you to 
take care of yourself. Embracing you with all the other dear Companions, I leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
                                                 

1 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 585, n.5) 
2 The Parish Church of the House of the Daughters of Charity 
3 Enrico Passi, the father of Don Luca and Don Marco (II/I, Lett. 571, n.1) 
4 The new House of Milan 
5 Antonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/I, Lett. 529, n.9) 
6 Don Bernardino Burocco, of the House of Milan (II/I, Lett. 524, n.1) 
7 Piero Porta, one of the first Aspirants to become Son of Charity (II/I, Lett. 524, n.4)  
8 The teachers from the countryside 
9 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
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Bergamo, 27 April 1824 
 

PS    My dear daughter, I assure you that this is a great comedy. After writing this letter of mine, I 
receive, today afternoon, the 28th, dear Antonietta’s letter of 24th. I am consoled to know that you 
feel better, but I am worried to hear that you suffer a lot. As regards my coming, I confirm what I 
have told you earlier, that is, you may imagine with what pleasure I will embrace you, if our 
ecclesiastical Superior thinks I can come now. My only doubt is that, since I can stay just a while, I 
do not know if, although I am good for nothing, I could do something by setting out early and 
likewise returning early, or if it would be better to make a journey now. I say once more that you 
cannot imagine how warmly I will embrace you first and then all the others. Do not tell anyone 
about this, but continue giving me news about yourself. Try, if you can, to dispatch the two 
enclosed letters, since I am eager for an answer from both the Parish Priest and Mr. Pedrino with 
this carrier.  

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 
                                                 

10 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

28.4.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                1412 
Internal chronicles, among which the happy recovery of Bernardi. Magdalene informs her that she will do 
her best to be present during the Exercises of the Ladies. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write just a few lines to tell you, my dear daughter, that thanks be to God, our Elena1 is 
much better. I have also received good news from the last letters stating that she is now able to 
make her own bed. In spite of this, I think I will have to go to Milan before coming to Verona. The 
ecclesiastical Superior writes to me that it is necessary that I spend some days there, before 
returning to Verona. I am pleased to know that the Ladies have fixed the preacher for their 
Exercises.  I will do all I can to come at the time which has been decided. 

My cough required two drawings of blood. I feel much better now. I am only a bit tired 
because of continuous commitments which do not allow me to regain my strength. But I hope it will 
come back slowly. Teresa2 is improving daily. I will be happy to know how the business of our 
Hospital3 is doing, if dear Lady Micheli4 could inform me when she writes to me. Convey my 
greetings to all the dear Companions. I recommend myself to your prayers and leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 28 April 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

 

My dear daughter, be at peace because I am determined to dispose of everything so that I may 
come to embrace you at the appointed time. I will write to you more precisely from Milan. Address 
your letters here until I write to you. I have no time to reply to dear Cecilia6. I beg you to embrace 
her particularly on my behalf. 

Tell me how Bettina7 is going on, and frankly, what you think about the clothes. 
                                                 

1 Elena Bernardi, Superior in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 Teresa Spasciani, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
3 The Hospital  for  Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
4 Lady Michiel Bernardo (Lett.1379, n.6) 
5 Magdalene wrote the postscript and signed this letter. 
6 Donà delle Rose, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 399, n.3) 

 7 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

1.5.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1413 

A very brief apology for not being able to go to Milan, due to her indisposition, because of which the doctor 
forbids her to leave 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  
Bergamo, 1 May 1824 

I thought I would come today to pay you a personal visit. Instead I have to write to you a 
letter, my dear daughter. 

Please, listen to this comedy. I thought I could leave this morning, but last night I felt some 
pain. Although I am much better, the doctor does not want to hear of an immediate departure. I am 
already on my feet, so you can understand that there is nothing very serious. But when we do not 
have a favourable opinion of someone, even if that person works miracles, they are not believed. 
They think I enjoy poor health and suffer pains in the chest, and although the pain is on one side 
and not in the chest, they do not believe me. The doctor says that the journey could cause something 
serious to my chest and absolutely forbids me to leave. At least you, my dear daughter, be so good 
as to trust me when I tell you that everything will come to an end in a few days. To prove that you 
believe me, do not get worried at all, since there is no reason for it. In the meantime, I warmly 
embrace all our dear Companions together with you and leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity1 
                                                 

1 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

5.5.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1414  
More than anything else there is some news about her health, and that of a few members. Magdalene asks 
for news about Elena’s recovery. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I hope you have received a letter of mine from the ordinary mail, my dear daughter, in which I 
explained that my health has improved. Know that I felt much for you and for all the dear 
Companions. I also imagine the sorrow they must have felt, because of their goodness. I confirm 
good news about myself. I tell you sincerely that on Monday they drew blood from me once more. 
But yesterday, the pain stopped. I have to say that my pulse is not regular yet. In fact, this morning 
it was a bit fast. But I was always able to be on my feet. I wrote in the bedroom for two days, and 
was alone for as long as possible. Hence you see that I took proper care of myself and I will 
continue doing so, since I am rather weak. There is no doubt, my dear daughter, that we would have 
had many things to tell each other. The Lord did not give us this consolation. But He will give it on 
another occasion. I beg you and all the others not to be concerned about me any more, since, I 
assure you, there is no reason for it. I am very grateful to you for offering your services so warmly. 
I will take advantage of them, when I need them. 

My dear daughter, if the Lord is pleased, I would like to hear better news about your health. I 
hope that you will recover more quickly with the good season. I assure you that I too would not be 
patient if, at every hour, they would insist that I should eat or drink; I, who cannot drink even some 
water in between meals. To tell you the truth, had I manipulated the papers so as to leave that day 
when the Knight of the Sun came to fetch me, I would have come to sleep in your bedroom to enjoy 
one another’s company,. 

Now let us speak about our sick Companions. Maddalena1, after having blood drawn from 
her, which was for the first time in her life, is feeling better, but is not well yet. Deodata2, who has 
an inflammatory rheumatic fever, is still not well, although up to now there is no danger of death. 
The blood has been drawn from her for the fourth time, and it has helped her. 

I will not fail to continue giving you news about me as well as the Companions, with the 
Saturday mail. 

You will find a parcel that I was asked to forward to the addressee. Kindly send it. You will 
also find some money brought by Don Massimiliano3’s mother. It is the payment for the gloves. She 
told me that she could not ask for more money because they were not well done. After she had 
finished selling them, they asked for some more. I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 5 May 1824 

 

Your Cristina4 embraces you warmly and entrusts herself to your holy prayers. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
My brother-in-law Orti6 would like to know how far S. Francesco in Orta is from Milan  

                                                 
1 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 596, n.2) 
2 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 585, n.5) 
3 Don Massimiliano of the Arch-Episcopal Curia 

  4 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

  5 This letter was written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
6 Count Orti, the husband of Rosa Canossa  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

8.5.1824   Bergamo                                                                    1415 
Although still physically weak, Magdalene will go to Verona, and later, will reach Milan. She will keep 
Elena cheerful, and help her to overcome her depression. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Knowing that you like to have news from me, I am writing today, although due to the 
uncertainty of the mail, you will receive this letter in the Holy Year1.  

I tell you sincerely, my dear daughter, that I am very weak because blood is drawn from me 
frequently. But it is necessary to do so. I am much better, and next week I even mean to go to 
Verona. Therefore, my dear daughter, I beg you not to get worried. Yesterday I did have a slight 
fever, caused I think, by my weakness, as I told you before. But today, up to now, I do not feel 
anything.  Understand that I speak to you freely and sincerely and assure you that today I really feel 
well. 

I am happy to know that you have begun to get out of bed. I hope your health will improve 
more and more. My dear daughter, do not be worried if everything seems to hurt you. The sort of 
sickness you have makes you suffer in a special way.  Everything seems to you to be a burden. You 
will have a special crown, all the more if yours is an inner cross. Believe me, my dear daughter, my 
illnesses are trifles. Moreover, being always in a happy mood, I feel only half the pain.  This is 
because I am not affected now by pains of the nerves. 

My dear daughter, have courage. Now I am going to Verona, since I have to start the Spiritual 
Exercises for the Ladies on the 28th. In the meantime, the Lord will make you recover and I will 
come to Milan and we shall stay together, enjoying a little calm. I hope that we will laugh a lot. On 
Wednesday I will write to you and will send you some porridge made of bread and some other 
precious thing made in Bergamo, either from the cook of the Court or from those illustrious people 
who are fond of feasts. 

Embracing you very warmly, I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Bergamo, 8 May 1824 
 

I assure you that I am well today. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 
 

                                                 
1 In the year 1825 
2 Magdalene wrote the postscript and signed this letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

12.5.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1416 
Since Elena has asked Magdalene to go to Bergamo to get well, the latter not only allows her to go, but 
encourages her to go. Magdalene will meet her in Milan. She has sent her some money to pay her debt to the 
gentleman Albertini and informs her about all the details regarding the exchange of money. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Since they will come to fetch me tomorrow, while I am waiting, I would like to stay with you 
a short while by writing to you, my dear daughter. First of all, I tell you that you can come to 
Bergamo whenever you wish, whether I am here or not. You can well imagine how everyone will 
be happy to see you. In order to be assisted by someone who knows your case, it is better that this 
time you take along the companion who can really assist you and be of greater help to you. I too am 
very sorry not to be here, because I would like to laugh a bit together with you, but we need to be 
patient. We shall make up for it in Milan. 

With regard to that good angel you wrote about saying that she is happy to go and serve rather 
than to commit sin against the 7th Commandment, she deserves to be received even at midnight, 
just for this. On the other hand, I fully agree with what our Superior1 will decide, since it is 
necessary for us to have many other qualities. From what you write it seems to me that she has 
them.  

My health is fairly good. You will see that quite soon I will write to you that I am well. You 
will find in the box a gold coin of Savoy2 which is valued as 37.5 liras and 4 "bavaras". Altogether 
it amounts to 10 silver napoleons3. If you can, please change them into 2 pieces of gold Luigis, 
which are called “armetta”4 here, and give them to Albertini as payment for our writings. If you 
wish, you may ask Durini whether it is better to buy them chocolate or coffee with the money. Do 
as you like. 

You will find with many swanzichers5 the bill of the gloves, some porridge and the precious 
sweets of the noble city of Bergamo. Convey my regards to the Parish Priest. I am compelled to end 
since the carrier is leaving. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 12 May 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of Milan (II/I, Lett. 524, n.1) 
2 Gold coin of Savoia, It is not clear whether Magdalene meant the GOLD GIORGINO or the zecchino of Genoa, 

called with the first name for the crowned coat of arms and St George on horseback, 
3 Napoleon, silver coin worth 5 Francs (I, Lett. 402, n.8)  
4 LUIGI, the name given to many French coins coming from this Sovereign. To distinguish among them, they 

always bear a descriptive name coupled to it. The gold Luigi appeared under Louis XIII (1610-1643) 
(cf.Martinori, La moneta, p. 253, c. 2). 

5 Swanzicher (a coin), svanzica was the old name of the Austrian lira  (II/2, Lett. 803, n.3)  

 6 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

16.5.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1417 
Magdalene’s journey to Verona was very good, but she is waiting for news of the sick companions in 
Bergamo. In the meantime, she reminds Rosa that it is time to buy wood and coal.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I give you some news regarding our journey, my dear daughter. Thanks to the Lord, it was 
very good and we arrived here at about three o’clock. I cannot tell you the joy of the good 
Companions, because you can imagine it. My health continues to be good enough, and this 
morning, since I rested, I feel much better. Teresa1 not only did not suffer during the journey, but 
she seemed to have benefitted from it. The others were well and we found them here in good health. 
I would like to have news from you and whether Deodata2 and Maddalena3 are getting better.  I 
have forgotten to tell you that it is wise, before talking about the spinning mills, that you now speak 
immediately about the bigger and smaller logs of wood. You can speak to Don Ambroggio4 and 
hear from him.  There is also that gentleman who has sold us the white wine, and who sees to the 
brewing even now.  

If you think it better, you can speak even to him. Write to me how many carts of heavy logs 
you want, since we had bought the finer ones last year. I remind you to buy coal before it is too late. 
Convey my respects to Don Giovanni5. This week I will not leave for Venice. I embrace all of you 
hurriedly but warmly, as I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 16 May 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 Teresa Spasciani is in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
2 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 585, n.5) 
3 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 596, n.2) 
4 Don Ambrogio Manzoni, born in Bergamo in the Parish Church of S. Alessandro della Croce in 1780,  Chaplain 

and Sacristan in the Church of the Capuchins, that is of S. Croce alla Rocchetta 
5 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 570, n.1) 
6 The Letter is signed by Magdalene.  The place near the date at the bottom of the letter is wrong, because she has 

arrived at Verona and had left Bergamo. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

26.5.1824  Venice                                                                                                                                            1418  
 

Magdalene describes her journey to Venice, because the Ladies had decided not to take part in the Spiritual 
Exercises if she was not present. She hopes that all the convalescents will be better soon. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reached Venice just about two hours ago, my dear daughter, and I am writing a few lines at 
once only to give you some news of me, as I do not want you to get worried about me, knowing that 
you, out of your goodness, may get upset unnecessarily. 

Yesterday morning I left Verona and I reached Padua, after a very good but slightly tiring 
journey. Today I benefited from the journey, and even from yesterday’s journey.  If I continue 
gaining strength every day like today, I will go back to Bergamo as strong as steel, according to my 
promise. 

I cannot describe the happiness of the Companions. I thank the Lord wholeheartedly for 
having come here, since our Ladies had said that if I would not come, they would not follow the 
Spiritual Exercises.  Some have already sent in their belongings, because they would like to spend 
the night here.  All of you, please pray, and ask others to pray that the Lord may bless these 
Exercises and all the other affairs. Tell this to all our dear Companions, embrace them for me and 
give them news of me.  

Here, I found Angioletta1 with a cold, but she is on her feet. The superior2 has a cold too, and 
is in bed. I hope the latter will get better soon. I will respond to you willingly about what you wrote 
to me, my dear daughter. Tell me freely about anything else you want, for I will satisfy you as much 
as is possible. Except for the two I have spoken about, the other Companions are well. In Verona I 
left Pierina3 well enough to get up and make her own bed. I hope that our convalescents there will 
also get better. I am glad that everything is going on well in school. Give my respects to Don 
Giovanni4. Accept the warm greetings of all, including the secretary Beatrice5, who is here with me. 

Since we start the Exercises on Friday, I will not be able to write to you on Saturday, but I 
will do it next Wednesday. Remember me to the Lord so that I may do well. With real affection, I 
leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Give my greetings to those who ask about me. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Venice, S. Lucia, 26 May 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 Angela Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
2 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 398, n.2) 
3 Pierina Moro, sick in Verona (II/I, Lett. 465) 
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 570, n.1) 
5 Beatrice Olivieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
6 The Letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

26.5.1824  Venice                                                                 1419 
Some sentences are different, but the content is similar to the letter written on the same day to Dabalà. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I arrived at Venice some hours ago, after a very smooth journey, my dear daughter, and I had 
the pleasure of finding a dear letter of yours here. I am glad to know that your health is improving, 
although slowly, and I hope that the Lord will allow our two young ones to recover too. As for 
Rosina1, I will consult this doctor very willingly. But since she lives in a different climate, I think it 
is better that, when you go to Bergamo, you speak to that doctor, who knows the climate of Milan 
very well and the therapy of those countries. I have experienced it for certain things, and this would 
be a great idea. I too think that the inconstant season causes various illnesses. 

Know that even here I found the Superior2 compelled to stay in bed on account of a bad cold.  
Angioletta3 too was affected by a cold. I am a bit tired, but I am fairly well. I thank the Lord who 
has inspired me to come here, because these Ladies said that, if I did not come, they would not 
make the Spiritual Exercises, since they said that they did not know this Superior yet. I recommend 
myself to the prayers of all, so that the Lord may bless everything. I will not write to you on 
Saturday, since we start the Spiritual Exercises on Friday.  But I will do it in a week’s time. 

Everybody here greets you warmly, including the secretary Beatrice4, whom I took with me, 
since I could not take Cristina5 along for a reason known to you. She is replacing Beatrice in 
Verona for these few days.  

I embrace all of you hurriedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
I hope you have received the very long letter of mine that I wrote from Verona. It contained 

one for the Parish Priest6. Convey my respects to him. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

Venice, S. Lucia, 26 May 1824 
                                                 

1 Rosa Polli, in the House of Milan (III/I, Lett. 1128, n.8) 
2 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior of Venice (I, Lett. 398, n.2) 
3 Angela Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
4 Beatrice Olivieri, in Venice with Magdalene (I, Lett.339, n.5) 
5 Cristina Pilotti, teacher in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
6 Don Bernardino Burocco of S. Giorgio, Superior of the House in Milan (II/I, Lett. 524, n.1) 
7 The Letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene. 
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To the Lady 
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
     Parish of S. Stefano 
     Contrada della Signora 
                                     MILAN 

 

TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

2.6.1824  Venice                                                                                                                                             1420 

Bernardi is going to Bergamo or has already reached there.  Magdalene asks her for news about the 
Community.  She tells her how pleased she is with the great progress of the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies 
who would like to have a painting of her where they are. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I get news from the dear Superior1 of Bergamo that our dear Elena2 went there yesterday. 
Therefore, I am writing to you to be sure to receive news of you.  I am stealing some time to write 
since the ladies are doing their devotional prayers on their own, without my being there with them.  
Firstly, I would like to let you know that from the time I am here, my health is very much better.  
All the companions here are also very well.  However they are a bit tired because when I arrived, 
the Superior Beppa and Angioletta3 were not well. Therefore as you know, in such situations, those 
who were well had to carry out double tasks. For the reason you know, I could not take Cristina4 as 
a personal helper for writing and for the Exercises. I took dear Beatrice5, who is assisting me now.  
For your consolation, I want to tell you that these good ladies follow the Spiritual Exercises with 
fervour and edifying diligence. This time, their number is greater than all the past years. Therefore I 
recommend them to your prayers and to everybody’s prayer, that God may bless them and draw 
fruit for His glory. Then, I beg you all for a charity: it is not for the Ladies but for two souls who are 
in dire need.  All of you, please, offer one Holy Communion and say 3 times the Glory and the Hail 
Mary for nine days, for my intention. 

After writing a part of this letter, I received one from Elena who tells me that she was going to 
Bergamo on Monday.  May God be pleased to let her recover, to at least how as she was in the past. 

This letter includes one for Marquis Casati.6  If you see him, or have any chance of also 
meeting Count Mellerio7, please give them both my due respects.  Tell the above praiseworthy 
Marquis to forgive me if today I am unable to reply to his very genteel letter, but I hope to do it on 
Saturday. I say, I hope because these ladies are so good and humble that they would like to have a 
picture of me with them. 

Convey my respects to our most worthy Parish Priest8.  If you have any chance to meet him, 
please ask him if he can spare some time to reply to the questions I had for him in my last letter. 

Goodbye my dear daughter. Everyone greets you and I embrace all of you with the most 
cordial affection.  I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
  your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
 

 
                                  

                                                 
 1 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 

 2 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2)  

 3 Angela Guarnieri from the Communuity of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 

 4 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona for the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies of the nobility           (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

 5 Beatrice Olivieri, Magdalene’s secretary in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 

 6 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor of the Institute (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 

 7 Count Giacomo Mellerio, benefactor of the Institute (I, Lett. 387) 

 8 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of  S. Giorgio, director and confessor of the Companions in Milan  (II/1, Lett.      
524, n.1) 

  9 This letter was written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene.  
 

Venice, S. Lucia, 2 June 1824 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

8.6.1824   Venice                                                                                                                                          1421 
Magdalene gives a brief description of the conclusion of the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies and the 
Patriarch’s visit to the Catechism school. Magdalene should start a cure with either the Water of the Virgin 
or of Nocera, but she doubts her own constancy. It will be easier to get cured without any medicines, and 
then she will go to Bergamo soon. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I could not write to you on Saturday, my dear daughter, because, being the last day but one of 
the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, I did not know how to see to everything. On Sunday, 14 of 
them received Holy Communion in the Church, and the Parish Priest1 celebrated the Holy Mass and 
preached to them.  Then Don Giacomo2  celebrated and Abbot Coletti3 concluded the ceremony. 
However, six Ladies remained here the whole day and left only in the evening. This time they 
started in nineteen and ended up in more than thirty. Now may the Lord bless even the fruit for 
which we care about more than any thing else. That morning, our most worthy Patriarch4 came to 
confirm one of our school girls, who was very sick and another sick girl too. He visited our 
catechism class and then he came to greet me, showing his great concern for our least Institute. We 
are now alone and this evening Bettina5 and Beppa6 will start their Spiritual Exercises in 
preparation for their vestition. In the meantime, since I do not have new calls from Milan, I think I 
will start taking the waters of the Virgin, because here too, as in other places, the Superiors 
including Monsignor Patriarch, want me to look after myself. I already feel better. I am convinced 
that I will not to able to withstand the waters.  All the same I will start drinking them in a little 
quantity, to obey them, so as to get better. You will see that I will become as strong as steel. I think 
that part of their preaching depends on what they were saying before my coming, and also because, 
when I arrived, I was very much disheartened.  Then, if the waters will benefit me, these 
Companions, out of their goodness, will be very happy, because I will have to stay here as long as I 
can. 

I am sorry that our good Elena7 did not remain there longer, because I think she would have 
felt slightly better.  I feel so sorry for her. I am pleased to know what you tell me about the two twin 
sisters, but the Lord did not want your gifts. Remember, I wrote to you many times, but you have 
never given me any answer about Catterina from Pontoglio8. The first time you write to me, after 
receiving this letter of mine, start with this. 

My dear daughter, start a short novena to St Joachim, if you see that our dear Companions are 
not recovering, as they seem to be. Since they have no time to do it in Community, ask them to do it 
personally.  Tell that Saint to go to our Mary Most Holy, and present to Her the needs of this House. 
I want all of us to have faith that this Saint will help us. 

These Companions, thanks be to God, are now all well and greet you wholeheartedly, 
especially the writer who greets you very specially.  She remembers you very often, although she 
has enjoyed your dear company only for a short while. I embrace all of you warmly and I leave you 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

                                                 
1 The Parish Priest of S. Lucia, Don GIACOMO DE MATTIA   cf. Stato personale , 1824, p. 50 (Lett. 1421, n.1)  
2 It could be either Don GIACOMO AGNOLO of the Parish of S. Geremia or Don GIACOMO APOLLONI, 

confessor of the Parish of S. Cassiano (cf. Stato personale, p. 30)  
3 Don Coletti, an orator of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1321, n.1)) 
4 Msgr. Giovanni Ladislao Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1)   
5 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/I, Lett. A 54) 
6 Giuseppa Siguardi, not Suzzara, the wrong spelling in the PS (Lett.1272, n.9) 
7 Elena Bernardi, Superior of Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
8 PONTOGLIO, a town in the Province of Brescia 
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                                                                                          My dearest daughter, I am  
                                                                                                         Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
                                                 

9 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
 
 
Verona, S. Lucia, 8 June 1824 

 

PS  My compliments to Don Giovanni1 even on behalf of Betta Suzzara, who behaves very well and 
recommends herself to his and your prayers, since she is making the Spiritual Exercises in 
preparation for her vestition. Together with me, she also greets lady Betta2 most cordially, to whom 
she will write at the end of the Spiritual Exercises. My dear daughter, I add that I am really 
convinced that we will meet soon, because I hope that, as usual, I will not be able to withstand 
neither the waters, nor any other remedy, though I am taking whatever they give me faithfully.  I 
will try to continue, but right at the start of the cure, I am sure that I will be healed without taking 
anything. The remedies only make me worse. Therefore, I am looking forward to seeing you soon. 
Please tell me whether you have sent the letters of Manerbio3 to Cristina, as I had written to you. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

                                                 
  1 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/I, Lett.570, n.1) 

       2 Caterina Cornera, his mother (II/I, Lett. 571, n.1) 
3 MANERBIO, centre in the Province of Brescia, on the river Mella 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

11.6.1824  Venice                                                                                                                                             1422 

Magdalene has delayed in replying to Margherita because of the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, a branch 
which seems to get settled very well. There are good predictions even for Trent, as the Patriarch has shown 
in his recent encounter. He is going to Vienna, and will meet the Emperor. Magdalene proposes that 
Margherita’s brother, Don Antonio, should request the Patriarch to ask the Monarch to examine her appeal 
for Trent and take it to heart. 

V.G.M      My most esteemed and dearest friend, 

Even from Venice I want to have the pleasure of entertaining myself with you for a while, my 
dear friend. I had to let many days elapse, without doing it, because during the Spiritual Exercises, 
these good Ladies did not give me time even to breathe. I shall start by telling you that this year I 
had the consolation of great hope that this branch of the Institute will be really established here, not 
only because a greater number of Ladies participated, but also because the Lord willed that they 
were so very happy, that they took greater interest in this Holy Retreat. In all this, may the Lord be 
blessed and may He grant us the grace that there may be good results according to His will.  

My dear friend, you may well imagine how welcome your companionship would have been to 
me. However, I cannot deny that it will be a still greater consolation to enjoy your company first for 
a long time, and eternally hereafter. Now I think it wise to inform you about something, which 
could perhaps solicit the foundation of Trent. On Pentecost day, the last day of the Retreat for the 
Ladies, when those who could participate made their communion in our church, I had the privilege 
of welcoming our Most Reverend Prelate, Msgr. Patriarch1.  With much concern he asked me about 
you and the foundation of Trent. He told me that on his way to the baths, I think of Baden2, he will 
pass through Rovereto and will meet your excellent brother, Don Antonio. I asked him whether, on 
this occasion, he will also go to Vienna. He replied that he will. I begged of him to present my 
humble regards to the Sovereign3 and His Consort4. I think it would be opportune if you could tell 
your brother to beg of him to remind His Majesty to grant our appeal for our foundation of Trent 
which was immediately brought to the Cabinet of the Sovereign, as Monsignor Vicar5 wrote to me, 
so that we may know the decision. I could beg His Majesty myself, but although he may be well 
disposed towards me, in spite of my being unworthy, he esteems Don Antonio very much. 
Therefore, I think that this time he should beg him in your name, if you agree, since as I have told 
you before, I have informed your brother about your holy intentions.  

Now I want to make you laugh a little. They wrote from Tyrol that this autumn the foundation 
of Trent will take place. Let us hope they are prophets!... 

With regard to the people of Rovereto, partly they are to be praised because they wish to keep 
your precious person with them, and to be admired because they nourish such a great concern for 
our least Institute. But on the other hand, I quite pity them if they condemn you, since you have 
never refused to commit yourself on behalf of your city. Had they gratified you, as they had 
proposed at first, Rovereto would have been served before Trent. Why is it your fault if they did not 
come to any conclusion later on?... My dear friend, I hope such words will not worry you, since we 
have to practise what St Philip said: “Let the world say what it likes, after all these are only words”.  

I wish to hear the result of the contest for the teacher for your orphans and who was preferred.  
I confess that my wish would be for good Francesca. But this could be just a human desire. 
Yesterday I was happy to speak at length about you, my dear friend, and about your most worthy 

                                                 
1 Msgr. Giovanni Ladislao Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/I, Lett. 482, n.1)  
2 BADEN, a thermal centre in Austria 
3 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
4 Carolina Augusta di Bavaria, Empress from 1816 (II/I, Lett. 517, n.3) 
5 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
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family to the Abbot Fontana.   He had been sent to me by the director6, whom I had the pleasure to 
see at length too. I came to know from him that our Bossich7 is doing a lot of good. 

I do not know yet how long I will stay here. All the same I hope not next week, but the week 
after, to go back to Verona. After some days, I will go to Milan from Bergamo to carry out the 
shifting of our House. 

Remember to keep me present before the Lord that He may give me strength and the grace to 
do well what He gives me to do. Be assured of my poor prayers, and accept the hearty greetings of 
all our companions and sisters. Present my regards to the Most Reverend Don Antonio and to your 
most worthy family. Embracing you with the most sincere attachment, I declare my esteem and 
friendship. 

My most esteemed and dearest friend, I am 
 

Venice, S. Lucia, 11 June 1824 
 

your most obliged and affectionate servant 
and friend, Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

To the Noble Lady 
Lady Margherita Rosmini 
De Serbati 

ROVERETO 
                                                 

6 Msgr. Antonio Traversi, Director of the I.R. Lyceum of Venice (II/I, Lett. 489, n. 2) 
7 Antonio Bossich, aspirant to the Religious Life (II/2, Lett. 735, n. 5) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

11.6.1824  Venice                                                                                                                                            1423 

Magdalene is very doubtful about the positive result of the therapies they are doing for Elena, even because 
they are causing her other suffering. God’s assistance is undoubtedly more valuable. She is unhappy about 
Countess Durini’s illness and asks to be continually informed about it. She is rather sceptical about the 
therapy they use for her too. Perhaps, she could be better, by just eating “big cherries, cabbages and 
peaches”. The result of the Spiritual Exercises was very good. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,    

I am very pleased to hear that your journey back to Milan has been easy, but I would have 
preferred if you had not been in such a hurry to do it, because I hoped, you would be better, if you 
had stopped longer at Bergamo. My dear daughter, I do not know what the doctors know and the 
worst thing is that I am so far away. But, to tell you the truth, I cannot understand how they have 
applied another poultice to the neck, since it has so badly affected the arm, and the other arm is still 
oozing.  I recommend you to medicate both of them and try not to irritate them while you do the 
medication. I understand that you need Our Lord’s assistance, because these are ailments which 
cause some suffering. Believe me, though I am miserable, I have not forgotten and will never forget 
to pray for you. 

You can imagine how sorry I am to hear about the bad health of my good friend Durini1 and 
how much I will get prayers said even for her at any rate. I beg you not to forget to continue giving 
me news of her. My dear daughter, you ask me to provide you quickly with two pounds of long 
straw-coloured beads to finish that banner.  Yet you have forgotten to enclose the sample you speak 
about. Hence it is impossible for me to serve you until I get it. 

With regard to my health, I do not even know what to tell you, unless I hope that, as last year 
I recovered perfectly in Milan by just eating peaches, I will do the same even this year. The 
remedies of the doctors seem to me to worsen my health.  Hence I think it will be better to take the 
big cherries2 at first, then the cabbages and the peaches. On the other hand, I have started drinking 
the waters of the Virgin3, only because of their name, by which I hoped to get better.  But it seems 
to me that I will not be able to continue them, and to my great pleasure, I will be always more 
certain to have nothing good from medicines but only a mess. 

Nevertheless, I assure you with sincerity that on the whole I am well. With the sicknesses I 
have now, I will keep the promise I made to the Companions of Bergamo: to wait for Enoch and 
Elijah. If I cannot bear the cure they want me to undergo, as I hope, we will see each other even 
earlier. 

All the Companions here are well, and they greet you. For my knowledge, tell me what you 
arranged with the Abbot Polidoro4.  As soon as you send the beads, that is, the pattern, I will try to 
send it back as quickly as possible. Tell me whether Bettina Somaglia5 was married in Milan. 

Please pay my respects to the Parish Priest6, to good Marquis Casati7, and to Count Mellerio8.  
Our Ladies finished their Spiritual Exercises on Sunday, and those who could, received Holy 

                                                 
1 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
2 MARASCONI are big cherries, that is a kind of soft, bright cherries. The taste is a little bitter.  
3 The CURATIVE WATER OF THE VIRGIN OR OF NOCERA, gushes forth from a hill, which is about three 

kilometres from Nocera (Urbino), and it is very clean and of a specific gravity less than distilled water. It was 
named ANGELIC, HOLY, VIRGIN. It is administered for internal use in dyspepsia, in many neuropathic cases 
and for treating stones in the inner organs (Dizionario corografico, p. 619 c.1). Logically these prescriptions 
cannot be found in the pharmacopoeia of today.  

4 Abbot Polidori, tutor in Mellerio’s house (I, Lett. 388, n.1) The name is spelt wrong. 
5 Marchioness Patrizi Somaglia, Count Mellerio’s niece (II/I, Lett. 643, n.1) 
6 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/I, Lett.524, n.1) 
7 Marquis Francesco Casati, a benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 
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Communion in our church.  In spite of having finished their Spiritual Exercises in the morning, six 
of these Ladies wanted to stay the whole day, to continue their timetable. Fortunately, towards 
evening, the weather started becoming quite bad, and I sent them away in peace as soon as possible.  

When I come I will bring you this timetable and even the day by day written programme, 
knowing that you will see them willingly. It will be necessary to adapt these for Milan.  I embrace 
you very heartily and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. With true attachment, 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Venice, S. Lucia, 11 June 1824 
 

PS   I do not know by what coincidence, I received a letter of our Parish Priest only today. Do me the 
favour to tell him, that, since it is not possible today, I will do my best to send him the authenticated 
proxy9 on Wednesday with the ordinary mail. 

 

I leave you warmly once more. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 
                                                                                                                                                   

8 Count Giacomo Mellerio, a benefactor (I Lett. 387) 

  9 For legal matters 

 10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

18.6.1824  Venice                                                                                                                                             1424 
It is deals with internal matters without any important topics, except that the new Prince Bishop of Trent is 
very much in favour of the Institute. 

 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today I reply to your dear letter dated 12th, and your few dear lines of the 16th. I thank you for 
the letters of Val Camonica1 and of Monsignor of Trent2, which you enclosed. 

With regard to the first ones I will reply when I can, but for those of Trent, since we all have a 
general concern for those very hard places, I am sure you will willingly hear what this most worthy 
Vicar writes to me regarding what the new Prince Bishop of Trent3, now approved by His 
Holiness4, kindly wants to tell me. The same assures me of his goodness and desire to do all he can 
for us. May the Lord do the rest!  I laughed when I read in your letter that you felt embarrassed to 
be with Monsignor Bishop, though he is so good. 

With regard to Don Fenaroli, I cannot write to my brother5, even if I want to, because he is in 
the countryside with the family for some months. I am very pleased to know that the dear 
Companions are better, as I am too. I hope to return to Verona on Friday 25th, from where, after 
carrying out some commitments, I will leave for Bergamo. I will try to bring you all I can of what 
you ask for. All the Companions embrace you dearly. Beatrice6 is so shy because she esteems your 
respectable person.  

Everybody wants the fir tears7, but I do not know where to find them at a fair price. I end 
because I have many other letters to write, but I will have a long and personal conversation with 
you later.  

Tomorrow, if nothing else happens, I have to go to Burano. I need much prayer. May the Lord 
bless all these beginnings, including our dear hospital, but to come to an end of things we need a 
great assistance from God. Therefore I entrust myself to your charity. I recommend the enclosed 
letter to you. The mothers of our Companions Sughi8 and Roggia9 were here and they are well. 

I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Venice, S. Lucia, 18 June 1824 
 

I am writing to Verona asking them to come to fetch me on Wednesday, so that I will be in 
Verona on Saturday. 

 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 
                                                 

1 Valcamonica, a valley of the Lombard Prealps (II/2, Lett.844, n.1)) 
2 Msgr. Carlo Emanuele Sardagna, General Vicar of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
3 Msgr. Saverio Luschin, Bishop of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
4 Leo XII, Supreme Pontiff in 1823 (I, Lett. 340, n.2) 
5 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
6 Beatrice Olivieri, with Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
7 The ‘FIR TEARS’ is a product of the dry distillation of some kinds of Pines or of CANADENSIS ABIES. They 

are used in ointments for the cure of skin diseases. They were considered effective for bronchial infections.  (L. 
Ferrio, Terminologia medica,U.T.E.T.,Torino,1967, p.177, c. 29) 

8 Maddalena Sughi, in the House of Bergamo (III/I, Lett. 1008, n.4) 
9 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
10 The letter was written by Beatrice Olivieri. The Postscript and signature were added on by Magdalene. 
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

19.6.1824   Venice                                                                                                                                         1425 
Magdalene keeps Margherita informed so that she may know all the steps she has taken through the 
correspondence of those days between her and the Vicar Monsignor Sardagna. 

V.G.M      My most esteemed and dearest friend, 

The weather is frequently stormy in these places, and I too am haressing you with my letters.  
With each ordinary mail I seem to deem it necessary to inform you about something. Meanwhile, I 
write and write again. 

To tell you the truth, my dear friend, every time or almost every time I have the chance to see 
people, who have been in Tyrol, they speak of the needs of Trent, and those who are acquainted 
with our negotiations exhort me to go there. Since I do not want to forget anything which could 
foster the execution of our plans, I want to keep you abreast about everything, so that when our 
most worthy Patriarch1 comes by you may regulate yourself as you think best. I hear that he leaves 
from here tomorrow. I received a very kind letter from Monsignor Vicar of Trent2 yesterday. Now I 
send you a copy of it so that you may understand everything better.  I received it only yesterday, 
after it had made a tour of Bergamo, where Monsignor thought I was. Today, in my reply, I beg him 
to “present my humble and respectful regards to the new Prelate and to thank him heartily for his 
reassuring protection which I will certainly take advantage of.”  This is what I wanted to tell you, 
my dear friend. Once more I beg you to strongly recommend me to the Lord in your prayers. On 
Friday, if it pleases God, I will leave for Verona.  Then I will go to Milan via Bergamo. When I am 
in Verona I feel I am nearer to you, although I trouble you enough even when I am far away. 

Please accept the usual greetings of our Companions.  I present mine to your most worthy 
family and especially to the most reverend Don Antonio3. 

I embrace you whole-heartedly, with a very warm friendship and the most perfect esteem. 
I am, my most esteemed and dearest friend 

 

Venice, S. Lucia, 19 June 1824 
your most obliged and affectionate 

friend Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 
_________________________ 
 
Most illustrious Lady Marchioness and Honourable Mistress, 

 

Since our Prince Archbishop5’s election has been approved by His Holiness6, who has 
proposed it to the Consistory of the 24th, I, who at first refrained from submitting to him any 
diocesan business, because I knew his maxim not to interfere at all out of delicacy, among other 
things, I took it to heart to present to him the affairs of the establishment of your Institute. Here is 
his exact and spontaneous reply: “At an opportune time, assure the Marchioness on my behalf, that I 
am willing to gratify her pious and charitable intentions in every possible way. Rather I warmly 
thank Your Lordship for having started this useful appeal, for which, since it is in the Cabinet of His 
Majesty, we can expect the best results”. I take to heart to notify this to you promptly, most 
illustrious Lady, begging you to be sure that the new Bishop appreciates the beneficence of your 

                                                 
1 Msgr. Giovanni Ladislao Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
2 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna, General Vicar of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
3 Don Antonio Rosmini (II/I, Lett. 494) 
4 The Letter is signed by Magdalene. The copy of Msgr. Sardagna’s letter follows dated 7 June 1824. 
5 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin, Prince Bishop of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
6 Pope Leo XII (I, Lett. 340, n.2) 
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charity and will be able also to find the means to obtain the favourable rescript we are impatiently 
waiting for. Consequently, just wait patiently for a while. 

Most illustrious Lady, please accept this respectful communication, while I recommend 
myself warmly to your prayers. I declare my deepest regards and veneration.  

Illustrious Lady, I am 
Trent, 7 June 1824 

your most humble and obliged servant 
Carlo Sardagna, Vicar General Capitular
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TO CARLO MANZIANA 

June 1824                                                                                                                                                           1426 

(Before the 27 June 1824) 

Francesca Luca, aspirant to the Religious Life, is able to fulfil her dream because of the financial help of 
Mr. Carlo Manziana from Brescia. Magdalene thanks him greatly and informs him that the future foundress 
of Rovato, Margherita Caprini, is in Bergamo with her, for the necessary agreements. 

V.G.M      My most esteemed Mr. Carlo1 

Besides your unceasing concern to help our good Checchina2, you also took the trouble to 
inform me about the result of so many of your charitable works. I might seem to have been 
negligent in answering and thanking you, but it was only yesterday that I received your very 
precious letter. 

May the Lord reward you for everything, most esteemed Mr. Carlo.  There is no doubt that 
Franceschina will always remember you in this world and in Heaven before the Lord because you 
have given her the chance to live in the house of God, that is, in the Religious Life. I too am very 
happy to see that she has managed well in everything, and I hope she will become ever more 
suitable and be able to do great things for the Divine Glory. Since yesterday I have had the pleasure 
of enjoying the company of our good lady Margherita Caprina3 who is here to carry out what is 
necessary for the foundation in Rovato. 

 Mr. Lancellotti, who accompanied her, assured us of the great happiness of Checchina’s 
widowed mother and the peacefulness of everybody. These things made me very happy. 

I hope I will have the chance to greet you again in a short while, since here, the training 
course for our teachers from the countryside is coming to an end, for this year. 

I am uncertain whether I will have to go for a few days to Milan to arrange some things, so 
that on my return from Venice, I may carry out the shifting of that house to the new place. 

In the meantime, please appreciate my esteem in writing and be convinced that I am and will 
be always. 

NB A draft with some brief corrections by Magdalene. There is no signature. 

                                                 
1 Carlo Manziana (II/2, Lett. 786, n.1) 
2 FRANCESCA LUCA (Checchina), from Rovato, who entered in Bergamo in 1823; she was transferred to Brescia 

for some time and was appointed as the third superior of that House. She died in Venice in 1878. In the various 
lists she is sometimes called Lucca (Lett. 1426, n.2) 

3 Margherita Caprini, the name is spelt wrong, (II/2, Lett. 809, n.3)  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

27.6.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                           1427 
Magdalene’s journey from Venice to Verona was comfortable. Soon she will arrive in Bergamo. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I am in a great hurry not to miss the ordinary mail, I will give you news of me, my 
dear daughter, so that you may be at peace. After a very comfortable journey, thanks to the Lord, I 
reached Verona, with the Companion who is writing (she greets you especially in the name of all 
the Companions and the girls of Venice) and I assure you that I am far better than when I left there. 
I am only a bit tired, but this will disappear soon. You did very well with Sister Rosa, as you have 
written to me. When I come, we will conclude the rest. 

On my coming, which I think is quite near, but I cannot yet specify, I will have the joy of 
bringing you all the things you asked for except the fir tears1.  I was able to buy very little because it 
was difficult to find.  In the meantime, you will have to be content with just a little. Cristina told me 
that she has replied to some of the letters you addressed to her through the Superior Metilde2. If she 
has not answered you it must be only due to difficulties which kept the secretary busy. Metilde 
greets you wholeheartedly. 

Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 27 June 1824 
your most affectionate Mother  

Magdalene Daughter of Charity3 
 

Please present my regards to Don Giovanni4. Tell Mother Masina5, whom I greet 
wholeheartedly, that she will be served and I will give her the answer orally. Convey my 
compliments to Don Ambrogio6. Tell him that I have received his letter and have done the little I 
could. Ask him to forgive me if the lack of time does not allow me to reply to him. I will do it in 
person. 

                                                 
1 The ‘fir tears’, which were produced by the distillation of some pine trees (Lett. 1424) 
2 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 4, n. 6) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
5 Rosa Masini, in the House of Bergamo. The name is wrongly spelt. (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
6 Don Ambrogio Manzoni, chaplain and sacristan of S. Croce alla Rocchetta (Lett. 1417, n.4) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

1.7.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                             1428  
Msgr. Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan, has complained about Magdalene’s silence. Therefore, Magdalene 
will write to him at once. She is worried about Countess Durini who is unwell for a long time, but she is 
convinced that, when she reaches her with “the air of Mount Baldo”, the Countess will get better at once.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Verona, 1 July 1824 

If it is possible, I wish to enclose a letter for Monsignor1, my dear daughter, since you 
encourage me to write to him. Know that the reason why I did not write to him till now, was 
especially because we agreed, that I would write when I had some conclusive and important 
business to communicate to him. To tell you the truth, since he is a Bishop, I would not dare to 
bother him, without a good reason. But, hearing that our silence seems to worry him, I will write to 
him at once though there is no particular reason for doing so.  In case I have a real one, I will write 
to him again. 

I confirm that dear Durini2’s health really worries me. I imagine that, when I come there, she 
will get better, since she has a good pulse and looks good. It seems to me a matter of nerves that can 
be cured more with cheerfulness than with medicines. A little air of Mount Baldo3, and great 
courage is all that is necessary.  Anyway, we will not forget to recommend her to Our Lord out of 
affection, friendship and also out of duty. Greet her much for me, and tell her that I long to embrace 
her, and that I would like to instil in her some of my madness.  

My dear daughter, the hammer good Count Mellerio4 fears, made me laugh. What have I to 
say about the house, my dear Elena? I do not know what to say, since I am so far away and I cannot 
remember the building and the domestic staff of the nearby house. I can speak in a general way, but 
this could be applied to the circumstances. 

I would like very much to avoid any quarrel at all. If we put grills which look upwards, as we 
have in Bergamo, so that we may block the view and avoid even a quarrel at the same time, 
certainly I would be more pleased.  But I speak once more, without any knowledge of the matter.  
Hence I do not know what to tell you. I understood what you said about Abbot Polidoro5.  You had 
never spoken to me about him. The first of the two of us who comes to know anything, will 
communicate it to the other. 

 I am glad to know that you are better, but I would like you to get better without using so 
many poultices.  I hope that in the new house6 you will recover better since you will have more 
chances to move about, the air will be better, and you will be freer, since you will be able to live 
without any fear and with more peace.     

My health is much better as you will see. I am lucky enough not to be able to bear any 
remedy. In Venice they tried to give me foxglove, but although they gave it to me in very small 
doses, I had to give it up, because up to now all these remedies only cause me ailments greater than 
those they are supposed to cure. With all that, I have recovered from my cough and I am very well, 
as usual. Then, you will see with the peaches, what a strong woman I will become. I am very happy 
with the fact that our novices promise well. May our Lord bless them with perseverance! 

                                                 
1 Msgr. Gaetano Gaysruck, Bishop of Milan (I, Lett.326, n.4) 
2 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
3 The air of Mount Baldo, which means to have a sense of humour (I, Lett.7, n.1) 
4 Count Giacomo Mellerio (I, Lett. 387)  
5 Abbot Polidori, tutor at Count Mellerio’s house (I, Lett. 388, n.1). The name is spelt wrong. 
6 The Certosa, the large house in Milan (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
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I could not send you this letter of mine through the last ordinary mail, because I was not able 
to finish it; rather, because I had not yet started writing the letter for Monsignor which I enclose 
today. Do not forget to continue giving me news about my dear Durini. I feel so sorry for her. 

Father Casimiro7 came to visit me yesterday. He is on his way to Vicenza. He is very well. I 
embrace all of you very warmly. I end, since I have no more paper. 

 

3 July 1824                                           Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
7 Father Casimiro, a Carmelite (II/2, Lett. 804) 
8 The letter has two dates. It is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

3.7.1824   Verona                                                                                                                                               1429 

Magdalene has not yet fixed the time of her departure for Bergamo, but it is probably very soon. In the 
meantime, let them pray for Marquis Canossa, her brother, and her niece.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I will start telling you that you may offer my greetings to the very good 
Father Curate1 and assure him that he will be served. Give my greetings to Rosa2 and Libera3. If 
you see Count Luca4 convey my compliments to him and to all the Passi family. Please tell him 
that, if I can and have the time and the chance, I will stop at Calcinate5. In case I cannot, I will not 
forget to contact him when I am in Bergamo, and I will very willingly receive his orders. We are 
getting nearer, my dear daughter, but I have not fixed the day of my departure yet, since I am 
overwhelmed with commitments I would like to conclude. All the same, if it pleases the Lord, we 
will see each other quite soon. My health goes on well as usual, as you know, but now and then I 
have some minor indispositions. I have the consolation that the doctor does not want me to take any 
remedies, because they would cause me other pains that I do not have. You will be happy about my 
health. 

I beg you, my dear daughter, to have the school girls make a novena by reciting thrice the 
Hail Mary and Glory to the Most Holy Hearts, for my brother6, without telling them the reason. I 
assure you that it is a serious business, for him on the one hand and for the girl7 on the other. 
Enough, may God’s will be done. Prayer alone is sufficient for me. 

 Regarding the young lady, who would like to enter our convent, if she comes back the 
coming week, I will not be there. Therefore tell her yourself what is necessary. See whether she can 
return the following week, as I hope to be able to meet her then. I embrace the dear Companions 
wholeheartedly. Tell Rosa and Maddalena8 that I am unable to serve them in everything they asked 
for, but I will bring them something.  Maddalena makes me laugh when she asks me to bring along 
a Companion. But it is easier for me to bring a little bottle of fir tears9. To tell you privately, I am a 
bit thoughtful or tempted to take Giovannina10 with me for the reason you already know, but I will 
do what I think will be the best before God. 

My respects to Don Giovanni11.You will find enclosed herein a letter for lady Betta12.  Please 
convey my compliments to her. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 3 July 1824 

your most affectionate Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity13 

                                                 
1 Father Curate, as the Capuchin priest who was the Parish Priest of the Hospital was called (III/1, Lett.1254, n.5) 
2 Rosa, an aspirant 
3 Libera, an aspirant 
4 Don Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
5 Calcinate, countryside of the Passi family (II/2, Lett. 816, n.3) 
6 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother 
7 Metilde Canossa, who would like to enter the convent of Naudet 
8 Maddalena from Ranica, which is in the Province of Bergamo (III/1, Lett.1253, n.12)  
9 Fir tears, made by the distillation of some pine trees (Lett.1424)  
10 Giovannina Bedeschi, postulant (Lett. 1385) 
11 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
12 Caterina Cornera, mother of Don Luca and Don Marco Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
13  Magdalene has signed this letter. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.7.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                            1430 
Magdalene expresses various worries: to get the beads, which are necessary for the embroideries as they 
have been ordered, to make sure that the edifice of the Campanare, the future residence of the Hospital for 
Convalescents may be freed from any external power, to deliver some money to Giuseppa, to express her 
gratitude to the benefactor of Bettina Olivo, to pray for the collection of a small inheritance. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for your concern in sending me what we had forgotten there 
and what I had asked you for. I was sorry that you were not able to send me the beads for dear 
Elena1 through this occasion .You say that we need patience, but if Mr. Alessandri2 has not sent 
them on another occasion, please send them immediately to Elena in Milan by the ordinary mail 
and write a few lines to her because she needs them urgently. In case you have already sent them to 
me, be at peace and I will inform the same on your behalf. 

I am very happy to know that our very good Mr. Alessandri continues to work with concern 
for the beginning of our hospital3. When you see him, thank him and congratulate him on my 
behalf.  But recommend to him very much to see that the place he is now considering, that is, that 
of the Campanare4, should be sheltered in such way that no nearby tenants may interfere. I told this 
to Alessandri when I spoke to him. It is necessary to be sure about it. When I spoke to Marianna5, 
who is ready to accept the commitment, she repeated that if the place is not well protected and 
sheltered from everything, she will not go. Hence, I beg you to inculcate this seriously to the above 
mentioned Alessandri.  

I am happy that lady Buella6 has accepted my offer through your visit. As soon as possible, I 
will write a letter of recommendation for the same to my good friend Fanzago7. She will 
undoubtedly be very happy with her goodness. 

Please do me the favour to greet and thank Don Giacomo8.  If you have not yet paid for the 
last two books, I beg you to do it by giving him 3 liras. 

The superior Metilde9, Cristina10 and all of them here together with Beatrice11  reciprocate 
your greetings wholeheartedly. The latter will enclose a few lines here. You can imagine how 
consoled she was when she heard the good news of Pierina12. Please greet her for me too and tell 
her that I hope she will persevere. I am glad to know that you are all well. Remember to look after 
yourself as I told you personally many times. Thank God, I am fairly well. I do not yet know the 
day of my departure, since I usually never know it.  

My dear daughter, you will receive a little sum of money. At present I do not know how much 
it is, but it seems to be about either ten napoleons13 or crocioni14, which is the rent of one of 

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi who is in need of beads for the embroideries of the girls (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

     3 Hospital for Convalescents, a work just started (II/2, Presentation Lett. 891) 
4 Convent of the Campanare, situated in the quarter of S. Croce (II/1, Lett. 652, n. 4)  
5 Marianna Francesconi, directress of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett.1095, n. 6) 
6 Teresa Buella, who leaves her inheritance to the Institute (II/2, Lett. 968, n.1)  
7 Anna Fanzago, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 400) 

 8 Don Giacomo de Mattia, Parish Priest of S. Lucia (Lett.1421, n.1)  

 9 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Venice (I, Lett.4, n.6) 
10 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
11 Beatrice Olivieri, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
12 Pierina Moro is in Verona ( II/1, Lett. 465). It is not clear who is referred to here, because that name appears in 

no list until 1822. 
13 Napoleon, a silver coin equal to five francs (I, Lett. 402, n.6) 
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Angioletta15’s houses. The superior Metilde sends you a few things. Because of my lack of memory, 
I did not yet see to our Cinquetti16’s shoes with higher heels, but tomorrow I will do it. It is 
necessary that the same writes to me a few lines, so as to tell me to beg Michele Masina17 to draw 
those five Italian liras left to her. 

If I am in time, I will tell Beatrice to write to you in pencil and Cinquetti can write over it in 
pen. I also enclose a letter for Father Provincial18.  I recommend you to hand it to him safely and 
convey my respects to him. I thank you for what you sent me through the Archpriest Albrizzi19, 
who leaves tomorrow. Marianna reminded him of the 200 ducats he had promised for Bettina.  He 
showed displeasure because I did not remind him of it earlier. Hence, do not forget to speak openly 
about that now, either you or Bettina. Convey my many compliments to our good Ladies. Give my 
greetings to Father Stefani20 and to Don Giacomo. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Venice, 4 July 1824 
 

No one can tell me the name of that gentleman who is holding the little inheritance of 
Cinquetti, so that you will not find the letter written in pencil. I will try to see whether he wants to 
give them to me without any letter. I recommend to you our Cristina’s father. I entrust my friend 
Durini21 to your prayers. Her health is very bad. I recommend her to all the Companions. Teresa22, 
who writes, embraces all of you. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity23 

                                                                                                                                                   
14 Crocione, an Austrian silver coin (III/1, Lett. 1046, n.9)  
15 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
16 Rosa Cinquetti, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
17 Michele Masina, the coachman, (I, Lett. 357) 
18 Father Marino from Cadore, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
19 Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco, Venice (II/1, Lett. A 37) 
20 Father Stefani, Parish Priest at “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
21 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2)   
22 Teresa Spasciani, now in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
23 The postscript is added by Teresa Spasciani. The Letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

9.7.1824   Verona                                                                                                                                               1431  
The sultry heat of these days worries Magdalene. She is bothered about the health of everybody, especially 
the weaker ones. She is anxious about the delay of the beads needed for the embroidery. They are necessary 
so that the young ladies who embroider, may receive their earnings. The purchase of the building of the 
Campanare is no longer a problem, but the building should respond to the needs of the charitable work 
which is to be set up. Another problem is to find the necessary funds. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, you may have received news of us as well as some money and some small 
things from the Archpriest Albrizzi1. This was the reason why I did not send you news by mail. I 
feel comforted to hear that all of you are sufficiently well. I imagine that now, since the weather is 
very hot, Betta2 has started her medication. If the heat is not yet very intense over there, as soon as 
it begins, let her start the medication, because, since the heat is delaying, I am afraid there will be a 
variable season and the medication may not be possible then. Furthermore, my dear daughter, I 
recommend, as much as I can, that you take care of yourself, so that you may serve the Lord for a 
long time. We too are going on well. The sick companions are still the same, but they are all out of 
bed and eat as much as they can. I too do the same. I can sincerely assure you that I am well.   

You do not tell me anything about the beads for Elena3, my dear daughter, but she still 
reminded me about them in the previous ordinary mail. Yesterday, she wrote to me once more 
through the father and mother of the Caccia4 sisters, who came here, but she did not mention the 
beads. The good Mr. Giuseppe did not send me anything.  Therefore, if he has not despatched them, 
rather, if he did not find them, please get them from Mr. Toschi.  Then send them to Elena to Milan 
by the ordinary mail. I have to beg you also to send me two pounds of beads, called little pipes. 
Their colour should be like the enclosed sample, but they should be almost twice as big as the 
sample; I refer to their length, not to their width. They have to be slightly thinner than the sample. I 
think it unnecessary to recommend to the one you will order them from, to see that all of them have 
the same size because they are used for embroidery. Therefore, this is very important.  Mr. Toschi 
could be the right person. 

If you do not have a suitable occasion, and if you get these soon, when they are ready, send 
them to Verdari5 through the ordinary mail. I will inform him about it. 

I understand, my dear daughter, that all this is troublesome for you. But what can I say? 
Campostrini6 has strongly recommended them to me, so I would like to please her even for our 
sake. I understand that you do not know anything about our affairs. I really confess that I regretted a 
lot for having left Venice before coming to a conclusion. But you already know how things turned 
out. When Mr. Padenghe7 comes back, beg him to pester our good Mr. Alessandri8, as I used to do, 
so as to find out how the matters about the Campanare9 are going on. Let them go to see whether it 
is possible or not to move away the servants from the neighbouring houses. Simultaneously, to gain 

                                                 
1 The Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco in Venice (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
2 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
3 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 

  4 The parents of Annunciata and Adelaide Caccia (Lett. 1610, n.6) 

 5 Gianbattista Verdari, chemist of the ancient pharmacy of Porta Borsari (I, Lett. 145, n.6) 

 6 Teodora Campostrini, Foundress of the Sorelle Minime della Carità di Maria Addolorata (II/1, Lett. 466, n.9) 

 7 Francesco Padenghe, one of the procurators of the Institute’s Work in Venice  
   (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 

   8 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

   9 Convent of the Campanare, in the quarter of S. Croce (II/1, Lett. 652, n.4) 
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time, you could request Mr. Francesco to see if it is possible to find any other house with an 
orchard, in which there are no servants living.   

But this seems to be quite impossible for a house. So beg the good Micheli10 not to neglect the 
localities of Murano11 so that they may not be sold or demolished. Above all, I entrust to you that 
convent, which, I think, is called “Gli Angeli 12”.  It might have the Church open and used as a 
subsidiary of the Parish. In that case, they could have the Holy Mass and the Blessed Sacrament in 
the house without any expense. 

If you have time, when you write, tell me how Tron13 is. I would like to settle the business of 
the locality while Reali14 is still well, because, being so old, if he dies we will be ruined. If you see 
that the affair becomes lengthy, you could tell Micheli to ask Father Partesana15 to suggest to Reali 
to write a note certifying the sum of money he destines for such a purpose. But if we could do 
without any writing, provided it is done properly, it would be better to be quick and to have the 
money, even if it is less. As soon as the solemnity at Carmine16 is over, remind our Father Stefani17 
about the affair of the luminary, and ask him to take along Monsignor Rosada, as we have agreed. 
Then tell me how Marietta is going on. I will greet your mother when I see her. If I can, either on 
Wednesday or Thursday, I would like to leave for Bergamo. However, since this is uncertain, 
address your letters here. I leave everyone in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.   

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

                                                    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity18  
 

PS  I hear, my dear daughter, that the good Mr. Giuseppe accompanied Buella19 to Padua. If it was for 
his benefit, you have done well, but if you did it to favour lady Buella, do not give him this trouble 
next time. With regard to collecting money, it is more convenient that, much to my regret, you do as 
I told you personally, that is, do not do it. I embrace you again.  

                                                 
10 Lady Michiel Bernardo, benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
11 Murano was a possible request for a foundation (II/2, Lett. 893) 
12 A confiscated convent in Murano  
13 Lady Tron, Loredana Priuli’s mother (I, Lett. 397) 
14 REALI, the gentleman who had bought the convent (v. n. 12) from the State (Lett. 1431, n.14) 
15 Father Pertesana, the Superior of the Oratorians (II/2, Lett. 956, n.1).  The name is spelt wrong. 
16 16 July, feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
17 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
18 The Letter is signed by Magdalene.  The date is written twice. 
19 Teresa Buella, lived in Padua and left her inheritance to the Daughters of Charity (II/2, Lett. 968, n.1) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

9.7.1824   Verona                                                                                                                                             1432 

The beads for embroidery are delayed again.  Therefore Magdalene decides how to purchase them. She 
denies that Caterina Carminati is not content. She adds other news and also some points regarding the 
Hospital which is going to start. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I received news for you from Mr. Giuseppe1, my dear daughter. I am sending it to you by 
mail, since I understood that he does not return to Milan so soon. I will start with the beads. I 
suppose you have received them, since you did not speak of them any longer in your last letter of 5 
July. Nevertheless, since I was uncertain about this, I wrote to Beppa2, that since I did not receive 
anything from Venice, neither from the Archpriest Albrizzi3 nor from anybody else, if Alessandri 
did not get and dispatch them, she should get them from Toschi4, and send them to you by the 
ordinary mail. As regards Carminati5, nothing is true, nothing at all. She is very happy and satisfied. 
She behaves well, to the extent that I made her do the Spiritual Exercises before passing on from the 
probation stage to the novitiate. I have not yet been able to find her predominant passion, so that to 
leave her in humility, I had to tell her that, in order to find the virtue she especially needs, we must 
try to find her passion, and I strove to do so. She has an upright head as well as an angelic 
behaviour and is full of docility, wisdom, skills for a family, zeal and a farseeing concern for the 
neighbours, although we make her work for these with great reserve and only for a short time, so as 
to give her time to mould herself. The parents of Caccia6 seem to go away very pleased with their 
daughters7, who behave well and are happy. Mr. Caccia himself told me many things about the 
Certosina8. I hope to see them quite soon. I thank you for the answer you gave me about S. 
Francesco Orta9.   

My dear daughter, I know your heart well, but your memory betrays you, as it does to me too, 
among so many troubles. Some time ago I asked you another thing, but you did not reply to me. In 
the meantime, I did not need it, since they did not ask me any longer. This time you forgot to give 
me news of dear Durini10. Remember to give it to me another time. Now about our Marianna11, 
thank Our Lord, everything goes on well and will end well with regard to that hospital12, but as you 
know, it takes a long time for such things to come to a conclusion.  

Albrizzi came because he wanted to make a trip in order to rest, and he did not know whether 
to go to Udine or to come here.  Finally he decided to come here. For the rest, Marianna is very 
willing to accept, on condition that she remains dependent on me. I already imagine that she will 
have her reservations, but we should not be afraid because Our Lady will assist us. I hope to be in 
Bergamo next week. In case you write on Wednesday, address your letter there. 

                                                 
1 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

  2 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior of Venice (I, Lett. 398, n.2) 

  3 Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco in  Venice (II/I, Lett. A 37, n.1) 

  4 A merchant of Milan 

  5 Caterina Carminati, in the House of Verona (II/I, Lett. 618, n.2) 

  6 The parents of the Caccia sisters, Annunziata and Adelaide (Lett.1610, n.5,6) 

  7 Annunciata and Adelaide, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1610, n.6) 

  8 The new House in Milan, at Via della Chiusa  (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 

  9 S. Francesco d’Orta. A Sanctuary near the Lake Subalpino d’Orta in Piedmont (II/I, Lett. 711, n.2) 
10 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
11 Marianna Francesconi, director of the Hospital (III/I, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
12 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
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In the meantime, we are getting nearer. If it pleases Our Lord, we will see each other at last. 
The secretary with all the companions greets you. I embrace you very warmly and leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary.  Mr. Caccia told his daughters that he had given you a parcel for them. 
Write to me whether you have left it in Bergamo or whether you have it in Milan. I declare my 
attachment once more. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 9 July 1824                               your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 
        (Stamp of departure) VERONA 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi  
Daughter of Charity 

MILAN 
                                                 

13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

15.7.1824  Verona                                                                                                                                             1433 
Magdalene announces her next arrival in Bergamo, but with the possibility that she may put it off for another 
occasion. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am sorry to hear that dear De(o)data1 is unwell again, but I hope she will gradually get 
better.  You will see that, as soon as I will be in Bergamo, even Rosina2 will be well in a few days. 
Thanks to God, all of us here are well, except the sickly ones, who from time to time get sick, but 
they are quite happy. 

I will not forget to have our good Maddalenina from Riva3 recommended to God, so that He 
may dispose of her as He thinks best for her soul. 

If nothing else happens, I am thinking of setting off for Bergamo on Wednesday or Thursday 
of the coming week. But in case you do not see me on Friday or Saturday, do not get worried, 
because some other commitments might have kept me busy, so much so that for some reasons I am 
not sure of leaving.  But if so, I will write to you on Thursday. 

 Convey my respects to Don Giovanni4. Embracing all of you, full of attachment, I leave you 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

 
[ Verona, before 16 July 1824] 

                                                 
1 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 
2 Rosa Masina in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
3 An Aspirant from Riva of Trent 
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

16.7.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1434 

Magdalene is in Bergamo, but she will stay for a short while, because Milan needs her. All the same, she 
writes to Terragnoli beforehand because she wants to ask the surgeon Giacometto how she has to deal with 
the person recommended to her. Fearing that she might be in need of money, Magdalene tells her how to get 
it. In the meantime, she begs her to go ahead with the solicitations for the Hospital for Convalescents and 
informs her that Margherita Rosmini, the sister of the philosopher, has asked to enter the Institute. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Bergamo, 16 July 1824 

 

The reason why I write to you today is due to my poor memory, my dear daughter, since to 
save some cents I have asked the Superior of Verona1 to write to you about my departure for 
Bergamo.  Let me tell you that yesterday I arrived here in good health after a very comfortable 
journey. I found all the dear Companions here fairly well. They send you their greetings. I do not 
know yet how long I will stay here. It may be for a short while, since I hear that they need me 
urgently in Milan. All the same, until I do not inform you, address your letters here. The reason why 
I write to you today is because I do not remember whether I told Metilde2 to write to you something 
regarding the business the surgeon Giacometto3 recommended you.  I would not want that a delay 
in writing should cause any harm. Request him to come to you, convey to him my compliments, and 
please tell him that I managed to find a way to carry out his recommendation. It was received with 
goodness, but at the same time I was told that the person who aspires to be the manager of the 
warehouse of salts should apply to the General Government of Venice on which the nomination 
depends. For these things I have no influence. To tell you confidentially, I have no inclination either 
to enter into such Government affairs, as these are not in keeping with our vocation. This time 
however, I succeeded by chance to help the gentleman Giacometto whom I highly esteem, as much 
as I could. 

My dear daughter, I would like to know, just for my information, whether the Archpriest 
Albruzzi4 has given you the three-monthly fee for our Marianna5 and beg you to inform me 
whenever you collect that money.  Besides, if Lady Donà6 pays something for her daughter, please 
write to me as well as to the Superior of Verona. Similarly, write to me as soon as the Archpriest 
Albrizzi gives you 200 ducats for Bettina7. 

You cannot imagine how much I have our dear Hospital8 at heart.  Since you do not tell me 
anything about it, I feel anxious and I am afraid that there might be some trouble; but more than 
ever, that since I am not there personally to push these people, that they might take things easy. You 
cannot imagine how sorry I feel at having left Venice before things were settled, since those in 
Milan are leaving me free and at peace all this time. Yet I hope in Mary Most Holy, besides being 
sure of your concern and zeal, and that of dear Betta9 too. I am pleased to know that Marianna is 
happy and keen on embracing this work.  

                                                 
1  Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
2 The same Metilde, the Superior of Verona 
3 Giacomo Gasperi, surgeon (obviously not qualified, as was usually the case in the 19th Century) 
4 Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco in Venice  
( II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1)  

5 Marianna Francesconi, directress of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
6 Cecilia Donà delle Rose’s mother (I, Lett. 399, n.2) 
7 Bettina Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54)  
8 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
9 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, lett. 1001, n.1)  
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Remember to tell me how Lady Tron is10. I recommend our dear Burano11 to you and dear 
Betta. Tell me how many dozens of dowries both of you have found there. We do not lack novices 
once the common vice of eating has been provided for. Farewell, my dear daughter: everyone here 
greets you. Entrust me to the Lord so that He may assist me even in Milan. I want to confide to you 
something that you can share only with dear Betta. I know this will make you happy. Our friend 
Rosmini12 is asking to join us, as an act of charity.  

I do not have any more paper. Thank the Lord and pray to Him to fulfill His mercies.  
I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 16 July 1824 
 

Tell me whether dear Betta has started the treatment of the waters and baths. Do not let this 
heat pass, because, since it is so excessive and the moon is already waning, it will not last long. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

10 Lady Tron, Loredana’s mother (lett. 1431) 
11 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
12 Margherita Rosmini, who asks to join the Daughters of Charity (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

16.7.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1435 
Magdalene gives Elena the news that she has arrived in Bergamo and hopes to reach her soon. The beads 
will delay again, on account of which it is necessary not to receive other similar orders, at least either until 
they arrive or the customers themselves supply them. For the first time, it is said with discretion that 
Alessandri is in a difficult financial situation. This news explains his reticence in many of his letters. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

Yesterday I arrived in Bergamo after a very comfortable journey. I hoped to receive news of 
you today, my dear daughter.  But, either because of the mail, you did not receive my letter telling 
you to write to me to Bergamo, or, for the same reason, I did not receive the letter you wrote to me. 
In spite of Beppa1’s great diligence, and, on my advice, the great concern and solicitude of Mr. 
Giuseppe2 and of Beppa herself, it is possible to have the beads only after a fortnight. Eight days 
have passed in the meantime, but we still have to wait again. I think they have to make them on 
purpose. You cannot imagine how sorry even Beppa is about this.  

Since at times we meet with this great difficulty, I advise you, my dear daughter, not to accept 
this kind of work, unless you already have the little beads, or tell them to buy the beads on their 
own. 

I would like to let you know, in all secrecy and confidence, that Mr. Giuseppe is in a very bad 
financial situation, thus even this is a grave reason for our difficulties. I would like to know whether 
you are interested in the Tabernacle we have here. I called for the person who has given it to me, to 
ask her permission to send it to Milan. But I do not yet know what they meant, or better, why they 
decided it for our church.  Consequently I do not know whether this is possible or not. 

My dear daughter, we are nearer now. At last, if it pleases Our Lord, in a short while we will 
see each other. I think we will have a hundred beautiful things to say to each other. I beg you to 
have the enclosed letter delivered as soon as possible. I will write to you again on Wednesday.  
Please get the Parish Priest’s answer ready, if you can, and send it to me, as usual. With my letter I 
will send you a little box containing a few fir tears3.  Please inform me when you receive it. 

I end because we will say the rest to each other orally. Convey my greetings to the dear 
Companions. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 16 July 1824 

 

My health is quite good. Tell me how you are and my dear Durini.4 
Your most affectionate Mother 

 Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5      
                                                 

1 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior of Venice (I, Lett. 398, n. 2) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 The ‘fir tears’, made from Pine trees  were used for the treatment of many diseases of the chest (Lett. 1424) 
4 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
5 The letter bears Magdalene’s signature. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

24.7.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1436 
Perhaps there was a mistake in delivering letters, but now everything is settled with the arrival of 
Monsignor’s letter. Magdalene requests Elena to continue informing her about Durini.  She begs her also to 
do all the necessary treatment and to be at peace. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I think it necessary to write these few lines to you today, my dear daughter, so that you may 
be at peace about Monsignor1’s letter, which I received yesterday, after receiving yours from the 
carrier. Since you had sent me another letter coming from Modena, before receiving Monsignor’s 
letter, I thought you had mistaken one for the other. 

Do continue giving me news of my friend Durini2 and also of the Countess Bigli3. I 
recommend to you to have your baths, since, as you have told me, these did you some good in the 
past years.  Remember that last year, since you could not have them, you told me that you were 
afraid not to be well this year, as it was in fact. The truth is that this year it might be hard for you to 
combine situations.  

When I come, I would like to see you calmer, if God grants me the favour to help you to be 
more at peace. I hope that even your health will improve. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. Everybody greets you warmly. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 24 July 1824  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

(Stamp of departure) BERGAMO 
(Stamp of arrival) DISTRIBUTION I 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 

MILAN  
                                                 

1 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/I, Lett. 625, n.6) 
2 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 
3 Countess Claudia Bigli, Lady of the Starred Cross (I, Lett.150, n.3)) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.7.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1437 

Domestic news: at last the beads for the embroidery can be sent to their destination; the various incomes 
make it possible to provide for firewood and other expenses assessed beforehand. They hope that the doubts 
regarding the purchase of the convent of the Campanare will get cleared. If Magdalene were there, perhaps 
everything would be settled faster, since no one can equal her “in tormenting people”. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I start by informing you my dear daughter, that my health is good, although I am tired, 
because they do not let me have a moment of calm the whole day. In fact, I began sending mail 
today, without wasting much time with anyone, as I am eager to continue being well, if the Lord 
wills it. I do not know yet when I will go to Milan, since the house there is still incomplete. I wrote 
to them that if I can help them with the arrangements I will go, but if I have to stay there inactive, I 
had better remain here, so that all of us may not get ill in that little house. You see, my dear 
daughter, you can be at peace with regard to my health, because I know how to take care of myself. 

Regarding the beads for Elena1, please send them immediately with the ordinary mail. Later I 
may be able to tell you something more about those for Campostrini2. 

Sometimes, Elena sent me some samples of beads in her letters, but I did not find them. If it 
were wartime now, we would say that they open the letters and what is inside is lost. But now we 
have to say that we lost them, although we know nothing about it. 

I am happy to know that you have collected Angioletta3’s money. Use it for the firewood and 
for whatever else you need. I know that the Archpriest Albrizzi4 has given Marianna her half-year 
salary. I think that soon you will collect the pension of Cecilia5 and Salterini6 too.  So I am at peace, 
because you will have what you need. With regard to the 50 ducats of Bettina7 and those she will 
continue giving this year to make up the 200 ducats, put them aside. We will put them together with 
the 200 of Priuli8, who told me she will give them in a year’s time. So we will make up a small 
capital.  

If I can buy a small building I have at hand in Verona, I will write to you to send there even 
these small things, for everything is useful for the poor. Otherwise, we will try to invest this little 
sum in Venice, together with the bundle of fine things made by Bettina. If they are in good 
condition, we will sell them when I come back to Verona. 

I am very sorry that Mr. Padenghe9 has taken a turn for the worse. Although I am miserable, 
I will surely pray for him. You can imagine how many times I feel sorry for having left Venice, as I 
am not there to torment people any longer, as I used to do when I was there. How more willingly 
would I come back to Venice rather than going to Milan, where I think, they could do without me. 
Well, you too could do the same, but no one is able to torment people as I do. Insist with Mr. 
Giuseppe10 to know if he has discovered something about the mess of the Campanare11, because 

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 Teodora Campostrini, foundress of the Sorelle Minime della Carità di Maria Addolorata, Verona (II/1, Lett. 466, 

n.9) 
3 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
4 Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1)  
5 Cecilia Donà delle Rose, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 399, n.3)    
6 Domenica Salterini, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
7 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
8 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactress in Venice (I, Lett. 397) 
9 Francesco Padenghe, one of the procurators of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
10 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
11 Convent of the Campanare in Venice ( Lett. 1612, n. 1) 
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first of all, it is necessary to know whether he can or cannot commit himself to it, and to see 
whether we have to take into consideration that house or think of another. 

Since Mr. Padenghe has been away from Venice, an important person is missing.  But I hope 
that he will be back, as soon as we have discovered something. In the meantime, we have both 
Albrizzi and Reali12. While I am writing, I feel like laughing, because, since I cannot trouble others, 
I am troubling you. Be patient; I have that dear Hospital13 so much at heart that you have to excuse 
me for all this.  

Our poor Burano14 too, is another reason for tormenting you and dear Betta15, in order to find 
dozens of dowries. I hope that all of you will always be happy with my troubling you so much. My 
best compliments to our good Ladies, and particularly to dear Micheli16. Please ask the advice of 
our Father Stefani,17 and pay him my respects. When you go out, visit the locality of Gesù e Maria, 
and give a look at its situation to see whether you think it suitable or not, without making any 
promises. In a word, I recommend the Hospital to you. I also entrust dear Durini18 to you. She is in 
bad health and is very cast down in spirit. I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity19 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia          VENICE 

                                                 
12 Reali, the buyer of the Convent (Lett. 1431, n.14) 
13 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
14 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
15 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
16 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress in Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
17 Father Stefani, Parish Priest at “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
18 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
19 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

28.7.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1438 
With the touch of an experienced psychologist, Magdalene briefly sketches Bragato’s character. She talks to 
her most amiably to help her overcome her temptations to extreme austerity, and enlightens her on the 
guidelines to be followed to truly love “GOD ALONE”. “Among other things do not rely on your head with 
which not even the Lord knows what to do”. Then the other delicate problem: her niece Metilde of Canossa 
goes for confession to Don Luigi Bragato, Angela’s cousin. As she wishes to enter the Institute of Naudet, 
Angela should request her cousin to direct her in a way that she may follow, truly and only, the call of the 
Lord.  
 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

At last I find the time to write to you regarding the matter you mentioned before I left, my 
dear daughter. Listen then, my dear Angiolina1. I think that feeling distressed about eating, drinking 
and whatever does you good, is a temptation.  Do not worry. The Lord knows how to make you 
suffer, when He wills it. Believe me, if you behave in all simplicity, by taking what is needed for 
your health, and having a little rest or other things you need, these temptations will cease, and you 
will benefit not only bodily, but also spiritually.  

My dear daughter, believe me: as you have been with me for many years, I know you very 
well, much more than you think. You need to have courage, to humble yourself, to trust in God and 
to seek Him alone, but in simplicity of heart, disregarding your own thinking and your head, for the 
Lord does not know what to do with it. Make sure that your heart seeks nothing else but God. Do 
not pay attention to your fantasies or imagination. Think as little as possible; and if it were possible, 
do not think at all, but only love the Lord. I hope that on my return, which on my part I shall try to 
hasten, the Lord will grant us the grace to see the House of Verona perfectly established. 

I am being requested continuously for new foundations. Well, if it were for me, I would begin 
negotiating even for a hundred foundations, because a lot of time is needed to reach a conclusion. I 
recommend that the Sisters pray for me at this time, for the establishment of the House of Milan and 
for that of Verona, for which the other ecclesiastical superior’s consent is also needed. 

My dear daughter, I am directing this letter to Don Luigi2, your cousin. Know that at present, 
Metildina of Canossa3, my niece, does not go anymore to the Father Superior of the Filippini for 
confession, but to Don Luigi. You know how much I desire that she may carry out God’s will, and I 
would be happy if she were called to Religion. You know my fears, which might have no 
foundation, except that of being fearful. 

For my peace of mind however, tell Don Luigi confidentially about our fears. I wanted you to 
tell them to Don Gaspero4, and beg him not to tell anybody, but only the girl, when he meets her, so 
that she may weigh the pros and cons and ask for advice about everything, so that she may follow 
her vocation, if the Lord calls her, or to change her mind if God does not call her. Beg him not to 
speak about this to Don Gasparo. Some time ago I made similar remarks to him and I doubt whether 
he would like to hear them again. I recommend my family too to your prayer. 

I embrace you heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary with sincere affection. 
                                                                                               My dearest daughter, I am 

Bergamo, Santa Croce, 28 July 1824                                                   your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 An affectionate way of calling Angela Bragato, the novice mistress at Verona. Angela was nominated  Superior of 

Verona on 1 December 1825.  
From 1821 to 1825 Metilde Bunioli was the Superiora at Verona.  

2 Don LUIGI BRAGATO, the cousin of Angela Bragato (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
3 The eldest daughter of Bonifacio and the late Francesca Castiglioni. 
4 Don Gaspare Bertoni, founder of the Stimmatini Fathers (I, Lett. 364, n.2) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa 
Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    VENICE 
 

TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

31.7.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                    1439  
The brother of Teodora, Don Carlo Roggia has asked the Superior of Venice for some information regarding 
the Institute of the Daughters of Charity.  Magdalene answers in a general way for the moment, but begs 
Giuseppa to ask him what he wants to know so that they may give him more detailed information. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

My dear daughter, I am still in Bergamo, but the ecclesiastical Superior of Milan has ordered 
me to go there during the first days of the coming week. If it pleases God, I will do so on 
Wednesday. Do not worry about the time I was in Venice, my dear daughter. When on another 
occasion the Lord orders me, I hope we will do the rest and I will stop with you a longer while. 
Now do not think of it any more.  

You already see that certain little things depend more on weakness than on the will, because I 
am sure of your heart and of your good desire to please me in everything. Hence I deal with you 
freely in everything. Now be calm and let us speak of the business you will tell the good Mr. 
Alessandri1 to write to me about, because I cannot write to him today. If the very good Don Carlo 
Roggia2 really wishes a short historical account of how our least Institute started, has grown and is 
spreading, I will do it very willingly and far more willingly, because, at the same time, we can also 
serve our very beloved Shepherd, Monsignor Patriarch3. Please give me some time. In the 
meantime, you can tell him that the Institute had its origins in Verona, though it never assumed the 
form or the name of an Institute. This happened some years later in Venice. Then it was established 
in Milan and in Bergamo, in a private way.  

The formal canonical establishment of the Institute itself took place after the approval of the 
Sovereign and the Government: first in Venice, then in Verona, later in Bergamo and lastly in 
Milan. In this city the establishment was effected only after that of Bergamo, though that House had 
been established before, because there the Institute did not have its own house, which has been 
purchased only recently. The number of the Daughters of Charity in these Houses consists of sixty-
two members at present, and soon two, or rather, three will enter. My dear daughter, write to me, as 
soon as possible what Don Roggia will tell you so that I may know whether or not to write the little 
summary that he needs. The rest of you can hardly do it, for the reason that you have always 
stopped in one or another House, whereas I was the only one moving about. 

Now please address the letter to Milan. I was very consoled, as I already told you, about our 
Hospital and our dear Burano4. I will write to you at length another time. 

I embrace you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. My health is 
good, but I am a bit tired. 

 

                                                                                My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 31 July 1824                                                               your most affectionate Mother 

                                                                                Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
           (Stamp of departure) Bergamo 
           (Stamp of arrival) Venice 
                                    2 Augu(st) 
 

                                                 
1 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
2 Don Carlo Roggia, professor of Dogmatics, confessor of the Patriarchal Seminary and brother of the novice 

Teodora (Stato personale, p. 20)  
3 Msgr. Giovanni Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
4 Burano, an hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

17.8.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                             1440 
Magdalene has delayed in writing, because she had been at the Durini House with her suffering friend for a 
few days and also because she was sick, due to a cold. She gives Giuseppa some details. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

The reason of my delay in writing to you is due to my many commitments and continuous 
journeys, my dear daughter. On the other hand, I hope you have received a few lines of mine by 
now. I wrote to you with the last ordinary mail, giving you the news that, ordered by the Superiors, 
I had gone to my friend Durini6’s countryside, where I had a slight cold. So that you believe that I 
speak to you freely, I tell you that, being affected by a cold and seeing that I had temperature, I 
called for the doctor, who said that mine was a type of malaria. He ordered me to take quinine and I 
did so. The malaria stopped, but being the hot season, the heat caused me some inflammation so 
that today I had some blood drawn. I hope that from day to day the illness will come to an end. 
Meanwhile, remember me to the Lord and please tell the Companions to make a novena to St Lucy, 
so that she may help me to be holy, and if it pleases her, to grant me good health. So that you may 
not get worried, I add that the blood they have drawn from me was slightly warm, but not too much. 

I am glad to know that Don Roggia7 was satisfied. In the meantime, tell dear Lady Micheli8 
that I am very grateful to her for everything, and convey to her my cordial greetings. Tell her that I 
cannot write today because I am ill. But I will write to her, as soon as I am better and will take 
advantage of her favours in due time. I recommend to you as much as I can, to pursue the business 
of the Hospital. Continue giving me news of the dear Companions. I embrace you hurriedly and full 
of affection for you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 17 August 1824 

 

         Be at peace because I feel well today and do not have any fever. Goodbye. 
Your Mother Magdalene 

Daughter of Charity9 
                                                 

6 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
7 Don Carlo Roggia, the brother of the novice Teodora Roggia (Lett. 1439, n.2) 
8 Lady Michiel Bernardo, benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

19.8.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                            1441  
Magdalene gives Rosa too news about her recent sickness.  Then she lingers on, writing about the daughter 
of a Lutheran Catechumen who is asking for a boarding place for her child, although, for the moment, the 
problem cannot be easily solved. 

My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dear letter. First of all, I will tell you, for your peace, that now I am better. In 
fact, today I do not have any fever. Also know that on Sunday, since the fever still persisted, I 
called for the doctor, who thought it was a malarial fever. He ordered me some quinine, which 
stopped the fever. But the quinine is heaty and I had some blood drawn from me. Afterwards I felt 
better. As I have told you, I am now without any temperature, but I feel very weak, as you can 
imagine. This too will gradually stop. Today I mean to get up and make my bed. See how my 
indispositions are short-lived and soon disappear. 

I am sorry to hear that dear Teodora1 too is not well, but I hope that some drawing of blood 
will be useful to her, and that the cold will soon disappear. With regard to the Lutheran, my dear 
daughter, call for Don Giovanni Cattaneo and inform him secretly about the negative answer of that 
Lady regarding the young girl. To my displeasure, I too am not able to take her, as the woman 
desires, since it is a case not in accordance with our Institute. Please ask him whether he could 
kindly inform Mr. GioBatta Piazzoni about the matter, in case the woman is willing to let the child 
go, if there would be a place for her in the little convent. It is obvious that she should be taken out 
of charity, since they have no means. Then, write the answer immediately to me by mail. Also 
inform Don Giovanni Zanetti2 about this, in my name, and tell him that I am trying to find other 
people to accept her if possible, in order not to aggravate the Institute. On the other hand, I do not 
have the courage to abandon her. Write to me all about it. 

Please, hand over 11 liras secretly to Mr. Valsecchi3, on my behalf. I hope to be able to write 
to him by the Saturday mail. Inform him that this is the maintenance for two weeks. This is the little 
I can give him. In the meantime, God will certainly provide without any difficulty. Tell him that I 
cannot write to him because I am not too well. 

I embrace you whole-heartedly and  
My dearest daughter, I am  

Milan, 19 August 1824 
 

I enclose a letter to be handed over to Father Curate4, begging him to let me have the death 
certificate of which the letter speaks, and to hand it to you. While speaking to Don Giovanni 
Cattaneo, be careful not to say when we received a negative reply for the girl, since when Cristina5 
was in Bergamo and spoke to Don Giovanni about the business, she did not say anything about 
having received it. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
3 The carrier 
4 Father Curate, a Capuchin Father, Parish Priest of the Hospital (III/1, Lett. 1254, n.5) 
5 Cristina Pilotti, in Milan with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

20.8.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                             1442  
(Between 19th and 25th August 1824) 

Magdalene gives news of her arrival in Milan and asks that her forthcoming correspondence be addressed 
there. She asks for news about the Lutheran Catechumen with a long postscript, and gives suggestions 
regarding how to help her. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

Yesterday after lunch at… o’clock, I arrived in Milan comfortably, as you will hear orally 
from Mr. Valsecchi1. Here I found all the Companions in very good health. Elena2, too, is fairly 
well. 

I am quite well too, thanks be to God. Only I feel a bit tired today, after the journey. When 
you write, please give me news of our Lutheran3, whether she is calm, goes for the instruction and 
continues sending her little girl to our school. 

If you receive letters, do not forget to send them all to me. Convey my regards to the very 
Reverend Don Giovanni4. Please, I beg you to ask people to pray for me as I am in great need, since 
I have found a sea of troubles here.   

I recommend myself to you, especially for this purpose. 
I embrace you hurriedly together with all the dear Companions and I leave all of you in the 

Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

 

Now I reply to your dear letter which I received from the carrier. You will find enclosed a 
sheet signed by me, for Mr. Padenghe6.  But now I do not remember whether I signed it or not. 

Cristina7 does not know whether she brought that famous splint here. We will look for it when 
we empty the trunk and the small boxes, because we do not know when we are going to move to the 
new house, even though it should come about quite soon. I shall wait to empty the trunk in order not 
to have to fill it again. 

I am happy that the Lutheran was in good spirits yesterday. Greet her warmly even for 
Cristina.  Mr. Valsecchi is coming back now and I hope the room will be ready. I agreed with the 
same that, in case the Curate8, as he mentioned during his journey, wishes to continue to support 
her, allowing her to dispose of her earnings for clothing and to get what she likes, he should tell the 
lady about the charity of the Curate. Then, please do not give her neither the bavaria9, as we agreed, 
nor the 10 coins in the second week. Please, tell the woman to pay to the lady herself for her 
maintenance for those two weeks. 

I am again, 
Rosa, I recommend to you the enclosed letter. 

Your Mother 
                                                 

1 The carrier 
2 Elena Bernardi, Superior of Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
3 The Lutheran lady (Lett. 1441) 
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
5 The last sentence and the signature are written by Magdalene. 
6 Francesco Padenghe, one of the procurators of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
7 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
8 Father Curate, a Capuchin Father, Parish Priest of the Hospital (III/1, Lett. 1254, n.5) 
9 Bavarian currency 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

Milan                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          1443  
Magdalene is better, but is still in the old house, because in the new, the restructuring is going on incredibly 
slowly. Of course there are many repairs to be done. Some of these are a result of a quarrel.  She prays so 
that, on account of the skylight, quarrels may not arise in Venice, as in Milan. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have the pleasure my dear daughter to give you news of me, as you wish, and as the other 
dear Companions of ours long for, that is, good news. After being in bed for three days, this famous 
sickness has gone, and I am at my little table to write to you. I do not think of this slight 
indisposition any longer, but it is important to think of what we still have to do. We are still in our 
old house1. I assure you that if to build Noah’s ark they would have taken as long as they do here, I 
think that the worldwide flood will not take place at least for another five hundred years. This may 
sound like a calumny, since it is not due to the poor artisans, but to the many renovations done and 
those which are still underway in that blessed house. One of them springs from a quarrel, which 
troubles me quite a lot and I strongly recommend to you and our dear Companions to pray much. I 
would like you to pray a short novena in the community to the Most Holy Heart of Mary, our 
Mother, who brought peace into the world, because She is the Mother of the Prince of Peace. 

I remind you of Monsignor Rosada2’s business, which could one day cause a quarrel like this 
one, if we do not remedy it. 

Tell me something about our dear Hospital. I would like you to check the portion of the house 
where Teresa Maria3 lives. When Mr. Francesco Padenghe4 comes back, I recommend you to strike 
while the iron is hot. My dear daughter, I tell you once more that my health is good, but I am still 
very weak. Therefore, I will not be able to write to my dear Micheli5 until Wednesday.  If you see 
her, give her news of me, and tell her the reason why I have not yet written to her. I embrace you 
wholeheartedly. I greet you on behalf of our dear Companions here and leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 21 August 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

             (Stamp of departure ) MILAN 
             (Stamp of arrival) VENICE 
To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE
                                                 

1 The old house, the one in Via della Signora in the Parish of S. Stefano. 
2 Msgr. Rosata, the Canon at the Cathedral (Lett.1376). The name is spelt wrong. 
3 Teresa Maria, an aspirant (III/1, Lett.1001) 
4 Francesco Padenghe, one of the procurators of the Work of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
5 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress from Venice (Lett.1379, n.6) 
6 The letter signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           1444 
Magdalene is still rather weak on account of her recent sickness and Pilotti has a cold. What worries 
Magdalene is the quarrel for a part of the new house in Milan. She is grateful, but refuses to go to Bergamo 
to get better, because she is well looked after even by the companions in Milan. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here am I to give you news of me, which is good. I inform you, my dear daughter that I am 
up and writing at the desk. I am better than before, but still rather weak. Those who pay attention to 
my illnesses are crazy. I remind you to greet all the Companions personally and tell them that I am 
perfectly healed, though I still feel weak. It is better that I do not write too much, because I do not 
yet have strength enough for long work. Cristina1 is in bed with a cold, but it is probably just one of 
her usual sicknesses, because she has already started sweating. She got tired assisting me and you 
know her generosity. I think she has caught a chill. At this moment the hospital is empty.   

What I have most at heart is that, as a community and together with the girls, you make a little 
Novena to the Sorrowful Heart of my dearest Mother for that blessed quarrel, which worries me 
more than if I had fever three times. 

My dear daughter, I am very grateful to you for your loving invitation to come to Bergamo in 
order to get well. I am in God’s hands, that means, in the hands of obedience. If they will send me, I 
will be very happy to come, if not, God will make me perfectly well even here. Here too, our 
companions and my friend Visconti2, out of charity, give me more assistance than I really need.  

Listen, my dear daughter, if Meralli3 and Chiari4 come, greet them for me. Please tell the 
latter that when I came to Milan, I found that Scotti5 had already gone away. They tell me that this 
person longed to enter the Institute immediately, but since we are still in the old house, which is so 
small, this daughter did not find herself at ease, and she left. At the same time, please tell Chiara 
that, according to what we have agreed, after the glorious feast of the Assumption of Our Lady into 
Heaven, if she continues in her vocation, I am willing to receive her on probation like all the others. 
I already consider her a new daughter of Mary, into whose heart I have placed her.  Please give the 
news of my health and my respects to Don Giovanni6. When you write to me on Wednesday, give 
me news of that blessed lady Betta7. I know she is ill. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. Here all 
the Companions greet you, especially the secretary who conveys to you her greetings. I leave all of 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 21 August 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Visconti Luisa Castelli, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
3 Giuseppina Morali, an aspirant to the religious life. The name is spelt wrong. 
4 Another aspirant to the religious life 
5 Scotti, a postulant who left the Institute 
6 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
7 Caterina Cornera, mother of Don Luca and Don Marco Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

26.8.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                                                                                                             1445 
Magdalene’s physical improvement continues, but slowly, due to her great weakness. In fact, in the previous 
letter, she did not manage to explain to Rosa what she should do with the enclosed papers; she is going to do 
it now. She deals with various topics: the Lutheran, who is not looked after as she should be by Cristina 
Pilotti who is recovering from her minor indisposition; some requests of enrolment for the course for 
teachers from the countryside and the serious illness of doctor Castelli of Venice. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I continue giving you good news about my health, my dear daughter, for I am really 
improving. I have to go slowly with the weakness, since I am weak by nature, but on the whole, I 
feel well. I start eating as usual.  So neither you nor the other Companions, to whom you give news 
of me in detail, should think any more about it. 

Last week I dispatched a bundle of papers to you, but did not have the strength to write in 
detail what you should do. I will do it today. Enclose in a parcel the letter of Cattina Carminati1, the 
papers addressed to Mr. Spandri and the other to Mr. Lavelli together with the memorandum, and 
finally the memorandum of Mr. Legrenzi2 for Minori3. Send the parcel, at the first possible chance, 
which could be now since it is the time of the Fair4, to the Superior of Verona.  Tell her that I will 
write to her the explanation of everything. I forgot to request you to send me some pills of St Fosca5 
because there are none here.  It is enough to send them to me next week, through the carrier. 

After writing till here to save time for Thursday when the carrier will come, I have the 
pleasure to receive your dear letter dated 21 August. My dear daughter, I thank you for your 
concern about my health.  Be sure that I am getting better. I am still fairly weak, but to be sincere, I 
feel well enough. On the other hand, do not get tired of entrusting me to the Lord, since I need 
much strength, as you can see, being weak in body and in soul. 

With regard to the Lutheran6, when Father Curate7 was here, it seemed that he did not want 
me to maintain her here for those two weeks as he was willing to do it himself.  I now hear even 
from Valsecchi8, to whom I am writing today, that Father seems to be indifferent about it now. 

Well, there is always a problem in these affairs. In fact, they do what they like, then they feel 
cheated, and we too feel embarrassed.  

Since today the 26th, I am waiting for the carrier, I will continue news of my health with great 
sincerity, until I receive your letter to see if there is anything to have to answer you about. 

I assure you that I am fairly well, but not as well as I was before coming to Milan, since I still 
feel very weak. But be sure that I am not too bad. When I got up, Cristina9 went to bed because she 
got too worried, without any reason, when she saw me sick. It was also because they happened to 
leave some doors open one evening, in order not to wake me up, and she caught a cold. Yesterday 
they drew some blood from her, but today she feels very well. She slept the whole night and so 
there is nothing else to write about. With regard to the Parish Priest of Riva of Soldo10, if they come 
to get the reply, tell them that I cannot take any commitment, since I do not know how long I will 

                                                 
1 Cattina Carminati, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 
2 Legrenzi, with whom the novice Minori had to deal regarding the arrangement of her affairs    
3 Maria Minori, novice (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
4 Markets held in the open air 
5 Pills of St Fosca, which were purgative 
6 The Lutheran young girl, helped by Magdalene (Lett. 1442) 
7 Father Curate, a Capuchin Father, Parish Priest of the Hospital (III/1, Lett. 1254, n.5) 
8 The carrier 
9 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
10 The Parish Priest of Riva of Solto, in the province of Bergamo. The word is spelt wrong.  
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have to stop here. When it will be the moment, I will take those young girls who can, better those 
who have decided to teach. Please ask him the age of the girl, but with all politeness do not give a 
conclusive answer. 

With regard to Count Marco11, tell him that if he is certain, that in good conscience, I can 
leave the two young ladies he knows about, to sleep in the same room or with the others, I will do 
what he wishes. Since we are very short of rooms, they should accommodate themselves the best 
they can. Inform Count Marco that I depend on his assistance for the Spiritual Exercises. Otherwise 
I doubt that my strength will bear the fatigue, imagining that I am not going to improve a lot here in 
Milan. 

Our ecclesiastical Superior has agreed to let me come at the beginning of October for the 
Spiritual Exercises of the ladies from the countryside. Let us hope, because here we are still very 
peaceful in our first small house. 

The business of the quarrel12 continues, and I recommend it to your prayers. Be assured that 
no one here dies of inflammation caused by doing things quickly. I look forward to knowing 
something about dear Teodora13. You will find a note for all the Companions. Our doctor Castelli14 
of Venice wants to die. 

I received a dear letter of yours from the carrier, which informs me that the Lutheran is in the 
hospital. Ask Don Giovanni Zanetti15 whether you have to tell Father Curate to inform the doctor 
about how this woman has been moving around the city.  I hope she did not compromise herself. 
Together with the notes for the Companions, you will find an open letter for Valsecchi, in reply to 
his. Read it as usual for your information, seal it and then hand it over to him. 

Regarding the young girl, when you think it suitable, please give her some tea or breakfast or 
lunch. I am sorry we cannot put her in the little convent. That Lady of Verona does not want her any 
more now, and my ecclesiastical Superiors do not allow me to take her. I always fear that her 
mother may take her away. Please continue giving me news about this woman and pray to Mary 
Most Holy for both, mother and daughter. If God wills it, I hope her mother puts the girl in the 
hospital. But I know that she does not want to hear anyone speak about that. 

I received the lemon balm and I thank you for it. I embrace you wholeheartedly. Please 
entrust me to Mary Most Holy. I leave all of you in Her Most Holy Heart. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
If possible, hand the letter of Angelina from Alzano16  directly to Don Cattaneo, otherwise 

mail it. 
 

Milan, 26 august 1824 
 

Cristina embraces you and has begun studying more than the astrologers in order to find 
money for the Lutheran Orsolina. Let us see what she will do. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity17 

                                                 
11 Count Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
12 A quarrel for part of the Certosa in Milan 
13 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
14 Doctor Castelli, a trustworthy doctor for the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
15 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
16 ANGELINA, an aspirant from Alzano, a small town  in the province of Bergamo 
17 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

27.7.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            1446 
Magdalene gives news about her health, which is still rather poor. Then, hearing of the serious condition of 
Doctor Castelli, she asks Terragnoli to look out for another doctor to substitute him. The difficulties of the 
hospital seem to be smoothed out. Now it is necessary to find money. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Milan, 27 August 1824 

My dear daughter, it was impossible for me to write to you on Wednesday because of the 
many letters around me. I will do it today. I start giving you news of me. The quinine freed me from 
fever, but I am still weak. My weakness will slowly disappear by eating bread. Therefore, do not get 
worried about me any more, you and the Companions. Be sure, that I try to look after myself, as 
much as I can, because you know the promise I made you to wait for Enoch and Elijah. Knowing 
that this keeps you more at peace, I tell you these things with great freedom and will never hide the 
truth, neither now or later on. 

I am very sorry about the illness of our doctor Castelli1, much more so because, as you say, he 
seems to be incurable. If things go on like this, without making any commitment, ask our Father 
Stefani2, Mr. Francesco Padenghe3, Mr. Alessandri4 and the surgeon Giacometto5, whom they 
would suggest, and write to me their own opinion. As I too know some doctors in Venice, do not 
commit yourself with anyone, saying that you have to write to me first. I was very consoled about 
the return and improvement of Mr. Francesco Padenghe. Today I will write to Micheli6 informing 
her that everything has been checked and clarified about the building. As soon as I know the total 
value, we will see whether we can make the contract with Mr. Reali7. 

So that you may be informed about the matter, I enclose the letter I am writing today in reply 
to Alessandri, who wrote to inform me that he has checked everything and has come to know which 
part belongs to Guizzetti8. Read my answer so that you may know how to speak to the good Mr. 
Padenghe. When we know the final price of Benvenuti9, it will be the moment to make a hectic 
search for money. If the Lord does not allow us to buy it, but I do not think so, we can think of the 
convent of Gli Angeli in Murano10. How many dowries did you and our dear Betta find for our poor 
Burano?11 It would be necessary that we turn into dust to attend to everything.  

I thank you for the beads on behalf of Elena. These have not arrived yet, but they will arrive. 
Write how much a pound of them costs.  

I will write to you next time about the price of the two veils for Father Stefano12. I will buy 
the veil for Lady Manin Pesaro13 at once, and as soon as I have a chance, I will send it to you. If it is 

                                                 
1 Doctor Castelli, the trustworthy doctor in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
2 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
3 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
4 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
5 Giacomo Gasperi, surgeon (Lett. 1434, n.5)  

 6 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress from Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 

 7 Reali, the buyer of the convent (Lett. 1431, n.14) 

 8 Teresa Guizzetti (I, Lett. 412) 

 9 BENVENUTI, the owner of a portion of the Convent they wanted to buy for the Hospital for Convalescents. 
10 CONVENT OF ‘GLI ANGELI’ in Murano, attached to the Lombard Church of S. Maria degli Angeli, rich in 

famous artistic works by Palma the younger, Pordenone and Vittoria   
11 Burano, a village of Venice (II/1, Lett. 348, n.4) 
12 Father Stefani.; the name is spelt wrong (II/1, Lett. 495) 
13 It could be CATTARINA MANIN PESARO who married Zuanne MANIN in 1769 (cf. M. Barbaro, Genealogie, 

p. 58) 
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true that Don Carlo Alessandri14 will come to see me, I will give it to him. I embrace all of you 
wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15 
                                                 

14 Don ALESSANDRI CARLO. From the List of the Clergy he appears to be a collaborator in the Parish of S. 
Salvatore (Stato del Clero, 1824, p. 36) 

15 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

3.9.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1447 
Magdalene is in Milan, but since she has to delay for about twenty days to move to the Certosa, she goes to 
Bergamo for the Spiritual Exercises of the teachers from the countryside, which have been anticipated. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I hope you have received news of me through Don Carlo Alessandri1 and also the veil for 
Lady Manin2.  My dear daughter, I confirm that my health goes on well and even my strength is 
improving. 

As you saw from the answers I enclosed, the good Mr. Giuseppe3 had already informed me 
about the whole procedure he had done regarding the part of Teresa Maria4’s house, and I will now 
hear the rest. In the meantime, I beg you to give my regards to dear Micheli5 for me and the good 
Ladies who greet me. Please pay my respects to the Parish Priest6, to the Rector7 and all those who 
ask about me. I think that our new house8 will take about twenty days before it is in order. 
Therefore if I do not say not to write next week, when you write, address your letter to Bergamo. I 
had decided to spend the beginning of October in Bergamo for the Spiritual Exercises of the young 
ladies from the countryside.  But since our transfer delays too long, in order not to move away just 
after we enter the new house, I am anticipating the Exercises by making them now. They will start 
on the 15th and, as soon as they are over, I will come back here, if it pleases the Lord. I decide to 
leave on Tuesday so as to rest a few days before starting to arrange everything. The young ladies 
may be about thirty and, as you know, all of them sleep and eat in the house. Well, I inform you 
because I know the concern all of you have for my health. This year I have found a holy Religious 
for the Spiritual Exercises.  

Then, I will hear the reply of Monsignor Rosada9. But I think we have to solicit him before 
the return of our worthy Prelate, in order not to annoy him with these cares. Please convey my 
regards to Mr. Giuseppe and Mr. Padenghe10. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 3 September 1824 

 
PS You are a perfect novelist, my dear daughter. You inform me about poor Doctor Castelli11 who was 

on the verge of dying and that they say that there is no remedy for him. Then, you do not tell me 
anything more, as if he has gone to America. Please give me news of him, whether he is alive or 
dead,  

Your most affectionate Mother 
                                                 

1 Don Carlo Alessandri, collaborator in the Parish Church of S. Salvatore (cf. Lett. 1446) 
2 Lady Cattarina Manin Pesaro (cf. Lett. 1446) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Teresa Maria, who collaborates with the directress of the Hospital, Marianna Francesconi ( III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6)  
5 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress from Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6)  
6 cf. Lett. 1461 
7 Don Giuliano Cattullo, synodal examiner and confessor in the Church of Tolentini (Lett. 1393, n.9) 
8 The Certosa, the house in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
9 Msgr. Rosata Fortunato, Canon of the Cathedral (Lett. 1376, n.12). The name is spelt wrong. 

    10 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 

 11 Doctor Castelli, the trustworthy doctor in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
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Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE 
                                                 

 12 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

4.9.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                                 1448 
After giving news about her health, Magdalene provides Margherita Rosmini with various guidelines so as 
to solve the problem of her departure from Rovereto, in order to become a Daughter of Charity. She advises 
her against accepting a certain aspirant to the Religious Life because she is not very talented and is only 
physically strong. She says that we can find many of these people, provided we do not ask them for a dowry. 
The Patriarch of Venice perhaps will come back to Italy with the Emperor Francesco I. This offers some 
hope for a faster outcome of the procedures for Trent. 
 

V.G.M      My most esteemed and dearest friend, 
 

My dear friend, I start by telling you that I have recovered if not perfectly, at least 
sufficiently, and that I delayed the pleasure of writing to you because I have been ill. My illnesses 
pass away very quickly. But this time I was stricken more than usual, although everything ended up 
in nothing. I had a strong bout of double malaria, which subsided with the quinine. But I had some 
blood drawn from me on account of the inflammation, due partly to the strength of the remedy and 
partly to my indisposition. Now I just feel weak, and this weakness will soon go away. 

Now let us come to what is more important. First of all, let me tell you again and remind you, 
my dear friend, that any time you are free and agree to, our houses are yours and you can enter them 
whenever you want. Concerning the way to detach yourself from your worthy family, I might 
perhaps advise you wrongly, since I do not know whether the members of your family are fully 
aware of your resolution. What I think best is that you should act with the greatest consideration, 
and proceed with utmost tactfulness with your very dear mother1, because your most reverend 
brother Don Antonio2 knows about it, and your other brother knows that one day you will embrace 
a state of life3. From what, by divine goodness, you have done up to now, he must have guessed that 
you will embrace the Religious Life. 

First of all, I am very hopeful in the divine help, but I also imagine that the Countess will be 
greatly relieved to have the eldest orphan girl with her. Anyway, if she does not know anything, you 
could take the excuse of the foundation of Trent, which is so obvious to everybody, and tell her that 
while this is being processed, you wish to know the Daughters of Charity better. Hence you will go 
to spend a few months with us. 

If there is no motive on account of which your prudence would suggest to act differently, to 
make the thing easier for your mother, you could reveal to her your intention, God willing, to found 
a house even in Rovereto. After this, when you can leave, do so, and if you have no problem, you 
can sleep on my bed until you can bring your bed here. With regard to your personal effects, besides 
the bed, the rest such as mattresses, house utensils, books, bottles of wine, etc. you could leave them 
in Rovereto in order not to have to transfer them another time, when the Lord will conclude the 
foundation of Trent. We have arranged a bed for our good Domenica4. With regard to the jewels, 
the silverware and the things which take up little room, if you have a chance, you can get them 
evaluated there. Coming here, we could enquire either in Verona or in Milan, where it is more 
convenient to sell them. I would say the same thing for the embroidered dresses.  

You also ask me, my dear friend, what I think about taking that seventeen year old young 
lady. To satisfy your request, I think it would not be wise, until everything is clear, that you burden 
yourself with a subject, who, though robust for work, we think, has no qualities suitable for the 
Institute. In the meantime, we have our good Domenica for the heavy work. As we go along, we 

                                                 
1 Countess Rosmini Serbati, Margherita’s mother (II/1, Lett. 546, n.7) 
2 Don Antonio Rosmini, Margherita’s brother (II/1, Lett. 494) 
3 Giuseppe Rosmini, Margherita’s brother (II/2, Lett. 723) 
4 Domenica Baldassarelli, one of the first novices from Tyrol (III/1, Lett. 1217, n.2) 
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will regulate ourselves according to the needs we perceive. If we accept subjects without any 
dowry, we can choose the people, as we like, for every house. 

Our good Patriarch of Venice5 has not yet come back to his residence and a Venetian 
Religious, who was here to greet me on Sunday, informed me that they are expecting him only in 
mid-September. They also say, but I do not know with what plausible reason, that he is delaying his 
return, because he will come with our Sovereign6. If it is so or anyway with the coming of His 
Majesty to Italy this October, as they say here, I am sure that we will see a conclusion for the 
foundation of Trent. To tell you the truth, I think that the devil of Tyrol has honoured himself too 
much up to now. Then, our dawn will arise. I want to say that I hope that Mary Most Holy will 
conclude it. From the way things are going, I would like to think that the decision is not very far. 
On the other hand, we cannot deny that in each place, it takes time to settle things. 

I notice that I have been here for a month, waiting to move to the house7 given to us last year. 
Yet I doubt that we will be able to do it at the end of this month. Because of this delay, I will go to 
Bergamo next week to assist the good young ladies of the countryside and the teachers for their 
Spiritual Exercises. I entrust them to your prayers. This year they seem to be many. I will not forget 
to get prayers said for you, so that the Lord may assist you particularly in these moments. They will 
start on the 15th of September. I will return here at once, as soon as the Spiritual Exercises are over. 

Please convey my respects to your family, particularly to most reverend Don Antonio to 
whose prayers I warmly recommend myself. Please remember me to the Lord. I embrace you 
wholeheartedly, full of friendship and esteem for you. Please convey my hearty compliments to 
Zamar 8. I am thoroughly convinced that your vocation is the one you are going to embrace. 

 

I am, my most esteemed and dearest friend, 
Milan, 4 September 1824 

your most obliged and affectionate friend 
Magdalene Canossa, Daughter of Charity9  

                                                 
5 Msgr. Pyrcher (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
6 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
7 Certosa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
8 Zamar, one of the young ladies educated in the orphanage in Rovereto (Lett. 1388) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO LADY GIOVANNA BEDESCHI 

8.9.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                                1449 
(Milan, before 10 September 1824) 

This should be Giovanna Bedeschi, who goes back to her family in 1826, after a period of strong spiritual 
disturbances. At this moment, when the future seems to be calm, Magdalene urges her to overcome the 
suffering of the detachment from her family generously, sure that she will find another one in Religion as 
affectionate as hers. 
 

My most esteemed and dearest Lady Giovannina, 
 

When I was about to have the pleasure of replying to your first dearest letter, which I received 
in Milan, I had the joy of receiving another very precious one of yours dated 22nd August, my 
dearest and most esteemed lady Giovannina. My many commitments will not allow me to linger in 
conversation with you as much as I would like to.  But this time accept my great desire to do it. 
Here I am ready to reply to what you ask. 

If it pleases God, by mid-September I will be in Bergamo, as I think of leaving here on 
Saturday, the 13th or at least the following Monday. You know that it takes only a few hours to go 
from Milan to Bergamo. Therefore I will reach Bergamo the same day that I leave here. I may leave 
a few days earlier, but it would be only for a day, since on Wednesday the 10th is the canonical 
formal establishment of this House of ours. We have done so in all the other houses, where the Lord 
deigned to locate the Institute. In this place we did not have a house belonging to the Institute. But 
now God has given us a very large one and I would say, one that is too beautiful. I am here for this 
reason, surrounded by many pleasing commitments on account of which I have no free time any 
longer. 

With regard to the bed, do not worry because I will serve you and will do it willingly for as 
many days as you want. My dearest lady Giovannina, it is really a sacrifice for me this time not to 
be able to write to you at length. I well understand how afflicted you may feel at present, having to 
detach yourself from your parents and your family. Try to keep before your eyes the treasure you 
will find in Religion. It costs much more than what we can pay for it. Indeed you leave a mother, 
but Mary Most Holy will be your Mother and guide. You leave your sisters but you will find as 
many others as there are Daughters of Charity. By God’s grace, we love one another as true sisters, 
even when we are in different houses. 

On my part, I assure you of my warmest care for your sanctification and for anything else 
which can help you and make you happy. So take courage, my dear daughter. Attach yourself to the 
Lord and to Mary Most Holy. Do not get upset by reflections and doubts which are useless and 
tiresome in these moments. You know that you come on probation, and thank the Lord you come to 
do it among people who desire nothing but the Divine Will and the happiness of those embracing 
our Institute. I do not mean to say that I am not convinced that you will succeed. Know that I do not 
doubt this at all. I think that when the time of the newness of the change is over, you will be very 
happy. If your departure is now near at hand, do not be anxious about it, as it often occurs in similar 
circumstances to... 

 
[Milan] September 1824   
_______________ 
    NB A draft without signature and incomplete 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

14.9.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1450 
Magdalene gives news about her health. Then she announces the gentleman Reali’s offer to the Institute for 
the Hospital for Convalescents and the dreamed of foundation at Burano. The possible choice of the new, 
trustworthy doctor is still a topic of discussion on account of the worsening condition of Doctor Castelli. 
From now on her letters will delay because the Spiritual Exercises for the teachers from the countryside start 
in Bergamo, and also because, at the end of these, she will have to go to Milan for the transfer of the house, 
if there will be no further delay. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

I want to inform you that my health is fairly good, my dear daughter, although these days I 
had a little blood drawn from me, due to a slight indisposition I had in Milan. The blood they drew 
from me was so warm, that the doctor suggested that I should have blood drawn from me again. But 
I was not convinced about this. Hence I deferred it, and now, before starting the Spiritual Exercises 
for the teachers of the countryside, I thought it wise to get it drawn since my cough was already 
starting. As soon as the blood was drawn, it stopped, and now I feel much better. 

I am very sorry about the death of that most worthy and holy Religious, but whatever the Lord 
does is always the best and we must be content. To my great pleasure I heard about the donations 
offered to our dear Hospital by the excellent Reali1. I enclose a letter of thanksgiving. Please hand it 
over to him.  Both you and Betta2 did very well to recommend even our dear Burano3 to Father 
Partesana4. When you hand over the letter for Mr. Reali to him, convey my respectful obligations 
and thanksgivings, and entrust me to his holy prayers. I remind you to give me news of Doctor 
Castelli5.  

With regard to our dear Hospital6, I am happy to know that our excellent Mr. Alessandri7 and 
Mr. Padenghe8 were glad about the charity we received. Greet them and also all our good Ladies, 
especially dear Micheli9.  Now I will listen to the news you will continue giving me regarding this 
Hospital. Inform me about the dowry that the good Lady Priuli10 has designated for dear Burano. If 
either you or dear Betta has the chance to see our holy and elderly Provincial11, please ask him 
whether he knows anything about it, but do not go there on purpose. 

The Spiritual Exercises will begin here on Wednesday. I think there will be many participants. 
They have already started coming. I took two Companions from Milan with me to help us. 
Immediately after the Spiritual Exercises, which will finish on the 25th, I have to go back to Milan. I 
hope to leave here on the 28th to finally carry out the transfer to the new house12, if it is true. I shall 
tell you, so that you may know where to write. 

I will not write to you on Saturday, because I will be very busy with my retreatants. I promise 
I will write to you if I am not well. If you do not see anything these days, it means that my health 

                                                 
1 Reali, the buyer of the Convent of the Campanare (Lett. 1431, n.14) 
2 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
3 Burano, hamlet of Venice (1, Lett. 348, n.4) 
4 Father Pertesana, Superior of the Oratorians in Venice (II/2, Lett. 783, n.1). The name is spelt wrong.   
5 Doctor Castelli, the trustworthy doctor of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11)  
6 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
7 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice ( I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

 8 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  

 9 Lady Michieli Bernardo, a benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
10 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
11 Father Marino from Cadore, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 

     12 The Certosa in Milan , house situated in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
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and those of our Companions is good. I do not write only because I am too busy. In order not to get 
tired, I have requested a Religious to give the Spiritual Exercises in the morning and in the 
afternoon, so I beg you not to be anxious. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. 

In this novena and on the feast of Mary Most Holy, please pray very hard to our Mother of 
Sorrows for her least Institute. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Remember to inform 
me when our most worthy Patriarch comes back13. 

 After writing this, I received another dearest letter of yours, to which I answer. I tell you that 
my health is improving everyday and the last drawing of blood did me a lot of good. I am sorry for 
our Castelli. I have understood well about those that Father Stefani14 has suggested to you. I think 
they are angels, but beside this first condition, it is more necessary that the doctor be really an 
expert. Speaking freely to you, Don Carlo Alessandri mentioned to me Doctor Viotti15 who lives at 
S. Sofia. He told me that he is good and also an expert. Thank God, you do not need anyone just 
now, so you can wait to make your choice until we know what the Lord disposes for Castelli. 
Though unworthy, I will remember him in my prayers. In the meantime keep getting information 
about the skill of the two mentioned by Father Stefani and Viotti. It is wise if we can take advantage 
of a doctor who is living close to us, without having to cross the water. Speak also, but without 
making any commitment, as I wrote to you, to the surgeon Giacometto16, whose goodness and 
efficiency we know, then to Mr. Alessandri and Mr. Padenghe, and finally, write to me.   

I understood everything about our dear Hospital, but until we see the end of S. Girolamo17, I 
hope that the good Mr. Padenghe and Mr. Alessandri will look for some benefactors. I remind you 
about the plan to look for those merchants or tradesmen, who can give us 100 ducats each, because, 
my dear daughter, the contract with Benvenuti18 and Guizzetti19 is very good, but let us hope that 
they will reduce the price. But after all this we shall have to pay. On my account, besides the 200 
ducats of Albrizzi, the 100 of Padenghe and the charity of Reali, we now have just about a 100 
ducats. 

Ask dear Micheli whether she means to make an attempt with that gentleman at Mira20, since 
it is now the time when he may go outside Venice. I do not know whether he is Spanish. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Six 
participants for the Spiritual Exercises have already arrived, and two others will come soon. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 14 September 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 21 

                                                 
13 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 

  14 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 

  15 The doctor who could substitute Doctor Castelli 
16 Giacomo Gasperi, surgeon (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
17 The Convent of S. Girolamo (Lett. 1395, n.11) 
18 Benvenuti, owner of the ex-convent bought by the State (II/2, Lett. 892, n.3) 
19 Teresa Guizzetti, benefactress (I, Lett. 412) 
20 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
21 The letter has many grammatical errors. It is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

15.9.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1451 

Some news and various unimportant appeals. The advice not to get worried because of a certain tension with 
the Parish Priest of S. Stefano is more significant in the light of future developments.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

I imagine my dear daughter that you have written to me about the decision of the Parish 
Priest, through the Saturday ordinary mail. Convey my regards to him, as I doubt I will be able to 
enclose a few lines as I would like to, since the mail has delayed your letter as usual. 

In case time will not allow me, I am sending you another letter, corrected according to what 
the Parish Priest has judged proper. Let the first one go, but keep this one until I arrive. If he 
decides that I need not come, hand over the enclosed letter to Count Melerio1 immediately. 

I thank you for the fruits you have sent me. They tell me that Valsechi2 has forgotten a white 
handkerchief together with the little basket. Without worrying about it, simply ask if they have 
found it. My health is fairly good. On Saturday evening they drew blood from me and the cough 
stopped. I was only in need of a little rest. But those who start their Spiritual Exercises began 
coming on Sunday.  As I begin writing this letter today, the 14th, doubting whether I can do it 
tomorrow, I have eleven of them.  I expect many others tomorrow morning. The Lord will assist me 
to do the little I can to help them. Cristina3 is better and Teodora4 too. The latter feels some pain in 
the ribs, which is worrying the doctor. But today she is better. 

Our two Companions behave very well. I sincerely assure you that they help me well, 
wholeheartedly and in whatever way they can, and they are very well. Ask everyone to offer a Holy 
Communion for the Lutheran5 because Cristina wants to convince her to give us her daughter. If she 
agrees, I will take her to Milan. After writing up to here, and having prepared the letter for Rome, I 
received yours from the Post Office. 

Let us pray for Carena’s business. Then, my dear daughter, have courage, courage. The Lord 
will assist us. Have that little novena made to the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I too will make these 
holy daughters from the countryside pray. They confuse me very much at this moment, because 
there are twenty-five of them. 

Do not get worried at all about the Parish Priest of S. Stefano6. The Lord will assist us. You 
will see that with patience we will overcome everything. Courage and again courage! I am very 
grateful to the Delegate. Give me some news of Monsignor7 if Turatti has returned from Massa, 

I end because they suffocate me every moment. I already foresee that until next Wednesday I 
will not be able to write to you. I embrace all of you and leave you very heartily in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. Do not doubt that I will get some prayers said especially for you. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 15 September 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

 

Please, send me the life of St Rose and other Saints. I will bring everything back to you. 
                                                 

1 Count Giacomo Mellerio, benefactor (I, Lett. 387).  The name is spelt wrong. 
2 Valsecchi, the carrier. The name is spelt wrong. 
3 Cristina Pilotti, in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 Teodora Roggia in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
5 The Lutheran young lady assisted by Cristina Pilotti (Lett. 1442) 
6 Don BERNARDINO NOGARA, Parish Priest of S. Stefano and Synodal Examiner 
7 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/1, Lett. 625, n.6) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

30.9 1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1452 
In Milan the transfer to the Certosina is taking place. Magdalene has just gone back to S. Stefano, after a 
morning of work spent in arranging the place. Hence she answers Rosa’s requests very briefly. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

This morning I went to Certosina1.  As I returned home, that is now, at half past one in the 
afternoon, I received your dear letter. First of all, I would like to tell you that our journey was very 
comfortable. My health continues to be good. I thank you for the prayers you made people say for 
me, my dear daughter. I am sure they will do me good. I will willingly want to hear about the 
conclusion of Monsignor Bishop2.  

With regard to Regina, adjust yourself to the circumstances you will come to know of while 
dealing with her affairs. Continue giving me news about the Lutheran lady3. I have understood what 
you said about the money. Do as we had agreed. Convey my greetings to Don Giovanni4. 

I hurriedly leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  
 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 30 September 1824 

 

Elena5 asks me to greet you warmly. 
If I can get the alkermes6 before the carrier leaves, I will send it to you. With regard to the box 

for the hosts, Elena says that she will get it and send it to you. 
I do not return the habit to you now because we have no time, since we will move to the 

Certosina on Saturday. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1 The Certosa in Milan, is the House in via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
2 Msgr. Mola, Bishop of Bergamo (I, Lett. 348, n.8) 
3 The Lutheran girl (Lett. 1442) 
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/I, Lett. 570, n.1) 
5 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
6 A mild liquor also used for medicinal purposes (I, Lett. 91, n.6) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIOVANNA BEDESCHI 

September 1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                             1453 

During the time of trial, the postulant Giovannina Bedeschi is strongly tempted to return to her family. But 
first, she would like to know the final opinion about her vocation from Magdalene. The Marchioness replies 
that she is dear to her in the convent, but she will be thus even outside, and that it does not pertain to her to 
give a positive or a negative judgment,  for reasons she will show to her. Let her pay no heed to “what they 
will say”; let her seek only God’s will. 

V.G.M       My dearest Giovannina, 
[Bergamo] September 1824 

 

You must in no way get worried, my dearest Giovannina1 about what you write to me in your 
dear letter, dated 8 September. You well know that not only out of duty and my unchanging and 
general system, but also out of the sincere, maternal and cordial affection I have always borne for 
you and will bear, I have desired nothing, but the fulfilment of the Divine Will on you, and to see 
you happy. Consequently, you can be sure, that I was always, as I am now, ready to stand by you in 
all you wish, on such a topic. 

Yet, you will easily understand that I cannot, as you ask, be the judge of your vocation. These 
matters are not to be consulted with me. If your docility and conviction would persuade you to 
comply with my advice that I feel before God, that He wants you in Religion in spite of the present 
uneasiness, you could one day think that my desire of having you with me, had urged me to judge in 
this way. On the other hand, if I advise you to leave, you could believe at another moment, that I did 
not have that affection and care I always tried to convey to you. 

Therefore, my dear Giovannina, I depend fully on you, and beg you to be calm.   Remember 
what I must have told you so many times that this is just a time of trial, and ought to be taken as 
such. You must not be too concerned about it, nor pay attention to human respect, as I told you 
many times in the past. Do not become unhappy just because of those futile words ‘what will they 
say’, but try to do only God’s will. Doing this, you were most dear to me while among us, and you 
will always be equally dear to me in whatever place you are. 

Meanwhile, I will get a letter ready to inform your excellent father about your resolution. 
Then you write to me soon whether I have to send it to him or not. In the meantime, miserable 
though I am, I will continue recommending you to the Lord. 
 

NB   A draft without the signature of Magdalene 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 

1 Giovanna Bedeschi, a novice who left the Institute 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

26.9.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1454 
Magdalene informs her that the course of the Spiritual Exercises for the teachers from the countryside has 
been tiresome, but positive. However, she is still worried about the skylight which hinders their freedom of 
movement. But she wants to avoid any civil dispute: she will do it, only if friendly ways will not solve the 
problem. Magdalene has other anxieties: it seems that the alms they estimated are fading away. She thinks it 
would be wise to suggest to Alessandri and Padenghe to organize the traditional feast for all the city 
tradesmen to get them involved in favour of the hospital and of Burano. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am concluding the Spiritual Exercises of our young ladies2 from the countryside, my dear 
daughter, and now I give you news about my health. All the prayers you said for me have 
contributed to make me feel better than before. This slight fatigue has been useful for me. I will 
write only a little to you, since we still have some of the young ladies here, and we must dry up the 
tears of those who are going home. All the Companions are well too, though they have worked hard 
because the participants were 28 in number. They slept and ate here. Besides this, we had to assist 
them and this was the greatest fatigue.  

I hear, my dear daughter, that Doctor Castelli3 is better. Let us hope that the Lord will heal 
him. I know Doctor Gennari4. I would like him very much. All my fear is that, being elderly, he 
may not be able to assist us frequently in case there is an illness. If Castelli dies, it is wise to know 
where Doctor Gennari lives, because if he lives too far away, it would be difficult to get him. In the 
meantime, please get some information about Viotti5. With regard to the business for which I 
begged Monsignor Rosada6 to make an appeal, now I am not in favour of making it and I am sure 
that I will not do it. I take into consideration the goodness of the Lords of the Government. In case 
we cannot succeed through sweet and persuasive manners, I will accept their goodness and will 
hand in the appeal. But first I will try my best to go on amicably and politely. 

Please, prudently ask how many years ago the skylight7 was made in that way, and inform me, 
because the skylight was there even before, but it was turned towards us so that we could enjoy the 
sun, especially in winter and to expose the glue. When you have written this to me, I will tell you 
what you have to do. I am sorry that you might not have the dowry of the good Lady Priuli8 any 
longer for our dear Burano. Enough! I better hear what you will write to me.  

I know your concern, but I cannot help recommending our dear Hospital9 to you. All that they 
have done to single out this house, to get it visited by an engineer, to find out that it is the only one 
suitable for the work, is all very good, but if we do not gather the money, everything will be useless. 
Try deftly and prudently to find out, showing that you know it, without saying that I have written to 
you. When I was in Venice Mr. Alessandri10 and Mr. Padenghe11 wanted to organize a lunch for the 
tradesmen among themselves, as was the custom, on the Feast of Corpus Domini in the island of S. 
Clemente, but they did not do it on account of the illness of the young Gariboldi. I do not mind if 

                                                 
2 The young ladies from the countryside 
3 Doctor Castelli, the trustworthy doctor of the Daughters of Charity in Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
4 Doctor Gennari and Doctor Viotti, were proposed as possible successors of Doctor Castelli.  
5 The same 
6 Msgr. Rosata, Canon of the Cathedral (Lett. 1376). The name is spelt wrong. 
7 A skylight (cf. Patuzzi e Bolognini, Piccolo Dizionario, p. 125), which hindered freedom of movement in the 
house 

8 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 

 9 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 

 10 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

     11 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
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they organize lunches, but my concern is that they wanted to commit the tradesmen to offer 
something each, that is, if they could, 100 ducats each for this work. Let us hope they do not forget 
the project. 

  My dear daughter, you tell me that you wish me to stay for a longer time, when I come to 
Venice. Believe me, it is also my desire to be able to remain a longer time with you all. Meanwhile, 
let us hope. I think that I have to return to Milan on Tuesday. After writing this, I received a letter 
from Milan urging me to be in Milan on Tuesday, Therefore address your letters there. In a great 
hurry, I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  

My dearest daughter, I am   
I will write to you at length another time.   
 

Bergamo, 26 September 1824 
 

your most affectionate Mother Magdalene,  
Daughter of Charity12 

              (Stamp of departure) Bergamo 
 

                (Stamp of arrival) Venice 
                                       28 Sept(ember) 
To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE
                                                 

 12 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO  COUNTESS  BEDESCHI 

1824 Bergamo                                                                                                                                                    1455 

Magdalene has strong doubts about the true vocation of the daughter of the Countess. Although she assures 
the mother of her affection, and the desire to have her daughter in the Institute, nevertheless she advises her, 
for the moment, not to spend any money for the religious habit. It is better that the young lady finishes the 
time of probation and then, if she has to don the religious habit, the Marchioness will inform her in time. If 
the Countess wishes to write to Magdalene, let her address the letter to Milan, where she will soon go for the 
transfer to the new house of Certosa. 

V.G.M      Most Illustrious Countess1 

I will start by apologizing, most illustrious Countess, for not replying promptly to the precious 
letter you favoured me with, and as you desired, The necessity by which the affairs of the Institute 
force me to pass frequently from one of our Houses to another, makes me appear to be rather 
careless in fulfilling even the most precise duties. You addressed your letter to Verona and the 
Companions had to send it to Bergamo, where I am since a few days ago, to assist in the Spiritual 
Exercises of our good young ladies, who have been trained as teachers in these past years. Please 
forgive me for this unwilling delay. In case you wish to honour me with a letter, please address it to 
Milan, where I will go, when the Spiritual Exercises are over, because of our transfer to the new 
house. 

My dear Countess, in your revered sheet I notice that your goodness wanted to appreciate me 
too much for the little I have done as a duty. I confess also that I did it out of affection for our 
dearest Giovanna. I assure you that, besides having done what I have to do, your daughter deserves 
every care because of her very good heart and good qualities. 

If the Lord is willing, when the moment comes, I will be very happy to carry out what you 
entrust me to do for her, in order to have the privilege to serve my most esteemed Countess and also 
to please my Giovannina. She has not informed me about what she wrote to you regarding the 
purchase of her habit. 

Speaking to you very sincerely, it seems to me that we do not have to be in a hurry to meet 
such expenses. Your daughter is very good, but you know her great liveliness. Our common desire 
has always been that she be admitted to the vestition ceremony with the moral certainty that she will 
always remain content in the Institute. So it seems to me prudent, that before we take up new 
burdens and worries, we allow the time prescribed by the Rules to elapse before the vestition takes 
place, so as to allow me to have more experience before I come to a mature decision.  

Therefore I beg you my dear Countess, not to get worried at all. Since you are certain of my 
true interest and affection for my Giovanna, you have to show me this by not getting anxious in the 
least, about what I write to you. Be sure that, although I am far away, I will keep a close eye on the 
heart and inclination of your daughter. In case I cannot fully be sure of her vocation and happiness, 
I will inform either you or the Knight, your husband. 

In the meantime, I beg you to present my most sincere regards to him and to all your highly 
esteemed family, while full of respect I declare myself. 

 
NB A draft, without Magdalene’s signature 

                                                 
1 Countess Bedeschi, the mother of the postulant Giovannina who leaves the Institute (Lett. 1385) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

6.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1456 

At last, Magdalene has gone to sleep in the new house of Milan, the Certosina, and the following morning, a 
short ceremony marked the religious and civil ownership. The house is very beautiful, but she does not feel 
at ease “and she looks forward to leaving all this magnificence”. Since in Venice there have been some 
foreseen incomes, Magdalene suggests to Terragnoli how to dispose of that money. In the meantime, she 
invites her to thank the Lord for the gift He has given to the Institute with the admission into the convent of 
Margherita Rosmini and the first of the two Biadego sisters. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Before leaving Bergamo last week, I asked that good Superior to give you news of me, my 
dear daughter. Today, I am giving you the news personally.  

Last Sunday afternoon, I came to sleep in the new house1, because early in the morning the 
following day, I had to attend the blessing of our small chapel and the official opening ceremony of 
civil ownership. Everything went on well. The more we move around the house, the more beautiful 
we find it.  

Do not tell dear Durini2, who will come to Venice in a few days' time, what I am telling you 
alone now: I cannot see myself here, because the house looks like a palace of rich people. It is better 
I do not say this openly. 

I entrust myself to your charity and beg you kindly to pray especially to Mary Most Holy so 
that, if the Lord wills it, She may do all that is necessary so that observance may be well established 
here, and soon. I am longing to go away from all this regality. However, our little bedrooms are 
smaller and poorer than those in Venice, but we are there only at night. There is a long flight of 
steps. I ask for your prayers; pray also for the other affairs of the Institute.  

With regard to the 200 ducats which the Archpriest Albrizzi3 gave for Bettina4 out of charity, 
I do not know how much money you have to buy some grapes. You wrote to me saying that you 
have received the pension of Cecilia Donà5.  But I do not remember the dates for the pensions of 
Salterini 6 and Piazza7. If you need money, just take away 30 ducats from this sum for your needs, 
and if Durini can take them, send the rest to Verona, to Metilde8, to whom I write to use them, 
together with others, to buy some land. My health feels better outside since I am tired of these days. 
I am afraid that I may get a cough, but I am looking after myself as much as I can. 

The Companions too are well. I have just received your dearest letter, dated 2 October. In 
order to finish speaking about money, let me tell you that I am happy that the Archpriest Albrizzi 
has given you the quarterly remuneration for Marianna9, but this is just a small thing. As regards the 
money given for Bettina, follow what I suggested to you above. If you do not need it, send it all to 
Verona, and we will invest it. 

                                                 
1 The Certosa 
2 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
3 Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco, Venice  
   (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
4 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, lett. A 54) 
5 Cecilia Donà delle Rose, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 399, n.3) 
6 Domenica Salterini, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
7 Cecilia Piazza, in the House of Venice  (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
8 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in the House of Venice (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
9 Marianna Francesconi, in charge of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
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We will not stop praying for poor Castelli10. Please ask our Father Provincial11 when you see 
him and Father Stefani12 about Quintavale13. If they agree, we will choose him as our doctor, in case 
Castelli dies. I will write to you how you have to do it. In the meantime, by asking we save time. 

In case they agree, if you are in need of a doctor, you could, through Mr. Giacometto14, ask 
that doctor to come, without making any commitment; thus you can see him and know him 
personally. He is the doctor of the Seminary, where there are so many young knights to be educated, 
and this persuades me much.  

My dear daughter, you cannot imagine how consoled I feel because of what you wrote to me 
about our Hospital15. I know that you take to heart what I tell you. But I am sure that the Lord will 
be very pleased with what you have done, do, and will do so that this work may be carried out. Mr. 
Francesco16 has already done everything peacefully, and provides for everything correctly. The fact 
is that now it is wise that you may solicit his charity to follow up the Campanare17. 

All of you, thank the Lord for the gift He has given to us of Lady Margherita Rosmini18, who 
entered the Convent of S. Giuseppe as a novice on the 2nd. You might already know that some days 
ago Rosina Biadego, the elder of the two sisters entered. Prudenza19 instead would like to be 
Salesian. I would very much like those three people to speak amicably to that gentleman of the 
house, about the skylight20. I hope they will succeed, since the business has been entrusted to St 
Joachim. Everybody greets you, particularly Cristina21 

Please pray so that the Lord may bless Rosmini. I end because I am suffocated by my 
commitments. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 6 October 1824 

When you send me a letter, write to Certosa, San Michele alla Chiusa. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity22 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE
                                                 

10 Doctor Castelli, the trustworthy doctor of the Daughters of Charity in Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
11 Father Marino di Cadore, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
12 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
13 Doctor Quintavalle, another candidate to be the doctor of the Community of Venice 
14 Giacomo Gasperi, surgeon (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
15 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
16 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
17 The Campanare, the Convent, now becomes the residence of the Hospital for Convalescents (II/1, Lett. 652, n.4) 
18 Margherita Rosmini, enters among the Daughters of Charity (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
19 ROSINA BIADEGO with her sister PRUDENZA, appears in the list of the effective State of the Religious 

Community in the year 1823. They both died in Verona, the former in 1858, the latter in 1834. 
20 The skylight (cf. Lett. 1454) 
21 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
22 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

7. 10. 1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1457 
Magdalene describes the ceremony of the “formal establishment of the Institute” that occurred in the 
presence of the members of the community, the Royal Delegate, Count Mellerio and another Knight. She 
adds a few items of relative importance. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,                       [Milan] 7 October 1824 

This time, I write to you from the Certosina1 where I am since Sunday evening. On Monday 
there was the official opening of the Institute by the Royal Delegate. The ceremony consisted of a 
simple reading of the minutes of the procedures by the secretary before all of us, Count Mellerio 
and another Knight2. Everything went on well and we thank the Lord for it. On that day, there was 
also the blessing of the Oratory. You can imagine how happy these Companions were to be, at last, 
in a big place. I assure you, my dear daughter, that the house cannot be more beautiful than it is, but 
I am a little worried lest the companions will attach themselves to it too much. However, I hope that 
Mary Most Holy will never allow this to happen.  As for me, to be for 12 years in Bergamo is better 
than 12 hours here. I hope no one hears me. With regard to the Lutheran girl3 you will do well to 
see whether Valsecchi can speak to Father Gian Maria. 

Let us hope that Mary Most Holy will grant us the grace that Monsignor Bishop4 will confirm 
the Confessor. Please write to me as soon as you are certain, , 

Regarding Regina, I do not like her putting the money in that person’s pocket. These are 
actions done by young people who do not reflect. After we have suggested to them what is good to 
do, if they do not do it, it is wise to leave them alone, especially in these delicate matters. If you see 
that she does not have the necessary confidence, advise her to go to Maddalena again so that she 
may be helped. 

As for Giovannina5’s money, I cannot do the accounts today. Therefore keep it aside and I 
will send it next Wednesday. 

I leave you hurriedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, because the carrier is waiting. 
Your most affectionate Mother Magdalene,  

Daughter of Charity6 
                                                 

1 The Certosa, a house in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
2 Count Giacomo Mellerio, a benefactor (I, Lett. 387) 
3 The Lutheran girl (cf. Lett. 1442) 
4 Msgr. Mola, Bishop of Bergamo (I, Lett. 348, n.8) 
5 Giovanna Bedeschi, is a novice who leaves the Institute (cf. Lett. 1385) 
6 The letter has many spelling mistakes. It is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO COUNT BEDESCHI 

1824  Milan                                                                                                                                                      1458 

After the visit of her brother who is in the military, Giovanna realizes that she does not have a true vocation 
for the convent. Just a little while before, she had asked her mother to start the expenses for her religious 
clothing.  But now she has written a letter to her father, where she declares her new decision: she will return 
to her family. Magdalene accompanies that letter with words of maternal understanding, esteem and 
affection for the young lady, who leaves the Religious Life, in order to follow God’s will. 

V.G.M      Most Illustrious Lord1, 

Perhaps what I am here to tell you may be a great surprise to your Illustrious Lordship just 
when, by renewing my declaration of true veneration, I enclose a letter that our dear Giovannina 
addresses to you and to the most worthy Countess, your wife. I imagine I might be doing something 
wrong to the piety of both of you, if I wanted to add what the affection towards your good daughter, 
would suggest to me. I know well how much you love her, how much you have always desired that 
your daughter follows the Divine Will, and your concern that she might sacrifice herself, because of 
human gossip. I unite myself to your way of thinking not only on this occasion, but also during this 
period when she is living among us, and also for the care I took from the moment I received her. I 
have always tried, when I had the chance, to animate her to seek only God’s will and to despise all 
human considerations. 

I do not hide from you however, that your daughter’s decision surprised me. I had understood 
that Giovannina, without informing me, had already written to the Countess, her mother, to provide 
her with what was necessary for her religious vestition. When your excellent son kindly favoured 
me with one of his visits here in Milan, he confirmed that his sister was very happy. At first, when 
she was with us, she was quite happy. However, following her entry into the Novitiate, she began to 
be extremely troubled by doubts and inner conflicts which alternated with moments of calm, 
followed by new storms.  

I myself am uncertain as to whether this could be due to temptations or a lack of vocation. But 
all the while, though I continued to sustain her, she seemed inclined to the idea of leaving rather 
than remaining, without a call, in a state of continuous violence. 

I cannot tell you how many prayers we have said, miserable though we are, and how many 
prayers have been said by dear Giovanna herself so that the Lord may show her His Holy Will. I 
assisted her closely three months ago during the Spiritual Exercises before I left Verona. Besides I 
have exhorted her to think about it well. I did not promise to admit her to the Religious vestition at 
the time allowed by the Rule, as she asked me, because I too was not at all certain about her 
vocation.  I thought of continuing her probation so that time could help her mature her decision. 

As a matter of fact, shortly after a visit from her brother, she wrote telling me that she realized 
she had made a mistake regarding her vocation, and that she wished to return to her family. She 
added however, that she would leave her vocation to my judgement, and, in spite of her being 
contrary to it, if I deem her called to the Institute by the Lord, she would stay. I answered her that 
she should courageously overcome any respect for public opinion, which could worry her, but at the 
same time I made her understand that it was not for me to make that decision. She asked me from 
whom she could seek advice and mentioned a very worthy person, who had been proposed to her. I 
fully agreed about that one. Besides, I also suggested another. She asked the former for advice 
many times. He came to the conclusion that she was not called to be among us, but that the Lord 
will sanctify her in the world. 

This, my most worthy Count, is what I wanted to tell you. Wholeheartedly adoring and 
wanting to carry out the will of God, I cannot help adding that during all this time, dearest 
Giovannina has always behaved very well. I can only praise her and declare that I had a maternal 

                                                 
1 Count Bedeschi, the father of Giovannina Bedeschi (cf. Lett. 1385) 
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attachment for her. While I give her back to you, I strongly recommend her to your understanding 
and warm affection. 

For her peace, I hope you will write and encourage her. Let me know how best to arrange for 
her return. 

I beg you to tell me to whom I should give back the things she has here, and the remainder of 
the pension, which was given to us by the most worthy Father Macassolli in Bergamo. 

Please present my sincere compliments to your respectable family. 
I recommend myself to the charity of your prayers and sign… 

___________________ 
 
NB The draft has not been signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DON ANTONIO ROSMINI 

8.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1459 

To him, who announces the arrival of his sister at the convent of Verona and gives an account of some of her 
spiritual features to Magdalene, the latter expresses her joy and that of the whole Institute. The Marchioness 
assures him of great understanding towards her. Margherita will write often to the Countess, their mother so 
that she may be at peace and feel the absence of her daughter less. The request made by the Archpriest of 
Rovereto for a foundation in that place will become the object of a solicitous interest. 

V.G.M      Most reverend Don Antonio1, 

I was delighted and surprised at the same time to see the letter you wrote in the parlour of the 
convent of S. Giuseppe. However, I was more comforted than surprised at the news that your most 
worthy sister, dear Lady Margherita, has joined us. Believe me, while I felt delighted, at the same 
time I feel the depth of your justified sorrow, and because I appreciate you and your dear mother 
very much, my joy was marred by your sorrow.  

Most Reverend Don Antonio, you do not need me to tell you that your good sister has 
received the special grace of being called to the Religious Life. You, who love the Lord so much, 
will surely feel comforted by the fact that she is separated from you only for the service of the Lord. 

As I do not know where you are at present, in order to carry out what you suggested, I will 
write to the Countess, your mother, today, and I will keep on informing her about her daughter. 
Even Margherita is free to write to her mother. I am sure she will do so without any problem.  

For the rest, please be at peace about her. Even if lady Margherita did not have all the 
qualities the Lord has given her, I would care much for her as it is my duty and all the Sisters would 
care for her much more. They all appreciate her virtue, and our long-standing friendship is enough 
to assure you of such care for her. Please continue to pray for her and for me, so that your sister 
may accomplish the work of her sanctification, and the Lord may show me His mercy. 

Then I read the proposal of the very reverend Archpriest2 regarding the foundation of 
Rovereto, with great interest. I feel very obliged for their goodness towards our least Institute. I beg 
him and you to grant me a little time to work out some mature plans for such a project, and, above 
all to have some time for prayer before I can give you an answer to this important proposal. 

I know that you will like to be bothered again.  I would like to reserve my remarks on this 
topic for another time. With regard to Trent, I do not doubt about the new Prelate3’s bounty on our 
behalf. On the other hand, the matter seems to delay for a long while. Let the Lord do as He pleases. 
If you come to know something about it, I beg you to inform me. 

Please keep in mind even these two foundations before God. Be assured of my greatest 
veneration towards you. I declare myself 

Most reverend Don Antonio, I am 
Milan, 8 October 1824 

 

From the Certosa of S. Michele alla Chiusa. 
 

Your most devoted, humble and obedient Servant 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

To Most Illustrious and Reverend 
Don Antonio Rosmini De’ Serbati  

TRENT 
                                                 

1 Don Antonio Rosmini (II/1, Lett. 494) 
2 Don Locatelli (Lett. 1351, n.5) 
3 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
4 In the address the destination is missing. The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO THE COUNTESS ROSMINI FORMENTI SERBATI 

8.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                              1460 
Magdalene points out how much the mother must be feeling the absence of her daughter Margherita, who 
has entered the Convent. The Marchioness expresses all her solidarity, gratitude and admiration, and 
promises to give frequent news about her. 

V.G.M      Most Esteemed Lady Countess1, 

As I was lucky to meet you personally, my most esteemed Lady Countess, when I was with 
you and your whole family, I feel encouraged, at this moment, to write to you. I imagine how your 
good heart feels deeply the pain of the sacrifice the Lord is asking of you now. 

I assure you very sincerely that my appreciation of and holy friendship with your worthy 
daughter, dear Lady Margherita, made me realize that such a virtuous person is a real gain for our 
Institute. However, your sorrow prevents me from being fully happy about this dear and worthy 
friend of mine joining us. Certainly your generosity and your virtue do not need my comfort; I do it 
out of reverence and I assure you of my affection and concern and of that of my companions for 
your excellent daughter.  

I hear that she has entered the Religious life with her usual virtue and the few lines she wrote 
to me show that she is happy. 

If you allow me, now and again, I will convey to you news about her. Meanwhile, I beg of 
you, most respected Countess, to take heart, and to assist your daughter and me with your prayers. 
Please take care of your health too, especially during the coming winter. Forgive me for troubling 
you and for daring so much. 

My Companion Cristina2, who enjoyed your kindness, requests me to offer you her regards 
and will always remember you. 

Kindly give my greetings to your most worthy children and I respectfully declare  
I am, most esteemed Lady Countess     

Milan, 8 October 1824 
From Certosa San Michele alla Chiusa 

 

your most devoted, obliged and humble Servant 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

           (Seal of departure)  MILAN 
 
To Noble Lady 
Lady Countess Rosmini 
De’ Serbati nee Formenti 

ROVERETO 
                                                 

1 Countess Rosmini Serbati, Margherita Rosmini’s mother (II/1, Lett. 546, n.7) 

  2 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

9.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1461 
Since Magdalene, to her great regret, was not in Verona when Margherita arrived, she expresses her 
happiness and joy. She exhorts her to trust in God and to feel and deal with her as a friend and a mother. 

V.G.M      My most esteemed friend and my dearest daughter, 

You may imagine, my dear daughter, how happy I felt as I learnt from your much appreciated 
letter that, after settling everything peacefully, you have joined us. I thank God with all my heart, 
because in His goodness He has deigned to fulfil your holy aspirations and to place you in the 
House of the Institute that belongs to Mary Most Holy. 

I was not granted by the Lord the consolation to be present when you arrived and the joy to 
embrace you, as I wished. However, this was for me a double reason for entrusting you fully into 
the Hands of our common and Most Holy Mother, and placing you into Her Heart. When we 
celebrate the feast of Her Divine Motherhood tomorrow, I shall not fail to keep you in mind, poor as 
I am, my new daughter. I beg of you then to be convinced that my cordial friendship with you will 
continue invariably. Thus, I have a double right that you treat me in full freedom and confidence; 
that you write to me whenever you wish and tell me anything. In short, rest assured that you will 
always find in me a friend and a Mother. 

My dear Lady Margherita, together with a few lines from you, I received a letter from most 
reverend Don Antonio. As I do not know whether he has returned to Rovereto immediately, find my 
reply enclosed herein so that you may send it to him wherever he is. Today I will also write to your 
most worthy mother1, since Don Antonio made me understand that I should do it. 

He also writes to me about the foundation of Rovereto2 and informs me of the proposal made 
to him by the Archpriest3. Since I cared about replying to your brother at once, I took time to 
answer about this topic, even because it is a matter to be pondered over well, whether it is to be 
accepted or refused, but above all, to spend time praying over it. 

Since you did not say anything about it, I imagine that they do not know what Monsignor 
Patriarch of Venice4 has done for Trent in Vienna.  But since Tyrol is so dear to my heart, I will 
again make certain about his return to Venice. Then I think I will take the excuse of informing our 
most worthy Superintendent5 of your entering into Religion so that he may convey his respects to 
Monsignor Patriarch and ask him for some details about Vienna and the arrangements of Monsignor 
Bishop of Trent6. 

My dear daughter, I embrace you with true affection and leave you very hurriedly in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

I am, my most esteemed friend and dearest daughter 
 

Milan, 9 October 1824 
Your most affectionate friend and mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
To Noble Lady 
Lady Margherita Rosmini 
De’ Serbati  VERONA 

                                                 
1 Countess Formenti Rosmini, Margherita’s mother (II/1, Lett. 546, n.7)  
2 Rovereto, the city where the Rosminis lived (II/1, Lett. 494)  
3 Don Giambattista Locatelli, archpriest of S. Marco, Rovereto (III/1, Lett. 1351, n.5) 

  4 Msgr. Giovanni L Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett.482, n.1) 
5 Msgr. Antonio Traversi, Superintendent of a Boarding School in Venice (II/1, Lett. 489, n.2) 
6 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin, Prince Bishop of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n.5)  
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSERPPA TERRAGNOLI 

13.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                           1462 
In a short covering letter for the surgeon Giacometto, Magdalene gives good news of her health and asks for 
prayers. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I enclose a letter, my dear daughter, for Mr. Giacometto1.  I hope that in one way or another, I 
will be able to serve him. I continue giving you good news about me, since I am fairly well, 
together with all the Companions here.  I only recommend that you do not get tired of entrusting me 
to the Lord and to ask people to pray for me, because I am in great need. In order not to miss this 
mail, I do not say anything else, but in case you see the good Mr. Alessandri2, convey my 
compliments to him and tell him that I have already found lodging for Don Marco Cavanis3. I will 
write to him as soon as possible. 

I leave you hurriedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 13 October 1824 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

(Seal of departure) MILAN 
 

(Seal of arrival) VENICE 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Giacomo Gasperi, surgeon (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 Don Marco Cavanis, founder, together with his brother, of the schools for poor boys (I, Lett. 223, n.1) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

14.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                          1463 

Since the doctor in Bergamo has to renew a certain prescription, Magdalene lingers in giving some details 
about her health. Then she gives other news, among which are the constant doubts that the postulant 
Giovannina Bedeschi is experiencing regarding her vocation. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Before the carrier comes, I will start writing to you, my dear daughter, to see whether I can 
linger in a longer conversation with you. I will begin by telling you that my health is good. I 
attribute this to your prayers and to those of the other Companions, seeing that, although I am very 
busy, I continue to be healthy up to now. Last week, I doubted that one of my coughs was coming 
on, but it ceased just as it was beginning. I only feel the need of a drawing of blood. I am trying to 
carry on as much as I can. I am taking the foxglove1, but kindly ask Doctor Calvetti2 for the 
prescription of another dose.  Convey my greetings to him. Tell him that I feel better with regard to 
inflamation. By taking the foxglove the white course continues, but if I do not take it or I take just 
half a seed twice a day, it is something quite moderate. I started taking it only yesterday and will 
continue as long as I have it. I take it twice a day, because of the great heat I feel. I cannot help 
getting warm because of my many commitments and the fact of having to talk so much. 

On the other hand, my dear daughter, in the ten days that I have been here I was able to 
receive Holy Communion four times and hope to receive it even tomorrow. The house is big. Hence 
I am compelled to move about and to breathe in a lot of air. This is good for my temperament. Our 
(ecclesiastical) Superior is in the countryside and will remain there for another eight days. In the 
meantime, what I do is to arrange the inside of the house and to write. Later on we will start to 
work. Please continue to remember me to the Lord. 

From your dear letter brought to me by the carrier, I came to know of the death of the good 
lady Maria. I am sorry about it. She had the singular grace of receiving all the Sacraments. When 
you reply, continue giving me news of the wife of Bentivoglio. My dear daughter, when Don 
Giovanni Zanetti3 will know about the licence, he will say that both of us are two funny creatures. 
But he will surely think that I am the cause of all the evil. In the meantime, we thank the Lord who 
has lavishly blessed us. I thank you for the two dresses you sent me through the carrier on 
Wednesday. I will send back those they have given to me.  

Please do me the favour of sending me some rough paper next Wednesday: 2 quires, one of 
torn paper if it costs less, and one of a better kind. Perhaps 2 of each and another 2 quires of fine 
paper, because the paper here is really making life miserable. 

Cristina4, who embraces all of you, as I also do, is feeling fairly well. Elena5 too embraces 
you. She goes on with her usual indispositions, but she is on her feet. Convey my respects to Don 
Giovanni. Please, convey my many greetings to Morali6 and to Chiari7.  

Our Giovannina8 seems to be ever more determined to go home. 
I do not remember whether I have written to you that Margherita Rosmini9 joined us on the 

2nd. I declare my affection and leave you wholeheartedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. When 
                                                 

1 Foxglove, a heart-activating remedy for cardiac insufficiency, extracted from the leaves of DIGITALIS of the 
scarlet variety. (Cf. Enciclopedia medica italiana, Sansoni, Rd. scientifiche) 

2 Luigi Calvetti, a doctor (II/1, Lett. 587, n.2) 
3 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
4 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
5 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
6 Giuseppina Morali, aspirant (cf. Lett. 1444) 
7 Chiari, aspirant (cf. Lett. 1444) 

  8 Giovanna Bedeschi, leaves the Institute (cf. Lett. 1385) 
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you have the chance, give my respects and thanks to Monsignor Vicar10 and to the Bishop11 if he 
pays a visit to you, to Don Marino12 and the like. 

Cristina begs you not to forget the letters she despatched to you the other time. Please send 
them to the addressees, if you have not done so already. I am glad to know that the Lutheran girl13 
shows good will. You did very well with regard to Regina. 

If Cristina has a moment, she will write a few lines, otherwise she will do it for the coming 
carrier. You will find a letter of mine for Mr. Polini from Riva di Soldo. If the lady Zanetti, the aunt 
of our Maddalenina who died, is in Bergamo, send it to her. Otherwise hand it over to the Counts 
Passi14, if you have no better occasion. I embrace you once more. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 14 October 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15 

 

                                                                                                                                                   
  9 Margherita Giuseppina, a novice (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
10 Msgr. Celio Passi, Vicar General in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 567, n.4) 
11Msgr. Mola, Bishop of Bergamo (I, Lett. 348, n. 8) 
12 Don MARINO BORELLI, in the Parish Church of S. Alessandro della Croce. He worked in the bishop’s House.   
13 The Lutheran girl (cf. Lett. 1442) 
14 The family of the Counts Passi (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6)  
15  The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

20.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                           1464 
Since Angela was troubled because of the death of Rosa Fachelli and because Giovannina Bedeschi wants to 
return to her family, Magdalene consoles her. Then she gives her instructions on how to deal with the novice 
Margherita Rosmini.  At least for the time being, she should grant her full freedom to receive Holy 
Communion, and treat her with sweetness, because she is gifted with a very virtuous, but strong character. 
Magdalene has been in the house at Via della Chiusa since a fortnight, but the charitable works have not yet 
begun. She hopes to leave soon “to get away from these big palaces.” 

V.G.M  My dearest daughter, 

Know, my dear Angiolina that I wanted to write to you several times but did not succeed. My 
dear daughter, I rejoice with you that the Lord is visiting you with a cross. This is the key to 
Paradise. Courage and again courage! The Lord has wanted the good Facchelli1. He also wants our 
Giovannina2, but in another way. I would like to know how you feel in these circumstances. For my 
peace, please write to me. As regards Rosmini3 receiving Holy Communion, let her be till I write to 
you, because I mean to take the advice of this Superior when he returns from the countryside, to see 
whether I have to make an exception for her as she is a foundress, or to leave her to follow the usual 
custom. Regarding the Spiritual Exercises, after a few days have passed, and Rosmini feels a little 
comforted after Facchelli’s death, which I suppose she felt deeply, I shall write to the Superior to let 
her do them. Listen, my dear daughter. With Margherita, please proceed with all sweetness and 
good manners but prudently, always guiding her along the way of solid virtue. She is a person 
capable of serving God with great perfection. Treat her always with sweetness, and always be sweet 
with everyone, as Lady Margherita is being led along the way to sanctity, though her external nature 
is not at all that of a sweet temperament. Since she has a good head and an excellent heart and seeks 
God alone seriously, with time she will be proficient in any employment.  Therefore it is necessary 
to inspire her with that spirit of sweetness which will perfect this beautiful soul. 

I understand that with so many worries and your poor health, the matter I propose is hard at 
times. But in this way, the Lord will give you a chance to be on the cross and to overcome yourself 
continuously. I am waiting for you to write to me how you are. I am sure you will ask people to 
pray for me. I say this just to you: I am longing to get out of these mighty palaces4 and to return to 
our dear S. Giuseppe5. We are here in the new house for the past fifteen days, but we have not 
started the works of charity yet. I hope we shall start them soon, and when everyone is settled in 
both houses, they will let me go. I have plenty of things to tell you. I am waiting for this time to 
pass quickly so that we can laugh a little. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, and I beg Her 
to be your strength, your comfort and your support, as She is mine and always will be. Your 
Cristina embraces you. Good day, my dear bamboo stick, I long to see you. I recommend to you my 
girls of the union, who are very dear to me. 
Milan, 20 October 1824 

Your most affectionate Mother  
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6  

To dear Angelina 
                                                 

1 ROSA FACCHELLI also spelt as Fachelli, one of the first novices from Tyrol, and the first to die as a novice on 
October 1824, as can be understood from this letter (Lett. 1464, n.1) 

2 Giovannina Bedeschi, a novice who left the Institute (cf. Lett. 1385) 
3 Margherita Rosmini entered the House at Verona on 7th October 1824 (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
4 The palaces of Milan, among which was the Certosina in Via della Chiusa. It was a reminder to her of her palace 

at Verona 
5 The Convent at Verona 
6 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

20.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                         1465 

Magdalene thinks that Margherita is sad, but resigned, about the death of Rosa Facchelli, the novice from 
Tyrol. She condoles with her on the loss. She encourages her to write to her freely. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Though I am very busy, and I cannot write to you as much as I would like to, my dear 
daughter, I cannot refrain from assuring you that in the event that our good Lord was pleased to 
arrange for our dear Facchelli, one of the things that I have much at heart is you, my dear daughter. 
I am more than certain that you too have adored with me what God did, and in like manner have 
thought of the divine goodness, of the way He disposes of His creatures, that is, that He disposes all 
things with wisdom and mercy. We must confess however that our humanity resents it. As for me, 
together with the loss, I feel the pain of all of you as well, but especially yours. 

My dear daughter, have a big heart. God is granting you a grace-filled chance to offer Him 
promptly some new sacrifices. You see, this gives me the assurance that the foundation of Trent is 
closer at hand. I am writing today even to the dear Superior, who I think needs some of your 
insights about the relatives and the affairs of the deceased. Here, as you may imagine, we have 
started to pray for the repose of her soul. All the other houses will do likewise. 

I trust that by God’s goodness, she will be admitted soon, if not immediately, into the glory of 
Paradise, where she will pray for you, through whom she was granted the grace to enter Holy 
Religion. I hope she will pray for me too, as I loved her much. She was very good. 

Regarding your interior disposition, my dear daughter, do not think that you are at fault if you 
do not find that recollection that you perhaps experienced before entering. Believe me, the novelty 
of the situation causes this distraction. This is a consequence, almost inseparable from our miseries.  

I repeat, take courage. I hope that the Lord will give you the grace to serve Him greatly and to 
work much for His glory. Therefore I would not be surprised if He allowed you to be tempted. 
However, neither wait for, nor fear temptation, or care for it, because God will be with you, in any 
case. If, in some way, I can be of help and comfort to you, neither spare me, nor be afraid to 
displease the Lord by getting some comfort, because it is He who presents it to you, though it may 
be small. 

With regard to your Will, I remember that we have dealt with it before. The circumstances 
have changed now. Therefore, if you would like me to get some lights here, when you have given 
me the necessary notions, I will get some information and will write everything to you. They are 
expecting the return of the Patriarch of Venice1 next month. They say that he has stayed on in 
Vienna for the marriage of the second son, the Prince. All the Companions here revere you 
wholeheartedly. Do not doubt about my poor prayers. Please remember me. I leave you with great 
esteem and attachment in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 20 October 1824 
From Certosa at San Michele alla Chiusa. 

 

your most affectionate friend and Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 

To dear Lady Rosmini 
                                                 

1 Msgr. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1,Lett. 482, n.1) 
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

21.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                             1466 

Magdalene communicates even to Rosa the sudden death of Rosa Facchelli, a novice from Tyrol.  She 
explains details, which emphasise her painful astonishment, and asks for special suffrages. Another bit of 
news that is not serene is that Giovanna Bedeschi will leave the Institute. But Magdalene rejoices because it 
is almost certain that the Lutheran girl will become a Catholic. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

To keep you calm, I start by telling you that I am keeping well, my dear daughter. The doctor 
got some blood drawn from me yesterday, because he said that I was in need of it, since my cough 
was already starting. It stopped immediately with the drawing of blood. Thus, as I mentioned above, 
I feel well. 

My dear daughter, I am sorry to tell you that the Lord was pleased to take to Himself one of 
our companions from Tyrol. She is Facchelli1. I recommend you to ask all the companions to offer 
their Holy Communion for eight days and the Way of the Cross for the repose of her soul. I would 
also like you to do me the favour to share in small numbers among the girls and the companions, the 
prayer ‘Eternal Father’ to be repeated 6666 times, as it is very efficacious for the relief of the souls 
in Purgatory. 

To tell you frankly, the death of this Companion came as a surprise to me, because the 
Superior of Verona2 wrote to me last week that Facchelli had only a cold. It seemed that this caused 
other problems. In her second letter she wrote that she had died, after receiving the Holy Viaticum, 
which was obtained for her by her painstaking Superior, who begged the doctor to allow it, even 
though he did not think she was in danger of death. He is a rather fine doctor and a good Christian. 
The fact is that the day after receiving the Viaticum, at five in the morning she died, for she was 
breathless. Only two Companions were present and there was no time to call for a priest. 

I knew her intimately. She was like an angel and she was always so. However, I cannot deny 
that it was a great loss for me, also because her illness deteriorated so suddenly.  She was so good 
that everybody loved her. But what the Lord does is always good. Therefore we must be content 
with whatever He disposes. You might say that I only speak of woes. Well!  In this world there is 
nothing else, but woes. 

Please pray to Mary Most Holy for my niece Calcagnini3 who is now affected with a miliary 
fever.  It is not of the serious kind, but it is miliary4 all the same. If the Lord were to call her, pray 
that Mary Most Holy may assist her at that moment. It worries me to think of her death, being such 
a young wife, mother of a child and so good, but I worry more at the thought that, because of their 
social status, they may not even think of the Sacraments.Thus, I recommend her to Mary Most 
Holy, to whom the sick person is devoted.  

I enclose our Giovanna5’s letter for Count Luca6. She asked for advice, and following it she 
goes back to her own family. I enclose two cards they sent me from Verona. They are about her 
things which remained in Bergamo. Please get them ready for when her uncles get someone to fetch 
them. With regard to the two small envelopes, the gentlemen do not know what to do about them. 
See whether Maddalena can mend them, because I fear they will not do them well. 

                                                 
1 ROSA FACCHELLI, died in October 1824 while still a novice (Lett. 1464, no.1)   
2 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (I, Lett.4, n.6) 
3 Silvia Maffei, is the wife of Marquis Calcagnini from Ferrara (I, Lett. 333, n.2)  
4 Miliary fever, an infectious disease 
5 Giovanna Bedeschi, returns to her family (cf. Lett. 1385) 
6 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett.711, n.6)  
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 After writing almost up to here, I had the pleasure of receiving your letter and the paper you 
sent me. I thank you for the prescription of the foxglove7. But I am compelled to send this back to 
you, since I cannot fetch it any longer in the name of a doctor they do not know. At least I do not 
want to run this risk. Therefore please do me the favour of sending me this remedy the forthcoming 
week by the carrier. Do not get worried because for a few days, feeling my chest rather upset, I did 
not take it. Hence I still have some more. I will let some days elapse before I start taking it again. 

I am glad to hear what you write about the Lutheran girl8. It would be a beautiful thing. Mr. 
Valsecchi too wrote to me as if everything was completed. It would still be a great consolation. 

I will get the samples ready for the Parish Priest in Gandino9 and will deliver them by the 
carrier on Thursday. Convey my compliments to the same and to Don Ambrogio10.  

If you see Count Marco11, wish him especially for me. The other time I forgot Pollini’s letter. 
I enclose it. But if you agree, when lady Zanetti is not there, keep it because either Zanetti or 
somebody else will come to put the boys in the seminary, and then you will surely be able to hand it 
over to him. I am pleased to know that Bentivoglio is out of danger. Embracing you 
wholeheartedly, I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 21 October 1824 

 

We are still all united in the big house12, but we have not started to work. I recommend myself 
much to your prayers. Give my regards to Don Giovanni13. Tell me whether he has informed you if 
he has been confirmed. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

 

                                                 
  7The foxglove (Bot. Digitalis); the extract from its leaves was used as a heart- activating remedy for cardiac 

insufficiency (cf. Lett. 1463)  

  8 News of the Lutheran girl (cf. Lett. 1442) 

  9 Don Francesco della Madonna, Parish Priest in Gandino (II/2, Lett. 915, n.2)  
10 Don Ambrogio Manzoni, chaplain and sacristan in the Church of S. Croce alla Rocchetta (Lett. 1417, n.4)  
11 Count Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
12 At the Certosa, a house in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
13 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
14 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

23.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                           1467 

Magdalene communicates the news of the death of Facchelli even to Giuseppa. She requests for special 
suffrages, although the deceased person was so angelic. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Only a few lines, my dear daughter, so that I may continue giving you news of me. My health 
continues to be good in spite of the hard work at this moment, as you can imagine. 

This doctor wanted to have some blood drawn from me on Tuesday because the cough was 
starting. He said that if I postponed drawing it, I would be in need of two drawings instead of one. 
In fact, I feel better after the drawing of blood, but I am a bit more tired. 

 I know that our Superior of Verona1 has written to you about the death of our good Facchelli2 
and I am sure that you will have said some prayers for her. Here, I too did not fail to have some 
prayers said, as many as I could. I ordered everyone to receive Holy Communion for eight days as 
usual and an equal number of the Way of the Cross. Besides, I invited the Companions to recite 
each for various days, according to their possibility, 6666 times the prayer ‘Eternal Father’ in 
suffrage for her. I would like you to do the same, because I confess that although I know the 
beautiful soul and innocence of this dear daughter, yet I take her deeply to heart and recommend her 
to your charity. 

One of these days you will receive two veils and some girdles. I send these last ones in the 
name of the Companions from Bergamo. Together with them you will receive a letter of mine, in 
which I will write more at length. In the meantime, embracing you wholeheartedly, I leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Milan, 23 October 1824                      Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (I, Lett.4, n.6) 
2 Rosa Facchelli, died still a novice in October 1824 (Lett. 1464, n.1) 

3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.10.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                              1468  
As usual, Magdalene gives news about her health. She offers a strategic plan to find benefactors for the 
Hospital for Convalescents, for Burano and to foster the school for teachers from the countryside. 

 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,   

My dear daughter, taking advantage of the return of Don Francesco Luzzo1, I send you two 
veils, ten girdles and an apron, which Elena sends to dear Betta.  I also write to you as much as I 
can. I will start by telling you that, after the last drawing of blood, today is the first day I feel well, 
and I hope that I will begin to improve. Another time, before getting my blood drawn, I will think it 
over, because with these drawings of blood, I lose my strength. Well, I am alright now. 

Let us speak about our matters, because I am very much concerned that when the Lord wills 
that I come to Venice, we will have to work beyond measure. Listen, I begged Don Francesco to 
urge Mr. Francesco Padenghe2 to look out for benefactors in order to buy the building of the 
Campanare3. Don Francesco is ready to find a way. In fact, he has disposed of things so that Mr. 
Benvenuti4, the owner or possessor of the house of the Campanare, may possibly lower the price or 
the value of the house itself. Therefore, if you are thinking of taking advantage of the matter, do it. 
With regard to my dear Burano, he informed me about your effort together with Betta5’s, to get 
some help from Mr. Reali6 for a daughter, who I imagine, is Vianella. I also told him, as you had 
projected, that I would have decided that this good daughter should go to Fava7 to speak to Reali.  
But she should start by telling him that she wants to become a Religious and would like to commit 
herself in favour of souls, without saying that she wants to join us, at least at the beginning. Know 
that I suggested to Don Francesco whether he could speak to Princess Erizzo8. He hopes to meet 
her. I told Don Francesco that he could offer this Lady the honour of the foundation, if by this she 
could provide for the dowry for two or four daughters.  

In case she does not want to do so much, he should point out to her the advantage and the 
need of the poor of the islands, so that, without being a foundress, she could offer the whole or half 
or part of the dowry to Vianella9.  I placed before him even Papadopoli10, who is a very rich 
merchant, in order to procure one or more dowries for our Burano11. 

Tell everything to our dear Betta, so that she may be attentive when she speaks, since Don 
Francesco told me that he will speak to her. 

                                                 
1 Don Francesco Luzzo, started the first oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice  
   (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 Convent of the Campanare (II/1, Lett. 652, n.4) 
4 Benvenuti, the owner of the ex-convent of the Campanare (II/2, Lett. 892, n.3) 
5 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 Reali, the buyer of the ex-convent of the Campanare (Lett. 1431, n.14) 
7 To FAVA, to the convent of the Capuchins near S. Maria della Fava, a church which goes back to the eighteenth 

Century. It is situated along the way which goes from Pontile di Rialto towards the Church of S. Maria Formosa.  

 8 Princess ERIZZO, is a Lady who descended from an illustrious family coming from Istria, whose members held 
important positions in the Republic. She lived in the Palace in Gothic style, which is on the right side of Canal 
Grande, and goes back to the fifteenth Century. But it was restored many times. 

 9 VIANELLA, an aspirant to the religious life 
10 PAPADOPOLI, the rich merchant, who left to Venice his land property where, what is now called the Garden 

Papadopoli, was built.  
11 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
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I want to tell you something else because, for the sake of souls, we must be like those 
merchants who try to profit from everything.  One of the things that I am very concerned about is 
the sea-coast, that is, the surrounding islands and the nearby places. As Don Francesco has to go to 
Malamocco12 for the next Lenten devotions, I informed him of the branch of our Institute which 
trains teachers. He hopes to undertake this work in Malamocco and I have recommended to him, 
Pellestrina13, the coastal areas of Chioggia14 and other similar areas. He tells me that he will try to 
see what can be done to send us young ladies from these rural areas so that later, they can be 
effectively engaged there as teachers. He has committed himself to do this. My dear daughter, I am 
consoled with the hope that when I can come to Venice, other than having the happiness of seeing 
all of you, we will also be able to do some good. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. I forgot to tell you that Elena15 has begged Don Francesco to get 
her a copy of a book or, I will say better, of a work. He will tell you how much it costs. Please pay 
for it and tell me how much that is. They will pay you back with as many veils. 

I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and I embrace you wholeheartedly. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Milan, 24 October 1824 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 
To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

12 MALAMOCCO, a hamlet of Venice, in the island of Lido, at the mouth of the main lagoon 
13 Pellestrina, a centre in the province of Venice (II/1, Lett. 546, n.3) 
14 Chioggia, a centre of the province of Venice (II/1, Lett. 546, n.2) 
15 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2)  
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

26.10.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                        1469 
The problem of Margherita Rosmini receiving Holy Communion daily and which was not according to the 
common custom in the novitiate, confuses Bragato. To put Bragato at peace, Magdalene indicates to her how 
she must conduct herself. Then, she solves other complications: the lack of a Confessor and Giovanna 
Bedeschi’s decision to leave the Institute. She then asks Bragato’s help for her own personal problem: her 
brother Bonifacio is planning to re-marry, his eldest daughter would like to join Naudet’s Institute and the 
second daughter is frail in health. Don Luigi, Bragato’s cousin has great influence on these two young 
ladies: let him solve these problems as best as he can for the time being. 

V.G.M My most esteemed and dearest daughter, 

               Milan, 26 October 1824 

Here I am, my dear daughter, if truly they will leave me in peace for a little while, so that I 
can have the pleasure of staying with you through the written word, since I am not able to be with 
you in person. I have already told you something regarding our good Rosmini1 in my other letter, 
but this time I am replying to you regarding what you desire to know about her. I took advice from 
this excellent Superior2 regarding Rosmini’s daily reception of Holy Communion, considering that 
she is a foundress. He told me that in his opinion, Lady Margherita should follow the common 
practice for Holy Communion. He said that even if it is only for three or two months, for the sake of 
the edification of the community, it seems to him it should be so, and such is also my opinion. 
However, you must not be distressed if Don Francesco3 should judge otherwise. Adapt yourself 
freely to what he will dispose, as I too am content with what he wills.  

When Lady Margherita makes the Spiritual Exercises, tactfully and sweetly introduce her to 
the whole custom of the novitiate, even about Holy Communion. See whether this dear daughter 
will be tempted, because the devil is never asleep. Observe how she adapts herself to common life, 
even on this point. Then, refer everything to Don Francesco and he will do what is necessary. You 
can also consult the highly respected Archpriest of San Polo4. Speak to him freely from your heart, 
in simplicity. I would say, that I too am full of esteem for him and trust in him, and if I have to 
choose, I would choose him. But since in all such things we must lean especially and only on God, 
therefore, for now, I do not think it opportune that you address him or lean on him. As soon as I 
have the time, I will write to the Archpriest of San Martino5, and hear from him, whom he will 
appoint in his place. After that we will decide accordingly, and I will write to you at once.  

My dear daughter, Metilde6 assures me that you are enduring the many crosses the Lord has 
sent you sufficiently well. You know that God wants to sanctify you, and so it is necessary to suffer. 
No doubt the affair of our Giovannina7 will pain you. However, rather than see her unhappy and 
unfaithful to her vocation, it is better that she returns home, a thousand times. It would be a cross 
for us to see a young life sacrificed. With her heart and abilities, Giovannina will do well in the 
place where she is really called.  

                                                 
1 Margherita Rosmini, who entered the novitiate on 7.10.1824 (I, Lett. 342, n. 4)  
2 Msgr. Ruzzenenti Vincenzo, born in 1766, Parish Priest of Iliasi, of the diocese of Verona, was spiritual superior 

of the House in Verona, in 1840, as we gather from Almanacco Diocesano di Verona, Dip. P. Libenti, he was 
Canonical of the Titular Cathedral S. Maria.  

3 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor of the Community at Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
 

4 Don STEFANO BARRAI, Parish Priest of S. Polo in Campo Marzio 
5 Don GIUSEPPE MARIA GILARDONI, born at Villafranca in 1772, Parish Priest of S. Martino, Buonalbergo till 

1812 
6 Metilde Bunioli, Superior of the house at Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
7 Giovanna Bedeschi, the novice who left the Institute (cf. Lett. 1385) 
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My dear daughter, you will receive this letter from the venerable Don Luigi8, your cousin. 
Kindly convey my respects to him. At the same time you should tell him, as he must have heard 
already of the settlement of my brother’s marriage to the young Lady Carlotti9. The same person 
tells me repeatedly in his letter, which I just finished reading, that dear Metildina10 is pining for the 
monastery. He wrote previously and confirmed subsequently, how Marianna11 fell seriously ill at 
the beginning of winter. He fears for her life when it will become colder. 

I replied that Metildina has reason to long for the fulfillment of her holy desires, but that I am 
sure she will not do it before the severe cold has passed and, we may rest assured, until her sister 
returns to her normal self. Otherwise it will bring about Marianna’s collapse, as long as this 
dangerous season continues, and if she is obliged to detach herself from such a good sister who 
looked after her so warmly and carefully. For you I add, please talk confidentially to Don Luigi who 
can understand the pain of these two girls at their father’s remarriage, and over and above, what a 
shock it would be for the sick daughter to remain alone at this point of time. At least after some 
months of winter, if Marianna does not get worse but maintains a condition, I would say, not the 
best but at least stable enough, then I think that it would be reasonable for Metilde to decide. Tell 
Don Luigi that I recommend myself to him. Do not forget me before the Lord, as I too will pray for 
you. Here I am doing all I can to be able to return quickly to Verona, but help me with your prayers. 
Cristina sends her respects and recommends herself to your prayers. I embrace you warmly and 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Remember to take care of yourself.   

Your Mother Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 
                                                 

8 Don Luigi Bragato, Angela Bragato’s cousin (cf. Lett. 1385) 
9 Marchioness Rosanna Carlotti (I, Lett. 355, n.1) 

 
10 Matilde Canossa, eldest daughter of Bonifacio, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 356, n.3)  
11 Marianna Canossa, second daughter of Bonifacio, Magdalene’s brother  (I, Lett. 356, n. 2) 
12 Magdalene wrote the last line of the letter and has signed it. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

2.11.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                          1470 

Exchange of weekly news of no particular importance 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,                     Milan, 2 November 1824 
 

I continue giving you news of us, my dear daughter. My health is quite good, although I am 
rather tired because of the excessive work. I acknowledge as a grace from Mary Most Holy, but 
obtained through your prayers, the fact that, though I have a lot to do, I feel discreetly well, as I told 
you before.  

I was very pleased to hear that Doctor Castelli1’s health has improved. When you have the 
chance, present him my compliments and my congratulations. Please add that, though unworthily, 
we shall not fail to pray that the Lord may fulfil His Most Holy Will. When you write to me, I beg 
you to let me know whether you have received a letter containing my reply for Mr. Giacometto 
Gasperi2, and whether you have handed it over.  I do not seek for the answer.  I will be happy just to 
know that you have received it and handed it to him safely. Do not say anything at all of the rest to 
him. I hope you will have received news of me from Don Francesco3, the veils and other little 
things. At the same time, you will have noticed our arrangements for dear Burano4. Please support 
them, and give me some news. Similarly we have agreed that as soon as you hear anything about 
our very dear Hospital5, you will give me the news. When Mr. Padenghe6 comes from the 
countryside, it will be good to go to wish him and to solicit him to find these benefactors.  

My dear daughter, I hear that some of you have been indisposed; but I am glad to hear that 
now all of you are well. Perhaps it is due to the season, because even here in Verona, there have 
been several Companions suffering from a cold. 

Be attentive to when our most worthy Patriarch arrives; then write to me. I beg you to ask the 
most respected Don Barbaro7, whether he has tried to let me have the permit regarding the devotion 
to the Sorrowful Mary Most Holy. Please tell our dear Betta8 to ask him, when he goes to the 
Tolentini, whether he has not written to you freely, and to tell you about it. I leave all of you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary as I embrace you wholeheartedly. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 3 November 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

(Seal of arrival) VENICE 
 

                      5 NOV(ember) 
 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnioli10  Daughter of Charity  - S. Lucia   VENICE 

                                                 
1 Doctor Castelli, trustworthy doctor of the House in Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
2 Giacomo Gasperi, surgeon (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
3 Don Francesco Luzzo, starts the first oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
4 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
5 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
6 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Canossian Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
7 Don LORENZO BARBARO, cooperator in the Parish Church of S.Nicola da Tolentino (Stato personale del clero, 

p. 54) 
8 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene and bears a double date. 
10 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 398, n.2) The name is spelt wrong. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

6.11.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1471 
In Bergamo Teodora Roggia got seriously ill and fearing about her life, Magdalene reached her in a hurry.  
But it does not seem to her that she may pass away, so she hopes to see Elena soon. 

My dearest daughter,   

I can give you more consoling news, my dear daughter. After a very comfortable journey we 
reached here at about half past three in the afternoon. I assure you that the nearer I was getting to 
Bergamo, the more I was losing heart because I feared that I might find that very good daughter11 
dead. On the contrary, I found her in quite a serious condition of illness, but without any symptom 
of death, according to me. She spent the night resting, but since they drew blood from her for the 
fourth time, she is now very weak. She had a fainting fit with convulsion, but I do not notice that 
there is any imminent danger. 

All the same, I am sending Mr. Pedrino12 back, as I see the necessity of stopping here some 
days. I am of the opinion that a few days will be enough, so that within a short time I will have the 
pleasure of embracing you again. I wish very much to get news of you and Prada13. My health is 
fairly good. 

Convey my regards to the most Reverend Parish Priest14. I embrace everyone very warmly 
and I declare in a great hurry. 

I recommend you to send me the letters which have been sent by mail. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Milan15, 6 November 1824 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 
                                                 

11 Teodora Roggia in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 571, n. 6) 
12 Pierino Porta, coachman and for some time Son of Charity in Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4) 
13 Giovanna Prada (III/1, Lett. 1284, n.5) 
14 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of the House in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1)  
15 Read : Bergamo. The mistake is obvious because Teodora Roggia was in Bergamo. 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

10.11.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1472 

Psychological insight, motherly tenderness, persuasive strength, granting of forgiveness, or better pointing 
out the perspective of the unique value: our  sanctification, concentrating wholly on Divine Love, is the 
content of this letter, in which Magdalene clarifies how certain difficulties hinder the realization of what 
pleases the Lord. The news is that Teodora Roggia is much better. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter,  

To my consolation, I can give you very good news about our dear Teodora1. She continued to 
get better everyday and now she is still recovering daily. When the inflammation stopped, the fever 
too diminished, and tomorrow, the fourteenth day, I hope she will have a regular pulse or at least 
quite regular. I thank the Lord for giving her back to us once more, since even on this occasion she 
showed such virtue as to edify everybody. Don Giovanni2 told me that he had never seen something 
similar. 

My dear daughter, I assure you that we are very obliged to all these good people of Bergamo. 
They prayed very insistently for this dear daughter. Some priests celebrated the Mass for her 
spontaneously, while others prayed during the Mass. Monsignor Vicar3, who was always a father to 
us, was very sad. Well, if the Daughters of Charity want to die, it is not convenient that they stay in 
Bergamo or it seems necessary that, relying on the goodness of the Lord, who does not resist 
especially the prayers of the poor, that He may send a very short illness to the Daughters of Charity, 
on account of which we have no time to beg for a cure. My health is fairly good and the other 
Companions are better. Good Tonina4 is very healthy and she behaves very well. Let us now come 
to what you wrote to me last, my dear daughter. I speak freely knowing that you do not have any 
difficulty about Cristina5. 

As to forgiving you, since, as you say, you are sure I will, I heartily forgive you at once. I 
cannot deny that the tender affection which I felt for you, from the time God willed that you should 
become my daughter, and which at present I have for you, does not put me in difficulty to settle 
things with that gentleness that I desire, and which you showed me at times, to be your inclination. 
It is not merely the fact that you did not mention the school that worries me, but the whole thing. I 
feel obliged to sustain situations about which I am not able to persuade you and I find myself unable 
to elicit your docility, if not with joy, at least with interior peace. My dear daughter, the Lord would 
like you to be holy, so do I. My duty as a mother, a mother who loves you, is to contribute to your 
sanctification, and this will never take place without submission, obedience and humility.  

My dear Elena, let us trust the Lord’s goodness. The Institute belongs to God and to Mary 
Most Holy. The works of Our Lord are established in a different way from human works. For the 
latter, talents, protection and plans are requested. For those of God we need humility, trust in God, 
being forgetful of the world and a universal stripping of ourselves.  

This is what I wish for you and hope that the Lord, after many sacrifices, will grant you. Let 
us understand. When I say forgetfulness of the world I do not mean that you should remember the 
world, this not, just by the grace of God, but I mean that you should not care about the gossip of the 
world, its praises and its blame. You should pay great attention to become holy through the practice 
of obedience, humility and the search for God alone. You should trust that the means used, or will 
be used, by the people to whom the Lord has entrusted the Institute, whatever may be the reason, 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n. 1) 
3 Msgr. Celio Passi, Vicar General in Bergamo (II/1, Lett 567, n. 4) 
4 Antonia Milesi died in Bergamo in 1872 
5 Cristina Pilotti with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
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will be those which will lead the work to a good end, since the will of God is the only motive which 
should be aimed at, not only by a spouse of the Lord, but by any Christian.  

You tell me that you feel hurt because the Companions have informed me unfairly about the 
schools. My dear daughter, speaking truthfully, you know well that all along these years that the 
Lord has put us in Milan, never has one passed in which I was not compelled to stay there either for 
a short or for a long while. Be certain that without needing anyone to speak to me, I could see well 
the various needs and circumstances, as well as the good that the Lord deigned to draw from our 
poor Institute. I also spoke of many things to Monsignor6, about the limited space of the house, your 
health and also for the amount of time, year after year, that it took for the House to be established in 
a proper place, to allow us to observe the whole Rule. It was for these reasons that he decided to go 
slowly. He compelled me last year, after buying the house, to come to Milan to do what during this 
time I did, and will do. 

I only wish that you may listen to your heart and deal with me as a daughter, as I love you and 
deal with you as a mother. That confidence you have shown me so many times, that submission of 
the will you used to show to me in Venice and Verona, why should they cost you so much in 
Milan? Believe me, my dear daughter, I love all of you sincerely and warmly and do not make any 
difference between this and other Houses. I know very well what graces the Lord gave you in 
serving this Institute, of which you are a daughter, as well as what God granted to the other sisters 
of yours. Just because I know this, my concern is that all the struggles of each one, may be 
accompanied by such an exercise of virtue, as to be rewarded with an eternal crown. 

Had I not to love you so much, I would certainly wish your sanctification at least out of duty, 
but since you are so dear to me, I wish it not only out of duty, but out of concern and love. 

My dear daughter, be constant in keeping the promises you make to me. Miserable though I 
am I will not forget to pray for you warmly. Do the same for me. Let us assist each other to serve 
our common Father, Spouse and Lord, and to serve Him perfectly and heartily, during this little 
while left to us, in this valley of tears. Accept with the same sentiments that I am writing, these true 
feelings of mine, forgetting all our past sadness. Let us start again, at this moment, our old, 
unchanging mutual understanding. I hope we will see each other in a few days’ time. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 

___________________ 

NB It is a letter written by two secretaries, one of which is Cristina Pilotti. 

                                                 
6 Msgr. Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n. 4)  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

13.11.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                      1473 
Good news of the sick novice, as well as of Prada from Milan. Magdalene will arrive soon and will take with 
her Giovanna Bedeschi who is leaving the  
Institute. 
 
V.G.M     My dearest daughter,               Bergamo, 13 November 1824 

So that you may be at peace, I thank you for the letters you sent me. This is the last mail I 
received, after having written to you. 

I thank the Lord, who has now provided us with a chaplain. The souls of Purgatory have done 
something nice. I have the consolation to always continue giving you better news regarding dear 
Teodora1 and I am glad that even dear Prada2 has almost recovered. I have heard the news of your 
apostolic efforts in the Christian Doctrine class: that big chair3 of which you spoke made me laugh. 
You can tell me everything about it personally. 

I have received the rest of the linen through the carrier together with the woollen stockings for 
me. I thank you very much for them. Please get a bed ready in the bedroom next to mine where 
Checcina4 had slept lately, for Giovanna5. I will bring her with me. I do not say anything about 
other things, because, since I have the intention to come to Milan in a few days’ time, we will talk 
about them and arrange everything. Teodora greets you cordially and would like that all the 
Companions there receive a Holy Communion for her. She promised that she would offer a Holy 
Communion in return for all of them. Hence, if you think so, let them receive it. Rosa6 too, the 
Superior, greets you. I leave you hurriedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, since I have many 
letters to write. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Giovanna Prada, in the House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1284, n.5) 
3 A big imposing chair in the hall of the Catechism Class 
4 Francesca Trioni (I, lett. 278, n.5). Checcina stands for Checchina. 
5 Probably Giovanna Bedeschi from Tirano (cf. Lett. 1385) 
6 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4)  
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

13.11.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1474  
Since this letter is being sent from Bergamo, a journey that was not expected, Magdalene explains to 
Terragnoli the severe illness of Roggia and her present good recovery of strength. She begs her to 
communicate this news to Teodora’s brother, Don Carlo Roggia, who had not been informed of this sudden 
illness. She highlights her continuous hopes for the realization of the Hospital for Convalescents and for the 
possibility of working even in other places of the Venetian lagoon. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

How surprised you will be, my dear daughter, to see this letter of mine with its date from 
Bergamo. On account of this journey, I did not write to you through the last two ordinary mails. 
Know that our dear Teodora1 is now not only out of danger, but without any fever. She was attacked 
by a rheumatic inflammatory fever, on account of which they have drawn blood from her four 
times.  They did it also as a precaution. By order of the doctor, she was also administered the 
sacrament of Holy Viaticum. As soon as I received this news, I went to Bergamo the very next day, 
where I had the consolation to find the patient better. 

I have been here for the last eight days, and yesterday she was up for almost an hour. Imagine, 
that she is improving so well that the doctor was thinking of letting her go for Mass on Sunday. I 
strongly disagreed, since it was just the second day that she was up, and having only started eating 
some solid food. I tell you this because I want you to understand that she is getting better. As soon 
as I arrived here, I wanted to write at once to Don Carlo Roggia2, Teodora’s brother, but it was 
impossible. Due to the assistance they had to give to the sick, it was difficult to find a Companion 
who was free to write for me, and also because of my many commitments. 

Send for him to come to see you, offer him my regards and inform him about his sister’s 
illness and recovery. Assure him that, looking at her it does not even seem that she has been so ill. 
She now sleeps and eats better than before. I hope that now that the storm has gone, she may be 
better than before. Tell him I wished I could write to him, but I could only have done it after she got 
better, which is the same as saying, today. This is because I did not have time to do it that day, since 
it was so late. As the days are so short, I set off at the break of day of the following morning. There 
was really no need, because I found her in peace and in a heavenly calm. Though she was pleased to 
see me, she would have not been worried to die, even without seeing me, because she was assisted 
day and night wholeheartedly by these dear Companions. You know, thank God, that this is our 
custom. At my arrival she was already out of danger. Within the week which starts tomorrow, I will 
go back to Milan, where I left everything incomplete. Continue addressing your letters there. It is 
superfluous that I tell you to assure Don Carlo of all the care and attention that I as well as the 
Superior3 and all the Companions have for this dearest and very good daughter.  Know that I sent 
for dear Angelina to come from Verona with4 a novice whom you do not know. Her name is 
Checchina5. She was educated with the girls from the countryside two years ago. She can help in 
the school during the time that I am in Milan, and until Teodora recovers completely. Then I will 
take her back to Verona with me. But I do not know when. I do not know at all how long I will have 
to stop at this famous Milan. My health, thanks be to God, continues to be fairly good. I assure you 
that even this journey has been advantageous to me, after I saw her improvement. I heard with 

                                                 
  1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 

  2 Don Carlo Roggia, Teodora’s brother (Lett. 1439, n.2) 
3 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 
4 The Directress of the novices, Angela Bragato (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
5 Francesca Luca from Rovato (Lett. 1426, n.3) 
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pleasure of the honour of a visit paid to you by our most worthy Patriarch6, who came and 
introduced to you the Fraile Ladies. 

I too would have been very pleased to have a chance to meet them as I thought that it would 
have been helpful for the service of God. But if God really willed it, I would have been there. The 
Teresinas in Rovereto are Fraile too.  Perhaps that Countess may be the Superior even of those. I 
hope that Mr. Padenghe7 and also my friend Micheli8 will soon return from the countryside. I do not 
recommend to you the business of the Hospital9, since I know your concern about it. We will have a 
great consolation, if the Lord will do us the charity of blessing this work and my dear Burano10. 
Don Francesco Luzzo11 has promised to take care of Malamocco, Pellestrina and Marina of 
Chioggia. I forgot Mestre. I wish we could do some good to all those towns and also to Mira and 
Dolo. My dear daughter, for the little time that the Lord leaves us in this world, I wish we could 
serve Him a lot, a lot. Don Luzzo will tell you everything. 

Embrace all the dear Companions for me. Let us trust in God’s goodness, that He may give us 
His Spirit. Everybody here greets you 

I recommend the person you have entrusted to Mr. Baldissera. 
I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

13 November 1824 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 
To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia           VENICE 

                                                 
 6 Msgr. Giovanni L.Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 

 7 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, no 1) 

 8 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6)  

 9 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
10 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
11 Francesco Luzzo, who began the Oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice  
    (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
12 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

20.11.1824   Milan                                                                                                                                         1475 
The substitution of the doctor for the House of Venice has been solved by Doctor Castelli himself, who, 
although he is better, could not take up his profession again. Magdalene is satisfied, and communicates that 
she will go to Milan to re-open the old house of S. Stefano. She mentions the members who will be in this 
House.  

V.G.M             My dearest daughter, 

I am replying to your letter dated 17, at the very moment I have the pleasure to receive it, so 
that you may be at peace. You have done very well to take the doctor sent to you by our Doctor 
Castelli1.  I also know that he is Doctor Tois2, a very trustworthy person, about whom our Micheli 
Bernardi3 has spoken well. What is not so good is that you may be in need of the doctor. We do not 
say that it would be better that you recover. The best is always the will of God.  

What I warmly recommend to you is to take great care and to try, above all, to sustain 
yourself and to eat, because after two drawings of blood, you must be weakened. Since it is getting 
colder, if you do not get stronger, it will be easy for your cold to return. So I urge you very much to 
do what I ask you. Do it also to please me. This time, hearing that if you do not write to me, it 
means that you are better, I will have to wish not to see any letter of yours. 

On the other hand, remember the agreements we made. In all frankness tell me about the state 
of your health and that of the Companions. I too will answer with the same sincerity and tell you 
everything about mine and that of the others. Starting from myself, I will tell you that on Monday I 
returned to Milan in good health. I left dear Teodora4 in full convalescence, so that she was up at 
lunch and at supper. Yesterday, the Superior5 wrote to me that she suffered a little on the day of my 
departure.  But the day after she was fairly well and was in a very good mood. I keep on being 
better than usual, though I am very busy. Next week I hope to re-open the old house6, where the 
small community will go. The members are: Domenica7, Angela Simioni8, three other Companions9 
and the secretary Cristina10.  

I would surely want to get out of this blessed Milan, but it is better that not even the flies 
know this. Well, may the Lord free me from the burden of this city, as I have many affairs to settle 
even in other places! If, my dear Durini11knew what I am writing, she would drive me away from 
the earth and from this place. I owe much to these people of Milan. I admire their great charity and 
concern, but I care also for the other cities. 

                                                 
1 Doctor Castelli, a trustworthy doctor of the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.11) 
2 Doctor Tois, another doctor indicated as a possible substitute for Doctor Castelli for the community. 
3 Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress. Her name is wrongly spelt (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
4 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
5 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 
6 The one of S. Stefano on Via della Signora  
7 They are the members of the Community of the “small house”, as Magdalene called it. From the Chronicle of 

Milan they seem to be: DOMENICA FACCIOLI, as assistant (I, Lett. 360, n.1) 
8  ANGELA SIMEONI (I, Lett.305, n.1), born in 1785, entered in Milan in 1916; died in Milan in 1870 and was a 

doorkeeper, vice superior and assistant; 
9 MARIA CASPANI (III/1, Lett.1201, n.1), born in 1800, entered in Milan in 1820, died in 1862, was a teacher, 

school headmistress and finally superior in Corno; GIUSEPPINA CAFFÙ, born in 1806, entered in Milan in 
1824, died in Milan in 1872; she was a teacher, headmistress of the school and the Catechism classes; lastly 
GIUSEPPINA FERRARIO, born in 1806, entered in 1824, died in Milan in 1861; she was a cook, cellarer and 
doorkeeper. 

10 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
11 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
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I recommend to you that in spite of your concern for our dear Hospital and the other affairs of 
ours, you do not forget to look after yourself and do not go out too early in the morning. 

I embrace all the Companions wholeheartedly. You have the most famous grumbling 
secretary; but I tell you the truth, she has learnt her job very well. We have always understood each 
other in the past, but this is an excellent letter. 

Embracing all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, I recommend myself warmly to the 
prayers of all. 

 

Milan, 20 November 1824 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 
 

(Seal of departure) MILAN 
(Seal of arrival) VENICE 22 Nov(ember) 

 
To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

12 The letter was written by Cristina Pilotti, except for the last two lines. It was signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DON ANTONIO ROSMINI 

27.11.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                          1476 
Margherita Rosmini, the sister of Don Antonio, has reached Magdalene at Bergamo, where she is because of 
the serious illness of Roggia, even though the crisis is now over. Margherita is well and is very happy. When 
Magdalene goes to Milan, she will leave for Verona. 
In the meantime, the Marchioness begs him to make clear to her which are the conditions and the 
obligations, that would be required for a foundation at Rovereto, that he has so insistently requested her for 
so many times.  

V.G.M          Most reverend Don Antonio, 

A long while has elapsed since I have been looking forward to reply to your Most Illustrious 
and Reverend Lordship, regarding the proposal you made me about a foundation of ours at 
Rovereto. But because of so many things that happened I was compelled to delay this pleasure. 
Only today have I succeeded in giving myself this pleasure.  First of all, I would like to tell you that 
because of one of these, I had the possibility of seeing and embracing my dear friend, your very 
good sister Lady Margherita1. 

The things went on like this. After it pleased the Lord to take with Him my good Fachelli2, He 
wanted to visit me with a severe and dangerous illness of another one of my excellent Companions 
from Bergamo. I made a journey there as soon as I knew of this danger. It pleased God to give her 
back to us, to our great consolation. But, since I had to provide that House with some help, I took it 
from Verona. Hence, I asked the Directress of the novices to come here together with other 
Companions. I offered this chance to Lady Margherita, if she wanted to take advantage of that 
occasion, and anticipate for me the consolation to enjoy her company for a short while. She had the 
goodness to accept, and thus, we have seen each other and have stayed together for two days. 
Yesterday I returned safely to Milan, while tomorrow she will set off for Verona. 

I am very happy to send you and the Lady Countess3, your mother, very good news about 
Lady Margherita who, thanks to the Lord, is very well and happy.  

Let us come now to the other topic. I reflected in earnest on your request, and very frankly I 
assure you that I wish, more and more, to serve Rovereto too, if the Lord will grant me the means. 
On the other hand, after weighing all things, and before replying with some seriousness, I would 
like to ask you for further clarifications. I would like to know clearly what terms the Municipality 
would like the Daughters of Charity to agree to in order to have the Church and the house free of 
charge. Besides, I beg you to find out what bonds the Daughters of Charity will have: whether there 
are public examinations for the girls and the teachers.  Also inform me about the number and the 
kind of pupils and teachers. Well, let me know precisely all the conditions and responsibilities. 

Most reverend Don Antonio, I beg your pardon if I cause you some trouble. Your charitable 
goodness will forgive me, and you will easily understand that it is my duty to come to know 
everything, to seek, weigh and measure the situation, before assuming or refusing such 
responsibilities.   Above all, I beg the assistance of your holy prayers. 

Please, do me the favour of presenting my obligations to the Countess, your mother and to 
your brother4.  

With the usual respect, I offer you my regards. 
 

I am, most Illustrious and Reverend Lordship 
Milan, from the Certosa 
27 November 1824 

                                                 
1 Margherita Rosmini (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
2 Rosa Facchelli (Lett. 1464, n.1) 
3 Countess Rosmini Serbati (II/1, Lett. 546, n.7) 
4 Giuseppe Rosmini (II/2, Lett. 723) 
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Your most humble, obedient and devoted servant 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

To the most Illustrious and Reverend 
Don Antonio Rosmini De’ Serbati 

ROVERETO
                                                 

5 The postscript was written by someone else. The signature is Magdalene’s. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

27.11.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                              1477  
Magdalene is very happy because Giuseppa is feeling better. She recommends that she should take care of 
herself and to protect herself from the cold by wearing a shawl, without fear of self-satisfaction. Roggia is 
not well yet. But Magdalene hopes that she will recover soon. She is pleased to know that the Emperor sent 
her his greetings. She is going to move to the first little house in Milan, in order to continue the charitable 
works there.   

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

From your dearest letter I received this morning, I notice, to my great pleasure, the recovery 
of your health. But, since it is rheumatism of the chest, I recommend to you to recover completely, 
so that you may work ever more for the glory of God. With regard to the shawl, my dear daughter, 
wear it without any scruple because it will be very useful to your health. Hence wear it and be at 
peace.  

I hear what you say regarding the local public auction of S. Gerolamo1. Remember not to 
expose yourself to the danger of suffering in health, in order to go to speak to Mr. Padenghe2. In 
case you have not recovered fully, you could rather send Betta with Marietta3, or with anyone else 
you think best, to speak for you. 

Our Teodora4  is ill again, but if her family does not ask for news about her, do not let them 
know anything yet. I hope that it is only a matter of convulsions, which will gradually disappear as 
she recovers, since she has had four drawings of blood during her sickness. 

I feel confused to hear that His Majesty5 has deigned to remember me and I am very obliged 
to him. I assure you that I do not forget to pray for him out of my dutiful attachment to him, and 
also because our holy and most beloved Empress6, for whom I have great affection, has 
recommended me to do it. 

 On Monday, if it pleases God, I will move to the first little house7, to re-open all our works of 
charity. I hope that, after the house has started working, they will let me leave. As I come back to 
this house for a few days, please entrust me to the Lord, to Mary Immaculate and to our St Lucy. 
Without fear of making me worried, give me news of the good Mr. Alessandri8. 

I do not doubt that Don Francesco Luzzo9  will keep his promises. Don Antonio Cavanis10 
will not stay too long in the countryside.  Hence Don Francesco will think of the many souls I have 
placed on his shoulders. 

 
To the letter of Castel Franco11 I will answer as soon as possible. You have done very well to 

take away the covering envelope. But if you understand, when receiving any one, that there are 
important affairs, send them to me as they are. 

                                                 
1 The Convent of S. Gerolamo (cf. Lett. 1395) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 Elisabetta Mezzaroli with Marietta Mora. 
4 Teodora Roggia, the sick companion in Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
5 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
6 Carolina Augusta di Baveria, wife of the Emperor Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3)  
7 The little House of S. Stefano, in Via della Signora (Lett, 1475, nos. 7-9) 
8 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
9 Don Francesco Luzzo, who started the Oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice  
  (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
10 Don Antonio Cavanis (I, Lett. 223, n.1) 
11 Castelfranco Veneto, in the province of Treviso, where there was a foundation with a day-school for girls 
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My health goes on well, but I doubt that I will continue thus, without having some blood 
drawn from me, since I need it. Embracing you wholeheartedly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 27 November 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

       (Seal of departure) MILAN 
       (Seal of arrival) VENICE 
 

29 Nov(ember) 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppina Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE
                                                 

12 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.12.1824  Milan                                                                                                                                               1478  
Roggia has had a serious relapse. Magdalene has gone again to Bergamo to see her. She is tired of having 
to assist at so many illnesses and to so many deaths. Giuseppa should take care of herself in order to 
continue to work for the greater glory of God. 

My dearest daughter, 

Just a few lines, my dear daughter, to inform you that I have received your letter dated ... and 
to tell you that I feel well. 

I urge you very much to look after yourself. Please, know that I am extremely happy with the 
will of God, but, on our own part, we must take care of our health, because to tell you the truth, I 
am tired of hearing of so many illnesses and deaths. Hence, be prudent and look after yourself. I beg 
you to inform the brother1 of Teodora2 again, because she is seriously ill. This is the reason why I 
write only briefly to you today, since I have to undertake a second journey for her. In fact, I have 
received a letter yesterday, which informed me that she was very ill. I will give you news from 
Bergamo later. Farewell my dear daughter, and in a hurry I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 4 December 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

 

      (Seal of departure) MILAN 
 

      (Seal of arrival) VENICE 
                       6 Dec(ember) 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Don Carlo Roggia, brother of Teodora Roggia (Lett. 1439, n.2) 
2 Teodora Roggia, who is seriously ill in Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. The dots are in the letter. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

11.12.1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                      1479 
Teodora Roggia has overcome even this recent attack of her illness and is out of danger. Let us thank the 
Holy Virgin for this. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

I write only few but very consoling lines today, my dear daughter, since the assistance to the 
sick takes up almost the whole day. I thank you for the prayers you have offered and offer to our St 
Lucy. I take it for granted that you will also pray to our Mother, Mary Most Holy, to whom we 
ascribe the miraculous cure of dear Teodora.  Know that on Wednesday, the Feast of the 
Immaculate Conception, I had neither the time nor the heart to write to you, because I doubted 
whether she would survive till evening. She spent that day breathing well until evening, but the 
following day she fell seriously ill again, so much so that the doctor thought she might pass away in 
the night, and I did not want her to be without the confessor. The fact is that yesterday, Feast of Our 
Lady of Loreto, after the Confessor had also celebrated for her, she began to get better, and now she 
is out of danger. In fact this morning, the doctor told me that we could make her bed, and move her 
to another. Yesterday she did not have any fever. She is convalescing now, as she is very weak on 
account of the medicines. We are simply astonished at the mercy Mary Most Holy is showing to us. 
Today, I am writing a line to Don Carlo, her brother1. Do me the favour to offer three Holy 
Communions and to hear three Masses in thanksgiving to the Blessed Trinity for the graces and 
privileges granted through Mary Most Holy. It is my wish that we should show to this Lady and 
Mother of ours a sign of our filial servitude and gratitude. I will write more in another mail. I have 
good news about myself. I am only tired, also because of all these worries. 

Convey my compliments to the Ladies, to Father Stefani2 and to the gentlemen Alessandri3 
and Padenghe4. Remember, if you wish me to be calm, to take care of yourself. I embrace all of 
you. Farewell wholeheartedly. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I recommend to you the 
father of our good Cristina5. And I recommend to you our dear Hospital6. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 11 December 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

 

PS  I forgot to tell you that the goodness of these people from Bergamo was such that many public 
prayers were said for this Companion of ours. They all prayed to Mary Most Holy. 

                                                 
1 Don Carlo Roggia, Teodora’s brother (cf. Lett. 1439) 

2 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
5 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n.7, p. 454), whose father was hospitalized in a psychiatric Hospital (I, lett. 297, n.7) 
6 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

12.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1480 
Magdalene describes to her the new worsening and recovery of Roggia. There is some disagreement with the 
Parish Priest of S. Stefano about the school, but Magdalene hopes that everything will turn out well soon, 
also by starting Catechism classes for the poor. 

V.G.M         My dearest daughter, 

This time I write, to my great joy, my dear daughter, the most consoling news about our dear 
sick1 companion, who, by a miraculous grace granted by Mary Most Holy, is out of danger and in a 
surprising condition. The Lord deigned to listen to both the public and private prayers which were 
addressed to Mary by these people of Bergamo, to get both the health and life of this very good 
daughter. 

Although I am short of time, I would like to tell you how things turned out. 
On Wednesday I made Cristina2 write to you because I had neither the courage nor the time to 

do it. At midday they were afraid she would not last until evening. I hastily called for a priest until 
the confessor came. He stopped here until about eight pm. He went away when the patient 
improved. On Thursday at midday, she got worse again, and fearing for the night the confessor 
celebrated the Holy Mass, after which she got much better. In the afternoon, the secretary with 
Cristina thought we could give her a tiny bit of the veil of Mary Most Holy of Loreto, of which 
Rosa, a short while ago had found a picture by chance. I gave it to her with a little bit of water 
which was partly holy and partly from Caravaggio, so that last night, she was without any 
temperature. Since the doctor did not know what to do, he gave her some strong medicine, which 
made her even more weak and feeble. She said that Mary Most Holy had cured her, whereas the 
medicines had only made her sick. 

My dear daughter, you can imagine what a great gift Mary has given to us! But the Hand 
which gave her to me is even dearer and consoles me much. How many obligations we have to this 
Mother of Mercies who is always granting us more and more tokens of Her motherly love, 
protection and interest for this least Institute founded by Her. My dear daughter, since I wish to 
prove, in the way which is allowed to us, our filial devotion and gratitude, I beg you to offer three 
Holy Communions and three Masses in thanksgiving to the Most Holy Trinity for the graces and 
privileges granted to Mary. 

On my return I will tell you the minute circumstances, so that you will always see, more and 
more, the assistance of Mary Most Holy. I hope that She will complete Her mercies. Even in case 
she does not grant them and takes Teodora with her, I have always to remember what she has done 
for us. 

I thank you very much for the oranges. Here we cannot find them even by paying them. I 
hope they will be enough, since the sick one up to now can only have a tiny bit. My dear daughter, I 
am curious to know the result of the conference of the Parish Priest of S. Stefano3, if you were 
present at it. After all, it was about serving him by accepting our dear poor. With regard to the 
beginning of the school, you know my dear daughter that I would like you to start when our Parish 
Priest thinks it suitable. You cannot imagine how much your letter consoled me. Yes, my dear 
Elena, I hope for God's sake that you may devote yourself much to the service of God and of the 
Institute. But have the courage to die, for, in order to bring forth fruits of eternal life, it is necessary 
to die to oneself first. I recommend to you strongly to keep your body fit and to take care of 
yourself. If your body goes to the Burial Ground and starts to rest there, then you must say farewell 
to the work and to the Institute.  

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6)  
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
3 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of S. Stefano in Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
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My health is fairly good, but since…4 I was in need of blood, having suffered from a bit of 
sputum for some days, also on account of my anxiety about the sick, I will get my blood drawn 
today. But, as you know I can stand it. I recommend myself to your prayers. Embracing all of you, I 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Bergamo, 12 December 824 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
(Seal of departure) Bergamo 
(Seal of arrival) Milan 

Distrib(ution) II 
13 Dec(ember) 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
To the Certosa,  
San Michele alla Chiusa 

MILAN 
                                                 

4 The dots are placed where the paper is torn and the words illegible. 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

14.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1481 
So that news may be given to Teodora’s brother, Don Carlo, Magdalene lingers on various particulars about 
the physical recovery of the novice Roggia who, according to Magdalene, will be able to do a lot of good in 
the Institute. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Bergamo, 14 December 1824 

I write to you a few lines my dear daughter, for your peace and consolation. Our good 
Teodora1 continues recovering, but she does not go out of her room yet. The doctor did not know 
what to do any longer.  So he experimented with all the remedies his art suggested to him. This 
daughter, as you know, has a weak constitution. Thus, because of her weakness, due to the illness 
and her loss of strength caused by the remedies, she is recovering her natural well-being, only little 
by little. She is already without any fever, eats well and rests. Everyday she is improving and 
carrying on her convalescence. If you can, inform Don Carlo2 about the continuation of this good 
news. Both, you and he, please continue to pray to Mary Most Holy, that She may fulfil the work of 
Her mercy. I hope that this healing is the fruit of prayer, and that the Lord will still be greatly served 
and glorified by this dear Companion. 

My dear daughter, let me begin by assuring you that I feel very well. Yesterday, I had my 
blood drawn. This time, I was able to go on without any blood letting for almost two months.  But 
now, on account of the severe cold weather we have here and my worry about Teodora, I was in 
need of getting my vein opened. But I assure you that I am alright. Please convey my greetings to 
our dear Companions. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. If you do not see letters on 
Saturday, think that everything is going on well. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Teodora Roggia, in the house of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 571, n.6)  

 2 Don Roggia Carlo, Teodora’s brother (cf. Lett. 1439) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

18.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                   1482 
Magdalene gives good news, but she does not understand why Elena has not informed her about the Bishop 
of Massa. Probably because the latter has not yet written to her, although she knows that he is suffering 
morally. At the same time, she cannot explain to herself why Giovanna Bedeschi has not yet gone back to her 
family, whereas it would have been wise that she went. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I have just written to you, my dear daughter, I reply to your letters because I know 
that you are glad to have news about us, especially when the news is good. First of all, I wish to tell 
you my judgement which may be false but not rash. You do not tell me anything about Monsignor 
of Massa1. I thought that you acted in that way because he has not yet written to you. If it were so, 
do it with the first ordinary mail, because that poor Prelate rouses compassion in me, since he has to 
face many circumstances, and his zeal for the glory of God does not give him comfort, but only the 
things regarding our poor Institute. 

Our sick companion2 is going on well, thanks to the Lord and Mary Most Holy for her 
recovery. But the unfavourable season delays her convalescence. My health is fairly good. My chest 
is still not alright after one drawing of blood. The doctor advised that I should get another one done, 
but I do not want it. I would rather eat some good soup, and I hope that with this I will not need the 
medicines.  

I am very pleased to know of the happy childbirth of dear Giovannina Patrizi3, because, to tell 
you the truth, I have always loved her much. I thank you for the oranges you sent me. Regarding 
good Annunziata Cocchetti4, I recommend her much. When she comes to you try to encourage her, 
and if it is possible, I would wish very much that she be helped by our Parish Priest5. Then we shall 
see what I can do for her on my return. By what you wrote to me in your previous letter, I was 
hoping that dear Giovannina6 had left. You told me in that one that she was leaving on Wednesday, 
while in this last one you do not say anything about it. I look forward to her being free.  

With regard to my habit, that is, the habit I am wearing, I am sorry that you took the trouble to 
undo yours in order to give it to me, to please me. I am very grateful for everything. 

I can have Cristina7 for a short while. Therefore I want to ask you something you have to 
answer me with simplicity. The good Superior8 Rosa, encouraged by your willingness and urged by 
me, sent you some things of the church to be starched and ironed. You have never said anything 
about it. Tell me sincerely what this means, whether this has displeased you. Anyway please send 
us these things on Thursday through the carrier, because they are needed for Christmas Eve.  

I am very consoled because you want to live beyond yourself. My dear good Elena, if you do 
so, you will become a saint in no time. On the other hand, I did not write anything about my 
coming, because I too do not know when it will be, although I try to hasten it as much as I can.   

Embracing you very heartily, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, with all our dear 
Companions. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
                                                 

1 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
2 Teodora Roggia in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n. 6)  
3 Countess Giovannina Patrizi Somaglia, daughter-in-law of Somaglia Maddalena,  sister of Count Giacomo 
Mellerio (I, Lett. 279, n.12) 

4 Annunciata Cocchetti, an aspirant 
5 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
6 Giovannina Bedeschi, who was to leave the Institute (cf. Lett. 1385) 

    7 Cristina Pilotti with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 

   8 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 
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Bergamo, 18 December 1824 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
 

PS  If dear Giovannina is still in Milan, I embrace her very warmly. With the uncertainty of where she is 
I do not answer her today, but I will do it as soon as I know where I can address the letters. I 
recommend to her warmly both the imitation and devotion to Mary Most Holy. 

        Do me a favour to hand over the enclosed letter safely and also promptly to Mr. Pedirino10.  
                                                 

    9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

   10 Porta Pierino (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4), coachman,and for some time, Son of Charity. The name is spelt wrong. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

22.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1483 
Since the Capuchin Nuns are going to have a new building in the Convent of S. Girolamo, Magdalene has to 
try her best to buy that of the Campanare. The Marchioness, after asking for some prayers, draws up a 
strategic plan to raise the necessary capital.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

To be certain to write to you a long letter, my dear daughter, I start doing it today, Monday 
the 20th, because I received a letter this morning from the good Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri1, in which 
he told me about the auction that took place and the purchase of the building of S. Girolamo by the 
gentleman Antonio Moro for the Capuchin Nuns2. This is the moment to make every effort to get 
the Campanare. First of all, make a small novena of seven Hail Marys to the Sorrowful Heart of the 
Mother of Mercies. May She obtain this grace from the good Lord, if it is for the salvation of souls. 
Then, my advice would be that you speak to the good Lady Micheli, without saying anything to the 
good Mr. Giuseppe or to the very good Padenghe3. You can speak to her even in my name. Tell her 
that it would now seem necessary to contact those people and try those means she had in mind, 
when I was in Venice, that is, those people who live at Mira: the Princess Erizzo4, Lady Albrizzi 
Zenobrio5, if it were possible Papadopoli6 and Mangilli Valmarana7, well, she knows them better 
than I, so as to collect a certain sum to encourage the tradesmen involved in this affair. In case Mr. 
Giuseppe thinks so, Don Francesco Luzzo8 has found a way so that Benvenuti9 also, the owner of a 
part of the house, may offer some facilitations. Exhort and encourage our good Padenghe while you 
do this. 

I point out another merchant, whose surname I do not remember, but I try to make you 
understand and dear Betta10 will remember him. But when you speak to him, do not mention Mr. 
Giuseppe, but Mr. Padenghe. His name is Luigi; he has only one sister, and he sells fruit. For some 
years we have bought grapes from him. His shop is not far from Rialto11, perhaps in Erbaria12.  
Betta certainly knows it. I do not think he will be in a condition to give us100 ducats, but if he gave 
only 50, or even 25, we could close an eye. If, before I finish writing I remember somebody else on 
whose door we can knock, I will add his name. 

                                                 
  1 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
2 Convent of the Capuchin Nuns at S. Girolamo (cf. Lett. 1395) 
3 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, lett. 352, n.1)  
4 Princess Erizzo, a benefactress (cf. Lett. 1468) 
5 Lady ALBA FABRIZZI ZENOBRIO, Countess of S. R. Empire, widow of the Procurator of S. Marco, the Noble 
ALESSANDRO ALBRIZZI; she died in December 1837; or Lady ISABELLA ALBRIZZI ZENOBRIO, nee 
Teotochi, Lady of the Starred Cross; she died in September 1836 (cf. Barbaro, Genealogie) 

6 Papadopoli, a rich merchant (cf. Lett. 1468) 
7 Countess MANGILLI VALMARANA, wife of one of the members of the very ancient family of Counts 
Valmarana, living in Venice and in Vicenza; she lived in the house Bonamico at S. Vittore e 40 Martiri, as 
Magdalene says in the letter dated 1818 (III/1, Lett. 1066, n.1) 

8 Don Francesco Luzzo, who started the Oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
9 Benvenuti, the owner of the ex-Convent (II/2, Lett. 892, n.3) 

10 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
11 RIALTO is now, as it was in the past, the commercial centre of the people and soon became, with the Square of 

S. Marco, one of the official symbols of the beauty of Venice. The quarter on Canal Grande stretches out 
between the Churches of S. Giacomo di Rialto and that of S. Bartolomeo.  

12 ERBARIA, the vegetable market in the quarter of Rialto, where the greengrocers especially get together.  
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Listen, my dear daughter, I have interrupted this letter, and now we have found the following 
names: the noble Lady Dolfin13, the widow Legrenzi Licini, the lady Procurator Mocenigo, the two 
Licini brothers at Fava14, the Carminati Revedin15, Manfrin, the old Heinselmann16, if he is still 
alive.  Anyway, he is so deaf that you have to use a trumpet to talk to him. Yet, if at every blow of 
the trumpet he gives you 100 ducats, we shall be happy. I was forgetting Ponzetta. For the women 
you can speak to Lady Micheli, and for the men to Mr. Francesco and Mr. Giuseppe.  But speak 
freely how and to whomever of these you think more suitable. The surname of that Mr. Luigi who 
sells fruit, has come to my mind: it is Galagan.  Today the 22nd, when I end this letter, I am also 
writing to Mr. Giuseppe, telling him that I have written everything to you and that you will speak to 
him. 

Know that he urges me to write to Mr. Padenghe, but I do not have the courage to do it, 
because I am afraid of disturbing him. If you find it necessary or wise that I do so, please write to 
me. 

I am going to give you good news of our sick Companion17, who gets up everyday, but it is 
wise to go slowly, considering the season which is very bad. Now let us pray to Mary Most Holy so 
that She may get her to recover soon and completely, because we have to work so much in Milan, 
and I cannot leave until she is well enough, because they do not want me to leave. 

I recommend myself even to you, since you understand that after Milan, Verona needs me, 
and then I also have the rest of you to consider in this world. I too would like to speed up 
everything. My health is fairly good, but the cold is less helpful to the discomfort in my chest than 
the warm weather. To tell you the truth, I assure you that there is a remarkable difference from last 
year up to now. I am better without any comparison. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  Happy 
Feasts and Happy New Year! May God and Mary bless all of you! 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 22 December 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity18 

       
      (Seal of departure) BERGAMO 
      (Seal of arrival) VENICE 
                       24 DEC(ember) 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 

VENICE 
                                                 

13 The lady knight DOLFIN, that is, CATERINA COLPO, wife of the Noble Pietro Dolfin. The Dolfins were 
coming from Eraclea and then, they settled in the ancient Metamauco, today Malamocco (cf. Barbaro, 
Genealogie). 

14 LEGRENZI LICINI and the LICINI brothers, rich families from Veneto, who lived at Fava (cf. Lett. 1468) 
15 CARMINATI REVEDIN. The Lady belonged to a noble family in Milan, but she then went to Bergamo. By 

marrying a Revedin, she went to Venice (cf. Barbaro, Genealogie).  
16 MANFRIN and HEINSELMANN do not appear in the various genealogies.  
17 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo, who is convalescing (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6)  
18 The letter is signed by Magdalene. The double date is as it appears in the letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

22.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                      1484 
The novice Roggia continues to recover physically and her health is fairly good. Magdalene wants to know 
whether Giovanna Bedeschi has left. 

V.G.M     My dearest daughter, 

It is quite hard to be able to write every Wednesday about the affairs I have to write except 
with anguish, due to the ordinary mail. My dear daughter, I continue writing good news regarding 
our sick companion1 who carries on well during her slow convalescence. I imagine that dear 
Giovannina2 has left. Inform me when you write and send me her father’s letter as I will have to 
reply to it. 

I hope you are all well. Give me news about your health and tell me something with regard to 
the schools of the two Houses.  

My health is fairly good, but the doctor insists on having my blood drawn from me. But I do 
not want it although I will probably have to yield in order to come to Milan as strong as a tower. I 
do not know exactly when I can leave from here. If things continue, as I hope in Mary Most Holy 
they will, I will embrace you soon. In the meantime, I do it in writing and beg you to hand over 
those things of the Church to the carrier. But most of all, the Companions would like to have the 
surplices. 

I leave you hurriedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 22 December 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia in the House of Bergamo, still convalescing (II/2, Lett.571, n.6) 
2 Giovanna Bedeschi, who is about to leave the Institute (cf. Lett. 1385) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

24.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1485 

Not only is Magdalene worried because she has not received any letter from Elena, but also because she 
does not know whether, as she hopes, she has really handed over to Faccioli a bill of one of the young 
Valenti ladies, which must be given to Marquis Casati. She should get it back, draw it and keep the money 
until her coming, which will be quite soon. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

On Friday I did not have the pleasure of receiving any letters of yours, my dear daughter. 
Hoping for the best, I imagine that you did not have the time to send your reply in time for the 

carrier on Sunday, because he must have gone there very early. Since he was in a great hurry, he 
begged me to send the letters to the quarter of the Signora1 for he lacked the time to come to the 
Certosa2. Nonetheless I look forward to having news about your health. Our sick companion is 
carrying on well, but with this extreme cold, her convalescence is going slow. My health is better, 
thanks to the Lord. I beg you a favour for a thing which makes me a bit worried. Before leaving 
from there, I received a certain letter from Verona, or a bill addressed to certain gentlemen, 
Osnagos, who must give me a hundred gold napoleons of the young lady Valenti3. Then, I should 
hand them over to the Marquis Casati4. By the letter of Verona I had a doubt whether such a sum 
could be paid to me by Mr. Maggi. Consequently, I was not too concerned, imagining that it was a 
bill of precaution to be kept in stock, rather than for an immediate need. I think I received it the 
evening before my departure.  I was rather upset then, and if my memory does not betray me, I 
think I handed over the letter to be kept by our good Domenica5. Today I shall write even to her. If I 
am not wrong, as I do not think so, I shall write to Domenica to hand over that letter to you 
immediately. Either through Mr. Pedrino6 or Mr. Cogliati7 or by begging the brother of our dear 
Antonietta8, please get the one hundred napoleons drawn at once. Keep them with you until my 
coming, and with other money which I will get from Verona, I will complete the sum of this young 
lady, for Marquis Casati. 

Our good Superior9, Rosa, thanks you very much for the things of the church which have been 
mended. I cannot tell you how pleased she was. I hope that you have remembered me during these 
feasts, as I, unworthy though I am, remembered all the Companions and you in particular. 

If the very good Count Melerio10 has any reply, even if it is inconclusive, inform me the first 
time you write. I cannot yet tell you exactly when I will have the joy of embracing you. But I hope 
it may be within a few days. Then I will tell you everything orally. In the meantime, I embrace you 
in a great hurry with all the dear Companions, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am11 
                                                 

 
1 The area where the “small house” was  

  2 “The big house” in via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n. 1) 
3 Teresa Valenti (I, Lett. 110) 
4 Marquis Francesco Casati, a benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n. 1) 
5 Domenica Faccioli in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 360, n. 1) 
6 Pierino Porta, the coachman, and for some time Son of Charity in Milan (I, Lett. 297,  n.4) 
7 BATTISTA COGLIATI, a well off person and procurator of the House in Milan. He was also a registrar of the 

Catechism classes at S. Stefano (From the Chronicles of Milan). 
8 Antonietta Cocchignoni in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, 529? n. 4) 
9 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4)  

10 Count Giacomo Mellerio, a benefactor (I, lett. 387). The name is wrongly spelt. 

    11 Perhaps Magdalene forgot to sign the letter. 
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Bergamo, 24 December 1824 
 

(Seal of departure) Bergamo 
 

(Seal of arrival) (Milan) 
                 Distrib(ution). II 
    27 Dec(ember) 

To Lady  
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
To the Certosa 

MILAN  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

25.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1486 
Finally Giovanna Bedeschi has left and has returned to her family. The secretary Cristina Pilotti invites 
Angela to recite the Te Deum, also because their friendship has remained intact. Teodora Roggia continues 
to get better. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I am very happy, my dear Angelina1 that you received the young lady from Bolzano in the 
Union2, and much happier because I think she is behaving so well that she deserves it. Let me 
inform you, my dear daughter, that our Giovannina3 finally went home last Wednesday. Cristina4 is 
so happy that she wants us to sing the Te Deum together. She left us, maintaining a good friendship, 
intent on helping us for a foundation at Tirano and to be our collaborator, but, as far as I know, in 
the seventh Sacrament. I am telling you this for your peace of mind.  

My dear daughter, I thank you for your prayers offered for me on Christmas Night. 
Remember not to tire yourself, and do it not just for the sake of the body, as my health is good, but 
for my soul that is all tired out. I am writing while keeping company to dear Teodora5 who 
embraces you warmly. For nine days, have the community recite three Hail Marys to the 
Immaculate Heart of Mary. Since our dear Mother gave us the grace of leaving Teodora with us, 
may She now grant her a complete recovery, because all of us have much work to do. I leave you in 
the Heart of Mary. 

Wish my dear Beatrice6 wholeheartedly for me as well as for Cristina and ask her to tell 
Scattola that she hopes to see her soon. Cristina sends her greeting to her “secchin”. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 25 December 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity

                                                 
1 The addressee, Angela Bragato 
2 The Union of the ex- teachers from the countryside 
3 Giovanna Bedeschi (cf. Lett. 1385) 
4 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Bergamo(I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
5 Teodora Roggia, member of the Community at Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n. 6) 
6 Beatrice Olivieri, member of the Community at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
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TO GIOVANNA BEDESCHI  

1824  Bergamo                                                                                                                                                1487 

Magdalene starts her letter using the respectful form “Lei” but then immediately passes on to the 
confidential “tu”. She addresses Giovanna with great sweetness and trust, telling her that she can please the 
good God even in a way of life that is different from the religious one. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Finally, I can give myself the pleasure of lingering in conversation with you, my dear 
daughter. With my desires I have done it many times, but you know my many commitments. Hence 
I am certain that to these and not to my heart you will have attributed this delay. My dearest 
Giovanna, until I was in Bergamo with my sick Companion, I lacked the time and the secretary. I 
confess that I was very worried because I was afraid to lose dear Teodora, whose virtues and 
qualities you know. Let us thank the Lord, who has wanted to leave her here to work again for Him. 
Let us now come to you, my dear daughter. 

I was very pleased to hear of your safe arrival home, but I am not surprised about the cordial 
welcome they have given you, as you are lucky to have good parents and brothers, all of them so 
concerned about your spiritual and material welfare.  

My only desire, my dear Giovanna, is that you may be totally for the Lord. To be holy, it is 
not necessary that you be a Daughter of Charity, but to be saved, it is necessary to be holy. 

You well understand that I do not speak about the sanctification of the altars, but of that 
which makes our life fully conformed to the maxims of the Holy Gospel that we profess. I know 
well that your heart is very good and even how you know to practise the virtues, my dear Giovanna. 
But let the first object be always God. We may lose everything; we may displease everybody, but 
let us not lose God. If even from the first day of Lent I could keep you closed in my carriage which 
I use when I travel, I would like to come and open it and greet you every quarter of an hour; then 
close you in it again. 

I sincerely confess a true attachment to you and I am almost certain to see you one day in 
Heaven with a beautiful crown. I see in my Giovanna a great saint through her efforts in 
overcoming herself, customs and human respect, and seeing her truly attached to God or really…I 
would not like to annoy you by saying too many things, which are not even a beginning of those my 
heart would like to tell you. You already know that I keep you united with us, so that you may keep 
yourself united with God. 

Whatever be God’s present and future dispositions regarding you, I wished and do wish to see 
you holy.  I will even say that I hope for this, since your decision to go out of the Convent was the 
fruit of prayer. 

I recommend to you to say daily the seven Hail Marys to Our Most Holy Mary of Sorrows. I 
recommend to you most of all, I do not say modesty, about which I do not doubt, but a Christian 
simplicity in the matter of clothes and fashions. I recommend to you never to let any day pass 
without thinking at least for a quarter of an hour of the inevitable moment, in which we will 
understand clearly what this world is, what are all its enjoyments, and likewise how important it is 
to have carried the cross and to have kept ourselves close to God, that is, the moment of death. 

I remember your promises to be spiritually helpful to the young ladies at your service, and 
according to your state to give glory to the Lord through the teaching of Catechism and on those 
circumstances that God may offer you in your family. 

My dear daughter, forgive me if I go too far; you have your goodness to blame for this, which 
united to the desire for your real good, gives me courage. 

I present to you the greetings of everyone, together with the thanks of our dear Angelina1 and 
the Companions here whom you favoured with letters. Since this is a lengthy thesis, let it serve as 

                                                 
1 Angela Bragato, Directress of the novices (I, lett. 339, n.4) 
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an answer from all. They will pray for you. Do not forget us, especially me, when you go to visit 
that dear Treasure in Her sanctuary2. I mean to say, as you already understand me, when you go to 
Mary Most Holy. Never detach yourself from Her feet, and remember, remember, that we have 
already agreed with each other with regard to this. When you write to me, tell me how you spend 
your time. I am always afraid of going too far, but the love I have for you, makes me overcome this. 

Remember the nice letter you wrote last year to your sister at carnival. I have no doubt that 
this reminder is unnecessary, but my fear is based on your good temperament, which has no courage 
to refuse when it is entreated, more so by those you love.  

I beg you to present my respectful regards to your most worthy family, especially to your dear 
parents. I did not write to your father in reply to the letter your brother brought, when he came to 
fetch you, since I received it very late and, if I am not wrong, after your departure. Since my Elena 
had the occasion to write to him, I did not want to trouble him again. On the other hand, I inform 
you that the rest of your belongings, that you left to be washed in Verona, has been sent to 
Bergamo. All that you left behind is now in Bergamo. 

My dear daughter, I have finished writing, but I will not stop loving you on condition that you 
love the Lord. Embracing you tenderly, I leave you always in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

When you see the most esteemed lady Cecilia della Croce3, I beg you to offer her my most 
heartfelt wishes. I will write to her as soon as I can. Our good Rosa4 is doing well as always. 

_______________ 
NB A draft without the signature of Magdalene 
 

                                                 
2 The sanctuary of Our Lady of Tirano 
3 Lady Cecilia della Croce, Rosa’s mother. 
4 ROSA DELLA CROCE was born at Tirano in 1804. She died at Venice in 1831 (Lett. 1487, n.5) 
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TO MARGHERITA ROSMINI 

27.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                    1488 
To her regret, Magdalene must delay her return to Verona and hence her encounter with Margherita. The 
marchioness thinks that the business of Trent is going on well and perhaps also quickly, because the 
Emperor was concerned about her and has assured his favour for this foundation in Tyrol. 

V.G.M           My dearest daughter, 

I can finally find a moment to entertain myself with you, my dear daughter. This has been 
impossible for me until now because of the many things that happened, but above all because of the 
assistance to our sick Companion1, which occupied me unceasingly. 

To tell you the truth, my dear daughter, I hoped we would have seen each other within a short 
time. But I had to repeat my visit to Bergamo, as ordered by my Superiors. So after having 
completed the affairs on Milan, even my return to Verona is postponed. Let us be content with the 
divine dispositions. Even this short time will pass, which perhaps will not be so long after all. In the 
meantime, from what our most worthy Superintendent2 writes, I think I will soon know whether 
Monsignor Vicar Sardagna3 is still the Vicar of Trent. I requested dear Metilde4, together with you, 
to get some information and to let me know. Then I will write confidentially to him, as I always 
used to do, and beg him out of his goodness, to present my regards to the Prince Bishop5, and at the 
same time to beg him to solicit the matter. Without disclosing everything, but saying only what is 
necessary, I think I will communicate to Monsignor Vicar how His Majesty6 in his goodness, which 
I do not deserve, deigned to convey his greetings to me and expressed his decision to support me for 
the foundation of Trent.  

My dear daughter, what I am writing is just a part of what I wanted to tell you orally. What 
he told me gave me greater hope for a foundation in Trent. I did not know what the Superintendent 
wrote to you on the topic, but having received greetings from the Sovereign and knowing that he 
dwelt at length on the matter, I thought that in his goodness, he would be ready to favour the 
foundation, and as you also confirmed to me.  

To be frank, it is time for the ugly devil of Tyrol to give up. I am very annoyed with him. As 
you see, I will keep you informed of everything. I beg of you to give me your opinion freely. You 
have done very well to read the open letter of the most Reverend Don Antonio7, along with Mother 
Superior. Let us see how God will dispose even of Rovereto. 

Miserable though I am, I will not forget to pray for the most worthy Don Antonio 
Tranquillini8 and for poor Volani.  My dear daughter, the Lord reminds us continually that we are in 
exile. He makes us know and sympathise with the anxieties of our brothers. Then, by His divine 
mercy, we will go to live in the land of the living, where we shall have nothing but consolations. I 
am very obliged to you for the information you will give me about Bergamini, of whom I do not 
know anything more. 

I wrote to the priest of Mori, telling him about the Institute and the expenses, in a very gentle 
way, letting him see that there is some hope that we can do something on this matter, as time goes 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Msgr. Antonio Traversi (II/1, Lett. 489, n.2) 
3 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
4 Metilde Bunioli (I, Lett. 4, n.6) 
5 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin (I, Lett. 388, n.5) 
6 Francesco I, Emperor, (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
7 Don Antonio Rosmini (II/1, Lett. 494)  
8 Don Carlo Tranquillini (III/1, Lett. 1335, n.5) 
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on. He has not answered me, so let God do what He wants. You did me a special favour in 
providing for the suffrages of that Mass so much desired by dear Facchelli9. 

With regard to that Paper you know about, I will write to you something from Milan, since I 
have to go there. 

My dear daughter, continue to be my friend, never forget me before the Lord. Wretched 
though I am, I will do the same for you. Accept the cordial compliments of all these dear 
Companions of ours. I express my sincere attachment. Embracing you tenderly, I leave you in the 
Sorrowful Heart of our dear Mother. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 17 December 1824 

your most affectionate and obliged friend and mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

To Dearest Lady 
Lady Margherita Rosmini 

                                                 
  9 The deceased Rosa Facchelli (cf. Lett. 1464) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

29.12.1824   Bergamo                                                                                                                                  1489 
Magdalene is going to return to Milan, because Teodora Roggia is getting better, although slowly. In the 
meantime, she advises Giuseppa to solicit Padenghe about the business of the Hospital. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Your last dearest letter makes me know your great concern for our dear Hospital. I hear that 
you have been to our excellent Mr. Padenghe1, but not finding him at home, you have 
recommended the affair to the good lady Teresina2. You have done very well and I recommend 
again that you be behind them so that they may pursue this work which gives so much glory to God.  

My health goes on well. Our sick Companion3 is recovering, but very slowly, due to the 
season. Everyday she gets up and tries to eat as much as she can. Hence I hope she will not take 
much time to get strong. 

Tomorrow morning, if it pleases God, I intend to leave for Milan. From there I will try as 
quickly as possible to write to her brother4 to keep him informed about his sister. In the meantime, 
if you have the chance, try to continue informing him. When you write, address your letters to 
Milan. 

I recommend that you take care of your health, which is very dear to me. Please greet all our 
dear Companions. I recommend myself warmly to their prayers, as well as to yours. 

Cristina5 in particular embraces you and recommends herself to your prayers. 
I leave you hurriedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 29 December 1824 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

(Seal of departure) BERGAMO 
(Seal of arrival) VENICE 

 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 Teresina Padenghe, wife of Francesco (II/2, Lett. 894, n.3) 
3 Teodora Roggia, convalescent in Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
4 Don Carlo Roggia, Teodora’s brother (Lett. 1439, n.2)  
5 Cristina Pilotti, in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

1.1.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                              1490  
Magdalene is in Milan in the little house of S. Stefano, but she is seeing to the affairs of both houses. Then 
she will return to Verona. The news about Roggia is good. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter,                    1 January (1)825, Milan 
 

I write only a few lines today from Milan, my dear daughter, to enclose my reply to dear 
Angioletta1  and to tell you at the same time, that after a very comfortable journey, I reached here 
on Thursday in the afternoon. I left dear Teodora2  in full convalescence. She was up for four or five 
hours. I am in the little house of S. Stefano3, but when you write, address the letters to Certosa4  
since they reach there sooner. I found the Companions of this little house in good health. In the 
large house, some of them have a cold. I do the little I can here to solicit everything and to return to 
Verona as soon as I can. But woe to me if I am heard saying this about the grand Milan. 

My health, which is feeling the cold, is better than last year. I recommend that you take care 
of yourself.  

I have started writing to Don Roggia5. But I cannot finish it today. I will do so on Wednesday. 
Give my regards to Don Luzzo6. Tell him to take heart and I will get people to pray for him. 

Above all, tell him not to tire in seeking God’s Glory. I hope to hear briefly some good news about 
our dear Hospital. 

I would have many things to tell you, my dear daughter, but time does not allow me. Be 
happy as I am. Everything is going on well. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

(Seal of departure) MILAN 
(Seal of arrival) VENICE 
                       3 Jan(uary) 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia             VENICE 

                                                 
1 Angiolina Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
2 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
3 The little house of S. Stefano, in Via della Signora (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
4 The large House, in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1)   
5 Don Carlo Roggia, Teodora’s brother (Lett. 1439, n.2) 
6 Don Francesco Luzzo, who started the first oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

8.1.1825  Milan                                                                                                                                                1491 
It seems that the Hospital for Convalescents is materialising, and Magdalene sends her thanksgivings to all 
the collaborators. She would now like to have a copy of the system of the visits to the hospital, drawn out by 
the late Don Lorenzo Piazza. There is someone who would like to copy the plan. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, you cannot imagine, with how much pleasure I hear about the happy 
beginning of the contract for our dear Hospital1. I have not received any letter, neither from Mr. 
Padenghe2 nor from Mr.  Alessandri3, on the matter you mention. You managed very well. I will 
reply as soon as possible when they write to me. Convey my many compliments to our good Ladies, 
but especially to dear Micheli4. I should have been sending you a long time ago a reply for Lady 
Micheli Bernardo5, whom I cordially embrace. My dear daughter, I am a bit embarrassed that this 
good Lady wishes to know my opinion about her enrolling in the Congregation of the Ladies of S. 
Silvestro6. The thing in itself is very good, because it is not a great expense, but I would like her to 
ask her confessor, instead of asking me. If you see our Father Provincial7, ask him, and give her the 
answer he will give you in my name. 

I would need a favour from you. Please ask our good Micheli if they have a written system for 
the visits to the Hospital drawn up by the late Don Lorenzo Piazza8. In case Lady Micheli does not 
have it, Lady Lezze9 should certainly have it. I would like you to copy it down in detail, as much as 
you can, and send it to me, because there is a person in this city who would like to introduce the 
same work. So you too will have a share in the good they will do. 

Our Teodora10 continues well, but her convalescence is very slow due to the season which is 
so rigid. I shall write today to her brother11 too, at least if I can. My health is good, but the evening 
before last night a little quantity of blood was drawn from me, because I was really in need of it. I 
assure you sincerely that there is no comparison between this year and last year with regard to my 
health. The older I become the tougher I am. Hence, if I continue like this I will live right up to the 
end of the world.  But you may do the same if you want, because in this way we can work for the 
Lord. I am still in the little house of S. Stefano12.        

I hope to go to the large house of Certosa13 at the end of the coming week. If nothing else 
happens, I imagine that at the end of this month I will be able to set out from here. Please pray to 
the Lord that His Holy Will be fulfilled in everything. I am very happy that good Lady Lezze is 
recovering and also our Doctor Castelli14. Give my compliments to both of them. Convey my 

                                                 
1 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 826, n.4) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 It should be the Countess MADDALENA MICHIEL, born in 1783, daughter of Count Nicolò and of Countess 

Gradenigo. She married Count Almorò III whose name was FRANCESCO PISANI. But the confusion between 
the two Michieli Ladies is often inevitable from the references of Magdalene that are often too schematic. 

5 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
6 Confraternity of the Ladies of S. Silvestro (III/1, Lett. 980, n.3) 
7 Father Marino di Cadore, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
8 Don Lorenzo Piazza called the Daughters of Charity to Venice (I, Lett. 236, n.4) 
9 Lady Lezze, a noble lady of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1004, n.2) 
10 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
11 Don Carlo Roggia, Teodora’s brother (Lett. 1439, n.2)  
12 The little house at S. Stefano, in Via della Signora  (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
13 The large House, in via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
14 Doctor Castelli, the trustworthy doctor in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett.1008, n.11) 
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respects to our Father Provincial about whom I would like to have some news, and to our Father 
Stefani15. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Our 
Mother Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 8 January 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 

 

If you see Don Francesco Luzzo17, pay him my respects and tell him that I will reply to 
everything as soon as I can. 
 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

15 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
17 Don Francesco Luzzo, who started the first oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

8.1.1825  Milan                                                                                                                                              1492 
Angela has given up hope that Magdalene will come and Magdalene laughs at her desperation. All the same 
she assures her that she will return to Verona soon. However, before that, she must go to visit the Castiglioni 
family, because after the death of her sister-in-law, she did not have the courage to go there. Now she cannot 
exempt herself anymore. She asks for information about her niece Metilde after her entry into Naudet’s 
convent, and would Don Luigi Bragato inform her about her other niece, Marianna, whether she is at peace 
without her sister.  Magdalene will arrive soon, bringing with her two postulants. 

V.G.M          My dearest daughter, 

Allow me to tell you, my dear Angiolina, that in reading your letter, though entering fully in 
your anguish, I could not help laughing at seeing your desperation. Let us now talk seriously. About 
Ginevra you will have seen that everything was remedied in my last letter.  

My dear daughter, it happened that when I received your dear letter, the Superior was here. So 
I read to him the paragraph you mentioned. Agreeing with our views he assured me that he would 
allow me to leave soon. Please pray to Mary Most Holy, to dispose everything for the greater glory 
of God. If I were to follow my heart, as you know, I would willingly come this evening rather than 
tomorrow. I repeat, the (ecclesiastical) Superior told me that he will allow me to leave soon. 
Therefore, if nothing else happens, we will see each other soon and we will finish the Carnival 
together. I am sending this letter to Don Luigi1, but if the matter is not solved, as at the other time, I 
am adding here some matters of my family so that he may use it if they come to know that I have 
written to you.  

My dear daughter, according to the custom, if not otherwise, I have not yet gone to the 
Castiglioni2 family, since I did not have the courage to go there after the death of my sister-in-law3. 
Now I cannot exempt myself any longer, since her mother says that she desires to see me. The 
brother and sister of my Checchina have begged me to visit them in order to please their mother. 
Please convey my regards to Don Luigi and ask him whether he has seen dear Metilde4 after she 
entered the Convent, and if he knows anything about her. Also ask him if Mariannina5 goes to him 
and if, outside the confessional, he knows whether she is content and at peace even without Metilde. 

My dear Angelina, if nothing else happens, I will bring along for you the surprise of two 
novices, when I come. You saw one of them at Bergamo, the other one is a little angel, 15 years old. 
Without letting them know the reason, kindly ask the girls to make a short novena to Jesus, Mary 
and Joseph so that they may plan for my return. 

I embrace you heartily as well as dear Beatrice6, and I leave both of you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 
 

8 January 1825, Milan 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

To 

Lady Angela Bragato 
S.Giuseppe 

                                                 
1 The cousin of Angela Bragato (Lett.1438, n.2) 
2 The family of the deceased wife of Bonifacio 

                3 Francesca Castiglioni, the wife of Bonifacio Canossa (I, Lett. 124, n.3) 
4 Metilde, the eldest daughter of Bonifacio. She entered Leopoldina Naudet’s Institute. 
5 Marianna, Bonifacio’s second daughter 

 6 Beatrice Olivieri (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 

 7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

January 1825   Milan                                                                                                                                        1493 
Teodora Roggia is still sickly and Magdalene sends the superior what is necessary for her physical recovery. 
The marchioness will also send her some money so that the Lutheran who has just been converted to the 
Catholic Religion may not suffer for lack of money. The Jewish lady from Venice too has become a Catholic. 
They now have to think how to help certain children who are dying of hunger. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I thank you for the news you gave me about our Teodora1. I too certainly 
believe that the season plays an important role, but even the period of time we are in. There is no 
need to fear. Mary Most Holy has granted us the grace. If it is Her will that you suffer a little, there 
is no need to be afraid. I send you a little vase of the electuary” of Brera2, and it is the only one 
because of a mistake of mine. Please write to me on Saturday, in case you want another one on 
Wednesday. I am sending you also a little quantity of fine oil and half a pound of chocolate, in case 
she prefers this one from Milan.  

My dear daughter, in the midst of my many commitments I have forgotten the wool. On 
Saturday, write to me and tell me the quality and the quantity of wool you want and I will dispatch 
it within eight days from today. Inform me also how Felicita3 is. 

I feel very consoled at the grace the Lord gives you for the benefit of that soul. My dear 
daughter, discover the Lord’s goodness and be confused because of your misery. Learn how to trust 
greatly in the Lord, and believe me that God wants to be very well served by you. Let our Lord 
accomplish His mercies. Give me news also of dear Orsola, who was once a Lutheran4. We have 
some alms for her in Verona. Therefore, do not let her suffer, but give her ten coins more each day, 
without letting them pass through the hands of Valsecchi5, until she goes to the place where Father 
Curate6 will put her. When you give them, tell her to use them to eat and that this is a temporary 
charity she has for this moment, giving then to Valsecchi what she usually gives. If you think that it 
is better to buy some bread, rice and similar food, do so and give them to her from time to time. 

This time I will write briefly to everybody, because Cristina is having a bad cold, and last 
night she had some blood drawn from her. I am in the small house7, and poor Margì8, who heartily 
embraces you and the whole community, has been writing with me the whole morning, and I had to 
put the doorkeeper in the school.  

Since it is impossible for me to write today as I should, to Count Luca9 and to Don 
Giovanni10, if I have the secretary, I will write to them on Saturday. In the meantime, hand over to 
Don Giovanni the two papers of the hospital of Milan and of Venice, begging him to send them 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 ELECTUARY OF BRERA, is the general name for some pharmaceutical products of those times. It had a pulpy 

consistency and was to be taken orally. The Nuova Farmacopea of 1809, Tip. Pulini of Milan, on page 24 to 30 
enumerates three kinds of electuaries: the anti-epileptic, where the Arnica herb is the main ingredient; the 
diascordic, made out of the dried leaves of scordium; a composition for soothing pain made mainly out of dry 
plums. 

3 FELICITA VALSECCHI, was born in Bergamo in 1780; she entered in Verona in 1824, where she was a nurse 
and a dressmaker. 

4 Orsola, the Lutheran who became a Catholic (cf. Lett. 1442) 
5 Angelo Valsecchi, the carrier (III/1, Lett. 1230, n.1)  
6 Father Curate, a Capuchin, Parish Priest of the Parish Church of the Hospital (III/1, Lett. 1254, n.5) 
7 The House in the Parish Church of S. Stefano in Via della Signora (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
8 Maria Caspani, in the little House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1201, n.1) 

     9 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 

   10 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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back on Sunday, after lunch. Together with the letter I will send you by mail on Saturday for Count 
Luca, please dispatch all these to him in my name. You too can read them if you want. 

I do not say anything about my coming, because at one moment it seems they want me to be 
here a little longer; at another moment they seem willing to let me go soon. Pray to Mary Most Holy 
that I may do God’s will and work for His glory. In a great hurry I embrace all of you, leaving you 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Pray the Lord that, if it pleases Him, Cristina may recover soon, 
since we have a lot of work to be done.  

The reason why I am in such a hurry that the papers should be handed over to Count Luca, is 
due to the speech that Calvetti made about those children who are dying of hunger. In spite of all 
my attempts they may still die, but I feel it my duty to also see whether the Institute of the Ladies of 
the Hospital can do something in time, to meet this need. If I were to take things easy, I would give 
the impression of consenting to their death. On Wednesday, send me five inkwells, those white ones 
that also have a stand for the pens. 

I give you the consoling news that the young Jewish lady, Giuditta of Venice, for whom you 
know how much we suffered, has become a Catholic. Lady Bernardo11 was her godmother at her 
Baptism. 

A place has been found also for Margherita Bissona12. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

[Milan, January 1825] 
 

Give my greetings to Valsecchi, to whom it is impossible to write today. 
                                                 

11 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
12 MARGHERITA BISSONA, is one of the ex-teachers from the countryside 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

15.1.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                               1494 
The offering of the buyers of three thousand francs for the request of a sale of fourteen thousand really 
makes one laugh. However, Magdalene is convinced that the omnipotence of God can work out the 
realization for the purchase of the building of the Hospital for Convalescents even in this way. In the request 
to be sent to all the possible benefactors, she would have liked to omit many of the expressions exalting the 
Institute, but she has been advised by the Superiors to let the promoters do what they want. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

From your very dear letter that I received this morning, I understood with great pleasure the 
condition of the affairs of our dearest Hospital. I confess my dear daughter that I could not help 
laughing that for the price of 14000 francs required for the purchase of the building, they want to 
tender only three thousand. What do you want me to say except that Our Lord being almighty, can 
do everything miraculously, and we are always in time to grow? I am looking forward to hearing 
the results of this matter. With regard to that paper, know that the good Mr. Giuseppe wrote to me a 
letter and sent me the copy of the paper prepared in order to find the benefactors. This is already 
planned in such a way that it speaks of the Daughters of Charity. He told me to correct it as I like 
and to send it back to him. I read it and consulted this most worthy Superior. I told him how I 
wanted to do it. He was not absolutely persuaded, by showing me the reason that to modify the 
paper, would cause one or the other of two consequences. He told me that to exclude and not to 
mention the Institute would harm the work of those merchants who appreciate the Daughters of 
Charity, or to mention the Institute somehow in the paper would perhaps commit the Institute to 
even more than what it can do. Therefore, it is safest not to mention either one thing or the other, 
and let them act as they like. Thus they are free to say what they want, but it is they who speak, and 
we do not commit ourselves. Consequently, I wrote to him that we cannot put our hand where the 
heart speaks. So both he and the very good Mr. Francesco1 will settle the papers as they think best. 

I am sorry to hear of the continuous indisposition of our good Giuseppa2. Your thought was 
also mine, to fear that this air, which is not natural and heavy, is the cause for her illness, and I 
would regret it very much. Let the Lord do His will.  Rather than to have a young person sick, it 
would be wise to come to some solution. I am very happy about the Baptism of good Giuditta3. I 
imagine that she must have been in the Catechumenate. I am also very happy that Margherita 
Bissona has been placed well. Now that she is in the grace of God I would make the detachment to 
offer her to S. Cristofolo. 

I am still in the little house of S. Stefano4. This morning I had to pass on to the large house5, 
but Cristina6 has been in bed for three days with a rheumatic fever in the chest. Hence I do not think 
it will be possible to go there so soon. Do you see, my dear daughter, what a long delay there is to 
leave grand Milan! I recommend to you to pray to Mary Most Holy even for this dear Companion 
so that she may recover soon, if it pleases God, and also for the many other affairs we have to settle. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. Take care of yourself. My health is fairly good, better than last 
year, without any comparison. It seems as if I am many years younger, but I do suffer a bit because 
of this rigid climate. Within a fortnight we will be at Candlemas7, which means that we are out of 
winter. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

                                                 
1 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 Giuseppa Siguardi, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1272, n.9) 
3 The converted Jewish girl; her baptism 
4 The little house in Via della Signora  Milan (I. Lett. 271, n.3) 
5 The large House in Via della Chiusa, Milan (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
6 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (Lett. 297, n.7) 
7 The Feast of Candlemas, the Presentation of Jesus in the Temple, which is on  
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My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 15 January 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                                                                                                                   
    2 February 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

20.1.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                              1495 
The climate of Bergamo seems too harsh for some. This makes Magdalene rather anxious because, besides 
Teodora, who has not yet fully recovered, other young people are also not well. However, she trusts in God 
so that He may settle everything. There is, on the contrary, some unexpected news. The Ladies of Milan have 
asked for a course of Spiritual Exercises, and are requesting her presence. If their wish is feasible, she will 
have to go to Bergamo to fetch the cook.  She asks whether help will have to be brought from Milan for that 
short period. The affairs of the Hospital for Convalescents seem to be nearing completion. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

Since I doubt I will have much time tomorrow, I start writing to you today. I begin my letter 
giving news of dear Cristina1, who is without fever, but since it was a strong cold, a short time is 
still needed before she recovers fully. I hope to hear news about dear Teodora2. I am sure that it is 
the season that is delaying her convalescence. I am sorry to hear that she is in need of a drawing of 
blood. We have to be patient. It seems to me that if they had put those mustard plasters on the feet 
again, she would have felt some relief. I mean to say that if they had repeated them, since she found 
some benefit the first time. Fear not, my dear daughter. Our Holy Mother granted us the grace and 
She will fulfil everything. I am glad to know that good Felicita3 is well, but I am sorry for 
Cecchina4, because even to these the climate of Bergamo always did little good. Nonetheless, by 
purging her, they can spare a blood-letting and this will help her better, because being young, she 
has not to get used to it.  

I hope you have received my letters from the post and have handed them over. Today I shall 
try to write to Valsecchi5. To make him less suspicious, I will hand over the letter loose to the 
carrier, so that he may give it to him. Do not doubt, because undoubtedly he does not suspect 
anything. At least I will use all that artfulness that they say I have. But you must not get worried, 
my dear daughter. Let us trust that the Lord will accomplish His mercy. On the other hand, I too 
understand the necessity to put that person in his place and I will certainly try to do so.  

My dear daughter, I thought I could set off from here soon to go to Verona, after coming to 
you first, as we had already agreed with the (ecclesiastical) Superior. To tell you the truth, I have 
several affairs, and there is a very important one, which requires my presence in Verona. Now, 
these good noble Ladies tell me that they would like to make their Spiritual Exercises before I leave 
from here. I think it is difficult to settle everything, as many things are needed. They would want it 
in the second week of Lent. I repeat, the matter has not yet been settled. In that case, I would come 
to fetch Rosina6 to help in the kitchen during the few days of the Spiritual Exercises. Tell me 
frankly whether, in this case, I should bring along someone to exchange with Rosa. I could then 
bring her back with me when I return to Bergamo, to move from there to Verona. Then the one 
from here, whom I take along with me to Bergamo, could be sent back after the Spiritual Exercises, 
since the Ladies of Milan would be bringing me.  In the meantime, answer me about this. 

With regard to Zappatini7, present my respects to Don Gavazzeni8. Tell him that after staying 
a short while with this daughter, I am not displeased with her, rather she seems to me an angel. But 
for the moment, since she does not have the whole of her maintenance secured, I cannot find any 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
3 Felicita Valsecchi, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1493, n.4) 
4 Francesca Luca from Rovato, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 

    5 Angelo Valsecchi, the carrier (III/1, Lett. 1230, n.1) 
6 Rosa Masina, a cook in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
7 ZAPPETTINI; the name is spelt wrong. She was an aspirant to the Religious Life. 
8 Don Giuseppe Antonio Gavazzeni, extraordinary confessor (II/1, Lett. 584, n.2) 
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solution. On my return, I will try to meet her again and frequently. I will be able to inform him even 
better about what my opinion is. But, as she does not have a way of maintaining herself, I will keep 
her in mind when there is a new foundation. I would like to receive her now, but presently I do not 
know how. 

Then, I beg you the favour of trying to find out through Caterina of Tirano9, the sum that the 
brother of Rosa della Croce10 brought to me, since I am deeply concerned to serve lady Ciciglia. As 
soon as you know it, write to me, even by post, and when you do not write through the carrier, 
address the letter to Certosa. 

By the carrier, on Wednesday, do me a favour of sending me twelve little packets of 
foxglove11. If you have the prescription of the other time, they were a quarter of a grain each. When 
you send them to me, write whether they are a quarter or half a grain. The reason why I beg you to 
send me the foxglove is because I do not want you to be worried for nothing.  

I do not remember, whether I had written to you a fortnight ago, that I had to get some blood 
drawn for the usual reasons. But the heat is so great that I often feel that if I listen to myself, it 
would be convenient to get another one done.  But with the foxglove the blood becomes cooler. 
Since the snow has come, it has cooled the air. Thus I refresh myself inside and outside; so 
everything goes on very well.  

I give you the consoling news that Mr. Padenghe12 writes to me that he has bought that part of 
the building of the Campanare13 that the Capuchin nuns are occupying, for our dear hospital. 
Entrust this great affair to the Lord. The Novena of the Feast of the Purification should be done by 
all to obtain the blessing of Mary Most Holy on the many affairs of our humble Institute.  Ask the 
girls too to do the same, for our intentions. We have a certain right with our adorable Mother in this 
Novena, since it is the Novena of Her First Sorrow. The carrier has come now, which is at a quarter 
to midday. At 1 pm. he will come to fetch the answer. I hear the news of dear Teodora.  Have no 
fear, my dear daughter.  Mary Most Holy has worked a miracle and will see it to the end. You will 
see that after these critical days, everything will gradually settle down. I embrace you hurriedly and 
heartily, and leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
I have written to Valsecchi. 
 

Milan, 20 January 1825 
 

PS  I have sent to look for barley for Teodora to use it for soup. In case they find it and I can have it, I 
will dispatch it. If you do not see it, it means that I could not get it. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

 

PS  I have found the barley and will send you two pounds. If Teodora likes it, please let me know on 
Wednesday, and I will send you some more. Now that they have come …you will see that she will 
need something else, things that calm the nerves. With regard to the mustard plasters I meant that, if 
what has happened now did not happen, it seems to me that a little cheerfulness and some sedatives 
would be enough. Besides she should eat anything which comes to her mind. 

                                                 
9 A fellow-citizen of Rosa della Croce 
10 Rosa della Croce, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1487, n.5) 
11 The heart-activating foxglove plant is a remedy for cardiac insufficiency (Lett. 1463, n.1)   
12 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
13 The Convent of the Campanare (II/1, Lett. 652, n.4) 
14 Magdalene wrote the postscript before the date, and she has signed the letter.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

20.1.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                             1496 
Magdalene is still in the house of S. Stefano because Pilotti is not well yet. But what makes her anxious is 
that the circulars of invitation for participating in the fund-raising for the purchase and management of the 
Hospital to be erected, do not mention that it is for Convalescents. It is an omission which could offend the 
honour of many patients, who then, would hardly find an employment. They should be made to realise the 
seriousness of this omission. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 
Milan, 20 January1825 

Although I have written to you recently, my dear daughter, today I write a letter, which will 
first give you news about ourselves, and then speak to you about our dear Hospital for 
Convalescents1. Cristina2 is getting better. In fact, she is now up for some hours, and feels much 
better. I feel well too, and I say it very frankly. But I had a beginning of one of my coughs. It was 
much less than usual, and now I am almost free. With the indisposition of Cristina, I am still in the 
little house of S. Stefano3.  Now you may address the letters wherever you want; they will hand 
them over to me. Let us speak now about our dear Hospital, for which I need to be helped by you, 
my dear daughter, so that everything may go in the right direction. But you have to act deftly and 
with great prudence.  

Know that the good Mr. Francesco Padenghe4 has written to me that he has purchased the 
building of the Campanare, belonging to Mr. Benvenuti, for twelve thousand five hundred Veneto 
liras. At the same time, he enclosed a form, perhaps the same that he showed you, to beg for 
donations in order to pay for the building, kindly deferring to what I thought of changing or 
substituting in the form itself. You know my dear daughter, how much I had written on this topic 
with the last ordinary mail, and how contemporarily I had written in the same way to the good Mr. 
Giuseppe Alessandri5, telling him, as I was advised, that they could make use of the formula they 
wanted. Then I said that I would have done the little I could to assist this Hospital, but that I am not 
able to take on any particular and serious commitment, and things like that. 

The fact is that, when I received the letter and the formula of the paper drawn out by Mr. 
Francesco, I noticed that there the name of the Hospital for Convalescents was fully omitted. This 
has always been my great desire, for the sake of edification and for greater benefit. For edification, 
because, though poor girls of low morals will be gathered there, it is not necessary that everybody 
should know them as such. For greater benefit, because if they are called by the general name 
‘convalescents’, the house can be liberated either by sending them to serve or by preparing them for 
marriage, if this is their vocation. 

We know well that either we keep those who have neither wisdom nor head, nor behaviour, or 
put them in the house next to Giobbe6, where Don Angiolo is the confessor. But it is not wise to 
offend everyone’s moral reputation. 

Therefore, I am writing to Mr. Francesco today, since I have again asked for advice, and 
enclose for him the copy of his paper.  I have changed some expressions, but the substance is left 
unchanged. I rather intend, for your knowledge, to insert in yours the letter I shall write to him. 
Patience, if we have to spend a little more on the mail, provided everything will be alright. You read 

                                                 
1 The Hospital for Convalescents (cf. Lett. 1504) 
2 Cristina Pilotti with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 The little house in the Parish of S. Stefano (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
4 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
5 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
6 The GIOBBE Institute was near the Church of S. Giobbe, the splendid Renaissance edifice, not very far from the 

bridge of the Tre Archi. This edifice was given to  the Sons of Charity in 1845. 
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the letter and the paper, and if you like it, copy even the paper and keep it for a novena.  Then hand 
it over to him safely. Since I am short of time and the mail is going to leave in a short while, it is 
necessary that I give you another errand, that is, please speak to Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri and 
inform him about what I write to you that, having reflected more maturely over the matter, it was 
necessary for me to make this change. Hence, I beg him either to use, from now onward, the same 
formula of Mr. Francesco, or to reword his, in a similar way. Ask him to excuse me for not having 
made these reflections the other time. But since I can speak frankly with him, tell him to simply 
drop what had been done before. 

Similarly, it seems to me, but for this I would like you to take advice from our Father 
Provincial7, that you had better show Mr. Francesco the thousand swanzigers you have, which were 
given to you by Mr. Reali8 for this purpose. Since Mr. Francesco is very exact and the money is not 
ours, we should withdraw a receipt for whatever possible eventuality. Besides, I am thinking even 
of Guizzetti9’s part, without which the first part would not be useful as time goes on. In fact, as long 
as Teresa Maria10 is alive, it is also good to begin with this. I tell you this so that you may have 
everything in mind. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. I embrace you all hurriedly and cordially.  I leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

I inform you that our Archbishop of Milan11 has already been made a Cardinal, and is on his 
way to Venice, where he comes to our well-loved Prince12 to receive the cardinal’s hat. Perhaps he 
may come to visit you and, if not he, some other priest of his, especially one called Don Germani or 
Germano13. In case the Archbishop comes, let him see the convent, try to be very kind to him, but 
let him see only what you usually let other people see. In case he is accompanied by our most 
worthy Patriarch14, then it pertains to the latter to command whatever he wants.  

The reason, why we have made this change, is because we have thought over with the 
(ecclesiastical) Superior, that it seems that we give people the impression that we assist the 
penitents in the Hospital. This could damage the Institute and it is not even true, because you know 
that we do not go at all to those wards. Make Mr. Giuseppe understand this. He has a great concern 
for us. The name of Convalescents is the best of all for the reasons I have already told you. See that 
he too uses such a term in his paper. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15 

 

Let the girls make the Novena of the Purification16 for the Institute; likewise you too, since we 
have many affairs to deal with. 

 I recommend to you Cristina17’s father. 
                                                 

 7 Father Marino from Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 

 8 One of the benefactors of the Hospital 

  9 Belonging to the Guizzetti family (I, Lett. 412) 
10 The collaborator of the future directress Marianna Francesconi (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
11 Card. Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n.4) 
12Giuseppe Ranieri of Hapsburg and Viceroy of the Lombard-Veneto region (I, Lett. 299, n.4) 
13 Don GIOVANNI BATTISTA GERMANI, cross-bearer, one of the three Chaplains of the Archbishop with Don 

Luigi Sebastiano Alloy and Don Gaetano Gianorini (cf. Milan Sacro 1825) 
14 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
15 The last phrase of the postscript and the signature belong to Magdalene. 
16 The Novena of the Purification; the feast is on 2 February. 
17 The father of Cristina, who was hospitalized in a psychiatric Hospital (cf. Lett. 1402) 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

21.1.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                               1497 
(Between 20 – 22 January 1825) 

The unforeseen event of the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies of Milan is still a problem, and Angela might 
have been tempted to grumble. Magdalene too would like to grumble. Instead, both of them should entrust 
themselves to the divine will. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,    

I wanted to write to Don Francesco1, but not wanting to inconvenience him, I am enclosing 
herein a letter for him, my dear daughter, and with this I have the pleasure of saying a few words to 
you. Tell me the truth, dear Angelina, you must have grumbled a lot when I did not arrive for 
Carnival. I must also confess that on some rare occasions, I am tempted not so much to grumble as 
to be restless to want to come to Verona. But it is necessary to be content with the divine will 
lovingly, not because we are forced. The Lord has His own plans which we do not know. 
Sometimes they may seem to be opposed to His glory, but it is not true. 

The Exercises for the Ladies for which I have not yet received a positive answer and which I 
hope to receive tomorrow, have kept me uncertain. But I also think that it will be impossible for 
these Ladies to arrange it. I have already settled the little House2, but just see what the Lord is doing 
now. A cough, which I did not have the whole of winter, has come to visit me. Till now, this doctor 
has not wanted to draw blood. Consequently I am forced to take a lot of care myself, and I cannot 
work since the time I am in this noble house3. You know already what my cough is. It does not 
allow me to do anything, yet I can always be on my feet. Do not bother about this, because it is 
nothing. I am saying this only because of this involuntary delay. Yesterday the doctor said that if I 
am not better with a powder, tomorrow he will have to do a blood-letting and then everything will 
be over. However, I think that the Lord allows me to stay here for some more days to arrange for a 
great good which I will tell you about orally, and you will help me with it. 

So courage, my daughter!  I request you to ask for prayers so that we may do everything 
according to our plan, since such is the desire of our (ecclesiastical) Superior, and that I may stay in 
Verona for as long as I can.  

I embrace you wholeheartedly. I am writing to the Superior about that and about my health, 
and you will know it also from Beatrice4 whom I embrace as well. I leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary.  Goodbye, my Angelina. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor of the community of Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
2 The house at S. Stefano in Milan (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
3 The House at Via della Chiusa, Milan (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 
4 Beatrice Olivieri (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI , 

22.1.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                             1498 
Angela Traccagnini has been affected by a serious pneumonia. She has already received the Viaticum. 
Therefore they should pray for her. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You have already received another letter of mine with the last ordinary mail regarding the 
affairs of the Hospital1. Today I only have to add that the papers of Mr. Giacometto Gaspari2 have 
been submitted. Everything is alright and as soon as the collection has been done, I will inform you. 
I thank the Lord that good Giuseppa3 is well and especially that the Lord has healed her joints. He 
will do the rest. 

The reason why I write to you is to tell you that our Angela4 is suffering from pneumonia and 
has already received the sacrament of Holy Viaticum. I speak about Angela Traccagnini from 
Verona. I beg you to recommend her warmly to the Lord. Tell it gradually to dear Betta5, since you 
know that at other times she was affected by similar illnesses and recovered from them. However, 
pray very hard for her. I bid farewell very hurriedly, leaving all of you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 22 January 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 The Hospital for Convalescents (cf. Lett. 1504) 
2 The surgeon Giacomo Gasperi (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
3 Giuseppa Siguardi, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1272, n.9) 
4 Angela Traccagnini, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 465) 
5 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House if Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

2.2.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                               1499 
Magdalene thanks her for the suffrages made for the deceased Angela Traccagnini.  She describes the beauty 
and the rejuvenation of the corpse, which seemed to be a sign of her being with the Lord. The offerings for 
the Hospital for Convalescents are coming in, but slowly. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Since I could not write to you on Saturday, my dear daughter, for lack of time, I do it today. I 
will start by telling you that I read with great pleasure, in your last dear letter, about the 
improvement of our dear Beppa1 and I wish she continues this way. Do not doubt it, for I will make 
people pray for her. Go on giving me news about her. I thank you for the good news you give me of 
the other Companions, as well as the prayers you have said for our deceased Angela2. I want to tell 
you something you will be glad to hear and dear Betta3 too. It will be of great pleasure, although 
these things do not give us an undoubted assurance of eternal Glory. 

They console us very much because they reflect the really holy life which was led by our late 
Companion. They write to me from Verona, that after her death, she became so beautiful and 
flexible, that she seemed at least ten years younger. Although, according to the usual custom, she 
had not been buried until many hours later, the body did not give out any foul smell. So I live in the 
hope that she is praying for us. Yet we have to continue praying for her, since this is the spirit of the 
Church. 

With regard to the Hospital4, I received a letter yesterday from the dear Mr. Giuseppe 
Alessandri5 in which he tells me that the most worthy Archpriest Albrizzi6 is ready to offer 100 
ducats for the work. Hence even these are good. He also informed me that Mr. Padenghe thinks that 
we should do two types of work: to separate the girls who have fallen from those who are in danger. 
Well, these people say so because they do not know me. You know well that my intention is not to 
mix them up at all. I thought it was necessary to first call it a Hospital for Convalescents and then 
go step by step. Then, we will act according to God’s light which comes to us through our 
(ecclesiastical) Superiors. I tell you this so that you may know what I think. But be prudent with 
these gentlemen.  Do not show that I have written to you about all this. Only try to keep them calm. 
After consulting the (ecclesiastical) Superiors, I will write to Alessandri about the matter. 

I am pleased to hear that there are aspirants. Really the harvest is plentiful but the workers are 
few. If God wills it, it would be a very beautiful thing if we could receive some of them on my 
arrival. Because, if we could and if our Superiors grant it, it would be nice to open a Novitiate also 
in Venice. Enough! We shall do God’s will, at least this is my hope and desire. Finally I will write 
to Don Luzzo7, since it has not been possible, much as I wanted to. It was only yesterday that I 
received the reply about the bandage for Don Zarigo. They have found it. Therefore, at the first 
chance, I will hand it over. With regard to the veil for Father Stefani8, they told me that it costs 
three Veneto liras per arm9. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. Entrust to the Lord the many needs of the Institute. We 
will speak about them orally. 

                                                 
1 Giusppina Siguardi, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1272, n.9) 
2 Angela Traccagnini, who died in Verona (II/1, Lett. 465) 
3 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. l001, n.1) 
4 The Hospital for Convalescents (cf. Lett. 1504) 
5 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, lett. 257, n.1) 
6 Archpriest Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon, and Parish Priest of S. Marco, Venice (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
7 Don Francesco Luzzo, began the oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
8 Father Stefani, the Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
9 Arm: a measurement of length, approximately equal to one metre 
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I do not know when I can leave from here because they have not yet decided about the 
Spiritual Exercises. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 2 January 182510  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

 

Please give me some news about our Father Provincial12. 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

10 Read ‘February’, as the date of arrival and as the contents of the letter show.   
11 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
12 Father Marino di Cadore, Superior of the Community in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

4.2.1825                                                                                                                                                          1500 
S. Stefano’s is an exemplary small community.  Magdalene is very pleased with it.  Meanwhile, she gives 
news about her health and that of Roggia. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You can easily understand my consolation in hearing from your dear letter, the good 
behaviour of my beloved little flock.  I implore copious blessings of the Lord over it. 

As for the mason, pay him. Then send me the account in a letter, and I will send you the 
money. 

My health continues to be so and so. Well, today I feel better. It is only my cough that makes 
me very tired these days.  Therefore, do not worry. It is always the same from one day to another. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter.  I embrace you as well as all the others and leave all of you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dear daughter, I am 
4 February, 1825 

 

To-morrow, I shall let you know whether on Sunday you need to bring dear Maddalena1 to 
me. This depends on my cough.  When it is too severe, I cannot talk for long. 

Teodora2 went to Mass through her intercession of Mary on her Feast Day, and she wrote to 
me saying that she is very well. 

I am at peace regarding Maria, since now we know what sickness she has. 
Your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 
                                                 

1 Maddalena Crippa entered the Institute in Milan in 1822. (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
2 Teodora Roggia in the Community of  Bergamo  (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
3 The letter has a lot of grammatical mistakes. It is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

8.2.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                            1501 

There is the usual exchange of advice to take care of one’s health and the more pressing worry, of which 
Magdalene clarifies the weak points and suggests the possible solutions: the Hospital for Convalescents. 
With regard to the request for opening a Novitiate in Venice, she is more and more convinced about it, but 
only if there are all the requisites to establish it with the true spirit. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your precious letter, my dearest daughter, and first of all I recommend you to take 
care of your cold, because though, thanks to God, it is slight, I feel it my responsibility that it does 
not become serious. So please take the greatest care. Cover your shoulders with a shawl, without 
any scruple, and avoid the draughts as much as you can, till you have done away with it. 

I feel consoled to hear that our Giuseppa1’s health has improved. Tell her, on my behalf, to 
continue to have faith in Mary Most Holy. I am anxious that she should recover her health quickly, 
if this pleases the Lord. My cough visited me once more. But this time it hardly takes time to 
disappear completely, for the reason that here they understand little, and have had my blood drawn. 
I am already better, but my cough is slowly coming to an end. 

With regard to the Hospital2 I have already written to the dear Mr. Alessandri3 with this 
ordinary mail, and if I can, I will also write to Mr. Padenghe. Continue to do as you have done till 
now, supporting me in this matter. As regards the name they want to give to the work, I wrote to 
them that they can call it as they like. I do not mind whether they call it a Hospital or a House for 
Convalescents. 

I thank you for the prayers you continue to offer for our deceased Angela4. It is good that you 
do it, because though we have many reasons to hope that she will have reached Heaven, we have 
always to follow what the Church wants. Our most worthy Archbishop5 arrived here three days ago, 
and our excellent Prince6 came yesterday. 

I thank you for the introduction you have sent me about the visit of the Ladies. If you see that 
the rest can be included in a sheet of paper, I will see it willingly, if you despatch it to me. 

With regard to dear Teodora7, thank God, she is getting better. I recommended her to write to 
her family with the last ordinary mail. I hope that by this time they will have received her letter. I 
enclose a letter for Don Francesco Luzzo8, also as an act of politeness. In fact, I had to delay writing 
to him until now, because it was impossible for me to find the elastic bandage, which I was able to 
get only a few days ago. I shall send it over to him at the first chance. I too my dear daughter, would 
be very happy if I could see the novitiate established there as well. But I would like to see it 
established with the true spirit. Meanwhile, continue to pray to the Lord that He may reveal His will 
to us and grant us the way to fulfil it. 

I would be very happy to welcome the daughters you point out to me when I come, as long as 
they are really suitable for us. Please do not forget to pray for us to the Lord. 

                                                 
1 Giuseppa Siguardi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1272, n.9) 

2 Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Angela Traccagnini, died in Verona (II/1, Lett. 466) 
5 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n.4) 
6 Giuseppe Ranieri from Asburgo, Viceroy of the Lombardo Veneto (I, Lett. 299, n.4) 
7 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
8 Don Francesco Luzzo, begins the first oratory of the Sons of Charity (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
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Greet all the dear Companions for me, especially my Betta9. Leaving all of you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary, I declare  

I am, my dearest daughter,  
Milan, 8 February 1825 

 

PS After I wrote to you, thinking over the affair of the Hospital for Convalescents, a thought came to my 
mind, that is, to recommend to the gentlemen Giuseppe and Padenghe10 to make sure about the 
payment for the Benvenuti11 building. Both of them write to me that they can hardly meet the 
expenditure because if they have to buy the part of Guizzetti12, as I notice from the contract, and 
later we cannot have the part of the Capuchin Nuns, because we cannot afford the sum of money, 
then we would be very embarrassed. One part would be of no use without the other, above all 
because the Benvenuti part is larger and there is also the Church. Recommend this reflection to both 
of them. I wrote to dear Alessandri today, and the letter is sealed, thus I cannot add this reflection. 
With two clear and firm lines, write the reason to him yourself, so that both these good gentlemen 
may be cautious about the payment, so that later, we will neither lose the money nor have any 
quarrels. On Saturday I will also write to Mr. Padenghe, and I will repeat the same thing. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

9 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett.1001, n.1) 
10 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Canossian Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 

11 The owner of a part of the ex-convent of the Campanare 
12 Belonging to the family Guizzetti (I, Lett. 412) 

      13 The letter signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA  DABALÀ 

10.2.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                               1502 
Magdalene does not know yet when she can go to Bergamo, but she tells Rosa to inform Count Marco Passi 
that she will try to arrange for the young aspirant to the Religious Life. She also tells her to point out to 
Count Don Luca that she needs many vocations because the requests for foundations are many. 

V.G.M         My dearest daughter, 

I am very consoled that the news about dear Teodora1 is good. Do not lose heart if she is 
affected by convulsions for we already know what they are. 

I am sending you the little vase of electuary2 and when I come I will bring you another. It 
seems to me that the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies is not yet settled, but I am waiting for the last 
positive answer. As soon as I have this and after concluding some other small matters here, I hope 
to have the pleasure of embracing you on my way. When I know precisely about my departure from 
here, I will enclose a letter for Count Marco3, so that he may arrange everything for Bettina from 
Telgate4. I will see even the other young lady willingly. If you see Count Luca Passi5, tell him that 
so many are the requests for new foundations that I am in need of hundreds of daughters with a 
vocation. Ask him whether he allows me to inform him when I pass from Brescia to return to 
Verona, so that I may greet him. 

You ask me about my health, my dear daughter, and I tell you that I am completely well, 
though I have a cold, because this doctor did not allow me to have some blood drawn when I was in 
need. Today he ordered it, and then everything will be over. Listen to what the doctor says for you 
and for the Companions, regarding Lent. Do me the charity of a novena of seven Hail Marys and 
one Glory for my intentions. I will tell you everything when I come. I embrace all of you 
wholeheartedly and hurriedly. I leave you in theMost Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 10 February 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

 

PS  Elena7 embraces you and sends you a few cardboards. 
 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Electuary of Breda, ancient pharmaceutical compounds (cf. Lett.1493)  
3 Count Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
4 ELISABETTA NESPOLI, born in Telgate in 1811, entered in Verona in 1825, where she was “headmistress of the 

schools” and where she died in 1839. 
5 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
6 This letter is written by Elena Bernardi and signed by Magdalene.  
7 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

16.2.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                            1503 
The Ladies of Milan are not going to make the Spiritual Exercises, hence Magdalene hopes she will be able 
to leave soon. Meanwhile, she asks Terragnoli to see whether there are some other convents on sale, in case 
that of the Campanare is not available. Similarly let her do the same thing in Murano. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you in a special way, my dear daughter, for the concern about my health that you 
show in your dearest letter. Do not get worried because I assure you that I now feel much better, 
though the cough does not leave me alone. It is going away slowly. I am pleased to know that our 
good Giuseppa1 is improving. I assure you that I share with you all your joy for this new grace, 
granted by Our Mary Most Holy. Please greet her and tell her to keep on having faith. 

With regard to our Hospital, I am pleased to know from the report you give me that they are 
careful with the purchase of the building and this is wise. In the meantime, my dear daughter, to 
spare time in case it is impossible to make the present contract, I would like you to get informed 
secretly whether there were some other edifices on sale. I do not see any other one in Venice, but 
you could ask whether there is any in the neighbourhood of Murano, since I would think that some 
are going to be on sale there. Get some information of the convent of Gli Angeli where the church is 
open.   

I am sorry to hear that the excellent Superior of dell’Angelo2 is sick. It is very true that to our 
eyes it would be a real misfortune if she dies. May God’s Holy Will be done always! He knows 
what is the best for us. I will get some prayers said for her. I recommend you to continue giving me 
news about your health, and look after yourself as much as you can. Farewell, my dear daughter. 
Please greet our dear Companions for me. Embracing you wholeheartedly, I leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 16 February 1825 

 

PS  For the building at Murano, you can get some information from dear Micheli3, who must know of a 
Convent, the Church of which I think is a subsidiary of the Parish Church. They were dealing with 
the sale, when I was last in Venice. 
The Ladies are not going to have the Spiritual Exercises here. Therefore I hope I can leave soon and 
I will write to you. 

 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

                                                 
1 Giuseppa Siguardi, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1272, n.9) 
2 The Superior who ran the Institute adjacent to the Church dell’Angelo (II/1, Lett. 652, n.1)  
3 Lady Michieli Bernardo, a benefactress in Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
4 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

22.2.1825    Milan                                                                                                                                           1504 
The departure of Magdalene from Milan is still uncertain. In the meantime, she begs Giuseppa to ask the 
doctor whether the cause of Giuseppa Siguardi not being well may be because of the air of Bergamo. With 
regard to the request of Monsignor Albrizzi to get another member of the Institute, besides Francesconi, for 
the Hospital for Convalescents, Magdalene asks her either to ignore the topic or to anticipate that there will 
not be a positive answer. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You see my dear daughter that I am always in the same situation, that is, I am never certain of 
what I will do. I think that this week I will leave Milan. Today is Tuesday, and I cannot be sure yet. 
If tomorrow I know something quite certain before the mail leaves, I will add it on. My cough is 
coming to an end, and therefore be calm, my dear daughters, for there is nothing more. I warmly 
recommend that you take care of yourselves, so that with the good season, you will get stronger, but 
now take great care. My dear daughter, you may well imagine how great my consolation is on 
hearing that dear Giuseppa1 has recovered. Yet I would like you to consult the surgeon2 Giacomo, 
to know what he thinks about the climate. If this daughter were to suffer because of it, I would send 
another one, whom you do not know, a person whom I consider to be the right choice to exchange 
with her. Kindly reply to me as soon as possible, if you can, so that I may regulate myself. If I do 
not add anything else, the first time you write to me, address your letter to Bergamo. 

With regard to what you write of Don Albrizzi3, you think exactly as I do my dear daughter. I 
have never thought of giving anyone of our companions except Marianna4 for the Hospital for 
Convalescents5. My intention is that Marianna should find some trustworthy person to assist her in 
the beginning, and we have agreed about this. If I had more companions, I would have new 
foundations where to put them. In case he comes back, or the topic arises in a conversation with him 
or with other people, simply say that you think it is impossible that I will give any other subject for 
purposes other than the Institute, for you know that we are so few, and the requests for foundations 
are many. Then, leave the topic alone without showing that I know about it. If they do not speak of 
it any longer, you too do not speak about it at all.  

Today I am writing to Mr. Giacometto Gaspari, since I was finally able to get his loan from 
the Pawnshop6.  

 Convey my greetings to all those who greet me. I thank you for the report you sent me 
regarding the visits to the Hospital. At the first chance, I will send you a roll of ten arms ordered by 
Don Luzzo7.  

I am sure of the prayers of all of you. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Our Mother Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
 

About the business of Baldissera, write to me using a little sheet of paper, as you usually do, 
and use great prudence. I warmly recommend to you Mr. Baldissera’s affair. 

 

                                                 
1 Giuseppa Siguardi, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1272, n.9) 
2 Giacomo Gasperi, a surgeon (Lett. 1434. n.3) 
3 Msgr. Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco, Venice (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
4 Marianna Francesconi, directress of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett.1095, n.6) 
5 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
6 Pawnshop, an office which deals in the credits of the citizens who had lent money to the Mint, that is a kind of 

Public Debt   
7 Don Francesco Luzzo, who began the first Oratory of the Sons of Charity (I, Lett.412, n.4)  
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Milan from Certosa 
22 February 1825 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
8 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

2.3.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                            1505 
After some summary news of local importance and related questions, the most important news is that 
Magdalene asks whether they really have the possibility of applying the Brief for the permission to preserve 
the Blessed Sacrament in their chapel. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You will have received news of me from the gentleman Pedrino and from my letter, my dear 
daughter. I confirm good news about myself as well as the companions, and even of dear Teodora1, 
who is getting better, though slowly. I send you the coffee-grinder for the small house. I beg you 
once more to hand over the Crucifix to the carrier, all the papers or the embroidered bag and do not 
forget to enclose the account of all my errands. 

Next week, if it pleases God, I will leave for Verona. As you can imagine, I still do not know 
anything about the new foundations. This morning I concluded the acceptance of Morali2 who will 
enter on Monday, but for the other young lady the delay is because of the repentant mother and I do 
not know how the thing will turn out. 

I beg you to send the enclosed letter to the Parish Priest3 as soon as possible. I long for news 
about your health and that of all our dear companions, whom I embrace very warmly. Next week, 
before setting out, I will leave you news of me as well as those of the Institute, if I have any. You 
will receive also the handkerchiefs they gave me on the day of our departure. I am looking forward 
to hearing the result of the Brief and whether you have received the grace of having the Lord’s 
company with you. Tell me also how the catechism classes at S. Stefano4 were concluded. Please 
send the carrier to Domenica5 because even this week he cannot stop and I have some things to 
fetch from there. If you cannot write to me send me what you have prepared through the carrier, 
together with the account and above all the Crucifix and the bag. Tell me how your health is. Then 
write to me at length through the ordinary mail, but send it early in the morning on Saturday so that 
I may have your letter on Monday, and may reply to you before leaving. 

I embrace you hurriedly but very warmly together with all the dear Companions and leave all 
of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 2 March 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Giuseppina Morali enters the Institute (cf. Lett. 1463) 
3 Don Bernardino Burocco of S. Giorgio, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
4 The little house 
5 Domenica Faccioli, assistant of the small House of S. Stefano, after the separation of the two Communities (cf. 

Lett. 1475) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

2.3.1825    Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1506 

At last, Magdalene has arrived at Bergamo, from where she will leave for Verona soon. Teodora’s health is 
just fairly good. For the purchase of the building of the Hospital, let them be prudent not to run up against 
painful consequences. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you, my dear daughter, from Bergamo, where I have come comfortably on Saturday 
after lunch. I found that good Teodora1 is improving ever more, but she still needs to take great care 
of herself. All the others are well and greet you cordially. 

If the Lord wills, I am thinking of going to Verona next week. If nothing else happens, one of 
these days two novices have to join us and I mean to take them to the Novitiate in Verona. 

My cough has left me entirely. Address your letter next week to Verona. 
If you see Don Luzzo2 tell him that I have the roll he asked me to get. I will send it over to 

him at the first occasion. 
My dear daughter, I am waiting for the business of our Hospital. In case you see our 

tradesmen, present my respects to them. It is wise that they go slowly but surely about what is to be 
carried out. Let them invest the money in a solid purchase. You have surely started the month of St 
Joseph. I beg all of you to pray for my intentions, since the Institute has great need to bring about 
God’s glory. Hence I am especially in need of prayer. 

With regard to the business of the skylight3 you have never spoken of it any more, and I too 
forgot about it. Tell me whether they have done anything. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 2 March 1825 

 

At this moment I received your dearest letter dated 26 February. 
If the very good Padenghe comes, you can imagine how willingly I will see him. I am 

consoled that the business of the Campanare4 is taking a turn for the good. Take care of yourself 
and give my respects to all those who greet me. I will write to you from Verona. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Don Francesco Luzzo, begins the first oratorio of the Sons of Charity in Venice  
   (I, Lett.412, n.4) 
3 Skylight (cf. Lett. 1454) 
4 The Convent of the Campanare (II/1, Lett. 652, n.4) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

9.3.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1507 
The central theme: Magdalene’s consolation because the purchase of the Convent of the Campanare seems 
feasible. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

If it pleases God I will leave for Verona tomorrow, my dear daughter. You may address your 
letters there. We are getting nearer. You may imagine how I too wish to embrace all of you. 

Our health is quite good, though there some sickly ones. Yesterday I received a novice whom 
I shall take with me to Verona. May God help also the Venetian lady to fulfil her vocation, if it is 
real. Otherwise let them stay at home, because we do not need problems. I do not know, my dear 
daughter, whether I will have the chance to see Mr. Francesco Padenghe with dear lady Teresina1, 
because I would not want us to make mistakes. Anyway, I am consoled with what you have written 
to me, that is, that they think they can make the contract of the Campanare2 safely. If you know 
about it, write to me when the good Capuchin Nuns hope they will be able to go to S. Girolamo3. I 
would like another favour my dear daughter, that you must do quickly. Please ask Mr. Alessandri4 
where Don Palazzi5 is going to preach this year, because I am in need of writing to him. If it is 
easier for you to send Rosa Moderato6 to find out, do it and write to me immediately. With regard to 
the person recommended to Mr. Baldissera, know that my greatest worry is the fear that his greatest 
anxiety is to see himself abandoned. Answer me please, as you did, in a sealed little sheet. I end 
because I have many things to do, but I recommend myself to your prayers. I leave all of you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 9 March (1)825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

Tell me how Margì8 is getting on. 
                                                 

1 Teresina Padenghe, wife of Francesco (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 The Convent of the Campanare (II/1, Lett. 652, n.4) 
3 The Convent of S. Girolamo (cf. lett. 1395) 
4 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
5 Don Giovanni Palazzi, a famous orator in Venice (III/1, Lett. 1300, n.12)   
6 Rosa Moderato, a novice unsuitable for the Institute (III/1, Lett. 1087, n.8) 
7 The Postscript and signature are Magdalene’s. 
8 Maria (Margì) Terzi, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. 558, n.6) 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

11.3.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                        1508 
This is a quick letter about her happy arrival at Verona.  Of the two anticipated postulants, only one who is 
very good has entered.  The Padenghe couple will pass by Milan.  Magdalene asks Domenica to welcome 
them without any inhibition. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write just a few words because not even today is it possible for me to write more.  I am 
suffocated by many things.  For your peace, my trip to Verona was excellent.  I find myself pretty 
well today, I should say really well.  The companions here are well too. Therefore let us thank the 
Lord for everything. 

Of the two novices I had to bring along, I could bring only one, that is, the one from Bergamo. 
Up to now she is behaving very well and promises to succeed.  I recommend her to your prayers.  
Please let me know how the knee of dear Maria1 is, and tell me about the health of all of you.  I 
recommend all of you to be always happy and to run in perfection like giants so that you may be 
pleasing to God. 

I embrace all of you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Know that a certain Venetian lady, Teresa Padenghe, wishes to come to see you with her 

husband2.  When they come, be as gracious with them as you can.  Serve them with coffee.  In 
short, I recommend you to treat them with gentleness. Do not be inhibited in any way because I 
assure you that they are very good and free people.   

 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

Verona 11 March 1825 
 

To Lady  
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 

MILAN 
                                                 

1 Maria Caspani, member of the small Community of  Milan (III/1, Lett.1201, n.1) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, one of the procurators of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ  
[before 11 March 1825]  Verona                                                                                                                       1509 

Magdalene has returned to Verona after eight months. At her arrival she met the Padenghe spouses who 
were about to leave for Bergamo and Milan. She has taken with her the postulant Giuseppina Morali. Before 
arriving at Verona, she found the coach of her brother Bonifacio waiting for her, with the new bride, 
Rosanna Carlotti. Her nephews met her later. She continues with news and various requests. 

V.G.M          My dearest daughter, 

After a very comfortable journey I reached Verona at about six o’clock in the evening, where 
I found all the dear Companions in good health. You can imagine how many things they did out of 
happiness, after the eight months that I had been away. Beppina Morali1gradually settled down 
during the journey so that she became very jovial. She ate very well and slept the whole night. From 
the time I know her, I have never seen her so cheerful. Last night I think she was slightly lost for the 
reason that on entering this convent in the evening, one finds it rather dark. Her Angel is Cattina 
Carminati2, who told me that she likes the Convent very much, but she cannot say anything of the 
rest yet. In fact, she is right. During my journey, I found her full of common sense. As for the rest, 
may the Lord bless her! However, I place my hope in Mary Most Holy to obtain for her the grace to 
succeed well. 

My brother3, with my new sister-in-law4 and my nephew5, came to meet me, a mile outside 
the gates. I confess that I was bewildered at first, and did not know what to say because of the 
memories of my Checchina6. They followed me with their carriage till S. Giuseppe7 and there I was 
able to welcome this good damsel, trying to do all I possibly could. 

I assure you that the fruit of prayer is seen here.  She too is an angel who preserves the family 
union and peace and is of an admirable conduct. Even the boys had come to meet me, but having 
come too early, and not seeing me, they went back and came instead after Benediction. 

To tell you then all the visits I had the pleasure of, as soon as I arrived, I will say that one of 
them was the dear lady Teresina Padenghe with her very good husband Francesco8. They were here 
when I arrived. Perhaps they will be in Bergamo now. If they are not there yet, they will arrive 
within a day or two. Try to hear from them in what condition the affair of the hospital9 is. Since I 
was fairly busy and it was late, I did not think of sending you the copy of the Brief with this 
occasion, as we had agreed, just because it would have taken a long time to get it copied. If they 
come, it is unnecessary for me to tell you to be very kind to them, since I am sure that you will do it. 
Do me a favour, if you can, put that little basket with the Baby Jesus surrounded by flowers, in a 
little box. Give it to lady Teresina and beg her to bring it to me on her return. I wish to hear good 
news of all of you and especially the news of dear Teodora10. In Brescia we met the two teachers 
from Manerbio. We have handed over the money to Maddalena. I saw the young lady from 
Telgate11with her mother at the house of the Counts Passi12 and we agreed that she will enter this 

                                                 
1 The new postulant. 
2 Cattina Carminati, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 
3 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
4 Rosanna Carlotti, second wife of Bonifacio (I, Lett. 355, n.1) 
5 Luigi, the future Cardinal Canossa, Magdalene’s nephew (I, Lett. 363) 
6 Francesca Castiglioni, the first wife of Marquis Bonifacio (I, Lett. 351, n.1) 
7 The Convent of Verona 
8 Francesco Padenghe and his wife Teresina, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
9 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett.891) 
10 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
11 Elisabetta Nespoli, postulant (II/2, Lett. 1502, n.4)  
12 Counts Passi, Don Marco and Don Luca (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
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May, on my return. Know that there is a mistake regarding that daughter, of 5000 liras. You 
thought it was the other one from Telgate, and Count Luca informed me that he has told you that 
this one, if I am not mistaken, is from Osniago13. We agreed that for the time being this young lady 
will come to see you. Please examine her vocation and her health, well, as much as you can. Do not 
be afraid of this, but entrust yourself to Mary Most Holy and She will teach you. 

On my return, we will conclude even this. You could take this chance of the visit of Mr. 
Padenghe to give news of yourself to your sister and your mother, though you have written to them 
by mail, seeing that the letters get lost. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. Convey my respects to 
Don Giovanni14.  

I beg you to send someone to the post office. In case there are some letters of mine, please 
dispatch them to me, enclosing them in another envelope. If lady Teresina wishes to stop for a few 
hours with you, till her husband carries out his affairs, do not make any difficulty to keep her. In 
fact, show her all your hospitality, since they are our benefactors, and the founders of the Hospital15. 

I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. When you get the bag, please attach a 
golden fringe to it with your usual neatness. As soon as you write to me about this, I will send the 
letter. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 

 

I recommend Ursula17, the Lutheran to you. If I had remembered, I would have sent her some 
money. Give her the 12 napoleons of our Lucia18. I will send them to you at the first chance. Do not 
let her perish and give them to her as you think best, to pay the rent and for her daily expenses. 

 

(Seal of departure) VERONA 
(Seal of arrival)  BERGAMO March 1825 

To Lady 
To Lady Rosa Dabalà 
Daughter of Charity 
In Rocchetta 
Convent S. Croce 

BERGAMO
                                                 

13 Osniago stands for Osnago, in the province of Como. 
14 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of the House in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1)  
15 Francesco Padenghe procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
17 Orsola, the Lutheran lady who was converted to Catholicism (cf. Lett. 1442) 
18 Lucia Prada from Ponte S. Pietro, who died in 1841 
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TO  ELENA  BERNARDI 

13.3.1825   Verona                                                                                     1510 
The Padenghe couple is passing through Milan. Magdalene recommends Elena as well as Faccioli to 
welcome them warmly. Then she gives her some tasks, the most important of which is to send her the copy of 
the papers of the foundation of Milan. 

V.G.M               My dearest daughter,    

After a very comfortable journey I reached Verona last evening at about six o’clock, where I 
found all the dear Companions in good health and happy at my arrival. The journey proved useful to 
me as usual, and now I feel really well. My dear daughter, when I arrived here I met the good lady 
Teresina Padenghe with her husband1. This morning they are coming to Bergamo. Then they will 
go to Milan and will come to visit you. I recommend you to give them every attention. First of all, 
serve them with coffee. Then, lady Teresina would like you to give her someone as a companion to 
go out shopping. See for yourself who can be suitable to accompany her. Since Rachele Brichi2 is 
very knowledgeable and even expert, perhaps she may be the right person. 

This morning your brother3 came to visit me. He is very well. He is always good and wants to 
bring even your sister-in-law here. From what I heard he is setting on his own business well.  

Cristina4 started this letter, but I get another secretary, since this evening she feels some pain 
in her nerves. I think this is due to the cold especially of the other day, because we left with the 
snow. With regard to the Papers she tells me that you have a note written by you about Papers we 
do not have. Therefore, you can get them copied, a little at a time. I am especially concerned about 
the minutes of the formal establishment. If you have already done it, do me a favour of sending it to 
me when lady Teresina returns. Please, add on a separate paper only the list of all the other Papers 
sent to us recently by the Government, together with the minutes. 

Be kind enough to continue giving me news regarding the good Marquis Casati5. Kindly, look 
inside the drawer, of the little table, in the marble room6, where I was writing. There you will find 
that small container7 of paper or silver talcum with the sugared pink almonds you gave me, and 
send it to me through lady Teresa. You might have written to me to Bergamo, but I will answer you 
within eight days, because they will send me your letters from Bergamo. If you get letters addressed 
to me, in case you cannot write to me, put them in another envelope and when it is the day of the 
ordinary mail, either on Wednesday or Saturday, address them to me and dispatch them. I am in 
need of another small favour, but with intelligence. There is a person I would like to serve very 
much. He would like to know to whom he has to present the appeal of some Bishop who has asked 
the Lombard Government for permission to have Missions preached in his Diocese, that is, to which 
Department or Ministry he has to appeal. 

 My dear daughter, see with how many types of writing I make up this letter today, since even 
the second secretary had to leave me to go to church with the girls. Do me another favour by 
handing over to lady Padenghe the authentication of the relic of the Most Holy Mary that 

                                                 
1 Teresa and Francesco Padenghe ( I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 One of the future teachers for the countryside 
3 Tommaso Bernardi, brother of Elena Bernardi ( III/1, Lett. 982, n. 4)  
4 Cristina Pilotti in Verona with Magdalene ( I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
5 Marquis Francesco Casati benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n.1)  
6 The MARBLE ROOM: Even today the old hall on the first floor of the house in Via della Chiusa bears that name, 

because of the walls and especially the skirting board which is an imitation of marble. Sometimes it is even 
referred to as the Golden Room because of its golden finishings.  

7 A little container of sugared almonds 
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Monsignor of Massa8 gave me. I embrace you very heartily. Give my regards to the Parish Priest9. I 
leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 13 March 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

(Seal of departure) Verona 
 

(Seal of arrival) Milan March 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity  
San Michele alla Chiusa 
To the Certosa 

MILAN 
                                                 

8 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
9 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 1) 
10 It is a letter written by three secretaries and signed by Magdalene  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

13.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1511 
Magdalene gives news about the journey to Milan of the Padenghe spouses and also that all the obstacles 
regarding the Hospital for Convalescents are going to be smoothened out. With regard to her going to 
Venice for the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, she offers a double solution, leaving the choice to Giuseppa 
and to the Companions: either that she comes there for a very short while, or sends a substitute so that by 
postponing her arrival she may be able to stay there for a longer time. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

After a very comfortable journey, I reached Verona at about six o’clock last evening and 
found these dear Companions in good health. They were all happy at my arrival. The journey did 
me some good as usual, and I am fairly well. 

Imagine, my dear daughter, that the very moment I came down from the carriage, I found our 
very good ladyTeresina Padenghe with her husband Francesco1 here to see me. They were to go to 
Bergamo this morning. Though we spoke to one another, I think they left this morning. But we 
agreed that, on their return, we will speak to one another at length, even about our dear Hospital. 

I was very consoled to hear how it pleased the good Lord to bless the work of these very pious 
dealers, in such an extraordinary manner. We cannot deny that it was so by God’s special blessing. I 
will know everything better later, on Francesco’s return.  

Now we are closer, my dear daughter. I understand your desire to see me again, and you can 
imagine that mine too is to embrace all of you and to do the little I can to serve this House of ours. 
Yet I must confess to you that in spite of these desires of mine, I shall have to ask you and the dear 
Companions to make your decision on this matter. 

The Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies of Milan could not be arranged in Lent. They wanted to 
make them during the novena of Pentecost, but I opposed this because of the commitment I 
undertook with our Venetian Ladies last year. Then, they arranged the time and decided to make 
them immediately after the Feast of Corpus Domini, the first day being on the Feast of the Sacred 
Heart. Consequently you see that I have come here after an absence of eight months. I assure you 
that I have an enormous need for your prayers, since I am surrounded on all sides by difficulties and 
business. So after some weeks, since I cannot but stop here, I will come to Venice. If I come now I 
can stay just for a short time. If this does not suit you now, I could send you Beatrice with some 
other, around the Feast of the Ascension, to assist in the Spiritual Exercises. Then I would return 
here. Instead, if I would try to come towards winter I could stop for as long as I can. 

In case you are content with a short stay, I hope to be able to come just a little before 
Beatrice2, and you can be sure that I will use the little strength I have, for you. I recommend myself 
once more to the prayers of all. All of you please make a novena to the Most Holy Mary of 
Sorrows, which begins on Wednesday, and ask the girls to make it for my intentions. I will tell you 
everything orally. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

[Verona] 13 March 825 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 
                                                 

1 The Padenghe spouses, Francesco and Teresa (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  
2 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
3 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

15.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1512 

Magdalene has forgotten to give news about a certain girl.  She lets the Sisters know that she is so 
overwhelmed with work that she does not even know whether her head is still attached to her neck.  She asks 
them not to worry about not getting news from her.  She will soon arrive also in Milan. 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

I thank you for what you have sent to the Superior of Bergamo for me.  I shall ask the same 
Superior to reimburse you.  Since I have a chance for Milan I take this opportunity to send to the 
same Superior of Bergamo a letter, that is, a very small parcel I am very concerned about.  You will 
find it enclosed herein.  I beg you to send it to her as soon as possible by the courier.  If the latter 
does not come to your place, please ask the coadjutor, Don Massimiliano1 in which hotel he stays, 
so that you could go and speak with him. 

I am very glad that your little Catechism Class goes on well and that the dear companions are 
so zealous in running it.  This indeed gives me comfort.  You will see that Mary Most Holy will 
bless everything more and more. What I have at heart is that you take care of your health and that 
you do all that is necessary to maintain it.  I would not like the idea that in the very first year of your 
Superiorship you should fall ill.   

You were surprised that I did not write about the girl Aurelia.  You do not know that I have so 
many things to keep in mind that I can hardly remember whether my head is still attached to my 
neck. When the Parish Priest2 agrees, just receive her. I will ask dear Angelina3 whether she has the 
examinations you want to have, but I am afraid that she keeps no written records. 

You made me laugh when I heard that you feel my absence so much.  Time is a gentleman.  
Soon, it will pass by. Therefore, be at peace even about this, because we shall see each other when 
the Spiritual Exercises take place. When I return after visiting Venice, where I shall get the book of 
Zucconi4, I shall bring it to you.  My health is good, so are all the Companions here.  About the 
courier, you already understand, get information from Don Massimiliano as to where the courier 
from Bergamo stays. I think he stops at Cappello5. By Wednesday, tell him that you want to talk to 
him. I am afraid that, since I am neither in Bergamo nor in Milan, the courier will not come any 
more.  So, when he comes, just give him only the packet containing important Papers. 

I entrust all of you to the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I embrace all of you with my whole heart 
and beg you to recommend me to Mary Most Holy. I leave you in Her Most Holy Heart. 

Cristina6 sends all of you her very special embrace and thanks you for all that you have sent 
her. 

   I am, my dearest daughter  
Verona 15 March 1825 

your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 Don MASSIMILIANO PORRI, Coadutor Curate of the Parish of S. Stefano  
    (cf. Milano Sacro 1825) 
2 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of the Parish of S. Stefano at Milan (Lett. 1451, n.6) 
3 Angela Bragato, Mother Mistress of the novices at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
4 FERDINANDO ZUCCONI, Jesuit (1647-1732), Lezioni sacre sopra la Divina Scrittura, vol. 5, Venice 1719-

1729. 
5 AL CAPELLO, the hotel at the post office, where the horses were changed. 
6 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene at Verona  
7 The letter is written by two secretaries, the second of which is Cristina Pilotti. It is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

20.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1513 
Teodora Roggia’s health is a worrying problem for Magdalene, but she solicits her to trust only in the will of 
the Lord. Then she gives Rosa some guidance regarding her behaviour as a Superior so that her community 
may continually aim at its sanctification. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have to answer a letter of yours and a short note, my dearest daughter. From your first letter 
I understood that you were very happy about the running of the house. In your last letter instead, 
you seem to be sad because of our dear Teodora1’s health. My dear daughter, be courageous and let 
us be attentive only to do the Divine Will. For the rest, to tell you frankly, I want to assure you 
about all I told you, that is, that the good running of the house usually depends on the formation we 
Superiors give to our Companions. Dear Rosa, do not tell me that you are not capable, because this 
is not true at all. You are most able to do it. Trust in God. I know that He gives you the light and the 
assistance you need. Treat everyone equally, for you are gentle by nature, though you do not believe 
me. 

Because of your shyness, do not ever show yourself serious, cold or indifferent. Let go rather, 
of some exterior behaviour or some work not so well done. Let others relieve you and help you, 
even if they do not do it as well as you. Cultivate the spirit of all the Companions, and you too will 
become a saint because the sanctification of the Superiors consists in taking the form of each 
temperament, dying to our own self in order to keep all the Companions contented, steady in the 
service of God and in helping them all to advance on the road to sanctity. See what a good 
preaching I have given to you, without asking for alms2, but only for the love I bear for you, and 
also for the love I bear for this House. 

I am pleased to know that you have seen the good lady Teresina3. I fear that you have 
forgotten even the leaves and the paper for Cristina4 because you do not say anything about them. In 
case you have any chance, by recommending yourself to lady Carminati, the mother of our Cattina5, 
prepare the Baby Jesus and all the rest, and send it all to me. As for dear Teodora, you will see that 
it will not be anything new. Now we have the feast of Mary Most Holy. Let us entrust ourselves to 
Her. I confess to you that my fear is that the Lord may want Teodora very well on His Father’s side, 
and He does not allow that she may be well in order to prepare us for this. Well, we shall see. When 
the feasts are over, try to arrange the trip to Cararavaggio6 so that we can attempt everything. I will 
speak about this another time. 

When you have the fringe, prepare the bag and the relic, but do not send it until I send you 
another letter for Don Giovanni7. At the same time I will write to you too to send this letter with the 
bag because you have to put it in a special case when you dispatch it. 

If his aunt has died please inform me. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. My health is 
good, but I begin to feel the need of blood. Give my respects particularly to Don Giovanni. 

Cristina embraces you warmly and everybody does it together with me. 
                                                 

1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Today you may laugh at this, but even until the middle of the XX Century it was the preacher’s custom to stop to 

relax for a while and ask the faithful to be generous in giving alms. It was a usual way to ask for help for the needs 
of the Church (4th precept) 

3 Teresa Padenghe, the wife of Francesco, Magdalene’s procurator (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  
4 Cristina Pilotti with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
5 Caterina Carminati, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 
6 Read: ‘Caravaggio’. It is a spelling mistake. 
7 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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We are expecting His Majesty8 here on the 15th, but he does not seem to be passing through 
Brescia. On the 20th he will be in Mantua. Then, on his way to Milan, he will go at once to 
Cremona. Hence, you will see that I will be in Bergamo to do the honours for the house. Please 
assist me with your prayers because I am in great need. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

 

[Verona], S. Giuseppe, 20 March 1825 
 

Your most affectionate Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity9 

                                                 
8 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
9 This is a letter written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.   
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

20.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1514 
Magdalene and the Companions have chosen that she should go to Venice, even if only for a short visit. With 
regard to the postulants she reminds that if they do not have the necessary dowry, the Institute cannot 
receive them because it cannot maintain them. 

My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dearest letter my dear daughter and already knowing the goodness of all of 
you, I was expecting what you have written to me, that to see me, you would be pleased with even a 
short time. Believe me that I too wish so much to see all of you again and to embrace you. Now that 
we have agreed, we will see each other, as soon as I can. Please listen to what always comes to my 
mind regarding the postulants about whom you speak. I would not wish that these were Vianello 
and Lenobria, good but without a penny. We have plenty of such candidates everywhere. But I 
would like to see you even without any postulants. Leisurely ask our Ladies about the Spiritual 
Exercises, since I have prevented the Ladies of Milan from making them during the novena of 
Pentecost so that I may serve the Ladies of Venice. I repeat leisurely, because in these holy days it 
is wise to let them pray. 

My health is good enough. Embracing all of you hurriedly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. I am waiting for the return of the Padenghe1 spouses this week, and through them you will 
get news of me. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 20 March 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 

                                                 
1 Francesco and Teresa Padenghe (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

24.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1515 
The relationship with the new Parish Priest of S. Stefano is building up serenely.  Magdalene tells the Sisters 
that when we seek God alone and the good of souls, everything ends up smoothly.  She also gives news of the 
house which is of no particular relevance. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

In reading your letter I am very consoled about the good news that God is blessing the small 
house1 and my little flock ever more and more.  Regarding your fast, just obey the Parish Priest and 
have no scruples.  It seems to me impossible for you to fast three times a week during Lent. 

I am very pleased to hear how gracious the Parish Priest2 of S. Stefano is.  You will see that 
doing as I have always recommended you, that is, serving the Lord, seeking God alone and the good 
of the souls without caring to please the people of the world, and always dealing with respect and 
deference with the Ministers of the Lord, especially with the Parish Priests and Superiors, He will 
straighten out everything.  However, it is better to stay apart from everything and everybody. 

I hear that the same Parish Priest of S. Stefano would like you to receive the Polti3 girls on 
Sunday.  I recommend to you, my dear daughter, to form them according to the regulations. They 
should not keep talking to the others, because you know that especially the second girl has the air of 
Montebaldo4” and I hope she will not affect the others. Treat them with kindness, guide them 
according to what the Parish Priest and you think is right for them.  After all, what is asked for is for 
their good and ours too.  I am also very pleased with the decision of Mr. Paletta concerning our two 
good Companions. 

When I was last at Bergamo, I asked one of the best doctors to examine Magdalene’s knee.  
He has the same opinion of Paletta who stands for not doing anything.  I am at peace with both.  To 
tell you the truth, we Daughters of Charity, are full of hypocrisy. We give people to understand that 
we kneel for long hours of prayer, yet often we do not have time even to attend Mass, on account of 
our girls.  

Regarding the two girls you have taken in for the school, I trust in whatever the ecclesiastical 
Superior decides.  Only, I recommend in general, that you do not crowd the school, because then it 
will be impossible to teach them how to work well.  If the women do not work and do not know 
how to do it well, they may not be lost in one way, but they are ruined in another.   

Regarding the degrees of having a right intention, certainly you will not find the degrees of 
right intention with this name in Rodriguez5.  Look in the first volume where the examinations of 
conscience are mentioned.  There you will find the steps for doing everything for God.  These are 
the steps for a right intention. 

All the Companions here are quite well, myself included. But I feel that I need some blood to 
be drawn from me.  Give my respects to our Parish Priest. 

Please recommend me to Mary Most Holy as I need it.  Our novice is still very confused. 
Entrust her to Mary Our Mother. 

I leave all of you in Her most Holy Heart and embrace you with much affection.   
My best wishes to my dear friends Visconti6 and Durini7. 

                                                 
1 The little house at S. Stefano (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
2 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of S. Stefano at Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
3 POLTI, some vicacious little girls who used to come to the Sunday oratory. 
4 Humour and vivacity 
5 ALFONSO RODRIGUEZ (1538-1616) the Spanish Jesuit, a spiritual writer. Magdalene cites the author for his 

book “ The Exercise of Perfection and the Christian Virtues”   which has been translated into many languages and 
is one of the more famous books on asceticism. 

6 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374)  
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Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

March 24, 1825, Verona 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity  
Santo Stefano Parish 
Contrada della Signora n. 72 
                                      MILAN 

                                                                                                                                                   
7 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend ( I, Lett. 2) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

26.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1516 

Magdalene was not informed whether the packet of documents has arrived.  She enquires about it with a bit 
of concern and says that, when she asks for a similar kind of favour, she would like Faccioli to send her a 
reply. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

This time, I must write to you due to my forgetfulness. Recently, when I had written, I wanted 
to ask you something very much needed and then I forgot about it. 

I would like to know whether with the letter I sent you some days ago, you have got also the 
packet addressed to the good Superior of Bergamo1. I sent it to you through Mr. Giuseppe Caccia.2   

In that letter, I told you to inquire of the Coadjutor to tell you where you could call on the 
courier from Bergamo to come to you and to hand over to him the packet which contains some 
important documents.  I do not know how things went as I have no reply about receiving it neither 
from you, nor from Rosa, the Superior of Bergamo. Today I am writing about the same matter to 
her too, as I hope to get some information about it as soon as possible. As you know, my dear 
daughter, knowing that you love to do favours for me, I give you orders and ask for services. 
However, I would also like you to let me know how things have ended, after doing me the favour.  
By getting news from you, I spare dear Elena3 from many things.  She has such a load of work that 
many times she forgets to reply to what I have written to her. 

If you have not received anything yet, please find out from Caccia.  In any case, reply to me 
about this. I will write to Bergamo to send us the courier.  Know that I have a lot to do and I cannot 
write further. At the beginning of Holy Week I will have a special need for prayer.  Therefore, I 
entrust myself to the prayers of my little flock. 

My health is quite good.  Everybody here is pleased about how I am keeping.  So be 
comforted. 

I embrace all of you with much affection and entrust you to the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 
You most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 
 

26 March 1825, Verona, S. Giuseppe 
                                                 

1 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo house (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
2 Caccia, the father of two novices (Lett.  1610, n.5,6) 
3 Elena Bernardi, Superior in the House of Milan ( I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

26.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1517 
Family news, passed on by the Padenghe spouses. 

Seal all the letters 
V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

I prepare…I could write only these words before the arrival of the very good Mr. Padenghe 
and his dear wife Teresina1. I think they will leave for Venice tomorrow, early in the morning. I 
assure you that our news is good, my dear daughter, and they too, will be able to say that we are all 
well. Well, there is no doubt that there are always some little indispositions; that is obvious. 

Together with some letters, you will find one for good Mr. Giuseppe2 and another for Mr. 
Giacometto3, who was with Alessandri. There is also a sum of money for him, which makes quite a 
big show, but has little value. Please hand over the letters to them and give the money to Mr. 
Giacometto. 

Two or three days ago your mother came here and I greeted her on your behalf. She is very 
well and is very pleased with her situation. I spoke to Mr. Padenghe about our dear Hospital. He is 
overwhelmed with work. He told me that he is certain that the Lord will see to the payment of the 
rest. We spoke about young girls in danger. When he heard my opinion that I would like to keep 
them separated, he seemed to be convinced at once. 

My dear daughter, I felt like laughing when I heard what Mr.  Francesco is saying that I have 
already guessed about our postulants who have no money. I do laugh and have no doubt that, if God 
wants them, He will provide for them.    

I live assured of your prayers. I too, though miserable will not omit to pray for you. 
Besides the bandage, which you will hand over to Don Luzzo4, you will find two little letters: 

one for my Betta5 and the other for dear Maria6. Seal them, let them dry and hand them over to 
them. I would have written to somebody else, but I lack the time. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. Among other things remember especially a very 
important business which was recommended to me. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Verona, 26 March 1825 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 The spouses Francesco and Teresa Padenghe (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 The surgeon Gaspari Giacomo (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
4 Don Francesco Luzzo, begins the first oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
5 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 Maria Terzi, (II/1, Lett. 558, n.6) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

30.3.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1518 
Since there was a mistake regarding the Brief allowing the presence of the Blessed Sacrament in their 
chapel, Magdalene begs E. Bernardi to go back to the Curia to have a second rescript and not to forget the 
little house of S. Stefano too. Besides, Magdalene reminds her to send the Book of the Rules she had copied 
but which had been left behind in Milan. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I wanted to wait until Saturday to write to you, my dear daughter, but the day before yesterday 
I received your dear letter, where you inform me about the mistake regarding the Brief. A thought 
came to my mind, whether they had not done it by accident. 

This is the matter: since you have necessarily to appeal again to the Curia in order to have a 
rescript in accordance with the second Brief, at this time, try not to forget the licence necessary for 
the little house of S. Stefano1 as well, so that I may not have to disturb you once more for the other 
House. I think the devil defends itself much more because we do not have the Lord’s presence. A 
good sign! 

Although I am sorry about the fact that the good Marquis Casati2 is facing some unpleasant 
things on account of new troubles arising for us, I am very pleased to know that he has recovered 
well, and is in a condition that he can favour us. 

My dear daughter, in my last visits to Milan, you gave me various gifts, but many of them still 
remain with you, like before. That does not matter. I will take them, when I come again. In the 
meantime, you would do me a favour, if you could send me one, that is, the Book of the Rules of 
which you had a copy made for me. See if you get any chance to send it directly to Verona, 
otherwise send it to Bergamo as soon as you can. 

Since the Counts Passi3 will soon leave from there to come here, we could arrange that it may 
arrive in time so that they can bring it to me. I play my role in forgetting things, but even Cristina4 
is slightly involved in this. To tell you the truth, we do not do justice to your gifts. I wish you and 
the other Companions all the blessings of the Lord, in the coming Holy Feasts, and may the Lord 
make you all holy. 

My special regards to the Parish Priest5. Do not forget to write to me whether you have 
received the letter for the Parish Priest I sent to you from Bergamo the day before my departure and 
whether you have handed it to him. I will write to my friend Durini6 today. If you have the chance 
of seeing her, ask her deftly whether she has received this letter of mine, because to tell you the 
truth, I am not at peace with these post offices. Convey my respects also to Abbot Pollidori7.  

I embrace all of you heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 30 March 1825  
your most affectionate Mother,   

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
                                                 

1 The little house of S. Stefano in Via della Signora ( I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
2 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 
3 The family of the Counts Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1)  
4 Cristina Pilotti with Magdalene are in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
5 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
6 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 
7 Abbot Polidori, tutor of the Mellerio house. (I, Lett. 388, n.1) 
8 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

2.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1519 
The convent of Burano, at which Magdalene was aiming, has been put for auction. She would like to know 
who bought it. With regard to the choice of a preacher for the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies of Venice, 
Magdalene would not know which priest to choose, because the two who have been proposed, are both very 
good. 

V.G.M     My dearest daughter, 

From your dearest letter I read with pleasure, my dear daughter, how the Padenghe1 spouses 
have returned home happily. I thank you for having distributed the letters and other things, to those 
they were addressed to. 

I would like to know, by whom the building on sale at the auction in Burano has been bought. 
At your first meeting with Mr.  Alessandri2, please ask him about it, but do not go there on purpose. 
It is enough if you get some information the next time he comes to you. Later, write to me exactly 
what he tells you. 

I have told our Perina3 that her mother wishes to receive a few lines from her. Though she 
replied to me that she would like to be considered as one dead by all her relatives, she told me that 
she will write to her mother as soon as possible. But in the meantime, it is wise to let these days of 
the oils pass since, being as stout as a whale, she has to fast and abstain, without having other 
worries. If in the meantime, you have the chance to talk to her mother about her, give her good 
news about her daughter and greet her especially for me. 

With regard to what you ask me about the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies, since they want 
to know my opinion regarding the two proposed preachers, know that I think highly of both of 
them: I have a great veneration for Don Barbarone4, for I was told that he is a worthy and very 
good orator; while Don Leonardi5 is a gifted orator too and highly spiritual. I have no preference 
for either of them. I send this present letter hastily to be posted. I wish everyone a happy 
Hallelujah. I embrace you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and leave you there. 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 2 April 
 

 Metilde6, the Superior, will reply to you another time. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
                                                 

1 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 Pierina Moro, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett.981, n.7)  
4 Don Lorenzo Barbaro, collaborator in the Parish Church of S. Nicola dei Tolentini (cf. Lett. 1470) 
5 Don Leonardo Leonardi, tutor of Carlino Canossa (I, Lett. 147, n.6) 
6 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

2.4.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                            1520 
Elena Bernardi received the double rescript from the Curia for both houses. Magdalene says that for the 
little house she only wanted to ask for it. She did not intend to use it at once to have the Blessed Sacrament in 
the chapel or to have the Holy Mass celebrated. Nevertheless, since the double faculty has come on the feast 
of Our Lady of Sorrows, the gift is even more precious. Elena should ask the Parish Priest to clarify a doubt 
arising in Magdalene, for she may perhaps interpret the text of the Decree in an inaccurate way. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Our Briefs or Rescripts are a reason for writing more often to each other, my dear daughter. 
You will say that I am putting forward objections, but this time I do so precisely because I do not 
understand Latin and do not know how to interpret it. 

First of all I am really happy to know that the Lord1 is with you. I did not mean to put Him 
now in the little House2, but to have the faculty of keeping Him, and likewise to have the Holy 
Mass  celebrated, but not just now. Notice, my dear daughter, and make all the other Companions 
notice, in my name, that the Decree of His Eminence the Archbishop3 was issued on the 26th. This 
year, in the universal Church, according to the Roman Rite, it is held as the Feast of Our Lady of 
Sorrows, so that all may see from which hands the gift has come. Let us now come to my remarks 
due to my mischievous intelligence. It seems to me that the words of the Decree “Concedimus, non 
tamen ultra decennium, ut peracta sacerdotali peccatorum suorum Confessione, Sacram 
Communionem de manu in dicta Ecclesia vel Oratorio celebrantis ipsa sumere libere ac licite 
possint et valeant” are to be translated that we do not have other permissions to receive communion 
ourselves unless from the celebrant’s hands, not only we, but even the Ladies and the teachers from 
the countryside. We had this licence for us even before the arch-episcopal Rescript. If this is so, 
perhaps I could be mistaken, in case a person seriously infirm would need the Holy Viaticum, we 
will have to appeal to the Parish, if the time is after the Holy Mass. I submit this doubt of mine to 
the Parish Priest4 so that he may give me an answer to see if my interpretation is wrong. 

My dear daughter, I must say that I have been incapable of explaining myself correctly, when 
writing to Domenica5. At present I do not even dream either to go to Venice or have the least reason 
for hastening my parting except for the affection and desire of the dear Companions. The hospital 
business goes on very well. It is enough that the house will be free in September. For the present I 
am enjoying Verona. My health is good, I only need some blood. 

I end because it is Holy Saturday. Please recommend me to the Lord. Embrace all the dear 
Companions for me. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 2 April 18246  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1 To have the Blessed Sacrament in the Tabernacle 
2 The House at S. Stefano (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
3 Card. Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishopo of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
5 Domenica Saltarini, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
6 The date is wrong because it is obviously 1825. She spoke of the Rescript in the letter dated 30 March 1825 (cf. 

Lett.1517) 
7 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

7.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                               1521 

Magdalene asks Faccioli to send her a reply any time she gives her a commission to be carried out.  This is 
not because she distrusts her.  To assure her of her trust, she immediately entrusts her with another packet of 
documents which she sends her, through secure ways.   

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I received your very dear letter and I am positively sure that you are very concerned and exact 
in doing me favours. I only meant to tell you that you should inform me as soon as you have done 
me a favour and should do so on all the other occasions.  That you may believe that I trust in your 
exactitude, I hereby give you another commission.  Together with my letter, I have enclosed a 
packet addressed to the Parish Priest of San Giorgio1.  So that it may be done securely, as soon as 
you get it please tell the portress, Luigia’s mother, to take it herself to the said Parish Priest. Please 
give her something on my behalf. I need you to assure me soon about it. I am very keen that he gets 
the packet which contains important documents. I will write you a longer letter another time.  I had 
my blood drawn today, which is just my usual need. 

 

I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 

7 April 1825, Verona 
 
To Lady  
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Stefano  

MILAN 
                                                 

1 Don Bernardino Burocco,  Parish Priest of S. Giorgio, Superior and confessor of the Daughters of Charity in Milan 
(II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

9.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1522 
Magdalene has come to know of an empirical treatment a certain priest teaches to cure incurable diseases. 
Perhaps it would be useful for Adeodata Mazzi “to change her blood”. If the person concerned accepts it, let 
her have it. There is a possibility of the Emperor’s visit to the House of Bergamo, but since it will not take 
place immediately, Rosa should be at peace because Magdalene will be there to do the honours of the house. 
In the meantime, she should get some repairs done and then, when it is the time, the house should be swept 
very well. Poor, but clean; the Sovereign likes this. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,     

With the chance I had the day before yesterday, through which I sent the money for the many 
letters you had to write, I was not able to write you a long letter my dear daughter. Therefore I 
could not even tell you the remedy for dear Deodata1. Some days ago a few ladies from Lugagnano2 
came to visit me. They were her acquaintances. They told me that there is a priest here who teaches 
how to cure some incurable diseases. Among other remedies they told me, this good Religious 
teaches how to change the blood. This device, I think, would do some good to our Deodata and I 
now tell you exactly how to go about it. Take an ounce of bitter chocolate and put it into two cups 
of water. Boil it until you get only one cup. This cup of water is taken on an empty stomach. After 
an hour have an egg, freshly laid or only warmed up at the fire, but neither boiled nor cold. Let 
another hour go by. Then take another egg which must be warm. After another hour, a third egg is 
taken. In case the person needs a light breakfast, she can have it. This treatment has to be done for 
40 consecutive days in this season. Then, for 40 days you follow the same procedure in autumn and 
for another 40 days in the coming spring. 

This remedy was experienced to be efficacious for the changing of blood. I am convinced of 
this treatment. Hence if Deodata wants to, she may start it.  All the phlegm will be ejected and later 
I think she will have a very sweet and good blood. 

Let us now consider the news about the Sovereign3. Here we expect his Majesty on the 27th.  
He will stop here for three days. Then they say that he will leave for Mantua. Later he will go to 
Cremona and from there to Milan. 

I tell you this, my dear daughter, so that you may be at peace. When his Majesty comes to 
Bergamo, I will be there to make the honours of the house. In the meantime, get some minor repairs 
done, but before that, let the cold season pass. Therefore, towards the end of this month, either on 
the 26th, or on the 28th, see that the very beautiful glass door with paper designs, located between 
the refectory and the kitchen, and leading to the staircase to my room, is removed. Ask the 
carpenter to fill in the holes which will remain after taking away the frame. Then, it is enough that 
the whole place is clean. 

Our Sovereign likes simple and poor things, When he is about to come here, we too shall 
remove all the cobwebs, because our house should be poor, but clean; and you will do the same. 

My health is fairly good. Through Count Passi4 you will come to know that I have had some 
blood drawn from me. Since I have delayed too much, at the very first moment I did not find that 
usual momentary relief and had to take care of myself a bit more. Today, I feel better and my cough 
has nearly disappeared. Hence I hope to be very well. 

You will receive from Count Passi the paper of the decimals and a packet for Don Giovanni5 
to be dispatched to him together with the box for the relic. At that moment, if this letter arrives in 

                                                 
1 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 
2 Lugagnano Val d’Arda, centre in the Province of Piacenza. 
3 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 

4 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
5 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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time, you can add a few lines to the packet, because it will be easier for him to answer. Therefore, 
address it to Mr. Verdari6. Otherwise, with my name only, take my letter to my family. They are 
going for some days to the countryside. I tell you this only because I need to have a quick reply. To 
make your writing easier, I am adding a draft. 

 
“Very reverend Don Giovanni, by a private occasion I have received from our Marchioness 

the packet I have the honour to send to you. At the same time, it seems to me a wise thing, if your 
Most Illustrious and Reverend Lordship has the chance to send some reply to the Marchioness 
herself, to inform you that while writing you add these words in your address: “Addressed to 
Verdari at Porta de’ Borsari”. This is because the Marchioness told me that when some letters 
addressed to her arrive at Verona, they take them to her family, who might be in the countryside, 
and this may cause some delay. On this occasion I extend to you my respects”.  

My dear daughter, I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
Verona, S. Giuseppe April (18)25 

                                                 
6 Gianbattista Verdari, chemist of the pharmacy at Porta Borsari (I, Lett.145, n.6) 
7 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

10.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1523 
The people of Burano are trying to get a building to offer to Magdalene for a possible foundation. In fact, if 
they do not receive sufficient donations, she can only give them “hens”. Magdalene explains to Terragnoli 
that she writes briefly only because she is overwhelmed with too many commitments and business. Then she 
recommends her to make Rosa Cinquetti feel well, because she needs her as a cook for the Ladies, who will 
participate to the Spiritual Exercises. Magdalene also gives suggestions on how to dress the statue of Our 
Lady of Sorrows. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I was pleased to hear, my dear daughter, about what the good people from Burano are doing. 
They are trying to get a building, but I started laughing when you told me that they have written a 
very urgent letter, but that you cannot remember the name of the addressee. 

I let them do as they like. As for me, I can only offer them some hens1 now. I have placed all 
this business in the hands of Mary Most Holy. If She decides to grant them a place, it means that 
She will also provide for all the rest.  

By the way, know that dear Pierina2 cannot write. The matter gets more and more delayed, 
because she has hurt a finger of her right hand. She cannot write, so that we have some difficulties, 
and this letter will be long in coming. With regard to the orator these Ladies will choose, I am quite 
indifferent either regarding one or the other. On the other hand, I will willingly hear which one they 
will finally choose.  

My dear daughter, be at peace about the anguish you tell me you feel. I did not notice that I 
have been dry in writing to you, but I have nothing against you. In fact, I am very pleased with 
what you do. Believe me that the reason for being brief in writing is due particularly to the haste in 
which I write the letters, since I am always overwhelmed with many commitments. Hence, I 
recommend to you not to be anxious. Besides, I cannot deny that I am dealing with very serious 
matters which cause me a lot of preoccupations, but they do not afflict me, as you may think. I need 
many prayers, it is true, but persuade yourself that various important things require a lot of 
thinking, and at some moments these overwhelm me because of their multiplicity. When I come I 
will tell you many things and you will hear that they are all joyful, by the grace of God.      

Here the Companions are all fairly well. At the end, I had to decide to get some blood drawn 
from me and this was done on Thursday evening. The cough disappeared immediately. I am only a 
bit tired, and I need to take care of myself for a longer time, because I had waited longer than usual. 
But I am already better, and soon I will be quite well. 

I am very sorry that my Rosa3 is not well. I am convinced that you take great care of her, but 
insist that she looks after herself. I would very much like her to be well so that she may prepare 
dainty lunches for our Ladies. I want her to be in good form so that she may come and pay her 
respects to them. Tell her this in my name. Assure her that I will bring her a good provision of 
matches and even good macaroons4 from Verona.    

Now let us speak about our dear Madonna. I think the colour of the cloak should be a nice 
light blue. The dress ought to fit well and copiously. See what can be found of our colour there and 
which I used to wear myself. On my coming, I will bring a beautiful wide velvet band, and thus I 
hope She will look very nice. 

                                                 
1 She does not have the amount necessary for a foundation 
2 Pierina Moro, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett.981, n.7)  
3 Rosa Cinquetti, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 27) 
4 Macaroons, which are special almond tarts from Verona 
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You will understand that I speak about my satin chocolate or brown dress. I do not know 
whether the good Padenghe5 spouses have already gone back to Venice from Ceneda6. If they have, 
give me news of lady Teresa and also about the Benvenuti7 business, that is, of the purchase of the 
rest of the house for our dear Hospital. I have Angioletta8’s money with me. I will either send it to 
you or I will bring it later when I come. Farewell, my dear daughter, I leave all of you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 10 April 1825 

 

We are expecting our beloved Sovereign9 on the 27th. He will stop here for only three days. 
Do not forget Baldissera’s business. 

Offer suffrages for Crescenzia from Caprino10, who died some days ago. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalena, Daughter of Charity11 
                                                 

5 Francesco Padenghe and his wife (I, Lett. 352, n.1)    
6 It is now Vittorio Veneto formed by Serravalle and Ceneda  
7 The owner of a part of the edifice 
8 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
9 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
10 One of the teachers from the countryside 
11 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

14.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1524 

Family news and requests of lesser importance 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Through Count Luca1 you will have received news of me, my dear daughter. Your letter 
dated the 9th, arrived just in time, so I was able to hand over to the same, the message for dear 
Teodora2. 

The habit of Checchina3 is not dyed. I will now get it dyed and at the first chance I will send 
it to you. Know that Valsecchi4 wrote to me for a book he had ordered me for his son, by sending 
me a letter through a private person, so that when the same person returned, I should dispatch it 
through him. Yesterday morning I sent to ask when this gentleman, who is the uncle of Anna Maria 
Betti, was leaving. They said he would leave in about four or five days’ time. Last evening, after 
the Angelus, they knocked at the door to inform me that he was leaving this morning. I gave the 
book as it was, recommending it to this good gentleman, who promised me he would wrap it up in 
paper, and I wrote a few lines I had prepared in reply to Valsecchi, without adding anything else. 
Therefore, I lost even this chance. With regard to the very long letter, you told me you had written 
to me on Saturday, I have not received it yet. I tell you this so that you may know. With regard to 
the journey to Caravaggio5, if Valsecchi, as I do not doubt, wants to stay in the coach, since he has 
also expressed this to me, do as Don Giovanni6 says and take Deodata7, as the fourth person. Let 
the girls of the Catechism class stay at home that day and entrust the house to Mother Masini8 as a 
sign of her seniority at Rovato. Tell her that when she comes to Milan with me, the chief cook of 
the very illustrious Ladies, I will take her myself to Caravaggio, either on going or coming back. 
When you write, enclose in your letter the details of the expenses of Domenica9 from Milan, 
because she has to make various flowers, and I need them as a sample. 

My health is fairly good, but I am still not free of the cough. 
Good Giuseppina Morali10’s health is good and she behaves well. I do not understand how 

her relatives complain about her letters, because, she has always written to them from time to time, 
and even recently she has written to her brother. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 14 April 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

 
Ask Valsecchi whether he has received the book and the letter. Hand over to the addressee 

the enclosed stamped one through Cattina of the Maffei Family. 
                                                 

1 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett.711, n.6) 
2 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
3 Francesca Luca (Checchina) from Rovato, in Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
4 The carrier 
5 The Sanctuary of Our Lady of Caravaggio (I, Lett. 296, n.2) 
6 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
7 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 
8 Rosa Masina, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
9 Domenica Faccioli, in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 360, n.1)  
10 Giuseppina Morali, a postulant (cf. Lett.1444) 
11 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

17.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1525 
Information of news which is of no particular urgency 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

I think with the current mail, you have already received my letter.  I got yours too through the 
post in these days where you said you do not know what to write.  I am happy you are so frank and 
pleased that you and the Companions are enjoying good health.  I have a little cough and I wish that 
it will be gone in a day or two. 

I will be going to Venice soon and my time to return to Milan is also near. 
I guess that you have already ended your Lenten apostolic ministries and have converted the 

people.  Tell good Maddalena1 that I have understood everything and am happy to hear of her holy 
desires.  On my arrival, I shall deal with the business she knows about, but in the meantime she 
should pray.  When you write to me I hope you will let me know what you did with the packet I 
sent you to pass on to the Parish Priest2.  Similarly, when you write, let me know also about the 
news of my good friends Durini and Visconti.  When Durini comes to visit you, try to be smart and 
ask her, without her realizing that I am the one eager to know it, whether she has received my letter. 

My health would be good if I had no cough. But I hope it will soon be gone since the good 
season is already at hand. 

Embrace my beloved flock for me.   I embrace you hastily and I entrust you to the Heart of 
Mary Most Holy. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3  

17 April 1825. Verona 
 

To Lady  
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Stefano, Contrada della Signora 

MILAN 
                                                 

1 Maddalena Crippa enters  in Milan in 1822 (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
2 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest at  S. Stefano in Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
3 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

21.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                             1526 
Magdalene is waiting for the Book of the Rules for Verona and not for Bergamo. She begs Elena to find an 
occasion to send it there. At present she will go to Venice, where she will stop for a short time, because she 
has to meet both the Emperor and the Empress in Verona. To those who were surprised because the Institute 
has no schools for bigger children, Elena should reply that we cannot receive into the primary schools, 
destined for younger pupils, those who are more than twelve years old. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I can easily imagine, my dear daughter, how busy you have been for the First Communion, 
being the first time. I am sure that you will be busier for the Confirmation, since the girls are 
smaller, therefore with less common sense and more in number. 

I do not know if this letter of mine reaches you in time, but if you have not dispatched the 
Book of the Rules, do not do it, because it is not for Bergamo, but for Verona. It is much easier for 
you to find some occasion to send it from Milan than from Bergamo, since our Companions do not 
have the chance of the Counts Passi1 any longer. They were there and went back home during the 
same week of the feasts. Father Martinelli2 will be back, after the Exercises of the Guastalla3, and if 
I am still in Venice I will find him on my return. As you easily will imagine, I will stop there only 
for a while, since our beloved Sovereign4 stops here until the 30th and my holy and dearest 
Empress5 comes on the 29th. She may leave after His Majesty, who comes with the High Court. For 
the benefit of the horses they will set out one after the other. You understand that the 12th June 
arrives quickly. 

With regard to the second school, my dear daughter, you know that I do what the Parish 
Priest6 thinks is best. Think over your burdens as I told you. The gentleman who was surprised 
because we do not have bigger girls might not have inspected the government schools where 
anyone over twelve years of age is not accepted. We are keeping the regulations of the lower 
elementary Schools. Hence there is no reason for wondering. Do not get worried, but do what the 
Parish Priest tells you, letting him know the situation of our commitments and their burdens. Then 
be calm, since we know how charitable he is towards us and how well he knows what an Institute 
means. 

I heard with great pleasure about Mariannina Somaglia7’s marriage, because this is good both 
for good Count Mellerio8 and for her mother. Now that all this has ended, we hope that Lady 
Marietta will decide on the Spiritual Exercises. I imagine how much my dear Durini will be 
concerned about it.     

Your brother9 came to see me. He looked healthy and was with your sister-in-law and their 
first-born daughter, who greets you and is a little angel. 

My health is better and the cough has started decreasing two days ago. I am supposed to be 
better for at least two months. 

                                                 
1 The two brother priests, Don Luca and Don Marco Passi (II/2, Lett. 711, n. 6, n.7)  
2 Father Giacomo Martinelli, Assessor at S. Tommaso Canturiense ( II/1, Lett. 490,  
    n. 6) 
3 College of the Guastalla (III/1, lett. 1074, n. 2) 
4 Francesco I, Emperor  (I, lett. 283, n. 2) 
5 Carolina Augusta of Bavaria, Empress and wife of Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
6 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1)  
7 Marianna Somaglia, Giacomo Mellerio’s niece (I, Lett. 389, n.3) 
8 Giacomo Mellerio, a benefactor in Milan(I, Lett. 389, n.3) 
9 Tommaso Bernardi, Elena Bernardi’s brother (III/1, Lett. 982, n. 4) 
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This time I cannot use Cristina10 to write, because she has something wrong with a finger of 
her right hand. She embraces you heartily as I do too, together with the dear Companions. I leave all 
of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 21 April 1825 

 
 

Here a great cold wave has suddenly come on. If this is so in Milan too, please take care of 
yourself. Convey my respects to the Parish Priest. If I am not there when Father Martinelli leaves 
Milan, send those papers here. In the meantime Cristina, being here, will put them in order. I will 
leave her my errands regarding those of Count Alfonso11. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

                                                 
10 Cristina Pilotti, now sick in Verona ( I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
11 Count Alfonso Castiglione, the father of Bonifacio Canossa’s late wife (I, Lett. 369) 
12 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1527 

Magdalene is anxious because, not having received any letter, she is worried about the health of Giuseppa 
and the Companions. In Verona the visit of the Sovereign and his queen is close at hand. Magdalene asks 
for prayers for that encounter. She asks to be informed about what has been arranged by the Ladies for their 
Spiritual Exercises. She invites Terragnoli to be at peace, because she will undoubtedly go to Venice, then 
soon after to Verona and to Milan, where the Spiritual Exercises will also take place. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

The fact that I am deprived of news of you for a long time, my dear daughter, compels me to 
write to you not only in a hurry but also because I doubt about either your health or that of dear 
Cinquetti1, since you wrote to me some days ago that she had little strength. Whatever the matter, I 
beg you to write to me immediately since I would like to know truly how all of you are and 
whether either you are ill or any other of the Companions. I wish to know what or how these Ladies 
of ours have concluded, which orator they have chosen and on which day they have decided to start 
the Spiritual Exercises. 

Write to me if you know something about our dear Hospital2. 
His Majesty, our August Sovereign3 will arrive here on the 27th and will leave on the 30th. 

Our beloved Queen4 will arrive on the 29th, but we do not know exactly when she will leave. Do 
not forget, especially on the above mentioned days, to recommend me warmly to the Lord and to 
Mary Most Holy. Later I will tell you orally the result of your prayers. 

My health is fairly good. The cough, even after the drawing of blood, did not want to leave 
me, but it has diminished since two or three days ago. On the whole, I am fairly well, compared 
with the great fatigue the continuous affairs by which I am surrounded cause me. 

After writing up to this point, my dear daughter, I received your letter dated the 13th. I do not 
understand the reason for such a delay, since I have received it eleven days after it was written. In 
the meantime, I am glad to know that good Rosa is better. Tell her in my name that, on my arrival, 
I would like to find her in good health; hence let her think of it.  The macaroons5 will serve her to 
become strong and will strengthen her stomach so that she may have more energy to prepare some 
good meals for our Ladies and make very good and dainty pies. Meanwhile see that she takes more 
care of herself. 

I am pleased to know that the Padenghe6 spouses have happily returned from Ceneda7. On my 
arrival there I hope that I will find Benvenuti8’s business coming to an end. In the meantime, offer 
them my compliments. With regard to the money I will look for some occasion to send it to you. 
Otherwise you will have to be patient until I come, and this will be very soon. Hence you will 
understand, my dear daughter, that your suspicions and doubts are all false. It seems that you think 
of them during the night and they worry you in the day time. I do not remember telling you even 
one word, from which you could have had some indication that I am going to make my journey 
first to Milan, before coming to Venice. 

In fact, you should know that, as soon as the Sovereigns have left from here, I am thinking of 
anticipating my departure, by coming a few days before the Spiritual Exercises start, because when 

                                                 
1 Rosa Cinquetti, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 27) 
2 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
3 Francesco I, Emperor (I Lett. 283, n.2) 
4 Carolina Augusta di Bavaria, wife of the Emperor Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
5 Macaroons are some special Veronese tarts made of almonds (cf. Lett. 1523) 
6 Francesco and his wife Teresa Padenghe (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
7 Ceneda is now Vittorio Veneto formed by Serravalle and Ceneda (II/2, Lett. 946, n.2) 
8 For the purchase of the building destined to the Hospital 
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they are over, I have to go to Verona at once. Later, I will pass on to Milan, since the 
(ecclesiastical) Superior there wrote to me that on the 10th June those Ladies have also decided to 
start their Spiritual Exercises. This is another reason to keep calm. I hear that even this year these 
Ladies are willing to have the holy good orator Coletti9. If they are pleased, I too am very pleased. 

Perina10’s finger is alright now.  I will tell her once more that she should write, but I think 
that a few more days will pass by before she does it. I recommend to you and all the others to 
redouble your prayers to the Lord and our Most Holy Mary in the following days. I want you to 
offer all that you do for my intentions. Embracing all of you wholeheartedly, I leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 24 April 1825          

 

I repeat once more that my health is fairly good and I am pleased with it. I still have a cough, 
but it does not disturb me. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

                                                 
9 Don Coletti, an orator from Venice (III/1, Lett.1321, n.1) 
10 Pierina Moro, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 981, n.7) 
11 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

25.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                             1528 
Magdalene will not delay her journey to Venice, because the Sovereigns will arrive on the fixed date. Instead 
she thinks it necessary to receive a prompt answer from the Superior, Father Marino from Cadore. If they 
really make the contract for the purchase of the building of the Hospital for Convalescents, she should 
decide whether or not to bring Marianna Francesconi at once to run the Hospital. She enumerates the pros 
and cons so that the above-mentioned Father Superior may decide. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I have written to you, my dear daughter, I do it today too, hoping that though I write 
with the extraordinary mail, this letter may reach you in time. I will start by telling you that our 
August Empress1 will arrive at the fixed time or perhaps together with His Majesty2. Therefore, for 
this reason I will not delay my coming to Venice. 

The reason for writing to you again and solicitously, is due to the fact that last night I received 
a letter from the good Mr. Giuseppe3 regarding Bettina4’s business, where he tells me that Mr. 
Padenghe5 will draw up a contract tomorrow for the other part of the house belonging to 
Benvenuti6, for our dear Hospital7. That prompts me, my dear daughter, to beg you to go to speak to 
our holy Provincial8, and listen to what he thinks I have to do regarding Marianna9. I will write here 
all those reflections which flashed through my mind, and, being on the spot, you may add your own. 
I do not know whether I have to take her along with me and then leave her in Venice. I will tell you 
the pros and cons I see, and our Father will decide. In one way, when the contract is made, we had 
better take Marianna now to Venice, so that she could see to all the repairs, or at least tell her views, 
because she will have to stay there afterwards. 

Besides this, Marianna without a Companion cannot do anything, and you see how 
indispensable it is that she may find one, since I cannot give her one from the Institute. Even for this 
we need time. Although the health of Marianna is better than last year, in fact, it is still wavering, 
and she thinks the air of Venice would be more suitable for her. 

Here are the reasons for taking her there, besides the other small arrangements regarding 
furniture and other small things of the place, which she may urge the Archpriest Albrizzi10 to 
purchase. If the Capuchin Nuns move to S. Girolamo11 this September, and I cannot come to Venice 
at that time, because you know that you cannot rely on me, Marianna being in Venice, could agree 
with you and dear Betta12 and could start the work, as soon as the house is free. 

Now let us consider the matter in the opposite way. First of all, we do not know whether the 
Capuchin Nuns will move to S. Girolamo this September. In the meantime, if the thing delays and 
Marianna remains with us, I would not like that finding herself in Venice, we would not know how 
to detach her from there, that is, that she will not decide to leave us. I would not like that, having to 
deal with the matter without me, the negotiations become so frequent and so active as to disturb the 

                                                 
1 Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, wife of Francesco I, Emperor (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
2 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Elisabetta Oliva, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
5 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
6 Benvenuti, the owner of a part of the Hospital for Convalescents (cf. Lett. 1446) 
7 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
8 Father Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
9 Marianna Francesconi, who will run the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
10 Archpriest Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco, Venice  (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1)       
11 The Convent of S. Girolamo (cf. Lett. 1395) 
12 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
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tranquillity and peace of this House of ours; much more so if to prepare the locality they would send 
to Marianna either misled souls to put on the right path or repentant persons to help them with their 
final conversion or to put them on the right path to pass them on to the Penitents later.  

Tell all this to Father Provincial and give me his answer immediately. 
If this letter reaches you late or you delay in replying, I will no longer be in time to follow 

what he will decide, because unless another important business does not allow me, since they tell 
me that, by leaving on Saturday, I will be in time to honour His Majesty, I would like to set off for 
Venice during the first days of the forthcoming week. Note that it will take me one more day for the 
journey, since I have another business on the way. I will tell you everything orally. 

I wish I could hasten to come as soon as I can, since, immediately after the Spiritual Exercises 
for the Ladies, I have undoubtedly to leave, but at least I will be able to embrace all of you, as I do 
now in writing. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 25 April 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

                                                 
13  This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

25.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                      1529 
This is the draft of the preceding letter n. 28 (A.C.R.), and we publish its variants. 

Verona, 25 April 1825 
to Venice etc. 

That makes me determined, my dear daughter, to ask you the favour to go and speak to our 
Holy Provincial1 and to hear from him what he thinks I should do with regard to N…I will write 
here all those reflections. 

As long as she is in Verona, but with her heart in Venice she wishes so much to return there 
to work, and to embrace everything. But when she is there and feels doubly busy, she may feel that 
she has to leave2.  

                                                 
1 Father Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
2 To leave the Institute of the Daughters of Charity in order to run the Hospital for Convalescents 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

27.4.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                        1530 
Magdalene is urged by the problem whether or not to take Francesconi to Venice, and writes a second letter 
which repeats that of the 25th April. She adds some other clarifications and announces that the Sovereigns 
are in Verona. She begs for prayers for a positive result of her encounter with them. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

On Monday I wrote to you, my dear daughter, with the extraordinary mail, since I am very 
concerned that you may carry out immediately what I told you and give me an answer on the topic. 
But being doubtful that my letter has reached you, I repeat with the present ordinary mail the same 
things, with the same words, to be replied by you, according to what I asked you. I beg you, my 
dear daughter, to go and speak to our holy Provincial1. 

 
(NB The letter continues with the same words of that dated 25th April. Hence we do not think it necessary to 

rewrite it. We write, instead, what Magdalene has added). 
 

On Friday, you will receive this letter of mine. But try to reply in time, so that you may mail 
your letter on Saturday early in the morning, although the mail leaves towards the evening of that 
day. Do as I tell you for greater safety: go to Zuecca2, as long as there is no wind, then write to me 
the answer, and I will receive it on Sunday evening with the ordinary mail. Thus I can decide to 
leave promptly. As soon as you know the conclusion of the Ladies about the choice of the orator, 
speak to Mr. Giuseppe3  and send it, on my behalf to Monsignor Rosada4 so that he may pay our 
humble respects to His Eminence the Patriarch5 and have his permission for the usual Spiritual 
Exercises. 

So also there are the usual obligations that I do not remember. Try to accomplish the 
necessary formalities even with our Parish Priest. If I do not write to you anything else these 
following days, it is obvious that within the next week I will be in Venice. In case I cannot come 
within the same week, you will receive a letter of mine. In the meantime, I embrace all of you 
wholeheartedly, and recommending myself warmly to your prayers, I leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 27 April 1825 

 

The August Sovereign6 arrived this morning at eleven. I ask you again to pray. It has been 
impossible to find a way to send you the money of Anzoletta7 before my coming. Therefore you 
will have to be patient and wait until I come to make your payments. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
                                         Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
1 Father Marino di Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
2 Giudecca, the largest island in Venice (Lett. 1402, n.5)  
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Msgr. Rosata. The name is wrongly spelt as usual (cf. Lett. 1376) 
5 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patrarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
6 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
7 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
8 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

27.4.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                             1531 
Perhaps Durini has had a carriage accident. Magdalene, having no precise news and being very concerned 
about her friend, begs Elena to be accurately informed about the matter. She will anticipate her arrival at 
Venice to follow the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies and would like to know exactly when the one in Milan 
starts. She also requests Elena to see to a delicate affair regarding “the farmer”. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I heard to my great displeasure, my dear daughter, about the accident that has happened to the 
attendants of my good friend Durini1. I do not know how to hide my concern, not knowing exactly 
how it happened. So I beg you to write to me truthfully what happened. I assure you that I am more 
at peace when I know how things are, than when I keep any suspicion which really does not exist. 
Whatever the news is, please inform me about everything. 

With regard to Count Alfonso’s 2 papers and the Book of the Rules, keep everything with you, 
because, since His Majesty3 will be in Milan during the coming days, there will not be a lack of 
chances for Verona. In case there is any, please address here both the Book and the papers. If they 
arrive when I am absent, for the short time I stay in Venice, Cristina4 will be here and will put in 
order everything that she receives. 

My departure for Venice will be on Monday or Tuesday of the next week. I will try my best to 
be there some days before the Exercises because of the conclusion of some little affairs which need 
my presence. You know that after the Exercises I have to leave at once. Write to me soon about 
what they have concluded even there about the Exercises, for it is important that I be informed soon 
in order to take the necessary measures. You know well that this does not depend on you. You 
would like as I would, to know things in time so as to arrange everything well. 

I have to beg you a favour on account of our farm worker, who being a good Christian, 
wanted to assume his father’s assets and liabilities, so that he might not appear bankrupt at his 
death. He is now in great need, since he has a family of four people, besides himself, a son with a 
withered arm and a little daughter who is always sickly. 

This poor man has a solid asset as it is judged here by the Monte Napoleone5. He has no card, 
but a printed paper endowed with the due formalities. I enclose a copy here. Do him the favour to 
show it to someone who knows and inform me if there is the possibility of drawing it and how long 
it takes to get it done, since there are 2911 other people before him. On the other hand, I know that 
the forms of Monte have already been raised to a hundred percent. Therefore, if he wants to, a 
person who has to draw a great sum, could sell it at such a price. Besides this they even pay the 
interest. Take your time to reply. When I come to Milan, I will bring the original paper with me. 

His Majesty the August Sovereign arrived this morning at 11 a.m. I beg all of you to 
recommend me to the Lord and to Mary in whose Most Holy Heart I hurriedly embrace and leave 
all of you. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 27 April 1825 
                                                 

1 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 
2 Count Alfonso Castiglioni, the father of Bonifacio of Canossa’s late wife (I, Lett. 369, n. 4) 
3 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
4 Cristina Pilotti in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
5 Monte Napoleone, was a body dealing with Public debts (Lett. 1531, n.5) 
6 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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PS I had to leave the secretary alone when finishing the present letter. Hence I did not tell her that I was 
pleased to know that the second school has started well. I will write again on Saturday. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

29.4.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                        1532 

Magdalene goes to Venice for the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, but she goes also because she has to 
solve many other delicate affairs. The Parish Priest of S. Alessandro in Colonna has died and she is afraid 
that if Don Zanetti is to substitute him, she runs the risk of losing him as her director. In Verona she has 
been visited by the Emperor with his Viceroy Ranieri and, the following day, by the Empress. The 
Marchioness is deeply touched. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Before setting off for Venice, I want to give you again some news of me, my dear daughter, 
and also to thank you for the prayers you have said for me. The Lord has answered them. I beg you 
to continue, for I go to Venice, since I have business on the way and also the rest to do in that city, 
as you know. The least things are the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, which are already fixed and 
will start on the first day of the novena of Pentecost. Even this time, they have engaged the holy 
elderly priest Don Coletti1.  

From the development of things, I seem to understand that we will see each other very soon. I 
am very sorry to hear of the loss of the most worthy Parish Priest Zuccolo2, to the city of Bergamo. 

I am convinced that neither Don Zanotti3 nor Don Zanetti4, have a vocation to be Parish 
Priests. On the other hand I might be wrong. I would be very sorry if I will be deprived of Don 
Zanetti; that is enough. May the Lord do what He likes! Regarding the parents of Morali5, I repeat 
the same: let God’s will be done. It seems to me that although their daughter does very well, she has 
her own difficulties. The Lord allows her to suffer because of the change, and she is full of 
tenderness for her people. The struggle is very strong for her, and the change might have been too 
sudden. I thought it would be better to let her go through the trial period in peace. Then, if the Lord 
does not call her, she should go home. If she is not happy after the trial period, I would be the first 
either to take her home or write to her father to come to fetch her. Entrust her very much to Mary 
Most Holy, that the will of God may be fulfilled in everything. 

For the journey to Caravaggio6, you are right not to risk doing it, when dear Teodora7 is not in 
a condition to be able to do it, without fear of making her suffer too much. I confess my dear 
daughter that our excellent doctor Calvetti8 made me laugh, when he suggested that I should take 
her to Milan, when I go for the Spiritual Exercises. He has to be pitied because he does not know 
anything. It is a bad moment to take a weak and half convalescent person to Milan on the occasion 
of the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies, when there is neither peace nor place to stay, with two 
functioning schools in the large House9 and all the rest in the smaller one10, and with the visit of the 
Sovereigns. Well, nothing could be better! 

                                                 
1 Don Coletti, an orator from Venice (III/1, Lett. 1321, n.1) 
2 Don GIOVAMBATTISTA  ZUCCALA, was born in 1755 in the Parish Church of S. Alessandro in Colonna, of 

which, in 1825, he was Parish Priest. The name is spelt wrong. (Stato del Clero 1823) 
3 Don STEFANO  ZANOTTI, was born in 1795 at Sperano, vice Parish Priest of the Parish of S. Alessandro in 

Colonna, expert preacher (Stato del Clero 1823) 
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor of the House in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 

  5 The parents of the postulant Giuseppina Morali (cf. Lett.1454) 
6 Sanctuary of Our Lady of Caravaggio (I, Lett. 296, n.2) 
7 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6)  
8 Luigi Calvetti, the doctor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 587, n.2) 
9 In Via della Chiusa, a large House in Milan (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 

10 The house of S. Stefano, a small House in Milan (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
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Let us leave this and now I come to tell you how His Majesty our August Sovereign11 with 
our excellent Prince Viceroy12 honoured us with their visit yesterday morning. 

I would not know how to describe the condescension and the goodness of His Majesty when 
dealing with me. I assure you that I was full of confusion and joy. This morning the most beloved 
and August Empress13 honoured us too. I cannot say anything else. I saw so much goodness and felt 
such consolation in seeing her again that I was almost unable to speak to her. Then I calmed myself 
down, but I am still confused at the kindness of our Empress. I cannot but attribute this to the most 
loving protection of our Most Holy Lady and Mother Mary, because no doubt this is not because of 
any merit of mine. I have a great opinion of the virtue of the Empress. Besides venerating her, I love 
her tenderly. On the other hand, I think I will be in Bergamo, when the Sovereigns come. 
Meanwhile I repeat, I entrust myself earnestly to the charity of your prayer, since I am in great 
need. I will tell you everything when I come. This time, I wish you could make a novena of nine 
“Angel of God” to the Holy Angels with a Magnificat and “We fly to Thy Patronage” to the Queen 
of Angels. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly. My cough is less and has nearly vanished. I leave 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

Your Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity14 

My dearest daughter, I am 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 29 April 1825 
 

My regards to Don Giovanni15 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Rosa Dabalà 
Superior of the Daughters of Charity 
Convent of S. Croce in Rocchetta  

BERGAMO 
                                                 

11 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
12 Viceroy Giuseppe Ranieri, from Hapsburg (I, Lett. 299, n.4) 
13 Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, Empress, wife of Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 

14 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
15 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (I, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

1.5.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                           1533 
Magdalene repeats what she has written to Dabalà on 29 April about her going to Venice, to Milan and also 
about the dear visit of the Sovereigns and the Viceroy. She adds she should get ready” the two scapulars  of 
the Most Holy Mary of Sorrows” and begs Elena that they should be very beautiful. 

V.G.M          My dearest daughter, 

Although I may write only briefly, my daughter, in order not to miss the ordinary mail, I want 
to give you some news from Verona once more. My health is fairly good and my cough has nearly 
stopped. I am only a bit tired on account of the many commitments I had to do these days so that I 
had almost no time to breathe. On the other hand, I hope to rest during the journey, as I usually do. 
Tomorrow, if it pleases God, I will leave for Venice. Milan urges my going there. My dear 
daughter, recommend me to the prayers of all, and you do likewise for me. You can easily imagine 
that even in Venice, besides the Exercises, I have many other affairs to conclude. I will write to you 
more in detail from Venice. In the meantime, I tell you that on Thursday the 28th, our August 
Sovereign1 deigned to visit this House of ours. Even in this encounter, as usual, he gave me 
particular signs of his great clemency. The Viceroy, our excellent Prince2, accompanied him. The 
next day then, the 29th, our most beloved August Empress3 honoured us with the same clemency 
and goodness. She showed me such appreciation that I was utterly confused as I am even now. I 
always told you that she is very good, but in her recent visit she gave me new signs of her partial 
benignity. Yesterday, all the Sovereigns left for Mantua. 

My dear daughter, then from Venice I will assign you a task, which, in the meantime, I 
suggest. I would need you to make two scapulars of our Most Holy Mary of Sorrows for me. As I 
think that the people will wear them around their neck, they have to be very beautiful and well 
done, without defects. I will send you the pattern of the drawing. In case you will not be able to get 
them ready before my coming, it is enough that now they lay down the drawing well following the 
sketch I will give you. You can already guess for whom these are; but if you guess, do not tell 
anyone, because when they are made I may or may not give them to those people, according to the 
circumstances. Anyway, it would be necessary that they be done by the Companions, since I would 
like to say that they are works done by us, although they may be very small things. Nonetheless, 
knowing that all of you are very busy, perhaps they might not be able to make them; tell me so 
freely.  

My dear daughter, do not get tired to pray for me. I need prayer for a lot of things, also so that 
the Lord may bless the Exercises of the Ladies, which will start on the first day of the novena of 
Pentecost. 

I embrace you all very heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Please, give 
me news of my Durini4. Give my regards to the Parish Priest.5 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 1 May 1825 
 

Your most affectionate Mother Magdalene6, 
Daughter of Charity 

                                                 
1 Francesco I, Emperor  (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
2 Viceroy Giuseppe Ranieri of Hapsburg (I, Lett. 299, n. 4) 
3 Carolina Augusta of Bavaria, Empress and wife of Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3)  

    4 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 

  5 Don Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
6 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

1.5.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                           1534 
A third letter from Magdalene repeating what she has written on April 29 to Dabalà and on May 1 to 
Bernardi.  The only addition is that she tells Faccioli that her mother had been to visit her one day. 

V.G.M          My dearest daughter, 

I am writing to you another time before my departure for Venice. My health is sufficiently 
good and even my cough is almost gone.  Yet this week, I did not have a moment to breathe; so I 
find myself a bit tired.  The trip that I will make will surely do me good as usual. 

Tomorrow, God willing, I will leave for Venice.  There, besides the Spiritual Exercises, a few 
other affairs need my attention.  I try to go there before Pentecost, so that soon after the feasts, I will 
return to Verona, and then go immediately to Milan.  We shall meet each other very soon.  Let me 
tell you briefly about Thursday, the 28th.  On that day, our August Sovereign1 honoured us with his 
visit.  He conversed with me with indescribable and courteous kindness.  He visited the house and 
the school.  Everything went on well.  The following day, we were honoured by the visit of our 
Queen.2  She showed great kindness to me and treated me almost like her friend.  I shall tell you 
more when I come.  Meanwhile, I beg you to thank our most Holy Mother Mary from your heart. 
She deigns to bless this least of Institutes, which is Hers, to make it prosper.  I also thank you all for 
the prayer you have made for me, but I beg you to continue because at Venice too, I need God’s 
help and that of Mary Most Holy. 

One day, your mother came to visit me.  At her age, she looks very healthy.  She sends you a 
lot of love, even on behalf of your father.  He has had a lot of pain in one leg.  He is better now and 
does not need to stay in bed.  I told her to ask him to wrap up his leg with fur as I usually do.  That 
would help him a lot.  Since the good weather is returning, let us hope that the warmth will release 
him from his pain.   

I shall answer everything when I am in Venice.  In the meantime, I embrace all of you with 
my whole heart. Again, I recommend myself to your prayers and entrust you all in the Heart of 
Mary Most Holy. 

  
I am, my dear daughter, 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 1 May 1825 
 

Do me the favour to recite nine “Angel of God” for 9 days, a “Magnificat” and “We fly to your 
Patronage” so that the Holy Angels may entreat our Mother and Queen to bless everything. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
2 Carolina Augusta di Bavaria, daughter of Massimiliano I, King of Bavaria  and wife of the Emperor Francesco I 

from 1816. (II/1, Lett. 517, n. 3). She died in 1873 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

4.5.1825   Venice                                                                                                                                             1535  
Magdalene has just arrived at Venice the day before. From there she writes “to her little flock”, that is, the 
Community at Santo Stefano, because they are very worried.  Msgr. Zoppi’s substitute, unaware of the 
Sisters’ situation, would like them to involve themselves more.  After some dialogue, the situation is clarified. 
Magdalene comforts them saying that it was necessary to show all the difficulties they were facing and point 
out their limitations so that they should not work beyond what is humanly possible 

V.G.M     My dearest daughter, 

After a very good journey I arrived at Venice, yesterday at about 6  o’clock, and I found your 
dear letter.  I hurry to reply to the point, as I understand that my little flock1  is quite upset.  This is 
the moment, I really repeat: “Do not be afraid, my little flock, because your Father in heaven has 
prepared a crown2 for you”. But, as I speak to you with a mother’s love, I must add: cheer up, my 
little flock, do not lose heart so easily.  I well understand that it is the Parish Priest’s3 most zealous 
and charitable care for the good of the whole Institute that has made him wish that you show the 
variety of your apostolic activities 

However, you have done very well to tell him everything, not only out of duty, but also 
because I am sure he is pleased with it and wishes very much that you deal with him in simplicity 
and frankness and, of course, in humility. But let him always know what you are doing and what 
you cannot, how far your strength can manage and where you cannot. You will see that he will soon 
understand it, as you yourself write that he has done at this time.  Only persons who live on the spot 
daily know exactly how the concrete situation really is.  Also suggest to him your proposal about 
teaching writing. I think he will like it, that is, to choose two, four or six girls, besides the 18 girls 
who usually come to learn writing, and teach them only when the usual 18 girls are absent.  Tell 
him, without fear, for how long and how, you visit the hospital, and also the method you follow 
daily. 

For the rest, my dear daughter, do not afflict yourself, nor let anyone of you lose heart.  All 
that you do, is done to serve and please our good Lord. Therefore, it interests us little whether the 
little we do is known and considered.  Rather, my dear little flock, we must wish to work as much 
as the Apostles did and that everybody should believe that we play the whole day long. Although I 
desire that you have this spirit, at the same time, I repeat that you make known everything humbly 
to the (ecclesiastical) Superior, as we have the duty to do, so that he may judge more correctly.  
After doing this, let us lovingly and peacefully place ourselves at the good pleasure of the Lord.  
Soon, as I have written and as you know, we shall see each other. Then we shall deal with all the 
rest.  Meanwhile, I beg all of you to pray to the Lord and Mary Most Holy for me. As I embrace all 
of you with all my heart, I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  Be happy, all of you.  
Goodbye.  

My dear daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4. 
Venice, S. Lucia, 4 May 1825 

                                                 
1 The Community of Santo Stefano, her “little house” (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
2 Magdalene does not quote the text exactly. (cf Luke 1,32) 

  3 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest at Santo Stefano in Milan (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
4 The last three words in the letter, and the signature were written by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

7.5.1825   Venice                                                                                                                                            1536 
Magdalene asks for prayers because, after the purchase, the Convent of the Campanare is waiting to be 
utilized as a Hospital for Convalescents. But first she has to follow a course of Spiritual Exercises for the 
Ladies in Venice and then another in Milan. 

V.G.M          My dearest daughter, 

I write to you from Venice, my dear daughter, where, after having made a very comfortable 
journey, thanks to God, I have arrived here on Tuesday at about six in the evening. I found these 
dear Companions in fairly good health. Mine is discreet and I am satisfied with it. I thank the Lord 
because, according to our opinion, I am really in need, since I have, as you can imagine, unceasing 
commitments, due to my very long absence from here, and also for having to stop here only for a 
short while. 

On Friday these good Ladies will begin their Spiritual Exercises. Hence I write to you today 
because I will not have time to do so later on. As soon as they have finished them, that is, two or 
three days after, if nothing happens, I mean to leave for Verona, to be ready for Milan, when the 
Spiritual Exercises of those Ladies start, and on that occasion I will have the pleasure of embracing 
you. Together with Beatrice1, I tried to bring Rosa della Croce2 here, to see if in this dense air, her 
headache disappears. 

I found that the contract for our dear Hospital3 has just been concluded. They say that the 
houses will be left free in August. My dear daughter, I do not add another word, but you can easily 
imagine that I am very much in need of prayer. I am sure you will remember me to the Lord. Except 
for Fridays, do not increase your prayers, but offer the daily Communions to the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary for all the needs of the Institute.  

Convey my regards to Don Giovanni4. Here all of them greet you wholeheartedly. I cannot 
give news of your families, neither to you nor to dear Teodora5, because, having been here so little, 
I have not seen anyone. I can only tell you that your two nieces continue to behave like angels. 
They are assisted by that very pious Vicar. Father Vincenzo de’ Scalzi, the one who used to say 
such a long Holy Mass, has gone to Heaven. 

I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and embrace you warmly. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Venice, S. Lucia, 7 May 1825 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
                                                 

1 Beatrice Olivieri, with Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
2 Rosa della Croce, with Magdalene in Venice (Lett. 1487, n.5)  
3 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett.891)  
4 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
5 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
6 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

11.5.1825    Venice                                                                                                                                         1537 
Magdalene is concerned that the letter addressed to Don Burocco of San Giorgio, and which she encloses, 
reaches its destination safely. Therefore Domenica should send it, and then send her word of its receipt.  The 
Lord will surely bless the preparations they are doing in the little house, in view of the forthcoming visit of 
the Emperor.  In the meantime, let them be serene even if they have to bear up with a certain weekly visit, 
probably the one of the Parish Priest. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here am I, my dear daughter, with a further proof of my conviction that you will want to help 
me.  I pray you therefore to hand over the enclosed to the Parish Priest of San Giorgio, with all 
possible attention, since it is important for me to know that it has been put in his hands for certain. 
Because of this, you may send for the door keeper and beg her to hand it to him herself. Know that 
some days back I had a mishap: one of my letters to the same Parish Priest1 that I sent through 
Elena2, got lost.  I am almost certain of it, because Elena has the habit of informing me both of 
having received mail and of having forwarded it.  I beg of you therefore, for my own peace of mind, 
to inform me even with only two simple lines, when the enclosed has been given. 

Now I can give you sufficient information about my health, assuring you that I am really 
happy with myself, except that I feel rather tired, because of the endless occupations I have to see 
to.   

I heard of the preparation you have made in view of the arrival of His Majesty3, and of how 
well you have done it. You will see that Mary Most Holy will bless you and assist you in 
everything, as She usually does. 

Regarding the pardon that you ask of me, be at peace.  I am not asking you for pardon, since I 
have a great desire that you become a saint. I am thinking of telling you many more things that 
should make you practise virtue, and you need a little fortitude in suffering. 

Be patient if you cannot see our dear and holy poverty shining exteriorly. Instead hold her 
closer and attach her to your heart so that the Lord may be pleased with your desire and mine.  Be 
courageous and put yourself in readiness also for the visit you have once a week. You already know 
that it comes from a good heart. Hence I do not want that either you or anyone else of my little flock 
gets agitated and loses peace. Work uprightly before God, and then be quiet and joyful. 

On Friday morning these good Ladies will start their Spiritual Exercises, I entrust myself 
much to the prayers of all of you since I have not one but many needs. 

I embrace you all heartily, and I greet you also in the name of all the Companions here, and in 
particular of the Superior Beppa4. I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary our dear Mother. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Venice S. Lucia 11 May 1825  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of San Giorgio in Milan and confessor of the Sisters in Milan (II/1, Lett. 

524, n.1) 
2 Elena Bernardi, Superior in the House in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
3 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
4 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior in the House in Venice (I, Lett. 398, n. 2) 
5 Magdalene’s signature  
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TO CATERINA CARMINATI 

 15.5.1825   Venice                                                                                                                                           1538 
The novice is anxiously waiting for her religious clothing ceremony, and Magdalene assures her maternally 
that, on her arrival, she will let her have it. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter1, 

Just a few lines, my dear daughter, since I am very busy at this moment with the retreat of the 
Ladies. I am writing to you while they are at Mass, so as not to lose this chance. I am very glad that 
when you receive this letter you will begin your retreat with your Mistress in preparation for your 
vestition.  When I come, I will give you the Holy habit. 

If I have to leave before you have finished the retreat, I will give you the habit and you may 
continue and finish the Spiritual Exercises later. If you finish before I arrive, I will give the habit 
immediately, on my arrival, that is to say, not that same evening, but immediately after. 

Abandon yourself, my dear daughter, and root yourself firmly in the loving Heart of Mary, 
Our Mother. Do not fear anything and prepare yourself to work for the divine glory. 

I embrace you heartily, as also your Mistress and all your Novitiate companions. I put you in 
the arms of Mary, under whose protection you will make your Spiritual Exercises. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity. 
 

The writer embraces you and recommends herself to the charity of your prayers, but she begs 
you to give her many greetings to dear lady Angelina. 

 
To Lady 

Lady Caterina Carminati 
Novice Daughter of Charity 
S. Giuseppe 

VERONA 
                                                 

1 Caterina Carminati, novice in Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

18.5.1825   Venice                                                                                                                                          1539 
Magdalene tells Elena not to lose heart if the Empress visits her. When she knows her she will not feel shy, 
but she will admire her and be attracted by her. If Marquis Casati can give her greater courage, she may 
invite him to come, but Elena might not have the time to inform him, as it happened to Magdalene with her 
brother, Marquis Bonifacio. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I heard with pleasure how the gentlemen of Milan distinguished themselves with their 
splendid preparations and decorations for the solemn reception of Our August Sovereign1, 
deserving his goodness, clemency and other favours in this way. You did very well to get the House 
of the Signora2 whitewashed and ready, and also the Certosa3. Probably the Empress4 will come to 
us on her return to Milan, but in case she comes even this time, do not lose heart at all, my dear 
daughter, because we are to have the liveliest respect for our Sovereigns. As soon as she has said 
two words, you do not feel shy any more. Ask for the company of Antonietta5, who, in case she 
feels embarrassed as you, but I do not think so, at least I am certain that she will not feel as uneasy 
as you do. I say again, have courage for the apprehension worsens the situation. 

I did not understand what use you can make of Marquis Casati6 for such a purpose. If he is 
there, when the Empress comes, that will turn out to some purpose, if he knows it before. In case 
she comes suddenly, as she used to do in Verona, and deigns to deal with me also this time, you will 
have no time to inform him, as I did not have it to inform my brother7. He would have been very 
happy to pay homage to her once more, since the Veronese people venerate and love her much. I 
was able to inform him the day before when the Sovereign honoured us. Bonifacio was just in time 
to come to S. Giuseppe8. As he was entering the reception door the Sovereign arrived and met him. 

While our Ladies were having lunch, the Marchioness, who was assisting them, was called by 
a Religious. On her orders, Beatrice9 adds that her health is good, thanks to God. She is only a bit 
tired due to the excessive work, but she will be alright after a little rest. I remind you that during 
these days there will be many people from Verona in Milan. If you can, through some reliable 
person, address to me there and for that house that book of the Rules. At the same time and in the 
same way, I beg you to send four little vases of the electuary of Brera10, of which I have been kindly 
requested by this most worthy confessor of ours, Father Steffani11. I will get them sent to her from 
Verona. 

Recommending myself to the prayers of all, I embrace you all very heartily and leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
 

Tell me whether you have something more precise about the exact time when those Ladies 
will make their Spiritual Exercises. I thank you so much for the prompt delivery of my letter to the 

                                                 
 1 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 

 2 The house of S. Stefano, the small house in Milan (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 

 3 The house in Via della Chiusa, the big house in Milan (I, Lett. 337, n. 1) 

 4 Carolina Augusta of Bavaria, wife of the Emperor Francesco I ( II/1, Lett. 517, n.3)  

 5 Antonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 529, n. 9) 

  6 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor (II/1, Lett. 529, n. 9) 

  7 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 

  8 The Convent of Verona 

  9 Beatrice Olivieri, vice Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  
10 Electuary of Brera, some pharmaceutical medicines of that time (cf. Lett. 1493) 
11 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495). The name is spelt wrong. 
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Superior12. With that blessed mail of Milan, we never finish recommending the safety of our letters. 
Meanwhile, a reply which I sent to you for the ecclesiastical Superior has gone lost. He was very 
sorry about it. This is the reason why I always keep recommending the letters. I always try my best 
so that you may receive them securely.    

Either on Saturday or on Wednesday the latest, I will write exactly when I have decided to 
leave from here. I think it will be on Thursday of next week. In the meantime, I am getting closer to 
Milan. 

I hear that His Majesty will leave on the 29th from Milan. Tell me if you can, how many days 
he will be absent from there, when he comes back and how long he will stay there the second time. 

 

Venice, S. Lucia, 18 May 1825 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 
 

PS Even Her Excellency Mocenigo14, is here today for the retreat together with the other Ladies. She 
wrote to her son in Milan today, to come and see the condition of our building. Perhaps he will not 
come. In case he does, try to deal with this knight very politely. 
 

               (Seal of departure) Venice 
               (Seal of arrival) Distrib(ution) IV 
20 May 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
To the Certosa San Michele alla Chiusa 

MILAN
                                                 

    12 The Father Superior 
13 The letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene.   
14 Her Excellency Lucietta Memo Mocenigo, Lady of the Starred Cross (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

21.5.1825   Venice                                                                                                                                          1540 
Magdalene thanks her for forwarding her letter, and offers her congratulations to the people of Milan for 
having honoured the Sovereigns’ arrival so splendidly.  If, by chance, they were to come to Santo Stefano, 
she should not fear.  They themselves will put her at ease. 
 
V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am very obliged to you for forwarding immediately the letter I had enclosed, and in letting 
me know about it.  Today I hope to hear the outcome through you.  While waiting for the letters to 
arrive, I give you news of ourselves that, thanks to God, continue to be good.  I heard how much 
and how magnificently the people of Milan managed to receive His Majesty1. The Sovereigns2 
deserve this.  If the Sovereigns come to Santo Stefano3 too, (most probably it will not happen), do 
not worry at all, rather have courage because I assure you that both Sovereigns are full of goodness, 
clemency and compassion.  They like very much to see us in the simplicity proper to our Institute. 
Therefore do not worry or lose your head.  Today, after having written most of this, I received 
another dearest letter of yours.  I thank you very much for it. I am very glad that the Rev. Parish 
Priest4 has received all my letters.  

Know however, that I wrote him three of them.  The first, three or four days before our 
Sovereigns reached Verona, another shortly after I arrived back here, and the third is the one I had 
sent you.  When you see him, in your own good time that is, without trying to meet him for this, but 
when he comes for your Confessions, ask him whether he has received all these three letters, and 
pay him my respects. 

God willing, I mean to leave for Verona on Thursday.  From now on, when you write, address 
your letters to me there.  Thank God, we are coming to the end of the Spiritual Exercises here.  
They will conclude on Sunday morning.  That is why I cannot write much longer on these last days.  
I embrace you from the heart and leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, while I 
recommend myself to your prayers. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Venice, S. Lucia, 21 May 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Emperor Francesco I  (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
2 Carolina Augusta di Bavaria, wife of the Emperor Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n. 3)  
3 The little House at Santo Stefano (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio, confessor and Superior of the Sisters in Milan ( II/1, Lett. 

524, n.1) 
5 The signature is Magdalene’s. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

21.5.1825   Venice                                                                                                                                          1541 

Magdalene will go to Bergamo when the Emperor goes there, but for the moment Rosa should be at peace 
because, his visit is not close at hand. The postulant Morali behaves well and shows qualities suitable to the 
Institute. But the insistence of her parents is strong. May the Virgin not allow her to give in to them! 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today is the first day that our Ladies have started the Spiritual Exercises. I take advantage of 
the moment in which they rest to write to you, my dearest daughter. 

First of all, I confirm good news of myself and of these dear Companions who are quite well, 
thanks to God. I thank you very much for the charity of your prayers, to which I entrust myself all 
the more during these days, for me and for these Ladies, that the Lord and Mary Most Holy may 
bless us.  

You make me laugh when you tell me that you would like me to stay here for three months 
and that, for another reason, you would like me to be in Bergamo as long as before. At the moment 
we cannot speak of leaving, first of all, because I have only just come, and also because I have now 
to think of assisting the Ladies to do their Spiritual Exercises well. With regard to the coming of His 
Majesty1 to Bergamo be at peace, because according to the knowledge I have, the Sovereign does 
not come so soon. He will stop a few days in Milan and from there he will go to Genoa. Then he 
will come back to Milan. Before His Majesty comes to Bergamo, I will have time to come there 
easily.  

I have noted what you tell me about lady Alberzoni and our good Orsola2. When we see each 
other, I will listen to the rest about both of them. But in the meantime, I warmly recommend to your 
charity the last one mentioned. The young lady Morali 3’s parents wrote the same news to me from 
Verona after they have left as what you write about, that is: that their daughter behaved well, she 
bade farewell to them,  telling them that she wanted to go through the formation period. I assure 
you, the more she allows herself to be formed, the more she will become a person with the best 
qualities for our Institute.  

Of course, the devil is not trying so hard for nothing, being aware of the good this daughter 
will do. However, he is dealing with a most powerful Lady and with Her there is no way to win. 
Please recommend this business much to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy. 

I have told this Superior4 what you have entrusted me for your sister Santa. Be at peace for 
what you wish will be carried out. Yesterday I saw your dear nieces, who are well and as I have told 
you, give consolation, since they are two angels. 

I greet you also on their behalf. I am very sorry for the serious indisposition of Don 
Ambrogio5, and I beg you to continue to give me news of him. The mother and sister of our dear 
Teodora6 came to visit me this morning. Inform her for me; add that they are well and her mother 
especially looked very well. They were consoled when they heard the news of Teodora. They send 
her their greetings. 

Then, it will be difficult for Don Carlo7 to come to see me in the short while that I am here,, 
since the above mentioned ladies have told me that in this month he is very busy. I am happy to 
know that you are getting on pretty well. Continue to pray to Mary even for dear Teodora. It is my 

                                                 
1 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
2 Orsola Valsecchi, who died in Bergamo in 1863 
3 Giuseppina Morali, postulant (cf. Lett. 1444) 
4 Giuseppa Terragnoli, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 398, n.2) 
5 Don Ambrogio Manzoni, chaplain and sacristan in the Church of S. Croce (cf. Lett. 1417) 
6 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6)  
7 Don Carlo Roggia, Teodora’s brother (cf. Lett. 1439) 
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wish that She may grant good health to this daughter, whom I have so much at heart. To be honest, 
this wish of mine is somewhat exacting, but Mary, in Her goodness, will not be offended if I try to 
achieve the fulfilment of a grace which is already in fact granted. If nothing else happens and the 
wind will allow me, I am thinking of leaving for Verona on Thursday. In the meantime, we are 
getting nearer, my dear daughter, and then we will see each other. I recommend the enclosed letter 
to you. It should be handed over safely and solicitously. If I come in time, I will answer dear 
Teodora orally, otherwise I will reply from Verona. 

I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Venice, S. Lucia, 21 May 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
8 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

28.5.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1542 
Teodora Roggia still makes Magdalene very anxious because of her health. Magdalene would like to stay in 
Verona, since the Ladies of Milan will not be making the Spiritual Exercises. But she has to meet the 
Sovereigns, and therefore she will have to go to Milan. She will probably take Roggia with her there. She 
would like to arrange for the Spiritual Exercises for the country teachers, also because the two priests, the 
Counts Passi, are well disposed. There is also the problem of Morali, whose parents are still not at peace.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you from Verona, my dear daughter, where I arrived yesterday after a very 
comfortable journey. I had the pleasure of finding a dear letter of yours, to which I answer 
promptly, on condition that you too reply immediately to this with the ordinary mail on Wednesday. 
My dear daughter, perhaps I will not be able either to solve the matter or remedy it, but you write to 
me at once. I hear that our Teodora1 continues with her usual indispositions, without improving at 
all. I am worried, not for the present moment, nor for the summer season and the autumn one, but I 
am anxious about dear Teodora and still more about you during the winter season.  

On the other hand, I do not know what to think about, since I cannot bring dear Teresina on 
account of Trent, because it seems that this foundation will become a reality in a short while, and I 
cannot displease Rosmini2. If I take away Teodora, I do not see any hope that poor Felicita3 will be 
ready to receive the habit. I speak about completing her studies. Tell me what progress she has 
made and how you see her regarding her health. Know that the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies of 
Milan have been cancelled and we do not know when they will take place. Therefore, my dear 
daughter, if I did not have this desire to pay homage again to our Sovereigns4, I would have stayed 
in Verona until September. In that month I would come to Bergamo for the Spiritual Exercises of 
our teachers5 from the countryside. But now, I shall make a journey of a few days. Perhaps, I will 
take even dear Teodora with me to Milan. Well, write to me at once, because I would like to set off 
not during the first days of the coming week, which starts tomorrow the 30th May, but the week 
after, which begins on the 5th June. Tell me also what you have to say about the church. I wish we 
could arrange for the Spiritual Exercises of the country ladies, if it were possible, after Milan, since 
I realize that it is almost impossible either to stop or to undertake another journey in autumn for this 
reason. I spoke about this to both the brothers, the Counts Passi6, and they were most convinced to 
do so. I will tell you many things orally. I thank all of you for the charity of your prayers for me, but 
do not get tired of praying because I have a lot of business, and I do not know how to disentangle 
them. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and will inform you orally about everything. 

This evening I am giving the habit to dear Cattina7. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 28 May 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Margherita Rosmini, a novice in Verona (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
3 Felicita Valsecchi, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1493, n.3) 
4 Francesco I and Carolina Augusta from Bavaria (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
5 The young ladies trained as teachers for the countryside 
6 The two priests Counts Luca and Marco Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
7 Cattina Carminati, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 
8 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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I did not yet have a chance to speak to dear Morali9. She reveals herself more and more as a 
straight-headed person, and gifted with surprising talents for the Institute. However, recommend her 
to Mary Most Holy because I expect the devil will try his best to take her away from us, if it is 
possible. I place my trust in Mary. Anyway, I have made fun of those who were waiting for her 
return and they have been mocked. On Wednesday, please send the carrier to dear Elena10. Write a 
few lines to her and tell her in my name that I beg her to hand over that book and those papers to 
him, and that she should get everything ready for my arrival, since all this is for Verona. 

                                                 
   9 Giuseppina Morali, a postulant (cf. Lett. 1463) 
10 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

29.5.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1543 
Magdalene is in Verona but probably she will go to Bergamo soon, then to Milan.  In the meantime, let ‘her 
little flock be of good cheer’ because God is treating them as ‘true spouses of the Crucified Lord’.  The 
relationship with the Parish Priest is rather strained because he misunderstands the situation. 
 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

As soon as I arrived yesterday after a very good journey, I received your dear letter that had 
arrived here a few moments before. I thank you, my dearest daughter, for what you communicate to 
me regarding the Parish Priest1.  Although the retreat of these good Ladies has been postponed for 
the moment, yet I am still hoping to embrace you soon.  I will write again soon, hopefully to inform 
you of the day that most probably I shall leave for Bergamo.  Meanwhile, I exhort you to thank the 
Lord that He deigns to will that you, my dear little flock2, work purely for His glory, without 
granting you human recognition.  Herein truly lies the strength of virtue, when we try to be content 
with the divine dispositions and conform ourselves to them completely.  Meanwhile, we continue to 
work and to do our duty.  I console myself so much with you and with the whole of my dear little 
flock, and all of you must console yourselves with me, that the Lord begins to treat you as true 
Spouses of the Crucified. 

You did not want me to get you straw worth two coins, therefore remain firm at the foot of the 
cross. Courage and again courage, I say to all of you.  Do not refuse this little suffering if you wish 
to receive those thrones that are certainly being prepared for you in Paradise. 

I hope to stay in this House for the whole of the coming week. So until the coming Saturday, 
you may address your letters to me here in Verona. I found all our dear Companions here in good 
health.  I keep fairly well, although I feel a little tired 

I beg of you to continue the charity and assistance of your prayers, since I need them greatly 
in every place and at every time. 

I have many other things that I will tell you orally.  In the meantime I send you a warm 
embrace and leave all of you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona S. Giuseppe 29 May 1825  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of S. Stefano in Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
2 The Community of the little House in Milan  (Lett. 1475) 
3 The Postscript and signature are autographs of Magdalene 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

29.5.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1544 
Magdalene has left Venice and has arrived happily at Verona. She gives various details of her journey. She 
mentions that she has forgotten “a large Prayer Book with a green cover” in the boat. She asks her to try to 
trace it. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I do not delay to give you news about our journey which is good, my dear daughter, thanks to 
God. 

On Thursday morning we left the lagoon with a slight drizzle, but the water was calm. Then 
we had good weather until Padua, where we arrived at about 11 o’clock. We stopped there for two 
hours. We continued our journey without any rain, and at 5 in the afternoon we reached Vicenza. 
After our dinner, I had a conference with several of those very good and venerated Religious until 
10 p.m. But up to now, these affairs are not yet concluded. Let us continue to recommend the 
matter to the Lord. We set off from Vicenza yesterday morning at 7, and last night with a cool and 
good weather, we reached Verona happily at about five in the afternoon. 

I am fairly well, but I am tired and feel knocked down. After a short rest, I hope to be alright. 
I found all the Companions here well. The Superior1 too is discreetly so. She thanks you very much 
for all that you have sent her, and she was so pleased with everything. 

My dear daughter, I remind you to get informed from the Promoter, as I recommended to you 
orally, who is the owner of the house and whether there is the skylight, so that you may do what we 
have agreed. I beg you to ask the boatmen Montan and Basilio, whether they found a large Prayer 
Book with a green cover in their boat, since Michele2 doubts whether he had forgotten it there, 
because, after having used it in the boat, it was missing for the rest of the journey. 

Tell me whether Father Stefani3 liked the juniper jam.  
I remember what you have told and recommended to me regarding the veils. Ask our dear 

Companions to assist me with their prayers. You too, kindly pray for me. In the meantime, address 
the first letter you write to me to Verona. I do not yet know precisely on which day I will set off 
from here, but before my departure I will write to you once more. Everyone here greets you 
warmly. Be joyful in the Lord and abandon yourself to His Divine Will in all things. Embracing all 
of you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
 

This letter was started on Saturday and was finished this evening. 
 

29 May 1825, Verona, S. Giuseppe. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 
 

The writer renews to you and the dear Companions her many thanks for all the charity and 
compassion used towards her and embracing you again recommends herself to your prayers. Rosa 
does the same. Tell dear Maddalena that some prayers will be said. 

                                                 
1 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (Lett. 1612 no.1) 
2 Michele Masina, the coachman (I, Lett. 357) 
3 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini”, Venice (II/1, Lett. 495)  
4 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

5.6.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1545 
To strengthen Roggia’s health, Magdalene will make her change house. In the meantime, she puts a very 
good subject from Verona as a substitute in the school, so that she may give Valsecchi a chance to finish her 
studies and then give her the religious habit. After this she will be able to go back to Bergamo. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I should not be writing to you today, my dear daughter, as I hope, to leave for Bergamo on 
Monday, if it pleases the Lord. On the other hand, if you do not see me on Tuesday, it means that I 
could not finish everything. In that case I will set off on Tuesday. I will tell you everything orally, 
but not now, as I am just passing by and it will be enough that I stop one more day, besides that of 
my arrival, but on my return from Milan, which will be soon. Today I write to you to tell you 
something. Regarding what you wrote and write to me, my dear daughter, to my displeasure, I 
understand the need of finding a remedy for that house, by removing good Teodora1 because of her 
health. I see that poor Felicita2 will not take the habit any longer. Since I would like to see even that 
house well established, I hope to make the House of Verona offer a sacrifice for a few months. I 
will take with me together with Angelina3 the Mother Mistress, even Rosa Zaibante4. In the 
meantime, I will get Nunziata5 to substitute her in our school here. We will entrust Felicita to 
Angelina, and will see what will be best for dear Teodora. Felicita will finish her studies in a short 
time, will take the habit and then will come to Bergamo, if it pleases the Lord. Meanwhile, try to 
put in order what you can. Perhaps I will be able to stop to sleep only for one evening, and will 
leave for Milan the next morning, leaving Angelina with you for two days. I assure you that I am 
depriving this house of a great help, by taking away Zaibante, but it will be for a short while. Know 
my heart. I am happy to give you a valid subject who will be a great help to you. 

I will tell you all the rest orally. I hastily sign this letter, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 5 June 1825 

 

As soon as you receive my letter, please do me the favour to write to Don Giovanni6 that I 
hope to be in Bergamo on Tuesday at a discreet hour. I have to go to Milan on Wednesday, early in 
the morning. Therefore I beg him to let me meet him on Tuesday after lunch. We will inform him as 
soon as I arrive. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
2 Felicita Valsecchi, a novice in Bergamo (cf. Lett. 1493) 
3 Angela Bragato, Mother Mistress (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
4 Rosa Zaibante or ROSA SAIBANTE, as it appears in 1833, in the effective State of the Daughters of Charity in 

Verona. She entered in 1818. She was a teacher of the Schools and nurse in the evening, as it is stated in the lists 
of the jobs of 1835 (Canossian Archives, Venice). (Lett.1545, n.4) 

5 Annuciata Caccia, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1610, n.6) 
6 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
7 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

8.6.1825    Milan                                                                                                                                          1546 
The House in Milan has been visited at first by the Empress and then by the Emperor; lastly by the Archduke 
Carlo Francesco. Magdalene is very satisfied even because the pupils of the school have shown themselves 
to be well prepared at Catechism. She lets Giuseppa know that she will not be able to help the protégé of 
Alessandri positively in his appeal to the President of the Tribunal because she has no acquaintances, but 
she will do what she can. Don Brugnoli has fractured his leg and therefore the novitiate lacks both a 
chaplain and a Confessor. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I start by telling you that in these days we have been honoured at first by Her Majesty, our 
beloved Empress1, who with her usual goodness made me confused to see her condescension. Then, 
I went to pay homage to our excellent Emperor. The next morning he deigned to visit our Institute 
personally, showing his charity and care for our least Institute through his clemency and pleasure. 
We were also honoured by His Highness, the Archduke Carlo Francesco2 with his wife. These 
people showed me their esteem for our Institute. They wanted to hear the Catechism of our girls. I 
put some questions to some of them, and they were very satisfied. 

I am very happy to hear that you are better, but I warmly recommend you to take all possible 
care so that you may work much for the Lord. I remind all of you to exercise the school girls 
earnestly in the practice of our doctrine. I know the concern you always have. I recommend it to 
you again seeing that it is pleasing to our venerable Sovereigns. If you have news of our most 
worthy Patriarch3 you will do a great favour to inform me. Let us hope that our St Lucy will 
console him because you know how much you told me about the sickness of his eyes. Even His 
Eminence our Archbishop4 said that the Patriarch had told him about the sickness regarding his 
eyes. 

Do me the favour to let the good Mr. Giuseppe5 know that I received his letter dated the 14th 
coming from Verona, only yesterday. It contained the appeal of Mr. Negri. To tell you the truth, I 
do not have the honour to know the President of the Tribunal and do not even know his name. You 
will understand that being here, I do not know how to serve him well and also I cannot do anything 
more in Verona, since my brother6 is in the countryside and will stay there I do not know for how 
long. All the same I will do the little I can wholeheartedly. 

Being certain about your concern for our dear Hospital,7 I warmly recommend it to you. 
Poor Don Francesco8 has really broken his femur. Therefore please pray for him and for the 

House in Verona, the House of the Novitiate, which is now without a confessor and chaplain. I 
leave all of you hastily in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  

   
My dearest daughter, I am 

Milan, 8 June 1825 
NB  The signature of Magdalene is missing. 

                                                 
1 Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, Empress (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
2 Archduke CARLO FRANCESCO, who together with Metternich and Archduke Luigi, took part in the Council of 

the State, which practically substituted in the Government, Ferdinando, who became Emperor in 1835, after the 
death of his father Francesco I; but he was weak and sickly (Cf. Grande dizionario enciclopedico U.T.E.T. p. 
695). 

3 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
4 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop in Milan (I, Lett. 326, n.4) 
5 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
6 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
7 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
8 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor in Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

11.6.1825   Milan                                                                                                                                            1547  
This has the same content as the letter written to Terragnoli the same day, with the variant of the Spiritual 
Exercises for the teachers from the countryside. In the meantime, Magdalene would like these to be 
organized. 
V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you even today, my dear daughter, to beg you to send me, with the carrier of 
Wednesday, a packet of adhesive plasters for corns, since everything has remained in Bergamo 
when I was there the other time. My dear daughter, I am looking forward to your writing, which 
will tell me who has gone away. It is necessary that I tell you what great consolation you have 
given me this time, particularly when I see you indifferent to all, not looking for anything else, but 
the good of the Institute as a whole, and the good of all the girls in particular. I assure you that you 
have taken away from me even the fatigue of travelling.  

I will now tell you that I went to pay homage to His Eminence the Archbishop1 yesterday. He 
treated me with great goodness, I would say, more than any other time. Today they expect our 
August Sovereigns2, on their return. I recommend that all of you pray to Mary Most Holy for me 
and for our many affairs. I hope to come to Bergamo immediately after the departure of His 
Majesty. I understand that it will be on the 24th. He will not come there at once after Milan, because 
he goes to Como and to Valtellina. I think I will be in Bergamo at his coming, but I will not be able 
to stop there a long while. Therefore please beg Don Giovanni Cattaneo to ask Don Luigi 
Morlacchi3 whether the people recommended by him for the Spiritual Exercises can come this July, 
in case that can be done. Otherwise, this year, it will be very difficult for me to be in Bergamo for 
this purpose in September. Similarly try, through Valsecchi4, to consult also the mother of Pezzotti 
from Membro, who begged me even for the third daughter. I imagine that Giovanna will not be 
able to come for her school, but I know that Claudia is free. 

In the meantime, try to find out who wants to come and tell me the number. Then I will write 
to the Counts Passi5 to see the possibility, if with that number they can make them during this 
period. I would like to know something about Giuseppe. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
Milan, 11 June 1825 
My respects to Don Giovanni Zanetti.  

                                                 
1 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop in Milan (I, Lett. 326, n.4) 
2 Francesco I and Carolina Augusta from Bavaria (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
3 Don LUIGI MORLACCHI, was born in 1792 a Ranica, a town hall of Bergamo. 
4 Angelo Valsecchi, the carrier (III/1, Lett. 1230, n.1) 
5 Don Luca and Don Marco Passi, apostolic missionaries (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
6 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

11.6.1825    Milan                                                                                                                                              1548 
Magdalene always writes from Milan and to the same addressee. Hence we do not succeed in solving a 
strange contrast of news. In the first letter dated 8th June, the visit of the Sovereigns has already taken place. 
In the subsequent one, Magdalene highlights the warm welcome of the Archbishop Gaysruck and her anxiety 
about the eyesight of the Patriarch of Venice. She is sure that Terragnoli and the Companions will make a 
novena to S. Lucia for him. She asks for a relic of the Saint to be sent to the Patriarch. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you from Milan my dear daughter, where I arrived happily on the 8th and found all 
these Companions in fairly good health. Know that the Daughters of Charity are fond of the sickly 
ones. On the other hand, I am well as I hope you too are, together with all those dear Companions. 

Until now our Sovereign1 has not come back from his journey to Genoa, but we expect him 
today. I hope I will have the luck to pay homage to him together with his most beloved and our 
august Empress2. Later I will continue with news about us. Yesterday I went to pay homage to His 
Eminence our very Reverend Archbishop3, who welcomed me with a greater goodness than the 
usual. I understood from the same, to my great displeasure, that our most worthy Patriarch4 still has 
trouble with his eyes. If you know something, I beg you to write to me. I think you are already 
making a novena to St Lucy, as I have written to you. I would be happy if we had a presentable relic 
of St Lucy to send to him, but from what I know, I think we do not have any. So could you, on my 
behalf, ask Don Giacomo if he has one; but it should not be too small. If he has one, you could have 
it mounted in a silver casket and then send it to him on my behalf through Don Giacomo.  

I would like you to do me a favour: ask Father Stefani5 what that relic of St Lucy is which he 
sent me before my departure from Venice. 

You did not tell me anything more about our Hospital6. Hence I beg you to give me some 
news: whether they are continuing to labour for the work and whether they have found the money, 
since you know how much is required for the house and the rest. Write to me also about Betta 
Bianchini, daughter of our Betta, since I would also like to know something about her affairs. 

Farewell my dear daughter. I embrace you together with all the others and leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. Do not forget to pray and ask for prayers for me these days, because I am 
in great need. 

I will write to you later about many other things. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 11 June 1825                                your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
 

Offering him my respects, tell Father Stefani that he will be served regarding the veils; only let 
me know whether he wants two or four of them, because I do not remember. 

At this very moment I received your dear letter dated the 8th. I am pleased to hear that our 
Ladies were satisfied, and if next year there will be more of them, they will be very dear to us. With 

                                                 
1 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
2 Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, wife of Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
3 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop in Milan (I, Lett. 326, n.4) 
4 Msgr, Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1)  
5 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini”, in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
6 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891)  
7 This letter is signed by Magdalene.   
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regard to Father Francesco8 I will serve him as much as I can. I will undoubtedly procure the juniper 
jam for Father Stefani. I embrace you again. 
 

                              MILAN  
 
To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia            VENICE 

                                                 
  8 Father Francesco, perhaps the Capuchin Father FRANCESCO MARIA of Venice, confessor to the Zitelle at 

Giudecca (Stato del Clero 1824) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

8.6.1825    Milan                                                                                                                                               1549 
In view of a possible visit of the Sovereigns, Magdalene advises Rosa to clean some parts of the house. At the 
same time she exhorts her to make the pupils study the doctrine well. She gives some advice on how to deal 
with the young ladies and asks for some prayers for the house of Verona, which at present does not have a 
confessor and chaplain because of the accident of Don Brugnoli. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today too I write only a few lines, my dear daughter, to tell you that I would like you to get 
the long corridor with the gratings whitewashed. I would like you to recommend and give particular 
attention in school that the instruction of the girls should be on the Sacraments in general, at the 
usual time every morning so that, when I come, I will find them well grounded on what they have 
learnt. 

With regard to Zaibante1 and to Checchina2, I hear that the former is sometimes worried, but 
afterwards she calms down. 

Listen my dear daughter, I beg you, as much as you can, help them to grow by listening to 
them, and letting them say everything. Do not worry. You will see that, by treating them in this 
way, the Lord will give us His grace so that everything will go on well. In the meantime, Felicita3 
will receive the religious habit and we will see how the Lord will make use of her. My health is 
good. I write to you from the little house4, where I am for two or three days. Besides the corridor of 
the entrance, get only the reception room whitewashed. 

Don Francesco5 of Verona has really broken his femur. Pray for him. Pray also for that House, 
which as you see, is without a confessor and the Holy Mass. You can imagine what a thought this is 
for me, especially in a house of the Novitiate. I embrace all of you very hastily. Give my respects to 
Don Giovanni6. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 18 June 1825                                your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 Rosa Saibante and not Zaibante, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1545, n.4) 
2 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2)  
3 Felicita Valsecchi, for biographical notes (cf. Lett.1493, n.3) 
4 The House at S. Stefano, a little House in Milan (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
5 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor who is sick (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
6 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 

  7 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  It has a lot of spelling mistakes. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

23.6.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1550 
Pilotti is recovering from her illness. Magdalene is looking for the water of Nocera that she has been asked 
for. The people from Bergamo are organizing themselves to receive the Sovereigns and the Viceroy worthily. 
The Exercises for the teachers from the countryside cannot be made in that period, because the girls are all 
needed for the work of spinning and the harvest. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I start giving you good news about Cristina1. She was not well these past few days and we 
were a bit worried. We gave her a bit of the veil of Mary Most Holy of Loreto2 and she soon got 
better. Thanks to God, she continues well, is on her feet and is looking after herself fairly well. 

With regard to what you write to me about Lady Angelica I do not understand too much about 
the medicines. What I understand is that there is no Water of Nocera3 in Milan. Therefore I have 
written to Verona today, asking them that in case they can find any, they should dispatch it to the 
Certosa4 in my name, through the ordinary mail. Therefore if this Water arrives, my dear daughter, 
do me a favour to pay for the transport and I will refund everything on my return. I wrote to Venice 
as well to find out whether there is any, in case we cannot find any in Verona. Here in Bergamo 
there is none. I forgot to tell you that, thanks to God, I am going on well. 

My dear daughter, Cristina continues because the Superior5 is with the girls. Today our 
excellent Prince Viceroy6 has arrived, and tomorrow we expect our Sovereigns. The people of 
Bergamo are all up and doing. A week from today I will describe to you everything. I thank you 
very much for the letters you sent me. Don Francesco7 is better. Let the Lord do as He wills. 

Here, it is impossible to arrange for the Spiritual Exercises for the girls of the countryside8 
during these days, since in these areas, other than the spinning, there is also the harvesting and the 
major works of the farms. 

It is also the time between His Majesty’s departure and the moment of my return to Milan. It 
came to my mind that some new obstacles may have arisen in Milan, seeing that you do not say 
anything about the Exercises. Tell me something, and whether Lady Marieta9 has spoken to His 
Eminence10. 

They are calling me to the parlour because there are people who are in a hurry, so I am 
compelled to end. Embracing you heartily, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 23 June 1825 
 

I have also to examine the girls on the catechism. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Our Lady of Loreto 
3 Curative Water of Nocera (cf. Lett. 1552) 
4 The large house of Milan in Via della Chiusa  (I, Lett. 337, n.1) 

  5 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 

 6 Prince Giuseppe Ranieri of Hapsburg, Viceroy of the Lombard-Veneto Region (I, Lett. 299, n. 4)  

 7 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor of the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2)  

 8 The teachers from the countryside 

 9 Lady Marianna Somaglia, niece of the Count Giacomo Mellerio (I, Lett. 389, n. 3) 
10 Card. Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
11 The letter is written by two secretaries, the second being Cristina Pilotti. It is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

25.6.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1551 

Domenica did well to turn to Our Lady to assuage her anguish, but since the cause was her delay in 
arriving, it was not really necessary to worry. 
 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

You will have heard good news about me from the gentleman Pedrino1.  Now I myself 
confirm it.  Cristina2 was not well yesterday. But today, thanks to the Lord, she is better. I ask all of 
you to keep her close to the Lord.  I beg of you to offer seven Holy Communions for me, those you 
can freely dispose of for many matters. 

Regarding your worry about my departure, you have done well to go to Our Lady, but even 
humanly speaking, there was no need to worry so much because you know that I have to return 
soon to Milan for the Retreat of the Ladies, and we shall meet again. 

On Wednesday, God willing, I will write to you more at length, my dear daughter, to dear 
Maria3 and to dear Maddalena4 as well.  If at all possible, I will send a brief note to Angela5 and to 
Luigia6 too.  If I cannot do it on Wednesday, I will do it another time.  Goodbye my dear daughter, 
courage and abandon yourself in God.  God has asked this of you for many years. 

I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo 25 June 1825                            your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 Pedrino Porta, the coach driver. (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4)  
2 Cristina Pilotti in Bergamo with Magdalene  (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 Maria Caspani, a Companion teaching in the School at S. Stefano (III/1, Lett. 1201, n.1) 
4 Maddalena Crippa, teaching in the School at S. Stefano (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 4) 
5 Angela Vimercati (III/1, lett. 1272, n. 6), or Angela Simeoni (I, Lett. 306, n.1) 
6 Luigia Gajotti.  In some lists she is mentioned as Gagiotti or Gaggiotti.  She was in charge of the linen room, 

teacher and Minister for the Hospitals (III/1, Lett. 1273, n. 5)  
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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[Between 25 and 29 June 1825]    Bergamo                                                                                                    1552 
 

Magdalene had promised to write more at length and so she keeps her promise now. But for the most part 
she repeats what she had written in the previous letter. 
 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
I start by telling you that news of us is good, especially that of dear Cristina1.  You know that 

she was not too well these past days, but yesterday I gave her a little bit of the veil of our dear 
Mother of Loreto.  She started to feel better right away and continued being well. By the grace of 
the Lord she is already up and feeling fairly good.  As for me I feel well, thank God, and so do all 
the other Companions who embrace you warmly. This time you will all be happy because I 
managed to write to everybody, but then till I return there in a short while, I will not be able to write 
to you all again, since I have a lot of work to do these days.  On this account I recommend to all of 
you to keep recommending me to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy since I need their assistance.   

Then, with regard to the Water of Nocera2, I tried my best to have some.  First I enquired 
whether there was some here, but I did not find any. Then I wrote to Verona and to Venice.  I hope 
we can have some.  

If you see Don Angelico, give him my respects and assure him that I did write. Tell him that if 
that water is found in Verona we will surely send it to him to Milan by post immediately.  At the 
same time I told somebody to ask Dr. Roveli3, who had given the same remedy to his sister and to 
our Stella4 who got better, whether he had given her that water of Nocera, or that of the well, if the 
first was not available.  As soon as I have the answer I will send it to you for him.  Elena too had 
written to me, but I will send the answer to you because you live nearer to him. 

 As you can see, it is Cristina who ends this letter so you can be at peace, as you will realize 
that she is better now.  She asks all of you to thank Mary Most Holy for the grace She had granted 
her.  My dear daughter, see what kind of memory I have: I do not remember whether I promised to 
give you a paper that speaks of obedience to the Confessor.  With this doubt, I enclose it here.  If I 
am wrong, keep it till I come back there.  Give my regards to the Parish Priest5.  I wanted to write to 
him out of duty, but I will do so another time. In the meantime, present my respects to him for me. 
Goodbye my dear daughter. I recommend myself to the prayers of all of you.  I embrace you 
heartily, and I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
 

You will find enclosed a letter for our dear Elena6. Do me the favour of seeing that it gets to 
her at once because, if she wants to write to me through the mail, she may have the time to answer 
since the coach stops just at your house. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

 
                                                 

1 Cristina Pilotti who in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Healing waters 
3 Dr. Rovelli, the Doctor in Verona.  The spelling is incorrect. 
4 Stella, previously the maid in the Canossa family (I, Lett. 2, n. 11) 
5 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest at S. Stefano (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
6 Elena Bernardi, Superior at Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
7 Two secretaries wrote this letter. Cristina Pilotti was the second one.  The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

29.6.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1553 
Magdalene would like to have news not only regarding the good intentions of the collaborators of the 
Hospital for Convalescents, but also about any conclusions. She is grateful for the relic of St Lucy given to 
Giuseppa and begs her to send it to the Patriarch, assuring him that all the Daughters of Charity will pray 
for the recovery of his sight. She also informs Giuseppa about her next itinerary. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

To tell you the truth, I am a bad administrator. I did not write to you on Saturday and today I 
will not be able to do so because in these days I am very busy. On the other hand, I assure you that 
my health is really good. 

I am pleased to know that you too enjoy discreet health and I beg you to greet all our good 
Ladies for me. 

My dear daughter, it seems to me that we are going to do for our Hospital1, as my maid did, 
when I had to get up early for some journey. She would call on me an hour before to tell me to rest 
because there still was an hour to go. We too say to these good tradesmen that we are sure of their 
commitment and that they are very good, but we do not keep quiet. Well, I will willingly hear news 
about it, but I do not recommend it to you, knowing how much you take it to heart. With regard to 
the relic of our St Lucy, thank Don Giacomo2 very much for it and beg him, when he takes it to 
Monsignor Patriarch3, to beg his pardon for the liberty I take. But, since I understood from His 
Eminence, the Archbishop of Milan4, that his eyes continue to be unwell, noticing the continuous 
miracles wrought by St Lucy, I wrote to you so that our small Community could make the novena 
to the Saint for him, as you did. I dare to send him this poor relic only urged by the desire that the 
Saint, if it pleases the Lord, may give him back his sight, for his consolation and for the good of the 
whole Diocese.   

In these days, I think we will be receiving some novices and my plan is to stop here this week 
and the next. The week after that, in case there are no other changes, I will return to Milan for the 
Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies, which are fixed for the novena of St Anne. When these are over, I 
will be back here, to see whether we can have the Spiritual Exercises for our teachers from the 
countryside5 during the novena of the Assumption into Heaven of Our Most Holy Mother. Then, I 
have to go back to Verona to finish what I have to do to settle that House in everything.  

Dear Teodora6, whom I saw not only on her feet, but even in discreet health, was afraid of 
getting ill again and, since I had here a novice who substituted someone in the school, I took with 
me Zaibante7, leaving her here temporarily, and Angelina8 too. Since Teodora showed a desire to 
return to Verona, thinking that perhaps there she would recover perfectly she set off with Angelina, 
and really she is getting better and better. If the season allows it, that is, the heat subsides, I think 
she can even have some general baths. In Verona she was always well. We will see, because the 
Daughters of Charity can benefit from healthy airs, since they do not lack houses. I recommend to 
you the skylight9. Tell the news of Teodora to her relatives. (NB. This sentence has been added by 
Magdalene). 

                                                 
1 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 1590, n.5) 
2 Don Giacomo De Mattia, rector of S. Lucia (Lett. 1421, n.1) 
3 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
4 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop in Milan (I, Lett. 326, n.4) 
5 The teachers from the countryside 
6 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6)  
7 Rosa Saibante, with Magdalene in Bergamo (Lett. 1545, n.4) 
8 Angela Bragato, the Mistress of novices (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
9 The skylight (cf. Lett. 1454) 
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They tell me that our good Prince Viceroy10 has now arrived, and tomorrow evening they 
expect our August Sovereigns11.  They say they will stop for three days. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. Embracing you all wholeheartedly, I leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. Pay my respects to Father Stefani12. At the first chance I will send you the relic of 
our Saint who favoured us with so much goodness. 

Do me the charity of assisting me with your prayer. Again farewell! 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Bergamo, 29 June 1825 
 

PS Please write to me, but immediately, if you find the Water of Nocera13 in Venice.  
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 
BERGAMO 
 

VENICE (1 July) 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Superior of the Daughters of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE
                                                 

10 Giuseppe Ranieri from Hapsburg, Viceroy of Lombardo-Veneto (I, Lett. 299, n.4) 
11 Francesco I and Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, Emperor and Empress (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
12 Father Stefani, Parish Priest at “Carmini” in Venice 
13 Curative waters from Nocera (cf. Lett. 1552) 
14The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

2.7.1825    Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1554 
Magdalene refers to the Corporal which had been ordered and is ready to be sent. She points out another 
visit of the Empress. She is so touched that she would like to introduce a particular prayer in the Institute, 
for the Sovereigns. She would like to know when the Exercises for the Ladies have been fixed. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today I write to you, my dear daughter, and I enclose a letter that I beg you to hand over 
promptly to our Parish Priest1. I am writing to him to give you the reply you will send to me on 
Thursday, when I will send you the Corporal2. I am sorry that we had forgotten about it on 
Wednesday, being a feast day. I have not seen it yet, but the Companions tell me that, although 
simple, it looks very nice. Up to now they have only one done in this way, but they say they have 
seen others so made in Borgo S. Caterina. It is the right size, but when laid out, it is difficult to fix it 
with the shining starch, because each corner is to be unfolded. As I already said, if these 
Companions like to have them starched, they will very willingly starch them. 

Yesterday the august and dear Empress3 honoured us with her visit. I do not know what to tell 
you, but she showed me even more clemency than when you saw her. I am very obliged to her and 
attached in such a way that I want to lay down some particular prayer to Mary Most Holy in all our 
Houses, so that the Lord may bless her always more and more, as well as our good Sovereign4. 

We will speak about this at my coming. They tell me that their Majesties will be leaving on 
Monday. 

My dear daughter, on Thursday I hope you will be able to tell me about the Exercises for our 
Ladies. I am a bit curious to see the end of the matter. It seems to me that Durini5 may find it 
difficult to go to His Eminence6, but she is so docile that she may do so out of obedience. Well, 
write to me everything you know so that I may act accordingly. 

I thank you for the fruit, and the bread you have sent me. The Companions thank you together 
with me. Do not bother to send us more bread, since now my stomach cannot digest bread dressed 
with oil. 

Today I end by embracing all of you heartily. Cristina7 is getting better day by day. Yesterday 
a young novice entered for Rovato. Thanks to God, my health is good. 

I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Everybody here reveres you. 
My dearest daughter, I am   

Bergamo. 2 July 1825                              your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

 
                                                 

1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Father Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
2 The CORPORAL is a little white square linen cloth that the priest stretches out on the altar when he celebrates the 

Holy Mass. 
3 Carolina Augusta of Bavaria, Empress and wife of Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n. 3) 
4 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
5 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
6 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n. 4)  
7 Cristina Pilotti in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. There are many spelling mistakes. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

6.7.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1555 
Magdalene will reach Milan soon. She hurriedly asks some questions she is concerned about, that is: 
whether the Corporal she has sent as a sample is alright, and when the Exercises for the Ladies will start. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

I will start by telling you, my dear daughter, that I am sending you the sample of the 
Corporal1, which is the only one we found having corners; and it is just the right size. My dear 
daughter, I am waiting for the news you will give me about the Exercises for the Ladies, longing for 
the answer of His Very Reverend Eminence2. I hope you have received one of mine written to you 
on Saturday through the common mail, which contained another for the Parish Priest3. I have no 
doubt that you have handed it over to him at once, and please reply this time since it contains a 
thing about which I am very concerned. 

Our Don Bunioli4 is much better and has begun getting up from bed for a little while. I do not 
go any further, since I will tell you everything personally. Embracing all of you very heartily I leave 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. My health is good, and Cristina5 is fairly well. Everyone 
greets you warmly. I send you both the basket and the box. I will tell you everything later about the 
contents of this. I only tell you that my sister liked it very much. You quite understand me, but do 
not say anything until we see each other. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 6 July 1825 

 

PS  The cook6 does not want to send you the empty basket, because she wants to bring it to you 
filled up.   

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1 Corporal, a white, square little cloth used by the priest on the altar (cf. preceding letter) 
2 Cardinal Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
3 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
4 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor of Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2). The name is spelt wrong. 
5 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
6 Rosa Masini, the cook in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n. 4)  
7 This letter is signed by Magdalene  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

6.7.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1556 
After some news, among which is the consoling one that Don Brugnoli will get better soon, because he has 
only bruises but no fractures, Magdalene writes a plan in order to fulfil another dream of hers, that is, the 
foundation of Burano. 

Bergamo, 6 July 825 
My dearest daughter,  

I received your dear letter dated 2nd July, and today I hasten to reply to it. I am pleased to hear 
that the health of all of you is discreet, but I would like to hear, if the Lord wills it, that it is really 
good. Therefore, take care even of little indispositions. Thanks to the Lord, I continue to be fairly 
well, more than usual. I will be happy to hear news with regard to the Hospital1, when you have it, 
and also the outcome of the Patriarch2’s relic. 

By a special grace of Mary Most Holy, Don Francesco3 has not broken any bone. He feels 
much better. He hopes he will be entirely cured in a short while, thanks to the Lord. Regarding the 
confessor, the Lord has provided us with Don Turi4 for the time being. Then, through the charity of 
one or the other, God has provided us also with Masses. But nothing is fixed yet. Continue to pray 
to Mary Most Holy so that She may provide for and establish everything well. 

With regard to the examination of the girls, go to listen to it, but try to find a place where you 
are not seen, but without any scruple just in case you are seen by chance. 

I do not know yet when I can set off for Milan, since I am waiting for a letter assuring me 
when they will start the Spiritual Exercises, although it seems certain that they may begin them with 
the novena of St Anne; but I always in doubt. 

Recently we received a sixteen-year-old novice. I assure you that she is a dove of innocence 
and seems to have special gifts. Recommend her to the Lord because her people at home are making 
things difficult for her. Now that she is in, they regret having allowed her to come. But I hope that 
Mary Most Holy will calm them down. 

With regard to the Hospital, when you have a chance to see good Micheli5, either you or dear 
Betta6 tactfully try to find out whether she has collected anything from the Ladies for our Hospital, 
as she had told me that she would have done it. Then let me know and I will tell you the rest. 

I want you to do another thing for me my dear daughter, but with artfulness and prudence, 
without showing that I have written to you. I am overwhelmed with many worries, but I cannot 
forget poor Burano7. When I was in Venice recently, I almost suggested some kind of proposal to 
the Parish Priest, but after speaking to the good Mr. Giuseppe, we found out that no proposal could 
be realized because there were some laws or government systems which are against it. I describe to 
you the thing so that you may understand better. The convent of S. Maria delle Grazie, that is, of the 
Capuchin Nuns in Burano, of which the church has now been repaired and serves as the Parish 
Church, has been put certainly twice and perhaps three times to the auction, but no one wanted to 
buy it. On the other hand, the Commune of Burano has some credits with the Property Office, 
which have not been retrieved by it, because the liquidation of them has not taken place yet. After 
all, this Town Hall of Burano, so poor and needy, does not have the primary schools required by 

                                                 
1 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
2 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
3 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor in Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
4 Don ANTONIO TURRI, one of the Spiritual Directors of the Arch-episcopal Seminary (Stato del Clero, 1826, p. 

42).  The name is spelt wrong. 
5 Michiel Bernardo and Michiel Pisani,  Ladies in Venice (Lett. 1491, n.4) 
6 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, a member in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
7 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
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His Majesty8. It seems to me therefore, that the Parish Priest with an appeal of the Commune could 
first seek the advice of our excellent Prince Viceroy9 who esteems him much. Then he should 
present himself, either alone or with some members of the Parliament, to the Sovereign, when he 
comes to Venice. He could simply ask him in the appeal that instead of that sum of money, which is 
the value of the convent, which the Commune must exact from either the State or the Pawnshop, 
that such a building, which no one wants to buy, be given to it or to the Institute to provide schools 
and instruction for the poor girls who need it so badly. Thus the Commune will not have the burden 
of maintaining the teachers, and the schools would be according to the will of His Majesty. What is 
important is to find a way to suggest such a step to the Sovereign, without him realising that I am 
the one who suggests the move. This is the reason why I do not trust to turn to the good Mr. 
Alessandri10. 

It seems to me that either you or Betta could speak to the excellent Mr. Padenghe11 so that he 
may suggest it either to the Parish Priest or to Mr. Giuseppe, because Padenghe himself spoke to me 
with great concern about Burano. You can say that you too are concerned. If the Parish Priest12 goes 
with such a request, either to our most worthy Patriarch13, who is concerned about Burano too, or to 
Monsignor Traversi, the Superintendent14 of the Lyceum, I do not doubt that, by exposing the fact 
in the way mentioned above, he would obtain the grace, by taking advantage of the encounter with 
His Majesty, when he comes here. In a hopeless case, as I have suggested to the Parish Priest, he 
could get the Head Inspector Cicuto to ask to locate the schools of the girls. But the Parish Priest 
has to apply to Monsignor, the superintendent of the Lyceum so that he may speak to Cicuto. Or 
they may at least ask the favour that the sale should be suspended until the liquidation of the 
accounts of the Commune with the Property Office has taken place. In case Mr. Padenghe had gone 
for the waters, you could write down all this for me, describing the affair and leaving out names and 
surnames. Then speak about it to Monsignor Albrizzi15, as if the affair came from you. Then, make 
the latter get Alessandri to deal with the Parish Priest, as if it was his own concern. I will write to 
you another time how we have to find the dowry for the young ladies, who want to join us as 
Companions, and you will see that we will very easily be able to acquire it. 

I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16

                                                 
8 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
9 Giuseppe Ranieri from Hapsburg, Viceroy of the Lombard-Veneto region (II/1, Lett. 517, n.4)    
10 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, no.1) 
11 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Work in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
12 Don Giacomo De Mattia, Parish Priest of S. Lucia (Lett. 1421, n.1) 
13 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
14 Msgr. Traversi, superintendent of S. Lucia in Venice (II/1, Lett. 489, n.2)  
15 Msgr. Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco in Venice  (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 

16 The handwriting is often difficult to read because of some ink stains. The signature is Magdalene’s and it is 
repeated at the end of the letter. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

6.7.1825    Bergamo                                                                                                                                     1557 

Magdalene simply asks the receiver to carry out her request well: to send a letter privately to Msgr. Zoppi of 
Massa, and a little parcel to Bernardi, then to give her an answer. 

  
V.G.M      My dearest daughter,                                          July 6, 1825 

Since we are going to meet in a few days’ time I will tell you only that I am well and that 
Cristina1 too is well enough.  I enclose a letter for Monsignor of Massa2. Send somebody to his 
revered brother, the Commissioner, to favour us with a moment of his time, and give it in his own 
hands in my name, conveying to him my compliments.  Ask him the favour to give it to the Parish 
Priest Pranca, as I really wish that it will reach him in a private way.  I enclose also a letter for dear 
Elena3. Please do me the favour to send it right away.  Remember that if you do not send me an 
answer, I cannot come to Milan.  I am also sending a little parcel that you must ask Elena to keep.  
Goodbye, my dear little flock.  I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

Send the little parcel as it is, to Elena. Do not open it. There is a letter inside.  Send the box 
too to Elena. 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti in Milan with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi,  Bishop of Massa (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
3 Elena Bernardi, Superior at the House in Milan. (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
4 The last part of the postscript and the signature are in Magdalene’s own handwriting. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

9.7.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1558 
Another very quick errand: to send a letter to the gentleman Piero Porta.  She will communicate the rest 
orally as she will be arriving in a few days’ time. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

In the hope of embracing you in a few days’ time, I do nothing more today than to greet you 
together with our dear little flock1. I ask you the favour to send the enclosed to the good Mr. 
Pedrino2.  

I embrace all of you heartily and leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 
 

9 July (1825)                                          Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 The Community at Santo Stefano (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
2 Piero Porta, aspirant for the Sons of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4) 
3 The signature is Magdalene’s. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

16.7.1825    Milan                                                                                                                                           1559 
Magdalene is in Milan to follow the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies, for which, she says she is a bit 
nervous. Nevertheless, she hopes this will pass. Since the Sovereigns will stop only for three days, she thinks 
they will not go to visit Giuseppa in Venice. Magdalene recommends to her not to worry because they are so 
good that they pity our nothingness. With regard to the house, when the spiders are killed and the dust is 
removed, our decorations are done. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you from Milan, my dear daughter. I arrived here on Thursday after a comfortable 
journey. On Tuesday after lunch, if it pleases God, these good Ladies will start their Spiritual 
Exercises. Perhaps even here the good Ladies, who will stop not only the whole day but also at 
night, will be few. Up to now I think they will be about six or at the most eight. Those who will stop 
the whole day are several and those who will come for the meditations will even be more than 
eighteen. I entreat you to assist us with your prayers that the Lord may bless the Holy Exercises and 
even those in Bergamo, which will take place afterwards, as I think I wrote to you. 

I hear that on the 20th, you think our August Sovereigns1 will come. I assure you that if I 
could, I would come very willingly to have the honour and consolation of seeing them. 

They will stop for a short while, but having honoured us another time with their visit, perhaps 
they will not come. On the other hand, do not get worried or shy, because they are very good and 
they also understand our nothingness. I recommend that my room too should be tidy. When we have 
dusted the place and the spiders are killed, our decorations are over. In our poverty, their Majesties 
are more pleased with our heart than with anything else. In case one or the other of them comes, pay 
them my deep respects and give my compliments to my very beloved Empress. 

I recommend that the girls be ready, in case she wants to hear their Catechism. When she 
honoured us in Bergamo, my wonderful head forgot to ask her if she wanted to listen to our 
Catechism, because, although on account of their rural work, those girls come and go to school, 
when we deal with the Catechism, they are very good. 

I was very happy to hear the good news you give me about our dear Hospital2. Let us hope 
that our good tradesmen3 come to its execution. We are near the beginning of August, and what do 
you tell me about the Capuchin Nuns? When are they going to S. Girolamo4? The heat has now 
settled in, here at least. Remind Betta5 that we agreed with Mr. Giacometto6 that she should have 
her usual waters for at least twenty days, as well as her baths. Also tell dear Betta, whom I embrace 
wholeheartedly, that she should not put questions, and remember the reply of the tomb. 

I wrote three weeks ago to the dear Mr. Giuseppe asking him for a favour. I would like to 
know whether he has received my letter which was an answer to one of his. Here I enclose a note 
for him. Please forward it to him with a few words, since I lack the time and chance to write to him 
again today. Then the Spiritual Exercises will start and I will have no more time. Just imagine, I feel 
a kind of nervousness with regard to these Ladies of Milan although they are all good. Well, I shall 
do my best to put it aside, but I will have no time. My health is good. In fact, when I was in 
Bergamo I needed to have some blood drawn from me. Now I hope to go on without it until I return 
to Bergamo. I beg you to recommend me to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy. I embrace all of you 
and leave you in the Most Holy Hearts of Jesus and Mary. 

                                                 
1 Francesco I and Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, Emperor and Empress (II/1, Lett. 517, n.3) 
2 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
3 Alessandri and Padenghe, the two procurators of Magdalene in Venice 
4 The convent of S. Girolamo (Lett. 1395, n. 11) 
5 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 The surgeon, Giacomo Gasperi (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
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My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, Certosa, S. Michele alla Chiusa. 
16 July 1825 

PS  When you write, address the letters to Milan. If you have any news about Cristina7’s father inform 
me. She was in need of a drawing of blood and I left her in Bergamo. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
7 Cristina Pilotti’s father, hospitalized in the Psychiatric Hospital in Venice (cf. Lett. 1402) 
8  The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

23.7.1825  Milan                                                                                                                                          1560 
Magdalene is anxiously waiting for the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies in Milan to come to an end. Then 
she will return to Bergamo. In the meantime, Cristina Pilotti should write to the future foundress in Rovato, 
Margherita Caprini, to fix her arrival so that it does not interfere with the Spiritual Exercises for the 
teachers from the countryside, which will be held in that city. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You will have already received news of me from the carrier, my dear daughter, and with a 
few lines, I answer your letter that I have received just now. I confirm the good news about my 
health. On Tuesday, the feast of St Anne, if it pleases God, the Spiritual Exercises for these Ladies 
will come to an end. With regard to our Spiritual Exercises you speak about, do not doubt because I 
will try to hurry up as much as I can. I will come to Bergamo, during the week that starts tomorrow, 
but I do not think it is possible before Friday. Therefore send me the carrier and you will have a 
sure answer. Even this time I cannot please Mr. Valsecchi1 because I want to come sooner. As soon 
as I can escape from here, I will. My dear daughter, inform at once those who live far away that on 
the 2nd August they are to be definitely in Bergamo. With regard to Don Giovanni Zanetti2, tell him 
that I will get a novena said for him to Mary Most Holy. Thinking over what you write to me about 
the Spiritual Exercises, if they start on the 3rd August, I see it difficult, rather impossible to make 
my visit to Rovato before that. Therefore, to be surer, get Cristina3, I hope she will continue well, to 
write to good Margherita4 about these circumstances, on account of which we will have to 
anticipate the beginning of the Spiritual Exercises. Hence, it will be necessary that she comes on 
the 2nd and I will be able to accompany her home. Make her come for the 2nd August and, when she 
has seen the place, she could try to do our business. In the meantime, please continue, also through 
Don Giovanni Cattaneo, to invite those young ladies you think suitable, as we have agreed. 
Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, Certosa, 23 July 1825 

PS  Mother Masini5 greets all of you and hopes she will embrace you soon and tell you the wonders she 
has worked.  

My health continues to be good. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6

                                                 
1 Angelo Valsecchi, the carrier (III/1, Lett. 1230, n.1) 
2 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
3 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 Margherita Caprini from Rovato, who enters among the Daughters of Charity in 1828 (II/2, Lett. 809, n.3) 
5 Rosa Masina, now cook in Milan (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene, who also wrote the last line of the letter. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

27.7.1825    Milan                                                                                                                                              1561 
Magdalene is happy because the Patriarch liked the relic of St Lucy. She hopes that the Saint may obtain for 
him the grace of the total recovery of his eye-sight. She is finally going to Bergamo, where she will not have 
much time. In case any daughter needs to write to her and receive a reply, let her do it and Magdalene will 
answer her. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I hope you will have received another letter of mine that I wrote to you from Milan, my dear 
daughter, the same day you wrote to me. Today too, I write to you a few lines while I am free from 
my Ladies. My health, thanks to the Lord, continues well and I am very pleased to hear that all of 
you too are sufficiently well. I was very happy to hear that His Eminence, our most worthy 
Patriarch1, was so kind as to receive the relic of our dear Saint willingly. I would be very consoled 
both for Him and for the good of the Diocese, if the Lord will grant Him the healing of his sight. If I 
can I shall enclose a few lines to thank Don Giacomo2. If I cannot do it today, do it yourself, please. 
For our poor Burano3 you have done very well. Let the Lord do His Holy Will. 

I hear that some dear Companions wish to write to me. Since they would justifiably like to 
have an answer, I would be more certain to reply to them immediately after the Assumption into 
Heaven of Our Mary Most Holy. I hope to leave for Bergamo on Friday. On the 3rd or 4th August 
my good young ladies will start their Spiritual Exercises. When these are over, I think I will go to 
Verona to arrange for the perfect establishment of that House. In fact, if they are either in a hurry or 
have any need, they can write even with the ordinary mail, so that I would put everything aside to 
answer them. 

If you write the forthcoming week, address your letters to Bergamo. I already knew of the 
death of the sister of the good Mr. Giacometto4, because our Mr. Alessandri informed me about it. I 
confess that, on the whole, the Lord has disposed of that virtuous young lady’s death more as a 
prize than anything else. It seems to me that her brother must be easily consoled because of her 
virtue and learning. 

It was not possible for me to send you this letter on Saturday because I could not finish it, and 
last night I had the pleasure to receive another of yours. I finish it today the 26th, a day when our 
good Ladies ended their Spiritual Exercises. It is no more than an hour that the last Lady has left. I 
thank you all for the prayers you said for this purpose. The Lord has blessed everything and I assure 
you that I was very edified by the piety of these Ladies. They were very satisfied with this place, 
but out of their goodness. 

On Friday I will leave for Bergamo. Please address your letters to Bergamo. In case His 
Majesty, our August Sovereign5 comes, I recommend to you to do as I told you, and do likewise for 
our dear Empress6. Convey my greetings to everyone. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

Your most affectionate Mother Magdalene,  
Daughter of Charity7 

 
{Milan} 27 July {1825} 
 

                                                 
1 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
2 Don Giacomo De Mattia, Parish Priest of S. Lucia (lett. 1421, n.1) 
3 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
4 The surgeon Giacomo Gasperi (Lett. 1434, n.3) 
5 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 

  6 Carolina Augusta from Bavaria, wife of Francesco I, Emperor (II/1, Lett. 517, n.1) 

  7  The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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To Most Appreciated Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
 

 
 

TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

3.8.1825   Bergamo                                                                                  1562 
 Meditating on the Passion of the Lord is helpful to lessen Domenica’s pain at Magdalene’s absence.  
Magdalene however encourages her to turn in confidence to God alone. Then she describes the arrival of the 
Teachers from the countryside for their Spiritual Exercises, with some other village girls who shower them 
with their spontaneous show of sympathy.  Let the Sisters ‘accept these manifestations graciously as they 
would those of a bear’. 

My dearest daughter, 

I was greatly consoled, my dear daughter, to know from the letter you sent me from Milan, 
that the practice I suggested to you about the Passion of the Lord gave you much comfort and left 
you very tranquil at my departure.  I desire very much that this should continue, and I wish that 
when you keep company to the suffering Spouse, if not consoled, at least you will be happy to find 
yourself alone with Him alone. 

Thank you for the news you give me about Poli1.  When you write keep me informed. 
My health is good. God willing, the Spiritual Exercises will begin here tomorrow.  If only you 

could see it, my dear daughter, this house at certain moments looked like the Crib with arrival of 
these dear village girls.  Some accompany those who will remain here; others come to see me, to 
speak to me about God.  I assure you that I really feel like hiding myself, I do not know in which 
place, below their feet. Indeed, it is a grace that I am not suffocated, because they embrace me as a 
bear would do, but I am filled with consolation. 

Please, not today, but in the coming week, ask Teresa the doorkeeper, to buy for me a 
svanzicher of scarlet dye, in order to get a pink color.  

Thanks for the letter you sent me. I beg you all to remember me during this Novena of the 
Assumption of Mary Most Holy.  I shall remember you, and if I can, I shall write on a sheet of 
paper how you have to do it. 

Here six girls have already entered and, in a few minutes, I am expecting ten others. Then the 
rest will come. 

Help us with your prayers so that these girls may profit by the Retreat. I also enclose a letter 
for the Parish Priest2.  Please make sure that he gets it. 

I am in a hurry.  I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Bergamo, 3 August, 1825                              My dearest daughter, I am 
 

If the Parish Priest were to give you some letters, keep them.  Afterwards send them to me by 
mail. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3

                                                 
1 Rosa Polli, a member of the Community in Milan (III/1, Lett. 1128, n. 8) 
2 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest at S. Stefano, Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
3 Authentic signature of Magdalene 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

3.8.1825    Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1563 
Rosa Saibante, whom Magdalene had brought to Bergamo to replace Roggia, reacts to the climate which 
does not suit her. Magdalene is trying to bring about a change, even if it may not be necessary. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I need a new service from you, and I anticipate the pleasure of embracing you in writing, my 
dear daughter, as I hope to do so in person very soon.  

Know that for your consolation, our Rosa Zaibante1 was always doing well, but she too has 
her weakness. It seems that the climate of Bergamo does not suit our Rosina. She has been suffering 
from headaches for some time, but more than that, there are other inconveniences for which I am 
not sure whether it is the right thing to leave her here when I return to Verona. I would appreciate it 
if you could tactfully try to sound Teresina2 to see whether she has any objection to come to 
Bergamo for six or seven months. It might not be necessary after all, if Rosina’s health improves. 
Still, do me the favour to ask her and inform me so that I know how to regulate myself. 

My health is good, only I had to have a blood-letting yesterday evening. Today I want to rest 
as much as I can, and tomorrow, God willing, I will be on the move again because on the 3rd of this 
month we are having the first of the Spiritual Exercises for our rural girls3. Once again I need much 
prayer because after the Spiritual Exercises I shall be staying here for other matters, all for the 
greater glory of God. 

I recommend that you reply as soon as you can, taking your time prudently. I hope to embrace 
you within a fortnight. Let all the novices make this Novena of the Assumption to obtain the 
blessing of our Mother on everything on my return, so that everything may be established for the 
greater glory of God. May the Lord give me the grace to do His Will in everything! I leave you all 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Bergamo, 3 August 1825 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4

                                                 
1 Rosa Saibante, of the Community of Bergamo (Lett. 1545, n. 4) 
2 Teresa Spasciani, of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
3 The teachers from the countryside 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

10.8.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1564 
Magdalene is very pleased about the participation of the teachers from the countryside. Their number came 
up to seventy-four. She cannot continue dictating, because from the room where she is, the preacher’s voice, 
being so loud, distracts her too much. In Venice there was another visit of the Sovereign, who was very 
satisfied with the catechetical preparation of the pupils. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Even today I will be very brief, my dear daughter, because it is the second last day of the 
Exercises and there are 74 participants. Most of them stay with us the whole day. We have a great 
reason to thank the Lord who bestows such abundant blessings on our little efforts. May God grant 
us perseverance! I was very grateful to hear the news you gave me as well as the detailed 
information about the consultation. Although it may not be the most satisfactory, it could have been 
far worse. We have the consolation that the medication was useful. I hope you will be able to write 
to me that it continues being useful. 

You do very well, my dear daughter, to go to bed when it is the time required by the Rule. Be 
sure that the Lord likes that far more than the prayer you used to do during that time. You did very 
well to get the Companions to take care of themselves, and to rest, because they needed it too. 

Know that I am very embarrassed to continue this letter because the preacher is guiding the 
meditation in the school of the young ladies, and in my room where I am writing, I can hear 
everything and I do not know how to go on. Cristina1 embraces you warmly and is better. I am very 
tired, but I am well. I send you the tin box and the apron. Cristina will send it to you next week. 

Know that our excellent Empress2 deigned to visit our House in Venice. She listened to the 
Catechism of our girls and examined some of them. Thanks to the Lord, she was very satisfied. She 
showed her usual goodness for me and had someone write her satisfaction to me. 

I was going to send you at least twelve sequins, but I cannot even speak to him, because he 
‘the courier’ has his wife in bed. Hence I do not know how to risk sending the money in this way. I 
will send you the box and as much as I can next week, before my departure, which should be during 
that week. I hope I will be able to write to you more at length. I am compelled to stop. I leave you 
all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 10 August 1825 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
2 Carolina Augusta of Bavaria, Empress and wife of Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n. 3)  
3The letter is signed by Magdalene. There are many spelling mistakes. 
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TO CATERINA CARMINATI 

10.8.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1565 

There is another tempest in the soul of Carminati who has been brave during the visit of her parents.  But 
now she is strongly tempted against her vocation. Magdalene assures her that it is an assault of the devil, 
because of the good she may do. But if she truly knows that she is not called, she would be the first to help 
her to leave the Institute.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Bergamo 10 August, 1825 

 

How much I must console myself, my dearest daughter for the grace the Lord gives you of a 
share of His Cross, through the present temptation. This gives me a well-grounded hope, rather a 
proof that the devil gives vent to his anger now because he could not do anything while your parents 
were with you. Know, dear Cattina, that since we are having the Spiritual Exercises for the young 
here, I had to speak to Don Giuseppe, the very day I received your letter, and I showed it to him. He 
began to laugh, not at the anguish caused by the temptation, but being an evident temptation it 
seemed impossible that the devil should want to tempt a soul by revealing himself so openly. The 
said Religious told me that he believes the temptation will soon cease, and since you desire to know 
my opinion, I tell you, that your doubts are only temptations without a foundation. For the rest, my 
dear daughter, God willing, I will have the happiness of embracing you this week or the next. Be 
certain as I have always told you: if the Lord does not call you to us, or even if after being called 
you are not happy, I will be the first to help you to leave, and to find you all the ways necessary, 
since I desire only your sanctification and happiness. 

You already know, have been told and have seen how I managed to help Merizi to leave. Yet, 
I believe that you are ignorant of this except for the smallest part. I assure you that my happiness in 
my vocation would be embittered if I find my companion unhappy, consequently sacrificed. 
However, if you wish to talk to that good Religious you spoke of the other time, you have but to ask 
your mistress, and do the same if you want to talk to the (ecclesiastical) Superior.  

Recommend yourself to Mary Most Holy and remember me too. In the meantime, I embrace 
you and leave you in Her Heart, and remain 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity1 

                                                 
1 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO CATERINA CARMINATI 

[1825]                                                                                                                                                               1566 

There is a strong anxiety in Cattina’s soul, but Magdalene assures her that the Lord tries her along the way 
of  “dark faith”. Even the difficulty she finds in her relationship with the superior, is a part of the divine plan 
so that the Lord may be her only goal. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

Forgive me, my dear daughter, for not replying to you at once, as my heart would have 
wished. It was due to my many commitments. 

On the other hand, your letters are most welcome, and news of you is very dear to me. 
Courage, my dear Cattina1, courage! Believe me that God permits these little crosses for your 

sanctification. He wants from you a spirit of total self-emptying, and since our humanity by itself 
hardly understands it, He puts you in the sweet necessity of seeking Him alone in the path of an 
obscure but sure faith, allowing that you do not find in the Superior2  those comforts which seem 
dear to you. Believe me that He permits it in His mercy and to accomplish in you that plan of love, 
which, according to my very dim vision, He has over you.  

The devil however, wants to take advantage, trying that from a human point of view you may 
not see or regard your Superior with filial trust. She loves you and is always happy with you, as I 
understand from her last letter. 

Be certain that I will not inform her at all about what you have written to me; I tell you this to 
put you at ease. Respond courageously to the divine inspirations and how happy we will be, my 
dear Cattina, if at the hour of our death we can sincerely say that the Lord has always been 
everything for us during our life.  
Believe me, whoever can truly say so, will not feel the pain of death. Keep on comparing the efforts 
in overcoming yourself to the eternity which will be granted to us. Try to be lovingly calm and give 
yourself up to the Lord. Cut short your natural reflections and do not stop consciously to make 
comparisons. The devil may confuse you and at the same time make you waste a lot of time. 

I end, since I am short of paper. I place you again in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and I beg 
Her to bless you. I wish you to give me news of yourself from time to time. I embrace you and 
remain. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

To dear Cattina 
                                                 

1 Caterina Carminati (II/1, Lett. 618, n. 2)  
2 Rosa Dabalà (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4)  
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene, as also authenticated by the notary Albasini. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

13.8.1825   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1567 
Magdalene writes a few lines, but sufficient to show Angela that her fears are groundless. For the rest, they 
will see each other very soon. 
 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

Only a few lines, my dear daughter, because next week I hope to embrace you. I thank you for 
what you write about my Teresina1. As you know, even in the past, it seemed that the Lord wanted 
her on the way of suffering. I do not understand what comes into your mind, my dear daughter, to 
say that you are not able to guide her. The thing is so big that I cannot wait for my coming to tell 
you that it is a very wonderful dream. On the other hand, Rosa2 who behaves well is getting better 
day by day. She has only a light headache, but as the climate gets cooler, even this will disappear. 
Now she is able to stay in school, and was also able to help us with the Spiritual Exercises. Hence 
we do not need the change.  

Without starting extraordinary devotions, offer and ask the companions to offer Holy 
Communions for my intention so that Mary Most Holy may assist us to establish the house of 
Verona in the full observance of all the ministries. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary with 
my very sincere attachment. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 13 August 1825                      Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 
 

Farewell Angelina, have a good time. 
To Lady 

Lady Angelina Bragato 
                                                 

1 Teresa Spasciani in the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
2 Rosa Saibante in the Community of Bergamo (III/1, Lett. 1545, n. 4) 
3 Both the signature and the postscript are in Magdalene’s handwriting.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

17.8.1825    Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1568 
Domenica is still upset and afraid.  She feels alone and far from the Foundress. Magdalene encourages her 
by urging her to tend to “God alone, and then God alone”. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Only a few lines for the moment just to let you know that my health is good, and that, God 
willing, I intend to leave for Verona on Friday. 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for having spoken to the reverend Parish Priest1 about that 
money, and that he took the trouble to talk to Doctor Castiglio about it.  With regard to the letter of 
that Daughter of Mary of Father Bellavite2, you did very well not to send it to me through the mail.  
You can give it to the courier. The Superior will hand it to me. 

 My dear daughter, be brave, have courage and again have courage. The years pass by and we 
are approaching eternity.  It is also the time to detach ourselves once and for all, and that we do not 
get frightened by the greater distance of a few miles. 

God alone and then God alone!  Remind yourself of your Spouse abandoned in the Garden of 
Olives. Keep Him company for a little while, but with a good heart since being in agony and in a 
sea of sorrows, He has no need, for comfort, to see us sad over mere trifles.  Moreover, I assure you 
that my heart is not going away from Milan, and that we shall always find each other in the Heart of 
Mary. 

I enclose a letter and a book on the practice of loving Jesus Christ.  Give them both to the 
Parish Priest. 

I also enclose a note, for which I ask you for a little service, that is, to send for Mr. Giovan 
Battista Cogliati3. Give him that paper to read; then please ask him, on my behalf, to give you the 
answer on a loose piece of paper.  Then send it, through the courier, to that Superior. 

The lack of time does not allow me anything further since, as you can imagine, I am 
overwhelmed with problems. My fond regards to all the dear Companions whom I embrace 
cordially together with you. I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dear daughter, I am 
Bergamo, 17 August 1825 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

 

Send the twelve sequins to Elena5.  On Wednesday I will send you what I owe you. 
                                                 

1 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest at Santo Stefano (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
2 Father Domenico Bellavite, Founder of the Figlie di Maria (I, Lett. 20, n. 3) 
3 Battista Cogliati, procurator of the House in Milan (Lett. 1485, n. 7) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
5 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the House in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

22.8.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                         1569 

Magdalene keeps on saying that Elena has to take care of herself, although she knows that her 
recommendations will be all in vain. She is worried about the disappointment of the first two volunteers to 
begin the Sons of Charity. She had immediately noticed that the priest, an aspirant to be one of them, was not 
suitable. Besides the anxiety regarding the illness of Saibante Rosa, she has another one still heavier 
regarding her niece, Countess Ravignani, who, after giving birth to twins, is in great danger of death. 
Magdalene is ready to comply with the divine will. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you news of us from Verona, my dear daughter, where, thanks to the Lord, 
we arrived happily on Saturday evening. On the way I had another novice at Lonato. May the Lord 
bless everything! Today I am going to answer your letters, my dear daughter. As to your health, 
take as much care as you can, though let me say that I know very well that my words will bear little 
fruit. Be sure however, that I recommend you warmly to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy. I have 
also started a little daily devotion for you and will keep on doing it, since, my dear daughter, I do 
not know whether you believe that I have always loved you as a mother, and as such I pray with all 
my heart for you, wishing you to become a true servant of the Lord in this world, and to gain a 
beautiful crown in the next.  

With regard to the young lady you are speaking about, and as you say, the Parish priest1 has 
written to me, I will hear what he says. Then I will take a decision. But up to now he has not written 
anything. With regard to Mr. Pedrino2, I feel sorry for him and for the excellent Francesco3. My 
dear daughter, I have always told them that Ribozzi4 had no vocation. In case he has it, it is not to 
be counted upon, but only what has already been done. In the meantime, do me the favour to wish 
Mr. Pedrino for me. I will write to him as soon as I can. Here I am so overwhelmed with letters and 
business that I have to measure my time with a compass. 

I am glad to know that Rosa5 continues to get better. Let us hope the Lord will give her to us 
wholly recovered. But I have my doubts, considering the kind of illness. It may take a long time 
before we can be fully certain. I thank you for the prayer you offered for me, and I beg you to 
continue, since I am in great need of it. I entrust myself also to all my dear daughters. I embrace 
them heartily, together with you. 

I thank you for the bonnet and the letter. The one you sent me from the poor Monsignor of 
Massa6 makes me feel very sorry. Convey my regards to the Parish priest. I leave all of you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 22 August 1825       your most affectionate Mother Magdalene 

Daughter of Charity7 
 

PS  I forgot to tell you, my dear daughter, that I left the money known to you to good Rosa, Superior of 
Bergamo8 who will send it to you as I did. Please I beg you to pray to Mary Most Holy for my niece 

                                                 
1 Don Bernerdino Burocco, Superior in Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 1) 
2 Piero Porta, aspirant for the Sons of Charity (II/1 Lett. 524, n. 4)  
3 Francesco Bonetti, aspirant for the Sons of Charity (II/2, Lett. 714, n.2) 
4 Canon Pietro Ribossi was not suitable to be a Son of Charity (II/2, Lett. 714).  
   The name is spelt wrong. 
5 Perhaps Rosa Polli, in the House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1128, n. 8)  
6 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6)  
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
8 Rosa Dabalà, in the house of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
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Ravagnana9 to whom the Lord gave two babies a fortnight ago. She was very well the other day, but 
today she has developed miliary fever10. Due to it I hear that she is not well. I wish only the 
fulfilment of the Divine Will. Humanly speaking the case is rather pitiful, since she is only about 23 
years old and has four children, the eldest of which is four and a half years old. 
I say again, may the Lord’s will be done. If He wants her, pray Him to crown the holy life of this 
young lady and to give strength to my sister11 and even to me. After my sister-in-law12 she was the 
person I was very concerned about because of her singular piety. I recommend to you the niece of 
our Spasciani13. If Lady Teresa Dugnani14 comes, I beg you to recommend the Spasciani family to 
the Parish Priest of Sesto Calende15, I mean just for the soul, because Teresa takes much care of the 
other children too. Today the 23rd, Ravagnana is better. Let us keep on praying because she is full of 
the miliaries. 

 
Verona 
Milan    August 

    26 
             Distrib. IV 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
San Michele alla Chiusa 

MILAN
                                                 

  9 Isotta Orti in Ravignani, daughter of Rosa Canossa, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 4) The name is spelt 
wrong.  

10 Miliary fever: A serious infectious disease, showing symptoms in small blisters as big as millet seeds and 
emitting a foul odour. 

11 Rosa Orti Canossa, Magdalene’s sister (I, Lett. 4, n. 2) 
12 The late Francesca Castiglioni, bride of Bonifacio Canossa (I, Lett. 124, n. 3) 
13 Teresa Spasciani in the house of Milan (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
14 Lady Teresa Dugnani, one of the nobility of Milan and sister of Don Giulio Dugnani (I, Lett. 198, n. 6) 
15 SESTO CALENDE, a centre of the province of Varese. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

24.8.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1570 
There is a request for the personal belongings of both Magdalene and Cristina and the news of the painful 
and serious disease of Magdalene’s niece, Countess Ravignani. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

As I have a good opportunity, I send you, my dear daughter, with this present occasion, the 
three aprons of good Francesca1 together with two pairs of her stockings and a petticoat. Within a 
short while I will have a second chance. Then I will send you even Zaibante2’s habit. 

My health is good, but I have not yet recovered all my strength, since I am still tired. For the 
rest I am alright. Dear Cristina3 is in the same condition. On the other hand, the Lord wants to give 
me some sorrow. I am now rather afflicted by a serious disease which struck my dear niece 
Ravagnani4, daughter of my sister Orti5. The former gave birth to twins, 12 to 15 days ago. Thanks 
to the Lord, she was very well with her little ones. But two or three days ago she was affected by a 
strong miliary fever, on account of which she is not out of danger. You can imagine the anguish of 
both her mother and her excellent husband6. If she dies, she will leave behind four children, the 
eldest of which is four years and a half. Well, I recommend her very much to the prayers of all the 
Companions as well as of Very Reverend Don Luca7. Do me a favour to inform him immediately, 
for I am certain that he will pray the Lord for her as soon as he is informed. I assure you that, 
besides the sad consequences of her loss for the dear children, we would miss an angelic person. 
Such a misfortune would be like that of my sister-in-law. I recommend her again to your charity. 

Bettina8 is well and behaves well. At first she was a little lost among so many people, but now 
she is quite used to the place. This novice I know, had handed over twenty-six swanzigher9 in 
Bergamo. But I cannot remember whether I had given you at least twenty-two, since Cristina 
brought here only four of them. Tell me, then, how the thing had turned out.   

I also beg you to tell dear Rosa to see whether she has my silk shawl10, the one I wear on 
grand occasions, because they did not find it among my things. I enclose a short list of my 
belongings and Cristina’s which were missing. 

To the present bearer, who will not deny you this favour, I beg you to give the two thalers you 
have, that is, the money for the poor that Cristina left with you. Cristina says to keep the rest aside.  
Besides these, please put together that little quantity of thread Cristina put aside there for the poor. I 
request you to get a piece of cloth made with the linen thread.  Make a well-wrapped bundle of all 
this and in it you can also put my silky shawl.    

The Superior Metilde11 embraces you warmly and thanks you together with the Companion in 
charge of the linen room for the thread and the string you gave her. She accepted everything 
heartily, and as soon as you can she will ask you for other thread to be made for her according to the 
thickness and length indicated. 

                                                 
  1 Luca Francesca from Rovato, in the Community of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n. 2) 

  2 Rosa Saibante in the house of Bergamo (Lett. 1545, n. 4) 

  3 Cristina Pilotti in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

  4 Isotta Orti Ravignani, niece of Magdalene (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4) 

  5 Rosa Orti Canossa, sister of Magdalene (I, Lett. 4, n. 2) 

  6 Count Francesco Ravignani, husband of Isotta, nephew of Magdalene (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 5)  

  7 Don Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n. 6) 

  8 ELISABETTA CHESA from Val Rendena entered the Convent in Bergamo in 1825 (Lett. 1570, n. 8) 

  9 Swanzigher, Austrian money, old Austrian lira  (II/2, Lett. 749, n. 2) 

  10  A silk fabric, in this case a shawl  

  11 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (Lett. 1612, n. 1) 
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I beg you to recommend me very much to our Most Holy Mother so that She may assist me in 
the many affairs I have at hand. I greet you on the part of all the Companions. I embrace you all and 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 24 August 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

                                                 
12  The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

24.8.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                          1571 
Magdalene would very much like to send some younger ones to help.  But the Novices are still in formation 
and she has no one free.  She tells Faccioli not to do more than what is possible.  She also tells her about 
how to acquire money for the Novice Caccia. 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

I write just a few lines to reply to your dear letter which I received through Durini1.  I am 
happy to hear that all of you are in good health.  I am discreetly well.  Cristina2 is also recovering.  
Have no doubts, I shall not forget my little flock3.  You are always in my heart.   

I wish I could give you some Companions at once to help you, but believe me, my daughter, 
we are so over-burdened in all our houses with difficulties and work that we do not know how to go 
about it.  In the novitiate, we have a lot of youth, but they are to be formed; and I assure you that the 
few elderly Companions have much to do. 

Have no doubt. I have not forgotten my little flock. Rather I have them in my heart constantly. 
You will see that with a little more patience, the Lord will provide.  Meanwhile, have courage and 
take care of yourselves to have strength to do what you can.  I thank you for the letter you sent me 
about the Companions who are all so dear to me. 

With much haste, I embrace all of you and entrust you all to the heart of Mary Most Holy. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, 24 August 1825. 
your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 
 

NB   On the opposite page folded diagonally, the secretary wrote the following: 
 

My dear daughter, write to Mr. Caccia5 to bring me the money for his two daughters who are 
with us, so that, half at a time, you could send it, through the courier of Bergamo who is closer to 
you than to Certosa6, to the Superior of Bergamo7, with a note attached. Caccia will tell you 
whether he wants the receipt to be sent to him together with my letter. Let me know immediately 
the sum you have received, for my knowledge and about the receipt.  I shall not change this sum 
with what I still have in Bergamo for the House of Milan, not to mix up the coins I have received 
from Milan, all of the same kind. 

I embrace you heartily once again, 
Your Mother 

I will write to the other Companions, little by little. 
                                                 

1 Countess Carolina Durini,  Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 

  2 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  

  3 The Community at S. Stefano, the “small house” (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
5 The father of the novice Caccia (III/1, Lett. 1261, n.7 )  
6 The big House at Milan (I, Lett. 337, n. 1) 
7 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

29.8.1825  Verona                                                                                                                                              1572 
Magdalene allows Faccioli to receive a certain very lively girl into the school, only for a trial.  After that 
period, Magdalene herself will decide whether to keep her or not.  She asks prayers for her niece, Countess 
Ravignani, who seems to be getting well and then relapses into the illness again. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write you a few lines hastily.  Just receive the Ferri girl into the school, for the time being.  
Tell her first of all, that you had written to ask me and I had given permission to take her on trial 
only for a month.  After that, if she behaves well, I will tell you whether she can stay or not.  I thank 
you, my dear daughter, for the prayers that you are all offering for my niece, Ravignani1.  She is 
well, but it is hard to say whether she is really out of danger.  Just at this moment, I got news that 
she has had a 4th relapse of the miliary fever.  Well, I beg you to recommend her especially to the 
Lord and to Mary Most Holy. 

Regarding the document of Mr. Cogliati2, they did not express themselves clearly enough. 
But, I thank you, I have managed to solve it. 

Please, send the enclosed to Mr. Pedrino3 as soon as you can.  My health and Cristina’s is 
quite discreet.  Cristina4 is still weak.  

I cannot delay further, therefore I embrace you and entrust you to the Most Holy Hearts of 
Jesus and Mary. 

My dear daughter, I am 
Verona San Giuseppe 29 August 1825 

 
I enclose here, my dear daughter, the 38 liras of Milan that I owe you since I have a private 

chance to do so. Please convey my greetings to the Parish Priest.5 
Please, weigh the two sequins to verify whether they are right6.  They come from Milan.  The 

Parish Priest will tell you if they are of a lesser value.  If the value drops, Elena says that Msgr. of 
Massa7 said it is better to cut them8.  However, tell me whether they weigh less, because I have no 
other kind of money to enclose in the letter except this. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9

                                                 
       1 Countess Isotta Orti Ravignani,  Magdalene’s neice, the  daughter of her sister Rosa (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 4) 

2 Giambattista Cogliati (Lett. 1568) 
3 Piero Porta (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4) 
4 Cristina Pilotti at Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
5 Don Bernardino Nogara, the Parish Priest of  S. Stefano (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
6  That is, whether their value corresponds to what is engraved on the coins. 
7 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
8 Exchange the money (III/1, Lett. 1362, n. 19) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. It is not easy to interpret the postscript. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

29.8.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1573 
Internal news or greetings for acquaintances; the most important news, which leaves everybody in suspense, 
is the health of the niece Ravignani, mother of four children. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You tell me that you are worried because you do not see any letter of mine, my dear daughter, 
and I am very astonished to know that you have not yet received any, when I have written to you on 
Thursday, the 25th of this month. 

This time I cannot write at length, because I have a meeting in the parlour. I am satisfied with 
my health. On the contrary, although dear Cristina1 feels her pains, she is on her feet, but she is not 
quite well. 

I am pleased to know that Rosa2 continues to recover. Let us hope that when she has finished 
the treatment she will feel better. I have not received any letter from the Parish Priest3. 

As soon as you can, let me know exactly the precise time of the departure for Rome of our 
excellent Durini4. I beg you to offer my respectful greetings to Count Mellerio5. Tell him to present 
my compliments to his niece, our dear Giovannina6, and to pray for me. Please extend my regards to 
Abbot Pollidori7 too. Tell him that, if he goes to Loreto, he should remember me to my dear Most 
Holy and dear Mother Mary. 

Now let me come to you, my dear daughter. I can well imagine your embarassment 
concerning the Holy Mass, especially during this season. Let us hope that Mary Most Holy will 
provide for it, as She did provide for the Companions here, because of insistent prayers. You have 
to notice that I was not there, because as you know my prayers are not successful. 

My niece Ravagnana8 is defending herself and does not have the bad symptoms of the 
disease. But today it is the fourth rash of the miliary fever. I recommend her, her mother9 and her 
four children to your prayers. 

I have already written to you, but in doubt whether the letter is lost, I repeat that you will 
receive, little by little, the remnant of the hundred sequins from Bergamo, as the money due for the 
scapulars10. 

I embrace you all very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

 

I am also writing to Mr. Pedrino. 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 29 August 1825 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11     
                                                 

  1 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

  2 Rosa Polli, in the House of Milan (III/1,Lett. 1128, n. 8) 

  3 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 

  4 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 

  5 Count Giacomo Mellerio, benefactor (I, Lett. 387) 

  6 Countess Giovannina Patrizi Somaglia, daughter-in-law of Countess Magdalene Somaglia (I, Lett. 347, n. 12) 

  7 Polidori, the tutor of the Mellerio household. The name is spelt wrong. (I, Lett. 388, n.1)  
8 Countess Isotta Ravignani, niece of Magdalene (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4) 
9 Countess Rosa Orti Canossa, Magdalene’s sister (I, Lett. 4, n.2) 
10 The SCAPULARS OF OUR LADY OF MOUNT CARMEL, which are small rectangular pieces of cloth, where 

there is the image of the Virgin. They are worn at the neck as a sign of devotion. 
11 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

30.8.1825  Verona                                                                                                                                           1574 
Magdalene does not remember or she is not clear about what she should communicate to Don Leonardi. 
Since someone can hand it over personally to him, Elena herself may write what she would like Magdalene 
to say. With regard to the wax-work Magdalene thinks it is unnecessary. That is the reason why she has not 
sent her the moulds she had requested. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Yesterday I wrote to you hurriedly, as I am compelled to do even today, but I forgot to reply 
to you about what you recommended me to do regarding Don Pietro Leonardi1. Listen, my dear 
daughter. I remember very well that you had spoken to me about what you want me to inform that 
very good Religious. But then I do not know how, since you changed the topic. Don Leonardi has 
already returned from Venice, but he is still not well and is sick. If I wanted to send for him and he 
could come I would not know how to start the topic, since the thing is not very clear to me. So do 
this. When the bearer of this letter, the very Reverend Don Carlo Allessandri2 returns, give him one 
of your letters where you tell me everything, if I have to speak, or write yourself, if you think it 
better, to the above mentioned Don Leonardi, or send me an enclosed letter, through the same 
person, and I will surely hand it over to him. 

With regard to the moulds you want, the good superior here wanted to get them made at once, 
but I told her to suspend the matter and that I would answer you accordingly. My dear daughter, 
working in wax is too laborious. Since they are so few and have so many occupations, I think they 
cannot take up such a tedious work. You know that even in Bergamo I forbade the Superior Rosa3  
to let Saibante4, who is an expert in wax craft, to do it.  

If you want something worked in wax, inform me. There are small things done here, and I 
will bring them to you when I come to Milan. 

I have to go to the parlour like yesterday. I embrace all of you heartily and leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. Please remember me too during this Holy Novena, and be so kind as to 
continue to pray for my niece5, who is better now. But the illness is a serious one.  

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 30 August 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6

                                                 
1 Don Pietro Leonardi, founder of the Brotherhood (I, Lett. 4, n. 4) 
2 Don Carlo Alessandri, collaborator in the Parish Church of S. Salvatore (Lett. 1446, n.14) 
3 Rosa Dabalà in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
4 Rosa Saibante in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1545, n. 4) 
5 Countess Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4)  
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

30.8.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1575 
The building of the House in Rovato is going to be settled very well. But Magdalene tells Rosa to let them 
rely on benefactors for the expenses, because she will not pay any money at all. Instead, she looks into the 
accounts of Bergamo because she is afraid that Rosa may not have enough money. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your letter dated 27th which I received yesterday, the 29th, my dear daughter. 
I hear that the gentlemen Angelini1 have gone to examine the situation and the upkeep of the 

mentioned buildings, for their information. As far as I can remember, it seems to me that the place 
where they thoughtof having the oratory in the house in Rovato, is a part which gives on to the 
external sacristy and the other part on to the church. Therefore I am very pleased with the structure. 
But they have to make two little windows, one giving on to the sacristy for the confessions, where I 
hope that it will be quiet, and the other giving on to the church, to receive Holy Communion. In 
case they come again to examine the buildings, make them see how we have arranged the place for 
welcoming people, and how those who should not enter at all, have their little room in the first 
entrance, so that they may be sheltered. When the Counts Passi2 come, please let them see our 
entrance door, and how it opens from within. This is something they will understand at once. 

With regard to the expenses for the building, let them reckon whether they can meet them, 
because I myself will not give them any money. 

Since we speak about money, my dear daughter, after the account you sent me, I send you in 
the meantime, through this safe occasion I have, that is, Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri3, 100 liras of 
Milan, besides the 27 svanzigher4 you have from Bettina of Telgate5. You can use them, because I 
will also hand over here the same sum for Bettina, to buy what she needs to put on. 

The end of September is coming soon, and I am worried as I fear you may lack what is 
necessary. Therefore, inform me about each circumstance and how you are managing, for my 
information. If I am not wrong, it seems to me that you had also kept aside a genova6 of the Church. 
Tell me about that too. 

Only today, Cristina7 found my silk shawl8 in the drawer, either together with the Papers or 
among the books. She will dispatch to you at the first chance the clothes she has with her. 

I would have to tell you many other things, but not to lose this occasion, I have to stop. I 
embrace you hurriedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe 30 August 1825 

 

I send you the winter habit of Zaibante9. 
Please hand over this enclosed letter to Don Bernardo Caroli10, as soon as you can. They 

cannot take the winter habit because it is too voluminous. Cristina asked you to send her some 
money for the poor. Instead, I am sending you half a genova. Please complete the 100 liras, first 

                                                 
1 The Angelini: Don Giuseppe, Don Giovanni, Don Carlo (II/2, Lett. 797, n.3)  
2 The Counts Passi: Don Luca and Don Marco (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Svanzica, old Austrian liras (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
5 Elisabetta Nespoli from Telgate (Lett. 1502, n.4) 
6 Genova, is money the value of which corresponds to 105 Milanese liras (III/1, Lett.1075, n.2) 
7 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
8 A fine silk cloth (cf. Lett. 1570) 
9 Rosa Saibante, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1545, n.4) 

10 Don BERNARDO CAROLI, born in the Parish of the Cathedral in 1762, confessor in the same Cathedral 
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with the money of Bettina from Telgate, as I already told you, and the rest with the money of the 
poor. In case you need any for the Lutheran, Cristina knows where to get it. Give me the exact 
account for the registers. 

I embrace you once more. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 
                                                 

11 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

8.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1576 

Durini is going to leave for Southern Italy. Magdalene will write as soon as possible. She tells Elena to ask 
both her brother Bonifacio and Don Leonardi directly for what she wants, and she will be provided for. The 
Archpriest of S. Zeno has admired the house in Milan. But Magdalene wants to know exactly which rooms 
she has shown him. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Even today, as you see, my dear daughter, I have to take advantage of the secretary of foreign 
affairs, because the cabinet official, that is, Cristina1, is in bed on account of her pain in the nerves. 
She knows what it is but she suffers a lot all the same. Recommend her to the Lord. I am happy to 
know about the remarkable improvement, better, the recovery of our dear Rosa2. I would wish very 
much that she continue to be well even when the season changes, for a cold could be fatal for her. 
Keep on taking care of her as you do. 

I thank you for the news you give me about the departure of my excellent friend Durini3. I 
will write to her before she leaves and at the same time I will give her all my errands. 

With regard to what you ask me about listening to the letters of Mr. Pedrino4, when he gives 
them spontaneously to you to read, read them freely, because I have nothing against it, in fact I am 
very pleased. 

My dear daughter, try to take advantage of the return of Don Carlo Alessandri5 to write those 
memories you want to send to my very illustrious brother6, who will extend them freely. Then, I 
will take the responsibility to hand them over to him and to recommend them to him. With the same 
chance write to me everything clearly and minutely regarding what you want me to tell Don Pietro 
Leonardi7 in your name, so that I may serve you as I wish. Or write yourself, if you think better. I 
think that perhaps he will answer you more freely. Do not think I do not want to do it, for I will do 
whatever you prefer.  

Teresa8 embraces you warmly and thanks you for your concern about her niece. She 
recommends her to you. You will find enclosed the paper with the name and surname of her brother 
and the name of the village. Teresa does not know what his job is. He may have a firm and sell 
herbal wine and liquors, as his brother does in Bergamo. 

The Archpriest of S. Zeno9 arrived safely and was very pleased with our house. For a reason I 
will tell you personally and when there is a chance, inform me exactly about what you made him 
see of our house. Tell me exactly how Antonietta10 is, because the Archpriest made a painful 
description of her, saying that she looks sad and aged. I recommend you to send me the accounts of 
the Spiritual Exercises through Don Alessandri. Embracing you very heartily, I leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 8 September 1825 
 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, in the house of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Rosa Polli in the house of Milan (III/1, Lett.1128, n.8) 
3 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 
4 Piero Porta, aspirant to become a Son of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n.4) 
5 Don Carlo Alessandri, collaborator in the Parish of S. Salvatore (Lett.1446, n. 14)  
6 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
7 Don Pietro Leonardi, founder of the Brotherhood (I, Lett. 4, n.4) 
8 Teresa Spasciani, now in Verona (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
9 Archpriest Bon, Canon of the Cathedral in Milan (III/1, Lett.1171, n.5) 
10 Antonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 529, n. 9) 
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Remember me during this Novena to the Most Holy Mary of Sorrows. I will do the same for 
all of you and especially for you. 

Give my regards to the Parish Priest11.   
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

 
                                                 

11 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House in Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
12 It is a letter written by two secretaries, the second one being Teresa Spasciani. The letter is signed by 

Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

8.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                             1577 
Magdalene gives news about her health and that of Cristina. She entreats Giuseppa that the organizers of 
the Hospital for Convalescents should act more solicitously. The problem of the skylight remains unsolved. 
These are the topics of greater importance. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am glad to hear from your letter, that dear Margherita has improved, my dear daughter. If 
you always have some Companions indisposed, do not get worried because where there is a group 
of women, we can say that there is a group of indisposed companions. I am the first among all of 
them, although I can say that I am quite well. Enough! Know that lately I have been receiving Holy 
Communion twice a week. I hope in time to receive it more frequently. Here everybody enjoys a 
discreet health. Cristina1’s health is very unsteady and today she was in bed because of her pain in 
the nerves. 

I thank you for your solicitude in taking my parcel to Suecca2. Tomorrow evening I shall wait 
for the reply from the post office. I am sorry to know that you did not find my friend Velmerana3 
for this business. In the meantime, I shall myself see to it.  

When Don Carlo Alessandri4 comes back, I will send you the electuary5 with the veils, if 
Father Carli6 has not come, because I would not like to miss both these chances. On Sunday I wrote 
to Mr. Iseppe7 and urged him to hasten the procedure of the business of our dear Hospital a little bit 
more. I see that to shake them up, I should come there personally, but I cannot even think of it just 
now. 

With regard to the famous skylight8, I tell you that, as long as I remember, it seems to me that 
no more than ten years have elapsed since it has been opened, as it is not very long that we are here 
in S. Lucia. When we came I do not know whether it was there or not. I feel that it is a difficult 
affair, one that is not easy to solve through kind ways and persuasion. You are right in what you 
say, that if Mr. Vescovi9 were to buy the house, then we could attain our goal, but for this a miracle 
is needed from St Joachim, and I do hope in him. In the meantime, all of you continue to offer a 
novena. As soon as I can, I will answer dear Marietta10 leisurely. Please greet her warmly for me 
and tell her that, when I was in Bergamo, Don Bernardo11’s brother was very seriously ill, so that 
they thought his life was in danger. They told me that the fair of Brescia was not much of a success 
because of his absence. I left without knowing whether he has recovered or has died.  

I gave a message to the Superior in Bergamo to make Don Bernardo to keep the letter of 
Marietta. Perhaps she already has the reply. On the other hand, if his brother has died, his family 
could have gone to the countryside. However, the first time I can write peacefully to the Superior in 
Bergamo, I will ask her and she will write to you. 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, is at present in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Suecc, that is, Giudecca, which is the largest island in Venice, not connected to the centre (Lett. 1402, n.5) 
3 Velmerana, wrong spelling of Countess Valmarana (III/1, Lett. 1066, n.1, p. 170); It was probably Marianna, wife 

of Count G. Battista Valmarana, but it could be even one of his six sisters.  
4 Don Carlo Alessandri, cooperator in the Parish Church of S. Salvatore (Lett. 1446, n.14) 
5 The Electuary is a pharmaceutical compound (cf. Lett.1493) 
6 A Venetian Religious 
7 Iseppe stands for Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
8 The skylight (cf. Lett. 1454) 
9 It is the person who would have easily resolved the problem of the skylight 
10 Marietta Terzi Maria from Bergamo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. 558, n.6) 
11 Don Carlo Bernardo, confessor of the Cathedral in Bergamo (Lett. 1575, n.10) 
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Yesterday I received the 20 thalers of Anzoletta12’s rent. The Superior, who agreed with you 
about Salterini13, will add those, counting also the three thalers your mother gave to her. With 
regard to the task of finding yourselves a swanziger every month for three years, I do not find it 
advisable that you do it, but teach others to do it. On the other hand, if you have not done it, wait for 
another ordinary mail, since I am in doubt and I need to consult the ecclesiastical Superior. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. Write to me if you know anything of Don Lusso14. I was told 
here many days ago, at least about one of those people you mentioned so secretly to be Patriarch. 
Let us continue to pray and I do not doubt that the charity of Monsignor Albrizzi15 has taken up the 
matter to pray over it. He will have forgiven my liberty. 

I embrace you all wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Our Most Holy 
Mother, whose great feast we celebrate in Verona today. During this Novena of ours, to the Most 
Holy Mary of Sorrows which begins tomorrow, I entrust myself to you. As to me, poor as I am, I 
will remember you all. 

My dearest daughter, I am, 
Verona, September 1825 
 

PS  The secretary reveres you together with all these Companions and was very consoled to hear the 
good news of Giovanna Bedeschi16. Another time if I can, I will write to Orsola17. Maddalena18 is 
consoled about the good death of Lucietta. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity19 

                                                 
12 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
13 Domenica Salterini, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett.1345, n.1) 
14 Don Luzzo Francesco; he started the first Oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
15 Msgr. Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco in Venice (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
16 The postulant who had left the Institute (cf. Lett. 1429) 
17 Orsola Bonomi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1)  
18 Either Maddalena Sughi or Maddalena Smania, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1008, n.4)  
19 This letter is signed by Magdalene. There are a lot of grammatical mistakes.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

6.9.1825  Verona                                                                                                                                               1578 
(Date of arrival: 9 September 1825) 

Magdalene’s niece, Ravignani, is getting better.  Her health still needs prayers.  Countess Durini has many 
wishes.  Magdalene would send some help to her little flock, but for the moment it is just a dream.  Then, she 
gives an account of the expenses of S. Stefano to say that what she has does not correspond, because of some 
mistake. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you for the prayers you continue to offer for my niece.1  Thanks to God she is getting 
better, although she is not completely well.  We take it that she is out of danger.   

I am happy that you are well.  My health continues to be good and I am happy that I can 
receive Holy Communion sometimes.  Cristina2 is always unstable.  Today she is in bed again 
because of her pain in the nerves. Together with Cristina, entrust myself also to the Lord, that He 
may dispose of us as He knows best.                   

My good friend Durini is full of holy desires which I wish I could realize.  Let us just leave it 
all to Our Most Holy Mother Mary. In Her good time, She will think of you, provide for your needs 
and help you. Meanwhile, my dear daughter, do not keep counting on the months, because time 
flies.  Soon, it will be time for us to meet again.  What is it to wait for a few more months? 

Give the Ferri3 girl a chance.  Continue to let me know how she behaves.  I need to know this 
so that I may keep track of her. 

I am glad that you have received the money sent to you.  If you do the accounts better, you 
will notice that the expenses should be more than 26.  The 12 yards of veil at 2 Liras per yard 
should be 24 Liras.  The electuary was about 8 Liras.  This makes 32.  Then you spent some 
svanzighers for Cristina’s flowers, so that in all you spent 38.  I cannot find the bill of the account 
that you had sent me, but be quick in telling me again how much you have spent.   

Cristina was in bed yesterday with her pains.  She is very much better today and has got up.  
My health is marvelous.  It is enough to tell you that in eight days, rather in six, I was able to go for 
Holy Communion 3 times.  Goodbye, my dear little flock. I entrust myself to you during this 
novena to the Most Holy Mary of Sorrows.  

When you write, inform me specifically about Margi4 and Maddalena5.  Courage!  Give my 
greetings to the Parish Priest.6 

I place all of you in the Most Holy Heart Mary, our dear Mother.  
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

9 Sept. 1825 
                                                 

1 Countess Isotta Ravignani,  Magdalene’s niece and daughter of Rosa (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 4) 
2 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
3 One of the badly-behaved girls 
4 Maria Caspani (III/1, Lett. 1201, n.1) 
5 Maddalena Crippa of Monza, who entered on 18 april 1822 (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 4) 
6 Don Bernardino Nogara, the Parish Priest at  S. Stefano at Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

14.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1579 

In the letter of 8 September, Magdalene had asked Elena which were the rooms she had shown to the 
Archpriest of S. Zeno. She had noticed that Elena had not written to her sincerely, according to his 
description. After her reply, Magdalene was convinced about this. Revealing her hurt and bitter feelings, but 
still in a motherly way, Magdalene pointed out her fault. She begs Elena to be both simple and sincere with 
her. She then makes another remark. When she was in Milan, Elena often expressed her economic 
difficulties. How is it, that now she wants to receive a novice without any dowry? If this is because of the 
insistence of the Parish Priest, they should hope in Divine Providence. But she should think of the 
consequences. Magdalene speaks about how to renovate the part of the house that is rented out, and the need 
to change the tenant. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today the grumbling1 secretary has returned and she is feeling better. Let us hope this time, 
that she will keep well for a while. 

Then, since I write with this secretary, I do it freely and therefore, my dear daughter, I 
recommend to you simplicity when you write to me. You have spoken to me about the Archpriest of 
S. Zeno2, what you made him see of the house in your first letter. But you described it differently in 
the second one. I already had my doubts from the way the Archpriest spoke, and I regulated myself 
accordingly. But I cannot keep silent that this displeased me because I would like you to be always 
simple, especially with me. My dear daughter, believe me, I do it for your good and would have 
written to you at once, but not having Cristina, I waited until now. Henceforth, I have made the 
resolution to warn you from now on about everything I do not like, since I feel remorse for 
behaving with too much reserve in the past. 

My health is fairly good but I feel only a bit tired because my commitments do not let me 
have a rest. Cristina, thank God, is getting better from her pain in the nerves. 

I was informed by a letter of another friend of mine that dear Durini3 may be in Verona on the 
23rd. I do not know whether she wants to choose this way to go to Rome or she may have changed 
her mind. 

My dear daughter, when I return to Milan I will bring you some little statues of Baby Jesus 
made of wax. Tell me also whether those heads of Baby Jesus, I had sent you, were made of wax or 
were made from paper pulp, as it seems to me. I will bring you some other different things. 

Regarding that young girl whom the Parish Priest4  wanted you to receive at once, they will 
know whether she has the means to support herself. Some time ago you wrote to me saying that one 
more or one less makes little difference. This is very true when we have the means. But when we do 
not, it will make a difference. You told me the last time when I was in Milan that you did not know 
how to make ends meet; and now you are prepared to take a girl who has nothing!  

I am telling you all this because if you have not already told the Parish Priest that a dowry is 
necessary, I suggest that you tell him everything now. If you did tell him, and should he be of the 
opinion that we should accept the girl into the Institute in spite of our poverty, we should take the 
other circumstances more into consideration, and then accept her with tranquillity, trusting in the 
Lord. 

Then, I pondered on the matter regarding the house where the widow Amati lives. If it were 
possible, it would be safer for us and better to do what the Parish Priest said, that is, not to let the 
house at the disposal of the heirs, because we do not know to which people they will rent it. But to 

                                                 
1 The grumbling secretary is Cristina Pilotti. She was usually called so. (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
2 Canon Bon, archpriest of the Cathedral in Milan (III/1, Lett.1171, n.5) 
3 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
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lose a half-year, even this is a serious thought. My dear daughter, see whether it is possible to come 
to an agreement, to combine and carry out the suggestions of the Parish Priest and even our own 
interest. I would try to find out either from Canon Chiapetta5 or from anyone else you think better, 
who are the people that the heirs of Amati would like to accommodate near us. If we like them, I 
would try to get them to hand over the rent of the house to us, on the same conditions as lady Amati 
had. By doing this we would do as the Parish Priest says, the rent would be in our hands, and we 
would not just have a house to be rented out. If we do not like the people, then it is wiser to make a 
sacrifice, but it is not convenient to receive unsuitable people in our house. If I am not wrong, you 
told me that the apartment rented to lady Amati was given to her at a good price because she was a 
good person. To other people we have to rent it for its right value. In case we were to lose two 
months, as you will see, we will not lose it entirely because there will be a kind of compensation.  

With regard to Mr. Frattini it is very good to give him a room, as long as by giving a room to 
him we do not make the apartment occupied by Ornati uncomfortable. If he does not stay there for 
six months until Easter, we will find another one for the apartment, since we cannot keep a house 
without a tenant any longer, until the Lord offers us, of which I have no doubt,  other sources of 
maintenance. 

Today Father Bortolo Cornet6 came to greet me and asked me about you. I do not know 
whether you are informed that we have lost our most worthy Patriarch of Venice. He has been made 
Archbishop and Primate of Hungary.7 May the Lord deign to give to that poor city another worthy 
Prelate!     

With regard to Don Pietro’s letter, my dear daughter, do not think I do not want to serve him, 
since I will do it with all my heart. But I do not hand over the one you sent me, since there is a very 
noticeable mistake in it. You tell Don Pietro8 that from 1814 or 1815 he was informed about that 
person F. and I had nothing to do at all, nor could I have something to do since I did not know 
anything about it, except some foolish thing you spoke to me about. I did not know anything by 
anyone. Therefore, I always thought, after your talk that this person was worthy to be welcomed to 
the Zenavra9. I recall that Don Pietro had told me as I wrote to you, that he had cured the effect of 
the disease with the remedy I also told you about. But I was not even listening then … a remedy, I 
tried to find out the kind of disease, because you know how I am by the mercy of God. I do not like 
to know details unnecessarily, when charity is offended and when I cannot do anything to help. 
Therefore, since one day to another, you will have a good chance to write again to Don Pietro, do 
not tell him that you have heard it from me, since it is not true, for the reason I told you. You gave 
me some hints of the trouble, but you did not explain the illness, except only now in Milan.    

I am so happy to know that Rosa10 has recovered and that Antonietta11 too is fairly good. The 
Archpriest must have been surprised, as you say, because he had never seen her dressed with the 
habit. I embrace you all very heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 14 September 1825 
 

                                                 
 5 Don LUIGI CHIAPPETTA, who in 1825 belonged to the Clergy of the Parochial Church of S. Giorgio to the 

Palace 

 6 Father Cornet Bortolo, a religious (II/2, Lett. 933)  

 7 Msgr. Giovanni Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 

 8 Don Pietro perhaps Don PIETRO RUDONI, secretary of the Arch-Episcopal Curia. 

 9 SENAVRA, a large building outside Porta Vittoria, where there were the Headquarters of the Provincial Asylum, 
now with headquarters at Mombello.  

10 Rosa Polli, in the house of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1128, n. 8)  
11 iAntonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 529, n.9) 
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I beg you for some more prayer for Isotta12 who was much better, but now she runs the risk of 
another attack of the miliary fever. If Durini13 comes to Verona, do not forget to send me the 
accounts of the Spiritual Exercises through her. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

Verona 
 

Mil(an) Sept(ember) 
                   16 
Distrib, IV  16 September 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
In the building of the Certosa  
S. Michele alla Chiusa 

        MILAN 
                                                 

12 The niece Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4)  
13 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
14 The letter is signed by Magdalene. The dots substitute the missing words due to a tear in the page. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

15.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                             1580 
There is a good chance to send to Terragnoli what has been asked for from Venice. But Magdalene notices 
that the veils which had been requested by Father Stefani have been left in Bergamo by mistake. She will 
dispatch them by other means. She is interested to know about Burano, where she would really like to have a 
foundation; of the Hospital for the Convalescents, which seems to have a good start and about the new 
Patriarch of Venice. It is rumoured that he may be Monsignor Monico from Ceneda.  

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

This time I write to you through Don Carlo Alessandri1. First of all, let me tell you that my 
health continues to be discreetly good, and even Cristina2 is much better. 

I send you the four little jars of electuary from Brera3. You will also receive the four veils and 
from the bill I enclose, you will see the cost of each of them. 

I am happy to hear that they have started to work for our dear Hospital4. I am desirous to 
know the result of the meeting between good Alessandri and the Parish Priest of Burano5, since 
Alessandri had written to me that he was invited by the above mentioned Parish Priest, who 
informed him that he had something to tell him. Therefore, we will see what these are. In the 
meantime, we must begin to provide the subjects. When you write to me, tell me whether you have 
news of Luigia Bonetti6. 

To my great displeasure, now as we were preparing the parcel, I do not find any more the 
veils I bought for Father Stefani7. I was sure that the Companions had put them into the trunk, but, 
since I do not find them anywhere, it is obvious to say that they have been left in Bergamo. I will 
write there immediately. If I had known this before, I would have written to that Superior8 to 
dispatch them to Milan, since Durini9 will leave within a few days and comes to Verona. I will try 
to get them through another occasion, since many people from Venice have to come here. So I will 
send them through one or another. 

On Sunday I had the pleasure of embracing the good Lady Micheli Bernardo10. On her return 
you will receive the registers to fill in that you are concerned about. Write to me what they say of 
the new Patriarch. They say here that Monsignor Monico, Bishop from Ceneda11 will be appointed, 
and we will be very lucky if that is true. Embracing you wholeheartedly, I leave you in Mary’s Most 
Holy Heart. 

With regard to the swanzicher12 Alessandri13 writes to me that he wants to come here soon. 
Then I will arrange everything with him. Later, I will write to you what is to be done, because, in a 

                                                 
1 Don Carlo Alessandri, cooperator of the Parish Church of S. Salvatore (cf. Lett. 1446) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297. no.7) 
3 Electuary from Brera, which is a pharmaceutical compound (cf. Lett. 1493) 
4 They have started to work for the Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
5 Don Giovanni Giuriati, Parish Priest of Burano (II/1, Lett. 668, n.3)  
6 Probably an aspirant 
7 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
8 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 
9 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 

10 Lady Michiel Bernardo from Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
11 Msgr. Monico, Bishop from Ceneda, is elected Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 489, n.1) 
12 Svanzica, old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
13 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
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sweet and kind way, with the help of the swanzichers I would like to establish the Hospital and the 
House of Burano. I hurriedly wish you farewell once again. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 15 September 1825 

 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
Santa Lucia 
               VENICE 

______________________ 
NB The signature of Magdalene is missing. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

15.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1581 
A great part of the letter deals with the affairs of Maria Minori, who should solve them with full freedom. 
There is also an urgent request of prayers for the niece, countess Ravignani, who is still affected by the 
miliary fever and for her father-in-law, who is suffering from a cancer in the mouth. The last problem: if they 
need money, she will send it as soon as possible.  

Verona, G.M.      My dearest daughter, 

In reply to your letter dated the 10th, my dear daughter, let me tell you first, that a few days 
ago I wrote to Count Don Luca1 about Alessandra2, regarding Brescia. In fact, I beg you to ask him, 
at the first chance, if he has received this letter of mine, where I answered him the first part. For the 
second part regarding the matter of accepting this daughter for seven months for the course of 
studies, I cannot decide anything now. Therefore, I cannot write anything about that not even to the 
Count. Then, you did very well to show the door and the external parlour to Don Gaetano and to 
dear Francesca3’s nephew when they came to you. If Count Enrico4 and Count Don Luca come to 
you, I will be happy that you make them notice well how our door opens and closes, in order to 
reduce those at the ground floor in the building of Rovato. 

In the meantime, with regard to what you told me of the affairs of Minori5, I made her listen 
to and think over everything. But she answered me that she did not want any procurator at all to 
deal with her business. She reserves for herself the right to extend the conditions she will think of 
proposing to the gentlemen Volpi6, if they really wish to make a compromise. To tell you the truth, 
I would let Margì deal with her affairs as she thinks best, since she is old enough and also because 
she knows about her things. Hence, in this matter, I will let her act freely, without any fear. In case 
either the gentlemen Volpi or Mr. Carlo comes, tell him that, as for me, I will assist Margì, so that, 
at least with next Sunday’s ordinary mail, I can dispatch to him the extended memorandum 
containing Minori’s proposals. In the meantime, do me a favour to tell Legrenzi7 that Minori’s very 
good memory assures him that, the 500 liras they agreed on together, will be paid only next May. 
Besides, tell him that, in case the controversy between Minori and the Volpi gentlemen takes place, 
her declaration for 12 years will be untouchable and continue to be binding until the end of the 
lease. So too, it is Minori’s intention that Mr. Barca8, if he has a bidder, may rent even her house for 
200 liras for a year. Please entreat Don Giovanni to do this. I see that this is the most opportune 
thing, since I am so overwhelmed with difficulties and it is impossible for me to write to him. It is 
enough to say that this evening, the eve of the mail, I am very tired, though I did not reply to almost 
any of the many letters I received today. 

I will add here a few lines that you can copy to send to Don Giovanni9, but first of all I beg 
you to do me an act of charity. My young niece Ravagnani10, after she had recovered for some days, 
she had fever again last night, with a headache. She seems threatened with a new eruption of the 
miliary fever, and this thing makes me really worried today. Besides, the day before yesterday a 

                                                 
1 Don Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
2 Alessandra, a candidate country teacher 
3 Francesca Luca from Rovato, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
4 Count Enrico Passi, father of Don Luca and Don Marco (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
5 Maria Minori, novice (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
6 The gentlemen Volpi, Carlo, Legrenzi, Barca, are not documented, since they are involved in quarrels of the 

affairs with the novice Maria Minori. 
7 The same 
8 The same 
9 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570. n.1) 
10 Countess Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4) 
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cancer in the face was discovered in the father-in-law11 of this niece of mine. You can imagine how 
painful and distressing such a disease is not only for the patient but even for the members of the 
family. 

I beg you to pray and to have prayers said to the Lord and to my Most Holy Mother Mary for 
these two invalids. If you see Count Don Luca, recommend these two people even to him, to whom 
I know he is attached and really concerned about. 

My dear daughter, I entreat you to write to me by the next post, exactly how much is the cost 
of corn wholesale in Bergamo now, and similarly how much the polenta costs wholesale, because 
here the corn I put in the Convent granary costs 14 liras of Milan per sack, and the polenta will cost 
me 10 liras. Hence, I will send you what you need through Deodata12’s brother because, as you see, 
the difference is very great.  

I suppose Morali13’s father will bring to you the 6-monthly (contribution) for his daughter. If 
he does not bring it, continue to tell me your economic situation, since in a short while I will have a 
chance and will send you some money. Let us see whether Spasciani14 brings anything. Find any 
excuse, for instance, ask him the price of corn and polenta so that he may come to you and on this 
occasion he may remember his debt. We have 300 liras of Gavazzeni and those of Legrenzi. Tell 
me whether you still have money of the Church, since I consider everything and, although I am 
without money, I will never leave you without it. In case you feel in danger of remaining without 
any money, if you still have some of those 100 sequins of Milan, keep them for any eventuality, 
until we have other money. This is the short letter you should write to Don Giovanni. 

 
Very reverend Don Giovanni, 

 

May Your Very Illustrious and Reverend Lordship forgive me, if I trouble you again, but our 
Marchioness writes to me that she is so embarrassed and overwhelmed with affairs and other 
difficulties, that even this time she cannot have the honour to write to you personally. Paying you 
her due respects, she entreats you to tell Mr. Barca that it is the absolute will of Minori that he may 
rent her house for a year for 200 liras. She urgently begs Mr. Barca for this favour. 

Minori is not doing so because she recedes or withdraws from the agreement which has been 
offered to her, but she decided to act in this way in order not to lose this chance and not to let the 
house remain empty, since she understands that the matter will not come to an end so quickly. 

The Marchioness entrusts me to recommend her to the charity of your holy prayers, since she 
is greatly in need of them. At the same time, I beg you to do it for me too, as I express my greatest 
and respectful veneration. 

  Very Illustrious and Reverend Lordship, I am 
 

My health is fairly good, while a slight cough keeps me company. I embrace you all warmly 
and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 15 September 1825 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15

                                                 
11 Count Teodoro Ravignani, father-in-law of Magdalene’s niece, Isotta (II/2, Lett. 942, n.5) 
12 Adeodata Mazzi, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5) 
13 Giuseppina Morali, a postulant (cf. Lett. 1444) 
14 The father ofTeresa Spasciani, now in Verona (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 

15 The letter is signed by Magdalene. The letter seems rather vague because of topics that are not clear. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

(Date of arrival: September 16, 1825)   Verona                                                                                               1582 

Magdalene informs about Cristina’s improvement in health.  She is satisfied with the discreet situation of the 
sick companions in Milan.  Once again, she asks for prayers for her niece, for she fears that she is getting 
worse. 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

I reply to your dear letter, my dear daughter. First of all, let me tell you that Cristina1 is a bit 
better, so continue to recommend her to Mary, Most Holy. 

I am glad to know that when the Parish Priest2 came for confession last time, you found him 
more at peace about that business.  May God bless everything!  Meanwhile, all of you should pray 
much and ask for many prayers to Mary Most Holy so that She may bless and assist us in 
everything. 

Do not worry if the Canoness3 has come and has to suffer because of you, as the season is 
good and she might have come by carriage. Therefore, have no fear.  Regarding the 12 liras left 
over, I am more than happy that you used them for your needs.  Moreover, if they are not enough, 
please write to me and I will willingly let you have all you need.  I am happy to know that the knee 
of our good Maria4 is getting better even though she still has some pain.  These illnesses progress 
very slowly.  We need much patience. 

With a little more care, dear Maddalena5 too will soon get better. Tell Maria that, this year, on 
the feast of the Holy Name of Mary, I could not receive Holy Communion due to my usual 
indispositions. One of these days, when I am able to make it, I will remember her. 

Tell dear Luigetta6 too that I do not forget to pray to the Lord for her, that He may give her 
the virtue she rightly desires to acquire.  I conclude by praying to the Lord to send upon all of you 
His bountiful blessings. 

I also beg of you to make some small devotions to Mary Most Holy for my niece, Ravignani7.  
We feel that the miliary fever is coming back. 

Please pray also St Joachim since the patient is very devoted to this Saint. 
Your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
                                                 

1 Cristina Pilotti, sick at Verona. (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
2 Don Bernardino Nogara (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
3 Contessa Teresa Gallien de Chabons (I, lett. 10, n. 12) 
4 Maria Caspani, of the Community at S. Stefano, Milan (III/1, Lett. 1201, n.1) 
5 Maddalena Crippa of the Community at S. Stefano, Milan (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 4) 
6 Luigia Gajotti (Lett. 1551, n. 6) 
7 Contessa Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece and duaghter of her sister Rosa (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 4)  
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

18.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1583 
Magdalene says that she is quite well and Cristina, too, has recovered a lot.  Yet, for her to increase her 
appetite, she would need a rainbow full of ‘mortadella’.  The niece, Ravignani is also better, but her father-
in-law’s pains have increased. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

I take the chance of Marquis Casati’1s return to send you news of myself, my dear daughter. 
Thanks to God, I am sufficiently well. I have just a little cough, but I hope it will not become 

worse.  I am here with a lot of business and intrigues, so I cannot waste time over my cough.  
Cristina2 is also getting better. Here, she gets the care that is very helpful to her.  She eats heartily 
and has good appetite which, if it increases every day, she would need a rainbow full of mortadella3 
to satisfy it. 

Since I cannot write longer this evening, because it is the feast of Our Mother of Sorrows, I 
would ask all of you to recommend me very much to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy. 

I also want to let you know briefly, that your prayers for my niece Ravagnani4 have been 
answered.  She is still in bed, but everything is going on well.  However, I ask prayers for her 
father-in-law5, who is still suffering a lot of pain. 

In a great hurry, I embrace all of you and leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy.  I beg 
you to pass on the enclosed letter to Mr. Pedrino6 as soon as possible. 

My dear daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 18 September, 1825  
 

your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 7 

                                                 
1 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor of the Institute (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 
2 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
3 Bologna sausage 
4 Countess Isotta Ravignani (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 4) 
5 Count Teodoro Ravignani, Isotta’s father-in-law (II/2, Lett. 942, n. 5) 
6 Piero Porta, an aspirant for the Sons of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

18.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1584 
Marquis Casati will give them news of Magdalene orally, but the latter writes all the same because she 
wants to know the itinerary of the Countess Durini. She also asks for some favours. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although you will receive news of me orally, from our excellent Marquis Casati1, I want to 
give it to you also in writing, my dear daughter. My health is fairly good, and Cristina2 too, is 
recovering daily, because the donkey’s milk has been very beneficial to her. Now she is so hungry 
that it looks as if she is having the sickness of a wolf. 

Now everything is going on well, but it is because our Most Holy Mother, to whom 
everybody has prayed so much, has granted us this grace. As you will have seen from my last letter, 
I came to know that dear Durini3 would be coming to Verona. But I do not know whether she will 
stop here as usual and then go to Venice, or what her plans are. From your letter I seem to 
understand that she goes to Rome, passing through here.  

I thank you for having procured for me, the prayers of the Abbot Polidoro4 to my dear Mother 
Most Holy. Be assured that I have prayed for you during this septenary5, miserable though I am. 
Today, being the feast of the Most Holy Mary, I end embracing you very warmly together with the 
dear Companions. 

I remind you to send me the accounts of the Spiritual Exercises through dear Durini, and also 
a veil of ours, three and a quarter arms6. In eight days’ time I have another chance, and I will send 
you the money. 

I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
Verona, 18 September 1825 

 

Thank God, my niece8 is going on well. 
                                                 

1 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 
2 Cristina Pilotti in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
4 Abbot Polidori and not Polidoro, tutor in the Mellerio family (I, Lett. 338, n.1)  
5 Seven days of prayer 
6 Arm: measure of length in those days 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
8 Countess Isotta Ravignani, Magdaleneis niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

21.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1585 
There is another communication about the affairs of the novice Maria Minori. Magdalene asks for prayers 
that they may find the veils, which may have been left in some cupboard. She gives good news about her 
niece, but less good about her father-in-law. She announces the entrance of a postulant who gives good hope 
for the future. Magdalene makes a request for the provision of wheat and maize. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Finally I enclose, my dear daughter, the paper of our Maria Minori1, containing the conditions 
on which she is pleased to come to an agreement. So that we may not trouble to send these papers 
of plans and even propositions to and fro, if the bargains Minori proposes are satisfactory to the 
heirs, then let them draw up a formula on unstamped paper about these. Then, send it to me 
enclosed in one of your letters. I will hand it over to Minori. If she likes it, she will send it back to 
you signed on stamp-paper, which you will then get copied. In case she does not like it, she will do 
what she thinks best because I do not want to know anything about it. If the heirs do not like these 
bargains, I doubt the things will remain thus, for it seems to me that Minori is firm on what the 
enclosed paper holds, since she thinks she is already yielding too much to the heirs. 

My dear daughter, the Companions say that they have left those new veils I got from Milan 
for Father Stefani2, in the wardrobe of the writing room. I entreat you to ask lady Carminati3 
whether she has some chance for Verona to send them over to me. I wanted to dispatch them 
through the good Allessandri4 to Venice, but I could not do so because, when I was going to mail 
them, I did not find them. 

My niece5 is getting better, by the grace of God. Her father-in-law6 instead is deteriorating. 
Please, do me a favour to pray for the full recovery of the former, if this pleases the Lord, and also 
that the Lord may continue to give strength and the necessary patience to that good gentleman with 
such a painful disease, as a cancer in the face. 

Yesterday the excellent young lady Domenica Lazzaroni7 entered the convent. She seems to 
have very good qualities. She was accompanied by her father, the Curate Tavecchi8 and Don 
Gaetano9. I think they will leave tomorrow.  

When you reply, tell me how much corn you still have; how much you use of it every month, 
now that you are alone and how long a sack of polenta lasts. Also write to me whether the weight of 
Bergamo is the same as that of Milan. I remind you not to forget. I think God is leading the business 
of Rovato steadily. Enough! Let us see what God does. Cristina10 is far better. My health is discreet. 
We have to know how to cash the 100 liras of the first rent rate of the little house kindly, but we 
need to be cautious because it should not appear that we are asking for them, as they belong to 
Minori by right. 

The best way to know about the weight of Milan and that of Bergamo, is to get this 
information from Mr. Spasciani11. The Companions here are well. It seems to be really impossible, 

                                                 
1 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
2 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
3 The mother of Caterina Carminati, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2)  
4 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) The name is spelt wrong.  
5 Countess Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.4) 
6 Count Teodoro Ravignani, father-in-law of Isotta, niece of Magdalene (II/2, Lett. 942, n.5) 

 7 DOMENICA LAZZARONI from Rovato, who died in Bergamo in 1841 (Lett. 1585, n.7) 

 8 Curate Gianfilippo Tavecchi, Canon of the Parochial Church in Rovato (II/2, Lett. 818, n.1) 

 9 Don Gaetano Milesi, Parish Priest from Breno (II/2, Lett. 821, n.2) 
10 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
11 The father of Teresa Spasciani (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
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but Teodora12 always abstains, fasts and does what the community does. Sometimes she gets up half 
an hour later and has some small special food. Let us thank the Lord. Please give my regards to Don 
Giovanni13. I end because I assure you that in this month that I have been in Verona, it seems to me 
impossible, but I have never had a day with some calm, and I assure you that I have never gone out. 

Recommend me much to the Lord. Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 21 September 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

                                                 
12 Teodora Roggia, now in Verona (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
13 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
14 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

25.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1586 
This letter is all centred on the provisions of wheat, maize and wine. Magdalene requests for a clarification 
about the relationship between the weights of Milan and those of Verona. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dear letter, my dearest daughter. With regard to the money of Milan, do as 
follows: on Wednesday send to Elena1 another 12 sequins. Then, call for Mr. Spasciani2, with the 
excuse that he may bring you samples of wheat. See whether he brings the usual money of Teresa 
on this occasion. In case he does not bring anything, write to me at once, and I will try somehow, as 
soon as possible, to send you some money and the rest to Milan. I am pleased to know that you still 
have the wheat flour for a month. I am sorry that Count Luca3 has not received my letter, so I must 
write to him again. 

You will have perhaps received the Paper for the agreement. I am curious to know what will 
happen.  

My niece4 keeps on improving, but her father-in-law5 is continually getting worse. 
Recommend him to the Lord so that He may give him resignation and patience. You did well to 
order 12 wine kegs. I hope that, since this year we may find it difficult to receive the ladies from the 
countryside because of our small number, these may be enough. But even if they are not enough, 
you did well to order only 12 of them, because, being poor, our expenses should also be like those 
of the poor. Do not get worried about the doctor. The Lord will provide and we will pay him. 

My health is fairly good, but I am overwhelmed with troubles, as you can imagine. Hence I 
recommend myself to your prayers, while I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother  

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
Verona, 25 September 1825 

 

My dear daughter, admire the goodness of the Lord in providing for us. After writing the 
present letter, I received one from Mr. Caccia7 from Milan. He is asking me for the way he should 
pay the interest of Nunziata and the pension of Adelaide. Today, I am writing to him that he may 
bring all this money to our Companion Domenica8 at the little house of S. Stefano. Then, I wrote to 
Domenica to forward the whole of this little sum to you in two turns, by the usual means. Later, 
send Elena the 12 sequins and next week you can send her another 12, while, in the meantime, 
Domenica will send you this money. In this way we will not have any difficulty for the exchange, 
since you will be provided, and will be able to send the other sequins to Milan. My grumbling 
secretary9 wrote the beginning by herself and in this way she could not explain the matter about Mr. 
Spasciani. 

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 The father of Teresa Spasciani (I, Lett. 279, n.12)  
3 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
4 Countess Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.5) 
5 Count Teodoro Ravignani, father-in-law of Isotta, Magdalene’s niece (II/2, Lett. 942, n.5) 
6 This letter issigned by Magdalene 
7 The father of the novices Caccia: Nunziata and Adelaide (III/1, Lett. 1261, n.7) 
8 Domenica Faccioli, in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 360, n.1) 
9 Cristina Pilotti, Magdalene’s secretary (I, Lett. 297, no.7) 
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Ask Mr. Spasciani to come to you all the same, even though I let you have this money from 
Milan. So much the better, if he brings you some money. In that case you can send all the sequins of 
Milan to Elena at once, as she is waiting for them.  

Anyway, entreat Spasciani to give you in writing: how many pounds, in the Milan weight, 
will a bale of corn usually correspond to, and how many, a bale of polenta. Write this to me with the 
next mail. 

I have my friend Durini10 here. So I cannot linger on. Convey my respects to Don Giovanni11 
to whom I will write when I can. You will receive a letter from Rovato. It contains another two. 
Please, hand these over to the addressees. I will answer Sarina Lucchini as soon as I can. 

In the meantime, embrace her together with all the others. I will write once more to Count 
Luca12. Please give me news of Count Marco13. I hear that he is ill. 

                                                 
10 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
11 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
12 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
13 Count Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.7) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

25.9.1825  Verona                                                                                                                                             1587 
Some priests from Venice had visited Magdalene, proposing to her a lay religious, as a help to the new 
Hospital. But she refused him because a pair of married people was needed to fulfil the assigned services. 
Nevertheless, if that poor man is looking for a job and needs help, a clear contract should be made to keep 
him for some time. She is happy that the two tradesmen Alessandri and Padenghe are coming to Verona. She 
will encourage them so that they may hasten the opening of the Hospital for Convalescents. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I hear from your dear letter that the health of dear Margherita1 continues to be shaky and I feel 
very sorry about this. Though far away, I understand that these convulsions are because of the 
weakness left behind by the diet she had to follow during her convalescence, as per medical 
prescriptions. Therefore I urge you to make her eat something substantial quite often, until she feels 
better, rather, feels really well.  

I give you the same order, that is, you must take care of yourself, and eat. Thank God 
Cristina2 is much better. A slight cough keeps me company for some days and yesterday I also had 
a stomach-ache. I hope that everything will disappear, and soon. Yesterday Father Carli3 was here, 
together with the Canon who was Parish Priest in the Tolentini4 Church, that is, with Father Carli. 
Besides the Canon there were the preceding Parish Priest of the Tolentini5 and Don Pietro Loria6. 
The present Parish Priest spoke to me of a servant for our dear Hospital. I refused him. 

 I was happy to hear that Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri and Mr. Padenghe7 are thinking of coming 
to Verona. If they come, you may be sure that I will see how to wake them up about our dear 
Hospital8. I have also understood how you have received the money, by which you can satisfy and 
see to the needs of the House.  

On the return of Lady Micheli Bernardo9, which, I think, it will be one of these days, I will 
send you four registers to write the normal notes and the rest of the refined silk thread. But I cannot 
send the thicker thread10, neither to sew nor to twist together, since not even the Superior11 here has 
any. As soon as I have them, I will send it to you. 

My dear daughter, I am waiting for our two tradesmen to propose to them my plan suitable for 
our dear Hospital and our Burano. If they do not come, I will write everything to you. Note that the 
servant that the present Parish Priest of the Tolentini has offered me, that is, that lay Religious, who 
now sees to the provisions of the Capuchin Nuns who live at the Campanare, is not needed by them 
because the Capuchin Nuns of St Augustine, who join together with them, already have a person 
who sees to their provisions. We have seen this lay person and know that he is a very good 
Religious, but not suitable, because for such a work we need a married man with his wife, since we 

                                                 
1 Margherita Colpi, of the House in Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.2) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
3 Father CARLI, is not found in the list of the Oratorian Fathers in Venice, whose archives were passed on to the 

Redemptorist Fathers; it is an incomplete list (Lett. 1587, n.3) 
4 Canon Giuliano Catullo, who had substituted the Parish Priest during the vacant see in 1825, in the Parish 

Church of the Tolentini (Lett. 1393, n.9) 
5 Don Giambattista Garagò, ex-Parish Priest of the Tolentini (III/1, Lett. 1010, n.8) 
6 Don PIETRO LORIA, confessor of the Parish Church of S. Nicola (Lett. 1587, n.6) 
7 Giuseppe Alessandri and Francesco Padenghe, procurators of Magdalene in Venice (I, lett. 352, n.1) 
8 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
9 Lady Michiel Bernardo from Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 

10 The thicker threads placed at the beginning and at the end of the loom. This coarser thread could also be used 
for sewing (III/1, Lett.1106)  

11 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
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need more a woman than a man. On the other hand, you could tell Mr. Alessandri, if Teresa Maria12 
sees that this lay person is without any support, and even without any accommodation, and if he 
asks for it for this winter, that she may help him, with a clear contract for the time being. I think we 
could do this favour to Teresa Maria. If she does not speak, let us not do it either. Yet I feel pity 
even for her, knowing that she too is so afraid. 

I have to give you another very curious errand. The doctor from Bergamo asked me, whether 
it is true, that broth is sold in packets in Venice, as they do for chocolate. Please ask whether this is 
true or not; whether we can have any from some place. But we must be certain that it is made in a 
clean way. Ask how much each packet costs.          

I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and embrace all of you heartily. 
  My dear daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 25 September 1825 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

12 An Aspirant to the religious life, a relative of Teresa Guizetti (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.2) 
13 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

                     27.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                     1588 
Lady Micheli Bernardo had come to greet her. In order not to load her carriage that was not too big, with 
more than was necessary, Magdalene was not able to send what she had promised even this time. She will do 
so as soon as possible. She needs to know who is going to Verona, whether Alessandri the father or the son, 
in order to deliver the money for the Hospital for Convalescents. 

V.G. M      My dearest daughter   

I take the chance of the most worthy Lady Micheli Bernardo1, who stopped here to give me a 
kiss, out of goodness today, although she was tired and hot on account of the trip.  So I write a few 
lines to you, my dear daughter. Through her I am sending you the books for normal use, as well as a 
bit of the refined silk thread, which the superior said lately, had remained here. 

But even on this occasion I cannot send you everything because, to tell you the truth, the 
carriage2  of this good Lady is very small. Therefore, I do not dare to load it with a parcel that is too 
large. Well, there are frequent occasions for Venice. So I shall send the remainder on the first 
occasion: the rest of the silk thread, that is, some thicker thread, if we find it, and even the veils, if 
they send them to me from Bergamo. I have written to send them to me as soon as they find them. 

Then, my dear daughter, I would like you to write to me whether Mr. Alessandri3 is really 
coming to Verona, or not. Otherwise I have to write to him, because I am curious to know about the 
meeting with the Parish Priest of Burano4. My best friend Durini5  was here, and this morning she 
left for Rome. Tell this to Mr. Alessandri, if you see him. 

My health is good enough. I am a bit tired because of the many affairs surrounding me, but as 
soon as I have rested, I hope I will be alright. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly, and I leave you 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dear daughter, I am   
Verona San Giuseppe 27 September 1825   
   
Francesco Alessandri6  had told me, that in October, either he or his father would return to Verona. I 
need to know exactly who is coming also on account of the 17000 swanzigher for our dear hospital. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother  
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 Lady Michiel Bernardo of Venice (Lett. 1379, n. 6)  
2 The carriage. 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator at Venice (I, Lett. 257, n. 1) 
4 Don Giovanni Giurati, the Parish Priest at Burano (II/1, Lett. 668, n.3) 
5 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
6 FRANCESCO ALESSANDRI, son of Giuseppe Alessandri. 
7 The letter is written by Metilde Bunioli, to which she adds her own letter. This is not reproduced here. 
Magdalene has signed this letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

20.9.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1589 
There is an exchange of news about health. Magdalene begs Elena to protect herself from the cold, which 
can start soon. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I received the veil by the ordinary mail, and I thank you, my dear daughter. I suppose that its 
price will be two liras per arm1. At the first chance I have to send to Marquis Casati2 the money 
belonging to the young lady Valenti3.  So I will send you the cost of the veil too, through him. 

Last Tuesday Durini4 continued her journey happily. My health is fairly good, and Cristina5 
too is quite well, thank God. My dear daughter, when the first colds start I recommend that you take 
care of yourself so that you may not suffer with your neuralgic pains. Do it for God’s glory and also 
for obedience. I hope even our Poli6 will continue to be well. Greet her for me, together with all the 
others. I leave you hurriedly in Mary’s Most Holy Heart. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother Magdalene 

 Daughter of Charity7 
 

Verona, 29 September 1825 
 

PS  My niece8 has another attack of the miliary fever. I recommend her to you. 
                                                 

  1 Arm: a measure of length. 
2 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor (I, lett.78, n.1) 
3 Marianna Valenti (I, Lett. 135, n.3) 
4 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
5 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
6 Rosa Polli, in the house of Milan (III/1, Lett. 128, n. 8) 
7 It is a letter written by Cristina Pilotti, the postscript is added by Teresa Spasciani, and signed by Magdalene. 
8 Countess Isotta Ravignani, Magdalene’s niece (Lett. 942, n. 4)  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

2.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1590 
Magdalene mentions Burano again, about which she is very concerned. During the meeting among four 
people: Alessandri, Padenghe, Francesconi and herself, she proposes that they execute the plan to collect 
the capital necessary for that foundation and the hospital. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dearest letter which I received through Giuseppe Alessandri1. I thank you for 
the soap and the pictures of the Most Sacred Heart you have sent me; the Companions are very 
grateful to you. 

This morning all of us met, that is, the gentlemen Padenghe2, Giuseppe, our Marianna3 and I, 
to speak about our dear hospital4. I taught them the secret on how to find twenty-four thousand 
swanzichers5. You may imagine how happy I was to deal with this business. I understood also that 
the Capuchin Nuns6 have decided to spend the feast-day St Francis in their new locality. Of the 
twenty-four thousand svanzichers I want twelve for my Burano7.  

I hear that good Margherita8 has an aching knee. We could say that at present the Daughters 
of Charity are affected by aching knees. Here we have Rosa della Croce9 who is affected with this; 
in Bergamo we have another one and in Milan another. You will see that these will have no serious 
complications. At the worst they may end with a festered wound. Here the Superior cured Rosa with 
rice poltices and later with boiled apples together with some butter. This seems to help the boil to 
come to ripen and burst.  

My health is fairly good. When I have a moment I will reply to dear Angioletta10 and to 
Orsola11. Mr. Padenghe spoke to me about Luigia Bonetti12. I too think you should send for Abbot 
Bonetti and ask him what her dowry is, because I am afraid she has very little. Speaking once more 
about Burano, Mr. Giuseppe told me that he had good news, and that Mr. Calzaverde told him that 
he hopes to see us at Burano. 

I leave you hastily in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

  I am, my dearest daughter 
Verona, 2 October 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

 

 My dear daughter, do not get anxious about my health because I assure you that I am quite 
well. It is now three mornings that I receive Holy Communion, which is a good sign. 
 

                                                 
1 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 Marianna Francesconi, manager of the Hospital for the Convalescents (III/1, Lett.1095, n.6) 
4 Hospital (II/2, Lett.891) 
5 “Svanzingher”, the name of the old Austrian lira , about eighty-five cents of a gold lira  
6 The Capuchin Nuns, who are going to S. Girolamo 
7 Burano, hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
8 Margherita Colpi, born in 1787, entered in Venice, where she died in 1849 (III/1, Lett. 981, n.2) 
9 Rosa della Croce, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1487, n.5) 
10 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
11 Orsola Bonomi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1) 
12 Luigia Bonetti, aspirant to the Religious Life 
13 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

4.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1591 
Don Cesare Bresciani, teacher in the Buri family, is going to Milan (cf. II/2, Lett. 716, p. 796). He will go to 
visit those two aspirants who are trying to begin the Sons of Charity, Pietro Porta and Francesco Bonetti 
and also the House of Certosa and S. Stefano. In Milan, as it happened in Verona, they have neither chaplain 
nor confessor. The good Lord will help them to find temporary substitutions. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, although I have to write to you with the next ordinary mail, I want to take 
advantage of the occasion of Don Bresciani1 who comes there, to I send you a few lines of mine. 

This excellent Religious is a teacher in the Buri2 family. He is making a trip to Milan. If he 
can, he will also come to visit you at the Certosa3 and will visit even S. Stefano4, accompanied by 
Mr. Pedrino5. 

I heard from your last dearest letter that you do not have neither chaplain nor confessor. In 
these days of Autumn we have to get used to these privations. Since last week we too have been in 
the same condition here. If we have the Holy Mass on some days it is because we begged for it. 
With regard to the confessor I tell these Companions not to commit any sins so that we may not 
disturb other confessors, and you do the same. We wait for ours one of these days. Then, we will 
see whether he goes away another time. 

My dear daughter, if you have some news of dear Durini6 I beg you to give it to me as well, as 
I will do if I have it before you. I enclose a sequin of Venice in order to pay you for the veil. Keep 
the rest for the expenses of our scapulars7 from Bergamo, and I will square it up later. As I am 
writing, I receive the commission for another veil similar to the one of three and a half arms, that 
you sent me. You will find the money even for this. 

Cristina8 is recovering, and I am fairly well. Embracing you all very warmly, I leave you in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

When you see good Marquis Casati9 convey my compliments to him and tell him that in a few 
days’ time I will send you a letter for him containing a little bill of exchange as the money due to 
the Valenti10 girl. Since this is in silver we do not know whom to give it to. Convey my regards to 
the Parish Priest11 if he has not yet left. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 4 October 1825 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

                                                 
1 Don Camillo Cesare Bresciani, teacher in the House Buri (I, Lett. 394, n.1) 
2 Buri: the family of the mother of Carlino Canossa, the cousin of Magdalene 
3 The large house of Milan, in Via della Chiusa (1, Lett. 337, n.1) 
4 The small house in Milan, in Via della Signora (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 
5 Pietro Pedrino, an aspirant of the Sons of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n.4) 
6 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
7 Scapulars of Our Lady of Carmel, the symbols of this devotion (cf. Lett. 1573) 
8 Cristina Pilotti in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
9 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 
10 Marianna Valenti (I, Lett. 135, n.3) 
11 Don Bernardino Burocco, ecclesiastical Superior of the House in Milan (II/1, lett. 524, n.1) 
12 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

5.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1592 
At the meeting of the four, about which Magdalene had already written in the letter dated 2 October, she had 
mentioned the idea of a plan she would suggest to collect the capital necessary for the foundation in Burano 
and for the Hospital for Convalescents. Now she describes it in detail to Terragnoli too. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I am certain that you will have received news of me from Mr. Padenghe1, all the 
same I want to send you a few lines even through Mr. Alessandri2. 

You will also hear orally the news of the health of all of us, which, thank God, is fairly good, 
including even mine. Above all, you will hear from Mr. Giuseppe himself the bargains we have 
dealt with together for our dear Hospital3 and for Burano4. 

I have made him a proposal; if we succeed: at the end of four years we will have at our 
disposal twenty-four thousand svanzichers5. Now hear how. Five people are needed. Each one 
should look for 100 persons who will be willing to give them one svanzicher a month, for four 
years. If they go on all this time receiving one svanzicher monthly from 500 people, after the 
allotted time we shall have 24 thousand svanzichers. Twelve thousand will be used to establish the 
hospital and twelve thousand for the House of Burano.  

The five people will be the following: one of them is Mr. Padenghe, to whom I spoke and we 
agreed. I hope Mr. Alessandri will accept to find two people, so there will be three of them; I will 
see to finding a fourth person, one of the Ladies, and they will think about the fifth person. 

You will laugh when you hear this proposal of mine, as I too have laughed when I 
communicated it to the two above mentioned gentlemen. In the meantime, Padenghe has accepted 
the bargain, but he wants to find more generous benefactors first. Mr. Giuseppe too is of this 
opinion. We will see how things will turn out. I hope this will succeed. 

All of us, that is, the superior6, Angelina7, Beatrice8 and myself, thank you for the holy 
pictures you sent us.       

You will receive with this, 18 spindles of various sizes and the rest of the silk thread that you 
know about. The Superior is sorry not to be able to send you the thick thread you desire, since there 
is none in the house, not even a little; in fact nothing at all. Since she does not buy this, there is 
none of it in this house. In case someone brings them, be sure that she will share them with you. 

Please, hand over the letters enclosed herein, to the dear Companions to whom they are 
addressed. I recommend that you and dear Margherita9 take care of yourselves. 

They have found a pair of woollen stockings of good Giuseffa10 here. I dispatch them to you 
together with the silk thread and the spindles in a small packet. 

Imagine! After I speaking to Mr. Giuseppe, I heard that he is travelling with other people, and 
they are packed. I cannot burden him with packets this time. I will send the above mentioned things 
at the next chance. 

                                                 
1 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Work of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
4 Burano, hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
5 Svanzica, an old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
6 Metilde Bunioli, Superior in Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
7 Angela Bragato, mother mistress of the novices (I, Lett. 339, n.4)  
8 Beatrice Olivieri, vice Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 

  9 Margherita Colpi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, no.2) 
10 Woollen stockings of Gioseffa, that is, of Giuseppa Siguardi 
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Everybody greets you wholeheartedly. Embracing you warmly, I leave all of you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dear daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 5 October 1825 

 

Mr. Giuseppe brought me the broth in packets; please, refund him the money. For the moment 
I do not need any more. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

11 This letter is signed by Magdalene. It is a very ungrammatical letter. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

6.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1593 
Don Cesare Bresciani will arrive in Milan on 4 October, as Magdalene has already informed Elena.  Now 
she also informs Domenica so that she in turn may notify the gentleman Piero Porta about it. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I have written to you just the other day, through a worthy Religious1 from Verona, 
who left for Milan yesterday morning, not knowing when he will reach there, I write a few words to 
you also by this ordinary mail to inform you of two things.  Firstly, about the money I asked you to 
send to Bergamo. You can take out 26 liras of Milan and give them to Elena2 on my behalf.  I will 
inform her about it myself. The next thing is: as soon as the above mentioned Religious arrives, he 
will give you a packet coming from me. Please, open it at once.  There, you will find a letter 
addressed to Mr. Pedrino3.  Please call for him and give him my letter.  I would be very happy if 
Mr. Pedrino gets acquainted with this good Religious. If he is interested, he could take him to our 
Companions at Certosa4, and keep him company. In great haste and with all my heart, I embrace all 
of you and leave you all in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe,  6 October  1825  
                                                 

1 Don Cesare Camillo Bresciani, was a member of the Hospitaller Union founded by Don PIETRO LEONARDI; 
orator and apostle. He founded the  Lombard-Venetia Province of the Camilliani. (I, Lett. 394, n.1) 

2 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the Community at Via della Chiusa, Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
3 Piero Porta (II/1, Lett. 524, n.4) 
4 The members of the bigger Community at Certosa were : ELENA BERNARD1 (aged 36), FRANCESCA 

TRION1 (aged 30), ANTONIA LAVAGNO (aged 27), VITTORIA BRUN (aged 25), ROSA POLLI (aged 20) 
ANGELA VIMERCATI (aged 20), ANTONIA COCCHIGNONI (aged 43), MADDALENA CRIPPA (aged 
23), GIOVANNA PRADA (aged 39), LUIGIA GAGIOTTI (aged 22), GIOVANNA BIGATTI (aged 25), 
ANTONIA TAGLIABUE (aged 24). (as in the year 1825). 

5 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  It bears a double date. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

9.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1594 
After making her calculations, Magdalene thinks it is more convenient to buy maize and wheat from 
Bergamo. She also points out to Rosa how to deal with the affairs of Maria Minori. 

My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your recent dearest letter, my dear daughter. With regard to the wheat and the 
polenta1 make the provisions, as you told me because, if I send you the wheat from here, there 
would be just little a difference. If I send it in flour there would be a difference of half a scudo per 
bale, but I do not have the courage to send you the flour, because I am afraid it might displease the 
gentlemen Camozzi2, after all the charity they did for us. 

With regard to Spaziani3’s business send me dates when the payments expire so that I may 
adjust myself. You can be sure that I will try to be as prudent as I can. It may be that either Spaziani 
or Morali4 is going to bring you a little sum of money one day or another. 

I would like that, with the excuse of reading the proposed paper to Volpi5, you send for Mr. 
Legrenzi6. Kindly tell him that you think that the business of the agreement will be rather long, if it 
happens at all. Therefore, ask him to meet Mr. Barca7, and tell him to send you the rent of that little 
house. I am compelled to beg because today, being the feast of the Motherhood of the Most Holy 
Mary, they did not leave me free, neither yesterday nor today. 

My health is good and our Dora8 is going on very well. Cristina9’s health is gradually 
improving. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Verona, 9 October 1825                        Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

                                                 
1 Maize. 
2 Camozzi Family, benefactors (II/1, Lett. 569, n.2) 
3 Teresa Spasciani now in Verona. The name is spelt wrong (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
4 The father of Teresa Spasciani and that of Giuseppina Morali 
5 The gentlemen Volpi, Legrenzi, Barca: people involved in the litigations with the novice Maria Minori (cf. Lett. 

1581, n.6, 7, 8)  
6 Idem 
7 Idem 
8 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Verona (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 
9 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
10 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

10.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1595 
Magdalene requests for some school material. In the absence of the confessor, she wishes that the 
community may make up for it with a very fervent life. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

I take the chance of the visit of Lady Priuli1 of Venice to send you an embrace, my dearest 
daughter. 

With this opportunity, when the Lady returns, I beg you to send me two “svanzikers” 2 of 
chalk3 and 300 leaves of green roses.  Let me know how much they cost.  I will refund you the 
money. 

I have my cough again but hope it will go away within a day or two.  Cristina continues to be 
well. 

Please give my respects to the most worthy Parish Priest. 
Goodbye, my dear daughter.  I leave you in a great hurry, in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
If you are good and do not commit sin, I would wish that the Confessor could stay in the 

countryside until next year. 
I am very happy that Maddalena4 is healed of her indispositions…I embrace you again. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
 

Verona, 10 October 1825 
                                                 

1 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress atVenice (I, Lett. 397) 
2 Svanzica, name for the old Austrian lira  (II/2, Lett. 803, n. 3) 
3 Chalk dust, used for whitewahing 
4 Maddalena Crippa of the community of the Certosa at Milan (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 4) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

10.10.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                        1596 
Although Magdalene wishes to do as much as she can, she does not promise any positive result for the 
recommendation they would like her to make with the Supreme Tribunal, either because it does not accept 
any intervention or because everybody is on holiday. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

I take the chance of the visit of good Priuli to continue to give you good news of myself, my 
dear daughter. My health is not really so good, because for some days I have had one of my coughs. 
Do not worry about it for, as usual, it will disappear in a short while. Cristina1is getting better and 
better, and all the other Companions are well. 

Also with regard to the veil I begged you to get me, please send it to me through Priuli2. 
Two hours ago I have received your dear letter dated 8 October. With regard to Don 

Massimiliano3’s business, I am sorry because I foresee that I will not be able to serve him as I 
would like. 

Our Supreme Tribunal, as I think I have told you at other times, carries out its tasks very 
conscientiously and does not allow any recommendations. Besides this, now it is the time when 
everybody goes on holiday, and I will not be able to see my brother4 here until he comes back from 
Grezzano5. I do not even know whether he stops there or goes beyond the Po where he wants to go 
to visit his properties. Besides, I have to tell you that, the good Alessandri had recommended a 
business to me to be submitted to the Supreme Tribunal, and this affair was entrusted by the same 
Alessandri to my brother too. But the latter could do little or nothing at all. 

All the same, when Priuli returns, if you want to send me a formal memorandum, I will try to 
find out some way, but without any promise, because it is difficult to do it well. 

I hear from your letter that that young lady will be joining us. I am pleased to know that she 
has so many good qualities. Let us thank the Lord and I wish that she may keep well. 

With regard to the other three young postulants, my dear daughter, let the one who has the 
dowry wait for the Parish Priest, so that he may examine her well. Then, he may write to me and I 
will answer him.  About the other two who have no living allowance, although their maintenance is 
promised, I do not want you to receive them. But when this real support is found, please inform me 
about it, because possibly it might happen that I will have to come for a certain good affair to the 
neighbourhood of Milan, much before I thought I would. Anyway, as soon as a sound maintenance 
is found, write to me and I will act accordingly. 

Our good Priuli will hand over this letter to you. I am happy to hear that dear Rosa6 is well. 
I embrace you warmly together with all the others, and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 

Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, 10 October 1825 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
                                                 

1 Cristina Pilotti, is in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Lady Priuli Loredana, benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
3 Don Massimiliano Porri, coadjutor and curate of the Parish Church of S. Stefano in Milan (cf. Lett. 1512) 
4 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
5 Grezzano, where the summer villa of the Canossa family is situated (I, Lett.22, n.1) 
6 Rosa Polli, in the House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1128, n. 8) 
7 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

13.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1597 
It is a concise letter because Magdalene is continuously disturbed by the visits of the relatives of the novices. 
Magdalene wants them to search in Milan for a book she may have left there, written in Latin, of the 
Constitutions of the Jesuits. She has to return it. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

I start by telling you that my cough is gradually disappearing. My dear daughter, I beg you not 
to worry about it, because I think that in a few days’ time it will disappear entirely. 

I give you a little trouble: to search very attentively where you keep the books of the House 
and even in the writing room. See if you find a book written in Latin of the Constitutions of the 
Jesuits. I am deeply concerned about it and do me a favour to search for it very diligently. If you 
find it, send it to me through good Priuli1, wrapped like a packet. I think that when you receive this 
letter of mine, you will see Lady Priuli or perhaps you will have seen her already. If you find it, 
hand it over to her, but wrap it well, like a packet. Here we have very good weather, which allows 
the relatives of one novice after another or some other of their companions to come here 
continuously. I wish it rains or that autumn may come to an end, so that they may all stay at home, 
because it is really tedious, since I lack the time and cannot write these famous letters. 

I embrace you hurriedly in order that I may not miss the ordinary mail, and I leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 13 October 1825 

your most affectionate Mother  
Magdalene Daughter of Charity2 

                                                 
1 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress at Venice (I, Lett.397) 
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

13.10.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                     1598 

Magdalene asks Rosa too for the favour to see whether she has left the Book of the Constitutions of the 
Jesuits in Bergamo, as she has also written to Bernardi, because she needs to give it back. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

This time, my dearest daughter, I am going to beg you for something inconvenient, that is, to 
look very carefully among the books of the house and even in the writing room, to see whether you 
find a Latin book of the Constitutions of the Jesuits. I need this book urgently, since I have been 
asked by the one who lent it to me, to give it back. Hence, I ask you to tell me immediately if you 
have found it, so that I may regulate myself. Then, at the first safe encounter, please send it to me 
wrapped like a packet, with paper. 

I do not remember if in the past week I had written to you that I was affected with one of my 
coughs. In case I had written to you, do not be worried, because I am better now, and I hope it will 
end thoroughly in a few days’ time. 

Give my regards to most reverend Don Giovanni1. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly, and I 
leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 13 October 1825 

your most affectionate Mother  
Magdalene Daughter of Charity2 

 

Mr. Carlo Volpi himself wrote to Minori3, but the conditions he proposes are so far-fetched, 
that Margì does not want anything else. In fact, she would like to write to him in a determined way, 
that not only she does not want anything else, but that she would like to see to her nephews 
accommodated there after her death. 

With regard to the affairs, she is free to do what she likes. But I would not like her to write 
this last thing to him. She makes me laugh when I hear her say anxiously that she does not want 
anything, whereas I have to make a great effort to calm her. This is to inform you. 

                                                 
1 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
3 Maria Minori, who was dealing with the administration of her affairs, a business involving many people, among 

whom the gentleman Volpi (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

15.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                        1599 
The mail from Verona to Rome is slower than that from Milan.  So Magdalene sends her a letter for Durini 
so that it may reach faster. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

From your dear letter, I understand that the good priest1 has arrived at Milan. I thank you for 
all you have done for him. My dear daughter, your exactitude in carrying out my commissions urges 
me to bother you for another favour. 

This time, I ask you for another favour. I enclose a letter here for my friend Durini2, addressed 
to Rome. Please, stamp it and send it to her by post.  The reason I send it to you is because when I 
send a letter from Verona, the reply takes a longer time to arrive than when I send it from Milan. 

I am happy to hear that all of you are well, but I am sorry that my Maddalena3 is not.  I am 
very anxious to know what her problem is.  Please tell her on my behalf, that whatever it is, I want 
her to abandon herself to the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus, and to put herself in peace. 

My health is getting better, but I am still weak due to the cough I had last week.  All the 
others here are well. I recommend myself as much as possible to the charity of your prayers.  I 
embrace all of you with all my heart and entrust you to the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 
Verona, 15 October 1825 

Please, do not forget to forward the letter for Durini with a stamp.  I think it might need 60 or 
80 cents.  I am writing to her to send you her reply. As soon as you get it, please enclose it in your 
letter and mail it to me. 

                                                 
1Don Cesare Camillo Bresciani (I, Lett. 394, n. 1) 
2 Countess Carolina Durini,  Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
3 Maddalena Crippa of the Community at S. Stefano, Milan (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 4) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

16.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1600 
In order to offer some work to an old street sweeper, Countess Rosa Orti, Magdalene’s sister, had ordered 
her to make some lace.  She needs it to be done quickly. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you these few lines, my dear daughter, to thank you for the plaster I received 
through the holy Archpriest Albrizzi1, together with the Novena. 

At the same time I give you an errand, that is, to ask the sweeper to make 300 arms of the 
usual lace, which should be neat and clean. 

It is my sister Orti2 who offers this charity to our good old lady. But it is urgently needed. 
Hence she should start at once. 

Through the good Lady Priuli3, who will return from Milan this week, and will  then go back 
to her country, I will write to you more at length. I will also send you the carded silk thread with the 
spindles. 

In the meantime, I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am   

Verona, S. Giuseppe 16 October 1825 
Know that the lace is the usual one that this old sweeper makes. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

(Stamp of arrival)  VENICE 

                          18 Oct(ober) 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Msgr. Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco in Venice (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1)  
2 Countess Rosa Canossa Orti, Magdalene’s sister (I, Lett. 4, n.2) 
3 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactress from Venice (I, Lett. 397) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

19.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1601 
It is not Magdalene to solve the problem – probably economic – of Francesconi’s collaborator for the 
Hospital for Convalescents, but it is the organizers who must do it. The more preoccupying problem is the 
lack of a caretaker. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,                      Verona, 19 October 1825 
 

Here I am to reply promptly to your letter, my dear daughter. First of all I must tell you, 
please give poor Teresa Maria1 the Way of the Cross which you told me about. I hope it will 
console her very much. About the Hospital2 you know well that it does not depend on me, and until 
the Lord sends His providence, I can do nothing. Since I lack the time to make a summary of the 
letter I have written to Mr. Alessandri on that matter, I am enclosing a copy so that you may 
regulate yourself. There is no doubt that if Marianna3 was with Teresa Maria the work would pick 
up, also with some benefactors, but the matter is lagging behind so much that the pros and cons 
have to be considered. When you have a suitable opportunity, inform our Fr. Provincial4 in my 
name about everything. Convey my respects to him and write to me about his opinion, at your 
convenience. 

In the meantime, you too try to hurry up these gentlemen to do the kindness of finding 
benefactors, in one way or another. I will speak to the good Lady Priuli5 who is not here yet. But I 
tell you that I intend rather to get her involved in Burano and leave the commitment of the Hospital 
to the good Micheli Pisani6. I think we can keep for Burano too, the other Micheli Bernardo7. 

I am sorry to hear that you all are still sickly. I think you are comforting your stomach with 
plenty of water and ‘polenta’. In this way you will remain weak and pale. Be sure that when I arrive 
I will make you eat big chickens. Here, thanks to God, except for the sickly ones, there is no illness. 

About finding a person as a watchman for Teresa Maria, if you cannot do anything with the 
Parish Priest of the Tolentini8 and with Don Zugliano9, and if the gentlemen Alessandri10 and 
Padenghe11 do not have any of their men who work in their shops and who live round about those 
parts, put forward your needs also to Abbot Barbaro12. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter. If Lady Pruili can favour me, I will send you the spindles and as 
much as I can of what you desire. Have the goodness to make a small novena for me to the Holy 
Hearts of Jesus, Mary and Joseph with three “Glory be” and three “Hail Mary” for the very many 
matters in hand. 

I embrace you from my heart. Wish everybody for me. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

I am, my dearest daughter, 
                                                 

1 Teresa Maria, future collaborator of the Directress Marianna Francesconi (III/1,  Lett. 1095, n. 6) 
2 Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, lett.891) 
3 Marianna Francesconi, future Directress of the Hospital for  Convalescents (III/1, lett. 1095, n. 6)  
4 Fr Mariano da Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n. 3)  
5 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress of the Venetian house (I, Lett. 397)  
6 Lady Michiel Maddalena, a benefactress (Lett. 1491, n.4) 
7 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress (Lett. 1379, n. 6)  

 8 Perhaps Don Garago, ex Parish Priest of the Tolentini Church (cf. Lett. 1587) 

 9 Don Giuliano Catullo, Synodal Examiner and Confessor of the Church of the Tolentini (Lett. 1393, n. 9) 

 10 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator at Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
11 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Insitute’s Works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n. 1) 
12 Abbot Lorenzo Barbaro, cooperator of the Parish of S, Nicola dei Tolentini (Lett. 1519, n. 4) 
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Verona 20 October 182513 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14

                                                 
13 Two dates on one letter 
14 This letter is signed by Magdalene 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

21.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1602 
(Between 20 – 26 October 1825) 

When Lady Priuli passed through Venice she expressed her willingness to participate in the project planned 
by Magdalene to sponsor the Hospital for Convalescents as well as the foundation of Burano. The other 
collaborators too are enthusiastic. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today I am sending you this letter, my dear daughter, through our good Priuli1 who is 
returning to Venice. I am pleased to hear that the chapel has been well arranged, and that the good 
Teresa Maria2 is content. To tell you the truth, it gives me great consolation to see how the Lord is 
well disposed towards our dear Hospital3. I hope that through this work the good Lord and our dear 
Mother Mary will be greatly served. But I cannot deny that I also have our famous Burano4 very 
much at heart. Know, my dear daughter, that today I spoke to our good Priuli about the 24 thousand 
svanzichers5. She pledged herself to find 50 persons who will give one svanzicher a month; and this 
I want to use for the foundation of Burano. The good Alessandri6 is disposed to find 200 persons 
who will contribute one svanzicker a month; and my intention is that half of this will be given to the 
Hospital and half to Burano. The good Mr.Padenghe7 told me that he is pleased with the idea, and 
he will think of another hundred persons and these, too will be for the Hospital. 

Regarding the matter of the skylight I spoke to our good Priuli, who confirmed that the very 
good Vescovi9 was of the opinion of buying the house himself, and this would be a very good thing. 
All the same, I agreed with Priuli that in case the said Vescovi does not buy the house, to try to 
arrange things so that in that case, Monsignor Rosada10 and Fr. Stefani11 can try to make Vidiman 
understand that it is not proper for a religious community to be dominated by skylight nearby. 

I am glad that the Lord has provided for the payment of the grapes. Do not doubt that soon 
after the first of the next month, I will send you the usual amount. 

Regarding Marianna, I want to hear our Father’s decision. But if he wants me to accompany 
her, I do not know how long it will take. My cough has ceased, thanks to God. 

Here I am replying to the matter concerning the Hospital and Burano, because what we spoke 
of it above might have been confusing. You know my project of 24 thousand svanzichers for the 
Hospital and for Burano. I spoke to Priuli about Burano, and without the least difficulty she told me 
that she will find 50 persons who will give one svanzicher a month for four years. I would wish to 
get another fifty or a hundred persons through the good Micheli Bernardo12, and this also for 
Burano; and the others as I mentioned above. 

                                                 
1 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactor of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 397) 
2 Teresa Maria, future collaborator of the Director of the Hospital, Marianna Francesconi (III/1, Lett. 1095, n. 6)  
3 Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
4 Burano a suburb of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n. 4) 
5 Svanzica, old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n. 2) 
6 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator at Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
7 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of Canossian Works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
9 One of the current  buyers 
10 Msgr. Rosada, Canon of the Cathedral (Lett. 1376, n. 12)  
11 Fr. Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495)  
12 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactor (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
13 Don Giovanni Palazzi, a  preacher from Venice (III/1, Lett. 1300, n.12) 
14 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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I am ending in a hurry, so that I can send to good Priuli the parcel of the silk material and the 
spindles. You will be served about your mother. 

I embrace you from my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Kindly hand 
over to Don Giovanni Palazzi13 the enclosed letter. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia  
                        VENICE
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

26.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1603 
Magdalene has delayed writing because she was waiting for the coming of Lady Priuli and also the return of 
Don Bresciani, who is enthusiastic about Francesco Bonetti. Now she begs Elena not to let anyone visit the 
rooms of the house, unless she specifically tells her to do it. She insistently asks her once more to look for the 
Constitutions of the Jesuits about which she had already written to her on 13 October. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I have not written to you through several ordinary mails, because I was 
always waiting for the travellers, especially the good Lady Priuli1, who, a little because of her 
health, a little because of the bad weather, came eight days after the date she had told me. I had the 
pleasure of seeing her only yesterday. But today she had to leave for Venice. I do not know whether 
she was able to leave today, because it has been raining heavily and continuously. I am here ready 
to answer you everything for as long as the time allows me. First of all I tell you that my cough has 
thoroughly disappeared. You know that I suffer a little during the winter season in Verona, but these 
are just slight ailments. Cristina2 is far better, and since she got used to the milk, she finds it 
beneficial for her nerves. She thanks you much for the Baby Jesus, but she is afraid of the cross He 
carries on His shoulders. 

The teacher of the Buri3 household told me he did not recognize you. He begged me to thank 
you greatly for the great kindness he received from you. He was very impressed by Francesco4, and 
as you told me, I think he is becoming holier and holier. On the other hand, do not get worried 
about what has elapsed. For however many people I send you, never show any regard neither for 
me, nor for what they tell you, by showing them the whole house or even partly. If something 
extraordinary happens in which I feel it convenient to show the rooms of the Ladies, I will write 
about it clearly. Please, tell whoever asks you freely, in my name, that I wish the Rules to be 
observed and that without a serious reason, it is necessary not to introduce anyone in without great 
and serious reasons. Mention that I have also written to you about this matter, not to introduce 
anyone, on account of the abuses which can derive from this.  

Then, I am happy about the last young lady you mentioned. Please tell me her name. 
I thank you for the copy of the examinations you sent me which is very dear to me. With 

regard to the veils, know that our good Companion, Priuli’s niece, had asked for them because she 
hoped she would give them to her as a gift. Instead I hear that Priuli asked you for them. Therefore, 
write to me whether they cost two liras per arm as I paid lately, or something more as at times they 
have cost me. At the first chance I will send the money to you. I beg you to do me another favour, 
that is, write a line to Rosa of Bergamo and tell her that you are sending her half a genova, that is, 
fifty-three Milanese liras, by my order, as I beg you to do. When you have written the letter and put 
together this little money, send it to Domenica5 to be handed over to the carrier, because since the 
house of S. Stefano6 is nearer, when I was in Bergamo, he kindly informed me that to go to the 
Certosa7 it would take more time. I think that when he brings you the ‘polenta’, since he is paid 
double, he comes willingly. But for this little thing it is not necessary to pay more. Here we have no 
chances for Bergamo, but frequent chances for Milan. On the first occasion I will send you even 

                                                 
1 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactress from Venice (I, Lett. 397) 
2 Cristina Pilotti in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 Don Camillo Bresciani, teacher in the house of the family Buri Canossa (I, Lett. 394, n.1) 
4 Francesco Bonetti, an aspirant to be a Son of Charity (II/2, Lett.717, n.2) 
5 Domenica Faccioli, in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 360, n.1) 
6 The small House in Milan, in Via della Signora (I, Lett. 271, n.3) 

  7 The large House in Milan,in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n.1)  
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this half genova and some more besides to be passed on to Bergamo in case the little collections 
which expire there should delay, a thing which, to tell you the truth, never happens, especially for 
the bigger one at S. Martino. 

   I also received the paper regarding Don Massimiliano8. I will speak without any hope of help. 
I will write to you in case other papers are needed. I understood from your last dear letter how our 
gardener Giuseppe worked with more zeal in Mr. Pedrino9’s little garden. You inform me that you 
told him that it was a business that also belonged to me. I admit that I am very sorry that you have 
done that, not only because I am not involved in it, but even if I were to be involved, how careful 
we have to be even with good works. 

Let me explain: I am not unhappy. In fact I am pleased that you were able to satisfy Mr. 
Pedrino, who is always so obliging towards us, but I am displeased about what you said to 
Giuseppe. Well, do not get worried. We need patience, and another time regulate yourself.  

When you have news of dear Durini10 as well as of Count Mellerio11, please inform me. 
My dear daughter, I had begged you recently to look carefully for that Latin book of the 

Constitutions of the Jesuits, I have probably left in Milan. Perhaps you might remember, for we 
even spoke about it. I understand that you might have forgotten about it due to your many 
commitments, but do me the favour to search for it diligently, since I feel very mortified not to be 
able to find it. I would have been less displeased to have lost six sequins, because it is not mine. 
Therefore, do this great favour to look for it. In case you find it or you remember that we had given 
it to someone, write to me immediately, so that you may console me a bit. We will then find a way 
to send it to me. 

Tell me what they say about the Jubilee, if and when it will take place. Recommend me to 
Mary Most Holy so that everything may be finished here, as it should. Miserable as I am, I warmly 
pray for you. I embrace everyone heartily. 

Give my respects to the Parish Priest when he returns. Tell me whether all of you had a 
chance to confess to anyone, or whether you did not commit any sin. If that is so, I would wish that 
you go without any confessor at least until Easter. 

I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Priuli told me that the Dugnani12 and 
Andreani13 are going to Rome. Tell me if there are other people going too. 
 

[Verona] S.Giuseppe, 26 October 1825 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 
To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Michele alla Chiusa  
in the building of the Certosa 

MILAN
                                                 

      8 Don Massimiliano Porri, coadjutor and curate of the Parish Church of S. Stefano (Lett. 1512, n.1) 

     9 Pietro Porta, an aspirant for the Son of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n.4) 

   10 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 

   11 Count Giacomo Mellerio, benefactor (I, lett. 387) 
12 The Nobles Giulio and Teresa Dugnani, (I, Lett.198, n. 6) 
13 Counts Andreani, Gian Marco and Cecilia (III/1, Lett. 1076, n.7) 
14 This letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

26.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1604 
Magdalene is grateful for the many favours that the Superior has done for her and she lists them down.  She 
asks for others and grants her the permission she had requested.  She would like to know whether, in the 
absence of the confessor, the Sisters have resolved their needs by not committing any sin. 

 V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I should reply to your many letters as soon as I can.  I would like to say a few words even to 
Maddalena, also on behalf of Don Bresiani1, for all the attention you gave him. Do greet Mr. 
Pedrino2 too for me 

The good Lady Priuli3 gave me news of everybody and thanks you. Cristina4 too is very 
grateful to you for the shawl and shoes, the paper and the chalk5 you sent her. 

This is a letter of thanksgiving. So I too thank you for my letter that you posted to Durini6.   
I hear that Lady Dugnani7 and Count Andreani8 are also going to Rome.  If the latter has not 

left and will stay for a few days more until after the next mail, please let me know.  I would like to 
give him a few lines for Durini.  If however, he has already left or will leave within two or three 
days, just write when you usually do. 

As for the girl Crespi9 just receive her, based on the recommendation of Don Pietro. For 
Rosalinda Besozzi10, if she is the relative of our gardener, Giuseppe, I see no difficulty to take her, 
as long as she goes straight home as soon as she has finished her studies.  Let her give you no 
trouble, and do not take her into the school.  Do to her the good you can and regulate everything 
with prudence, so that there should be no gossip.  I repeat, once her studies are over, let her go 
home, let her go straight home.   

My dear daughter, this will make you laugh. I am very curious to know how it all ended up 
with the confessor.  As always, in fact, it is best never to commit any sin. 

I think that if the Parish Priest11 has not come back yet, he will be back soon. When you see 
him, please convey my due respects.  Tell dear Angela12 that I read all her letters, and that I will 
answer her as soon as I can. 

Reading the letter of our Maddalena13, I understand better how some poor women can live 
without any common sense.  Well, nothing might be true.  If unfortunately it is, it requires a lot of 
simplicity for a mother to tell such things to her daughter. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter.  I embrace you with all my heart and entrust all of you to the 
heart of Mary Most Holy. 

                                                 
 1 Don Bresciani Cesare Camillo (I, Lett. 394, n.1). The name is spelt wrong. 

 2 Piero Porta (II/1, Lett. 524, n.4) 

 3 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress of the Institute (I, Lett. 397) 

 4 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 

 5 Chalk dust used for whitewashing 

 6 Countessa Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 

 7 Lady Teresa Dugnani, of the aristocracy of Milan, sister of  Don Giulio Dugnani  
   (I, Lett. 198, n. 6) 

 8 Count Gian Marco Andreani, chamberlain and knight of the 3rd class of the  Imperial Austrian Order of the iron 
Crown  and councillor of the Comune (III/1, Lett. 1076, n.7) 

 9 Two girls who found it difficult to observe the discipline of a school  
10  Idem 
11 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of  S. Stefano at Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
12 Angela Simeoni, of the small Community of S. Stefano at Milan (I, Lett. 306, n.1)  
13 Maddalena Crippa of the Community of S. Stefano (II/1, lett. 541, n.4) 
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Farewell, my dear daughter. My cough is gone. When Cristina took the donkey’s milk she 
began to improve, and now she goes on pretty well. I assure you that she is nourished also by the 
ordinary milk, and she is used to it. Therefore I am very happy about this. I beg you and all the 
others, to entrust me much to the Lord and to our Most Holy Mother, as I have a great need for 
prayer because of the many affairs that surround me. I embrace you all wholeheartedly, and I leave 
you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

I forgot to say that Elena14 will send you a letter for the Superior of Bergamo with a bit of 
money enclosed.  I have written to the Superior of Bergamo15 to send you the courier, to whom you 
can give both these things. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 26 October, 1825   
                                                 

14 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the Certosa of Milano, at Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
15 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

27.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1605 
Very willingly does Magdalene give her consent that the old man Checcho functions as caretaker of the 
building that will serve as the Hospital for Convalescents. The blessings of the Lord will follow him. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write a few lines, my dear daughter, and in the greatest hurry just to reply regarding the poor 
old man Checco. This morning our excellent Priuli1 left and she will give you oral and written news 
about me. 

I am writing in an extraordinary way for the consolation of Teresa Maria2. I am most content 
that she receives and keeps the old man Checco, whom you told me about, in the house, since I 
desire to satisfy good Teresa Maria in all that is possible. Give her my cordial wishes and 
recommend me to her prayers. I understood all the rest that you have written, and I will reply at my 
convenience. 

My health is good. I embrace all of you wholeheartedly, leaving you in the Heart of Mary 
Most Holy. 

My dear daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe 27 October 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

 

My dear daughter, I am happy that the poor old man will go and stay in that house. It seems to 
me that he will draw down on it the special blessings of God. 

 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity  
S. Lucia   

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactor (I, Lett. 397) 
2 Teresa Maria, future collaborator of the Director of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n. 6)  
3 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

9.10.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1606 
Magdalene was asked whether the Sisters could go out of the house in wooden slippers.  She is not pleased 
with it, so she gave a negative answer to Verona, then also to Milan.  Her niece Ravignani is struck down 
with miliary fever for the 15th time.  It seems that she is not seriously ill.  Her father-in-law instead is in a 
very serious condition. 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

I reply to your dearest letter, which I received on the 5th of this month.  First of all, I thank 
you for passing on my letter immediately to our good Visconti.  You are so precise in doing the 
little things I ask you that I am encouraged to entrust you with other errands.  When you receive 
letters addressed to me, wait and then send them by ordinary mail. I am not convinced that letters 
sent by the extraordinary mail are certain to arrive; often they get lost.  It is enough that once you 
receive them, you send them to me together with a letter of yours. 

I received the letter of dear Rosa.  I am very pleased that Maddalena felt consoled by my 
letter.  I embrace her and all of you.  I am so happy that all of you are at peace.  May the Lord keep 
all of you united in charity! Such a union makes us experience Paradise in this world and another in 
the next.  I am not surprised that you felt the benefit of obedience even through the confessor. 

I owe you a reply regarding the clogs. My dear daughter, since I consider my little flock very 
united in heart and even in appearance to the first house of Verona, since I do not like that even 
these companions leave the House with clogs, I am sure you too should not do so. 

Please, give my due respects to our most worthy Parish Priest.  My health is good.  Cristina 
too is quite well. Thanks for your prayers for her.  My niece for the 10th or 4th or 5th time has the 
miliary fever.  It seems sure that she is not in danger.  May God’s Holy Will be done!  Let us 
continue to pray and hope in Mary Most Holy and St Joachim.  Her father-in-law is hopelessly ill.  
Today however, our girls have started a novena to St Zeno.  You too please do it with three “Glory 
be.” 

Goodbye, my dear daughter.  I embrace you all wholeheartedly and leave you in the Heart of 
Mary Most Holy. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
9 November 1825 Verona 
 
NB. Magdalene’s signature is missing. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

16.11.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1607 
Ottavia Simoncelli, ex-cloistered Lay Sister, was in danger of becoming blind. But St Lucy has partly healed 
her. In her name Magdalene thanks Terragnoli for her prayers. Since the Viceroy Ranieri is in Venice she 
wants her to convince Padenghe to urge the Parish Priest of Burano so that he may try to obtain the Convent 
there which could serve for a foundation. Magdalene then remarks on the poor acceptance of a Companion 
who was with her while passing through Venice. This kind of discrimination will hinder her from sending the 
requested helpers. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you news about me, as you desire, my dear daughter. As a rule, when I do 
not write about my health, always think that I am well because, if I do not state it clearly, you will 
worry the more. So I am pleased to say it when I am not so well and I assure you I am feeling 
better, even more than usual. I am consoled to hear that you too are up, but I warmly recommend, 
once again, that you take all the care you can, and I recommend the same thing to all the others, 
whom I embrace with all my heart. 

I have many things to tell you, but I do not know whether I will have time to tell you 
everything. The first thing is to help Ottavia1. Know that she has developed a cataract in both her 
eyes, so that she has to be led, at times even within the Convent. She was in danger of becoming 
blind in a few days. Gregori and Manzoni2 who visited her, judged that she must undergo an 
operation. In fact, it was done and now we have high hopes that she can see with one eye. You can 
imagine my anxiety and that of the Superior. A few days after the eye operation she could not see 
anything. She asked me to pray and have a Mass celebrated at the altar above the body of St Lucy. I 
entrust this to you. After her promise she began to see a little bit. Dr. Manzoni thinks one eye will 
surely recover. 

I also want to tell you something about our dear Burano. Not only you but also the good 
Giuseppe3 wrote to me, all about the Hospital. He says that our good Viceroy4 is in Venice and also 
that the excellent Mr. Padenghe5 is still in the countryside. Previously you wrote to me that he 
would return by St Martin6’s day. I suppose that if he has not yet come, it will not be long before he 
returns. I would therefore like you to try your best to persuade Francesco to keep the Parish Priest 
of Burano7 alert as long as our Prince is in Venice. It is all right that we try to get svanzichers, yet 
without the Convent we will only have to eat the oysters of that country.  

My good wishes to dear Lady Cattina Micheli8. The text of that paper can be simply and 
briefly taken from the merchant’s paper.  To tell you the truth, when dealing with such a small 
thing, as that of a svanzicher a month for four years for only 50 persons, the paper seems 
unnecessary, and for such a trifle it is enough to propose it aloud and note down the names. Besides, 
in case you want the paper, write to me and I will send it. I have said nothing about Burano to the 
good Lady Micheli Bernardo9. I remember only that we mentioned Burano and nothing more. When 
she returns I want you to involve her. 

                                                 
1 OTTAVIA SIMONCELLI, an ex- Lay Sister of a cloistered convent. She was a guest and a great collaborator of 

the Daughters of Charity. 

 2 GREGORIO and MANZONI were two Doctors from Verona. (I, Lett. 14) 

 3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  

 4 Giusppe Ranieri, Prince  of Hapsburg and Viceroy of Lombardy-Venice (II/1, Lett. 517, n. 4) 
5 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venica (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  
6 St. Martin’s Feast: 29 November 
7 Don Giovanni Giuruati, Parish Priest of Burano (Lett. 1588, n. 6) 

  8 Lady CATTINA MICHIELI PISANI, wife of Count Carlo Andrea Michieli (Lett. 1491, n. 4) 

         9 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress of Venice (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
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Mr. Padenghe and Mr. Alessandri want to try bigger stakes for the Hospital. Let them do it, 
but encourage them to hurry up. Mr. Giuseppe wrote to me lately that it would be necessary for me 
to come with Marianna10. But since the House has not been paid for, it cannot be renovated, nor 
lived in, even if it were free. So why should I come? Well, for your sake, I would come this 
evening, even if it was almost night.  

Listen then, my dear daughter, I well understand that the House needs subjects. But excuse 
me; there is no need to be so distressed. Patience! The Lord will provide. Meanwhile, do the little 
you can and leave what you cannot in the hands of the Lord. 

In speaking to the Companions, when an occasion presents itself, tactfully make them 
understand that I desire to relieve them. But it is certainly necessary that they too should be 
disposed to be satisfied with any companion, and to deal with all in such a way, that if I bring 
someone to Venice, she will be content to see that she is accepted by them. Tell them this in a nice 
way, and do not be afraid to say that I have written it to you. I cannot deny that I remained a little 
saddened when I was at Venice to see in general little approval of poor Rosa11, whom I had brought 
along with me. 

Now I ask your charity for this House of ours. I beg all of you to make a small novena to the 
Immaculate Heart of Mary because soon, according to the Rules, the election for the new Superior 
will take place here. Since the Lord, in deference to Mary Most Holy, has gradually allowed our 
Institute to be truly well established, the ecclesiastical Superiors rightly want that it be so in every 
part. Receive three Holy Communions for this purpose. For my peace of mind and for the sake of 
truth, do not think that Rosa said even a single word about her not being accepted at Venice. She 
was not even aware of it. She remained tenderly attached to all of you, but it was I who noticed that. 

You have done well to speak to good Micheli about the rent of the Martinengo palace. It 
would also be a big help if we could have 200 ducats annually. 

I embrace you with my whole heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Let me 
know whether you have received Salterini’s12 paper. 

I forgot to tell you to inform dear Betta that I met Giustina who was her companion at S. 
Catterina. This lady went with Abbess Versa, and after the death of the Abbess she is with the nun 
Tedeschi. She came because she wanted us to receive her. She has at her disposal 20 napoleons 
every now and again and her furniture. As you can imagine, I cannot take her, even though she said 
that the Abbess Versa wanted to talk to me, and that she has to collect her salary. Tell my Betta to 
give me information through you. Goodbye once again 

 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppe Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

VENICE 
                                                 

10 Marianna Francesconi, future Director of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n. 6)  
11 Rosa della Croce, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1487, n. 5)  
12 Domenica Salterini, of the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. There are many spelling mistakes in this letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

17.11.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                                1608 

In Verona the ecclesiastical Superiors have decided to hold the elections for the superior and her Vicar, and 
then to define the various tasks and to start the visits to the hospital. Magdalene asks for prayers. 
 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
 

My dear daughter, I continue giving you news of me, assuring you that I keep on being very 
well, talking about my usual health. Cristina1 too is fairly well. I am very happy that Rosa2 has 
recovered. The ‘polentina’ useful to her is not suitable for Cristina, for it is too heavy. I received, to 
my great pleasure, the short letter of my dear Visconti3. Our people of Milan are travelling around 
happily. I am very curious to hear about the function of the Barnabite Fathers, which I think, must 
have been more beautiful than ours. 

My dear daughter, I need a favour from you, that is, a short novena to the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary, so that our most amiable Mother may bless the coming election of the new Superior. Only 
because of Mary, the goodness of the Lord blesses the Institute which, to my great consolation, is 
getting settled more and more. The ecclesiastical Superiors want me to take advantage of this time I 
stop here to carry on the election, although the second three years’ term allowed by the Rule has not 
yet elapsed. When the Superior is elected, the persons for the other responsibilities will similarly be 
elected, so that we may carry out more and more all that can be done. I hope that soon we will be 
able to go to the hospital too. Recommend me more and more to the Lord, because you will easily 
understand how much I need it. I always fear that, through my fault, the Institute may not be 
established as it should be. 

Ask everyone to pray for me. I will write the result of everything later. Our good Visconti, to 
whom I will write as soon as I can, always looks forward to sending me money. I admit that I am 
very sorry that you were not yet able to rent that portion of the house kept by Omati. This thing 
seems impossible in Milan. I am sorry because now and then I hear that they have nothing to eat. 
Enough, I hope that the Lord will provide. 

Tell me how our Novices are getting on with their studies, and the name of the last entrant. 
Convey my respects to the Parish Priest4. Be certain that I do not forget to pray the Lord for you. 
Remember me in a particular way now, that God may give me the grace that the Institute may really 
be established for His glory, wherever He wants it 
I embrace all of you very warmly. Cristina, who embraces you, will pray to St Paschal for you. I 
leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 17 November 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
2 Rosa Polli, in the House of  Milan (III/1, Lett. 1128, n. 8)  
3 Countess Luisa Visconti Castelli, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House in Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 1) 
5 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

23.11.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1609 
So that Rosa may not be worried, Magdalene explains to her that she had asked for special prayers because 
in Verona, as soon as she can have the preacher for a triduum of preparation, they will have the election of 
the new superior and vice-superior, and then activate all the branches contemplated by the Rule. She also 
entreats Rosa to search for the inventory of Maria Minori’s furniture because she does not remember where 
she has left it. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

The reason why I write to you even today, my dear daughter, is due to a mistake because of 
which you may be worried. On the other hand, I too am worried about another business.  

After writing to you on Saturday that I am in need of strength and light, I found a preceeding 
letter I had written to you, to be handed over to the carrier of Tiraboschi, with the habit of 
Zaibante1, which I then handed over to Felicita2’s father.  

Since I know how attached you are to me in your goodness, I was afraid you might be 
worrying since you do not know the reason why I need strength and light. Know therefore, that the 
ecclesiastical Superiors, who have not yet fixed the time, will send me to the manor of the 
gentleman of Maddalena’s pots. They want us to carry out the election of the new Superior; news 
which can only reach you on Friday or on Monday, since the matter may be delayed. Anyway, one 
of these days, this Community will make a three days' retreat. Then, in accordance with the Rule, 
the Superior will be elected, followed by the Vice-Superior, then those in charge of the works, so as 
to set in full activity the branches of work now possible to the Institute and the internal regulations. 
The ecclesiastical Superiors want to take this chance while I am here, to settle everything. This is 
the reason why I need light, strength and the support of your prayer.  

I beg you to make a short novena to the most Holy Heart of Mary adding three “Glory be” and 
an “Angel of God” to our Saints and Protectors. 

Ask also for prayer without stating the reason when presenting my respects to him and beg 
him to keep it in mind before the Lord (N.B. the sentence is incomplete).  You may tell the reason to the 
Companions. Naturally I will be busy on Saturday, so I am writing today.  I hope to be able to write 
about the conclusion we have arrived at next Wednesday 

The other thing for which I am troubled is that I do not find the original inventory of the 
furniture of Minori3 here. I think I left it with you. But I am not fully sure. Therefore, I beg of you 
to write to me immediately. My health continues to be good and everyone is also well, except the 
usual sickly ones. Dear Teodora4 now and again is under treatment for something to do with the 
nerves. I am her doctor, but neither blood-letting nor strong medicines are being used. In these 
illnesses everything is reduced to a little almond oil. The donkey’s milk has done much good to 
Cristina. 

I embrace you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
I am, my dearest daughter, 

Verona, S. Giuseppe23 November 1825 
This morning the 24th, I came to know that the Preacher is not available this week. Therefore, 

the election of the Superior will take place only next week. Once again I recommend prayers. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 5 
                                                 

1 Rosa Saibante, in the House of Verona (II/2, Lett. 1545, n.4) 
2 Valsecchi Felicita, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1493, n.3)  
3 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
4 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Verona (II/2, Lett. 571, n. 6) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. There are two dates. 
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To Lady 
Lady Rosa Dabalà 
Daughter of Charity 
Rochetta 
Santa Croce Convent 

BERGAMO
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

 (Before 6 November 1825) Verona                                                                                                             1610 

Magdalene is quite aware that the community of Venice needs help, but to show them that for the moment 
she has no one to send, she gives an account of all the novices and the Community of Verona, showing how it 
is not possible to take away any one. Terragnoli should pray and get others to pray that the good God may 
provide and make it possible to open a novitiate even in Venice. She informs her that the elections will be 
delayed by some days and with some insistence she asks that Terragnoli should see to it that the father of 
Cristina Pilotti is provided to withstand the winter’s cold.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to reply to you at once, for your peace, my dear daughter. I begin by telling you not 
to distress yourself as to what I wrote about Della Croce1. I am happy I said it as a principle and rule 
for everyone, as well as for correction. But then, do not think of it any more. Believe me, my dear 
daughter, that at times I find it useful, but not desirable, that small mistakes should happen, where 
sin does not enter, because after due reflection and correction, these serve to know and establish 
ourselves ever more in the spirit of the Institute. 

For the rest, I accept your disposition to do penance and you can start this on Sunday. For five 
evenings from that great day, you will eat a moderate loaf of bread in broth, with a fresh egg in it, 
and that will do. However, be sure that I have our House at heart, and that I am studying the way I 
can help you. But I do not have subjects to give you. It is true that there are twelve novices, but four 
of them are for Trent, two for Rovato and of the remaining six, one I was forgetting, is for 
Bergamo. She is here for her studies and the dowry she received is for Bergamo in particular. Listen 
to who the other five are: Salterini2 acts as Head Teacher when Pierina3 is not well and last year it 
was almost continuously. One postulant is from Bergamo. She, I am telling you this only for 
yourself, is wavering in her vocation. Marietta4, whom I finally I vested with the habit last 
Wednesday, is in the kitchen. Then there is Adelaide5, Annunciata’s6 sister, though very upright, 
she is weak in health, Biadego7 you already know, a postulant who is full of common sense, but is 
in need of a thorough formation. One postulant is from Lonato, she entered three months ago and I 
am thinking of forming her. But the only help she can give is in the kitchen. She could be sent in 
exchange for Giuseppa8 the German, if she continues with her ill health at Venice. However, we 
must make sure about the vocation even of this one, because it does not seem certain. She was 
accustomed to pray much. But for us, besides prayer, there is much work to be done. And finally 
there is Rosa della Croce, who has just made her Profession. 

I was confused while writing to you. There are two more, both from Tyrol9, who have just 
completed their novitiate. You know the senior ones. So you can easily understand that I do not 
know where to turn to, though I desire to help you very much. Besides, my dear daughter, I wish we 
can trust the Lord. He can provide even before my coming to Venice. 

                                                 
1 Rosa della Croce, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1487, n. 5) 
2 Domenica Salterini, of the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
3 Pierina Moro, of the House of Verona (III/1, lett. 981, n.7)  
4 MARIA DOTTORI, born in Tregnago, Verona in 1793, died in Verona in 1828. She was in charge of the 

kitchen.  
5 ADELAIDE CACCIA, who was born in Milan in 1808, entered there in 1823 and died in Verona in 1874 
6 ANNUNCIATA CACCIA, who was born in Milan in 1803, entered there in 1820, died in Verona. She was the 

first teacher of the School for deaf mutes. 
7 ROSA BIADEGO, who was born in Verona in 1803, entered there in 1824, died in 1858. She was the 

doorkeeper 
8 GIUSEPPA SIGUARDI, who was born in Switzerland in 1800, died in Verona in 1859 
9 The two postulants from Tyrol are Teresina Conzati and Domenica Baldassarelli. 
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Since I have experienced the fruit of this, I had the idea of asking you if you could find some 
free moments to recite three times the ‘Our Father’ to the most Holy Trinity in thanksgiving for the 
privilege and the graces granted to Mary Most Holy, begging this dear Mother of ours to provide for 
this House. 

As for me, I have no difficulty to have a novitiate also in Venice. You will see that praying to 
our Mary Most Holy, She will certainly provide. 

You have not yet spoken of Luigia of the Abbot Bonetti10. I am doubtful about it. We may be 
able to receive only her soul, because the body eats and there may not be enough. 

I thank you for your prayer for poor Ottavia11. She has begun to feel the effects of the 
protection of our Saint12. She begins to see with one eye. I thank you even in her name. I am happy 
that Mr. Padenghe13 has returned. He is truly one who takes things quietly but, being very 
committed. I hope he will hurry up the matter. 

I assure you, my dear daughter, that if it were in my power, I would come to Venice at once 
to have the pleasure of being with all of you, even if we had to live on broth and fresh eggs every 
night. But with the help of God and of Mary Most Holy, one thing after another, you will manage 
everything. Meanwhile, get ready the money if we want the hospital to function. If before closing 
this letter, I know the precise date of the election, I will write to you, because first I will get the 
community to make a three days’ prayer with a conference, and I do not know yet the precise day of 
that conference, that is, the preacher who will do it. But I hope to know this in a day or two. I am 
longing for even this to be finished.  

Do not be worried about me. In His mercy, the Lord gives me His help, and the Superior14 

too is fairly well. I have understood everything about that good Giustina. When you see Micheli 
Bernardo15, present my respects to her as well as to all the Ladies. Give me some information about 
what is going to happen in Venice regarding the Jubilee. 

I embrace everyone wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
I am, my dearest, 

 

At this point I came to know the preacher’s reply. He cannot come this week. Therefore, the 
election of the Superior will not take place this week, but in the next week. I recommend all of you 
to pray. 

Listen, my dear daughter, I have Cristina’s father very much at heart. If you see that 
Raimondo continues to be unwell, then I beg you to ask Betta to call his wife, Cristina’s step-
mother and find out, whether she knows that the man is provided with enough clothing, because the 
cold season has already begun. If he needs some money, try to procure some for him. If you are 
deprived yourself, please write to me freely and I will send you some. At the first opportunity I get I 
will send the veils. So you may get 36 liras for them. You can use that sum as capital, to assist that 
poor man in his needs.  

 

 Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli,  Daughter of Charity, S. Lucia - VENICE

                                                 
10 Luigia Bonetti, an aspirant to the religious life (Lett. 1590, n. 14) 
11 Octavia Simoncelli, the ex - cloistered Sister, guest in the House at Venice  
     (cf. Lett. 1607, n. 1) 
12 Saint Lucy  
13 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the works of the Institute at Venice (I, Lett. 352, n. 1) 
14 Metilde Bunioli, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 4, n. 6) 
15 Lady Michele Bernardo, a benefactress of the House of Venice (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

29.11.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                        1611 

Magdalene wishes to know whether the Barnabite Fathers who have just returned to Milan after their 
suppression, were able to go back to both their places, or to only one of them. In the coming week there will 
surely be the election of the new Superior and of the Vice Superior. She asks her to pray and to ask for 
prayers. She will let her know the outcome of the elections.  Finally she tells of her joy because seventeen 
religious already have adhered to her invitation to celebrate a Holy Mass once a month for the intention she 
had communicated to them. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You tell me that although you may have no news to give, you will write every week all the same.  I 
will do the same.  Anyway, I too will always have something to write about.  First of all, I thank 
you for the news you give me concerning Count Andreani1. But since you did me the favour of 
mailing my letter, and I hope you put the stamps on it, since you tell me you had it as mail waiting 
to be sent in the Post Office, if that is so, I will not write to Durini2.  My  dear daughter, since you 
tell me that the Barnabite Fathers3 have returned, when you really have the time to write again, 
please let me know whether they have returned to Sant’Alessandro4, or San Barnaba or both5.  
Moreover, I inform you that on Monday we will have a Triduum in preparation for the election of 
the new Superior.  In the morning we will have a Religious who will talk to us on this topic; in the 
evening it will be my turn.  As the most famous preacher that I am, I will give the conference.  I 
would like to be able to have the election of the Superior on Thursday, but there is a small matter, 
that I will share with you later, that might delay it a little. But I hope to be able to do it.  On 
Saturday I shall inform you about the whole matter. Since I know your concern for the Institute, for 
me and for this House, I am confident that you will assist me with your prayer, and I live in the 
certainty that all my dear little flock6 will pray to our common Mother and Foundress, so that She 
may bless us and assist us in everything.  I assure you that it gives me special pleasure to see the 
commitment of these good Companions to sort of force Mary Most Holy, by their prayers, so that 
everything may go in accordance with God’s will.  Give my respects to your most worthy Parish 
Priest7, and recommend me to him too, as well as to our good friend Visconti8.  With regard to the 
girl he said he would put with us, he might have joked about it. I am sure he will not introduce any 
change until I come.  As you can see, my dear daughter, the longest time that separates us is already 
over. What is left is not so much.  Here everyone is keeping well except some of the weaker ones.  I 
am confident that none of you will forget the three Holy Communions in thanksgiving to the 
Blessed Trinity for the gifts and privileges granted to Mary, to obtain those three graces which I 
think I have explained to you, and also the protection of our dear Mother on our humble Institute, 
on you and all those persons whom I have associated with this devotion. For your consolation, 
know that up to now I have seventeen Priests9 who will celebrate Mass every month for this 
purpose. I will not be satisfied until the thing will go the way I want it.  I will tell you everything 
about this orally. 

                                                 
1 Count Gianmarco Andreani, Chamberlain and Knight in the Third Class Order in the Austrian Emperial Order of 

the Iron Crown and Commune Advisor (III/1, Lett. 1076, n.7) 
2 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
3 Barnabites of the Congregation of St Paul (II/2, Lett. 835, n.2) 
4 S. Alessandro and S. Barnaba,  the two Parishes in Milan where the Barnabites officiate even today  
5 idem 
6 The Community at Santo Stefano (cf. Lett. 1475, n.7-9) 
7 Don Bernardino  Nogara, Parish Priest in S. Stefano (cf. Lett. 1451, n.6) 
8 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, a friend of Magdalene (I, Lett. 374) 
9 cf. Appendix A 125:  Pious Union for Priests and Religious Women 
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Just see how lovely it is to have seventeen Masses every month. Pray and offer these three 
Holy Communions for everybody.  If you do not remember anything, offer your Communions for 
my intention, and ask for the grace I mean for you and for all the aggregates. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter. I embrace you heartily, and I leave all of you with the most 
sincere affection in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giseppe, 29 November 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

                                                 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

4.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1612 
The first canonical election of the Superior and the Vice Superior has taken place. Feeling satisfied, 
Magdalene describes its details, which show the humility of Metilde Bunioli, the previous Superior, and the 
dismay of the newly-elected, Angela Bragato. At the end, Pilotti writes her comic delusion that, after her 
great efforts at being the secretary controlling the outcome, she sees that she herself was not even mentioned 
as a prospective “Mother Superior”. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to keep my promise, my dear daughter, and to give you the news of the election and 
the manner in which it was conducted. I feel consoled to tell you that it was conducted in a most 
edifying way and that the whole community rejoiced greatly for the choice made, as well as for the 
manner in which it was held; the good example given by my good friend and Companion Metilde1, 
who feels as if a mountain has been lifted from her shoulders. 

So today, Thursday 1 December, our ecclesiastical Superior,2 with a priest whom he and I 
trust, and with the old Don Francesco3, came to us at about half past three in the afternoon. 

The dear Companions who have the right to vote were gathered together. The above-
mentioned Religious passed through our internal choir to enter our church, where everything was 
prepared exactly according to our Rule. 

They said the Veni Creator and we answered from the choir. Hence the Companions passed 
on to put their slips of paper into the box that substituted the urn. Then, the assistant priest carried 
out what it is ordered by the Rules. After taking out the slips of paper, Angelina Bragato4, well 
known by you, was elected superior. My dear daughter, I assure you that these dearest daughters 
edified me so much. The elected one started crying in such a way that, after I took her to the middle 
of the choir, I had to kneel down by her and say the Creed for her. Cristina5, who looked very 
serious, knelt on the other side, recited the prayer too. Poor Angelina as well made an effort to say 
it.  Afterwards the Sub Tuum Presidium6 was recited. 

When the ceremonies of the Superior came to an end, the Vice Superior was elected in a 
similar way. Finally, we recited the Te Deum. Poor Angelina, half dead, remained shocked all of 
yesterday and today, the 3rd on which I finish or at least I write another bit of this letter, she is 
recovering from her amazement. The Novices were inconsolable, but I made them happy by leaving 
Angelina even for the feast of the novitiate. The deposed one felt relieved of her responsibility. But 
she felt very sorry for poor Angelina. Before the election we have made a triduum during which we 
had a very good sermon by an excellent priest every day, and in the evening I held the conference. 
So too, all those who had the right to vote7 made the retreat. 

You can imagine, my dear daughter, what poor Cristina felt. She was the one who, being 
nearer the little window8 with me, was writing out the names of the ballots, and she was not even 
nominated as Superior! Imagine her disappointment. 

Now pray for us so that everything may settle down for the Divine Glory. 
                                                 

1 Metilde Bunioli, was born in Verona in 1765 and died in Verona in 1848. She was superior, “nurse and sacristan”, 
as it is seen by the lists of the Archive of 1832.   (Lett. 1612, n.1) 

2 The Superior was Msgr. Vincenzo Ruzzenenti (II/1, Lett. 490, n.1) 
3 Don Francesco Brugnoli (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2) 
4 Angela Bragato, elected Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 4)  
5 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 

  6 The prayer to Our Lady “We fly to Thy patronage” 

    7 The Religious members who had the right to vote in the election for the Superior 
8 Appendix A 126 
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I remind you to send me promptly the address of Abbot Pollidoro9 in Rome. I also remind you 
about the information of Mr. Albertini10 regarding the papers of our poor land agent, who is in need 
of that little money if he can get it. 

I have a doubt. I have not heard you speaking about the last entrant called Maria11, except 
during the very first days after her entry. So my doubt is that you are not too pleased with her. 

I embrace all of you very warmly, and I sign very hurriedly, leaving you in Mary’s Most Holy 
Heart. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 4 December, 1825 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 

Milan 
          Distrib. IV 
          6 Dec(ember) 
 

To Lady 
Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
To the Certosa, San Michele alla Chiusa 

 MILAN 
 
 

                                                 
9 Abbot Polidori; the name is spelt wrong. (I, Lett. 388, n.1) 
10 Albertini, the procurator of the Castiglionihousehold (III/1, Lett. 1350, n.7) 
11 Maria, a postulant, whose surname is not clear from the lists 
12 The letter was written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

2.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1613 
To Domenica too, Magdalene relates the way the elections of the Superior and Vice Superior worked, and 
the joy she experienced in seeing the virtue of her daughters.  The Sisters should thank the Lord and pray to 
Him for her, because she lacks the virtue so necessary for the good organization of the Institute. 

My dearest daughter,                                      Verona 2 December 1825 

Today I will be shorter than usual, my dear daughter.  I am extremely busy with so much to 
do, especially because of the follow up on the election of the new Superior.  The election took place 
yesterday at about four o’clock, after all the preparations required by our Rule were observed, in the 
presence of our ecclesiastical Superior, of our Confessor and of another priest.  The elected 
Superior is our Angelina Bragato1.  I assure you, my dear daughter, that it is very consoling and 
edifying to see both the joy of the Community for the newly elected, and the humility of the 
outgoing2 one. The latter is jubilant to be Superior no longer, thus edifying everyone very much.  
After the election of the Superior, there was the election of the Vice Superior.  This election 
confirmed the one presently in office, Beatrice Olivieri3.  I have spoken to you several times 
regarding her.  Let us thank the Lord therefore, because everything went on in a very orderly and 
smooth way.  What is more, I would beg you to recite a Te Deum.  You can imagine how much I 
begged around for prayer. Besides that, all our companions made a day of retreat. Then, together 
with a Triduum, they had a talk everyday given by an excellent preacher.  Tell all this to the other 
Companions.  My health is not too bad, although I feel rather tired.  Cristina4 too, is doing fine.  The 
Teacher of the Buri5 family begs you to give his regards to good Francesco6 and to Mr. Pedrino7. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter. I give you an affectionate embrace and I leave all of you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
 

I had already written thus far when I received your dearest letter dated 29th of last November, 
in which was enclosed a letter from Rome.  I thank you for the promptness with which you sent it to 
me. Moreover, I thank you for having prayed so much for the election of the Superior. 

I am really very sorry to hear that some of you have been unwell. Take care of yourselves. 
You did well to even forego receiving Holy Communion, in order to keep well.  I beg of you to 
keep me well informed about all of you, for my peace of mind. 

I heard the news about the Barnabite Fathers8 with great pleasure. 
Goodbye, my dear daughter. I embrace you,  

Your Mother. 
I embrace you again. 
Give my respects to the Parish Priest9.  Thank him endlessly for everything.  Tell him that as 

soon as I can breathe a little, I will have the honor of writing to him at length.  In the meantime, 
keep him informed about everything. 

                                                 
1 Angela Bragato, elected Superior of the House in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
2 Metilde Bunioli, the outgoing Superior of the House in Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
3 Beatrice Olivieri, reconfirmed as Vice-Superior in Verona  ( I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
4 Cristina Pilotti in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
5 Don Cesare Camillo Bresciani, founder of the Venetian Province of the Fathers of St  Camillus (I, Lett. 394, n. 1) 
6 Francesco Bonetti, an  aspirant for the Sons of Charity (II/2, Lett.714, n.2)  
7 Piero Porta (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 4) 
8 The Barnabite Fathers founded by St Anthony Maria Zaccaria (II/2, Lett. 835, n.2) 

  9 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of S. Stefano, Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
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All of you please continue to pray for me so that I may carry out my duty well.  I assure you 
that seeing all these Companions so well disposed, I feel sorry because I am good for nothing. 

Well, I am not speaking about health, for it is good; but about the virtue I need to practise in 
order to establish everything well. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

To Lady 
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
Santo Stefano Parish  
Contrada della Signora 

MILAN 
                                                 

10 The Notary Albisini, who had the letter copied, has signed it and declared it “Concordat cum originali” 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

2.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1614 
A third description of the election 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you my dear daughter, for the prayers you asked for the election which had to take 
place. 

Today I have the consolation to tell you that, after a lot of prayers said by all in this House 
too, I made them make a day of retreat. Then they made a triduum together, and every day had a 
sermon delivered by an excellent orator. Yesterday afternoon at about four o’clock, in the presence 
of our ecclesiastical Superior1, the Confessor2 and another priest, with all the ceremonies requested 
by our Rule, we carried out the election. The Companions who voted were fourteen. The elected 
superior is our Angelina Bragato3. Then they passed on to the election of the vice-superior. Our 
good Beatrice Olivieri4 was re-elected. Let us thank the Lord that everything went off in an orderly 
manner. Let us unitedly recite the Te Deum and the Magnificat. I assure you, my dear daughter, that 
I was very consoled to see the great joy of the community for the newly elected, although some felt 
the detachment from the former Superior5. The edification given by my good friend Metilde, who 
was jubilant to be Superior no more, is difficult to imagine. She behaved in this meeting like the 
great soul she is. Tell all this to Don Giovanni6. Now I am settling with the elected Superiors, the 
establishment of the Rules and the various branches of the Institute. Pray for me to the Lord because 
I am really in need of it. 

My health is fairly good. I am only a little tired because in these days, as you can imagine, I 
did not have a moment of relaxation. Besides, I had to give conferences to the Community during 
the Triduum. Offer my respects to the most worthy Don Giovanni and tell him that I received the 
letter, which I handed over to the addressee. I am happy to know that you have found the inventory 
of our Margì7, my dear daughter. 

I leave all of you hurriedly in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

I am, my dearest daughter, 
Verona, 2 December 1825 
 

PS   The next time you write to me, my dear daughter, tell me the name and the surname of the Curate of 
St Anne, whom our Margì would want to make her Attorney, not only to do her work, but so that he 
may be pleased to represent her in the formal donation that she must make to her relative of that 
portion of the house that was her property.  

         In presenting my respects to Don Giovanni, please tell him that because of my preoccupations that 
keep me pledged to this House, I could not write to him. I will take this honour at the first 
opportunity I get.  

         I repeat, my dear daughter, not to worry about me, as the Lord is giving me great strength at the 
present moment. But do not stop assisting me with your prayers, because our problems, rather than 
decreasing are increasing. What I mean is that now we must settle all our works in accordance with 
the spirit of our Rules. I embrace you again. 

                                                 
1 Msgr. Vincenzo Ruzzenenti, Superior in Verona (II/1, Lett. 490, n.1) 
2 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor inVerona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
3 Angela Bragato, elected Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
4 Beatrice Olivieri, re-elected as Vice Superior (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
5 Metilde Bunioli,  ex- Superior  (Lett. 1612, n. 1) 
6 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and Confessor of the Community of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n. 1) 

  7 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
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The ‘compare’ wrote to me that it is necessary to go and meet him, but not at once. So you see that I 
have need of prayer. Be sure we shall see each other and will stay together. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
8  In the last paragraph of the postscript the word “compare” is written by Magdalene and the letter signed by her. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                            1615 
Very rapidly but also expressing her joy, Magdalene gives the fourth description of the elections and her 
approval for accepting the Demassari sisters. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am very sorry, my dear daughter, at not being able to write in detail. But this time I really do 
not have the time. I inform you that finally on Thursday, the 1st, the formal election of the Superior 
fell on Angelina1. The Vice Superior was re-elected, and fell on poor Beatrice2. So now all the rest 
is to be done, that is, to put into exact practice the Rules of all the employments and respective 
responsibilities. Therefore, please continue the charity of your prayers.  

The whole community is very happy and jubilant. So is my good Metilde3, who feels relieved 
of a heavy burden. She edifies everyone. She is also sufficiently well. However, entrust her to the 
Lord.  

I too am fairly well. God gives me great strength, but I am increasingly in need of it. 
About the two Demassari daughters4, know that each of them has her entire furniture. Their 

father promised to give 200 napoleons for one, so that finding the remainder could console them. I 
am sure it would be not a small help to this House, because they have great capabilities.  

I will write the invitation5 which the pious Ladies desire on Thursday. In the meantime, in 
order not to lose this post, I embrace you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary 

 

I am, my dearest daughter, 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 4 December 1825 
 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

To Lady  
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia          VENICE 

                                                 
1 Angelina Bragato, elected Superior of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
2 Beatrice Olivieri, re-elected as the Vice Superior  (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  
3 Metilde Bunioli, Magdalene’s first helper in Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1)  
4 FLORIANNA DEMASSARI was born in Venice in 1798 and died in Verona in 1853; Irene Demassari was born 

in Verona in 1799. In Verona she was the Assistant in the Novitiate, sacristan, school teacher; then passed on to 
Trent. She died in 1879 (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 

5 The first part of the invitation to the Ladies for the Spiritual Exercises 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

11.12.1825    Verona                                                                                                                                      1616 
Metilde Bunioli who has just given up office as Superior is truly exemplary and has even improved in health. 
Ottavia Simonelli has recovered her sight sufficiently, so Magdalene thanks Terragnoli for her prayers. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I wrote to you on Sunday, my dear daughter, I am writing again for two reasons: in 
the first place for your peace, also to give you consoling news and to thank you for your charity. For 
your peace, I want to give you news of us, and especially that of my good friend Metilde1. We are 
all fairly well, and very busy as you can imagine. 

Dear Metilde thanks the Lord for being relieved of the weight of her responsibilities. She 
edifies the Community with her submission and dependence. Even her health has improved. Let us 
thank the Lord for everything, but continue to pray for this House. I beg of you to pray very 
specially for me, that I may fulfil my duty and cooperate to achieve the aspiration which all of them 
have, namely, that our Institute, the least of all Institutes, may be established in everything 
according to our Rules. 

The consoling news that I am giving you is that Ottavia2, through the intercession of Mary 
Most Holy and our St Lucy, has recovered her sight sufficiently. I hope St Lucy will complete her 
gift of grace. I thank you in the name of Ottavia. She would like another favour. It is that another 
Holy Mass be celebrated on her altar, on the Feast Day of our Saint. Remember that every time we 
prayed the Saint during a novena, she always obtained everything for us. After her feast I would 
appreciate it if you could all together make another short novena for me, for a special intention of 
mine and for two of our young novices who have many gifts, but they seem to be extremely 
tempted.  

I assure you that I would dismiss them straightaway. What holds me back is the fear to be 
wrong and to cause harm to them. Therefore I recommend myself to your prayers.  

Give my regards to our Fr. Stefani3. Tell him that these Carmelites recommend their usual 
calendars to him. 

I received your letter, my dear daughter, and I am very sorry to hear of your indispositions. I 
assure you that so much blood-letting worries me, and it seems to be ruining your health. Rather, 
have a little more patience and stay in bed for some days, but do not let yourself be weakened by so 
much loss of blood. In short, dear daughter, I recommend that you do all you can to care for your 
health. 

Regarding the project of good Angioletta4, for the Demassari5 sisters, I find that this project 
has no substance because it is quite true that her cousin is an upright person, but he has children in 
the house and it would not be prudent to ask him to invest a sum of money for the two girls. Much 
more because even for a fund for Angioletta herself, rather than increasing it, they are content that 
the interest be paid. In short, I understand Angioletta’s charity and concern for the Institute, and she 
may have these holy desires, but for the reasons stated above I do not find it feasible. 

Finally, I am enclosing the paper that Lady Micheli6 desired. I have done it as best as I could. 
I beg you to let our Fr Stefani7 read it, before giving it to her. I guess it will not be possible for you 
to get Fr. Provincial to read it.  

                                                 
1 Metilde Bunioli, no longer Superior (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
2 Ottavia Simoncelli, ex-lay Sister of a cloistered convent; a guest in the House of Venice (cf. Lett. 1607) 
3 Fr. Stefani was the Parish Priest of the “Carmini” of Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
4 Angioletta Guarnieri of the Community of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n. 3) 
5 The two novices of the Demassari family of the Community of Verona (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
6 Lady Micheli Bernardo, a benefactress of Venice (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
7 Fr. Stefani: The name is spelt wrong (II/1, Lett. 495) 
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Ask either one or the other to read it and to see whether the remark “miserable locality” that I 
put in, sounds bad. In case draw up the paper as they tell you and copy it exactly. Then give it to 
Lady Micheli, whom I embrace. Tell her that I made a thorough study of this paper before writing it 
out, and that I deserve that she finds as many persons who can give a svanzicher8 every month as 
there are words on it. Tell her that, to please her, I did it with the little I knew. She too may make 
adjustments on the paper as she thinks. Remind her of the Martinengo rent. I beg you to give the 
enclosed letter to Don Giovanni Palazzi9.  

My health is good. But in this season there are so many ailing companions to check that this 
morning I counted 13 to 14. Of them however, no one wants to abandon these barbarous shores. 

I embrace you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I will write to 
Angioletta another time. 

 

11 December 1825 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 
                                                 

8 Svanzica: old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n. 2) The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
9 Don Giovanni Palazzi, the talented preacher from Venice (III/1, Lett. 1300, n.12) 

10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

14.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1617 
Magdalene is worried because Bernardi has not written.  She worries about Bernardi’s poor health 
conditions and so she begs Domenica to let her have some news about it. Magdalene herself is very tired 
because she has to train the new Superior in every thing. At the same time she wants to organise the Institute 
according to the Rule 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Even this time, my dear daughter, I have to be very brief.  What I regret most is not to have 
been able to find some moments to write at least a few lines to our most worthy Parish Priest1.  As 
you can imagine, I am putting the House in the hands of the new Superior2 and all the Companions 
who are not novices.  It happens that, though it has been raining very heavily these past few days, 
even those outside seem to have planned not to leave me free for even a moment, coming with one 
business or another.  Therefore, my dear daughter, I tell you that my health is good, except that I 
feel very tired.  If I could, I would work even at night so as to get things done, but I have no 
strength for that. Convey my respects to the Parish Priest for me and tell him how sorry I am not to 
be able to write to him promptly. 

I have also to write to dear Visconti3, but I am really awful.  On the other hand, I do have to 
excuse myself because, if I do not write, it is not out of ill will, but out of sheer impossibility.  I find 
myself suffocated with all the business, so that I do not find even a moment to fulfill even my most 
urgent duties. 

My health is alright.  I write to you so that you may not worry if you do not receive any letter 
from me.  I am a bit anxious because I have not received any letter from my Elena4. 

I am afraid she may be sick. Therefore, I beg you to write to me for my own peace of mind. 
Goodbye, my dear daughter and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 14 December 1825                             your affectionate Mother 

Magdalene Daughter of Charity5 
                                                 

1 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of S. Stefano (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
2 Angela Bragato, Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
3 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
4 Bernardi Elena, Superior in the House in Via della Chiusa, Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

14.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                          1618 
Magdalene had entrusted Faccioli to give her news about Elena, but now she asks Elena directly. She tells 
her the reason of her being tired: because of the work of the new orientation of the House of Verona, after 
the election of the new Superior. She begs Elena to check a certain paragraph of the Book of the Rules, she 
made someone copy. It seems that a sentence has been omitted.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although this morning I have no time to write, I cannot help writing a line to you, my  dear 
daughter, because you have written to me that you were suffering more than usual, from  
breathlessness. Not having received any letter, I doubted that you might be ill. Tell any Companion 
to give me news of you in case this is so. My health is good, but I am only tired. You can easily 
imagine that I have to do as much as I can to put the House in the hands of the new Superior1 so as 
to give to the same the most exact beginning as possible. I recommend to you this intention in this 
holy novena. Please, pray for me and, as miserable as I am, I will do the same for you. I beg you to 
do me a favour. In the book of the Rules you made a copy of, and which is dearest to me, at the end 
you wrote the Rule of the sacristan which I dictated to you one evening when you were with me in 
Bergamo. When they copied it they forgot to write a part. Hence in a letter write to me the remnant. 
The Rule is written up to the point which says: 

 She will be attentive when cleaning and decorating it to observe exact silence in the Church, etc.” 
Start getting it copied from this sentence up to the end, so it will be faster than looking 

through all the Papers, because now I am overwhelmed with commitments. So, although you are 
far, you will help me in this way. 

I embrace you very heartily, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, 14 December 1825                     
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 
                                                 

1 Angela Bragato (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

17.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                           1619 
Magdalene tries to calm Giuseppa over the consequences of the flood that has claimed many victims in 
Venice. At Verona instead the banks (of the river) were not breached and there were no serious 
consequences to the city. Magdalene is rather tired but at S. Giuseppe the religious life is regular and is 
being organized very well. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am replying to your letter dated the14th, my dearest daughter from which I read, with great 
sorrow, of the harm done by the flood to that city. But more than anything, I am very sorry that 
some persons have perished. I heard that our wells have been polluted, but the Lord, in His 
goodness, has allowed that one well has been sufficient for our needs. Here, we had the Adige 
swollen, for some days. But by the grace of God, there was no loss of life. They had already put 
shelters on the roads and had removed the beds of the families living at the ground floor and those 
in danger of being flooded. In short, everything went on well. All of you can be at peace about this, 
my dear daughters. Do not be troubled at all, because the air has cleared. In fact it is cold today. 

I thank you for the prayers you are continuing to say for this House, for the Mass you had 
celebrated in honour of St Lucy for our good Ottavia1, and for the Holy Communions you have 
received. Ottavia continues to get well. So let us thank Mary Most Holy and our St Lucy, because I 
assure you that I consider it a real grace. 

I read with great pleasure of the good dispositions of the two Demassari2 sisters and of 
Angioletta3. But you see it would be a great inconvenience to those gentlemen, and almost useless 
for these daughters, because they would only be able to give a little. 

I am consoled to hear that your health is getting better. However, I think that you have not yet 
fully recovered. So I recommend that you take care of yourself, because I am quite concerned that 
you should be able to work. 

My health continues to be good, but I feel very tired, because I do not have a moment free. As 
you can imagine, I have enough to work for as long as I want. I assure you that I am very consoled 
to see that this House is establishing itself increasingly in a true spirit of God and in all that 
concerns the Rule. 

Good bye my dear daughter. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona, 17 December 1825 
 

PS  Our good Mr. Alessandri4 wrote to me on the 12th that he has to meet Mr. Padenghe5 to see to the 
affairs of the hospital. If you know something write to me about it and, without showing that I have 
written to you, tell me something about Burano too. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

VENICE 
19 Dec(ember) 
 

                                                 
1 Ottavia Simoncelli, ex cloister lay Sister guest at the House of Venice (cf. Lett. 1607) 
2 Demassari Sisters in the House of Verona (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
3 Angioletta Guarnieri  in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n. 3) 
4 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator at Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
5 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Institute’s Works at Venice (I, Lett. 352, n. 1) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia       VENICE 
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TO LADY MARIA 

28.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                        1620 
Magdalene would like to tell Maria that her admission to the Postulancy is imminent, but that she has not yet 
found someone to help her financially. In the meantime, she can strengthen her vocation through prayer and 
trust in the Lord. 

V.G.M      My dearest and esteemed lady Maria, 

I am pleased to reply to your very polite letter, which was very appreciated by me, my dearest 
lady Maria. But at the same time I am very sorry not to be able to console you, as you wish very 
much, though I too would like to do it now. Do not think that because you are far away, I have 
forgotten you. Not at all! I have you even more than ever in my mind and heart. But you see, the 
Lord has not yet disclosed to me the way by which I can speed up your admission. 

It will not be long before I come to Bergamo, as it had been supposed. In fact, within a short 
time I hope that I will have to come. But in the meantime, if the Lord is not pleased to grant the 
necessary means, when I have the pleasure to see you, I will have to recommend to you very much, 
as I do now, that you continue to help yourself and to get stronger in your vocation through fervent 
and constant prayer. 

You will see that through it and through the intercession of Mary Most Holy, the Lord will 
hasten the time of His mercies. Let us hope that, on my return there, I may be able to give you more 
proximate hopes. Meanwhile, abandon yourself in the loving arms of God. 

My Companions, whom you mentioned, reciprocate with their compliments to you. Please 
recommend me to the Lord and I promise to do the same for you, miserable though I am. 

Trust in the divine goodness and be happy. I express to you my greatest esteem. 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 28 December 1825 

___________________________________ 
NB A draft without the signature of Magdalene 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

28.12.1825   Verona                                                                                                                                         1621 
The weather is rather threatening. Therefore it is necessary to implore God’s pardon and mercy. Magdalene 
is content that the begging for funds is receiving a rather generous response, as much for the Hospital, as for 
Burano. But it is more necessary to find subjects for the foundation. Otherwise it will all be useless. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am pleased to read your letter, my dear daughter, and that the air or weather of the sirocco 
has calmed down a bit. In these two or three days, we have a little sunshine here, accompanied by 
cold weather, although the rain and sirocco winds have threatened us again. 

What shall I say, except to go on praying, asking the Lord fervently to forgive us our many 
sins! 

I continue to give you very good news about our good Ottavia1. We must keep her in a new 
quarantined convalescence room, so that the fresh part of the operation does not get heated up. But 
we hope for the best. She has full confidence in our Mary Most Holy and St Lucy. She conveys to 
you her greetings and thanks you wholeheartedly. 

I am happy to know that the collection of funds for our dear hospital is successful. I pray that 
the Lord may bless more and more, the words and the efforts that those very good gentlemen are 
making to raise funds. 

Tell my dear Betta2 to remind Lady Priuli3 at the first chance she has, about the svanzichers4  
she promised to collect from 50 to 100 persons for Burano. I am also pleased to know that the paper 
which I gave for these Ladies was accepted. Tell her that I will be well repaid for my efforts only if 
she finds as many svanzichers monthly, as there are words written on it. 

The business of our dear Burano too is going on well and gives us much hope. But its strength 
as you know lies in the subjects, without whom we can do nothing. Therefore, it is necessary that 
the good Lady Priuli finds not only 100 but 500 persons to donate svanzichers for Burano. 

Concerning the two novices I wrote to you about, we still need prayer. Though one is much 
more calm, the other (who should be receiving the habit soon), you can imagine, is waiting for her 
parents to come to visit her. Therefore, a particular help from God and Mary Most Holy is needed. 
But may whatever happens be pleasing to the Lord and be for the good of the Institute. 

Know however, that we will have a most beautiful reward. But I would say, do not mention 
the affair of the two novices now. We have two aspirants from Verona whom I have accepted, and 
perhaps they will join us soon.  

I am not mentioning their names, because their own families want this to be kept a secret. 
When I write who they are, you will be very surprised. 

Thanks to the goodness of the Lord and the assistance of Mary Most Holy, this House is being 
settled day by day. Do not get tired to assist me daily with your prayers so that we may bring 
everything to the desired end. 

Regarding our health, we are fairly well, except for the usual sickly ones, because of the 
season. 

I reciprocate good wishes for a Happy New Year to you and everyone, in the name of all these 
dear Companions. Be at peace, for I have pardoned everything. But since, as you know, my pardon 
is not given without some penance, restricting myself this time, I order that as soon as you have 

                                                 
1 Ottavia Simoncelli, an ex- lay Sister of a cloistered convent, a guest at the House of Venice (cf. Lett. 1607) 
2 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n. 1) 
3 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactor of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 397)  
4 Svanzicha, old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n. 2) 
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received this, on Sunday evening you will take a cup of broth with an egg thrown in. If I meet your 
dear mother, I will give her your wishes. 

Convey my greetings to the most venerable Fr. Stefani5. I embrace you wholeheartedly, 
leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

I am, my dearest daughter, 
Verona, San Giuseppe, 28 December 1825 

 

PS Tell dear Betta, whom I embrace warmly, that my friend Durini6 will return from Rome and Naples 
some weeks after Easter. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
5 Fr. Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
6 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

4.1.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                             1622 
The season brings along physical indispositions to almost everyone, but probably without any dire 
consequences. The only one she is worried about is Orsola Bonomi. There is consoling news: the daughter of 
Doctor Ravelli and the sister of Rosa Biadego, Prudenza, who at first was thinking of joining the Salesians, 
are entering the Institute. Magdalene ends with affectionate words which compel her to write partly in the 
first person, partly in the third person.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for the news that you have asked Mr. Albertini1 about our land 
agent. I hope he will come to a happy conclusion for this poor man. 

If it pleases God, I wish to hear better news of your health, though with this blessed season I 
do not hope for much. Here I have some Companions affected with cough, or with a cold and fever. 
Your good aunt2, who is so dear to me, has a cough too. But thank God, she is without fever and is 
on her feet almost the whole day. I do not let her go downstairs. They have drawn some blood from 
Salterini3, and she has a little fever. I feel that one drawing of blood will not be enough, but there is 
no apparent illness. Some other Companions too are a bit indisposed, among whom me too, but 
these are little ailments. I assure you that I was very well all this time, and it seems to me rather 
impossible not to be so now. At present I am well, but not very well. I hope to be better in a short 
while. 

I am very happy that dear Rosa4 has recovered. I agree with you in thinking that weakness 
may make her susceptible to both joy and to sadness, but by getting better she will also get stronger. 
My dear daughter, I recommend to you our Orsola from Venice5 who has a kind of increasing 
serum which is causing her another hernia, a little below the stomach. Recommend her to Our Lord, 
that He may give her the strength to suffer. They have already found a remedy, and even this time 
she is not in danger. But if she continues in this way I foresee she will become bedridden. 

I want to give you some consoling news. Next week, or at least very soon, we are to receive a 
novice I never expected, and she will surprise you. She is the daughter of our Dr. Ravelli6 who has a 
religious son and this young lady around 22 years old. If the Lord grants her the grace to succeed 
well, as we hope, it could be a useful gift from every point of view. Similarly, if nothing else 
happens, in a short time, another young lady will enter. She is Biadego7, the younger sister of the 
very good novice we have. She is perhaps twenty or twenty-one years old. This one was thinking of 
becoming a Salesian, but then, she decided to come to us. As it is my usual way of dealing, I have 
been rather strict with both of them, especially with the Salesian. After letting her beg me for some 
months, I finally permitted her to enter, but we will have to do our voting.  

                                                 
1 Albertini, the procurator of the Castiglioni house (III/1, Lett. 1350, n.7) 
2 ROSA SCALFO, Bernardi’s aunt, born in 1779 in Verona, entered there in 1818 and died in 1848. She was a door 

keeper and assistant to the wardrobe. 
3 Salterini Domenica, in the Community of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1)  
4 Rosa Polli, in the Community of Milan (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 5) 
5 Orsola Bonomi, in the Community of Milan ( III/1, Lett. 391, n.1) 
6 MARIANNA RAVELLI, daughter of the doctor of the religious Community, born in Verona in 1804 and entered 

in 1826. We do not know when she died. There is a mistake in the list of the deceased Sisters, where the name and 
the date of the passing away of Marianna Molinari is repeated twice. One of these is probably that of Marianna 
Ravelli. She was, as it is written in the list of tasks – “education teacher of the teachers and one in charge of the 
refectory”.   (Lett. 1622, n. 7) 

7 PRUDENZA BIADEGO, Rosa’s sister.  Both of them were born in Verona, the former in 1807 and entered in 
1826, the latter in 1803 and entered in 1824. Prudenza died in 1834 and Rosa who was a door keeper died in 1858. 
(Lett. 1622, n. 8) 
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My dear daughter, you think you are already detached from everything. But I think that you 
and I have still to be detached from many things. As years go by, you will see how many things you 
must shake off. May the Lord grant you that true peace I wish for you heartily, which will keep you 
very close to God! I embrace you very warmly together with the dear Companions, leaving all of 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

Here they say for certain that our August Sovereign8 with our very virtuous and beloved 
Empress9 will be coming to Venice. I am sorry about the reason for this, which is the unsteady 
health of His Majesty. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
4 January (1)826                                      your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10

                                                 
8 The Emperor Francesco I (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
9 Carolina Augusta of Bavaria, Empress and wife of the Emperor Francesco I (II/1, Lett. 517, n. 3)  
10 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.1.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                               1623 
Overcome by the bad weather the Venetians implored the Blessed Virgin for help and their prayers were 
heard. Magdalene is happy to give good news on various matters. Among these she reveals the names of the 
two young ladies: Marianna Ravelli and Prudenza Biadego who are about to enter religious life. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

It is with great pleasure that I read in your letter, my dearest daughter, how the city of Venice, 
with devout and fervent prayers, had recourse to the powerful protection of our Most Holy Mother 
Mary, to obtain good weather. I am still happier to hear how She granted this favour at once. Let us 
also hope that She will continue to grant good weather. Here it is very cold, especially today, and 
the rain has stopped for some days. 

Do not doubt that the Lord will bless the enthusiastic gentlemen who are asking for donations. 
I am waiting to hear great news soon. 

I am sorry that you were not well enough to talk to Lady Micheli Bernardo1 before Lady 
Cattina2 did it. Let us have patience! The Lord will surely provide even for our dear Burano. 

Dear Betta3 will do well to talk to Lady Priuli4 too. Then I will listen willingly to what she has 
found out. Yesterday your dear mother came precisely to get news about you, because she too had 
heard news about the flood there. I consoled her giving her good news about you, and at the same 
time I did not fail to tell her all that you recommended me to tell her in your previous letter. I assure 
you that I saw your mother in the best of health. She greets you cordially and many times over. 

Our Ottavia5 continues her convalescence well. So it can be seen that Mary Most Holy and St 
Lucy want to continue the grace of her healing. Then, I want to tell you that one of the two novices 
I told you about, that is, the vested one is relatively quiet; the other is restless and has need of much 
prayer. 

This time I want to reveal the secret regarding the two aspirants of whom I wrote in my last 
letter. The first one is the sister of our Rosina Biadego, that is Prudenza6, and the second aspirant 
who will be a surprise to you is the daughter of the good Doctor Ravelli7. She is a very good young 
lady, about twenty-two years of age. She is the only daughter and as you know she has a brother 
who is a Religious. Pray to the Lord for both aspirants, but especially for the latter. Her mother is 
continually weeping at the pain of parting from her daughter. This grieves her, even though she is 
happy that the girl is joining us. Probably they will enter in a few days’ time; but I am not yet 
certain of it. 

My dear daughter, I do not want you to get upset if, because of the painful situation of having 
to assist or replace the poor good Orsola8, you or the others cannot attend punctually to what you 
should do. Do not feel anxious, because when you do what you can, even if you do not reach in 
time to do all that you wish to, it does not take away the true spirit of the Institute. 

It is a great thing that all the good Companions there are good and intent on sanctifying 
themselves as much as possible. Wish especially poor Orsola for me. Tell her on my behalf that she 
should have courage and trust in our Mary Most Holy. You too must have courage and take care of 

                                                 
1 Lady Micheli Bernardo, a benefactor from Venice (Lett. 1379, n. 6) 
2 Lady Michiel Maddalena Pisani, a benefactor from Venice (Lett. 1491, n. 4) 
3 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, of the community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
4 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactor of the Community in Venice  (I, Lett. 397) 
5 Ottavia Simonelli, an ex- lay sister of a cloistered convent, a guest in the House at Venice (Lett. 1607, n.1)  
6 Prudence Biadego, sister of Rosa, entered in 1826 (Lett. 1456, n. 19) 
7 Marianna Ravelli entered in 1826 (Lett. 1622, n.7) 

  8 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1) 
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yourself. In the meantime, let us thank the Lord that dear Giuseffa9 is robust first for herself and 
then in order to help you. 

Here we have many sick companions. I too am affected a little, but it is because of the season, 
and as regards myself, I think it will vanish very quickly. We have two in bed, rather three, with 
Cecilia10

 But in the winter it is not a rare thing to be bed-ridden. Salterini’s11 condition has worsened 
with slight inflammations. She had to undergo some blood-letting, but I think she might need 
another. However, she is not threatened with any other illness. Even dear Adelaide12 is in bed for 
the past two days with cold and a slight fever. She is better today. My Metilde13, the ex-Superior, is 
fairly well and is most virtuous. Goodbye my dear daughter. I embrace you most warmly and leave 
you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

Verona, S. Giuseppe 4 January 1826 
My dearest daughter, I am, 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
VENICE 

                                                 
  9 Giuseppa Siguardi, of the Community of Venice (Lett. 1610, n. 8)  
10. Cecilia Donà delle Rose (I, Lett. 399, n. 3)  
11. Domenica Salterini, of the Community of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
12  Adelaide Caccia, of the Community of Verona (Lett. 1610, n. 5) 
13 Metilde Bunioli, of the Community of Verona but no longer as Superior  (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
14 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

5.1.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                            1624 
Magdalene reassures her too that the swelling of the River Adige did not cause any damage to the Convent 
and to the people 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write only a few lines for the moment, just to let you know that I am well, except for some 
little nothings that come with the season.  Some of my Companions here are not well.  No serious 
illness however, but for me the things to do are redoubled. 

Thank you very much for the letter of the Parish Priest1 that you sent me.  I foresee that I will 
soon have to trouble him again by writing.  Meanwhile, offer him my best regards. 

Do not mind what you hear about the damage caused by the flood waters2 here. Thank God, 
there is no truth in what you hear.  Here in Verona there was no damage at all.  For the rest, be at 
peace because even if the Adice3 were to get swollen, we have a way of protecting ourselves. So I 
repeat, do not worry at all. 

Give my warm greetings to our dear Companions there.  I leave you in a hurry, in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

I am, my dearest daughter. 
Verona, January 5, 1826 
____________________ 
 
NB Magdalene did not sign this letter  

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Nogara,  Parish Priest of Santo Stefano, Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
2 From the swelling of the River Adige  
3 The River Adige; the name is spelt wrong. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

9.1.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                              1625 
The Superior of Venice, the Provincial of the Capuchins, Fr. Marino da Cadore, is stricken with a serious 
illness, causing a lot of anxiety also because of his old age. Magdalene who, by order of the Holy See, 
cannot choose a substitute, explains at length how to ask about the name of his successor. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

This time, my dear daughter, I am writing for extraordinary reasons. I am very sorry to hear 
the regrettable news you gave me of the indisposition of our truly holy Fr. Provincial1. We have too 
many obligations not to be interested in him through prayer and to assist him in any way we can. 
Listen then, my dear daughter. I find it opportune and almost necessary that dear Betta2, together 
with whomever you think best, not knowing if you can leave the house, should go without any 
delay to Zuecca3. Ask for either Fr. Vettore4 or the Fr. Guardian5, both of whom I know. When she 
finds one of the two mentioned, she should present my greetings, on my behalf. Tell him that 
having heard that Fr. Provincial is seriously ill, I want to know first of all how he is. Then add that 
we would offer our poor assistance wholeheartedly. However, not knowing what would please him 
we have brought nothing, but we will be pleased to give him even the least thing that could serve 
him. After all that, instruct dear Betta to inform one of the two mentioned above with whom she 
will speak, that the sick Father is our Superior, by order of the Holy Father, and it is necessary and 
important for us that he himself nominates his successor. Let Betta beg the priest she will talk to, to 
inform the sick man about all that is stated above and to underline the need the Daughters of Charity 
have that he nominates a legitimate Superior. I recommend that you do not waste time in sending 
her, because given his age and the season, however small his illness may be, it can greatly 
accelerate the end of the precious life of such a worthy person. 

If he improves, send her just the same, and very calmly let Fr. Vettore or the Guardian be 
informed by Betta. They will commit themselves to speak to him at a more opportune time. Inform 
me as soon as you can. In the meantime, I will pray fervently and have prayers said for him. 

I heard gladly of the mixed news of our dear Orsola6. In my name encourage her always to be 
courageous and resigned. You too must be courageous, and remember to take care of yourself 
seriously – this is my firm will. You have others sick and we too here have a good number of sick 
ones. It is the usual consequence of this season. It has touched me too, but not seriously. 

I thank you for the greetings sent to me from many persons. I request you to give them my 
greetings.  

Till here the Vice Superior7 has been my secretary. Now I dictate. I begin by telling you that 
my health, except for a slight indisposition, is good, a little because of the season and a little 
because I feel the need to have a blood-letting. But the doctor does not want me to have it and, 
though I was a bit exhausted, yesterday and today, I received Holy Communion. So for me it is a 
mere nothing. Salterini is better and is without fever this morning.  

When I was last in Venice, if I am not mistaken, the Fr. Guardian of the Capuchins was Fr. 
Cherubino, once Salterini’s director. If the Guardian is truly this person, speak or let someone speak 

                                                 
1 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
2 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
3 Giudecca, is an island furthest from Venice (Lett. 1402, n. 5) 
4 Fr. VETTORE, Capuchin 
5 Fr. Guardian: Fr. CHERUBINO, Capuchin 
6 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1)  
7 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  
8 Fr. Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” of Venice (II/1, Lett. 495)  
9 Lady Loredana Priuli, Benefactor of the community of Venice (I, Lett. 397)  

10 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Institute’s works in Venice  (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
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to him as written by Beatrice above. If not, if there is Fr. Vettore, talk to him or let someone talk to 
him, but if it is not Fr. Vettore, you will have to go through other means. It could be our Fr. 
Stefani8, or secretly beg Priuli9 who has another Capuchin in her confidence or truly, if you think it 
more prudent and better, ask Mr. Padenghe10 to go in person to the Father because, as you know, I 
am not free to choose a successor to advise me. Therefore, I recommend you to do this, but with all 
secrecy, prudence and in a way not to worry the sick man. It is enough for me, to know the name of 
the person he thinks, whoever he may be.  

I assure you, my dear daughter, that I think much of all of you, but assist me with your 
prayers so that God will open the way to help you. 

In a great hurry, I embrace you all and leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe. 9 January (18)26 
 

One Hail Mary for the writer 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
           VENICE 

__________________ 

11 The first part of the letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri. Magdalene writes the last part of the letter from “When I was 
last in Venice...” in her own hand. The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

12.1.1826                                                                                                                                                          1626 
Magdalene will go to Milan in the coming Lenten Season.  In the meantime she informs her, as she did the 
other Superiors, of the entry in the convent of the daughter of Dr. Ravelli and of the sister of the Postulant 
Biadego. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

As it is snowing merrily here, I take the chance to give you news of us, my dear daughter.  My 
health is discreetly good.  More than one of the other Companions is not well. But thank God, these 
are the trifles of the season and nothing serious.  If they are not changing their mind because of the 
weather today, I am waiting for a novice from Verona, and I think you will be surprised when you 
hear that it is the daughter of our Doctor Ravelli1.  She is the only daughter.  She has only one 
brother who is a Religious.  She is an angel of good moral standing, and is twenty-two years old.  In 
a few days’ time, another one from Verona2 will also join us.  She is the sister of another novice 
Biadego3 who has been with us for the last 15 months. Console yourself that even the Veronese, 
after standing on the side-lines for so long, are now waking up.  Please pray to the Lord for both of 
these. 

As I told the Parish Priest4, if nothing happens, I too hope to be able to come to Milan by 
Lent. It is true that I will go to the big house at the Certosa5 for the Spiritual Exercises. But I have 
no doubts that we will see each other, as I had done last time. We shall be together for some days 
either before or after the Spiritual Exercises.  I end here, my dear daughter, as I have to mail this 
letter. I embrace all of you heartily, and leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
 

Verona San Giuseppe, 12 January 1826 
 

To Lady 
Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
Parish of Santo Stefano 
Contrada della Signora 

MILAN 
                                                 

1 Marianna Ravelli entered the Institute in Verona in 1816 (Lett. 1622, n. 7) 
2 Prudenza Biadego, in 1826 (Lett. 1622, n. 8) 
3 Rosa Biadego, Prudenza’s sister, in 1826 (Lett. 1456, n.19) 
4 Don Bernardino Nogara,  Parish Priest of  S. Stefano at Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
5 Certosa, the bigger House in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 337, n. 1)  
6 Magdalene signed the letter. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

12.1.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                            1627 

Fearing that her letter dated 9 January may not have reached its destination, Magdalene repeats exactly 
what she had written about the nomination of the successor of Fr. Provincial of the Capuchins concerning 
the direction of the Institute, adding the news of the uncertain delay of the Postulant, the daughter of the 
trustworthy Doctor Ravelli. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Doubting whether you have received the letter I sent to you yesterday morning by 
extraordinary mail, I am writing again what I said today, since I have what I recommend very much 
at heart. However, supposing that today you will receive my letter and tomorrow you will write the 
reply, all the same I repeat it. If you have not yet done it, send dear Betta1 with a Companion whom 
you think best, to Zuecca2 to the reverend Fathers, and ask for Fr. Vettore3 if he is there. If he is not 
there, ask for Fr. Guardian4 who I suppose will be Fr. Cherubino, whom I know very well. Let them 
speak either to one or the other, in my name (it is understood, after conveying my greetings) that I 
am sending them to inquire how the sick Fr. Provincial5 is. At the same time, in the name of the 
Daughters of Charity, ask in what way they could help or relieve the sick man. They should speak 
freely. I feel it is only right that we help in all that we can or could contribute, even the least relief, 
to a person to whom we owe so many obligations. After dear Betta has spoken on behalf of me and 
of all of us, she should tell the Religious, one of the two mentioned above (or, if neither of them is 
present, she should ask Priuli6 to take her to some Priest in whom she has full confidence), that as 
the sick Father, by the order of the Pope, is our Superior, as such he must nominate his legitimate 
successor, which I cannot do. It is necessary, then, that the same Religious with whom Betta will 
speak, should do the charity to hint gently to the sick man how much the Daughters of Charity 
would like him to nominate his successor for them. It is enough for him to tell me, whoever it is. 
Tell him also that I am impatient to hear news of the sick man. In the meantime, I will not cease to 
pray fervently and to ask prayers for him, as it is my duty to do so. 

If the sick man should improve, do carry out the same matters, in a slower manner. Last night 
I wrote up to here. This morning I am adding, my dear daughter, that if one or other of the two 
mentioned above are not at Zuecca, and not even Lady Priuli can suggest a person or a Religious in 
whom she has full confidence, in that case ask either Mr. Padenghe7 or Mr. Giacometto Gaspari8, 
both these being available and able to keep secrets. I do not mention nor ask for Mr. Iseppo9, 
because not long ago I realized he is not so much in favour of Fr. N. as once upon a time. I presume 
this is because he is not able to deal with temporal goods as he used to do in the past. 

As you see, I suggest many ways for the purpose. But, you who are there, choose the one you 
judge most suitable. In the meantime, let it be done as I have said. 

This morning we are waiting for our novice Ravelli10. But as it is snowing heavily, I am afraid 
that her mother may not let her come. My dear daughter, convey my heartfelt wishes to everyone, in 

                                                 
1 Elisabetta Mezzaroli of the community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n. 1) 
2 Giudecca, the furtherest  island from Venice (Lett. 1402, n. 5)  
3 Fr. Vettore, Capuchin (cf. Lett. 1625) 
4 Fr. Guardian: Fr. Cherubino, Capuchin (cf. Lett. 1625) 
5 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice is ill (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
6 Lady Loredana Priuli, Benefactor (I, Lett. 397)  
7 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Institute’s works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
8 Giacometti Gaspari, surgeon (Lett. 1434, n. 3) 
9 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

10 Marianna Ravelli, novice (Lett. 1622, n.7)  
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particular to good Orsola11. Tell her that I have her very much in my mind and that I keep her in my 
prayers, together with many other persons. As usual, cheer her up. 

Here with our sick companions, some are better, among them Salterini12 and some others are 
still sick. It is the result of the cold season. I am fairly well. I embrace everyone wholeheartedly, 
leaving you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene Daughter of Charity13 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 12 January 1826 
 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia     VENICE

                                                 
11 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1)  
12 Domenica Salterini, of the Community of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1)  

13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

13.1.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1628 
Magdalene gives news about her health and that of Pilotti, the imminent entrance into Religion of Marianna 
Ravelli, and to get some information about an Augustinian Father and a seminarist of S. Satiro, directed to 
Rome. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I will start by thanking you very much, my dear daughter, on behalf of our Teresa1, for what 
you are doing for her nephew. If her relatives do not send anything to you after twenty days, write 
to me so that Teresa will try to write to them herself, to see whether she can do something. 

All of us here are well, thank God. Even Cristina2 is recovering in spite of the bad season. She 
embraces you very warmly. Today or tomorrow, a new novice, the daughter of our Doctor3, will 
enter here. At first sight, she seems to be promising. Recommend her to Mary Most Holy. Perhaps 
you have received a letter of mine, my dear daughter, for it seems to me that I have been exact in 
writing. Surely sometimes, not having anything in particular, and being overwhelmed with 
commitments, perhaps I may not have written to you for some weeks.  

I have another task to give you, my dear daughter. Please, ask or get someone else to ask Don 
Giuseppe Prada4 the following information. An Augustinian Father, of the hermits, who was going 
to Rome, passed by here a short time ago. He had with him a young man also from Milan, about 
fourteen years old, called Lorenzo Clerici who was a seminarian at S. Satiro5. A respectable person 
well known and esteemed by you would like to know whether they have made a good journey and 
whether this young man is at ease in Rome. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, 13 January 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
                                                 

1 Teresa Spasciani (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
2 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
3 Marianna Ravelli (Lett. 1622, n.7)  
4 Coadjutor of the Parish of S. Satiro (II/1, Lett. 578) 
5 S. SATIRO is the Church between Via Torino and Via Falcone in Milan.  
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

18.1.1826     Verona                                                                                                                                        1629 
Magdalene thanks Terragnoli for having fulfilled her commission punctually. But she is troubled because it 
was not possible to speak to the sick Provincial about her problem. She hopes that prayer will resolve the 
problem 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I am most obliged to you for the news you gave me of our holy old 
Provincial1 and also I thank you for having fulfilled the commission I gave you so well.   

As you can imagine, I am between hope and fear, desiring and fearing your first letter. In any 
case, my dear daughter, let us be united and adhere to the Divine Will. I promise to take whatever 
God disposes courageously. You too should do the same. Do not worry about me. We have so many 
experiences of the goodness of God that we should not have the least doubt that He will assist and 
provide for us in every way. We shall see whether God will give us the grace to allow the Provincial 
to return to good health, at least to let him nominate his successor. For this too, you conducted 
yourself excellently, and I am waiting for the information about the results, which you will please 
give me. 

I have our poor Orsola2 and all of you very much at heart. Be sure that I am doing my best to 
help you, making the sacrifices that poverty allows us.  

I remain assured that you will assist me with your prayers, that is to say, to offer to the Lord 
the prayer you can make and by asking the girls to say a little prayer for me, separately in their 
homes. 

I enclose a letter. Kindly give it to our Fr. Stefani3. It was sent to me by Mother Ballestra 
together with 5.76 Italian liras. In the meantime, if you have money, send this amount to him. If 
you are unable, at the first opportunity I get, I will send it to you and then you can give it to him. I 
also have 2 scapulars4 from her. At the first occasion, I will send them. Please, give them to the 
above-mentioned Father. 

Here it is very cold. There is ice everywhere, even in the corridors. The weather however, is 
very good. The number of our ailing Companions is hardly lessening. As one leaves her bedroom, 
another enters. But by the grace of God, these are small and passing things. In these past few days I 
too had to take more care of myself. Even now I have to be careful, as I had some blood-letting. But 
now I am better. 

I embrace all of you with all my heart, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 18 January 1826 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

        VERONA 
        VEN(ICE) 
        20 Jan(uary) 
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    VENICE 

                                                 
1 Fr. Marino da Cadore, the sick Provincial and Confessor of the Community in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 

2 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n. 1) 
3 Fr. Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495)  
4 Scapulars: small rectangular pieces of fabric with a picture of the Blessed Virgin, worn around the neck (cf. Lett. 

1573) 
5 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

18.1.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                            1630 
The exceptionally cold weather is causing a lot of trouble to the Sisters and to Magdalene, both in Verona 
and Milan. But she declares that “no one wishes to die”.  Durini has been to Naples and she seems to forget 
that she should return.  The second of the Biadego sisters is entering in Religion, but Faccioli should not 
hope that some novice could be sent to help her. While they are in formation, they are “more of a burden 
than a help”. Before going to Trent, where the frozen roads make travelling difficult, Magdalene will surely 
come to Milan. 
V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

As you can expect, our dear Elena1 wrote nothing about what you are telling me regarding our 
dear Tognina2.  I am very sorry that they had to draw blood from her three times. But on the other 
hand I am not afraid, since I know how quick and ready they are to draw blood, in Milan.  I beg of 
you however, to continue to keep me informed about this dear daughter, because as you yourselves 
say, it will be difficult for Elena to write with so many things to see to, besides the sick 
Companions.  

Meanwhile, let us thank the Lord that all of you are well.  Try your best to keep that way.  
Here too, we keep having several Companions who are not too well. But it looks as if no one wishes 
to die as yet.  I too, for the past days felt the severity of the season. They drew blood from me, and 
now I feel better.  However, I have to take care, just because of the great cold here.  It is enough to 
say that we have ice in the corridors – something that I do not recall having ever seen in Verona.  
Now however, the weather is fair and seems to have stabilized.  

I came to know that dear Durini3 has gone to Naples. But I do not know how long she will 
stay there and when she will be returning to Milan.  If you know it and have some news about 
Count Mellerio4, please let me know, because, some weeks ago I wrote to Abbot Pollidori5, but I 
received no answer. I hear that the Ferri6 girl is behaving a little better.  Continue all the charity you 
are using with her, but continue to keep her under obedience, since this is the best treatment for 
such persons.  

This week the second novice from Verona will enter, as I told you already.  She is the second 
of the Biadego sisters7. 

With regard to the wish you and others expressed, to have some of the novices to come to 
help there, my dear daughter, believe me, until they complete their novitiate and are well prepared, 
they would be more of a hindrance than a help. 

For Trent, I do not see it is the right season yet, because going up the mountains one may find 
too much snow and ice. 

Besides, the procedures are not yet over. Therefore, before going to the mountains, I hope to 
see you again in Milan. 

You already know that if there are no urgent matters it is enough that you write once a week.  
That is for my peace of mind, because if you wish, you can write to me even every day.  Your 
letters are always welcome (NB. From “That is for my peace of mind” onward, is Magdalene’s own handwriting).   

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
2 ANTONIA TAGLIABUE, was born in Milan in 1802, and entered in 1824.  She died in 1855.  She was door-

keeper, in charge of the linen room and of the infirmary. 
3 Countess Carolina Durini, a friend of Magdalene (I, Lett.2) 
4 Count Giacomo Mellerio, benefactor of the Canossian Institute in Milan (I, Lett. 387) 
5 Abbot Polidori, the Tutor in the Mellerio family (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
6 The unruly pupil mentioned in previous letters 
7 Prudenza Biadego entered the Novitiate in 1826 (Lett. 1622, n. 8) 
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Do not ever think that you are annoying me with your letters; they are very welcome.  You 
already know that.  If you can, I wish that you send me news frequently about yourself. 

Goodbye my dear daughter. Entrust me earnestly to the Lord, that He may help me in the 
many responsibilities surrounding me. 

I embrace you all heartily, and I leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona San Giuseppe, 18 January, 1826 
 

Regards to our Parish Priest 8 
Goodbye, embracing you, I am  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

                                                 
8 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio, Superior and confessor of the Sisters in Milan. (II/1, Lett. 

524, n.1) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

21.1.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                            1631 
Magdalene gives news about her health, that of the Companions, and the Father Provincial, who is still 
seriously ill. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

It seems my dear daughter, that some of your letters have gone lost, since you tell me in your 
letter dated January 16 that you informed me about the Companions who were not well. Instead I 
have not received your letters for a long time. I say this just because if you did not see any of mine, 
it is because you did not tell me that you were busy with the sick, as Domenica1 told me. Let us 
thank the Lord that they are better. But the season is such that we need to be very careful. Here we 
too have Companions who are not well, but none of them is in bed. Your aunt2 had a persistent 
cough. But thank God, she is almost free now by drinking donkey’s milk. It did her a lot of good 
and she has nourished herself well. I am very pleased because I like her very much and because she 
is so good. 

In the past days, I too have been one of the sick, and I am still not well. They drew some 
blood from me and now I feel better. I am already on my feet and my illness is really nothing at all. 
I thank you for the answers you give me. 

I am sorry for the farm manager3 because the business is so long. But what shall we do? We 
need to be patient. I thank you very much on behalf of the one who wished to have some news 
about that good seminarian4. Later I will tell you who the person is who wanted so much to know 
this and for what reason. 

Recommend to the Lord our holy old Provincial5, who is affected with a fever of the nerves 
on account of which Holy Viaticum was administered to him. He has been like this for the last 
fourteen days, but my fear is because of his age. 

I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Cristina6 embraces you heartily, and wishes so much to come and argue with you a little bit.  

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 21 January 1826  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1  Domenica Faccioli  (I, Lett. 360, n. 1) 
2 Rosa Scalfo (Lett. 1622, n. 2) 
3 Gastaldo, the farm hand ( (Lett. 1531, n. 5) 
4 Lorenzo Clerici a cleric at S. Satiro (cf. Lett. 1628, n.5)  
5 Father Marino da Cadore (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
6 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
7 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

26.1.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                           1632 
With regard to the bad season, Magdalene says that there are many Companions who are sick.  There is very 
good news: in Verona they will start visiting the hospital, so that all the Branches of the Institute will be set 
in activity. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

As I imagine so it happened, my dear daughter. I received your two letters together, the one 
dated 13 and the other 20. I heard the news of dear Tognina1. But in spite of all the drawings of 
blood she had, I do not lose hope that she will recover soon or at least that the ailment ends, much 
more because you added that she was almost without any fever. I beg you to keep on giving me 
news of her. Do me the favour to greet her very warmly, and tell her on my behalf not to speak 
much, if she wants to be well soon. Here we have signs of a good season. There are many 
companions who are sick; some are in bed and others in the bedroom; but all for slight 
indispositions. I too am accompanied by a cough and feel the severe cold of these days. We keep 
hoping that when it will be less cold we will all be well. 

I inform you this time that next Saturday, if it pleases God, we will start visiting the hospital, 
slowly at first, so that in this way we will begin gradually all the Branches of the Institute.       

With regard to the Spiritual Exercises of these good Ladies, from what you write to me I 
understand that this time the devil made you be more in a hurry than the other time. It seems 
obvious that the Lenten season, which is establishing itself, is not dear to him. He struggles a lot to 
destroy it. But you have not to yield at all. On the contrary, do your best to get the Spiritual 
Exercises done. 

Now I shall answer you about the information you requested of me of that Mr. Cristoforo 
Marinelli2. It is true that he became the nephew of Count Dante Sarego3, because he married a Lady 
Carli, whose mother is of the Serego family. The mother of this gentleman belonged to the Dalben4 
family. Both husband and wife are very good people and so also their parents and their paternal and 
maternal relatives. Unfortunately the good wife Marinelli lost her senses on account of the accident 
that you described to me. But even after that they lived honestly and virtuously. A short while ago I 
came to know that the mother of the wife is still alive. But I knew all these things even before 
entering the convent. But now, to give information to the one who likes to have it, I do not know 
anyone I can lean on, since at present I do not know any suitable person. In fact, the brother of the 
above-mentioned Marinelli lives in the countryside and the Dalbens are both dead. Hence, I do not 
have any relative I can depend on. But I will search for someone who knows him. I am sorry I 
cannot serve my dear Lady Marietta5 about such an important business. I do not know who could 
give me a sure answer, since I live a secluded life even here, perhaps more than in other places. 

If you get any news about my Durini6, my dear daughter, give it to me. With regard to the 
Spiritual Exercises, I am sure you will do as much as you can. But keep me informed of the 
situation, in case you cannot succeed. I will do my best to come, since I took the responsibility with 
my Durini, who before leaving Rome for Naples wrote to me once again. I told her to be at peace, 
because I would see to the matter. So I want to do as much as I can for what depends on me. But if 

                                                 
 1 Antonia Lavagno, in the Community of Milan (II/1, Lett. 542, n.2) 

2 CRISTOFORO MARINELLI was the husband of LADY CARLI, belonging to a family originally from Tremezzo, 
owner of a banking firm among the most esteemed of Milan. From Milan the Carlis moved first to Cesena and 
then to Bologna.   

3 Serego, spelt wrong (I, Lett. 59, n.3) 
4 The DALBEN family, belonging to the nobility 
5 Lady Marietta Somaglia (I, Lett. 389, n.3) 
6 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend ( I, Lett.2) 
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it is a desperate case, I will at least have the joy of embracing all of you. I say this always in case I 
am able to. 

I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, 26 January 1826  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
 

Convey my respects to and embrace Lady Marietta.       
 

                                                 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. There are many spelling mistakes. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

26.1.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                        1633 
The Superior, Father Marino’s health has slightly improved, but he finds it hard to correlate mentally. 
Magdalene is still hopeful because she knows that certain diseases engender similar effects for a short while. 
She will accept the Demassari sisters although their economical situation is not all that certain. She 
announces that Prudenza Biadego has finally entered and is part of the religious family. 

V.G.M     My dearest daughter,     

You can imagine, my dear daughter, how pleasant was the gratifying news you gave me in 
your last very dear letter, about the recovery of our most worthy and holy Father1. My happiness 
increased all the more, since what you wrote to me, was also confirmed by the very good Lady 
Priuli2, who sent me a letter I appreciated very much. Let us hope that the Lord will let him live 
longer. When he is better even mentally, we hope for the grace that he will elect his successor. 
However, we should not be afraid if he does not recover his mental faculties immediately, because, 
after similar diseases, one does not recover so quickly. I do not doubt that he will gradually improve 
to be as he was before. 

Here the company of the sick ones continues and these are of various kinds. I too am among 
them. My cough, which is quite light, keeps me company. The cold has become milder and so we 
will all be well again. 

I am always thinking of getting you some help. I have to restrict myself to our poor but good 
Demassari3 aspirants. This is all I can do. For the present it is sufficient that they have their 
maintenance for the three years of Novitiate. I will try my best for their dowry later. Please pray so 
that the Lord may provide for us.  I do not suggest that you should help them in another way, 
knowing very well that, by doing this, you would not spare any effort to succeed. 

Prudenza Biadego4 entered on the 19th. She seems promising with her firmness and maturity. 
Please greet everyone warmly, especially dear Orsola5, and recommend me very much to 

Mary Most Holy during Her novena. Embracing all of you, I leave you in the most amiable Heart of 
Mary, Our Mother of Sorrows. 

My dear daughter, I am   
Verona, S. Giuseppe 26 January 1826 

 

PS  Please send me the lace I ordered, at the first opportunity.  I know they are already in order. When 
the occasion presents itself, I too will send you the veils and the money for Fr Stefani6.  

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 The Capuchin Provincial, Father Marino from Cadore, Superior of the House in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
2 Lady Loredana Priuli, a benefactress from Venice (I, Lett. 397) 
3 Floriana and Irene Demassari, aspirants to the Religious Life (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
4 Prudenza Biadego, who entered on 19th January 1826 (Lett. 1622, n.8)  
5 Orsola Bonomi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1) 
6 Fr. Stefani, the Parish Priest of the “Carmini” of Venice (II/1, Lett. 495)  
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

29.1.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1634 

The bitter cold continues and affects the health of almost all the companions. But it claims no victims as it 
did with the population. Magdalene feels that Terragnoli is a bit worried. She should tell her whether it is 
because of lack of money. If it is because of so many sick persons, let her do what she can and not worry if 
she cannot follow some Rules. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am most obliged to you, my dear daughter, for your solicitude in giving me news of our old 
and holy Fr. Provincial1. I assure you that the news was very welcome, and we are hopeful that this 
time the Lord will let him recover fully because, in Fr. Vettore’s2 note which you enclosed, it seems 
that the illness is giving way to health. Let us continue to pray and get our girls to pray too. 

I hear that the weather is making itself felt even there, in this month. Our Elena3 writes to me 
that there were many deaths this winter. Both the young and the old have all been ill here last week. 
The illnesses were slight, and by the grace of God they are all better now. So I am hoping that it 
will be the same with all of you who were suffering because of the weather. I beg you, my dear 
daughter, to be courageous. Reading your letter, it seemed to me, that you were rather worried. I 
assure you that I have all of you in my heart and I would wish if I could, to be a little bird to come 
and help you, although as you know, I cannot serve you much.  As Betta5 says, I am just a 
stumbling block and good for nothing. 

Now, to speak seriously, I do not want you to be so worried. Do the little you can. God will 
do the rest. Do all you can to take care of your health. Do not be upset if at times it seems that you 
are not following the Rules. If you are in need of money, write to me and I will do my best to find a 
way to send it to you. 

Do convey my regards to our most venerable Fr. Stefani6. Tell dear Orsola7 to be courageous, 
and though I am miserable, let her be sure that I have not forgotten her before the Lord. Tell her to 
do the same for me. I wrote to you on Thursday by the ordinary post, but since in your letter, you 
seem to be rather worried, I am writing again today, wondering whether you are in need of money 
and have no courage to say so. I embrace you with all my heart, leaving you in the Heart of our 
Mother, Mary Most Holy. 

 

Verona, 29 January 1826 
 

Teresa embraces all of you. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
VERONA 
VENICE 
30 Jan(uary) 
 

To Lady  
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Santa Lucia     VENICE 

                                                 
1 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior of the Community in Venice (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
2 Fr. Vettore, Capuchin  (cf. Lett. 1625) 
3 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the House in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2)  
5 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n. 1) 
6 Fr. Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
7 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n. 1) 
8 The last lines of the letter and the address are written by Teresa Spasciani.  Magdalene has signed the letter. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.2.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                             1635 
Father Provincial continues to improve, but slowly. Lady Lezze, a great benefactress, has died and 
Magdalene is sad, even though she accepts the Divine Will.  Magdalene entreats Giuseppa to ask the doctor 
about Olivo’s illness, whether she should drink donkey’s milk, in which she has great confidence, because 
she has experienced that it has benefitted many people. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I am most obliged to you for the news you continue to give me about our holy old Provincial1. 
My dear daughter, I am happy that he is improving, although slowly. I too hope that he may feel 
better, after being ill for forty days. Let us continue to pray to God for him. 

I cannot deny that I felt very sad to learn of the death of our good Lady Lese2. You have done 
well to pray for the repose of her soul. I too will certainly do it. This beautiful soul will enjoy the 
reward of her holy works. Truly it is a great loss; but we must be always content with the Divine 
Will which ordains every thing for the best. I am sorry to hear that our Bettina Olivo3 is in danger of 
an illness that might affect her lungs. Let us hope in Mary that it will not be so. My dear daughter, I 
would like you to ask our doctor whether he would recommend donkey’s milk for her. Our doctor 
here makes good use of it. He has told me that he has seen great improvement in many people. I too 
have seen it in similar sicknesses. So please ask him about it. If you think that it will help her, try to 
get it and make her take it. Continue to give me news about her for my peace of mind. If the doctor 
does not think it opportune or if he is not convinced about it, perhaps you could try the lichen of 
Iceland4 with ordinary milk. 

I am happy that Orsola5 is a little better. I hope our old Cinquetti6 is better, now that the cold 
weather has subsided. Our sick companions here are getting better. My cough has not entirely left 
me, but it is leaving me little by little. I hope to send you the certificate of Salterini7 with the next 
mail. You will not receive any money from Lady Donà9 since she is short of funds at the moment. 
Now I am waiting for her to make the legal document for the dowry. 

Wish all the dear Companions for me. Embracing you from my heart, I leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 4 February 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

   VERONA 
    VENICE 
    FEB(ruary) 
                        

                                                 
1 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Father Superior of the Community of Venice (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
2 Lady Lezze: The name is wrongly spelt.  Because the different genealogies, especially that of Barbaro-Carrer have 

vey few dates, she could be Lady ELENA PISANI who married nobleman ANDREA LEZZE in 1774. The 
family left “Lecce in Puglia, passed on to Chiozza, and from there to Venice” (Vol. IV, p.193) 

3 Elisabetta Olivo, of the Community of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
4 LICHEN OF ICELAND, name of a small cryptogam used in medicine as a tonic and emollient in respiratory 

disorders 
5 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1)  
6 Rosa Cinquetti, of the Community of Venice (II/2, Lett. A 27 
7 Domenica Salterini, of the Community of Verona (III/1, Lett.1345, n. 1)  
8 Lady Donà delle Rose, mother of Cecilia Donà (I, Lett. 399, n. 2) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    
               VENICE 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

4.2.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                             1636 
Magdalene is happy because all the sick Companions are recovering. She tells Elena not to get worried if 
she cannot always pray according to what is prescribed in the Rule. She too does not find time to do so 
sometimes. The Lord will make up for this. In the meantime Elena should let her know the dates of the 
Spiritual Exercises. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

To my great consolation, I noted from your letter, the improvement of all the dear 
Companions. May the Lord be thanked, who lets everyone get better. To tell you the truth, I was 
more concerned about Antonietta1 now, although I was also afraid about our good Rosina2. I was 
afraid that Antonietta was following the same way as before. I was very upset about dear Tonina3, 
and I imagine that you will not have time to pray in these moments. I too, my dear daughter, have 
very little time to pray. Well, we need to be patient, because we poor Superiors are the servants of 
all. However, let us do the little we can, and let us entrust one another to the Lord. 

Greet everybody for me, especially the sick ones. I am waiting to hear the outcome of the 
Spiritual Exercises. My dear daughter, I beg you that as soon as a decision is made, write to me 
immediately for my knowledge. I hope that they will come to a conclusion soon.  

My cough is subsiding slowly. 
I offer you the cordial greetings of all of us, in particular Cristina, and leave you hurriedly in 

the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 4 February 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene Daughter of Charity 4 

                                                 
1 Antonietta Cocchignoni (II/1, Lett. 529, n. 9) 
2 Rosa Polli (II/1, Lett. 541, n. 5) 
3 Antonia Lavagno ( II/1, Lett. 542, n. 2)  
4 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

9.2.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                              1637 
Carnival was very lively in the two Convents in Verona and Milan, and many girls participated.  Now 
Domenica too will be as tired as Magdalene.  She should rest a little before Magdalene arrives, which will 
be very soon. 

 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 
 

Here I am, my dear daughter, to pay you a visit at the end of Carnival. I imagine how tired 
you are of dancing and going around in fancy dress.  I was very happy to hear that my very good 
friend Visconti1 gave you all that you needed to entertain the girls, this year as well.  Here too, we 
had the chance to enjoy ourselves very much. We had more than 140 people for lunch on the 
famous “gnocchi” Friday.  We had all the rest on the last day of the Carnival. 

Well, because of all the fun, last evening, I too needed to have my blood drawn.  I already feel 
so much better this morning, and I hope that by taking care of myself I will be well soon.  I went out 
only on Monday.  So you can see that these are not big illnesses. 

I hear how you are anxiously waiting for my coming so that you may tell me many things.  I 
too am very eager to be able to embrace you because, on my part, I have a lot of things to tell you.  
Meanwhile, together with me, let us earnestly entrust to the Lord all the important matters that 
surround me, so that everything may be accomplished according to God’s Will. 

I embrace all of you heartily and leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 

 

Verona S. Giuseppe 9 February 1826 
 

I repeat, do not worry.  The reason why I had to have a blood-letting, so soon after the last, is 
because the doctor waited too long. So, the last one was not sufficient. On the other hand, they did it 
while I was still on my feet. Now I am really better. 

                                                 
1 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, a friend of Magdalene (I, Lett. 374) 
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

19.2.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1638 
Beatrice Olivieri is not keeping well, but with care and prayer there is hope that she will recover fast. 
Magdalene is about to leave for Trent with Cristina and the future foundress of Trent: Margherita Rosmini 
who has just been given the religious habit. Magdalene will pass from Trent to Rovereto, then to Milan and 
return quickly to Verona. She knows that the Hospital is being well organized but she does not find it 
opportune to choose the person that was mentioned as the vice Superior. She states her reasons. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am writing, my dear daughter, in a great hurry before leaving for Trent. But first I want to 
tell you, as you already see the difficulty of the one who writes, that Beatrice1 is much better, and 
by taking care of herself, as I tell her, she will recover soon. In the meantime, she thanks you for 
your attention and recommends herself to your prayers. 

Therefore, God willing, I will leave for Trent tomorrow morning, together with our good 
Rosmini2 and Cristina3. Yesterday evening we had the ceremony of vesting her with the religious 
habit to the great joy and consolation of the entire Community. I will stop only for a week between 
Rovereto and Trent, since I have to leave immediately for Milan next week. I mean to return here 
next Saturday evening. I beg you and all the dear Companions to accompany me with your prayers 
so that all our affairs may turn out according to the Divine Will and for the greater Glory of the 
Lord. 

My health is fairly good. My cough will accompany me on this journey, but I hope this trip 
will do me good, since I have not travelled for quite some time. Do not worry about my health 
because I will try to take care of myself. 

I am pleased to hear that dear Bettina4 is improving. I also feel that the lichen5 mixed with 
milk will do her good. Here the sick ones are taking turns, but we have always a sufficient number 
of them. The bad news of our old man6 is very regrettable. The worst part is that his mental faculties 
are not improving. Let us continue to pray and keep hoping for the best. I request you however, to 
continue to keep me informed. I am very happy that you have confided everything to the good Mr. 
Padenghe7 and have asked him to refer the matter to Fr. Luca8. Who knows if the Lord will not 
grant the poor sick man some moments of mental lucidity!  

As I was busy with so many matters, it has been impossible for me to write to the excellent 
Mr. Alessandri9. I meant to do it today. But I am afraid I may not be able to do it because it is late 
now and the post will be about to leave. Besides, you know in what condition I am the day previous 
to my departure. Meanwhile, convey my compliments to him as well as to Mr. Padenghe. I will 
write to Mr. Giuseppe as soon as I can. I am happy to know how untiring they are about our dear 
hospital10 and how the Lord blesses their efforts and their concern. 

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  

 2 Margherita  Rosmini, leaving for Trent with Magdalene (I, Lett. 342, n. 4) 

 3 Cristina Pilotti is leaving for Trent with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 

 4 Elisabetta Olivo, of the Community of Venice  (II/1, Lett. A 54) 

 5 Lichen used for medicinal purposes (see preceding letter)  
 6 Fr. Provincial, Fr. Marino da Cadore (I, Lett. 533, n. 3)  
 7 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Insitute’s works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  
 8 One of the Capuchins  
 9 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  

10 Hospital for Convalescents ( II/2, Lett. 1590, n. 5) 
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Then regarding what you tell me about good Anzioletta11 whose name is proposed by the 
excellent Lady Micheli12, it is enough that I know the matter. But knowing Anzioletta very well, I 
see that she is not suitable for it.  

The Vice Superior is expected to act with great caution and refinement. Hence it is necessary 
to find a person who is not only endowed with kindness, virtue and ability, but who is also very 
upright, prudent and foresighted, in order to educate and guide the persons we want to help. At the 
first opportunity you get, tell Lady Cattina that Marianna13 will certainly not take any commitment 
before I have a talk with her. I know well that she does not need my reflections, but it will be 
necessary that the person we are seeking has the above-mentioned qualities. You must point that out 
to Cattina. Present my compliments and my thanks for all that she wrote to me in her very valuable 
letter. 

Regarding the things you need, I am happy that, after taking your measurements, you will 
have them made. I have very little hope about our good Demassari14 sisters. But in spite of all this, 
do not lose courage and continue to pray for them. I hope against all hope, because I rely on Mary 
Most Holy. 

I hope that Mr. Verdari15 will find a way to send you 24 thalers within this week. Angiolina 
will write a few lines and will tell you from whom you will receive them.  

Once again I ask for prayers from everyone. I embrace you from my heart and leave you all in 
the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 19 February 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 

VERONA 
21 Feb(ruary) 
    To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia. 

VENICE
                                                 

11 Angioletta Guarnieri, of the Community of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n. 3)  
12 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress from Venice (Lett. 1379, n. 6)  
13 Marianna Francesconi, the future director of the Hospital for Convalsecents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n. 6) 
14  Floriana and Irene Demassari, aspirants to the Religious Life (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
15 Giambattista Verdari, a chemist of the old Pharmacy at Porta Borsari (I, Lett.145, n. 6) 
   
 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

20.2.1826                                                                                                                                                         1639 
The welcome accorded by the Rosmini family where Magdalene is a guest, was truly moving. They will leave 
for Trent the following day. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

With the return of our usual carriage, I am giving you news of our happy journey. We arrived 
comfortably at Roveredo1 at about six.  I am so embarrassed to see all this goodness and courtesy of 
these aristocrats. The good Vicar of Trent2 came here shortly after our arrival. We leave for Trent 
tomorrow morning. 

I am keeping well and Cristina3 too is well. She enjoyed the journey. Entrust me to the Lord 
so that He may deign to bless everything. 

Giuseppina Rosmini4 and the family overwhelmed me with their compliments. They are very 
happy to see us here. 

I embrace you warmly and hurriedly. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
Roveredo, 20 February 1826 

I request you to find out if it is true that lady Franceschini has died. 
 

To Lady 
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 

VERONA 
 

Entrust me to the Lord that He may bless everything. 
                                                 

1 Rovereto (II/1, Lett. 494) 
2 Msgr. Sardagna Emanuele, Vicar of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n. 5) 
3 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Rovereto (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
4 Margherita Giuseppina Rosmini (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

22.2.1826   Trent                                                                                                                                              1640 
Magdalene is surrounded by the very high peaks which crown Trent. She remembers Elena and her friends 
in Milan. She mentions the names of some Ladies who could take part in the Spiritual Exercises. She will 
return to Verona soon.  

My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I write to you a few lines from Trent. I arrived yesterday an hour before 
midday. Know that my cough has not left me yet, but the Lord assists me in a particular way. If I do 
not leave it all here, I will shed at least a good portion of it among these mountains.  

My journey was very comfortable, and the kindness I receive from this Prince Bishop1, from 
the most worthy Monsignor Vicar2 and everyone is so much that I do not know where I am any 
longer. I will tell you everything later. Tomorrow, if it pleases the Lord, I will leave for Roveredo3.  
With God’s help I hope I will be in Verona on Saturday. 

The reason why I write to you from here is regarding the Spiritual Exercises for our Ladies of 
Milan, which I have very much at heart. I thought of reminding you of three Ladies, who wanted to 
come the other time but could not. One of them is Bellini4, the sister of my good sister-in-law; the 
other is the sister-in-law of Giulini5 and the third one is the mother of the young Barbò6 Ladies. 
They may not come, but I remind you about them. 

Convey my regards to the Parish Priest7. If you see my Visconti8 tell her that from these very 
high mountains, in a short while I will fly over to the valleys of Milan. I send her a very cool 
embrace now. If you see good Marquis Casati9 give him my compliments and this news. I embrace 
all of you very heartily together with Cristina10. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Give news of me even to the small flock11. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Trent, 22 February 1826 

 

I forgot to tell you that I went to visit this convent of S. Francesco12 yesterday. It needs to be 
renovated, but it is in a wonderful position and may turn out to be a good building. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13

                                                 
1 Msgr. Francesco Saverio Luschin (I, Lett. 388, n 5)  
2 Msgr. Emmanuele Sardagna (I, Lett. 388, n. 5) 
3 Rovereto  
4Lady Bellini: GIOVANNA FRANCESCA CASTIGLIONI, who had married Marquis GENNARO BELLINI in 

1805 
5 Countess GIULINI, could be BEATRICE BARBIANO of BELGIOIOSO, wife of Count Giorgio Giulini, 

information about whom is found in the big volumes of the Memorie della città e campagna di Milano. He was a 
member of the Regency of the Government and died in 1848. ( cf. Alberi genealogici delle Case nobili di Milano)   

6The Barbò Ladies: one of them was ANNA, who will marry Marquis Cesare Beccaria.  
7 Don Bernardino Burocco (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
8 The Marchioness Luisa Castelli Visconti (I, Lett. 374) 
9 Marquis Francesco Casati (I, Lett. 78, n. 1)  
10 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
11 The Community of S. Stefano (cf. Lett. 1475) 
12 The future Convent of Trent (I, Lett. 342, n. 3) 
13 The letter was written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

27.2.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                         1641 
Magdalene is sending the veils requested by Terragnoli and the account. She entreats her to hand everything 
over to the addressee. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I write only a few lines, my dear daughter, so as not to lose this chance. 
The present bearer is lady Salvioli, who was the mistress of our Laura1. Since she is coming 

there, I have a chance to send the veils which I request you to hand over to reverend Father Stefani2. 
The cost per arm is 2 liras of Milan, or 3 liras and 10 cents in Venetian currency. Therefore, since 
they are 12 arms of Milan, this corresponds to 38 Venetian liras and 20 cents. 

With these you will also find the little scapulars3 and the cost of the books. Everything is for 
the above-mentioned Father. Convey my greetings to him. 

I cannot add anything more. I will be leaving from here, perhaps only on next Thursday. 
When I reach Bergamo I will give you more news.I embrace everyone lovingly and leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe 27 February 1826 
 

I forgot to tell you that this lady may ask you to find a woman for her. I know this lady well, 
and those who stay with her will be safe. But if you cannot find someone to serve her, do not worry. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

To Lady  
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia       VENICE 

                                                 
1 LAURA: this name is not found in the lists. 
2 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
3 Scapulars of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, which are little rectangular pieces of cloth with the image of Our Lady, 

worn around the neck, (cf. Lett. 1573) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

28.2.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1642 
(March 1826)1 
The Papal Bull of the Jubilee has arrived and the Jubilee will begin after Easter. Magdalene is waiting for 
news about Terragnoli and the ailing Father Provincial. 

V.G.M Tell me what they are doing in Venice for the Jubilee 

My dearest daughter, 

This time I can write only a few lines, my dear daughter. In the meantime I request you to 
hand over the enclosed letter. I think that this evening, together with news of you, I will receive 
news about our holy old man2  

Here the number of the sick companions is increasing, but all of them have the will to eat. 
The Papal Bull of the Jubilee has arrived, but its conditions are not known yet. Without doubt 

it will begin after Easter. 
I embrace all of you with all my heart. Goodbye. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3

                                                 
1 The date of arrival cannot be ascertained. It seems to be 3 March. 
2 Fr. Provincial, Fr. Marino da Cadore (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

4.3.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1643 
Magdalene is at Bergamo and is anxiously waiting to know whether Caterina Carminati, after an exchange 
of correspondence with Don Giuseppe Gavazzeni, has decided to leave or remain in the Convent. Angela 
should inform the relatives of the coachmen that they have decided to stop at Bergamo for their own work. 
Then they will wait to take Magdalene to Milan. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

     Yesterday after lunch at about 3 o’clock, we arrived safely at Bergamo after a happy journey. 
My health is quite good since I also had a bit of rest.  

I was pleased to hear from this good Superior1 that Don Giuseppe Gavazzeni2 had already 
replied to our good Caterina3 before I arrived. My dear daughter, as soon as you can, I beg you to 
tell me what the result was, that is, whether Caterina has decided to remain or not in religion, so that 
I may regulate myself.  

Cristina4 is with me. She is sufficiently well, and warmly embraces all of you. 
On Tuesday I will leave for Milan. This time Nanne and Michele5 wanted to stop at Bergamo 

to accompany me to Milan. Just to tell you, though I tried to get them to leave, I did not succeed 
because Michele said he has a lot of little things to do in Milan. In short, the matter stands this way 
for this time. So do not be anxious if they do not return as usual. 

All the Companions here are well. The good Sister Rosa too is well and on her feet, though 
she is a bit weak.  

I embrace you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Bergamo 4 March 1826 
 

Please send the enclosed letter to Michele’s house. He is well. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
 

Just a few minutes ago the mother of Rosa della Croce7 arrived. She will provide the cloth for 
the chemises for her daughter. She requests us to provide for the bed sheets. Please tell dear 
Metilde8 and Beatrice9 about this. 

                                                 
1 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of the Community of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
2 Don Giiuseppe Gavazzeni, Extraordinary Confessor at Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 584,  
    n. 2) 
3 Caterina Carminati entered the Convent at Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 584, n. 2) 
4 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
5 The two coachmen 
6 This letter is written by Cristina and signed by Magdalene. 
7 Rosa della Croce, who entered the novitiate in 1824 (Lett. 1487, n. 5) 
8 Metilde Bunioli of the Community at Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
9 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of the Community at Verona ( Lett. 1612, n. 1) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

28.2.1826    Bergamo                                                                                                                                    1644 
Magdalene has to see how it is possible to combine the Jubilee with the Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies. 
She is waiting for the Papal Bull. Then she will decide. In the meantime, she proposes a plan that could 
satisfy both, the choice of the Ladies and the time of the Jubilee. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You have fulfilled my commissions very well, my dear daughter, and I have understood fully 
what was so well explained. 

As regards the Jubilee, I hear them saying here and in Venice that it will be after Easter. They 
write from Milan that the Jubilee will certainly not last more than six weeks or two months. 
Besides, if it is held after Easter, I will be very restricted with regard to the Exercises for the Ladies 
of Bergamo. Though I wish with all my heart to serve them, it is important to me that they do them 
here, where it is difficult to introduce them. On the other hand, since we are committed to the 
Ladies of Venice for their Exercises, my dear daughter, we must think well in advance about a 
preacher. 

So for my part, not to neglect anything, listen to what you have to do. The first time you meet 
Don Giovanni Zanetti1, please give him my regards and tell him in my name what lady Salvi said, 
that is, if the Jubilee in Bergamo is published in Lent, the Ladies wish to do the Exercises during 
that time. You made the objection that the Parish Priest of Alzano2 is already engaged for Lent, and 
lady Salvi replied that it does not matter because they will have to find another. For my part when 
the Ladies find one and the person is acceptable to the Superiors, I am more than content, whoever 
he may be. All the same tell Don Giovanni that knowing the friends of Don Salvi3, the brother-in-
law of that lady, in case the Jubilee is in Lent, though I do not think so, with his usual prudence he 
should try to see that these Ladies will find a good preacher. If they come to know that the Jubilee is 
after Easter, make sure of the preacher. Find out if a Parish Priest like the Parish Priest of Alzano 
can leave his parish during the time of the Jubilee. It will be necessary to ask him before hand. Do 
not neglect to do it when an occasion presents itself. Certainly, if the Jubilee is in Lent, then I, for 
my part, am disposed to serve these Ladies, outside that time I am already committed to Milan. 

On the other hand, my dear daughter, do not worry if the Jubilee and the Exercises will be in 
Lent. Being a very busy time, it seems to me that it will not be possible for the Religious to attend 
to the instruction of the girls and to their First Communion. In spite of all this, if it happens, write to 
me, and if I can, I will take along some Companions to help you for that time. 

Our dear old Provincial4 gives us hope that the Lord wants him to live. But continue to pray. I 
also recommend poor Orsola5 who is suffering very much, though courageously. Here we have 
many Companions who are sick. I am fairly well in spite of my cough, which is not strong. 
Tomorrow, God willing, we will begin our visits to the hospital. 

Concerning Morali7, what do you want me to say, my dearest daughter! I cannot foresee what 
will happen because I cannot understand up to now whether it is fickleness or temptation. The fact 
remains that it had been decided that when I come to Bergamo I would bring her along. After some 

                                                 
1 Don Giovanni Zanetti, the ecclesiastical Superior and Confessor of the Community of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, 

n. 1) 
2 Don GIACINTO BASSI, Parish Priest of ALZANO-LOMBARDY, a municipality in the Province of Bergamo 
3 Don GIOVANNI SALVI belonging to the Parish of  S. Alessandro della Croce, was the Chaplain and Confessor 

of the district of the Cabanetti 

  4 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior of the Community of Venice ((I, Lett. 533, n. 3)  

 5 Orsola Bonomi, born in 1779, died in Venice in 1849 (Lett. 1644, n. 5) 

 7 Giuseppina Morali, a novice in Verona (Lett. 1444) 
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days she made a novena with Cristina8 without knowing the reason why. She spoke to her Mother 
Mistress and told her for the first time that if I do not dismiss her she does not intend to leave the 
Institute. She spoke of her vestition. Well, I am at a loss. If she had not behaved well always and is 
not behaving well now, I would be more resolute. But I assure you that she is endowed with a spirit 
that endears hers to everyone, besides being so capable. Well, let God decide. I tell this only to you, 
that Cattina9 causes me more sorrow, though she is an angel as you know. But I will tell you more 
about it later.  

As you can figure out, there will be no Exercises in Bergamo. Therefore, I think it is neither 
necessary, nor probable that we shall meet before the second week. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10

                                                 
 8 Cristina Pilotti in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  

 9 Caterina Carminati in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1273, n. 2)  
10 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

5.3.1826    Milan                                                                                                                                             1645 

(Milan, between 4 and 13 March 1826) 

 On arriving in Milan Magdalene received the Decree for Trent and indicates the persons to whom Angela 
must convey the good news. Following a mistaken exchange of letters, it is not possible to solve the problem 
of the two novices: Morali and Carminati, at once. Their vocations are doubtful. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write just a few lines, my dearest daughter, only to inform you that our journey could not 
have been better. We arrived at Milan at about one o’clock after noon. I received a letter from 
Elena1 in which the Decree for Trent was enclosed. Let us thank the Lord for having received this 
too. 

I am happy to know of the entrance of the two Demassari2 sisters, and the joy they showed on 
receiving this grace. Wish them for me and also on behalf of Cristina3. I pray that the Lord will 
deign to fulfill His divine mercy on them.  

Besides Metilde4 inform the dear Lady Margherita5 too regarding the Decree of Trent.  
When you send someone to the hospital again, present my compliments to Countess 

Governess6. Regarding the same Decree of Trent, please send for Don Leonardo7 of the Canossa 
family. Request him to come to you, inform him that the Decree has come and tell him to inform 
my brother8 also, whom I greet together with all his family. Present my compliments to Don 
Leonardo. I shall write to Monsignor Vicar of Trent9 at once. I am very much obliged to Count 
Beniscalchi for his goodness. If necessary, we shall take advantage of it. 

Regarding lady Marianna Campostrini10, please convey to her my compliments; she shall be 
fully served. Do not be afraid, my dear daughter about the Spiritual Exercises. We shall disregard 
the devil and we will stand firm with Mary Most Holy. She will conquer everything. In the 
meantime, inform me when the Jubilee will be published, so that I may act accordingly.  

You might have noticed, my dear daughter, the serious mistake made by the Superior of 
Bergamo12. She sent to you the letter written by Morali13 to Don Gavazzeni14 instead of the letter 
that this Religious gave to the Superior before my going to Bergamo. I hope that, by now you have 
sent back to Rosa Dabalà the letter you received by mistake, and have received the one which was 
not sent. To crown everything, Don Gavazzeni came to see me. I related the mistake to him. He 
wanted to talk about Cattina15 as we would normally have done. But I was afraid to talk about that 

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the House in Via Chiusa, Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
2 Floriana and Irene Demassari, who entered the novitiate (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
3 Cristina Pilotti, who is with Magdalene at Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 Metilde Bunioli, of the Community at Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
5 Margherita Rosmini, who entered the novitiate in November 1824 (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
6 Countess Lodovica Rambaldo, Governor of the Hospital (I, Lett. 18, n.1) 
7 Don Leonardo Leonardi, Carlino Canossa’s teacher (I, Lett. 147, n. 6)  
8 Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
9 Msgr Emanuele Sardagna, Vicar of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n. 5)  
10 The Jubilee of MARIANNA CAMPOSTRINI, sister of Teodora, (II/1, Lett. 466, n.9) who was like a second 

mother to her and her brothers when their mother died in 1813. Marianna remained unmarried, dedicating herself 
to the education of the three sons of her brother Gianantonio whose wife, Countess Maria Sparavieri had died. 
She was one of the “Protectors” of the work of Don Nicola Mazza. She died in1857. 

12 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of the House of Bergamo ( II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4)  
13 Giuseppina Morali entered the Convent in 1825 (cf. Lett. 1444) 
14 Don Giuseppe Gavazzeni (II/1, Lett. 584, n. 2) 

15 Caterina Carminati (III/1, Lett. 1273, n. 2)  
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matter.So I cut short the conversation, telling him that I absolutely did not want to talk about 
Cattina. These things distressed him in such a way that I had to do a lot to pacify him. I assured him 
that my conduct was not caused by him, but because of my own reasons. 

Keep me informed as to what will happen. On Sunday, the father of Morali came to our 
Convent in Bergamo. He wanted to leave for Verona on Monday. But because of the mistake of the 
letter, I exhorted him to wait for some days till the girl can have a decisive reply from her Director, 
that is, Don Giuseppe. I assure you that Morali’s father was very kind and was easily persuaded to 
wait. Tell Beatrice16 to be cheerful. I embrace you wholeheartedly but in a hurry, leaving you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. Convey my wishes to my good friend Metilde. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity17 

To Lady  
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
Addressed to: Verdari  
at the Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA
                                                 

16 Beatrice Olivieri , Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
17 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

13.3.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                              1646 
Magdalene is happy that the mistake of the inter-change of letters is resolved. She would like to know what 
has been decided about Carminati and Morali. In the postscript which follows this letter, Magdalene 
declares that she has come to know about the positive result of the former and hopes that she is at peace. She 
is happy that the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies of Milan went off well and was attended by a large 
number. She will stay in that city till Durini returns after her long journey across Italy. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dearest letter, my dear daughter. I see that you realized the mistake committed 
at Bergamo regarding the letter of Morali1. Today our Rosina2 of Bergamo writes that she has 
already got back the letter of Morali. She handed it over at once to Don Giuseppe Gavazzeni3. She 
said that she had sent that of Cattina4 with the ordinary post of last Wednesday. So I hope that she 
must have received it by now. My dear daughter, please inform me immediately, as soon as you 
know the result. 

The Ladies here started their Holy Exercises on Saturday. Thank God, everything is going on 
well. They are coming in greater number everyday. Please recommend them to the Lord so that they 
may profit from them.  

My health is fairly good. But I find myself weighed down with work. Between the visits, the 
Ladies and the kitchen, I have not a free moment. 

When you write to me, give me fresh news of Marianna5 whom I embrace warmly, as I hear 
that she has had a blood-letting. Cristina6 is here. In these days she is suffering from her usual 
aches. I recommend her to the charity of your prayers. 

Convey my greetings to all the dear Companions, and in a hurry I leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 13 March 1826 

After having written this letter I received yours dated 11th to which I am replying here. I thank 
you for the enclosed letter which made me laugh heartily and of which we shall talk about so that 
we can laugh together. Humanly speaking, I am surprised at the decision of the director regarding 
Cattina. However, I am convinced that it is according to God's will. May He now also give us the 
grace or help Cattina to have peace and fortitude. Regarding the hospital, I am very pleased with the 
goodness of the Governess7 and everyone towards us, and I thank the Lord for it. However, you will 
do very well to accept to be served, but with every reserve. It is better to proceed cautiously in such 
matters and to always behave with the necessary reserve and submission. I recommend that Cecilia 
Chizzola be taken to the hospital because it pains me to think that she has to return to her famous 
inn. 

I hope Michele and Nanne8 have returned, since, if I am not mistaken, they left on Thursday. 
If they have returned you will have received my letter. I am glad to hear the continuation of good 
news about our Demassari9 sisters, whom I hope will go on always from good to better. 

                                                 
1 Giuseppina Morali, a novice (Lett. 1444) 
2 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of the House at Bargamo(II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
3 Don Giuseppe Gavazzeni, Extraordinary Confessor of the Community at Bergamo(II/1, Lett. 584, n. 2) 
4 Caterina Carminati, novice at Verona (III/1, Lett. 1273, n. 2) 
5 Marianna Ravelli, novice at Verona (Lett. 1622, n.) 
6 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
7 Ludovica Rambaldo, Governor of the Hospital (I, Lett. 18, n. 2) 
8 Michele and Nanne, the coachmen of Verona  
9 Floriana and Irene Demasarri who entered the novitiate (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
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When you write to me, ask dear Beatrice10 to add a list of all those Priests who have joined in 
offering the Holy Mass once a month, in thanksgiving for the privileges granted to our Most Holy 
Mother11. I too will add the names of those whom I find available. 

Do not get tired of praying for me in this novena to the Sorrowful Mary Most Holy and to St 
Joseph. In my poverty, I will do the same for you. Everything is going on well. I embrace you 
warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity12 
14 March 1826 

 

Please, have the Rules read once a week. I am happy that it is done in the Refectory. I 
recommend to you to offer suffrages for Chechino the coachman, and to pray much for the affairs I 
have in hand. Durini13 will reach only during Easter week. So it is better that I wait for her here. 
Give my respects to Don Franco14 and to our (ecclesiastical) Superior15. 
 

To Lady 
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
Addressed to: Verdari  
at the Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA
                                                 

10 Beatrice Olivieri (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
11 Our Lady, Mother of Jesus. This devotion was propagated by Magdalene. (cf. A 125) 
12 The last line and signature are Magdalene’s 
13 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene (I, Lett. 2) 
14 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor at Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2)  
15 Msgr. Vicenzo Ruzzenenti, Superior of the House at Verona (II/1, Lett. 490, n.1)  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

22.3.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                              1647 
Magdalene enumerates the many things to be done at the level of internal administration. She is aware of 
everything and tries to solve as many as she can. External news: the Emperor Francesco I seems to be 
improving after a serious illness. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

The Spiritual Exercises are over to our great satisfaction, thanks be to God. My health is good.  
I hope that besides Michele’s letter, you will have received mine through the post. Tell the 

dear secretary1 that although I do not doubt that you are as strong as a tower, nevertheless every 
time she writes for you, I want detailed news about your health. I understand with pleasure and 
confirm what dear Cattina2 wrote to me. You will find a few lines here in reply to hers. Kindly ask 
my friend Metilde3 whether Mr. Bortolo Rusenenti has received an answer about that little fund of 
Marano. Recommend that he keeps the matter alive so that we may acquire it, which appears to me 
to be more suitable, and that even the others which Mr. Battista proposed, are not to be dropped. I 
am sorry to hear about Don Apulegio’s serious illness. If he is still alive, find a prudent way to 
assure him, through Michele Masina4, that I will not fail to pray for him, and that when he reaches 
heaven to enjoy the fruits of the merits of Jesus Christ, he should remember me and remember to 
kiss the feet of Mary Most Holy for me. 

After writing till here, I received another letter dated 18th. First of all I want to say how sorry I 
am that dear Teresina Conzatti5 needed a blood-letting. I think that Beatrice has profitted by it. So I 
think that it will help even Teresina to terminate that bad cold which has been disturbing her for 
some time. 

Regarding the document for the father of the Demassari6 novices let Mezzari do it, informing 
him first of everything in detail. You can, before speaking to Mezzari, speak to my friend Metilde 
who knows the family better than any of us. The document must be, according to me, an assurance 
of 400 napoleons on the free goods of Dr. Demassari. If it were possible to gently establish the time 
for reimbursement, it would be good, because we would know when we could get that capital. 
Regarding Margi7, my dear daughter, I wish that she should write to me a letter on her own, when I 
will be in Bergamo, and in which she could state whatever she wishes. To me she said that she 
wanted the heirs to accept the conditions that they had already proposed, otherwise she would not 
agree. Let her write to me if she is of the same mind now and also if she wants something similar, 
so that I may have a line to show, in her own handwriting.  

As regards Beppina Morali8 I am convinced that she will not stay, except if a miracle 
happens. Let the Lord do what He thinks is best! Regarding the niece of the poor Archpriest 
Galvani9, if the number is still the same as when I left, tell her that if there is place, I will take her. 
As regards the hospital you managed yourself very well in everything. 

Kindly do me the favour of sending for Mr. Francesco Bongiovanni10.  Request him that when 
he has completed the document which I asked of him, to send it to me together with the document 

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339 n.5) 
2 Cattina  Carminati, novice at Verona (III/1, Lett. 1273, n.2) 
3 Metilde  Bunioli, of the Community at Verona (III/2, Lett. 1612, n.1) 
4 Michele Masina, the carriage driver (I, lett. 357) 
5 Teresa Conzatti, at Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n. 3). The name is spelt wrong. 
6 Floriana and Irene Demassari, novices (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 

  7 Maria Minori, then in Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2)  

  8 Giuseppina Morali, novice  (cf. Lett. 1444). 

  9 Nicola Galvani, the deceased Confessor of Magdalene (I, Lett. 47, n.3) 
10 Francesco Dongiovanni, Bonifacio Canossa’s lawyer (I, Lett. 88, n.2) 
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of Annunziata Caccia11. Keep this with you and ask someone to copy it in detail on thin paper, and 
send it to me at Bergamo by mail. It is enough that I have it next week. In your letter, I found one 
from good Teodora Campostrini12 in which she writes at what level she is, as dear Beatrice knows. 
What I proposed to her did not happen and I did not have to solve it. I want to serve that gentleman 
to whom it belongs, as well as my dear Margherita Rosmini13. Therefore, through Mr. Battista, I 
would like you to propose it to Lady Leopoldina14, who perhaps might accept it willingly.  

Similarly, I wish you to tell my friend Metilde that we have forgotten to talk about the affairs 
of the father of Mr. Achile who was waiting for us to tell Battista to go in person. Therefore, either 
write the reply or send Metilde to tell Mr. Achile in Maffei’s house, that I have done the little I 
could and that now the rest is up to him. 

I embrace you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Milan 22 March 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15 
 

My dear daughter, make a novena to our Most Holy Mother for our saintly Emperor16 who 
was seriously ill these days. Today in Milan the news is that he is improving. However, kindly go 
on praying. 

                                                 
11 Annunciata Caccia, of the Community at Verona (Lett. 1610, n. 6) 

  12Teodora Campostrini, Foundress of the Minime della Carita di Maria Addolorata (II/1, Lett. 466, n. 9)  

  13 Margherita Rosmini who entered the novitiate in 1824 (I, Lett. 342, n. 4) 
14 Leopoldina Naudet, Foundress of the Suore della Sacra Famiglia (I, Lett. 193, n. 5) 
15 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
16 Francesco I, Emperor (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

22.3.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                              1648  
The Holy Jubilee has begun in Venice and Magdalene is happy because the Community can acquire the 
indulgences in their own chapel. Magdalene will not leave Milan till Durini’s return. Then she will leave for 
Venice, bringing some help. She is sorry about the prolonged illness of their Superior, Fr. Marino and she 
invites them to pray for him and for the Emperor. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

Today we finished the Exercises for the Ladies and I will try to write to you a few lines, my 
dear daughter, to confirm the good news about us. This morning I received your dear letter. I am 
very happy that you have the Holy Jubilee. Here they are saying that they will publish it tomorrow, 
and that it will commence on Whit Sunday. I rejoice too, to hear that all of you can gain the 
indulgence in our House. Remember me too and pray for a very important matter about which I will 
talk to you later. I will stay here for another fifteen days, since I want to see my good friend1 who is 
due to return during Easter week, after her long journey till Naples. 

I hear that our holy old man’s2 condition is stationary. I would not want him to become a 
chronic invalid. Well, may God’s will be done. I am sure that you will do very well what I wrote to 
you about. I will write to Mr. Francesco3 without doubt, on Wednesday.  

I beg you to let me know by the next mail whether Don Francesco Luzzo4 is in Venice or 
whether he has gone to preach elsewhere. Tell me also whether you handed him that letter I 
included, in reply to his ….5 

After having written till here, I did not succeed to send you this letter. Therefore, here 
enclosed is a reply for the excellent Francesco and a few lines for Don Luzzo. Believe me, my dear 
daughter, that I do not yet see the hour when I will embrace all of you and bring you some helpers. I 
am happy about what you write, that all the other Companions too are pleased that the two I will 
bring will be a consolation. Rosa della Croce6 is now in Bergamo as I think I wrote to you. I 
received your letter, together with a copy of the reply that Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri gave to the 
Government about the schools. 

My dear daughter, before answering, Mr. Giuseppe had already consulted  ... so everything 
will be fine. But if ever similar papers are sent to you, please send me a copy of them. Had you sent 
me this one, I would also have sent you a copy of the reply, because the Government of Verona and 
Bergamo had sent me a similar paper and I gave them my reply. Do not worry for this time. 
Everything will go on well. 

Here in Milan our girls are praying much for the health of our excellent Emperor7. You too, if 
you have not yet done so, please let the girls in school begin a novena to Mary Most Holy at once, 
for our good Emperor who is seriously ill these days. 

Being in a hurry, I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Milan, 22 March 18228                                  
My dearest daughter, I am 

 
 PS  I did not get an opportunity to write to Don Luzzo, so you will find only the letter to Mr. Padenghe. 

                                                 
1 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2) 
2 Fr. Provincial, Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
3 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Institute’s works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
4 Don Francesco Luzzo is the one who began the Oratory of the Sons of Charity in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n. 4) 
5 The dots are in the letter 
6 Rosa della Croce of the community of Bergamo (Lett.1487) 
7 Francesco I, Emperor of Austria (I, Lett. 283, n.2) 
8 The date written is 1822, but it is evident that it should be 1826 
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Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
                            VENICE 

                                                 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

28.3.1826    Milan                                                                                                                                            1649  
Magdalene confides that the old Provincial is recovering physically as well as in lucidity of mind. Then he 
can nominate his successor from among the 3 names proposed to him. She is waiting to leave, but only after 
she has met Durini who has yet to arrive. She is sorry because it seems taken for granted that the Patriarch, 
Msgr. Pyrcher will be leaving Venice. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter,                       Milan, 28 March 1826 
You cannot imagine, my dear daughter, how much consolation you gave me with the good 

news of the improvement of our holy old Provincial1. Let us hope that the Lord will give him back 
to us. Who knows that with time he will get stronger and recover his lucidity of mind! You have 
done very well to give a note with the three names to the good Mr. Francesco2, so that at an 
opportune moment he can be questioned about the object of our desire. 

Do not worry about the Paper of the enquiry. As I have already written in my previous letter, 
everything will go well. You will do well another time to send a copy to me, because as usual, no 
matter how urgent it may seem, the said Paper may not need a quick reply. It will do no harm to 
reply a few days later. When you see that you cannot do it, do as in fact you have done. You have 
done very well to pray for our August Sovereign3. Continue so that he may recover fully.  

I am sorry to hear that dear Orsola4 is suffering because of her ailments. Wish her for me. I 
thank the Lord that I am keeping fairly well. My friend Durini5 has not yet arrived in Milan. But she 
is expected any day. I want to embrace her before I leave. 

At the latest, I hope to leave for Bergamo on Tuesday of the next week. Soon after the 
Exercises that we shall have there for the Merchants, I will return to Verona. Then I shall come over 
there as soon as I can.  

Please reciprocate my good wishes to those persons who had the goodness to wish me, as you 
said in your letter. 

I embrace you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. If you meet 
Don Luzzo6 wish him for me.  

With great regret I came to know from the good Mr. Alessandri7 that we will lose our worthy 
Patriarch Pyrcher8. This is a real misfortune. Do not cease to pray for his successor during your 
Holy Communions. When you meet Msgr. Albrizzi9 entreat him on my behalf to pray very much to 
Mary Most Holy and to St Lawrence Giustiniani for this intention. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

MILAN 
VENICE 
                            31 Mar(ch)  
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity   S. Lucia  - VENICE  (    10 The letter is signed by Magdalene.) 

                                                 
1 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior of the Community in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, Procurator of the Institute’s works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 Francesco I, Emperor of Austria (I, Lett. 283, n. 2) 
4 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n. 1)  
5 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett.2)  
6 Don Francesco Luzzo (I, Lett. 412, n. 4)  
7 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
8 Msgr. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice  (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1)  
9 Msgr Giuseppe Albrizzi, Canon and Parish Priest of S. Marco, Venice  (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

28.3.1826    Milan                                                                                                                                            1650 

The spring rains have brought many illnesses to the weaker Sisters. Magdalene is especially worried about 
the precarious health of Beatrice Olivieri. She hopes she will have a speedy recovery. She announces that 
Bragato’s prayers and those of the novices for the Diocese of Massa are having consoling results. Bishop 
Zoppi will send some young girls to Verona to be educated as teachers for the countryside. She has not dealt 
further with Don Giovanni Palazzi because the Spiritual Exercises have been postponed again. As regards 
Morali, who is always in doubt whether to remain or to return to her family, may God’s will be done.   

V.G.M         My dearest daughter, 

I am replying to your dear letter of the 25th. First of all, my dear daughter, I say that I am sorry 
for the companions who are continually sick. I attribute this also to the bad weather. Here it is some 
time that we have had only rain, wind and humidity. I think that it must be the same there. 
Therefore, the weaker ones will feel their aches and pains all the more. Tell dear Beatrice1 that I 
embrace her warmly, that I want her absolutely to have courage, and that with a little patience her 
illness will come to an end. It is necessary that she should prepare to work even more. My dear 
daughter, know that the prayers of the dear novices for the Diocese2 that is so much in need, are 
beginning to have their effect. It is likely that four girls will be sent by that holy Bishop3 to Verona 
to be trained as teachers. The above-mentioned Bishop has begun to do all he can to have the 
Institute there. Please, tell all this to the good novices, and tell them, in my name, that now they 
should re-double their prayers, because the devil is very unhappy about the good of that Diocese. It 
is necessary to have courage. God makes use of weak and good-for-nothing people to spread His 
glory, so that we may recognize that everything comes from Him and that He wants us to remain in 
our nothingness. 

Regarding my dealings with the excellent preacher Palazzi4 for the Exercises there, after 
presenting my respects, please tell Don Francesco5 that I do not find it convenient to engage him. 
One of these days he will be free, having finished preaching at Milan. Being very active, he will 
undoubtedly have other commitments around Venice. The last time he favoured me, he told me he 
is longing to return. Besides, I do not yet know when I shall be really free. My friend Durini6 has 
not yet arrived. I must go to Bergamo for the Spiritual Exercises for the merchants. I hope to leave 
from here, the latest by Tuesday of the coming week. You can see, my dear daughter, I cannot, nor 
would it be convenient to keep a person, an outsider, all these days. Therefore, I absolutely cannot 
think of employing him. The Lord will not fail to provide us with another suitable preacher at the 
right time. In the meantime, thank Don Francesco for what he is doing to promote the Exercises. 

I am waiting to hear the result of the affairs of Mr. Achille, as also the decision of our good 
Morali7, whom I have very much at heart. Perhaps her father will come here today. May the Lord 
grant us the grace to do what is for His greater glory! 

My health is fairly good, and that of Cristina8 too. I am enclosing a short letter for the good 
Marianna Campostrini9, written by Cristina. I embrace all of you warmly. Give my best wishes to 
my friend Metilde. With the greatest affection I cordially sign, 

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339 n.5) 
2 The Diocese of Massa 
3 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
4 Don Giovanni Palazzi, a noted Venetian orator (III/1, Lett. 1300, n.11) 
5 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor at Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
6 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
7 Giuseppina Morali, a novice (Lett. 1444) 
8 Cristina Pilotti is in Milan with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
9 The Jubilarian Marianna Campostrini (Lett. 1645, n.10) 
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My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan 28 March 1826 

 

When you have the paper of Mr. Francesco Bongiovanni10, send me a copy. Regarding the 
Exercises, if I can free myself quickly from Bergamo, we could think of approaching the people of 
Verona once again. In the meantime, keep contact with as many Ladies as you can. The point is that 
the Ladies should come. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

 

Do me the favour of giving the small letter to Lady Margherita12.  
Tell me something about the Jubilee and what they are proposing to have, so that I may adjust 
myself. 

                                                 
10 The lawyer of the Canossa family (I, Lett. 88, n.2) 
11 This letter is signed by Magdalene. 
12 Margherita Rosmini, a novice at Verona (I, Lett. 342, n.4)  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

2.4.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                                 1651 

The inclement weather continues to plague several weak Sisters, among who is Olivieri. Magdalene 
promises her that on her return she will bring her a piece of the veil of Our Lady of Loreto. She wants her to 
be cured and to work much. She is satisfied with the progress of various affairs. Her departure for Bergamo 
is imminent.  

My dearest daughter, 

I am replying in a hurry to your dear letter although I am weighed down with work, dear 
daughter.  

I am sorry to hear that these little indispositions1 have become so popular these days. But 
what amazes me more than anything else, is the foolishness of Beatrice2 who has no faith. Tell her 
that if my prophecy has no effect, the prayer that I make to Mary Most Holy will have its effect, 
because I hope that she will recover and will have to work. My dear daughter, I assure you that God 
wants us to have more and more work to do. On my arrival at Verona I have many things to tell you 
that will astonish you. 

I continue with news of good Teresa3, and of Pierina4 who I heard, had a blood-letting. Please 
tell Beatrice that when I come I shall bring a bit of the veil of Our Lady of Loreto which I will make 
her take. I really want her to get over with it. I also think that it was on account of the horrible 
weather that makes weak persons feel ill. Here too, we had our sick ones. One of these nights, 
Cristina5 had such a bad attack of pain that we all had to get up in the middle of the night. Elena6 
too had an attack of her illness in these days. In short, all the weaker ones have suffered. I hope the 
good weather will disband our hospital. 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for all the news you give me about our internal affairs which I 
feel are all getting on well. 

Regarding the Marano7 fund, I am sure that the good Mr. GioBatta8 will take full 
responsibility as if it were his own. 

I hope to leave for Bergamo on Tuesday of the coming week. My health is reasonably good, 
but to tell you the truth, I am rather tired because I have no time to rest. I embrace you with all my 
heart united with all the dear Companions.  Wish my friend Metilde9 for me. I leave you in the 
Heart of Mary Most Holy. Write to me again by the ordinary post and send it to Bergamo. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 
                                                 

1 Many Sisters with minor indispositions 
2 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior  at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
3 Teresa Spasciani, of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
4 Pierina Moro, of the Community of Verona (II/1, Lett. 465) 
5 Cristina Pilotti is at Milan with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
6 Elena Bernardi, of Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
7 Marano, Agricultural Centre of the Province of Vicenza 
8 Giovanni Battista of the pharmacy at Porta dei Borsari in Verona (I, Lett.145, n. 6) 
9 Metilde Bunioli of the Community of Verona ( Lett. 1612, n. 1) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO  
5.4.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                            1652 

Giuseppina Morali has returned to her family and Magdalene is happy about it, so is Pilotti. Before 
receiving people from Bergamo Magdalene would like them “to undergo three hundred years, three months 
and three days of probation.” Magdalene will go to Verona soon, especially for the Spiritual Exercises for 
the Ladies, for whom however nothing has yet been organized definitively. 

V.G.M        My dearest daughter, 

I reached Bergamo happily after a very good journey, my dear daughter. There I had the 
pleasure of finding your dear letter. Do not be scandalized, but know that I felt a sincere joy on 
hearing of the departure of good Giuseppina Morali1. On telling it to Cristina2 this morning, she too 
was greatly consoled. May the Lord grant us the grace that, whoever is unhappy, returns to her 
home. I would rather have only three who are happy than a hundred who are hesitant. You too 
should join us in thanking the Lord, and do not be distressed, my dear daughter. 

About the chocolate, I found Metilde’s3 reflection right and prudent. Agree with her about it, 
if you think it good, when you return the accounts to Mr. Morali. You can tell him that besides the 
little money which is left, we also have the chocolate which I did not want to be used. Therefore, 
put it in Beppina’s trunk. If Morali requests you to accept it, keep it. It should not sound as if we are 
doing it out of spite, because the daughter has left us. Before receiving aspirants from Bergamo, I 
would like them to undergo three hundred years, three months and three days of probation. 

It seems to me, that the Exercises for our Ladies of Verona are very doubtful, because the 
proposals of my sister are only opinions, and therefore, not binding. I read some which I think have 
a reason. They say that they will not come. At this point it is impossible for me, for important 
reasons which I will tell you orally, to really respond about the time of the Exercises, and when I 
should be free for Verona. I am trying from day to day, to see if it is possible to begin them here. 
These will be only for eight days. Soon after that, I will return to Verona. In case I must delay for 
some days, I will write something more on this matter, and also about the general confessions you 
tell me to ask Don Francesco4, with your usual goodness. Please present my respects to him. 

About accompanying the girls to visit the Churches in order to gain the indulgences of the 
Holy Jubilee, I am quite satisfied with whatever our ecclesiastical Superior judges. Please, convey 
to him my most cordial respects. Considering that the Jubilee will continue for six months, if you 
find suitable persons to whom you can entrust the girls, even two or three each time, it seems to me 
it is a good thing that we go around less. I repeat, I always leave it to the decision of the 
ecclesiastical Superior. 

Ask dear Margì5 and give me a reply by the next post, whether she permits me, during the 
days of the Exercises for the Ladies, in case I am in need, to use the furniture that she left in our 
care. For example the copper vessels and those kinds of things I may need, which we will put back 
in their place afterwards. I remind you also to show Margì’s letter to Mr. Carlo Volpi, who comes 
here continually to settle the place. In the meantime, as I hear, let us continue to carry out 
expenditures. Now I think we are installing the water pipes. Tell dear Beatrice6 that when I come I 
will bring her a medicine that was given to me on Monday and which will cure her perfectly. My 
good wishes to my Metilde. I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Heart of Mary Most 
Holy. 

                                                 
1 Giuseppina Morali, the novice who returned home 
2 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
3 Metilde Bunioli, of the Community of  Verona  (Lett. 1612, n. 1) 
4 Don Francesco Brugnoli,  Confessor at S. Giuseppe, Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
5 Maria Minori, of the Verona Community (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2)) 
6 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of the Verona Community (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
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My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 5 April 1826 
_______________ 
NB  Magdalene’s signature has been removed from the letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

6.4.1826    Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1653 
Magdalene is tired, but she has reached Bergamo comfortably. Now she begs Elena to send her some things 
that she and Cristina had left behind and are in need of. With these she should also send the clogs Rosa 
Masina has left behind. 

My dearest daughter,                                         Bergamo, 6 April 1826 
 

Our journey, as you have heard from our servant knight, could not have been better. We 
arrived at Bergamo at about seven in the evening. I found all these Companions in good health. 
They offer you their warm greetings and thanks. 

To tell you the truth, I am a bit tired today. But I hope I will feel better after a short rest, 
because even this morning I had to stay in the parlour for quite a long while on account of some 
business, as it happens very often. 

My dear daughter, I look forward to receive news from you, especially about Tagliabue1 and 
Ferrari2. Please greet all these Companions for me. I embrace them heartily. I recommend that you 
take care of yourself and be cheerful. My dear daughter, I want you to work for and love the Lord 
much. Therefore be cheerful. 

I leave you hastily in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
 

Rosina Masina3 begs you to send her the pair of clogs she left in the room where she was 
sleeping, because they are more comfortable because of her corns. She presents to you her gratitude 
and affection. Cristina4 too does the same. Both of them thank you deeply for everything. 

My dear daughter, please send me a small tin lamp and tell me how much it costs. 
When you remember, Cristina would like you to send her the thick paper you bought to make 

the registers. She left it in the room where she was writing. This is because we do not find any of 
that quality, neither here nor in Verona. 

Although she knows that it is troublesome, she begs you to send her a few seeds of big thistles 
to make the rose bottoms. Please, try not to forget them.  

You will receive two handkerchiefs that the Companions took away by mistake to Bergamo, 
because they may belong to the Novices. 

Tell dear Antonietta5 that I remind her of those dry flowers still left to be made. Please give 
me some news of the father of good Maddalena6. 

I embrace you warmly and leave you hastily in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I will write to 
you at length on Wednesday. I remind you about the Brief of the Indulgences. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

                                                 
1 Antonia Tagliabue, in the House of Milan (Lett. 1630, n.1) 
2 GIUSEPPA FERRARI, born in Milan in 1805. She entered there in 1824, and died in 1861. She was a cook, 

cellarer and portress.  
3 Rosa Masini, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) The name is spelt wrong. 
4 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
5 Antonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 529, n. 9) 
6 Maddalena Crippa, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett.530) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  There are a lot of grammatical mistakes. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

 (After April 6, 1826)   Bergamo                                                                                                                     1654 

Magdalene asks for a few small errands, and also to send Masini’s clogs that Bernardi had forgotten about.  
In Bergamo, the Exercises for the lady Merchants had to be suspended because the one promoting them is 
very ill.  Magdalene will leave for Verona soon. 
 

My dearest daughter,  

Since this is the last time I send you the mail man, I trust you to do things well, as you usually 
do.  First of all, I beg you to send me five arms of fine woollen yarn, exactly like the sample I 
enclose.  See that it is fine, because otherwise I would not be able to bear it, as we go towards 
summer. 

Please look in the little bundle that dear Elena1 must have sent you last week to be sent to me 
in Bergamo, as she wrote to me. See whether, because of her many occupations, she has forgotten 
to send me the clogs of Rosina2.  The latter cannot walk without them.  Send me also some patterns 
of embroidery for the corners of handkerchiefs that Elena had to send me.  I remind you to send 
Cristina the straw cross that you gave her. 

We were not able to carry out the Spiritual Exercises for the lady Merchants here, because of 
the serious illness of the lady who was promoting them, that is, the leader of the group.  Therefore, I 
intend to leave for Verona this coming week. 

Be good, my dear daughter, and remember to be always cheerful. 
  Miserable though I am, I will not forget to keep you as well as all our Companions in my 

heart. My great hurry does not permit me to write longer.  I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

I would like very much, that for seven days, you make the girls in school recite the Hail Mary 
seven times to Our Most Holy Mother of Sorrows. I would like that you too recite them for my 
intention, before Her holy image in our Oratory. 

Send me the bill for the expenses of the bodice. 
In Cristina’s name3, send someone to my Durini4. Ask her whether she has found the 

biography of her sister Arconati5, which she had promised her and give her my compliments.  
Tell Visconti6 that up to now Caterina7 is doing well.  She cannot behave better. 

Your affectionate Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity8 

To Domenica 
                                                 

1 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Via della Chiusa, Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 The clogs of Rosa 
3 Cristina Pilotti, in Bergamo with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
4 Countess Carolina Durini, friend of Magdalene (I, Lett. 2) 
5 Countess Teresa Arconati Trotti, Carolina’s sister (I, Lett. 2, n.9) 
6 Countess Luigia Castelli Visconti,  friend of Magdalene (I, Lett. 374) 
7 CATERINA COMISSOLI, born in Milan in 1802, entered in 1825, died in 1881.  She served as door keeper, 

sacristan and Assistant  
8 The signature is Magdalene’s, but the letter is full of grammatical errors. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

8.4.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                      1655 
Magdalene has arrived at Bergamo for the Exercises of the Merchant Ladies which will probably be 
postponed because of the illness of the chief organizer. She is thinking of the possibility of introducing this 
branch at Verona. It is something which she has very much at heart. 

V.G.M My dearest daughter, 

I begin by telling you, my dear daughter, that on Tuesday I reached Bergamo comfortably 
from Milan. I found all our dear Companions in good health. I hoped to find some of your letters 
since I have Orsola1 very much at heart. I do not know, because I do not remember, whether I wrote 
to you to send your letters to Bergamo. Well, I hope to receive post either from you or from Milan, 
tomorrow. My dear daughter I must inform you that soon a young Venetian girl, sent by me, will 
come to you and ask to speak to you. She came to know something about our Institute, and wishing 
to become a religious, she wants to know something about our way of life, the Institute, and also 
about the expenses. Perhaps, she will come during the novena of Pentecost. Should she come 
earlier, tell her everything, also about the interior life and the spirit that will be expected of her. As 
you know, I have come here for the Holy Exercises of the Merchant Ladies. But the lady promoting 
them has fallen seriously ill and the devil is taking advantage and doing his best to prevent the 
Spiritual Exercises. On my part, I am ready to begin them even with only one person. But we shall 
see what the others think. Even in Verona some Ladies would like to have the Spiritual Exercises 
with us. To tell you the truth, since this is our first House and we have never had the Exercises 
there, I would make any sacrifice to have this branch introduced. 

Please entrust this matter to the Lord that we may do His Holy Will in everything. 
I am waiting eagerly for news about dear Orsola. I am in a hurry because I must send this to 

the post. Embracing you from my heart, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Bergamo, 8 April 1826 
    your most affectionate Mother 

    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2  
To Lady 
Lady Giuseppe Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity,  
S. Lucia,   

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Orsola Bonomi, of the Community of Venice (Lett. 981, n. 1)  
2 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

8.4.1826    Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1656 
While giving the same good news of Bergamo already given to Faccioli and to Terragnoli, Magdalene 
requests Bragato, accompanied by Spasciani, to deliver a letter to her brother Marquis Bonifacio. He must 
obtain a passport for her to go to Loreto, a journey that will mask her visit to Coriano, where they hope for a 
union of a group of ex-religious and their collaborators with her Institute. But the political agitation against 
the Pontifical Government is a cause of worry. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter,                        Bergamo, 8 April 1826 
 

I write just a few lines, my dear daughter, to confirm the good news. My health is good. I am 
enclosing a letter to my brother1. Open it, read it and then you can infer, my dear daughter, how 
much I am in need of prayer. Seal it, and then give it to him with your own hands if you can, taking 
care that it is securely closed, and then handed over personally. Do not speak of its contents to 
anyone except Metilde2 and Beatrice3.  

I do not know yet whether the Exercises for the merchants can be held here. It seems to me 
that the devil is trying to overpower everything today because things are not changing. I am about to 
write to the preacher to tell him that I do not need him. With the ordinary post on Wednesday, by 
which time I will know for sure, I shall write to you concerning this and about the Exercises in 
Verona. Regarding the letter to my brother, listen, my dear daughter, if he is in Verona, I would like 
you to go to him personally. You can take Teresa4 with you as she is my secretary. She knows my 
great desire to go to Loreto5.  

Recommend to my brother to speed things up as much as he can to obtain a passport for me, 
because I would like to return before the excessive heat begins. Recommend to him not to speak 
about this. Let me know whether I have to do something in Venice. I would like to know the state of 
health of all of you. Today I have no time to write more. Entrust me, and have others to entrust me 
to the Holy Angels and to St Agnes. I leave all of you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy, while 
embracing you sincerely.  

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

Pray above all to Mary Most Holy.
                                                 

1 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa (I, Lett. 351) 
2 Metilde Bunioli, of the Community of Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
3 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
4 Teresa Spasciani, of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
5 Basilica of Loreto in the Province of Ancona (I, Lett. 265, n. 1) 
6 The postscript and signature are Magdalene’s 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

10.4.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                         1657 
The Exercises for the Ladies have been postponed once again. Magdalene is ready to return to Verona and 
she asks Bragato to send for the coachman. She points out what Bragato should do regarding the money left 
by Morali, the postulant who returned to her family. For the rest they will settle things orally. 

My dearest daughter, 

First of all, I thank the Lord, my dear daughter, on hearing that our sick companions are 
getting better. As we are in for good weather, I hope they will all recover completely. 

Cristina2 embraces you warmly. She is very happy to hear of the prosperity of her old lady. 
The Exercises have been dropped because of the serious illness that the Lord is pleased to send to 
our organizer. Therefore, I hope to return to Verona by Wednesday of the coming week, that is, 
leave from here. On Saturday, I will write whether you should send the coachman to take me on 
Monday. In the meantime, my dear daughter, see to these things. 

We shall settle all the rest when I come: regarding the Exercises over there, as well as for the 
sum of money for which you told me you did not know whether you had to find an occasion to send 
it to the Superior at Venice, and about the visit for the Jubilee. 

Then, about Morali3, let me tell you that they have not yet returned. The money that you told 
me you did not know whether you had to put in the trunk of their daughter, send it to me, for greater 
security, together with the account, through Michele. If Morali comes to Bergamo before Saturday, 
I will write to you. I intend to go to Rovato tomorrow morning because, due to some business 
matters, the work on the building cannot proceed until I go there.  

My health is fairly good, though I am feeling very tired. 
I embrace you cordially, and in a great hurry, because the Companions are doing the 

Exercises today, as I told them to do, in preparation for the Jubilee. I leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary.  

My dear daughter, I will relate many things to you when I come. With regard to Morali’s 
money: if on Saturday I write that these people have arrived here, then send me the money, as I 
have already mentioned above. But if they do not come, keep the money and make the account 
when Mr. Giovanni arrives. Otherwise, we shall find a way to pay it here. 

I inform you also that in case my letter written on Saturday reaches you only on Monday, and 
you think it better to send the coach for me on Tuesday, it does not matter. So instead of 
Wednesday, I will leave here on Thursday. 

 

Bergamo, 10 April 1826 
 

Send me all the things of Checchina4 through Michele5, that is, the habits and linen. Send me 
also some good oil, for I tell you that here, besides being very dear, it is not good at all and cannot 
be eaten; while that of Milan is too expensive. Please send me one of the biggest bottles you have in 
the house. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

 

                                                 
2 Cristina Pilotti is at Bergamo with Magdalene. (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
3 Giuseppina Morali, who returned to her family (cf. Lett. 1444) 
4 Francesca Trioni, niece of Durini’s maid and who is a member of the Community at Bergamo (I, Lett. 278, n. 5) 
5 Michele Masina, the coachman (I, Lett. 357) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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I request you to see if you have a small book with a summary version of the Indulgences of 
the Madonna of the Girdle7, because our good Magdalene, who greets you warmly, is enrolled in 
that Company. 

                                                 
7 The members of the Company or Congregation of the MADONNA OF THE GIRDLE wear a hair-shirt belt near 

the skin. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

16.4.1826    Bergamo                                                                                                                                        1658 
At Bergamo there is nothing but fine air, and so Magdalene requests Angela to send not only the coachman 
to fetch her but also some seeds. Since the journey to Loreto, or better to Coriano, is doubtful, she is thinking 
of organizing a course for the country teachers so that Verona may have all the Branches of Charity as set 
down in the Rules. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I am replying to your dear letter, my dear daughter. I am very happy to hear our sick 
companions continue to do well. 

I thank you for the care and diligence with which you gave the letter to my brother1. I also 
foresaw that the matter would not remain secret, but what matters to me is that, as much as it can, it 
remains so. I still do not know anything precisely. 

Regarding Morali2, my dear daughter, know that when I came to know the way she left, I 
imagined that you would have another moment of anguish. Perhaps, she will quieten down with 
time, but you are right to say that you need prayer. You have done well to keep the chocolate  

As regards Maria3, according to me, the doctor has done well to order the cauterization in 
order to save her eyes.  

As I said in my last letter, today I confirm that you can send the coachman to fetch me. If this 
letter reaches you on Sunday, and you can easily send to fetch me on Monday, please do it. 
Otherwise, send for me on Tuesday.  

It seems to me that I have already written to you to send me all the things of Chechina4. 
Please, send me some seeds of carrots and different kinds of salad, for here there is nothing else but 
fine air. I inform you beforehand, my dear daughter, that since my journey to Loreto has not been 
confirmed and I am uncertain even now, I have arranged to receive the teachers from the 
countryside, this time in Verona. This is because I desire that all the branches of the work of the 
Institute be instituted in this first House of ours. So I will bring along Saibante5 to help these girls in 
the works and for writing, because, as you know, I have to send Rosa della Croce6 to Venice, and I 
do not see how I can engage dear Rosmini7 in this, as she is busy in the Novitiate. 

Similarly, I inform you that I will probably come to Verona together with a young woman 
who has come to be trained for the rural areas. But within these few days that she is here it seems 
likely that she will remain as a Daughter of Charity, and has already provided for her needs. 

I believe that Morali has arrived, but from what I understand, she is in the same state of mind 
as her father told you. 

Do not get tired of praying for me, though I do not doubt it. At my coming, I will relate a lot 
of joyful news, but I still have a great need of God. I shall tell you about all these things orally. 
Meanwhile, I embrace all of you from my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

I recommend that you prepare a bed for the young lady I am bringing, because she is not a 
teacher for the countryside. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
                                                 

1 . Marquis Bonifacio, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
2 Giuseppina Morali, the novice who left to return to her family (cf. Lett. 1444) 

3 MARIA BESSINI, born at Verona in 1794, entered the novitiate in 1818, was teacher of the little children during 
the day and nurse in the evening. Nothing is known about the year of her death. 

4 Francesca Trioni, niece of Durini’s maid, and in the Community of Bergamo (I, Lett. 278, n. 5) 
5 ROSA SAIBANTE, born in Verona in 1802 and entered the novitiate there in 1818. She was brought back from 

Bergamo to Verona (Lett. 1545, n. 4) 
6  Rosa della Croce, died in 1831(Lett. 1487, n. 5) 
7 Margherita Rosmini, then a novice at Verona  (I, Lett. 342, n. 4) 
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As soon as you receive this letter of mine, let Biadego8 begin the Exercises, and if you can, 
even Salterini9. We shall give them the tablò of Our Lady10.  

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

Bergamo, 16 April 1826  
                                                 

  8 Rosa Biadego, novice. she entered in 1826 (Lett. 1456, n. 19) 

  9 Domenica Salterini, of the Community of Verona (III/1, lett. 1345, n. 1) 
10 The ceremony of receiving the tablò of Our Lady of Sorrows, on the completion of the Novitiate 
11 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

23.4.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1659 
A Parish Priest requested Msgr. Rosata, Vicar of Venice, to send him information about the Institute. But 
since Magdalene does not know exactly what he wants, she begs him to address his questions to Verona. She 
no longer has hopes to resolve the problem with the Provincial, Fr. Marino, because his illness is getting 
worse. In the meantime, in Cristina’s name, she inquires about the cost of a statue of Our Lady of Sorrows, 
made of plaster of Paris or partly of wax, which Cristina wants to buy. She asks Terragnoli to prepare four 
beds because Magdalene will arrive with three others, one of whom is Marianna Francesconi. 

V.G.M My dearest daughter, 

I am writing from Verona, my dear daughter, and also replying to your dear letter which dear 
Angelina1 gave me as soon as I reached here. But first of all, I want to give you news of us. I 
arrived here happily in the evening after a very good journey. I am keeping well, thanks to the Lord, 
except for a little tiredness. I found these dear Companions too, in sufficiently good health, 
including the sickly ones. Besides, now we have cold weather here. Consequently some have to take 
care of themselves. I hear with pleasure that you too, are protecting yourselves. I hope that in future, 
with a little help you will have some relief.  

    Now let us come to what you are looking for, on behalf of Msgr. Rosada2. Convey to him my 
humble respects and thanks. Since he has the goodness to want to hear what I think about the 
information asked about us, tell him that I do not know anything. Even after reflecting about it, I 
cannot guess the reasons behind the request made by a particular person, as he says. Neither can I 
imagine who this Parish Priest is, who is seeking for such information. Therefore, I think it 
opportune, if it is possible, that the Patriarchal Chancellery should not release the prepared papers. 
Instead, I would advise him to reply to the one who asks, to turn to me or to this House of S. 
Giuseppe in Verona where, without doubt, he can be pleased to receive the information he needs.  

I came to know from your letter to dear Angelina, how our holy old man3 is progressing in his 
painful state. My dear daughter, I confess that I too am losing hope about his recovery because with 
continuous fever and without a moment of lucidity, his advanced age only causes me to fear. 
Enough! We depend on God to dispose things for the best. Let us continue to pray. 

Listen, my dear daughter, to what Cristina4 is asking of you again. She embraces you 
cordially and asks you to be patient. She found the price of a statue of Our Lady of Sorrows in 
plaster of Paris, a little too high. She would like you to get information, through Raimondo, how 
much a well-made wax bust and head of Our Lady of Sorrows with glass eyes, big and natural, will 
cost. Please get this information so that Cristina can make her own decision as to which is most 
convenient to choose. 

Here, neither the Superior nor anyone knows where the lady Salvioli has gone to stay. 
Therefore, if you have not yet received from her, the letter as stated by Angelina, do as follows: Ask 
Mr. Alessandri5 to get information about a certain employee Salvioli, who a short while ago was 
established by the government in Venice I think, as President. But I do not know in which Tribunal. 
Before this he was here in Verona as Councillor of the Imperial Royal Senate. In this way I hope 
you will come to know where she is living. Then, send someone to get your letter.  

Now regarding the beds that you tell me you want to prepare, for the time being it will be 
enough to prepare four beds including one for me. When I am there we shall see and agree on how 

                                                 
1 Angelina Bragato, Superior of Verona  (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
2 Msgr. Fortunato Rosata, Canon of the Cathedral (Lett. 1376, n. 12) 

 3 Fr. Provincial, Fr. Marino da Cadore, who is very sick and old (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
4 Cristina Pilotti is in Verona with Magdalene. (I, Lett. 339, n. 4) 
5 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
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to allot them for the Companions. Marianna6 will certainly come this time. I do not yet know 
precisely the day I can leave. Through the ordinary mail of Thursday, or the latest by Sunday, I 
hope to tell you something more certain. 

I beg you to remember me and my work to the Lord, when you receive Holy Communion 
these days and in all that you do  

I embrace you from my heart, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 My dearest daughter, I am 

    your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 23 April 1826 
 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia  
                                VENICE 

                                                 
6 Marianna Francesconi is still in Verona (Lett. 1095, n. 6) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

23.4.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1660 

Magdalene writes from Verona, where she had to solve numberless problems.  Among other things, she had 
to satisfy the wish of the Ladies of Verona to make their Spiritual Exercises before the Jubilee.  In this case, 
she should send, Beatrice Olivieri to Venice to substitute her.  She will let Domenica know as soon as 
possible. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you news about Verona my dear daughter. We arrived here last evening at 
the Angelus after a very good journey, thanks to God.  My health is good and so is that of these 
other dear Companions, except for some little indispositions. 

I write only a few lines because I find myself very short of time, as you can imagine.  With 
the business I have to attend to, I do not find a single free moment.  

Among other things, it appears that they wish to have the Exercises for the Ladies here, on the 
occasion of the Jubilee.  If we can arrange for them fast, I could send Beatrice1 together with 
another companion to Venice, where they are already organised.  I will write more specifically on 
Saturday.  In the meantime, I ask of you and the others to recommend me to Mary Most Holy, and 
also so that I may receive the Holy Jubilee well.  I will do the same for you.  I leave all of you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dear daughter, I am, 
 

Give my respectful greetings to the Parish Priest2. 
 

Verona, April 23 1826 
 

Even today I am unable to write to dear Visconti3.  Please give her my apologies.  Tell her 
that I send her my embrace and that I will write to her on Thursday.  Convey my loving greetings to 
Durini4. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, Assistant Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  
2 Don Bernardino Nogara (cf. Lett.1480) 
3 Countess Luisa Castelli, a friend of Magdalene. (I, Lett. 374) 
4 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s  friend (I, Lett. 2) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

29.4.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                          1661 
Magdalene is happy that the novices are well behaved and are also being formed in their studies and work. 
Rosa need not worry about the visit of the Inspector. Our Lady will settle everything. Magdalene does not 
know yet whether she will go to Venice. 

V.G.M My dearest daughter, 

In reply to your dear letter of 26 April, my dear daughter, I tell you first of all that I felt an 
indescribable consolation on hearing the news you gave me of our good novices. I have no doubt 
that Mary Most Holy will fulfil Her mercies. I am happy that they are being formed well in their 
studies and work. 

Regarding the Papers of Breno1 that I left with you to give to the Counts Passi2, give all the 
Papers that I left as well as the letter directed to the Vice Delegate. Take away only the letter of the 
gentleman Giacomelli addressed to me and the copy of my reply. Keep these two papers with you 
and give the others, as mentioned above, to Count Passi. 

I am pleased that the good Deodata3 is already feeling relieved after having another 
cauterization. I hope that she will keep on improving in future. 

Do not worry, my dear daughter, regarding the Inspector Carpani4. Mary Most Holy will bless 
everything. Have no doubt. At the first occasion I get, I will surely send the ruled guide paper.  

I would like to know about the expenditure for the roof.  
My health is good. I still do not know what will become of me, because, my dear daughter, 

there are so many matters to attend to and I have not yet been able to solve anything, even whether I 
will go to Venice, because the ecclesiastical Superior does not want it. 

Do me the kindness of entrusting me to the Lord. My dear daughter, believe me, I have great 
need of it. I embrace all of you from my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona 29 April 1826 

    your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

 

Please pray for me and get others to pray. I know nothing yet. Convey my respects to Don 
Giovanni6  

Send me with the palm, the long novena which Cristina6 forgot in the writing room. She 
thinks it may be in the bureau or the little table in the same room. Catterina7 will know where it is 
kept in the small drawer of the side bureau. Direct your letters to Verona.  

____________________________ 
6 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
7 Caterina Carminati of the Community of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 618, n. 2)  

 

                                                 
1 Breno (II/2, Lett. 923) 
2 The family of Don Luca and Don Marco Passi  (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6,7) 
3 Adeodata Mazzi, born at Lugagnano, Verona in 1786. She was Doorkeeper. She died in 1860 (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 5) 
4 Abbot Carpani, Inspector General of Schools of the Lombardy region  (III/1, Lett. 1366, n.1) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

30.4.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1662 
The way of obtaining the Jubilee is not the same in every city.  That is why Magdalene advises her that the 
weaker ones need not go out. Faccioli should consult the Confessor about this. Probably Magdalene will not 
go to Verona for the Exercises of the Ladies: she will send Bragato and Olivieri. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter 

I continue sending you good news about me.  My health is discreetly good. However, I will 
need to have my blood taken soon. But besides this, I am getting stronger and stronger. 

I learnt how His Eminence1 has established that you go visiting churches.  The Lord wants us 
to make some mortification.  Let us submit ourselves humbly to whatever the Superiors decide.  
Only I recommend that, since you and those who are ill, will not be able to make these visits, accept 
the charitable decision of the Confessor without any scruple. He can substitute them with other 
good works. This is what is declared here regarding those who are ill, but not for us, for whom the 
Prelate has disposed otherwise.  Be comforted, my dear daughters.  The Lord wants it so that you 
have the chance to make up for Purgatory more easily, with this Jubilee observance. 

I strongly recommend myself to the prayers of all of you.  I am surrounded by so much 
business that I need God’s help.  

Our excellent Superior2 is not yet convinced that I should go to Venice for the Exercises that 
the Ladies will start on Friday.  He feels that Angelina3 and Beatrice4 should take my place.  I am 
happy about everything. But please, pray to the Lord to deign to bless the whole thing.  I believe 
that what the Superiors decide is the best. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter. Keep on sending your letters to Verona.  Convey my regards to 
the Parish Priest5.  I embrace all of you heartily, and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

I am, my dear daughter,  
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 
Verona 30 April 1826 

 

Regarding the Jubilee, I already foresaw, as I understood from your letter, that it would be a 
mortification, because in this month, we are like the lay people.  Out of charity, our Parish Priest 
ordered that those having poor health should try, and if they cannot, he will give them some other 
ways to obtain the Jubilee indulgence.  Now starting from dear Maddalena, Angela, and later on, all 
of us, beginning with me, we have done more than half of them. 

We choose to go early in the morning from 5 to 8 o’clock so that we are free for the works of 
charity. But we choose the days when we feel better.  I hope that the Lord will grant us the grace to 
complete doing the visits we have started.   

Up to now I did not send you the chalk dust for the other svanziker, because you asked me to 
send it a little at a time.  Moreover, I do not know where to send this last one, whether to Bergamo... 
as you wish. 

 
NB  The whole postscript is full of grammatical errors.  The last sentence is beyond reconstructing, since a corner of the page 

with signature has been cut off.   
                                                 

1 Card. Gaetano Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan  (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
2 Msgr. Liruti Innocenzo, Bishop of Verona  (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
3 Angela Bragato, Superior of the House in Milan (I, Lett. 339, n. 4)  
4 Msgr. Vincenzo Ruzzonenti,  Superior of the House in Verona (I, Lett. 326, n. 4)  

  5 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of Santo Stefano, Milan (cf. Lett. 1480) 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

4.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                              1663 
This is Beatrice Olivieri’s letter. Therefore it is not reproduced here. The postscript is Magdalene’s in which 
she requests her to have a new habit made. 

V.G.M 

My dear Angelina, I embrace you and my friend Metilde, too. You may have a habit made at 
your earliest. 

I am with all my heart, 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity1 
 

I recommend Adelaide2 to you. Give me news about her. 
                                                 

1 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
2 Adelaide Caccia, novice and sister of Annunziata Caccia (Lett. 1610, n. 5) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

6.5.1826  Venice                                                                                                                                             1664 
Magdalene, advised by the ecclesiastical Superior of Verona has gone to Venice for the Spiritual Exercises 
of the Ladies, without needing to be substituted. The attendance of the Ladies is very satisfactory. It was 
necessary for her to go so that she could also visit the Convent of the Campanare, where the Hospital for 
Convalescents is being organized. It seems to have a good start.  

My dearest daughter, 

I take the advantage of the Ladies who are resting to give you news of me, my dearest 
daughter. After reflecting a lot on my present affairs, the Superior of Verona1 thought it better for 
me to come to Venice to help with the Spiritual Exercises of these Ladies. In fact, I realized that my 
coming was very necessary not so much for these as for the affairs of the Hospital for 
Convalescents2. 

This morning I went to visit the building of the Campanare3, where I had to go around and 
stay for some hours in order to organize the construction. From how things are turning out, it seems 
that the work will be successful. I am sure that the Lord will continue to bless it. 

The Ladies are present in great numbers during the meditations and instructions, although 
each Parish here has the Spiritual Exercises for a fortnight, as they say. The affairs which surround 
me are so overwhelming that I cannot write to dear Domenica4. Therefore, I beg you to pass on the 
news about me to the small house5 too. If possible, I will write to them with the first ordinary mail. I 
spoke to my brother6 about your affairs before leaving Verona. He is following them closely. He 
told me that they are making very good progress.  

I will give you a detailed account of their situation when I have more time. In the meantime, I 
recommend myself to your prayers. Please, give me some news of dear Durini7. I thank you for the 
flowers you wrote you would send me, but I would also like to know the cost.  

Give my regards to the Parish Priest8. My health is good. I only need some blood, not because 
of my cough, for I have almost nothing of it, but on account of the heat I feel. 

I embrace all of you heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Venice, S. Lucia, 6 May 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
                                                 

1 Msgr. Vincenzo Ruzzenenti, Superior of Verona (II/1, Lett. 490, n. 1) 
2 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
3 The Convent of the Campanare (II/1, Lett. 652, n. 4) 
4 Domenica Faccioli, in the House of S. Stefano in Milan (I, Lett. 360, n.1) 
5 The House at S. Stefano, the smaller house in Milan (I, Lett. 271, n. 3) 
6 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 374) 
7 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
8 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n. 1) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

13.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                           1665 
The Spiritual Exercises for the Ladies are about to end and with good results. The Provincial, Fr. Marino is 
recovering a bit. As regards the Statue of Our Lady of Sorrows, it is better to have it made of wood, which 
costs less and is less fragile. 

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

I write just a line, my dear daughter, to give you further good news. God willing, these Ladies 
will finish the Spiritual Exercises tomorrow. These have been a real consolation for us. It was 
impossible to send you the Paper for Countess Sagramoso1 because they do not leave me alone, not 
even giving me time to breathe. I hope to be able to send it through the ordinary post on 
Wednesday. In the meantime, write to me what our Superior2 thinks.  

Please, tell dear Cristina3 that I warmly embrace her and that I received the letters she posted 
to me yesterday. I will write to her by another ordinary post. Our old Provincial4 is without fever, he 
sent me his greetings. According to what they tell me, he is recovering his senses again for some 
moments during the day, especially in the morning. Who knows if the Lord will give us the 
consolation of letting him recover sufficiently, as much as his age permits! Please tell Cristina that 
Wednesday is the Feast of St Paschal. Ask her to send him to the feet of Mary Most Holy for me 
and my affairs.   

Beatrice5 wants to tell Cristina that she was informed about the statue of Our Lady of Sorrows 
for the girls. She thinks it is better to have it made of wood than of wax, which is very fragile. 
Raimondo also advised us to take a wooden one which will be very beautiful in all aspects. 20 
ducats are less than 100. Well, tell me her decision and we shall place the order. While embracing 
you all warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Ask Cristina also whether she 
remembered to send someone to Mr. Lenotti, to see whether they can find that man, regarding the 
bundle that was on my table. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am, 
Venice, S. Lucia, 13 May 1826 

I request you, if it is possible, to give the enclosed letter to Palma. I wish that you too would 
read it, but soon.  

Pray for me so that the Lord may fulfil His graces. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 Countess Marianna Sagramoso, Governor of the Hospital, House of Mercy (I, Lett. 281, n. 3) 
2 Msgr. Vicenzo Ruggenenti, Superior of the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 490, n. 1) 
3 Cristina Pilotti is in Verona. (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
4 Fr. Marino di Cadore, Provincial of the Capuchins and Confessor of the Community at Venice (I, Lett. 533, n. 3) 
5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of the Community in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 

  6 The letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

13.5.1826                                                                                                                                                        1666 
Magdalene shares her joy with Faccioli as she did with Bernardi and Bragato, about the good results of the 
Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies at Venice. She hopes that they may also take place in Verona.  Then, she 
mentions some affairs regarding Minori that are not easy to decipher, and about the Parish Priest of S. 
Stefano.  In the postscript she says that she cannot be too explicit about the matter, since she does not have 
Cristina as her secretary.  She says that Caterina Commissoli is doing well at Bergamo. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Dear Elena, to whom I gave the responsibility, must have informed you last week, how the 
situations made the Superior1 change his mind and how on the 3rd of this month, I came here to help 
with the Spiritual Exercises. God willing, those good ladies will finish tomorrow.  Praise the Lord, 
for their number surpassed that of the past years. They are happy and I have found them so full of 
fervour. Now even the Ladies of Verona are on the move, to have the Spiritual Exercises. 

I received your letters from Verona yesterday. I hear that you are making the visits to obtain 
the Holy Jubilee.  My dear daughter, you will see that the obedience you practice in going out will 
be blessed by God.  I hope it will not affect your health. 

Regarding the business you asked dear Margi2 to inform me about, I am very sorry about the 
most reverend Parish Priest3.  I am not surprised that he is quite upset.  However, for your peace of 
mind, it was fully according to his will and with his consent that we let the work delay, of which 
you see the result now.  I do not deny that this work needs to be entrusted to the Lord.  Therefore, 
let us pray and hope that everything will be smoothened out. 

Thanks to God, my health is good.  I do need to have some blood drawn from me, but I will 
need some quiet time for that. 

My dearest daughter, I need a favour from you. I have enclosed a letter for the good Marquis 
Casati4.  Make sure that you pass it on to him.  Also do me the favour to greet our Parish Priest who 
was so kind to write to me.  Note what he says in detail regarding what you told me. Give me your 
general opinion.  

I started to reply, but it is impossible for me to finish it today.  Probably, I will send it to you 
by ordinary mail on Wednesday. You can be sure that I will make no mention of what you told me 
for my information.  Do not worry about me. I know very well what sickness is, especially that kind 
of sickness.  Do not forget to pray much for me. I embrace all of you with the most sincere 
affection.  I thank you for the note from my good friend Visconti5. Tell her that her little angel, as 
the Superior of Bergamo calls her, Caterina6 does not need anything and that she continues to 
behave well. 

But to you, my daughter, I say that God must give light to the Superiors.  Caterina is doing 
very well in Bergamo. But she would have succeeded, neither in Milan, nor at the moment, even in 
Verona. 

Goodbye. I leave my dear little flock7  in the Heart of Mary Most Holy.  Be devoted to Mary.   
Your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
                                                 

 1 Msgr. Vincenzo Ruzzenenti, Superior of the House at Verona  (II/1, Lett. 490, n. 1)  
2 Maria Minori, of the Community of Milan (II/1, Lett. 564, n. 2)  
3 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest at S. Stefano, Milan (Lett. 1451, n. 6)  
4 Marchese Francesco Casati, a benefactor of the Institute (I, Lett. 78, n.1)  
5 Contessa Luisa Castelli Visconti, a friend of Magdalene (I, Lett. 374)   
6 Caterina Commissoli, a novice at Bergamo (Lett. 1654, n. 7)  

 7 The Community at S. Stefano, the little house (Lett. 1475, n.7)  

 8 Magdalene has signed this letter and added the last line. 
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Venice, S. Lucia,   13 May 1826   
 

I cannot reply clearly because I do not have Cristina9 with me.  She knows all the business. 

                                                 
 9 Cristina Pilotti, at Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
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TO  DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

20.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                       1667 

Magdalene will return to Verona soon.  Since she had been away for a long time from Venice, she has many 
things to attend to. Therefore, she writes very little. 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

It seems impossible that I am always disturbing you. Yet I can write very little. Do me a 
favour regarding the enclosed letter.  Write to the Superior of Bergamo1 about the dear good 
Caterina2 of Visconti3, and ask her to send the things by a courier.  Regarding what you told me 
about the inclinations of dear Maria4 and Maddalena5, and that you are waiting for my reply, they 
have not written anything to me.  However, I have entrusted this matter to the care of the Parish 
Priest.  Tell him that I welcome them with all my heart and that he can arrange matters with them. 

I am very pleased that the Lord has blessed your efforts in the instruction for Confirmation.  
Take courage, my dear daughters.  The Lord will help you and bless you. I have to stay here all 
through the coming week.  I hope to leave within the next week, but I am not yet so sure.  God 
willing, I will write to you by next Saturday. After being away for a year you can imagine how 
much work I need to do, and I do not have much time. I beg you to entrust me to the Lord and to 
pray for those affairs you all know about. 

I leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 
 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity 

To Lady  
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Stefano, Contrada della Signora 

MILAN 
                                                 

1 Rosa Dabalà, Superior at Bergamo  (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
2 Caterina Commissoli  (Lett. 1654, n. 7)  
3 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, Magdalene’s friend  (I, Lett. 374) 
4 Maria Caspani, in the House of S. Stefano in Milan  (III/1, Lett. 1201, n.1) 
5 Maddalena Crippa  (Lett. 1267, n. 7) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

24.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                           1668 
A postulant has been proposed by the Parish Priest of S. Stefano and Magdalene points out how things 
should be settled from the economic point of view. A doubt has arisen within her on the possible negative 
result of the Companions who will have to be examined for the school. She begs Elena to point out even this 
to Don Burocco. The preacher for the Spiritual Exercises in Venice was again the always very efficient Don 
Coletti, though he is ninety-three years old. The foundations of Trent and Rovato will be delayed for some 
time. 

 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I was very tired and overwhelmed with letters on Saturday. So I did not write to you that day, 
my dear daughter. I will do it today and in a more lengthy way than the other times. 

I am sorry that your health is so unsteady. Perhaps it is due to the extra burden you had to bear 
of the instruction for Confirmation, which might have been rather heavy with such a great number 
of participants. Now try to rest a little, and give me news of you. With regard to Grespi1, perhaps I 
have told you that I already imagined that it was the Parish Priest2 who had found the maintenance 
for her. I understood from you how our friend Somaglia3 wanted to reserve something for her, 
which neither you nor I liked.  

Consequently, it seems to me a matter of duty and even gratitude, to do what the Parish Priest 
thinks is best. If he has not done it already, try to agree with her mother regarding the dowry who 
may do it slowly, since in whatever way her daughter would be settled, she would have given her 
something. Their landlords are very charitable. I think that if these good people would ask them for 
some small things, they would be helped, as it means giving a permanent status to a daughter, with 
such an insignificant contribution. I do not know whether I dreamt it last night, or whether it is true. 
I think that these Visconti Dukes distributed dowries to poor daughters, but anything small would 
be good as furniture. Even if it is a dream of mine, Grespi will receive the religious habit in 
summer, and the Lord will provide for some other. 

With regard to the examinations of all of you, I will accept what the Superior wants. 
However, I wish, my dear daughter, that you submit to him a doubt that came to my mind, perhaps 
yesterday or today in the choir. The Parish Priest will judge whether it is a distraction, temptation or 
inspiration. Perhaps these examinations came to my mind in the choir. Thinking them over, what 
impression would we give if several among us do not succeed? When we consider how strict they 
were in the previous examinations, I am a bit afraid about them. Therefore, I am telling you about 
this.  

My dear daughter, do me a favour and do not forget it. Then, give me the answer as soon as 
you can. Tell dear Somaglia, whom I embrace warmly, that I present to her the regards of Don 
Giovanni Palazzi4, who preached at S. Fedele5 this year. As she had asked whether he was free 
during some of the following days of Lent, he answers her through me. Don Palazzi says that he is 
engaged on the 27th and 28th. But he is free after that period. Therefore, he is at her disposal for two 
months. If he does not receive any answer from her after this time, he will consider himself free. 
Our good Somaglia has not let him know anything up to now. So he wants me to repeat the same 

                                                 
1 MARGHERITA CRESPI (the name is wrongly spelt), born in Milan in 1808. She entered in 1826, and died in 

1876. She was a Mistress- teacher, superior (Lett. 1668, n.1) 
2 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
3 Countess Maddalena Somaglia, sister of Giacomo Mellerio (I, Lett. 279, n.12) 
4 Don Giovanni Palazzi, a famous preacher, collaborator of S. Fosca (Lett.1403, n.9)  
5 The CHURCH OF S. FEDELE which rises in the square bearing the same name. It is the Church frequented by 

the aristocracy of Milan, as we read on p.108 of “La Patria , Geografia d’Italia”, Provincia di Milano.  
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thing. If she is not short sighted, let her be kind enough to tell me, since now people are searching 
for preachers many years in advance. 

I am still in Venice and you can imagine, my dear daughter, how many things I have to settle 
after having been away from this house for a year. My health is still good, but I need to have a little 
blood drawn from me. I hope I will be able to return to Verona next week. But I am not certain yet. 
The preacher for the Ladies this year was still Coletti, ninety-three years old6, who had more 
strength to preach than in the past years. 

A Companion begs me to write to you in a tactful but polite way that we left behind a large 
black woollen scarf with fringes that I wear when I have it. This Companion wants me to tell you 
this tactfully so that you may not get worried. Hence, with all the tact possible, I beg you to send it 
when you have a chance. Here it is very cold. Therefore, though we cannot put on the heavy winter 
things, it is wise that we protect ourselves. Please, send it to me to Verona when you have the 
occasion. 

You also asked me about our foundations. I tell you that, after examining the plans and the 
budget they sent me, I get more and more convinced that the foundation of Trent will not take place 
before autumn 1827. Then for Rovato, it would be early if we could start six months after Trent. 
This is not due to the building, but because of personnel. Only three people have entered for that 
place so far. 

I recommend myself to your prayers. I embrace all of you very warmly and greet you on the 
part of all these dear Companions. I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Venice, S. Lucia, 24 May 1826 

 

Address the first letter you write to me here. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
                                                 

 6 Don Coletti, who though old is a valid preacher of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1321, n.1) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

24.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                           1669 
Though overwhelmed with so many affairs and letters she has to write, Magdalene cannot help taking care 
even of the physical indispositions, which some of her daughters suffer. Hence, she advises some remedies. 
She indicates some other precautions regarding the affairs of Maria Minori. 

 
V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Venice, S. Lucia, 24 May 1826 

Thanks to the Lord, there are no misfortunes, my dear daughter, and you will have received 
news of me that I had written from here some days ago. I have a lot to do and am overwhelmed with 
writing and other things. As a result I am a little tired, but my health is fairly good. I hear that good 
Lucia1 is in bed with a cold. As soon as this is over, I hope there will be no further complications 
and that she will even get better. Regarding Maddalena2, if her knee goes on aching, first speak to 
our surgeon. Ask him for me if he thinks that the plaster they use in Milan could do her some good. 
In this case, please write a line to dear Elena3 and entreat her to send you some of that plaster she 
used for Margì4 of Monza, when she had an aching knee, since this had benefited her much. Then, if 
Maddalena feels better, stop using it, since it might have been something else. 

If the Lord wants to call to Himself our good Teresa Lucchini, when she is in His most holy 
grace, I shall give her to Him with all my heart, my mind and with my full resignation. However, 
He will see that I am too resigned, so the daughter will return to us. I will willingly get you “The 
Religious in solitude”5, and when I come to Bergamo I will bring you some Way of the Cross. When 
I return to Verona, I will also have the letter written for Mr. Barca6, whom I ask you to greet for me. 
But, at the same time, I will need you to speak to Mr. Legrenzi7, to know how many years have 
elapsed since Margì entreated Barca to rent her house, and for how many years he has been making 
the lease. Before getting the plaster for Maddalena’s knee from Milan, ask Elena to send me the 
prescription. We could show this to our surgeon to see if it is suitable. 

Your niece Banetta came to visit me. She behaves like a little angel, and the other one too. 
You can imagine how much I encouraged her to go on being good. Give my respects to Don 
Giovanni8. I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
                                                 

 1 LUCIA PEVERADA, born at Ponte S. Pietro (Bergamo). (Lett. 1669, n.2) 

 2 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 596, n.2) 

 3 Elena Bernardi, Superior in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 

 4 Maria Caspani, in the House of S. Stefano in Milan (III/1, Lett.1201 n.1) 

 5 “La Religiosa in solitudine” by GIOVANNI PIETRO PINAMONTE (1632-1703) Jesuit preacher and a writer 
of books on asceticism. 

 6 Two of the many people involved in the affairs of Minori. 

 7 The same. 

 8 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 

 9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

24.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                         1670 
If the Delegation has made some negative judgements about Magdalene, Bragato should not pay any 
attention to it because both blame and praise are not to be believed, if they are not sincere. Then. she speaks 
about an affair that would permit initiating the work of renovation of the Convent of Trent. She informs her 
of the death of one of the brothers of Rosa Della Croce so that she may be told about it. At the end, she 
informs her of the day they could send the coachman to bring her back to Verona. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Venice, S. Lucia, 24 May 1826 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for the attention and solicitude with which you replied to mine 
of Saturday. When you have an occasion to see Mr. Andrea, please thank him. Tell him to thank the 
gentlemen of the Delegation, in my name, when he meets them, and to tell them that I will avail 
myself of their kind suggestions. 

To speak among ourselves, my dear daughter, it was good to see that people give me the trust 
I deserve. This will serve to counterbalance the goodness which so many people attribute to me 
without any merit of mine.  

On the other hand, if they knew me, they would know that I am worse. Still, they should not 
believe me capable of saying something which is not true.  

As you know, such things do not cause me any pain, just as praises mean nothing to me, as I 
do not deserve them. It is unnecessary to tell you this, but please, do not show the least displeasure 
to any one, neither to the Secretary, nor to my brother, nor to anybody. Rather, say that I thank our 
Delegation. When it is necessary to speak, do not say a word, neither to praise nor to blame, and on 
this matter do not do anything. 

This time I need another kind of favour, to serve a person I love and respect very much. If it is 
possible, I need to get from my brother1, at least 4 doses of hare powder2 for haemorrhages: two 
doses for men and two for women. If you can get these 4 doses or more, put them in a beautiful box 
and send it through Michele3 when he comes to fetch me. If my brother is not there, perhaps Mr. 
Andreai can give it to you. On Sunday you can ask Don Seghetti4 to come with it. You can tell this 
to my brother. As regards the two small notes that you sent me on Sunday, made by Mr. Mezzari, 
we have not understood each other, my dear daughter. If you will read my letter well, you will see 
that what I wanted is that Mr. Mezzari, in his account of expenditure – he did not know what the 
total sum amounted to - should point out to us what belonged to us and what to the heirs of 
Facchelli5. But as I told you in my other letter, it does not have grave consequences because 
Monsignor Vicar of Trent6 wrote to me that even with four or five thousand florins they could begin 
the work. Therefore for the sake of prudence, I feel that we should have five or six thousand florins 
and send them to Trent before the renovations begin. The remaining sum of money should be at 
hand to continue paying for the work, by and by. Msgr. Vicar added that he felt sorry that he was 
not able to contribute to the expenses. 

Perhaps, the brother of Della Croce7 has already told you of the death of their brother Carlino 
on Sunday morning at 8 a.m. If you have not spoken about it to Rosa already, please do so, little by 
little. Tell her that he received all the Sacraments and the Jubilee indulgences. His Confessor and 

                                                 
1 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, brother of Magdalene (I, Lett. 351) 
2 According to the prescriptions of that time 
3 Michele Masina, the coachman (I, Lett. 357) 
4 Don Giuseppe Seghetti (II/1, Lett. 441, n. 1) 
5 The heirs of Rosa Fachelli who died as a novice in 1824 (Lett.1464) 
6 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna, Vicar of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n. 5) 
7 Rosa della Croce, a novice (Lett. 1487) 
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his Parish Priest testify that he was most resigned. So we all have a well-founded hope that the Lord 
has taken him from this valley of tears into eternal rest. Our good Fanzago8 was near his room at 7 
a.m., the morning he expired. Tell this too, to our good Rosa to comfort her, and offer the usual 
prayers for him.  

I hope I can dispatch everything by this week. I will write to you through the mail on 
Saturday. If it reaches in time, they can come to fetch me on Monday. Otherwise, let them come on 
Tuesday. But I doubt I will know it for certain before Saturday.  

In the meantime, I am enclosing a small note of the things you can provide, so that they are 
ready in case I write that you can send to fetch me on Monday. If it is possible, I would prefer to 
come on that day rather than have to travel on the Feast of the Sacred Heart. Anyway, let us be 
patient. I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I entrust 
myself to your prayers, which without my telling you, you can see for yourself how much I need 
them. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

 

I have understood what you said about the girls from Massa10.  Neither you nor Cristina11 
should worry. I was already expecting it. Tell dear Cristina that I have just received her letter of 23 
May. Let her keep the letter of Renzi12 till I come, which I hope will be soon. As regards the 
passport, they have neither done anything nor sent word. I will write if I need anything. I embrace 
you warmly.   

Beatrice13 asks you to kindly have prayers offered for the soul of her deceased grandfather, 
and to make the Stations of the Cross as soon as you can. 

                                                 
8 The noble Lady Anna Fonzago, Magdalene’s friend  (I, Lett. 400) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
10 The Diocese of the Bishop Francesco Zoppi (II/1, Lett. 625, n.6) 
11 Cristina Pilotti, Instructor of the teachers from the countryside (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
12 Elisabetta Renzi, Teacher at the Conservatory of Coriano, Foundress of the Maestre Pie del’Addolorata (II/2, 

lett. 852, n. 8)  
13 Beatrice Olivieri  (I, Lett. 339, n. 5)  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

27.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                           1671 
Magdalene points out first the day and the suitable occasion to send someone to fetch her on her return to 
Verona. Then, in the postscript, she refers to a possible delay for which she requests Bragato to wait. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today, my dear daughter, I will not write much since within a few days I hope to embrace 
you. If possible send someone to fetch me on Monday. If Tuesday is more convenient it is alright, 
one day or another makes no difference. If Mr. Verdari1 would think of coming for his business, let 
him be the first to know it, but then it is necessary that he leaves on Monday so that we could leave 
at least on Thursday, taking care that that is a day when Beatrice2 can eat meat during the journey. 
Thus, if Mr. Battista thinks of leaving early on Monday, then he could reach here on Tuesday 
shortly after midday, and if he has his own business to do, I would willingly oblige him. I will wait 
for Wednesday and leave on Thursday morning. 

Do not bother about the passport for Rimini3. While sending someone to fetch me, send me a 
picture of Mary Most Holy of Loreto, a small candle and one of those packets where there is the 
powder of the Holy House of Loreto and over which the Holy House is depicted. I remind you of 
the hare-powder4 which I recommended to you and which is important to me. 

Tell dear Cristina5 to pray fervently to St Paschal so that we may have good weather during 
our journey. I entrust myself to your prayers and embrace you cordially. I leave you in the Heart of 
Mary Most Holy. 

My dearest daughter, I am, 
Venice, S. Lucia, 27 May 1826              your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
                                                 

1 Giambattista Verdari of the pharmacy at Porta dei Borsari in Verona (I, Lett.145, n. 6) 
2 Beatrice Olivieri, who is with Magdalene in Venice  (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
3 Rimini (I, Lett. 344) 
4 The medicine of that time (I, Lett. 387, n.1) 
5 Cristina Pilotti, who is in Verona  (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

28.5.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                            1672 

Magdalene informs Bragato to send to fetch her, but not to worry if she delays for a day or two. It will not 
inconvenience anyone. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

The business, because of which I was doubtful whether I would need to stay for some more 
days, has vanished. So my dear daughter, I confirm what I wrote yesterday. That is, send someone 
to fetch me as soon as you receive this letter. Anyway I hope that they will be here early on 
Wednesday, even if they were unable to leave on Tuesday morning, because I would like to leave 
from here at least on Thursday for reasons I have already written to you. 

I will not deal with the matter further. I will keep everything pending so that I can tell it to 
you orally. I embrace you cordially, leaving all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
 

Venice, S. Lucia, 28 May 1826 at 9 in the morning (1)826  
 

Do not worry if this letter reaches you late. One day more or less will not make much 
difference. As to abstaining from meat on one occasion, we thought we shall explain, because if 
ever Mr. Battista would think and make it convenient to come, I would like to serve him, in this 
little matter. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity1 

                                                 
1 The letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

30.5.1826    Venice                                                                                                                                            1673 
Once again Magdalene decides with Bragato about the departure of the coach which should bring her back 
to Verona. 

 
 
V.G.M      My dearest daughter 

Venice, S. Lucia, 30 May 1826 

Just a few minutes ago I received your two dear letters, my dear daughter. We shall talk orally 
about all the rest. With regard to coming to fetch me, I understand that Nanne1 has left for Salò. So 
if this letter of mine reaches you in time, let him leave only on Friday morning, 2 June, thus arriving 
here on Saturday evening. The horses will rest on Sunday, and God willing, we shall leave from 
here to be in Verona on Tuesday evening. If Nanne has already left, as you said, do not worry. We 
can arrive at Verona on Saturday. If you do not see us, do not be anxious. It means that we have 
delayed for some days because of the horses. 

I had to have a blood-letting. But my convalescence is over and I am well enough. Beatrice2 
too, is fairly well. The other dear Companions, thanks be to God, are on their feet and working hard. 

Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

 
If Michele4 has not left, tell Cristina5 that she can entrust to him, well wrapped, the process of 

Elena Gandini which is that of Boari. If they have not come to take me, request the First 
Communicants to pray for me. 

Beatrice is most in need of prayer.  If she does not have the good fortune of being there by the 
first Sunday, I beg you to recommend her to the fervour of our First Communicants. She too will 
pray for them. 

                                                 
1 Nanne, the coachman 
2 Beatrice Olivieri is with Magdalene at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 

     3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

 4 Michele Massina, the other coachman 

 5 Cristina Pilotti is at Venice, with the teachers from the countryside (I, Lett. 297,  
    n. 7) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

3.6.1826   Venice                                                                                                                                             1674 
Magdalene had to postpone her departure from Venice again because her Companion, Beatrice Olivieri, 
was not feeling well. She thinks that Elena too, is not well, because she has not gone to Monza to accompany 
Maddalena Crippa, whose father had died. In fact he was found dead. Magdalene shares the grief of the 
young Companion. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dearest daughter, you will be greatly surprised seeing that I still write from Venice. A new 
situation arose, on account of which I had to stop here all this week. This was due to the fact that 
last Saturday I could not write at all to Verona to come and fetch me. My journey Companion, 
Beatrice1, had an eruption. Being in doubt, I wrote to Verona, saying that I would only give them a 
positive order by the extraordinary mail, as I did on Sunday since, thank God, the rash subsided. 
Afterwards, partly because of a slight indisposition of the servant knight and partly because of the 
helplessness of the coachman, they delayed in leaving Verona to come and fetch me until yesterday. 
So I am waiting for them today. Next Monday, if it pleases God, I mean to set off from here. 

My health is fairly good. I am only very tired and feel some pain rather in my chest. You, 
lately, did not give me your news, because, after writing that you were not well, you do not keep up 
sending me news of yourself. But I still think that you do not feel well, from what you say, that you 
sent to Monza with good Maddalena2 dear Antonietta3. This tells me that you were in a condition 
you could not go. Anyway, remember to write to me and tell me how you feel. 

I was very sorry to hear about the death of our Maddalena’s father, and above all, the shock 
this dear daughter had, when she found him already dead. Surely, this fact made her feel this loss 
much more. 

I will write to you more at length from Verona. In the meantime, do me the favour to give 
news of me to dear Domenica4. Tell her that I will write to her when I am in Verona. At this very 
moment the coachman and the usual servant knight have arrived. Hence, if it pleases God, we will 
leave on Monday. I beg you together with all the others, whom I embrace very heartily, to 
recommend me to the Lord. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary and sign hastily. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Venice, S. Lucia, 3 June 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, in Venice with Magdalene (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
2 Crippa Maddalena, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
3 Cocchignoni Antonietta, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 529, n.9) 
4 Faccioli Domenica, in the House of S. Stefano (I, Lett. 360, n.1) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

7.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1675 
Finally Magdalene and Olivieri return to Verona. The Marchioness is tired but she thinks she will recover 
quickly. She requests that a certain communication be made to Don Giovanni Palazzi. 

 

 

V.G.M My dearest daughter, 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 7 June 1826 

Here I am my dearest daughter, to give you news of our journey. Yesterday at 7.30 p.m. we 
reached Verona happily, thanks to the Lord. On Monday, after having enjoyed very good weather 
for the whole day, we arrived at Padua a good while before the Angelus in the evening. During our 
journey yesterday we had some rain and a storm for a very short time. So all in all, the weather was 
favourable. Here I found everyone in fairly good health. They are all happy with the health of 
Beatrice1 who even today, continues to keep well, as she was here recently.  

To tell you the truth, I am tired and during the journey I had a slight cough with a heaviness in 
the chest. The doctor was here today. But he did not think of ordering a blood-letting. Instead he 
recommended me to rest and be quiet. I too, feel the need of it. I am on my feet and I hope that after 
some days of rest, I will recover fully like before. 

I do not know whether the boatman who accompanied me to Fusina has carried out the 
commission I gave him. That is, that you speak to Mr. Alessandri2 in my name to do me the favour 
to tell Don Palazzi3, after greeting him, that the name and the surname of the Religious with whom 
he has to keep a correspondence in case I am not in Verona next winter, is the following: “Don 
Leonardo Leonardi4, tutor in the Canossa House, Verona”. Besides, see that Mr. Giuseppe informs 
the same Don Palazzi about the instruction to celebrate Holy Mass on the privileged altar and asks 
for a confirmation of it in writing, as I need to have it. Not to lose this post I will tell you all the rest 
at another time, also about the girl from Fusina. 

The errand I gave to the boatman was that you send Mr. Giuseppe to get a reply regarding the 
parcel sent by me to the Governess5. 

I embrace all of you cordially and leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy.  Give me news 
about Florianna6. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
  your most affectionate Mother 

    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7  
VERONA 
VENICE  
    JUNE 

To Lady  
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
Santa Lucia                VENICE  

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona  (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
2 Giusppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator in Venice  (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 Don Giovanni Palazzi, a talented Venetian preacher (III/1, Lett. 1300, n. 12) 
4 Don Leonardo Leonardi, teacher in Canossa Palace  (I, Lett. 147, n. 6)  
5 Wife of Count Goess, Governor of the Veneto Province (I, Lett. 284, n.5) 
6 Florianna Demassari, of the Community of Verona (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

11.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1676 

The return journey to Verona has exhausted Magdalene and caused her to be feverish. She is taking care of herself and 
is not lacking the desire to laugh, the best sign of recovery. She rejoices at the improvement of the old Provincial’s 
health, hoping to be able to obtain from him the much awaited reply. She assures prayers for the Patriarch whose 
eyesight is deteriorating. She requests Terragnoli to treat the two young girls with great respect, especially Floriana 
Demassari. 

V.G.M   My dearest daughter, 

Replying to your letter dated 7th I am continuing to give you news of me, my dearest 
daughter. From my letter of Thursday, you will have already heard with what tiredness I reached 
here. My cough has taken possession of me and has caused a slight fever, so that on Friday evening, 
the doctor ordered me to have a blood-letting again. Yesterday, by his order, I rested in bed. 
Besides, the fever came down considerably yesterday. So the doctor found very little fever, and this 
morning, to my surprise, though the cough had accompanied me almost all through the night, he 
found me completely without it. I am however quite worn out with no strength and they are very 
strict in not allowing me to talk. However, I did not lose my desire to laugh, a sure sign that after a 
few days I will be well and my usual self. Please, recommend me to the Lord so that He may give 
me the strength not just for the body, as I hope this is nothing at all, but also for the many and 
serious affairs I have to attend to. Do not worry, all of you. I will continue faithfully to give you 
news about myself. At this time, about 4 o’clock after lunch, I get up so that they can make my bed. 
I am very happy with the good news you give me about all of you and of dear Florianna1 in 
particular. My cordial wishes to her and to all the others, but to her especially.  I entrust her to you 
again and to everyone as I know your care and attention in encouraging her. 

I cannot tell you how happy I am to hear of the noticeable improvement of our holy old 
Provincial2. Kindly present to him my respects and those of Cristina3, when you are able to go to 
carry out my errand.  

I am deeply sorry to hear that the condition of our most worthy Patriarch4 is declining. Please, 
continue to help him through your prayers. I too will do the same, this being our special duty. 
Continue to give me news about him, my dear daughter. 

Now I pass on to tell you what I could not do on Thursday, about that girl who has a brother 
in Fusina. Listen, I have spoken to this young man, who seems to be good, but like his sister, he is 
not very sharp. He confirmed that he wanted to take his sister with him for his own reasons which in 
themselves cannot be condemned. Talking to him I made him understand the danger to which he 
was exposing such a girl. But I also left him free. However, I remarked how useful it would be to let 
her be in Venice, and have her come to school to us or to put her elsewhere. This poor young man 
therefore, put himself in my hands and requested me to think and to provide for her. To you then, I 
give the duty of considering the situation of this girl well. The woman, with whom this girl lives, is 
in a house where there is a school for boys and girls. Alessandri5 himself suggested to me the place 
of Don Danielle Canal6. If it is favourable, and after taking the advice of the Confessor, see if he 
thinks that you could inform, Mr. Giuseppe on my behalf, so that he may approach the Public Fund 
Office, to obtain permission to place her in the pious place mentioned above, as the charity of 
Alessandri suggested.  

My dear daughter, I remind you of our agreement: be attentive to cultivate the interior spirit in 
everyone. I renew my request that as far as possible, you do everything with cheerfulness, 

                                                 
1 Florianna Demassari, of the Community of Venice (Lett. 1615, n. 4)  
2 Fr. Marino da Cadore, Superior of the Community of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
3 Cristina Pilotti is in House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
4 Msgr. Giovanni P.L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice  (II/1, Lett. 482, n. 1) 
5 Giuseppe Alessandri,  Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
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sweetness and joyfulness, with yourself and with the others, especially when dealing with the two 
younger ones: Bettina7 and Floriana. 

Once again I repeat, do not worry about me. I hope to be well soon. I embrace all of you from 
my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

    Your most affectionate Mother  
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 11 June 1826 
                                                 

6 Abbot DANIELE CANAL (Venice 1791-1884), Canon of  S. Marco, Confessor and then inspirer and supporter of 
Anna Maria Marovich,  Foundress of the Institute of the Suore Riparatrici del  Cuore SS.mo di Gesù, to assist 
girls in danger. However, in 1868, this Institute through the decision of the Foundress joined the Institute of 
Mother Carolina Orsenigo of Milan, the Pie Signore Reparatici. (Lett. 1676, n. 5) 

7 Elisabetta Olivo, in the Community of Venice (III/1, Lett A 54) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

11.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1677 
Magdalene gives Elena the news of her return to Verona, of her being tired and not feeling well. But she 
assures her that she will get better. If she delays in answering the letters of the dear Companions, it is 
because it is impossible to do so for the moment. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have received, my dear daughter, your very dear letter that you had sent to Venice, in 
Verona. This is the reason why I delayed in answering you. You would like to have news about my 
health. It is not so good. But let us hope I will be better in a short while. I returned from Venice 
very tired, and soon I was affected by one of my severe coughs which caused a light fever. The 
doctor ordered me to have a drawing of blood. They did it on Friday evening. Yesterday I had to 
obey the doctor and stayed in bed. Last night he found me without any temperature and I was much 
better. Since I would like you to know the whole diary that is exclusively for my use, I add that last 
night my cough enjoyed itself very much. It was joyful and I with it. I like to laugh a lot and if it 
depended on me I would get up today. But I think the doctor will not allow it. Please, recommend 
me to the Lord, but do not worry about my health, because the cough will follow its course and 
nothing else will happen. I will continue to give you news of me. 

To my great pleasure, I hear that the Lord has even provided us with a holy substitute. This fact 
encourages us when we cannot have our most worthy Parish Priest1 sometimes. Except for this, as I 
want and wish, let us lean on God. I am certain that as long as He is able to, He will abandon us. 

Here I found the letter of dearest Antonietta2, together with the flowers she has sent me, 
which are really according to my liking. 

Greet her warmly and thank her for me. I will write to her when I am better and have a 
moment free. 

I would not want those dear daughters of Milan to doubt about my concern for them. I still 
remember very well that I have to answer even to dear Rosa Poli3. My dear daughter, ask them to 
excuse me. The only reason why I cannot reply now is because of all my commitments. 

Not to miss the ordinary mail, I end my letter, recommending myself to your prayers. 
Embracing all of you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 11 June 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior in Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
2 Antonietta Cocchignoni, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 529, n. 9) 
3 Rosa Polli, in the House of Milan; the name is spelt wrong. (III/1, Lett. 1128, n.8) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

11.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1678 
If the ordinary confessor cannot be always present, the Companions ought to welcome the one replacing 
him, even though they miss the usual direction.  This is how Magdalene advises the Sisters.  She feels greatly 
concerned about Maddalena Crippa who has lost her father.  Then, she explains to them in much detail her 
journey from Venice. 

V.G.M      My dear daughter, 

Here I come to trouble you again. Please, pass on the enclosed letter to the Parish Priest1.  I 
assure you that I marvelled at his exquisite charity. In spite of his many cares and important affairs 
he is trying to satisfy me since he knows that you all find it hard to adapt yourselves to the 
substitute confessor.  Listen, my dear daughter, it is true that even I, when I was in Milan, usually 
did not go to anyone else for confession, if I could have him.  Now, having to go to Milan, rather 
than seeing him so crushed by work and fatigue to come to us, I would adapt myself to go 
sometimes to the one he sends with so much charity.  Whenever he can come you do very well to 
go to him.  When at other times he cannot make it, let him have some relief. We should all be 
solicitous for the common good, and just go to the one he sends us as a substitute.   

 As for dear Maddalena2, believe me, my dear daughter, I really felt deeply the sorrow of this 
dear Companion. who has lost her father. It was a big blow for her, since it happened so suddenly.  I 
cannot deny that it was a shock for me, too.  Here is what struck me.  The Lord wants us to be His 
most humble and miserable servants.  Let us trust Him alone and place our cares in Him.  Though 
poor Magdalene’s intentions were holy, at this juncture we also see that He did not want her to be 
present at that moment, but He wished to work alone.  Therefore, even in the midst of our duties we 
can be sure that, with acts of prayer and abandonment to God, our relatives are assisted by divine 
goodness. 

As I mentioned to you, I arrived from Venice very tired and oppressed. I caught a cold and 
suffered from a cough as well.  Last night, they tried to draw blood from me.  Today, the doctor 
asked me to stay in bed since I had fever.  Yet, do not worry about it and I would not want you all to 
be anxious.  Do me the goodness to recommend me to the Lord that He may give me the strength I 
need.  My cough is bothering me a little.  But you will see that even this will pass away. 

I received your last letter when I had written up to this point. This morning, the 11th, I will 
continue writing to you.  Yesterday, I had to obey the doctor to stay in bed.  Last night, I had only a 
line of fever and he was glad about it. But to tell you everything, last night my cough had a lot of 
fun, and I with it. I am very glad because I want to laugh about everything. You will see that in a 
few days, I will be back to normal. 

Regarding your tiredness when you make the visits for the Jubilee, express your difficulty 
humbly to the Parish Priest, my dear daughter, as you have done with me.  If he exempts you, 
accept it out of charity.   

With regard to my coming to Milan, I must tell you frankly that I cannot promise you this at 
the moment.  You would be surprised to see how much I have in hand for the good of the whole 
Institute. But they are all very pleasant things. I foresee that I will take some months before I will be 
able to embrace you.  However, be happy and keep me company through your constant prayer. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter. I embrace you and entrust all of you to the Heart of Mary Most 
Holy. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1)  
2 Maddalena Crippa (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
3 Magdalene has signed the letter. 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 11 June, 1826    
This morning, the doctor found 
me without any fever 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

14.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                       1679 
News regarding the health of Magdalene and Pilotti 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I want to let you know that my health is getting better.  It is already a few days now that I 
have no fever.  To tell you the truth, although the blood-letting helps my cough, it does not return 
my strength.  I am really very much weaker but, gradually, with a bit of patience, I will be well 
again.  Do not worry too much.  You know very well that my sickness always ends in nothing 
serious.  Recommend me to the Lord, since we have a lot of needs about many matters. 

I will write a longer letter another time.  I send you only these few lines today.  Please, give 
my regards to the Parish Priest4. 

Kindly give my greeting to my friends, when you have a chance to meet them.  Cristina5 
conveys her greetings to you.  She is well.  I embrace all of you with a sincere heart and entrust you 
to the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

14 June, 1826 Verona 
 

When greeting the Parish Priest, give him news of me.  Today, June 15th, I am feeling very 
well. 

                                                 
4 Don Bernardino Nogara (Lett. 1451, n. 6)   
5 Cristina Pilotti (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
6 Magdalene has signed the letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

14.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                        1680 
Magdalene cannot get a longer letter written because the cough has weakened her very much. She gives 
some directives regarding the novice who should be accepted, and says what has to be pointed out to Don 
Giovanni Palazzi, the preacher.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your last dearest letter dated 9 June, my dear daughter. Above all, I will continue to 
give you news of me. My dear daughter, I inform you that I am on my feet, and without any fever. 
But the cough is rather insistent and does not leave me alone. Therefore I am exceedingly weak to 
the extent that I am hardly able to recover my strength. Do not get worried because my health will 
improve gradually, as usual. You see that I speak to you sincerely so that you may be at peace. 

With regard to Don Giovanni Palazzi1 it is enough that you… to Somaglia, who may answer 
that he will be helped, since he has waited so long for an order given by Somaglia. Perhaps it will 
now be done. 

With regard to the studies of the Companions and of good Grespi2 too, as I told you at other 
times, I comply with the advice of the Parish Priest3. I have also noted what you tell me about the 
difficulty to have the dowry. I do not understand how her father cannot do anything for his daughter 
since he is a head steward4. I am pleased to hear that the Lord has provided for the Companions and 
also for the apartment, although I feel concerned to see these Ladies trouble themselves so much. 

Beatrice5 is fairly well now, and so is Cristina6 who embraces you warmly. I wish you to take 
care of your health as much as possible, for God’s glory. 

You will find this letter very short and dry. But this is due to the fact that I have no strength to 
dictate it. 

Recommend me much to the Lord, since I am in great need. Embrace all the dear Companions 
for me. I leave all of you hastily in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 14 June 1826 
 

Today 15 June, I feel better. 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7

                                                 
1 Don Giovanni Palazzi, excellent orator of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1300, n.12) 
2 Margherita Crespi, a novice. The name is wrongly spelt. (Lett. 1668, n.1) 
3 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
4 Steward, the head of the domestic staff in a noble family 
5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
6 Cristina Pilotti in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. The second paragraph is indecipherable, because some words are missing due to 

a tear in the page.   
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

18.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1681 
Magdalene’s health is rather unstable. All the same, she asks for prayers not so much to get rid of her cough 
but for her soul and for the many matters that require her attention. She forgives Terragnoli her insistence, 
but tells her to try to deal gently with her daughters and even with herself, and her relationships will become 
easier. 

V.G.M My dearest daughter, 

I would like to continue giving you good news of my health, my dear daughter, but it is not 
what you would like to hear. My cough has not the least idea of leaving me, but it keeps me good 
company. Consequently, I find myself deprived of strength, and just now I am in my noble 
apartment, that is, my room. You can believe me when I say that I take the greatest care of myself 
and talk little, but you see that till it has taken its course the cough has no idea of leaving me. Even 
the usual doctor does not know what to order me. The Lord alone then will heal me when it pleases 
Him. However, be at peace. I am on my feet, and this morning I even went for Mass. Continue to 
support me with your prayers, not so much for my body, but for my soul and for the many serious 
affairs I have at hand. 

My dear daughter, be at peace concerning the apologies you made to me. Your intention was 
good, to want to relieve the others. You must take it for granted that when I say that I cannot, it is 
really a sign that my strength is failing. Consequently, if I were to force myself, I would harm 
myself. However, I say it again, be in peace about what is past. I assure you that you have fully 
made up with the promise to take courage and to deal gently first of all with yourself and then with 
all the others, and above all, as I still recommend you, with the two novices. Conducting yourself 
like this, you will soon enjoy much fruit, and I will experience the most genuine consolation.  

I always feel compassion for poor Orsola1 in her painful sufferings. I do not know what I can 
do to relieve her, but to take care of her and give her courage. I am happy that dear Betta2 has begun 
to take the waters. When you think it opportune, see that she takes her usual baths, a remedy that is 
very necessary and efficacious. 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for the reply given by Her Excellency the Governor’s wife3, as 
also for other news. But most of all, I was extremely pleased to hear the very good news of the 
health of His Excellency, Monsignor Patriarch4. May it please the Lord, as I hope, to restore him to 
good health soon! 

Beatrice5 has fulfilled your tasks with your mother punctually. She listened happily to news 
about you and with all her heart, in the name also of your cousins, she sends you her greetings. 
Your mother is keeping well and hopes to see you this coming spring. In the meantime, she is 
determined to find you some pounds of raw silk6 which we then spin, but for the silk waste she says 
she absolutely cannot find any. She had to roam about for a long time in order to collect what I sent 
you last year1. 

                                                 
1 Orsola Bonomi, a sick sister in the Community at Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.1) 
2 Elisabetta Mezzaroli of the community of Venice  (III/1, Lett. 1001, n. 1) 
3 The wife of Governor Goess  (Lett.1675;  I, Lett. 284, n. 5) 
4 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n. 1) 

    5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
6 These could be old woollen clothes which were used to spin to  make blankets or quilts  

  7 Floriana Demaassari in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
8 Fr. Stefani, Parish Priest of the “Carmini” of Venice  (II/1, Lett. 495) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene 
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So then from the raw silk which she will send, we will spin the skeins as usual and weave the 
silk. In the meantime, we shall try to find the two pounds which are needed to add to those we have, 
so that we can make the coverlet.  

Wish Floriana7 in the name of her parents, brothers and sisters and tell her they are all well. 
Her letters were much appreciated. 

Once again I entrust myself to the prayers of everyone. Convey my respects to Fr. Stefani8. 
I embrace you with all my heart and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 18 June 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

VERONA  
 
VENICE 
20 June 
 

To Lady  
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
                      VENICE
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

18.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1682 
In the past, Rosa had complained about not having crosses, but now her house is visited by many worries 
regarding the poor health of her Companions. Magdalene encourages her because that is a sign that God is 
going to be glorified. She praises her demeanour relative to the legacy of the chaplaincy, assuring her that 
the Holy Virgin will resolve the difficulties.   

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

From your last most appreciated letter I hear the news you give me, my dear daughter. You 
can imagine how much I regret hearing that almost all of you are not well. My dear daughter, 
courage, and again courage! Do not lose courage, rather, in a certain sense, be consoled. Since your 
community is visited by the Lord with crosses, it is a sure sign that God wants to draw His glory 
through your suffering. 

This time I cannot reply to dear Maddalena1. Greet her warmly for me and tell her, in my 
name, to have faith that the Most Holy Mary of Loreto will surely heal her. Then, my dear daughter, 
when her devotion is over, if Maddalena does not get better, call Dolcini2, as she clearly stated, and 
not Palazzini3, this being my constant opinion. Hearing that you are surrounded by many sick 
persons, I always remember that you complained gently that you were too happy because you had 
no suffering. Believe me, I will pray to the Lord for all of you. Take care of yourself as much as you 
can and keep me abreast of everything. 

With regard to the chaplaincy, you acted very well and did not dare too much in sending for 
Monsignor Vicar4. Pay attention to the advice of Don Giovanni5, as I told you recently. Do not get 
worried about this affair, because the legacy belongs to us by right. We will try to get it, otherwise 
we go without it. You know that our house belongs to Mary. Let us be at peace, therefore, in 
whatever happens. She will find the way to provide for us. 

My cough keeps me faithful company, and I am always in my noble apartment, that is, in my 
room. I try to speak the least I can, because I do not feel like making a long speech not even by 
chance. The doctor as usual does not know what medicine to give me. Hence only the Lord will free 
me, when He wants to do it. Entrust me to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy. I do not ask this for my 
physical but for my spiritual needs and for the many commitments I have at hand. 

Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 18 June 1826 
 

Cristina6 who embraces you wholeheartedly, begs you to give her news of good Catterina 
from Tirano7, when you can. By the next ordinary mail I will write to Maddalena. In the meantime, 
tell her to answer me by the next mail what she has done about the cloth of Cristina, the one she got 
made with her grandmother’s linen. She must have told me, but on account of so many 
preoccupations, I have forgotten it. Now that poor Maddalena is dead I have no peace until all her 
intentions are fulfilled. So Maddalena must not forget to write to me, or write to me, yourself. 

                                                 
1 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 596, n.2)  
2 Doctor ANGELO DULCINI and not Dolcini, as dictated by Magdalene. He died in Bergamo in 1853, after he 

had been a vice surgeon in the Major Hospital of the city and was even a professor in midwifery (From 
“Bergamo”, that is, Notizie patrie, Almanacco 1854, p. 65)    

3 Doctor GIOVANNI PALAZZINI, doctor and surgeon, “who wrote numerous books anticipating future 
discoveries, as the one about the abuse of drawing blood” (Rivista in Bergamo, Sett. 1941, pp. 274-275) 

4 Msgr. Celio M. Passi, Vicar General in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 569, n.1) 
5 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
6 Pilotti Cristina, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
7 Caterina from Tirano, fellow-citizen of Rosa della Croce (Lett. 1495, n.9)  
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Convey my respects to Don Giovanni. 
 

Your Mother Magdalene  
         Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
8 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

19.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1683 
A simple letter accompanying a packet which Faccioli is to pass on to Antonio Rosmini. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have some more news for you. My cough is slow in recovering this time.  However, I spent 
last night fairly well and I hope that recovering my sleep I will also recover my appetite which I did 
not have for many days…Be at peace, because already I feel better today, and as usual, soon I will 
not be sick any more. 

Not to let the ordinary mail pass without troubling you, I beg you to call on Mr. Battista 
Cogliati1. Give him my greetings and ask him to do me the charity to get the packet that I am 
sending him by mail. It is for Antonio Rosmini2. But on its cover it is addressed to Giovan Battista 
Cogliati.  Please, pay him for whatever he will spend for this service.  When I come, I shall 
reimburse you for this and for all the other little expenses I have asked you to incur for me. 

Convey my greetings to the Parish Priest3 and give him news about me.  I embrace you with 
all my heart and leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4  

Verona,  19 June, 1826  
                                                 

 1 Giovanni Battista Cogliati, procurator at the House of Milan (Lett. 1485, n.7) 

 2 Don Antonio Rosmini, Margherita Rosmini’s brother (II/1, Lett. 494)  

 3 Don Bernardino Nogara (Lett. 1451, n.6)  

 4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

19.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                             1684 
Magdalene is not well yet, but she hopes she will be better soon. She will console Maddalena Crippa when 
she writes to her that she is very sad about her father’s death, and also because he is said to have left some 
debts. In Verona the enterprises of the apostolate are many. They have also increased in that period because 
of the Jubilee. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I continue the news about my health, my dear daughter. To tell you the truth I cannot say that 
it is good yet, since this week I have been troubled by my cough which looks like the one I had in 
Milan. Last night was the first time I could rest a little. Today I feel the improvement, but I am very 
weak and I have a strong aversion to food. On the other hand, if I start sleeping well, I hope that my 
appetite too will return, and consequently I will get better soon. 

With regard to the affairs of good Maddalena1 after the death of her father, you have done 
very well, my dear daughter, to comply with the Parish priest’s advice2. These blessed people could 
live comfortably by saving, but they do not understand. Afterwards they lack money and put other 
people into trouble. If Maddalena writes I will try to console her as much as I can. 

Miserable as I am, I will not forget to pray to the Lord for you. Courage! Cristina3 and 
Beatrice4 are fairly well and they embrace you heartily. All our Companions here are well. 

On account of the Jubilee these Companions are overburdened with charitable works. At this 
time there were 95 girls for First Holy Communion. Then there are the women, young ladies and 
girls, well, a large and endless affair. 

Give my regards to the Parish Priest. I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 19 June 1826                              your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
                                                 

1 Maddalena Crippa, born in Milan (II/1, Lett. 541. n.4) 
2 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
3 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

21.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                       1685 
Magdalene is better, but her recovery is slow. She will earnestly ask her brother Bonifacio how the affairs 
Elena recommended her are faring. She announces two contrary bits of news: in Verona the confessor Don 
Brugnoli has injured himself once more; while in Venice the old Provincial is recovering. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you news about me, as you tell me to do, my dear daughter. Thanks to the 
Lord, I am better. The only thing I have to overcome is my great weakness, because with the cough, 
neither was I feeling to eat nor could I always retain the food I ate. Consequently, I think I need 
another eight or ten days before I am quite alright. I tell you this, my dear daughter, to keep my 
promise to write to you with sincerity about my health and also so that you may know the reason 
why I write briefly. 

They say that my brother1 has returned from the countryside last night. As I mentioned above, 
I will not be able to see him for some days. When I can, I will ask him exactly about your affairs, as 
far as my head allows me. I will find out whether he has written everything to you and whether he 
has come to know other things, etc. 

I am glad to know that Vittoria2 is recovering and that all the others are well. I hope you are 
well, because you say nothing, neither good nor bad, about yourself. Even this year, our holy old 
Don Francesco3 has injured himself, while going to the countryside. He has not come back yet. We 
hope he will come to Verona within the week, but I do not know when he comes to S. Giuseppe4. 
Know that, out of God’s mercy, our Father Provincial5 has not only recovered fully in the mind, 
since perhaps that fever affecting the nerves has finally disappeared, but also they write to me from 
Venice, that he comes out of his bedroom and walks about in the convent. 

I embrace all of you very heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 21 June 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
To Lady 
Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity  
S. Michele alla Chiusa, in Certosa 

MILAN 
                                                 

1 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
2 Vittoria Brun, in the House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1275, n. 4)  
3 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor at Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2) 
4 To the Convent of Verona 
5 Father Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

22.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1686 
Magdalene gives Rosa news of her slow physical recovery. She informs her about the death of one of the 
country teachers, Maddalena from Manerbio, who was called grandmother, so that she may offer some 
suffrages for her. Magdalene also tells her that the packet for Don Rosmini has not been sent by the ordinary 
mail. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to continue giving you news of me faithfully, my dear daughter. I assure you 
sincerely that I am better. It is difficult for me to overcome my great weakness, caused by my little 
desire, that is, by the nausea I felt in eating, during the past few days. You know that I make 
gigantic steps when I start improving. I began taking something more willingly yesterday. By the 
next ordinary mail, you will see how many dishes I will have eaten. 

My cough has diminished a lot and is not so aggressive when it comes. I am beginning to 
sleep better so that soon I will be as strong as steel. 

My dear daughter, I am sure that you will excuse me with the gentlemen who deal with 
Minori1’s affairs. But do not be anxious because this is only an excuse. To tell you the truth, I have 
lost my strength so much that, if I want to get busy for a few minutes, I have to force myself to do 
so. Now I understand that I am improving, but my strength is very poor and I can do very little. My 
dear daughter I repeat to you to be at peace because I feel that I am improving day by day. 

I heard about how Monsignor Vicar2 was pleased to tell you about the chaplaincy. On every 
occasion we see that he deals with us like a father, as we have always said. If you see either Count 
Luca3 or Count Marco4, present them my respects and thanks. 

My dear daughter, I also took my Maddalena to heart.  I cannot answer her even today, 
because I do not have the strength to write much. As soon as the devotion to Mary Most Holy of 
Loreto is over, if our dear Mother either does not deign or does not want to grant her this grace, 
send for Dolcini5 because I would not like that her trouble should get worse. The first time you 
write to me, tell me whether poor Maddalena6, whom they called grandmother, left some of her 
belongings the last time. Write to me exactly what she left. 
 Give my respects also to Counts Passi and Don Giovanni7. 
Embracing all of you heartily, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am   
Verona, 22 June 1826 

    your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

 

PS I will send you three ounces of seeds of the broccoli of Verona and an ounce and a half of that from 
Chioggia, that is cauliflower, the Veneto weight, for the gentlemen Camozzi9.   

                                                 
1 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
2 Msgr. Celio Cassi, Vicar General in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 569, n.1) 
3 Count Luca Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.7) 
4 Count Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
5 Doctor Dulcini Angelo, surgeon in Bergamo (Lett. 1682, n.2) 
6 Maddalena from Manerbio, the teacher from the countryside called “grandmother” because she was one of the elderly 

ladies. It is her death that is alluded to in Lett. 1682. 
7 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
9 The Camozzi family, benefactors (II/1, Lett. 569, n.2) 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

22.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1687 
Magdalene is slow in recovering.  Yet, there are signs that she is getting better.  Msgr. Passi, the Vicar of 
Bergamo, who is helping them with the chaplaincy, deals with them in a fatherly manner. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you for the prayers that you said for me.  Do that for my soul rather than for my body 
that does not deserve even a Hail Mary.  Thanks to God, I am better. But I am very weak so that 
more than ever, I am good for nothing.  You will see however, that this will not last long.  Now, I 
am able to rest at night.  In 8 to10 days, I will be like a giant.  When you make the first Way of the 
Cross, please offer it for one of our country-teachers, who has just died. Tell dear Margi1 that she is 
the dear Maddalena from Manerbio, whom we called ‘grandmother’2. Cristina3 is getting on quite 
well.  She embraces all of you and recommends herself to your prayers. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter. Give my regards to the Parish Priest4 and give him news about 
me.  I entrust all of you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother, 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5  
22 June 1826 Verona 

Please tell Mr. Giovan Battista Cogliati5 that I thought better not to send the packet by mail, 
so that he need not take the trouble to inquire about it.  I did so for reasons that I will tell you orally. 

                                                 
1 Maria Caspani, of the Community at S. Stefano, Milan (III/1, Lett.1201, n.1 ) 
2 Maddalena of Manerbio, a teacher from the countryside ( Lett. 1686) 
3 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene at Verona (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
4 Don Bernardino Nogara,  Parish  Priest at S. Stefano (Lett. 1451, n. 6)  
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene . 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

23.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1688 
Magdalene should answer to the Vicar of Treviso regarding the required foundation in that city, but she is 
not yet strong enough. She mentions various interests of secondary importance. 

    V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am, my dear daughter, to continue giving you news about my health. The cough hardly 
leaves me entirely. But thanks to the Lord, I assure you that I feel better. I am still very weak, and 
do not feel like eating, as I need to. Hence, a little more time has still to elapse before I recover. I 
thank you and everyone for your prayers on my behalf. Do continue to assist me with them, more 
for my soul than for my body. 

I have heard with pleasure of the new election of Monsignor Rosada1, done by our good 
Patriarch. 

Regarding the foundation of Treviso, I have the name and surname of that Vicar and when I 
can, I will write to him. But I will need a bit of time, because at present I have no strength to apply 
my mind to important matters. Besides this, you can imagine how many daily affairs I have to carry 
out. When I am tired of them, I find no strength to dedicate myself to the new ones. 

I beg you to give news of me to the good Mr. Alessandri2, who entreats me to let him know, 
in his letter. Solicit him to give you the reply about the business of our Bettina Olivo3. Try to tell 
Don Zuliano4 in my name, through dear Betta5, that I am scandalized to notice that he has so little 
love for Venice. He did not send us yet those prayers he promised. My dear daughter, but you 
already imagine what I will do. I will search for what I want, and I will send it to you.  

I heard about Betta Bianchini6. Even that is a nice comedy and we will see how it ends. I will 
answer Marianna7 through the Sunday mail, since I cannot do it today. 

I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona, 23 June 1826 
    your most affectionate Mother 

    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8    
   VERONA 
 

    VENICE 
    27 Ju(ne) 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

  VENICE 
                                                 

1 Msgr. Fortunato Rosata, Canon of the Cathedral. The name is spelt wrong. (Lett. 1376, n.12) 
2 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
3 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54)  
4 Don Giuliano Cattullo, pro-synodal examiner and confessor in the Church of Tolentini (Lett. 1393, n.9, p. 813 and 

Lett. 1587, n.4)  
5 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1,Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 Betta Bianchini, an aspirant to the religious life 
7 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice, future manager of the Hospital for Convalescents ( III/1, Lett. 

1095, n.6) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

23.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1689 
Magdalene notices a physical improvement, but she is not able to recover wholly yet. She assigns some tasks 
and then describes the serious accident that happened to Don Brugnoli, the confessor of Verona. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

This time I continue with news of me. All I can say is that I am going very slowly in sending 
my cough away completely and in getting better. I feel a great revulsion for food. But we are 
already in a good season, and so everything will disappear. In the meantime, I sleep more and the 
cough is noticeably diminished. Everything will pass away soon. 

With regard to good Somaglia1 I have understood everything and when writing to Venice I 
will tell that preacher that we do not need him. Probably I will do it tomorrow. I need a favour from 
you immediately, my dear daughter, with the ordinary mail. I would like you to copy or to get 
copied those two papers of the two small capitals our excellent Marquis Casati2 put out on interest. I 
want to see them for some business of a person here, I am much concerned about. But you know 
that I will act according to the methods of Verona. Please do me this favour, as soon as you can. In 
case you cannot, write to me at once, so that I may find another solution. 

You did not write any longer, my dear daughter, whether the Parish Priest continues3 to come 
or whether he sends a substitute. 

Now listen to what has happened in this Verona. This year too, our Don Francesco4 went to 
the countryside and injured himself. His horse got scared of a rod and ran off. Yesterday he was 
able to come back to Verona, but I think the treatment will be a long one. Recommend us to the 
Lord. Here too we have an excellent substitute, but he cannot continue for long because he is a 
person with so many engagements. 

I am pleased to know that you are well and that Vittoria5 is recovering. The other day 
Countess Sagramoso6 was here. But I did not see her because I do not go to visit anyone. She would 
like to have an exact and definite answer about that dancer you proposed to her. However, in case 
you are going to send her, the Countess wants you to see that she is accompanied by the person to 
whom she would send her back if she does not succeed. 

It is necessary that her maintenance should be certain, and for many reasons that I will tell 
you orally. If you send her, address her directly to Countess Sagramoso, because, as you know well, 
in this country we have to be very cautious. This is a dreadful thing. 

My dear daughter, I do not know whether you have received a letter from Rosa of Bergamo7 
in which she asks you, by my order, to send her the prescription of the plaster by which our Margì8 
from Monza had healed her knee. Cantoni9 had ordered that prescription. 

I beg you to send it immediately. We have poor Maddalena here with a painful knee, and I 
feel very sorry for her. 

I embrace all of you very heartily and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

                                                 
1 Countess Maddalena Somaglia, sister of Count Giacomo Mellerio (I, Lett. 279,  
    n. 12) 
2 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor (I, Lett. 78, n. 1) 
3 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
4 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor of the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2) 
5 Vittoria Brun, in the House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1275, n. 4) 
6 Countess Marianna Sagramoso, Milan (I, Lett. 281, n. 3) 
7 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
8 Maria Caspani, in the little House of Milan (III/1, Lett.1201, n.1) 
9 Doctor Cantoni, the doctor of the House in Milan  
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Verona, 23 June 1826 
your Mother Magdalene 

Daughter of Charity10 
                                                 

10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

25.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1690 
It is really gratifying that the Bishop of Treviso and his Vicar urge for a foundation in that city. But 
Magdalene is still too weak to get involved and to give an adequate answer. For the moment she asks her to 
pray. Then, through the people in charge, she insists on having news of the sick man, she has so much at 
heart. She does not mention his name out of delicacy towards Cristina Pilotti. It is her father who is being 
looked after in a psychiatric hospital. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

In your last letter, my dear daughter, I heard what you said about the long visit with which 
Monsignor Vicar from Treviso1 honoured you. I am very grateful for his concerns and for those of 
his most worthy Prelate, on behalf of our Institute. 

You have acted very well with your replies. But you understand that this is a business which, 
besides the prayers we have to offer before solving it, it is wise that I consult the ecclesiastical 
Superior about it. I am still sick. I am not in bed, but being so tired, I am unable to apply myself to 
the matter. Therefore, I will not be able to answer to this point. As soon as I recover a little strength, 
I hope that in a short while I can give you a proper answer. Meanwhile, continue to recommend this 
affair to the Lord, together with all the others, which are many and are waiting for me to attend to 
them. 

My dear daughter, I beg you to ask Raimondo2 on my behalf, to kindly enquire from Mr. 
Baldessera3 whether Abbot Tedeschi4 had seen him and had informed him about that sick man in 
“S. Servolo”5, whom I had strongly recommended to him. If he has not done it yet, ask Raimondo to 
entreat this gentleman to get news about him, as I really want to know how the poor sick man is. I 
also wish very much to hear about the wife of that Mr. Baldessera, since she too was sick. 

Therefore, do as much as you can so that I may have an answer about this. Pay my respects to 
Baldessera and Abbot Tedeschi. I recommend the sick man once more. Tell the Abbot that I am 
certain of his charity and goodness, but now and then I will trouble him by asking him for news 
about the poor sick man. 

My cough is obstinate because it does not want to abandon me. But I am better and spend my 
nights fairly well. I do not have an appetite yet, but it will come later. When I will be able to eat as 
usual, I will recover my strength. All of you, please pray for me, but more for the soul than for the 
body. Be at peace, since you know that when I have the cough and pain in the chest, it means that it 
will soon be over. I assure you that I am better. 

Beatrice wants you to know that the day before yesterday your mother sent her twelve pounds 
of empty cocoons6 and twenty-eight pounds of unrefined silk7 to be cleaned, for it is very dirty. We 
will card8 all of it little by little and, when there is a chance, we will gradually dispatch it to you. 
Your mother sent us six small spindles of spun cocoon to be cleaned. Tell me whether  you want us 
to send them as they are, or whether we should dye them black, to make cord, together with the rest 
you handed over to Beatrice9. I send you greetings from your mother. 

                                                 
1 Msgr. Sebastiano Soldati, Vicar from Treviso (II/1, Lett. 622, n.2) 
2 Raimondo, the goldsmith (III/1, Lett. 1012) 
3 An acquaintance in Venice, who committed himself in works of charity 
4 ABBOT TEDESCHI, one of the priests who assisted at the psychiatric hospital of S. Servolo (II/1, Lett. 620, n.4)   

5 The father of Cristina Pilotti, looked after in the psychiatric Hospital (cf. Lett. 1402)  
6 Cocoons from which a butterfly has come out (Beltramini/Donati, Piccolo Dizionario, 1958) 
7 Silk waste used to make covers. 
8 Carding: disentangling fibres before spinning 
9 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
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Beatrice again needs to be newly recommended to the Most Holy Crucifix, from whom she 
hopes much, rather everything. Her health is fairly good. 

I will send the reply for the cousin of dear Cristina later. Recommending myself to the prayers 
of all of you, I leave you as usual in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 25 June 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

                                     
PS  Cristina and Beatrice entreat you to approach Raimondo. They want to know from him what the cost 

would be to make a statue of the same size and shape, as the Lady of Sorrows we have in the choir. 
                                                 

 10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO  DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

35.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1691 
Magdalene is still unwell.  She asks for prayers for her soul rather than for her body.  She would like to get a 
prescription from a doctor of Bergamo to be sent to her.  She asks about Crippa whom she thinks might still 
be very sad due to her father’s death. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

For your peace, and knowing your great goodness towards me, I let you know about my 
health.  My cough is somewhat less, but to tell you sincerely as usual, it is slow to leave me.  This 
time, it is really quite acute, but slowly it will fulfil its duty and will go away, as it always does.  I 
cannot hide from you that I am very weak, having no appetite for any kind of food, so I find it hard 
to get well completely.  Continue to pray for me, more for my soul than for my body. 

I wrote to dear Elena1 to ask if by chance she has the prescription of the plaster which cured 
Margì’s2 knee. I begged her to send it as soon as possible to Rosa, Superior of Bergamo. 

In case Elena does not have it, and you have it instead, kindly write a few words to Rosa, 
Superior3 at Bergamo, enclosing the prescription for her.  If the medicines are more than one, please 
send them all to Rosa, and let her know which one cured Margi completely. 

When you write to me, give me news about all the Companions, whom I embrace 
wholeheartedly.  In a special way, tell me how our good Maddalenina4 is going on, after her father’s 
death.  When I can, I shall send to Margì the degrees of virtue that she wishes. 

Goodbye, my dear daughters. I leave all of you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy.  Please greet 
our most respected Parish Priest5 for me and give him news about me. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

25 June  1826 Verona 
                                                 

1 Elena Bernardi, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2)  
2 Maria Caspani in the Community of Milan (III/1, Lett.1201, n.1) 
3 Rosa Dabalà (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 

4 Maddalena Crippa (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
5 Don Bernardino Nogara (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
6 Magdalene has signed the letter. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

29.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1692 
To keep her promise, Magdalene continued to send news about her health. She was always not too well 
because of her sleeplessness.  Yet, she does not want spiritual weakness. Her Daughters must rely on God 
and on the Blessed Virgin and not on herself who is merely an instrument.  She asked prayer because at 
Bergamo, a very promising novice was very sick. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Be at peace. As long as I am not yet well, I will continue writing to you with every ordinary 
mail. Meanwhile, in order not to make mistakes, act as you like and pray as you like, but the Lord 
too will listen to you as He wills.  Your prayer for my health is helpful, because, on the whole, I am 
well. But your prayer is good for the day, and not so much for the night, because I am sleepless at 
night.  Well, everything will pass away, if the Lord wills it.  When He so wishes, I shall be well 
both day and night.  

My dear daughter, I cannot keep quiet about your big blunders.  Do you not know that no one 
is necessary to us but God?  Our Most Holy Mother Mary has always done everything for us and 
does not need an unworthy person like me, neither for Milan nor for any other place in the world.  
Of course, I am quite ready to do all that I can, but I do not want you to have these wrong ideas.  
You know that I promised you to wait for Enoch and Elijah, but it is bad indeed that you, instead of 
relying on God, should speak in such a way as if creatures were indispensable.  When I come to 
Milan, get ready to have conferences for a week on this point.  The more I preach to you to lean on 
God alone and abandon yourself to Him, the more you forget my words at the slightest occasion He 
sends you.  It is just like scolding one of my subordinates.  I am very pleased that all of you are 
well.  Here too, everyone is quite well. 

At Bergamo, the Lord has visited our house in these days and with that, me as well.  A very 
good, young novice1, already vested2, is struck by a fatal sickness. She has received the Sacraments. 
I am expecting another letter from them today.  You can imagine how anxious I am. In the 
meantime, I recommend the poor sick one warmly to your prayers.  Goodbye, my dear daughter. 
Please pray for my many commitments. I embrace all of you and leave you in the Heart of Mary 
Most Holy. 

My dear daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 29 June 1826   

 

Remember for your peace of mind, that it is already two days that I do not have any fever and 
eat with little difficulty. Please give my regards to the Parish Priest.3 

Your Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity4 

                                                 
1 Checchina, Francesca Luca of the Community in Bergamo ( Lett. 1426, n. 2)  
2 Vestition, the ceremony of the reception of the Religious Habit 
3 Don Bernardino Nogara (Lett. 1451, n. 6) 
4 Magdalene  has signed the letter. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

29.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                      1693 
Magdalene’s news about her health is not yet positive. But she is more concerned about the illness of the 
novice at Bergamo, Francesca Luca whom she defines as “very good and very capable”. She is also waiting 
for news of the Bishop of Massa, who is suffering morally. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am very grateful for your great concern about my health, my dear daughter. Do not worry, 
because even this ailment will pass in a short while. Since you like to know things with sincerity, I 
must confess that I am recovering, but very slowly. 

I have no temperature, and this is very good. I spend a great part of the day fairly well, 
whereas the night is rather troublesome. I add that the excessive heat we have here and my great 
difficulty in eating causes me to take in only a little food. As a consequence, I cannot sleep. On the 
other hand, these last two days and especially today, I found it less difficult to eat. You will see that 
I will be better soon. 

My dear daughter please do me a favour to hand over to the carrier of Bergamo the money 
you have received from our friend Visconti1. I have already written to the Superior2 of that house, to 
send that carrier to you to fetch it. 

My dear daughter, now the Lord is pleased to visit the House of Bergamo and me too, with 
the mortal illness of our good Checchina3, who has already received the Most Holy Sacraments. I 
recommend her warmly to your prayers. You can imagine how concerned I am as I wait for further 
news from Bergamo. 

I end because I have to send the letters to the post office. I too, recommend myself to your 
prayers. Embracing all of you very heartily, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 29 June 1826 
 

I was rather surprised at what you write to me about Querengo4. When I recover my strength I 
will write to Lady Bettina. Tell me whether Don Giulio Dugnani5 has come back, and whether he 
went to visit the poor Bishop of Massa6. 

 

I embrace you once more. 
Your Mother Magdalene 

Daughter of Charity7 
                                                 

1 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
2 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
3 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n. 2) 
4 Lady Teodolinda Quarengo. The name is spelt wrong. (II/2 Lett. 842, n. 4) 
5 Don Giulio Dugnani, a nobleman from Milan (I, Lett.198, n. 6) 
6 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene   
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

29.6.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1694 
Magdalene still spends sleepless nights, but the most serious anxiety, even if there is a slight improvement, is 
for Francesca Luca, the novice at Bergamo, who is very ill. For certain therapeutic baths, they have to 
decide whether or not to use a tub used by Guizzetti, who had died of cancer. They can ask the surgeon 
Gasperi about this. Magdalene has come to know that before his departure, Patriarch Pyrcher had 
nominated Msgr. Rosata as his Vicar and Msgr. Balbi as his Provicar. She entreats Giuseppa to 
congratulate both of them in her name. She asks her to beg them to continue their fatherly assistance to the 
Institute of the Daughters of Charity. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I do not want to let this day pass without giving you news of me, so that you may be at peace, 
my dearest daughter. I was not able to write to you with the ordinary mail. So I do it with the 
extraordinary one. My health is improving, but the cough hardly disappears. It keeps me less 
company during the day than at night. I have spent three very troublesome nights and I do not find 
rest in almost any way. In spite of this, there is nothing to fear. Everything will be over with 
patience. I do not have fever and have been eating a little bit more these past two days. 

Tell dear Marianna1 that I will answer her, as soon as I am a bit stronger and have a free 
moment. I am very pleased that she has the general baths. Regarding the wine cask, that is, the tub, 
since it has been cleaned and cleansed many times, I would imagine there was nothing to fear. But 
to be more prudent, ask our surgeon, before using it, in case it could harm the sick. Then do as he 
tells you. 

My dear daughter, know that we have a young companion2 in Bergamo, who has received the 
religious habit a short while ago. She is seriously ill. Last week they administered all the Holy 
Sacraments to her. You can imagine how embarrassed I have been during these days. The Superior 
of that House3 writes better news to me today, thanks the Lord. I hope that the Lord will give her 
back to us. I assure you that this sick companion is a very promising subject. I warmly recommend 
her to your prayers. All of you pray fervently to Mary Most Holy for her, as if it were a grace 
already received. 

Notice, my dear daughter, that the tub, of which I spoke to you, is the one poor Lady Teresina 
Guizzetti4 used. Marianna wrote that she has no difficulty to use it for herself. As I told you, please 
consult the surgeon about that and do what he will tell you.                    

My dear daughter, I add that today, being the feast of St Peter, I spent the day fairly well and 
rather well, if I compare it with the other days. I beg you to pay my sincere compliments to our 
excellent Father Steffani5 at the first occasion you have. Please, tell him to offer my respects to 
Monsignor Rosada6 and beg him, on my behalf, to be our father in the future, as he had been up to 
now. Similarly, kindly present my respectful regards to Monsignor Pro-vicar Balbi7. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. Embracing all of you warmly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 29 June 1826 
   Your most affectionate Mother 

                                                 
1 Marianna Francesconi, still in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
2 Checchina, Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
3 Rosa Dabalà, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.3) 
4 Teresina Guizzetti, a benefactress (I, Lett. 412) 
5 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice. (II/1, Lett. 495) The name is spelt wrong. 
6 Msgr. Rosata, Canon of the Cathedral (II/2, Lett. 1376, n.12). The name is spelt wrong. 
7 Pro-vicar ROBERTO RIZZARDI BALBI, ex-Parish Priest of the Parish Church of S. Raffaele Arcangelo 
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     Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8  
 

PS  What I write about Monsignor Rosada and Monsignor Balbi is due to the fact that Mr. Alessandri9 
and also Mr. Padenghe10, to whom please convey my compliments, have written to me that, before 
his departure, our most worthy Monsignor Patriarch nominated Monsignor Rosada, his Vicar and 
Monsignor Balbi, his Pro-vicar. If the situation is so, you know how many obligations we have with 
Msgr. Rosada. I desire very much that he may continue his fatherly charity, even as a Vicar, since 
he is now really our Superior. Say this to Msgr. Balbi as well, because I do not want to neglect any 
of the superiors. 

 I have not heard anything more said about the hospital. Tell me if you know anything else about 
Bianchini. With this excessive heat I hope that dear Betta11 too, will think of having her baths.  

 

VENICE 
1 Ju(ly) 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppina Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
                   VENICE 

                                                 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
9 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
10 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Canossian Works in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
11 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

1.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1695 

A healing, which looks almost miraculous, has restored to health the novice Francesca (Checchina) Luca for 
the Institute. Magdalene is very consoled and grateful to the Divine Mercy. It is now time to solve the 
problem of Marietta Mora, who does not seem to have the qualities required by the Institute, and to help 
Rosa Masina and Maddalena Smania to get better as they are suffering a lot. Magdalene’s health is 
improving slowly. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You can imagine how consoled I was, my dear daughter, when I read the good news of our 
Checchina1 in your most appreciated letter of the 28th. I too, do not doubt that this recovery is really 
miraculous, due to the faith of those good people, who you told me have prayed so much. Let us 
thank the Lord for such a great grace. Pray that He may give renewed strength to this daughter who 
has been given back to us, so that she may respond evermore to God’s divine mercy, even in future. 

I am rather worried about the poor health of the young Marietta2. To say it among ourselves 
without making use of these words for the moment, if this daughter continues like this, because of 
her angelic goodness, it would be a great sorrow for me, but I do not know how I can burden the 
Institute with a new unsuitable subject. Enough, my dear daughter, so much about this! For dear 
Mother Masina3, whom I take much to my heart, make a devotion to the Most Holy Mary, praying 
that this Most Holy Mother may make known to us the will of Her Divine Son. For the first we have 
to decide whether she will be in a condition to stay in the Institute. For the second, to tell you 
confidentially, I fear that at this moment the situation and the air of Bergamo may be the cause of 
the many and strong pains in the nerves that poor Rosa suffers. It may be because of the dampness. 
In the meantime, do this: recommend the sick person to that most worthy Religious from Cenate4. 
Beg him to bless a pair of stockings that you will give to Rosa to wear. Then, write to Domenica5 at 
Milan that she may provide a little amount of very fine wool, and ask her to make a pair of 
stockings for Rosa. Tell her to send it to you and get Rosa to wear them at once. Then, continue to 
give me news about her. 

I am very sorry that dear Maddalena6 carries on with her indisposition. My dear daughter, 
show the plaster you have received from Milan to the surgeon and hear from him whether it can be 
used. In my name, tell Maddalena that she has to let the pain come out. If this plaster will cause her 
some pain, tell her to be patient and to suffer a little, if she wants to get rid of the original one. 

My dear daughter, I feel better. I have spent two nights in a peaceful way and I feel better 
even during the day. But I still feel very tired and have to overcome this weariness. I am not yet 
capable of busying myself with our affairs, though I have a great amount of work to do. Therefore, 
recommend me to the Lord. I hope I will improve my strength if I continue like that, getting better 
day and night. In the meantime, do not get anxious about me.  

I remind you to ask for the wool needed to make the stockings for dear Rosa. Let them do it 
here, since they should be big and comfortable. That was a very good thought, my dear daughter, to 
send a letter to Checchina’s Mother. You have an immediate and efficacious result already!  I 
recommend myself to the prayers of all. Try to rest as much as you can. Embracing you 
wholeheartedly, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
                                                 

1 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2)  
2 Marietta Mora from Tavernola, locality on the Iseo Lake (III/1, Lett. 1286, n.8) 
3 Rosa Masina, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
4 CENATE, a municipality in the province of Bergamo 
5 Domenica Faccioli, in the House of Milan (I, Lett. 360, n.1) 
6 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 596, n.2) 
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Verona, S. Giuseppe, 1 July 1826 
Give my regards to Don Giovanni7. 

 

Your Mother Magdalene Daughter of Charity8 
 

                                                 
7 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

2.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1696 

Francesca Luca, after so many prayers said also by the youth of Calcinate, is really out of danger. 
Magdalene too has started recovering. The substitute priest chosen by Don Burocco, replaces him very well 
and Magdalene is pleased with this. But in Verona their old confessor is still suffering and he delays, making 
the Companions hopeful that he may return soon. She has not yet gone down to the parlour. Therefore she 
has not seen her brother nor recommended Elena’s affairs to him. She hopes to do so as soon as possible. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you for the instrumental copy you sent me enclosed in your last dear letter, my dear 
daughter. It is the one I longed for. Therefore, you really guessed my intentions, and I thank you 
once again. 

With regard to a Companion you pointed out to me for Bergamo, in the meantime, we can go 
without it. Let us first see how our dear Checchina1’s convalescence turns out. I am already 
speaking about convalescence, because the Superior of Bergamo2 wrote to me so on 28 June. She 
tells me that the fever left her since Sunday. 

This is really a miraculous healing, because on the same day that this daughter was without 
any fever and felt much better, the youth of Calcinate3 together with many women, made a short 
pilgrimage in procession to a nearby sanctuary. There many of them received Holy Communion for 
her. 

Well, the doctor himself and the Companions who were nursing her, declare that this has been 
a sudden and miraculous recovery. So let us thank the Lord and Mary our Most Holy Mother for 
this new grace granted to us. 

I understand what you tell me about the most Reverend Parish Priest4 and his substitute. So 
things turn out well for him and for us; for him, because he has reason to be more at peace when in 
any case and for whatever motive or impediment he cannot come; for us, because we are more sure 
to have one on whom to rely on during his absence or because of any other small indisposition. 
Here we are in a situation slightly more difficult, because the confessor cannot come yet since he is 
still not well, and we can have his very busy substitute only very hurriedly and in passing. We hope 
that our excellent Don Francesco will perhaps be able to come back within eight or ten days. But he 
is very old, and this is a new preoccupation for me. I beg you to recommend him to the Lord. 

Thanks to God, my health is getting better these past two or three days. I sleep much more 
peacefully at night, that is, I rest now, something I could not do at all in the past. I am still very 
weak, because I feel a great repugnance for food, perhaps due to the excessive heat we have here 
these days. Even this weakness will come to an end and I hope I will become a little bit stronger 
soon. 

Except for the evening I arrived, I could not go to the parlour yet since I came back from 
Venice. My brother came here very often, and I am very grateful to him. But he has not seen me 
yet. Consequently I could not say anything about your business. 

Write to me about what happened to Querengo5 because I am very curious about it. But take 
your time. This is mere curiosity, but there is also a reason for it. 

Tell me also whether Lady Teresa Dugnani6 has come back, and whether my Durini7 is in 
Milan. 

                                                 
1 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n. 2)   
2 Rosa Dabalà, Superior of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
3 Calcinate, a centre in the province of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 816, n.3) 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
5 The noble Lady Teodolinda Quarengo, who collaborates with the Bishop of Massa Carrara ( II/2, Lett. 842, n. 4). 

The name is spelt wrong. 
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I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 2 July 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
                                                                                                                                                   

6 Lady Teresa Dugnani, Don Giulio Dugnani’s sister (I, Lett. 198, n. 6) 
7 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2)   
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

2.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1697 

The news is good: Magdalene is better, as also the novice at Bergamo and the confessor of Verona. She 
wants Giuseppa to be well and not to get her blood drawn, because it is so hot. She suggests an antidote:  to 
eat a lot of “polenta and water”. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 2 July 1826 

 

This time I write to you to keep you at peace, my dear daughter, by telling you that at last I 
feel well. I have started being able to rest for some nights. On the whole, I am recovering slowly. If 
I do not write to you on Thursday, think I do not do it because I continue to be in good health. Here 
we have hot weather, and I was so surprised to know that almost all of you have been affected by 
colds, due to a sudden coolness. It might have been a sea storm. 

I am sorry to know that during this excessive hot weather when we sweat a lot, they have 
made you have some blood drawn, just you who have the blood of a frog! I also know that to 
strengthen yourself you eat only ‘polenta’ and water. Try to take care of yourself and to get better 
soon. My dear daughter, tell me something more about Floriana1, because you have written twice 
and have not said anything of her happiness. The companion at Bergamo2 is out of danger. In fact it 
could be said that she was miraculously cured. Let us thank Mary Most Holy. Our Don Francesco3 
is getting better; this time the news is good. Beatrice4 thanks you heartily. She is really getting well 
but she entrusts herself to your continued prayers to the Crucified Lord for her. Floriana’s family is 
in good health and everyone reveres you. 

I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Give my 
usual compliments to our Father Stefani5 and to Mr. Giuseppe6 and Mr. Padenghe7. I am again  

 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8  

Venice 4 Jul(y) 
 

To Lady  
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia    

VENICE 
                                                 

1 Floriana Demassari, who in certain lists appears under the name of Filomena, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, 
n. 4) 

2 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n. 2) 
3 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor at Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2) 
4 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
5 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” of Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
6 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
7 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Institute in Venice (I, lett. 352, n.1) 
8 The letter is written by Beatrice Olivieri and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

5.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1698 
They are waiting for Magdalene in Bergamo. But she says that because of her physical weakness which is 
not yet overcome, all the Companions do not want her to leave. She too, does not feel able to withstand a 
journey. All the same, she is better. She is happy about the constant improvement of Checchina and the fair 
health of the others, in spite of the suffocating heat. In the meantime, she entreats Rosa to help Adeodata 
Mazzi to decide whether she will accept or not the proposal of her brother to make him vouch for her affairs. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write today to give you good news about my health, my dear daughter, so that you may be at 
peace. The cough did not come back, but the one I got on my return from Venice, has not yet 
wholly disappeared. On the other hand, I feel much better than the other time I wrote to you. I still 
have lunch in my bedroom from the time I came here. I go to Mass on Sunday and have started 
walking around the convent, too. In fact, I was able to see my brother1 and Carlino2 yesterday, in 
the parlour upstairs. My dear daughter, be sure that when it is the moment that the Lord wants me to 
travel I will do it. Here it is a real comedy. In the past they said that journeys were good for my 
health. Now, if I mention them, they contradict me and say that I have to think of recovering first. 
Therefore, I do not even mention them, since I am really not in a condition good enough for 
travelling. As soon as I am strong enough, I have many affairs to see to here. But you know that I 
still have all of you very much at heart. 

Deodata3’s brother was not able to speak to me when he came to bring me the palm. He came 
back today. But again I made them tell him that if he wanted to speak either to the Superior4 or to 
Metilde5, he could do so, since not being well, I could not meet him. He accepted, and my dear 
Metilde went to see him. He told her that he had left Diodata a sheet of paper as a pattern she should 
follow to fill in another paper, which could be used to sell her properties and the goods of his 
family. 

Therefore, tell Diodata, when she is convinced, to write that formula well laid down on a 
formal stamped paper. Then, tell her to send it to me in an enclosed letter of hers. I will hand it over 
to Paolo, her brother, and get a receipt from him. 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for the very good news you continue to give me about our 
Checchina6. You can imagine that I and all these dear Companions have thanked the Lord fervently 
for this new grace granted to us. 

I hear that all the others too, as you inform me, are fairly well. When you write, I wish you 
could give me news of all the others in detail. Here even this week, due to the excessive heat, I have 
some Companions who are not well. But these are small indispositions, and I hope everything will 
be alright in a few days’ time. 

Be at peace, because I have received all the letters you sent me, although I have not specified 
this when I replied. 

My dear daughter, it is true that the biggest cross is certainly of the one who is suffering and 
not of the one who governs. But we cannot deny that as members of one body, we share one 
another’s suffering. Continue to receive everything as from the hands of the Lord. If you feel the 

                                                 
1 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
2 Marquis Carlo Canossa (Carlino), Magdalene’s cousin (I, Lett. 8, n.6) 
3 PAOLO MAZZI, Adeodata’s brother (II/1, Lett. 585, n.5). Her name is spelt wrong several times in this letter. 
4 Angela Bragato, Superior in Venice (I, Lett. 339, n.4)  
5 Metilde Bunioli, in the House of Verona, the ex-Superior (Lett.1612, n.1) 
6 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett.1426, n.2) 
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burden of the small trials He is pleased to send you less heavy, attribute all the merit to Him. Pay 
my respects to Don Giovanni7. 

I recommend myself warmly to the prayers of all of you. Embracing you heartedly, I leave all 
of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

  My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 5 July 1826 

     your Mother Magdalene 
     Daughter of Charity8  

 

PS  My dear daughter, I do not know whether you have received a letter of mine for Don Giovanni 
enclosed in one addressed to you, three or four ordinary mails ago. You did not tell me anything 
about it. If you have received it as I suppose, and have handed it over to him, when he comes 
inform him that I have written to you to answer me whether you have received a letter of mine for 
Don Giovanni some days ago. Then, perhaps he will remember to answer me, since it is with regard 
to some business. 

                                                 
  7 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor at the House in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n. 1) 

 8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

6.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1699 
Magdalene is in full convalescence, though unwillingly. She will receive the visit of the Vicar from Bergamo, 
Msgr. Passi in Verona.  She is surprised about some events in his family. She is also surprised by the 
decision of Don Antonio Rosmini who is renting a house in Milan. She is waiting for the results of the 
scholastic examinations of her Companions. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write to you today, my dear daughter, to continue the news of my health. Tell it even to 
Domenica1 to whom I find it impossible to write today. Thank God that I am well, but I have not 
recovered completely. I still have my lunch in my bedroom. On the whole I am in full 
convalescence, and I hope that this will not be for long. 

I heard to my great surprise, that Monsignor Vicar of Bergamo2 is in Milan, and is going to 
come to Verona. I will see him very willingly, because he is like a father to us. 

I am sorry to know that Count Marco3 is affected with the tertian fever. They already have to 
work so hard. I am not surprised about what you write regarding Don Antonio Rosmini4, knowing 
very well and hearing from everyone that he is a talented person. What surprises me is that he has 
rented a house, since he wrote to his sister5 the other day that this September he will be returning 
home. Perhaps he wants to go to and fro. I was very astonished about the death of the poor Mr. 
Albertini6, and I am very sorry about it. I was extremely surprised at the marriage of Gavazzeni7 
with the young Countess Passi8, and that she had even stayed in the house. I had not heard a word 
about it.  

May the Lord bless the examinations of the Companions, and as soon as they are finished give 
me some news. I will not forget to ask the Companions to pray for this. I am inclined to think that 
the great loss of weight of Checchina9 is due to the excessive heat, because you know how much 
she suffers in this season. 

The good Dugnanis10 are on a long journey. They do well, since they have no preoccupations. 
I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 6 July 1826 
 

I beg you, as soon as you know, inform me about what you have heard of Quarengo. But do 
not go to look for her on my behalf, because it may give rise to useless gossip. 

                                                 
1 Domenica Faccioli, in the small House of Milan (1, Lett. 360, n.1) 
2 Msgr. Celio Passi, Vicar from Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 569, n.1) 
3 Count Marco Passi, apostolic missionary (II/2, Lett. 711, n.6) 
4 Don Antonio Rosmini, Margherita’s brother (II/1, Lett. 494) 
5 Margherita Rosmini, Don Antonio’s sister, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 342,  
    n. 4) 
6 Albertini, the copyist (III/1, Lett. 1350, n. 7)  
7 Gavazzeni. In the text “I Passi De Preposulo” on page 72, it is only indicated that she had married “a Gavazzeni”.  
8 Countess MARIA CLARA PASSI, born in 1804, one of the ten children of Count Enrico Antonio Passi (II/1, Lett. 

571, n.1) 
9 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n. 2) 
10 The nobles, Lady Teresa Dugnani and Don Giulio Dugnani (I, Lett. 198, n. 6)   
11 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

8.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1700 
Magdalene’s work has increased and her health is improving but not at the same pace.  It is hard for her to 
respond to everybody.  Among many other things, she begs Domenica to pass on to everybody her saying 
‘God alone, God alone and God alone is the one thing necessary’ and not she who is but a transient 
instrument.  

V.G.M       My dearest daughter, 

When I come to Milan, as I see, my small purse will be empty due to the many debts I 
continually owe you.  Now once more, I have a letter for my friend Visconti1.  Please, pass it on to 
her securely.  

I did not intend at all to grieve you with the words I wrote to you lately, because I did not 
even think that with all the rest you would not listen to my words. When it is about praying for my 
health I realize that you do not follow what I say and you want to pray as you like.  For the rest, I 
know that you always listen to me.  My conference is about the fact that you said I am necessary, 
and necessary for the house of Milan.  This is such a blunder that I do not know how many weeks of 
conferences will be needed to cancel it.  This is what I spoke to you about and without further 
repetition I tell you...God Alone...God Alone...and then God Alone...and my dear Mother Most 
Holy.  These are the two subjects really necessary for the Institute of the Daughters of Charity, for 
their Houses and for the House of Milan. 

I embrace my dear Tonina2 and my Giovanna3 and all of you my dear little flock4.  I am sure 
that with the two Sisters mentioned above, you will have a Carnival.  You know that I am very 
happy when you are joyful, because as you say, joy comes from a quiet and peaceful heart.  The 
people of Verona are happy in every way. 

All of you, please, remember to recommend me to the Lord for my many spiritual needs and 
for the affairs of the Institute which are increasing every day. 

Regarding the examinations of our dear Companions, be at peace, my dear daughter.  I will 
pray and ask for prayers to the Lord.  You will see that everything will turn out well. 

My health is improving day and night.  All your prayers are very effective.  Still, I cannot say 
that I am fully well.  The weakness is still wearing me down.  With such an amount of work, I can 
apply myself to it only very little at a time, because I immediately feel the effects of the strain.  Let 
us hope that even this will be over in no time, according to God’s pleasure. 

Goodbye, my dear daughter, I embrace all of you with all my heart and leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 8 July 1826 
 

Give my regards to the Parish Priest5. Tell our beloved Companions to have patience if I have 
not yet written to them.  I need to spare my strength to just write what I am able to do now.  When 
all my strength comes back, I will write again. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 Countess Luisa Castelli Visconti, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374)  
2 Antonia Tagliabue (Lett. 1630, n.1)  
3 GIOVANNA BIGATTI was born at Brembi Lodigiano in 1800 and died in 1855. She was cook, portress and 

teacher. 
4 The Community at Santo Stefano (Lett. 1475, n.7) 

5 Don Bernardino Nogara, Parish Priest of S. Stefano (Lett. 1451, n. 6)  
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

9.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                             1701 
The letter deals with various news about the Community, to which Magdalene adds her concern about the 
father of Pilotti, the precarious situation of the spiritual assistance for the companions of Verona, due to the 
serious accident of Don Brugnoli and the realization that the business of the Hospital for Convalescents 
delays so much. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

 This time, my dear daughter, I am glad to give you better news of my health. I feel better 
during the day as well as at night, that is, the cough is disappearing. It is ending but not yet gone. 
Together with it there is a great weakness I have to overcome. Today is the first day I started eating 
as usual, almost as when I am well. If I go on like this, I hope I will get stronger and will be able to 
commit myself to my many affairs. 

 Do continue to assist me with your prayers not so much for my body as for my soul, since it 
is in great need of this. 

I have understood what you mean about the bath tub. In this way, my dear daughter, both of 
us can be at peace. I thank you for what you requested the most worthy Father Stefani1 and the good 
Raimondo2 to do. When you have the chance, offer my respects to the first, and my thanks to the 
second. I am waiting for the reply of Abbot Tedeschi3, which I wish to know very much. The 
sooner it comes the dearer it will be to me. 

From what I hear, the negotiations for our dear hospital4 are being delayed. You will see that, 
when Mr. Padenghe5 returns from the countryside, and the excellent Alessandri6  regains his health, 
things will move again. At the first chance offer the latter my compliments and tell him that it is 
impossible for me to write to him with the mail today, but I will do it as soon as I can. Meanwhile, 
on my behalf, recommend him to take more care of his health and to have courage. 

Our most worthy Don Francesco7 is still sick because of his fall, which took place more than a 
month ago. Imagine, a horse with the wheels of a carriage ran over him!... Through the intercession 
of Our Most Holy Mary and the blessed St Francis, to whom he is very devoted, he was not badly 
injured. His leg is now much better, thank God, which was the part that was injured. His leg was 
wounded and bruised in many places, but the bones were not fractured. 

It is five weeks that we are asking the charity to whichever priest for Holy Mass. For 
confession we have a substitute who, because of his parochial tasks, comes only for some moments 
during the week, and the community consists of 33 members. Hence, we must all be satisfied with 
that time for confession, when it is possible… for this purpose, we are now having special prayers 
here and I wish you too, to join us in praying, each one individually. Those who know it, could 
recite nine times the short prayer: O Father, O Son, O Holy Spirit, etc. 

At the first chance, I will send you the dress of shredded silk8 to be re-dyed, together with 
some material that Beatrice9 has recommended to you. 

                                                 
1 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “Carmini” in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
2 Raimondo, the goldsmith (III/1, Lett. 1012) 
3 Abbot Giulio Tedeschi, the priest who offers spiritual  assistance at the psychiatric Hospital of S. Servolo (II/1, 

Lett. 620, n.4)  
4 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 1590, n.5) 
5 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
6 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
7 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor in Verona, who is sick (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 

  8 Silk waste used to make an inferior type of cloth, cord etc. 

  9 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5, ) 
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After this season, my dear daughter, make a habit, for everyday use, with the material Mr. 
Padenghe bought us, and another one for feast days, from the material I brought you. Instead, send 
us your old dress as we will use it to repair a similar one of dear Angelina10. At present she is 
wearing it as it is, in poor condition, not having any similar material to patch it properly, as we 
would like to. 

I do not wonder that some of you feel the excessive heat of the season. Here too, for the same 
reason this week, we have had some who were affected with slight indispositions; among them 
there are: the good Rosa della Croce11, who suffered from a tumour, which came to maturation in a 
very uncomfortable place, that is, under the armpit, and another young sister from Bergamo, who 
has some festering in the feet due to heat, and so forth. 

Thank God, they are light indispositions and I hope they will soon come to an end. The first 
time you see the good Lady Micheli12, when she is back in Venice, entreat her on my behalf, to 
present my kind respects to Her Excellency the Governess13 who is so good to me each time I meet 
her. 

Since Beatrice cannot reply today, she will answer your very dear letter another time. In the 
meantime, she thanks you for everything. 

I embrace all of you warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

    your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14           

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 9 July 1826 
 

PS  I am concerned and recommend that you solicit Mr. Alessandri for the answer of Bettina Olivo15.  I 
would like to know among other things, whether she is well and out of her tutorship. 

 

  VERONA 
 

To Lady  
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
   VENICE 

                                                 
10 Angela Bragato, superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
11 Rosa della Croce, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1487, n.5)  
12 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress in Venice (Lett. 1379. n. 6) 
13 Governess, wife of Count Goess, Governor of the Province of Venetia (cf. Lett. 1675) 
14 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
15 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

16.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1702 
Finally Magdalene has received the long-awaited reply from the Provincial of Venice; she is to rely on him 
always as long as God keeps him alive. Now prayer is needed to solve the painful situation of Verona, which 
has neither confessor nor chaplain. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

From your last dearest letter, my dear daughter, I come to know that you had the pleasure and 
the honour of meeting our old Provincial1. I have understood everything and assure you that you did 
very well. Besides, you acted excellently, when to his nominations, you added that as long as he is 
alive and is in a condition to do it, I will not depend on others but on him and I recognize him as my 
Superior. If you have any sure chance and a person we know, offer him my special regards, together 
with my thanks. Assure him that, if the Lord disposes that I outlive him, I will carry out exactly 
what he ordered me. 

In the meantime, with the divine help we have succeeded in this, and have reached the goal. 
Continue to pray for this House that the Lord may provide us a Confessor and Chaplain, two 
essential points.  Don Francesco2 is improving, but he is not yet in a condition to come to hear 
confessions and much less to come here to celebrate the Holy Mass. Continue to pray for this. In 
prayer and in the particular exercises of piety that you do, remember me in a special way, I mean to 
say for the many commitments that I have at hand. 

My health is better and I hope I will not be in need of having my blood drawn once more. 
Today I am very tired, because yesterday I had to work the whole day at the writing desk and in the 
parlour. I notice that I did not get back the strength I had before. I hope to be better in a short while. 
I am pleased to know that dear Betta3 and Marianna4 carry on the therapy of the baths that they have 
started. I wish that both may have a very efficacious result from them. Beatrice5 will faithfully fulfil 
the task to which she committed herself: to have the corset made for Anzoletta6, from whom she 
received the linen. In the past the novice from Bergamo, who is a dressmaker and has to make this 
little corset, could not do it for lack of time. Now she is in bed for some days, since she is sick. It 
seems that she may not be well soon, since she has some pain in her feet. As soon as it is possible, 
Anzoletta will be served according to the agreement made. Meanwhile, Beatrice greets you and all 
the others, and thanks all of you for your warm remembrance of her. 

With great eagerness I await the answer you know about, from Abbot Tedeschi7. 
I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am    
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 16 July 1826 

 

PS   Please do me the favour to send the enclosed letter safely to Don Palazzi8. 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
                                                 

1 The Capuchin Fr. Provincial, Father Marino from Cadore (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
2 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor in Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2) 
3 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett, 1001, n.1)  
4 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice /III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
6 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 

  7 Abbot Tedeschi, the priest who went to the psychiatric Hospital of S. Servolo for   spiritual services (II/1, Lett. 
620, n.4) 

8 Don Giovanni Palazzi, famous orator of Venice (Lett. 1403, n.9) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

2.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                              1703 

Being oppressed by weakness, it seems to Magdalene that in making just one flight of steps she is like 
climbing up the mountain.  Yet, with much care and everybody’s prayer she will get well in spite of 
everything.  Faccioli should pass on the enclosed letter to Marquis Casati. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I received your letter last night.  Now, I send you news about myself as your goodness desires 
as well as to give you the usual trouble. I would ask you to pass on the enclosed letter directly to the 
good Marquis Casati10.  My health goes along with your prayers, that is, I am better.  I still feel very 
weak so that when I walk a flight of steps, it seems that I am climbing up a mountain.  I cannot even 
work for too long.  Of course, I am getting all the care.  However, even if I want, I do not even have 
the strength.  I do not even go to the parlour. Well, I am already having every special attention.  The 
big problem is I have difficulty in eating.  Since all of you want me to get well at all costs, be at 
peace and with patience I will soon be well again. I entrust all of you to the Heart of Mary Most 
Holy. Give my greetings to the Parish Priest. 

Your most affectionate Mother, 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

Verona 
 [Beginning of July 1826] 

 

To Lady 
Lady Domenica Faccioli 
Daughter of Charity 
Contrada della Signora 
Parish of Santo Stefano       MILAN 

                                                 
10 Marquis Francesco Casati, a benefactor of the Institute (I, Lett.78, n.1)  
11 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIOVANNA PRADA 

13.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1704 

To Giovanna Prada, who has been moved from the big house of Certosa, to the small house at S. Stefano, 
Magdalene repeats her affection. She solicits her, since she has a heart prone to love, to have only God in 
her heart. In this way she will become holy. 

My dearest daughter, 

I write just a few lines also to my Giovannina. I assure you that I am much obliged for the few 
lines you sent me. I hear that you are in the small house1. I would like to tell you that I wanted you 
to be a saint in the big house2, and I want you to be a saint also in the small house. Therefore, be 
brave, take courage to walk the ways of the Lord, but remember that you have a heart capable of 
loving much. But if you wish, my dear daughter, that He should grant you this treasure, it is 
necessary that you also should try to please Him in everything and be a faithful spouse in sufferings 
as in enjoyments, in times of temptation as in tranquillity.  

Remember that the Lord is jealous and wants an empty heart, free from all human cares. On 
my arrival I would like to find you wholly His, your heart possessing nothing but God. Oh! What a 
beautiful thing this would be, my dear daughter, and what great good you would be able to do then. 
Try, my dear daughter, with the help of the Lord to conquer your evil inclinations, work always in 
the presence of God, and little by little, if you do not put obstacles, I promise you that the Lord will 
complete the grand work of your sanctification. 

I entrust myself earnestly to the charity of your prayer. Be happy and I hastily leave you in 
Mary’s Most Holy Heart. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 13 July 1826 

      your Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3   

                                                 
1 S. Stefano in Via della Signora (Lett. 1475, n.7) 
2 Certosa, in Via della Chiusa, Milan (Lett. 1593, n.4)  
3 From a photostat copy. The original is found in the Canossian Historical Archives of Pavia, Corso Garibaldi. 
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TO  DOMENICA FACCIOLI 

20.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1705 

Domenica ha done well not to write in order to go to the hospital, where the condition of that woman who is 
habitually sick is to be entrusted to the Holy Virgin. Magdalene comforts Domenica, and asks her not to get 
worried, if they will not have the ordinary confessor next autumn. She too who is always travelling, has to 
change confessors continually. She ends her writing pointing out the first step of the virtue of 
“GENEROSITY” intermingled with “PEACE”.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although you have not written to me last week, my dear daughter, it did not even come to my 
mind that you may not have handed over the letter to good Marquis Casati1, as I am certain that you 
will have sent also the one I enclosed for our most worthy Superior2. Today I answer to dear 
Margì3, as well as to good Visconti4.  Meanwhile, let me tell you that you have done very well not 
to write to me so as to go to the hospital. May the Lord change the heart of that poor sick woman, as 
long as it is not the disease which affects her head! If she is still alive, in similar cases, I do not 
know another way of overcoming such temptations and fixed ideas except appealing to Our Most 
Holy Mary. 

I hear what you say about getting the girls to write twice a day. Believe me that I admire even 
the charity of the Parish Priest in this. But you too, my dear daughter, have to grant a short rest 
willingly to a person who works hard the whole year. You have to be happy that he may go to relax 
a while in the countryside the next autumn, and adapt yourself to the substitute confessor.  I am 
continually subject to this condition, because I have always to change confessors, travelling now to 
this or to that place. We have been here for about two months without the confessor because he is 
sick, and now we have to be content with a substitute. 

 I am so happy that my dear Durini5 is well. Give her my many greetings, on my behalf when 
you see her. 

I thank the Lord warmly for the grace He granted to the poor Mr. Albertini6, to be assisted 
with the Holy Sacraments. My dear daughter, even this time, I have to beg you to hand over the 
enclosed letter safely to my good friend Visconti. Please, present my respects to the Parish Priest. I 
have started writing on the virtue of peace with generosity. You will find the first step at the end of 
this letter. 

Farewell, my dear daughter. I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of 
Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 20 July 1826 

     your Mother Magdalene 
      Daughter of Charity7  

 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
1 Marquis Francesco Casati, benefactor of the Institute (I, Lett. 78, n.1) 
2 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio and Superior of the House in Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 

 3 Maria Caspani, (III/1, Lett.1201, n.1) 

 4 Luisa Visconti, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 374) 
5 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
6 The copyist (III/1, Lett. 1350, n.7) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

          VIRTUE Of GENEROSITY intermingled with PEACE     
               I° STEP: Embrace everything disgusting and contrary to you that may   

come your way during the day. Do not say any word which reveals that 
you are upset.  

This I     This ishe first step. Afterwards, I will write the others one after another           
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

22.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1706 

The proxy, Adeodata Mazzi’s brother would like to have from his sister, seems to be rather worrying to 
Magdalene about the protection of her rights, in case a new suppression of convents takes place, something 
that is not impossible. Magdalene indicates what answer she must give to him. She adds some clarifications 
regarding the other still doubtful affairs of Maria Minori. She announces that since the ecclesiastical 
Superior in Milan wants to carry out the election of the new superior, as soon as possible, she will be able to 
see her quite soon.    

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

The other evening I received your letter with the proxy, my dear daughter. You might have 
received my letter, where I was telling you not to send it to me. The brother of Deodata8 has not 
come for a few days. I thought he may have gone back to Bergamo. As I told you, this business is 
now a real embarrassment, because Deodata has answered positively and personally. In case this 
gentleman comes, remember to write a letter to me and hand it over to him, so that I may know 
what they agreed on together, so as to know how to go about it. I mean to say that I would like to 
know what Deodata has arranged with her brother. Then I will act accordingly. My dear daughter, 
today is Saturday, that is 22nd July. In case this gentleman comes, ask him when he left from here, 
so that you may know how to act. Ask him how long it is since he saw me. Listen to what I will do 
the first time he comes, at least until I do not have the answer to my last letter. I will not tell him 
that I have the proxy.  On the contrary, I will inform him that his sister, after having thought over 
the sheet of paper she left to me, and also about the many disasters we have seen regarding the 
suppression of Convents and the circumstances of this world, does not feel like renouncing her 
rights. At the moment, she does not exact anything, but she only wants her rights to be protected in 
case of any possible event, and that I do not want to harm neither one nor the other. Therefore, if it 
is alright with him, I would think of putting her affairs in the hands of his Parish Priest. It is enough, 
if he has other free properties, that he gives a mortgage for that part belonging to his sister Deodata, 
which he wants to sell. 

If you write to me in another way, I will act according to your letter. I am pleased to know 
that everybody is well. I too am fairly well. I understood the concern of the maidservant of Canon 
Tomini9 regarding the Spiritual Exercises. But, my dear daughter, I am doubtful about everything 
and need a lot of prayer.   

 Be charitable towards this house by saying for nine days three Glory to St Joachim and the 
Sub tuum presiduum10 because I am troubled about the Confessor. He has been sick for about two 
months and in such a way that every week he seems to get better. For the moment he is substituted 
by another one who comes twice a week, when he can, and sometimes only once. He stops here 
either for two or two and half hours, for a Community of thirty-four. You can imagine how 
overburdened and worried I feel. 

You will find a packet of papers enclosed, that I do not trust to send through the Parish Priest 
of Calcinate11, because they go to Lovere12. My dear daughter, send the enclosed letter to Don 
Giovanni13 and in the way you know. Now I remember another thing. Please send the letter to Don 

                                                 
8 Paolo Mazzi, the brother of Adeodata Mazza (Lett. 1698, n.3) 
2 Count Canon Tomini, Inspector (III/1, Lett. 1323, n.5) 
3 A prayer to Our Lady in Latin, “We fly to thy patronage”. 

 
 

 11 Calcinate, a centre in the province of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 816, n.3) 

 12 Lovere is a municipality in the province of Bergamo 

 13 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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Giovanni and at the same time call for Legrenzi14. Beg him in my name to hand over solicitously 
the letter you will find enclosed here, to Mr. Gerolamo Barca15. My dear daughter, it seems that the 
Lord wants to fulfil your desires to see me, but for a short time. The ecclesiastical Superior of Milan 
thinks that we have to change the Superior before my journey to Coriano16, which should be this 
September, if it pleases God. Therefore, I will have to start travelling next week. 

My dear Rosa17, I beg you to ask as much prayer for me as possible, so that the Lord may give 
me strength in everything. I will tell you the rest orally. My health is fairly good, but I am rather 
weak.  

I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Your Mother Magdalene 

Daughter of Charity18 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 23 July 1826 

                                                 
 14 Legrenzi and Barca, who were handling the affairs of Maria Minori (II/1, Lett. 573) 

 15 The same 

 16 Coriano, a centre of Romagna (II/2, Lett. 851) 
17 Dabalà Rosa, Superior in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 585, n.4) 
18 The letter is signed by Magdalene. This letter has two dates. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

23.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1707 
Magdalene wants to have news of “that person”, that is, the father of Pilotti, who would like the patient to 
receive the Holy Jubilee. There is the problem of the assistant of Francesconi in the Hospital for 
Convalescents. She has declared that she will not stop any longer in that building if Marianna does not join 
her. Magdalene does not know how to solve the problem, and tells her to consult Francesconi herself for this 
purpose. She will also answer to the Vicar of Treviso as soon as she can, because she has to fulfil the 
invitation of the ecclesiastical Superior of Milan to see to the election of the new Superior. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,   

First of all I thank you, my dear daughter, for the news you give me about that person1in your 
last letter. At the same time, at the first chance you get, thank the good Mr. Baldassera for me. Tell 
him I am very sorry about the painful condition of his wife and that I will get people to recommend 
her to the Lord. Then, recommend this person to the same, with regard to his soul. Two or three 
days ago Cristina2 had been begging me to write to you to see whether at any moment, they can get 
the mentioned person to gain the Holy Jubilee. Therefore, when you send someone to Baldassera, 
tell him to add even this recommendation. 

I have understood what you tell me about Mr. Padenghe3’s concern for our dear hospital. I 
wish that everything may proceed well and solicitously. Regarding what our very good Teresa 
Maria4 writes to me and you perhaps know, I am rather embarrassed to answer her. In a letter I 
received this week she herself tells me decisively that, if within the month of October, Marianna 
does not go to live at the Campanare5, she will leave the place and go somewhere else. But she 
waits for my answer, before carrying out her plan. On the one hand I find it impossible to come to 
Venice at this time. On the other hand I foresee that they will not be able to collect the maintenance 
necessary so soon to begin this work. So I really do not know how to respond to our good Teresa 
Maria on a point that does not even depend on me. 

Listen then, my dearest daughter, try to consult Marianna tactfully. Perhaps she knows Teresa 
Maria’s desires. In case she does not know them, inform me, after trying to know what she thinks 
about it; whether Marianna is  disposed to go there this October, although the work has not been 
started yet. On the whole, I would like to know what Marianna thinks of this matter. But I entreat 
you to act as if everything comes from you. Then, answer me later by the next mail so that I may 
agree with the two of you. Then, I will reply to Teresa Maria. I ask you to write to me what you 
have made known to her and whether she had made known to you what she wrote to me. 

Within this week I shall see if I can succeed to write to Monsignor Vicar of Treviso6. I will do 
my best to do it. I could not please this most worthy person sooner, due to the great weakness left 
by my cough. I am fairly well, but I am not yet wholly recovered. I have received an order from our 
ecclesiastical Superior in Milan7, and I think I should make a trip to Milan at the beginning of 
August, to put into practice the Rule about the change of the Superior. Therefore, I need much 
prayer. Pray and ask for prayers that the Lord may give us the necessary light and strength so that 
everything will turn out according to His will. 

Before leaving, I will write again. 
                                                 

1 The father of Cristina Piloti, is looked after in the psychiatric Hospital of S. Servolo (Lett.1420) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
4 Teresa Maria, future collaborator of Marianna Francesconi (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.2)  
5 In the residence of the Hospital for Convalescents 
6 Msgr. Soldati Sebastiano, Vicar from Treviso (II/1, Lett. 622, n.2) 
7 Don Bernandino Burrocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio, Ecclesiastical Superior of the Daughters of Charity in 

Milan  (II/1, lett. 524, n.1) 
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I do not know whether I will be able to send you the certificate of Salterini8 by the first of 
August, since our very good Don Francesco9 is not yet able to come to us. Enough! If I do not 
come, I will send it to you as soon as possible. 

Greet dear Floriana10 warmly and tell her that, since I cannot answer to her short letter, I will 
do so more easily later. I am glad to know that she is doubly happy and do not doubt that she wants 
to became holy. 

Cristina and Beatrice11 again recommend themselves to you and to good Raimondo12 because 
they would like to know the cost of a statue of the Most Holy Mary of Sorrows of the same size and 
make as the one we have in the choir. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
  My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 23 July 1826 
   your most affectionate Mother 

   Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13  
VERONA 
 

VENICE 
25 (Ju)ly 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia        VENICE 

                                                 
8 Domenica Salterini, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
9 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor in Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
10 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
11 Cristina Pilotti and Beatrice Olivieri,  in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 585, n.1) 
12 Raimondo, the goldsmith (III/1, Lett. 1012) 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

27.7.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1708 

Elena should not send the certificates of the examinations, obtained by the Companions. Magdalene will be 
coming to Milan. In the meantime, Elena should prepare the Novices’ religious habits and when Magdalene 
comes to Milan she will surely admit them to the vestition ceremony. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Your last letter consoled me very much, my dear daughter.  May the Lord keep us far from 
these intrigues! I hear that you were willing to send me the copies of the certificates of our dear 
Companions. But you do not need to take any trouble, because I hope I will be able to embrace you 
in a few days’ time, since I am getting better day by day. Try to get ready the habits for the novices 
so that I may conduct their Vestition at my coming. This event makes me very happy for these good 
young ladies, for us and for their relatives. 

Cristina1, who will come with me, embraces you heartily, and she is fairly well. I have not yet 
fixed the day of my departure, but I think it will be very soon. I do not write at length, since I hope 
to tell you everything orally. As you can imagine, I will stop in Bergamo for a few days, and, either 
from here or from there, I will write to you again. I am pleased to know that Checchina2 is not 
getting worse. I hope she will be better as soon as the heat has gone. 

I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

 

Give my regards and thanks to Don Antonio Rosmini3. 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 27 July 1826 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 
                                                 

1 Cristina Pilotti, with Maddalena at Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
2 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
3 Don Antonio Rosmini, Margherita Rosmini’s brother (II/1, Lett. 494) 
4 The letter bears the signature of Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

30.7.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                      1709 

“That person”, that is, Cristina’s father, is really mentally ill. However, Magdalene begs Abbot Tedeschi, 
who visits him periodically, to assist him so that he may not lack even spiritual help. On the contrary, she 
does not know how to solve the new problem posed by Francesconi regarding the keepers of the Hospital for 
Convalescents, because it is a task pertaining to the organizers. It is necessary to find the capital necessary 
to settle everything. She urges Giuseppa to insist on this, with the tradesmen Alessandri and Padenghe. Let 
her do it even with the Lady collaborators. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for the news you give me about that person1, for whom I feel 
great pity in his present situation. Let us hope that one day or another, the Lord may give him a 
fairly free mind so that he may do both things. Therefore, at the first chance, I entreat you, to 
present, my distinct obligations and thanks to Abbot Tedeschi2 through Mr. Baldessera3.  Tell him, 
in my name, to forgive my daring to trouble him. But frankly, I dare to disturb him once more 
because he is my compatriot. Hence, I again beg him warmly to seize the moment, if it is possible 
and in case it occurs, to do all the possible good to this person. 

Assure poor Baldessera of my poor prayers, and tell him that I am very sorry about his good 
wife. 

Reading attentively what you tell me at length on the effect of the ideas of Marianna4, I felt 
like laughing. To speak between us confidentially, it would have been better, if she had remained in 
Verona up to the time the work would start. But now we need to be patient. Then, after greeting her 
warmly for me, tell her that on account of the many various and serious affairs, by which I am 
overwhelmed, and being on the verge of leaving from here, I cannot write to her now. I will easily 
do it during the two or three days I will stop in Bergamo, since I usually have some moments of 
quiet when I am there. Meanwhile, tell her that I was surprised about the death of her Cristina. I was 
consoled to know that she arrived in time to assist her during her last moments. Tell her to trust in 
the Lord that the soul of the deceased person has gone to receive the fulfilment of God’s mercies. 

With regard to Marianna’s request about the salary for the watchmen of the Campanare5, 
please tell her that this does not depend on me, since I am not the one administering the necessary 
maintenance of the work. That can be established according to the income coming from 
benefactors.  

As I see, at the beginning only one or two poor girls may be taken in. Therefore, the 
watchmen’s service would be very limited. Then slowly, as time goes on, according to the work, we 
can increase their salary. Meanwhile, I think that if we take them, even to please our very good 
Teresa Maria6, it should be enough that we give them free lodging. Later, according to their work 
we will give them a certain amount of money. I think this is the way we should follow, if we accept 
them as guards. I will answer Teresa Maria later, since I cannot do it today. Meanwhile, do me the 
favour to send dear Betta7 there and if you can, go with her. Tell her, in my name, that I have taken 
to heart what she has written to me. But I cannot answer her until I too, write to them, in order to be 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti’s father, in the Hospital of S. Servolo (Lett. 1402) 
2 Abbot Tedeschi, a priest who assists in the Hospital of S. Servolo (Lett. 1690, n.4) 
3 Baldissera, an intermediary who offers some help to Cristina’s father 
4 Francesconi Marianna, in the House of Venice for the Work of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, 

n.6) 
5 The residence of the new Hospital for Convalescents 
6 Teresa Maria, future collaborator of Marianna Francesconi (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.2)  
7 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
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well informed about the situation. Then, inform her about what we are going to do to provide for 
her. Add that, as soon as I can, I will write to her.  

I hope that the excellent Mr. Padenghe8 will be at peace regarding Marianna. I have already 
written to Mr. Alessandri9. When you have the chance to meet him, try to persuade him that 
Marianna is now calm, since her suspicion is over.  

If Lady Micheli10 has returned, I recommend to you and dear Betta to solicit her and all the 
other ladies, who are interested in the work, to collect the swanzighers11. Remind the former 
especially to see whether Martinengo12, can give us that rent, as we hoped, which he gets from the 
place where the Capuchin Nuns were, and whether he can assign it soon in favour of this work.  

This is a thing I take much to heart and do not forget to recommend it to Lady Micheli. Then, 
to her and to all the others reciprocate my greetings.  

We have not yet got Salterini13’s certificate done by our most worthy Don Francesco14. I hope 
that Angelina15, to whom I will give the order when I leave, will be able to send it to you by the 
mail of next Thursday.  

My health is fairly good now. I am in extreme need of prayer. So please, remember to pray to 
Mary Most Holy for me. If it pleases God, I leave for Bergamo the day after tomorrow, that is, 1 
August. Two or three days later, I will go to Milan for the election, as I told you. Therefore, I 
repeat, please pray very hard. 

I embrace all of you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
                         My dearest daughter, I am    

 

Note that I have spoken to Alessandri about Marianna’s seriousness because he wrote to me 
about it. Your mother was here the other day. She greets you warmly. In the past few days she was 
a bit indisposed. But the day before yesterday she was as lively as a goldfinch and looked very well.  

 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 30 July 1826 
    Your most affectionate Mother 

    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16   
VERONA 
 

VENICE 
1 Au(gust) 

 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
VENICE 

                                                 
8 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett.            352, n.1) 
9 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
10 Lady Bernardo Michiel, benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
11 Svanzica, ancient Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
12 Count Martinengo had purchased the convent of the Capuchin Nuns from the State. 
13 Salterini, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
14 Don Francesco Brugnoli, confessor in Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n.2) 
15 Angela Bragato, Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

2.8.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1710 

Magdalene has arrived at Bergamo and informs Bragato that she is keeping good health physically. She asks 
her to convey her wishes and that of her secretary to some persons. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am writing a few lines to give you news of us. After a very good journey we arrived safely at 
Bergamo. My health is fairly good, thanks to the Lord, better than I thought. I only feel just a little 
tired. 

  I beg you, when they go to the hospital ask them to take one lira worth of peaches to the head 
nurse who has miliary fever. If they cannot go, please send the peaches to her. 

Since Michele1 is leaving early tomorrow morning it is not possible for me to get the 
document copied. If they cannot leave very early I will try my best to have it done. Michele will 
give you the latest news about me. In a hurry I embrace every one because I want to have supper 
and go to sleep. 

Dear Maddalena2 embraces you together with dear Metilde3. The secretary4 too, does the 
same. I leave you in the most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Bergamo, 2 August 1826                         your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity5 
To Lady  
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity    VERONA 

                                                 
1 Michele Massina, the coachman who must leave at dawn 
2 Francesca Luca of the Community of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n. 2)  
3 Metilde Bunioli of the Community of Verona  (I, Lett. 4, n.6)  
4 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

4.8.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                          1711 

According to the agreement, Elena should send someone to fetch Magdalene and should tell the coachman to 
take her directly from Bergamo to Milan, because on account of the excessive heat Magdalene does not want 
to prolong her journey. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

According to what I wrote to you on Wednesday, my dearest daughter, I beg you to send Mr. 
Pedrino1 to fetch me, if this letter reaches you in time, on Monday. Otherwise, send him on 
Tuesday. Tell him that we have agreed to go directly from Bergamo to Milan, because, due to the 
excessive heat, I do not think it wise to take the road of my dear Caravaggio2, since I am still a bit 
weak. 

I do not write a long letter hoping to tell you the rest orally. My dear daughter, keep on 
praying for me and, miserable though I am, I will do the same for you. Cristina3 embraces you and 
looks forward to having a good match with you. Perhaps you will have written something to me 
through the carrier, but I have not received any letters because he has only parcels. 

I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Bergamo, 4 August 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 
                                                 

1 Pierino Porta, coachman and aspirant to become a Son of charity (II/1, Lett. 524, 
    n. 4) 
2 The Sanctuary of Our Lady of Caravaggio (I, Lett. 296, n. 2) 
3 Cristina Pilotti, with Masgdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
4 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

4.8.1826    Bergamo                                                                                                                                       1712 

Since it is very hot and Magdalene has just come through a prolonged convalescence, she has rested for 
some days in Bergamo before leaving for Milan. Her departure for Milan is imminent. She is happy that her 
reply has satisfied Francesconi.  Now she must see what the watchmen will answer. She has sent her letter 
addressed to the Vicar of Treviso, to Beatrice Olivieri at Verona, so that she may make a fair copy of it.  
Even that will be ready soon. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I received your dear letter dated 2nd June, this morning. I thank you and all the Companions 
first for the prayers said for me and for the House in Milan, which I warmly beg you to continue, 
and for your concern about my health. 

I answer you hastily to assure you that I am continuing to keep well and that the Lord gave me 
a particular assistance during the journey, in spite of the excessive heat here. I imagine it must be so 
also in Venice. Do not doubt that I look after myself very well, trying, as much as it depends on me, 
to keep well. I thought of resting for a few days before going to Milan. I will go on Thursday. 
Please pray for me. I will write to you from there, as soon as the election is over.  

As soon as I can, I will write to Teresa Maria1. Meanwhile you have always dealt well with 
her. I am pleased to know that Marianna2 has been consoled with my reply about the watchmen of 
the Campanare.  I am eagerly waiting for the answer of the lady Corneglia3 and her husband. I feel 
that our hospital is gradually getting ready. I hope in the providence and goodness of God, who will 
provide for the means of subsistence. I am sorry to hear that the Knight Martinengo4 is not in a 
condition to give us that rent. Try to remind dear Micheli5 about it now and then.  As you inform 
me, I too hope that Mr. Padenghe 6 is at peace about Marianna. I will write to him when I have time. 
From what Alessandri7 wrote to me, I will recommend you to be at ease.  

I will try to find a woollen habit, as you say, for good Rosa Cinquetti8. Embrace her for me 
together with all the others. I will send the virtue I promised to dear Angioletta9 and Margherita10. I 
will write even to dear Floriana11 when I can.  But among so many very serious affairs it is 
impossible for me to be able to see to all of them. 

Only today was I able send the copy of the letter I wrote to Monsignor Vicar from Treviso12 
to Beatrice13. I hope she will post it on Sunday after copying it out well. Convey my compliments to 
all those who asked about me, particularly the Ladies Mosenigo14, Martinengo, Micheli and Priuli15.  

                                                 
1 Teresa Maria, collaborator of Francesconi Marianna (III/1, Lett.1001, n.2) 
2 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett.1095, n.6) 
3 Cornelia and her husband Luigi, the temporary doorkeepers of the Hospital for Convalescents 

 4 The husband of Countess Ippolita Martinengo, Brescia (Lett.1394, n.5) 

 5 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress in Venice (Lett.1379, n.6) 

 6 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 

 7 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

 8 Rosa Cinquetti, in the House of Venice (II/2, lett. A 27) 

 9 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
10 Margherita Colpi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 981, n.2) 
11 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
12 Msgr. Sebastiano Soldati, Vicar from Treviso (II/1, Lett. 622, n.2) 
13 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
14 Lady Lucietta Mocenigo, Lady of the Venetian Starred Cross (I, Lett. 393, n.4). The name is spelt wrong.  
15 Lady Loredana Priuli, a Venetian benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
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I greet you on behalf of all of us here, and embracing you wholeheartedly, I leave you in the 
Heart of Mary Most Holy. I entreat you to recommend me in a special way to our dear Madonna, St 
Joachim and St Lucy. 

   My dearest daughter, I am   
Bergamo, 4 August 1826 

    your Mother Magdalene 
   Daughter of Charity16 

                                                 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. The postscript is omitted because it is added by Pilotti, who has also written 

the letter. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

12.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                            1713 
After a very good journey, Magdalene and Cristina have reached Milan where the situation demands prayer, 
also because she does not know when the elections will take place. Magdalene will write after that. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Before leaving from Bergamo on Wednesday, I asked that Superior1 to inform you of my 
departure. Today I am here to tell you that my journey was very good. Cristina2 and I reached  here 
in good health. 

With great pleasure I read all the information given by dear Beatrice3 with regard to the 
affairs of Riva4. I cannot deny that it is very consoling and edifying to see how much they are doing 
to have our humble Institute established in their town. Tell dear Beatrice that indeed Riva deserves 
the title of being very pious. 

I am also glad that everything has been happily arranged even for Rosina5, the sister of 
Gioppi. When I am about to return to Verona, I will inform you in advance, so that Beatrice can 
write to Gioppi to bring Rosina to Verona, before I leave Verona. 

The affairs of this House need much prayer. I am sure you will continue to support me in this 
thorny matter, praying to Mary for me. I can see the results, as God grants me good health and 
courage. The Parish Priest6 arrived in Milan this morning. I have not seen him yet, and I do not 
know when the election will take place. On my part I will try to ask for it as soon as possible. If I 
come to know something before I close this letter I will add it. I am wondering when I will be able 
to see you again. I have not received any letter from Verona by the ordinary post, perhaps because 
you did not know where to address the letters. 

Do me the favour of sending for Michele7.  Ask him whether he has delivered the letter I gave 
him to my brother8. It is just because I want to know about it. Please write to me with the first 
ordinary post. 

I embrace you and I am 
your Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
To Lady  
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari 
VERONA 

                                                 
1 Rosa Dabalà, the Superior of Bergamo  (II/1, Lett. 585, n. 4) 
2 Cristina Pilotti is at Milan with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
3 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
4 Riva di Trento (II/1, Lett. 540) 
5 ROSA GIOPPI, sister of Elisabetta (Lett. 1713, n. 5) 
6 Don Bernadino Burocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio, Ecclesiastical Superior of the Daughters of Charity in Milan  

(II/1, Lett. 524, n. 1) 
7 Michele Masina, the coachman (I, Lett. 357) 
8 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

14.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                             1714 

Magdalene says that Milan is a great Milan.  She is tired on account of her many preoccupations. For this 
reason, now she cannot answer the letters of the Companions. She is pleased because the new charity grant 
on behalf of the Hospital for Convalescents shows God’s approval for that work. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am writing from Milan, my dear daughter, where I have been since last Wednesday. I 
assure you that I had a very good journey. I am sufficiently well, though it is very hot. However, 
being the middle of August, as soon as it rains abundantly, the weather will be cooler and then I will 
be still better. Be assured that I take care of myself, but the matters at hand require much thinking 
more than fatigue and for me the greatest fatigue is to think. Please, continue to pray, because this 
Milan is a great Milan. Next week there will be the change of Superior, and I will inform you about 
it soon. 

Tell dear Marietta1 that I did not reply to her because of my many and unceasing 
commitments. I am very pleased that she writes to Don Bernardi2. If she wants you to see this letter, 
do it, and send it straight away, without addressing it to me. I will write to her as soon as I can. 

You have done very well to see that Marianna3 writes to me. If I have a little time today I will 
answer her and do as you tell me. I am pleased that good Cinquetti4 and dear Floriana5 are well. The 
latter too, will be waiting for my answer. But believe me, the serious affairs take up the time also of 
the smaller ones. 

I am very obliged to Monsignor Bishop Ravasi6 for remembering me. Offer my respects to 
Don Giacomo7 and ask him to convey my humble respects to this prelate when he writes to him. 

Cristina8 embraces all of you wholeheartedly. She thanks you warmly for the charity of your 
visits to St Lucy and to Mary Most Holy on her behalf. Miserable though she is, she will pray for all 
of you.  

To my great pleasure, I have heard that the Lord is now going to dispose of some other alms 
on behalf of our dear hospital. We realize that the Lord really wants this holy work. 

I end because I want to write if I can, to Marianna. I embrace all of you warmly and leave you 
in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 14 August 1826 

    Marianna wrote to me a few words about Cao9, but I can hardly understand them. Without 
telling Marianna, I entreat you to write to me exactly what the business is about and also that of the 
lady Cornelia and Luigi10. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

                                                 
1 Marietta Mora from Tavernola, a postulant (III/1, Lett. 1286, n.8) 
2 Marietta’s confessor 
3 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
4 Rosa Cinquetti,in the House of Venice (II/2, Lett. A 27) 
5 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 

 6 Msgr. CARLO RAVASI, Bishop in Adria 

 7 Don Giacomo De Mattia, Parish Priest of S. Lucia (Lett. 1421, n.1) 

 8 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
 9 CAO, an aspirant to the religious life, but suitable for the Hospital for Convalescents 
10 The married couple, Cornelia and Luigi who are the custodians of the Hospital 
11 The letter was written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

15.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                             1715 

Fearing that the maid of the Buri household may find obstacles in leaving her mistress in order to join the 
Daughters of Charity, Magdalene jokingly narrates an episode of Bertoldo. In Milan, since the number of 
voters is not sufficient, it would be her duty to nominate the new Superior. It seems to be taken for granted 
that it will be Teresa Spasciani. Bernardi will remain for one year at S. Stefano to lead the little Community. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am replying to your dear letter which I received yesterday after lunch, together with the 
letter from Coriano1 and two other letters. I hope they have received my letter in which I gave news 
from here. 

I am pleased to hear that dear Giustina, the maid of the Buri2 household, has arranged things 
with her mistress. One thing I read in her letter brought to mind something which made me laugh. 
Bertoldo, when he had to be hanged, decided that they could hang him only when a suitable tree 
was found and so he was never hanged because a suitable tree was never found. Similarly, I would 
not want Giustina’s mistress to do the same. Whatever Buri’s intention may be, Giustina will 
certainly come to us. I hope with Giustina, the Institute will have gained a treasure. I am joking. 
Buri is very good.  

I thank you all for making a Novena for my sister Eleonora Canossa3. Please, continue to give 
me news, because as you may well imagine, I tremble at all times, though I place my trust in Mary 
Most Holy. About my passport, my dear daughter, I think I will turn directly to Venice, so don’t 
make any other move. 

My dear daughter, you tell me that you sent the letter to the Archpriest of Lugagnano4 but I do 
not understand if you have also sent the power of attorney, because you have not sent word to me, 
and it must be sent to the Archpriest together with the letter. 

My health is good. Cristina5, too, is fairly well although it is very hot here in Milan. I am very 
much consoled to hear that the House is going on well. I am very sorry, my dear daughter, that you 
are more than usual knocked down by ill-health. I recommend that you take care of yourself, at 
least, as much as you can. I am pleased, too, that the dear Assistant is fairly well and that Teodora6 
feels better after the baths. I hope that even dear Metilde7, whom I warmly embrace, will profit by 
the baths.  

Here, thanks to the Lord, everything is well. It seems that if nothing happens, it is established 
that dear Elena8 will remain in Milan for a year as the Superior of the little house. It is much better 
to send her for the good of the house because I have to change some Sisters. Continue for charity’s 
sake to assist me with your prayers because I am in extreme need of it. Keep the document of 
Angioletta Guarnieri9 till I write to you and send the enclosed letter to Angioletta. 

I think that the election of the Superior will take place on Wednesday, 23rd of the month. To 
make penance for my sins, I shall name the Superior because of the small number of those who 
have the right to vote. In agreement with the Ecclesiastical Priest Superior, I have decided to 

                                                 
1 Important centre in Emilia-Romagna (II/2, Lett. 851) 
2 The maid of Buri’s household was an aspirant to the religious life 
3 Eleonora Canossa Serego, Magdalene’s sister (I, Lett. 59, n. 3) 
4 Don Francesco Coltri, born in 1769, Parish Priest of Lugagnano 
 5 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene  in Milan  (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

 6 Teodora Roggia, of the Community of Verona (II/2, Lett. 571, n. 6) 

 7 Metilde Bunioli, of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 4, n.6) 

 8 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the House of S. Stefano in Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 

 9 Angioletta Guarnieri, of the house of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n. 3) 
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nominate Teresa10, whom I left at Bergamo. Therefore, if I can go to the Archbishop11 tomorrow, 
then I would like to go to Bergamo to fetch her. The reason why I want to go is also because in 
Milan the weather is so hot that I need to move about so as to stay well. If I go, I will be back by 
Saturday, the latest. By coincidence, our Superior returns today to the countryside for health 
reasons. In the meantime, I will dispose of all that I can, keeping in mind that I must leave during 
the last days of this month.  

Please, continue to assist me with your prayers, which I do not doubt. Do not worry about me, 
the Lord is helping me.  

I embrace you all cordially and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Tell dear 
Margherita12 that her brother13 is well. He is coming to celebrate Mass, and he will see her again in 
September. 

Cristina too, embraces you cordially and begs you to write a note in her name to good 
Marianna Compostrini14, telling her that she had already spoken with the Court seamstress to 
embroider her handkerchief, but this seamstress will be able to do it only in four months’ time, 
because of her commitments. So tomorrow she will try to speak to other persons, Court 
seamstresses, so that the work will be done as soon as possible. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 15 August 1826 

 

PS  In the Document, please put ‘Anticipate’ and not ‘Posticipate’, since we are dealing with food, and 
keep the copy which I sent as a pattern. I received the news from Bergamo of the death of Bettina 
Talgate’s15 father. I write so that you have prayers said for him and little by little tell Bettina. Notice 
that this good daughter will feel the loss very much, because she was very attached to her father. 
Therefore, I recommend her to your charity.  

Your Mother, Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity16 

MILAN 
 

VERONA 
18 August 

 

To Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At Porta dei Borsari 
VERONA 

                                                 
10 Teresa Spasciani, then in Bergamo (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
11 Gaetano Cardinal Gaysruck, Archbishop of Milan  (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
12 Margherita Rosmini who entered religious life at Verona in1824 (I, Lett. 342,  
     n. 4) 
13 Don Antonio Rosmini, Margherita’s brother (II/1, Lett. 494) 
14 Marianna Campostrini, Teodora’s sister (Lett. 1645, n.10) 
15 Elisabetta di Telgate, not Talgate, who entered the Institute at Bergamo in 1825 was then a novice at Verona  

(Lett. 1570, n. 8) 
16 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

19.8 1826   Milan                                                                                                                                              1716 
A very short letter about Magdalene’s health and news of the forthcoming election 

My dearest daughter, 

I write just a few lines in reply to your dear letter of the 17th, my dear daughter. I thank you 
for your care about my health. I tell you that during these days the Lord is giving me such strength 
that it surprises me. I understand it is because of your prayers. I beg you to continue to assist me in 
this way because the need is great. My health is fairly good considering the excessive heat in these 
places. 

In the coming week there will be the new election. Except for a little suffering everything is in 
good order. 

I end embracing you from my heart. If nothing else happens, Elena1 will remain in Milan for 
the time being. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 19 August (1826) 

your Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 

MILAN 
VERONA 
21 August 

 

To Lady  
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA
                                                 

1 Elena Bernardi, Superior of S. Stefano, Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
2 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

23.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                          1717 
Magdalene lovingly sympathizes with the novice of Telgate in her sorrow at the death of her father. She 
thanks the Lord because the priest Tommaso Marani will accompany her on her journey to Romagna. She 
announces that Bernardi will without doubt remain in the little house at Milan. 

My dearest daughter,                                         Milan, 23 August 1826 
 

I am very pleased to hear that good Salterini1 will replace Teresa2 in the doctrine classes for 
women and in the hospital. Let us thank the Lord with all our hearts. 

Regarding Bettina3 of Telgate, I am glad to hear that she has received the news of her father’s 
death with resignation. I am not surprised. She is a very beautiful soul. I think, however, that she 
will feel her father’s loss very much because of so many circumstances I know. You did well to 
have offered the usual suffrages.  

I am very pleased that you, my daughter, are getting better. I recommend that you take care of 
yourself. With this great heat it is usual to feel all the more our usual ailments. The doctor did well 
to suspend Teodora4 from the baths since she would feel weaker. I forgot to tell you about Maria5 
going to the hospital, for the time being I would say that she should not go. We shall see when I 
come there. 

Regarding the good Giustina of the Buri6 household, if she enters early, it can only be the 
result of her own prayers. Although Buri7 seems to be rather good, the fact is that she has to find 
another girl who can replace Giustina, and without a special grace this is going to take a long time. 
Cristina8 and I will not fail to pray to the Lord so that He may do with Giustina according to His 
most holy will. 

Concerning the affair of which I requested you to talk to Orti9, I do not remember any more 
the second person whom you tell me that I nominated. But it is enough to speak to Orti. I thank you 
for the letter you sent me.  Actually it was from Don Tommaso10 who accepts to come with me on 
my journey to Rimini. 

My health is fairly good. Through the intercession of Mary, all the affairs of this House, up to 
now, are getting along fine. The Lord gives me great strength which I attribute to your prayers. 

This afternoon there will be the election of the Superior in the presence of the community and 
tomorrow morning the two Superiors will separate, that is, Elena11 will go to the small House and 
Teresa will be Superior of the big House. For charity’s sake continue to pray so that everything 
goes on well. 

I embrace all of you from my heart and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
Your Mother, Magdalene 

                                                 
1 Domenica Salterini of the house of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n. 1) 
2 Teresa Spasciani transferred from Verona to Milan (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 

 3 Elisabetta Chesa di Telgate, novice in Verona (Lett. 1570, n. 8) 

 4 Teodora Roggia of the community of Verona (II/2, Lett. 571, n. 6) 

 5 Maria: it is not known which one because Maria Bessini and Maria Minori were also members of that community  

 6 Giustina, maid in the Buri household 

 7 Countess Buri, the mother of the deceased Maria Claudia, mother of Carlino 
   (I, Lett. 8, n. 6) 

 8 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

 9 Countess Rosa Canossa Orti, Magdalene’s sister (I, Lett. 4, n. 2) 
10 Don Tommaso Marani accompanied Magdalene to Coriano (II/2, Lett. 868, n. 6) 
11 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the House of S. Stefano, Milan (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
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Daughter of Charity12 
 

PS   I thank you once again for the news about Eleonora Canossa13. For my peace, I beg you to continue 
and to greet Carlino14 who has written to me. 
Tell dear Rosa della Croce15 to inform her mother, when she writes to her, that I was not in Verona 
when her brother came, and I could not do anything to serve her. 

 

MILAN 
VERONA 
25 AUGUST  

 

To Lady 
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o  Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari       VERONA 

                                                 
12 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
13 Eleonora Canossa Serego, Magdalene’s sister (I, Lett. 59, n. 3) 
14 Marquis Carlo (Carlino) Canossa, Magdalene’s cousin (I, Lett. 8, n. 6) 
15 Rosa della Croce, of the Community of Verona (Lett. 1487, n. 5) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

23.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                              1718 
Magdalene writes that, when she settles one problem, another one arises. She asks for prayers and informs 
also Giuseppa that, by evening, the new superior, already designated, will be elected, because the requested 
number of voters is lacking and Bernardi will go to the small house. She entreats her to assure Pilotti’s 
stepmother that she has never put any pressure, so that her sick husband may be sent back to his family. But, 
if the lady asked to insist for the contrary, she should not accept in order not to compromise herself. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Even today I like to give you news of me, my dear daughter. Thanking the Lord, it is good. I 
assure you that God is assisting me in His mercy through the prayers of all my beloved 
Companions. I thank you and all cordially, begging you not to get tired of assisting me in this way. 
You can see, my dear daughter, that, as I settle one problem, another one arises. 

I would like to know if you have received a parcel of papers holding important affairs, and 
addressed to the good Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri1. I hear that good Marianna2 was pleased with my 
letter. I wish she could get enthusiastic and operate courageously for the work. I hope she will write 
to me later. 

I had thought of writing to Mr. Francesco Padenghe3, but hearing that he is indisposed, I think 
of waiting, because I fear to trouble him. Continue to give me his news.  

My health is good. This evening the new Superior will be elected by me; tomorrow morning 
our Elena4 will go to the small house and Teresa5 will stay here. Continue to pray the Lord that 
everything may proceed in good order. 

I end for lack of time. Embrace all the dear Companions for me. Do not forget me to the Lord. 
I too, will not forget you. Farewell, my dear daughters. I hastily leave you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan, 23 August 1826 

 

Do me the favour to send for the stepmother of Cristina6 and tell her that for lack of time, I do 
not answer her directly; then, assure her sincerely, and you are a witness because you were always 
with me, that I have never said the least word that he may be sent home. I would never say that, 
because, if he gets better, the Fathers will send him back. I said nothing, but I only recommended 
him, as you know. Revere her for me. 

In case she begged you to commit yourself so that he may stay in the hospital, do not accept, 
because I do not know if we act either well or badly. I do not remember whether I have told you that 
Mr. Padenghe has written to me. I will wait to answer him until you write to me that he is better, in 
order not to trouble him. Give me news of him and of our Patriarch7, if you know about them. 

     Your Mother Magdalene 
     Daughter of Charity8    

MILANO 
                                                 

1 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
2 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
3 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
4 Elena Bernardi, Superior in the House of St. Stefano (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
5 Teresa Spasciani, in the House in Milan (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
6 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7)  
7 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch in Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
8 The postscript is written by Teresa Spasciani, while the letter is written by Cristina Pilotti. It is signed by 

Magdalene. 
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VENICE 
25 Au(gust) 

To Lady  
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

  VENICE  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

26.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                             1719 
For the election of the superior in Milan, everything has proceeded in the best way. The result is: Teresa 
Spasciani is in the big house; Elena Bernardi in the small one. Magdalene is now going to set off for 
Bergamo, to continue rather soon for Verona. 

My dearest daughter,                                         Milan, 26 August 1826 
 

Only two lines, my dear daughter, to inform you that my health is good. The business of the 
election of the Superior of this House was a success. Elena1 was destined to be in charge of the 
small house, where she went last Friday and Teresa2, who acts very well, stayed here. Up to now 
everything goes on very well. I attribute this to your prayers. 

Within the coming week I think of coming to Bergamo and after two or three days of 
returning to Verona. I have replied to good Marianna3 about the affairs of the doorkeepers so that 
she may know what line to take. 

Embracing you cordially, I am 
Magdalene4 

Give me news of Mr. Padenghe5. I wish to have it. 
MILAN 
 
VENICE 
28 Au(gust) 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
  VENICE

                                                 
1 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the House of S. Stefano (I, Lett. 278, n.2) 
2 Teresa Spasciani, Superior in the House in Via della Chiusa (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
3 Marianna Francesconi, manager of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
5 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

26.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                         1720 
The announcement Magdalene made with obvious satisfaction to Terragnoli, she repeats to Bragato with a 
different emphasis. She informs her before hand of her forthcoming arrival at Verona after she visited 
Bergamo. She will inform her when to fetch her. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

The enclosed letter to me was from Rovato, to which I will reply, my dear daughter. 
My health is good, I feel very tired due to excessive work I have these days, as you may 

imagine, for the new election is just over. On my arrival at Milan the Parish Priest1 returned to his 
holiday resort, where he stayed for nine days. On this occasion too, I came to know that the Lord 
wants me to be alone with Him in all things. On his return, which was on Saturday evening, he 
introduced the new Superior to the Community, saying at the same time a few words worthy of the 
great man that he is. On Friday morning, the two Superiors separated. Elena2 went to preside over 
the small House3  and our Teresa4 remained here. I assure you, my dear daughter, that just at this 
moment I experienced the efficacy of your prayers. I recommend you, do not stop praying so that 
the Lord may establish everything in His mercies, for His greater glory and for the good of souls. 

Up to now Teresa is doing very well in everything and the Community is very happy.  
On Wednesday I hope to tell you the precise day you must send the coachman to fetch me. I 

will go without fail to Bergamo by the beginning of September. On the 30th, Wednesday, I hope to 
tell you to send Nanne5 on Friday 1 September, or on Monday 4 September, to Bergamo. 

I embrace all of you in a hurry because time does not permit me and I leave you in the Heart 
of Mary, Most Holy. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Milan 26 August 1826 

 

PS You will receive my passport from Alessandri6. Keep it with you till I return. Let dear Beatrice7 
write to Mr. Gioppi that his sister8  may enter into our Convent on the Feast of the Birthday of Our 
Lady. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Parish Priest of S. Giorgio and Superior of the Daughters of Charity (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1)  
2 Elena Bernardi, Superior of the small house (I, Lett. 278, n. 2) 
3 The “small House” was the House in Via della Signora.  
4 Teresa Spasciani, Superior of the :”big House” in Via Chiusa (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
5 The coachman 
6 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator at Venice  (I, Lett. 257, n. 1) 
7 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
8 Rosa Gioppi was brought by her brother to the Convent of Natività di Maria (III/1, Lett.1035, n.1) 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

 30.8.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                              1721 
Magdalene asks Bragato to send the coachman to Bergamo to fetch her on 4 September. 

My dearest daughter, 

I begin by telling you my dear daughter, that my health is good, except that I am very tired 
because of too much work. But I will rest when I am at Verona. 

I am sorry to hear that you are ill. Try to look after yourself as much as you can. I want to find 
you in sufficient health on my return. 

If you have them, I would need 24 arms of the material for our habits. If you have them, 
please send them to me together with the bill of transport. I will give you the money at Verona. 

I request you to arrange for my return on Monday, 4 September, because by the coming 
Thursday I would like to be in Verona. I shall spend this Friday onwards at Bergamo. So fetch me 
from Bergamo. 

I shall tell you everything orally. I embrace all of you with all my heart, and in a great hurry I 
leave you in the Heart of Mary Most Holy. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity1 
Milan, 30 August 1826 

                                                 
1 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

1.9.1826   Milan                                                                                                                                                1722 
Some other disagreement must have arisen and when requested for forgiveness, Magdalene grants it to 
Elena in a generous way as at a “jubilee”. She recommends her to be at peace, sure that the Lord will give 
her all the fortitude she needs. 

My dearest daughter, 

 I reply to your loving letter, my dear daughter, this morning before leaving. Be at peace. I 
have forgiven you with all my heart as in a jubilee year.  

Therefore, do not think of it any longer. My dear daughter, courage, courage and again, 
courage! You will realize that the Lord will strengthen you, and everything will go on well.  

Last night I spoke to the Parish Priest1 about the substitute. He answered me that he had 
already told you that the substitute will come to you now and then. 

My dear daughter, take courage, courage and then courage. You will see that the Lord will 
grant you fortitude, and everything will turn out well. I recommend that you take care of your 
health. 

Cristina2 and Maddalena3 embrace you warmly and recommend themselves to your prayers. 
I embrace you hastily and warmly, together with the dear Companions. I leave you in the 

Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Milan, 1 September 1826 

your Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity4 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Milan (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 Maddalena Crippa, in the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

2.9.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                            1723 

As soon as Magdalene reaches Bergamo, she wants to assure Elena that she remembers her and prays for 
her. She tries to encourage her because she is convinced that the Lord will help her and everything will turn 
out well. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am writing to you just a few lines, my dear Elena, to embrace you and tell you that my 
journey could not have been better. At about six o'clock in the evening we reached Bergamo, after 
visiting Caravaggio1.  I assure you, though I am unworthy, my dearest daughter, that I did not fail to 
pray to our Most Holy Mother Mary for you. 

Believe me, you are constantly in my heart.  I recommend you to take courage. Be joyful in 
the Lord and everything will go well.  

I found all these dear Companions well and they embrace you, especially Cristina2 and 
Maddalene\a3. 

I will give you more news when I reach Verona, and you will give me yours. I embrace you 
and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am   
Bergamo, 2 September 1826 

your Mother  
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity4 

                                                 
1 The Sanctuary of Our Lady of Caravaggio (I, Lett. 296, n. 2) 
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
3 Maddalena Crippa, with Magdalene (II/1, Lett. 541, n.4) 
4 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

2.9.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1724 

Fearing that her letter did not reach in time, Magdalene requests Bragato again to send the coachman to 
fetch her. She is sorry to hear that Olivieri is not keeping well. She wants everyone to be in the best of health 
when she comes because there is much work to do. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I hope that when this letter reaches you, you will have already sent to fetch me. All the same, 
I am writing two lines today in case my letter of Saturday went lost. We returned to Bergamo 
yesterday, after a very good journey. So in case you have not done it, send the coachman on 
Monday to take me so that I can leave on Wednesday and be in Verona on Thursday. 

I am pleased to know that you are better. I am sorry that our good Beatrice1 is unwell again.  
Remember that at my coming I want everyone to be well, because I have at heart the work we have 
to do. 

All these Companions are well. For your information Elena2 remains in Milan as Superior of 
the small House. 

I embrace you in a great hurry. I will tell you more orally. I will also answer Margherita3 
orally. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
(Bergamo) 2 September 1826 

Your Mother Magdalene,  
Daughter of Charity4 

Bergamo 
Verona 4 September 

 

     To Lady  
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA 
                                                 

1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
2 Elena Bernardi, Superior at S. Stefano, Milan (I, lett. 278, n. 2)  
3 Margherita Rosmini, novice at Verona (I, Lett. 342, n. 4)  

   4 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

6.9.1826   Bergamo                                                                                                                                           1725 
Magdalene is well and thanks Giuseppa for the prayers said for the elections in Milan, which have been the 
expression of divine grace. She repeats to her to inform Pilotti’s stepmother that she has never expressed any 
opinion about the returning home of the sick man. She is pleased that Padenghe is better, and wants to know 
whether the Patriarch, Monsignor Pyrcher, will really leave Venice, after a fleeting visit. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dear letter, my dearest daughter. First of all, I continue to give you good news 
of me, thanks to the Lord. Doctor Scavelli suggested that I should have some blood drawn from me 
before the season ends. Since I had these four days of rest here in Bergamo, I had my blood drawn 
on Saturday evening and, I repeat, I am really well. 

I thank you for the prayers you have said and the Te Deum you recited for the House of 
Milan. Thanks to the Lord, things went well, but since I had to leave so soon, I confess that I went 
away with a divided heart. I beg you to continue to pray the Lord to bless these two Houses. 

When that person1 comes, you will do very well to assure her that I have only strongly 
recommended him to the charity of those good Religious. Not only I did never say a word that he 
may be sent home, but I did not even think of it. You are a witness. Greet her once more. 

I hear, to my pleasure about the improvement of the good Mr. Francesco Padenghe2. Tell him 
that since I lack the time I cannot reply to his most appreciated letter from here. I will do so as soon 
as I reach Verona. Meanwhile, offer him my compliments if you have a chance to meet him. 

Regarding Monsignor Patriarch3, I heard in Milan that he would not return there any longer 
except to take away his belongings. I entreat you to keep me updated about that. 

When I am in Verona, do not doubt that I will send you a little sum of money in some way or 
other. 

I beg you to entreat the Lord and Mary Most Holy for me, since I am in great need. 
Embracing you warmly together with the dear Companions, I leave you in the Most Holy 

Heart of Mary. I will also write to Marianna4 from Verona. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Bergamo, 6 September 1826 
_____________________ 

NB Magdalene’s signature is missing. 
 

BERGAMO 
 
VENICE 
8 Sept(ember) 

To Lady  
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia       VENICE 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti’s stepmother (cf. Lett. 1402) 
2 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
3 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
4 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

10.9.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1726 

While Magdalene exposes her itinerary of her forthcoming journeys, she asks Elena the reason for her 
silence. After Bergamo, she has reached Verona comfortably. She might have to go to Trent for a quick visit, 
and it would be necessary to go to Rovato too. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I had no news from you, my dear daughter, though I wrote to you from Milan and Bergamo. I 
would like to think that your silence is due to the fact that you are very busy as I could foresee, and 
not because of your health. However, I would like to hear from you. Thanks to God I made a very 
comfortable journey until Verona. I had a little blood drawn from me in Bergamo because I seemed 
to have more rest there than anywhere else. After my rest I feel well. 

I am still undecided whether I have to make a journey to Trent due to some doubts regarding 
the building, but it will be a very short visit, in case I go. In Rovato too, the building has progressed, 
but it needs to dry because it has just been built up. 

Write to me here, because even if I go to Trent, I come back at once. Everybody, especially 
Cristina1, greets you. I embrace you with all the dear Companions and leave all of you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 10 September 1826 

 

PS  Sagramoso2 asked the Companions to come to take 16 liras. I tell you about this for your 
information. My dear daughter, keep them and note them in your small book of the house. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

Verona 
              Distr(ibution) 
              11 Sept(ember) 

 

To Lady 
To Lady Elena Bernardi 
Daughter of Charity 
Parish of S. Stefano 
Contrada della Signora 

MILAN  
                                                 

1 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Countess Marianna Sagramoso, a benefactress (I, Lett. 281, n. 3) 
3 The letter is written by Teresa Spasciani and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

14.9.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                          1727 
Magdalene has sent her some money and informs her who will hand it over to her. She is worried about 
Cecilia Donà delle Rose and Padenghe who are not well. She waits for news of both. On the contrary, she is 
fairly well, even if she is quite doubtful about going to Rimini and Coriano, places she does not know. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I take advantage of the return of the very good parents of our dear Teodora1 to thank you on 
behalf of our dear Companions for the books you have sent them. As soon as they can they will get 
the linen cord done. Two days ago I handed over thirty thalers to Mr. Verdari2 who took the 
responsibility of sending them to Mr. Ponzetta over there, through Mr. Carnezzali. The former will 
despatch them to you, or better, he will receive the order to hand them over to very good Mr. 
Giacomo Gasperi3, to bring them to you. 

Know that I have already received from Mr. Alessandri4 the answer I was very concerned 
about. I feel rather worried about the serious illness of our good Cecilia5. I hope she will be better, 
but I beg you to give me her news continuously. 

You cannot imagine how much I take to heart Mr. Padenghe6. I beg you to entrust him 
earnestly to the Lord and to our Most Holy Mother Mary. I too, will do the same for him, and when 
you write give me news of him. My dear daughter, do me the favour to send the enclosed parcel 
safely to the good Lady Priuli7. 

My health is fairly good. In fact let me tell you that I am travelling once more. For this reason 
I need your prayers very much. For various affairs, but all joyful, I have to go this time to a country 
which is new to me, that is Rimini8, a city where I have never been. 

The journey is quite long, and the place seems to me farther than it really is, since I have 
never been there. In conclusion, it is at the same distance that exists between Milan and Venice. I do 
not know the day of my departure yet. I will write to you again from here before leaving. 

I end in order not to lose the chance of sending this. I embrace all of you warmly and leave 
you in the Sorrowful Heart of the Most Holy Mary. 

I am, my dear daughter 
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 14 September 1826 

 

PS   I will send later, on another occasion, the list of the furniture to be handed over to Teodora’s 
mother, as we had agreed together that she should come to you to hear how she has to go about it. 
Please instruct her, according to our custom. Even today I have many letters to write, and therefore 
it is impossible for me to write to dear Marianna9. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10 

                                                 
1 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Bergamo (II/2, Lett. 571, n. 6) 
2 Gianbattista Verdari, pharmacist at the chemist’s shop of Porta Borsari (I, Lett. 145, n.6) 
3 Carnezzali and Ponzetta, trustworthy correspondents of Verdari to hand over the money to the surgeon Gaspari, 

who in turn will take it to Terragnoli  
4 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
5 Cecilia Donà delle Rose, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 399, n. 3) 
6 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
7 Lady Priuli Loredana, Venetian benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
8 Rimini, a city in Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 
9 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

14.9.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1728 
Minori’s affairs are still complicated, but she would be ready, as Magdalene writes, to come to a definite 
agreement. The Foundress entreats Rosa to intervene in this case and, after certain commissions, announces 
that, if she is successful in arranging everything which is necessary, she will set off for Rimini, because she 
has received the passport. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, here is the letter for the gentlemen Volpi1, that you can show him.  Even if 
he wants to hand it over to Mr. Legrenzi2, show it also to Mr. Barca3. Let us do what we can, to 
spend less money, as long as it is the right thing to do. But rather than the negotiations not coming 
to a conclusion, I tell you that Minori would spend even what is necessary to pay half the expenses. 
If you know that they will not come to an agreement, write to me at once so that Margì4 may 
withdraw.   

I think I have told you, my dear Rosa, that for safety sake, since she is unhealthy, the flannel 
of Teresa5 ought to be given to the laundry before using it. In a similar way, when it is ripped out, 
get the pieces of the woollen dress too, washed well either in the Serio6 with water and soap, or give 
it to the laundry, which may be safer. My dear daughter, I need your prayers very much. I have 
received the passport for Rimini yesterday. I do not yet know the exact day of my departure, 
because I have many things to finish. Besides, the good Religious who had offered to come with 
me, is in the countryside, and in a place where it is rather difficult to send him a letter. Hence, I do 
not know whether I will be able to leave next week, as I would have liked to. I will write to you 
before I leave. In the meantime, I recommend myself to your charity and to that of Don Giovanni7, 
to whom please, convey my respects. 

  I hope that you have sent me what you have received from Milan through Bentivoglio. With 
the money I left you, please pay lady Cattina Carminati8 for the newspapers and the crucifixes she 
has provided. With the rest of the money ask her to buy as many newspapers as she can. Moreover, 
as we have agreed, beg her to dispatch them to us, showing also the cost of the crucifixes 
separately, when she has a chance for Verona. 

  I remind you to get the bed of our Caterina through Mr. Zanchi. Deliver it to Pietro Porta, a 
tradesman at the Croce di Porta Tosa, that is, at the vegetable market. 

  Moreover, my dear daughter, I entreat you to send me the written prescription to treat sores 
especially those on the scalp. I would like to have it if you have it. Now that I am ending my letter, I 
remember that you have the solemn septenary9 of Our Most Holy Sorrowful Mother during these 
days. Therefore, I recommend all of you again to pray hard to this most sweet Mother for my 
present needs. 

Give my regards to Don Giovanni. Embracing all of you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart 
of Mary. 

  My dearest daughter, I am 
     your Mother Magdalene 

                                                 
1 The contracting party in the affairs with Maria Minori 
2 The same 
3 The same 
4 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
5 Spasciani Teresa, Superior in Milan (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
6 SERIO is an affluent on the left side of the river Adda 

  7 Don Zanetti Giovanni, superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 

     8 The mother of Caterina Carminati (III/1, Lett.1273, n.2) 
9 Prayers for seven days in preparation for a feast  
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      Daughter of Charity10 
 

Legrenzi had promised me the prescription for the sores. If you know something about 
Minori’s decision, that is, whether the Volpi family has agreed, write to me by the next mail so that 
I may conclude Margì’s affairs here before leaving. 

 

 Verona, S. Giuseppe, 14 September 1826 
                                                 

10 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

20.9.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1729 

On Monday, 25 September, Magdalene will leave for Rimini and will immediately give her news about her 
journey. She exhorts Rosa not to get anxious, in case she has to delay, on account of unexpected events. She 
is pleased with the happy conclusion of Minori’s affairs. With regard to the young lady proposed by Don 
Zanetti, Magdalene declares that she would receive her willingly, if she has the means to maintain herself. If 
God wants her, He will grant her the means to do so. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,     

Since up to now my departure is fixed for the 25th, that is, next Monday and, thinking that on 
Saturday I will be busier than today with many commitments, I reply to your last letter beforehand, 
so that I may do it more at length, my dearest daughter. 

As soon as I reach Rimini, I will not forget to give you news from there, but you should not 
decide the day when you should receive my letters, so as not to suffer uselessly. It might happen 
that I have to stop during the journey for some business in one city or another.  For instance, I must 
necessarily go in Cesena1 to that Bishop2 or in Bologna for the same reason. 

With regard to the business of our Margì3, it is not that I did not understand well that they 
intended that she should pay half the expenses. In fact, Margì is willing to adapt herself if they insist 
that she should pay her sixth part, not for justice, but more for convenience. Now let us hope in the 
Lord that everything is finished and that Margì may feel a livelier and more sensible joy and 
happiness. 

I thank you for the attention you had so that the box you mention may arrive safely, not 
causing any uneasiness if it comes here during my absence. Send the other articles here through 
Riva, if you can, as you say. If he cannot do you this favour, send them through another safe 
chance. Let the newspapers you have bought be entrusted to the care of the very good lady 
Carminati4. Beg her to find a safe occasion to dispatch them. There are so many advantageous 
chances in her shop. 

Remind her to put the blessed crucifixes together with the price list. I am sorry to hear that 
you have not been able to send the prescription for the sores. If that gentleman does not want to do 
us this favour, ask Mr. Rospini.  Let him know that I would like to have that prescription for 
Verona. He would do me a great favour if he could get it from that lawyer. 

I thank you very much, and embrace you cordially and all those who have prayed for me.  
Remember not to get tired now. Pray a lot, especially starting from next Monday, the day of my 
departure, until my return. I really need the charity and special assistance of the Lord and Mary 
Most Holy. Therefore, I entrust myself earnestly to all of you.   

Then, with regard to what the most reverend Don Giovanni5 told you, to whom please offer 
my respects, he says that Zappetini6 is a very good subject to be taken into consideration. Reflecting 
only over this, I would like to take her wholeheartedly. But, my dear daughter, when I accept a 
candidate I have to consider not only the spirit but also the body. So I think I cannot see to it at the 
moment. Well, if the Lord wants this girl in our midst, He will certainly furnish the necessary 
means. And she has to continue bearing the pain of waiting until she can be accepted. 

While I was finishing and ending this letter, I received the little box, which I imagine, will 
contain what you wrote to me. I have been busy with so many and various things and with weighty 

                                                 
1 CESENA in the province of Forlì 
2 Msgr. Antonio Cadolini, Bishop of Cesena (II/2, Lett. 855, n.1) 
3 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 

     4 The mother of Cattina Carminati (III/1, Lett.1273, n.2) 
5 Don Zanetti Giovanni, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
6 Zappetini, an aspirant to the Religious Life (cf. Lett.1495)  
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affairs today, that I did not find time to open the box. In the meantime, I thank you once more, my 
dear daughter, for your concern in sending it to me. 

Thank God that my health is good, while Cristina7 is suffering from her usual indispositions. 
But they are not preventing her from accompanying me. She works continuously, as usual. 

In these changes of season I think dear Rosa8 and Chechina9 will suffer a little. See that both 
of them may take care of the first colds. 

Once more pray for me. I will try to write a few lines with the next ordinary mail too. In the 
meantime, embracing you heartily, I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

     Your Mother Magdalene 
                          Daughter of Charity10 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 20 September 1826 
                                                 

  7 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

 8 Rosa della Croce, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1487, n.5) 

 9 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

23.9.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                        1730 
In two days’ time Magdalene will leave for Romagna. She does not want to deprive Elena of news about her. 
She encourages her not to be afraid to have too much free time. At least, she will have a little time to pray, 
especially in those days when Magdalene will be in need of assistance with particular prayers addressed to 
the Lord, so that her journey may be successful. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have to reply to two of your dear letters, my dear daughter. I start giving you news of my 
health, as you wish. Let me tell you that I am well, and was well in Bergamo and here. In Bergamo 
I had a little blood drawn, knowing that I would hardly find time to rest here as I could have it in 
Bergamo, when I stopped there. From time to time I feel tired, but this will pass as well. 

My dear daughter, I am pleased to hear that you are fairly well. As for commitments, I do not 
doubt and never doubted that you would have them. I well understand, as you say, that by 
substituting partly at the door and partly teaching, instructing, the companions, the Catechism 
classes and the hospital, you will see how hard you will find it to satisfy everything. Now you may 
have some hours in the evening. But the time flies. Do it for two or three or four months. Then the 
days will become longer once more. In the meantime, console yourself that you have more time to 
pray. As you sanctify yourself through prayer, I beg you to remember me in your prayers.  I too 
seek to sanctify myself through the means the Lord has granted me. On Monday, I leave for 
Rimini1. I beg you, my dear daughter, to pray to our dear Most Holy Mother Mary of Sorrows even 
for this purpose. I had good news of you from my friend Durini2. I recommend you to take care of 
yourself. 

Greet all our dear Companions for me. I embrace them lovingly together with you and leave 
you as always in the heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 
 

Verona  23 September 1826 
                                                 

1 Rimini, city of Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 
2 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.9.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1731 

While Magdalene writes, she remembers that Durini is going to Venice. She gives Giuseppa news of herself 
which is good, because she understands that the Lord wants her journey to Romagna. She begs Giuseppa to 
accompany her with her prayers so that everything may turn out very well. She recommends to her not to be 
anxious if she delays in writing. She should inform Teodora Roggia’s mother about the furniture needed for 
her daughter. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Since my departure is fixed, as I told you recently, for next Monday, the 25th, and, being 
overwhelmed by commitments and affairs, I could not write even a few lines to you by the ordinary 
mail. 

Foreseeing that on Sunday, the last day of my stay here, it will be difficult to find a moment to 
be with you in writing, to be surer I do it by the extraordinary mail. My health is good, thank the 
Lord. But I have an extreme need of prayers. I beg you, starting from next Monday till my return 
which I think should not be far off, to keep me close to the Lord, to the Most Holy Mother of Grace 
and St Lucy, our great protector. Do not doubt that, as soon as I am in Rimini1, I will give you news 
of me. I do not want you, who are waiting for my letters, to get worried, if you receive them a day 
before or a day after, because it could happen, that I may have to stop some days in one or in 
another of the cities I am travelling through. I want all of you to be at peace. Accompany me with 
your prayers so that this journey may turn out to be for God’s greater glory and the good of our 
neighbour. 

After writing up to this point, I received your dearest letter of the 21st. I received it while 
being with my dear friend Durini2 here. She comes to Venice after the feast of the Most Holy 
Rosary 

Beatrice3 will send you the list of our furniture, in case you do not have it. This lady was well 
disposed with her daughter to get the furniture done gradually. But she may complete it in many 
years’ time, considering her condition. Teodora4 asked her to consult you so that what she will 
provide, little by little, may be according to the Rule and our customs. As I understood from 
Teodora, first of all she will send through you a woollen shawl and other cloth to make either some 
winter bodices or some bodices already made, and other material. When she speaks to you, show 
that you know the matter in general, but do not show any preference for special articles. 

I thought I would be able to send this letter the day before yesterday by extraordinary mail. 
But the fact is that I can just finish it today and dispatch it to you by ordinary mail, since I am 
overwhelmed with commitments, as you can imagine.  

If it pleases God, I will leave for the destination I wrote to you tomorrow. I will stop in 
Mantua. If I do not have to stop either in Bologna or Cesena, I hope that on Friday, the feast of the 
Archangel Saint Michael5 I will reach Rimini. I will write to you from there. Meanwhile, until 
further notice, send your letters to the post office of Rimini with the mark “To await arrival”.  
Remember that every time you mail the letters there, you have to put a 60 cent stamp, since that is a 
foreign State.  

                                                 
1 Rimini, city of the Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 
2 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
3 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
4 Teodora Roggia, in the House of Venice (II/2, Lett. 571, n.6) 

  5 29 September 
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Except for being a bit tired because of the hard work done in these days, I am well. It means 
that the Lord wants me to undertake this journey. Again I beg you to assist me constantly with your 
prayers. Greet all our dear companions, each one in a particular way, and also Marianna6. 

When you see our very good Teresa Maria7, tell her that I had started a letter to send to her, 
imagining that Luigi and Cornelia8 had to go there. But on hearing that they could not go to stay 
with her any longer, I thought it useless to send my letter. This is the real reason why I did not write 
to her, besides my many commitments, for which I have almost no free time. Entrust me to her 
prayers. 

Yesterday your mother, who is very well, brought us four thalers for you. I told Angelina9 and 
Beatrice to spend them for the repair work here. Please, do not worry about what is still needed. 
They will supply it later.  

I greet you once more. Embracing you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

     your Mother Magdalene 
         Daughter of Charity10          

 

Please, hand over the enclosed letter to Don Francesco. 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 24 September 1826 
                                                 

  6 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
7 Teresa Maria, the future collaborator of Marianna Francesconi (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.2)  
8 The married couple Cornelia and Luigi, the temporary custodians of the Hospital for Convalescents (cf. Lett. 

1712) 
9 Angela Bragato, Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.4)  
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

25.9.1826   Mantua                                                                                                                                          1732 
From Mantua where she and Cristina are, Magdalene describes their journey and their stop-over at the 
hotel. She assures Bragato that she will give her other news after her arrival at Rimini and at Coriano. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

If the post does not fail, I am trying to give you good news, my dear daughter, after reaching 
Mantua1. After a most enjoyable journey we reached Grezzano2 at about 12.15 p.m. We had for 
lunch some boiled pigeons, salad, roast beef and lamb prepared by the farmers. In short we were 
well fed. At about 3.30 p.m. we left for Mantua where we reached safely before the Angelus.  

We are in our hotel which my brother3 suggested. Carlino4 is doing well. We have the 
maximum comfort to sleep. Besides, being fully free we can go to rest early. I am telling you all 
these details to keep you in peace. On the other hand, I am sure that you will continue to pray for 
me as I pray for you and will continue to do so even during my journey. If on my arrival in that city, 
there is an opportunity to send some post, I will do so. 

My health and that of Cristina5 is good. I embrace you from my heart and leave you in the 
Most Holy Heart of Mary. Convey my greetings to our dear Companions. I am sure you will give 
them news about me. 

  My dearest daughter, I am 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
(Mantua, 25 September 1826) 
 

Give my affectionate wishes especially to my friend Metilde7 and dear Beatrice8. 
                                                 

1 Hotel belonging to the Canossa family in the city of Mantua (I, Lett. 100) 
2 Grezzano, where the summer villa of the Canossa family was built (I, Lett. 22, n.1) 
3 Marquis Bonifacio Canossa, Magdalene’s brother (I, Lett. 351) 
4 Marquis Carlo (Carlino) Canossa is Magdalene’s cousin (I, Lett. 8, n. 6) 
5 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Mantua (I, Lett. 297, n. 7)  
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene.  In the letter there are many errors and some passages are incomprehensible. 

Pilotti is the secretary. 
7 Metilde Bunioli of the community of Verona (Lett. 1612, n.1) 
8 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

29.9.1826   Rimini                                                                                                                                          1733 
Magdalene has arrived in Rimini. She is the guest of Countess Ferrari. She will leave for Coriano the 
following day. She and her companion are well but she asks for prayers because “the season of hunting” has 
arrived. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

A few hours ago we arrived at Rimini1 after a most enjoyable journey. At Rimini we are 
staying with Countess Ferrari2. Tomorrow morning we shall go to Coriano3. I assure you, my dear 
daughter, that I experienced the efficacy of your prayers up to now. I request you to convey my 
greetings to all our dear Companions and tell them not to get tired of praying, because this is the 
season of bird-hunting. 

I will continue giving you news. Cristina4 and I are keeping very good health. Convey my 
greetings to Don Francesco5, Canon Rusenenti6 and the persons you think best.  

At my arrival I will recount our wonderful news. In a hurry, because both of us are tired this 
evening, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Rimini, 29 September 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

 

PS   Give me news about the mother of dear Beatrice8. My address is Bologna while I am at Rimini and 
Coriano. Remember that the postage is 60 cents, because it is a letter for a foreign country. 
 

RIMINI 
VERONA 
2 October  

 

To Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA 
                                                 

      1 Rimini, a city in Romagna  (I, Lett. 344) 

      2 Countess Vittoria Boni Ferrari, mother of Isabella Ferrari  (I, Lett. 347, n.5) 

      3 Coriano, an important town of Romagna  (I, Lett. 339, n. 3) 
4 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Rimini (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
5 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor of the Community at Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, 
    n. 2) 
6 Rusenenti for Ruzzenenti, Superior of the Community at Verona (II/1, Lett. 490, n.1) 
7 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
8 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of the Verona Community (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

30.9.1826   Rimini                                                                                                                                           1734 
Magdalene is leaving Rimini for Coriano. Everything is alright. She tells Giuseppa to give news of her to the 
people mentioned in the list. 

My dearest daughter, 

I hastily write these few lines from Rimini1. Thanks to the Lord, I arrived yesterday after a 
very good journey. This morning I will set off for Coriano2, from where I shall write to you more at 
length on Saturday. 

My health is good. Give news of me to the dear Companions whom I warmly embrace. I leave 
all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Please, give news of me also to the good Mr. 
Alessandri3, Mr. Padenghe4 and to Father Stefani5. 

My address is Bologna for Rimini and Coriano. 
 Rimini, 30 September 1826 

   Your Mother Magdalene 
       Daughter of Charity6 

RIMINO 
VENICE 
2 Oct(ober) 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia         VENICE 

                                                 
1 Rimini, a city of Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 
2 Coriano, an important centre in Romagna (I. Lett. 339, n.3) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, procurator of Magdalene in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
5 Father Stefani, Parish Priest of “ Carmini”in Venice (II/1, Lett. 495) 
6 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

30.9.1826   Coriano                                                                                                                                           1735 
Magdalene writes one letter to one of the Superiors everyday so that news of her may be communicated to 
the Community. Everything is going on well. Her health too is good. She gives the new address. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 
Coriano, 30 September 1826 

I start giving you, my dear daughter the news of my most comfortable journey.  
I arrived at Rimini1 comfortably on Friday afternoon, after a very good journey. I was 

received into the house of a certain Countess Ferrari2. The day after, I continued my journey to 
Coriano3 where I was welcomed with tokens of the greatest exultation. 

My health and that of Cristina4 is good. I do not know yet for how many days I will have to 
stop here. 

My dear daughter, please do not tire to commend me to Mary Most Holy so that I may fulfil 
the will of God in everything. 

When you write, address the letter to ‘Bologna for Rimini and Coriano’. I look forward to 
receiving news of you and our dear Companions. Greet them all cordially. Give me news regarding 
our dear Cecchina5. 

I embrace you very warmly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

 

I will write to you more at length another time. 
                                                 

1 Rimini, city of Romagna ( I, Lett. 344) 
2 Countess Boni Ferrari, the mother of Isabella Ferrari (I, Lett.347, n.5) 
3 Coriano, an important centre of Romagna (I, Lett. 339, n.3) 
4 Cristina Pilotti, in Coriano with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

  5 Cecchina for Checchina, Francesca Trioni (I, Lett. 278, n.5) 

  6 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

5.10.1826   Rimini                                                                                                                                          1736 
From Rimini Magdalene was telegraphic. Now from Coriano she narrates at length her meetings with her 
hosts who are “real angels”. The locality is very pleasant and invigorating. She had an unexpected but very 
cordial meeting with the Bishop of Rimini who is resting in a holiday home. The exchange of correspondence 
will be easier because of the frequency of the postal service. Magdalene is thinking of returning for the Feast 
of All Saints, but it is premature to speak of it. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Here I am to give you news of me at leisure, my dear daughter, as I promised in my last letter. 
I am writing to you from Coriano1 where I arrived safely on Saturday morning. I cannot express 
how cordially I was welcomed. I found a community of angels. They have an interior spirit and they 
are so well behaved and recollected in Church that I feel confused and edified. 

Today I was privileged to be visited by this Bishop2 who has just returned from his episcopal 
ministry to rest in the holiday house of his brother, who lives a few steps away from our building. 
Even the Prelate was very kind. Up to now, everything seems to go on well. My health, I tell you 
sincerely, is good, and so is Cristina3. I owe this to your prayers and to the prayers of all our 
Companions. However, do not get tired of praying till I come back. 

This house is situated in a very pleasant place. We are surrounded by beautiful hills, full of 
olive trees. One side of the hills goes down to terminate at the seashore with a most beautiful view 
of the sea. The air is very good. 

I do not know yet what to tell you about essential matters. But if I have to make a judgment of 
the total situation, I would say that I will be with you to enjoy the Feast of all Saints. I cannot tell 
you with certainty the day when I shall see my dear Treasure4.  I began this letter on Monday, 2 
October and I am ending it for the post on Saturday. I may add something more. I am hoping to 
have some news from you, but since the time I wrote from Rimini I can only hope.... 

You see, my dear daughter, having begun this letter on the 2nd, yesterday on the 4th I had the 
pleasure of receiving your letter. We have all the facilities for writing three times a week in the 
Lombardy-Veneto region. It is a very punctual post; it goes 3 times a week to Rimini from Coriano 
and returns the following day with letters. So we can exchange news as frequently as we want. 

I am pleased that the chocolate has returned to its shores. I am curious to know how much you 
have given to Nanne5. I have counted 16 salaries. I assure you that this man served us very well as 
usual. He takes such care of us, as if he were one of us. 

It was indeed a great consolation for me to hear that the mother of our dear Beatrice6, whom I 
heartily embrace, is improving. I want her to take courage, because I am sure that Mary Most Holy 
will cure her mother. 

My dear Durini7 made me laugh because she wants to know about my return, the day after my 
departure. Listen, my dear daughter, no one can know the dispositions of God. However from what 
I can see till now, I think we shall celebrate the Feast of all Saints together. 

My greetings to Don Francesco8 who will be pleased to hear that, for my part, I will certainly 
try to please him. Everything depends on the opportunity I get. 

                                                 
1 Coriano, an important town of Romagna (I, Lett. 339, n. 3) 
2 Msgr. Ottavio Zollio, Bishop of Rimini (II/1, Lett. 650, n. 4) 
3 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Coriano (I, Lett. 297, n. 7) 
4 The statue of the Virgin Mary in the Sanctuary of Loreto (I, Lett. 265, n.1) 
5 The coachman 
6 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
7 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
8 Don Francesco Brugnoli, Confessor to the Community of Verona (II/1, Lett. 496, n. 2) 
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Convey my greetings to the Canon Ruzzenenti9. I thank my good friend Metilde10 for her 
kindness towards Mr. Giuseppe Alessandri11. I am satisfied that the affair is in the hands of 
Biasiuti12.  

The Superior of Bergamo, my dear daughter, is asking you to send her the degrees of the 
virtue of peace with generosity. If there is an occasion, send them to her because she has the 
newspapers and the Crucifixes to send you, since not even Carminati13 has a chance. 

Tell dear Rosmini14, and I beg you not to forget it, that she has done well to answer in that 
way to Monsignor Vicar15 and that I agree with her. I thank you unceasingly for your prayers. 

I end because I have no more paper. I beg you to go on praying because, as you may imagine, 
my need is great. Although everything is well disposed, it is necessary to come to a conclusion. 

I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. All of a sudden I hear that the post-bag is 
leaving for Rimini tomorrow.  Therefore I am ending this letter today, 5 October 1826, so as not to 
lose the Saturday Post. Give news of me to everyone. 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 

RIMINI 
VERONA 
9 October 

To Lady 
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari       VERONA 

                                                 
9 Vincenzo Ruzzenenti, Confessor to the Community of Verona  (II/1, Lett. 490, n.1). The name is spelt wrong. 
10 Metilde Bunioli, of the Community of Verona (I, Lett. 4, n.6) 
11 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s Procurator at Venice (I, Lett. 257, n. 1) 
12 Don Giovanni Battista Biasuti, Oratorian, Parish Priest of Fava, Venice (II/1, Lett. 670, n. 2) 
13 Mother of Caterina Carminati, of the Bergamo house (III/1, Lett. 1273, n.2) 
14 Margherita Rosmini, vested with the religious habit (I, Lett. 342, n. 4) 
15 Msgr. Emanuele Sardagna, Vicar of the diocese of Trent (I, Lett. 388, n. 5) 
16 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti.  The last line and the signature are Magdalene’s. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

5.10.1826    Rimini                                                                                                                                         1737 
Magdalene mentions many affairs so that Rosa may see to them. She gives a detailed description of the 
amenities of Coriano, of the warmth and spirituality of the people, who welcomed her, and her attempt to 
understand the proposal for which she has made the journey. 

My dearest daughter,   

I continue the good news about us, my dear daughter. I never stop contemplating the 
goodness of the Lord. Cristina1 and I are quite well. The climate of this place is very good. We are 
surrounded by beautiful hills. I must tell you also, my dear daughter, of the goodness of all these 
Daughters of the Conservatory, and how concerned they are that we do not lack anything. Really 
the place itself calls for recollection. The simplicity of these daughters and God’s spirit pervading 
them, edify us especially in the choir. 

We are making the preliminaries of what we are going to do in the future. Well, let us 
continue to pray and to trust in Our Lord and in the intercession of our most loving and Holy 
Mother Mary. I received one of your letters dated 26 September, today from Verona. I wrote to 
Angelina2 about all your commissions. My dear daughter, I cannot know God’s dispositions, but it 
seems that on All Saints’ Day I will be back in Verona. See if you can, that through Legrenzi3 they 
send to Minori4 her will. This is necessary for us, in case she dies. Convey my regards to Don 
Giovanni5.  Please, give him news of me. I hope you have received the few lines I wrote to you last 
Saturday from Rimini6. I anticipate writing on Saturday in order not to miss the mail. We have a 
postilion which goes to Rimini and returns three times a week. Hence, we can write to each other 
frequently if necessary. For Zappettini7 I want to make an experiment, but do not say anything to 
her. I recommend myself to the charity of your prayers because the more quickly the business here 
comes to a conclusion, the more I need it. I am sure of your kindness and affection. Therefore, I 
have no doubt that you will pray for me and ask others to pray as well. Give news of me to 
everyone. Embracing all of you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

   My dearest daughter, I am 
Rimini, 5 October 1826 

 

My address is ‘Bologna for Rimini and Coriano’. 
 

     Your Mother Magdalene 
         Daughter of Charity8 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Rimini (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Angela Bragato, Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.4) 
3 Legrenzi, Minori’s procurator (Lett.1445) 
4 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 
5 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
6 Rimini, a city of Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 
7 Zappettino, an aspirant to the religious life (cf. Lett.1495) 
8 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene.  
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

5.10.1826   Coriano                                                                                                                                    1738 
Magdalene gives to Giuseppa, more briefly, the same news she gave to Bragato and Dabalà. She adds some 
details. 

 

My dearest daughter, 

I received your dear letter, my dear daughter, on 30 September and I hope that you too will 
have received mine written from Rimini1. I now confirm the best news of my health and that of 
Cristina2. I assure you that I had a very good journey. 

I am now at Coriano3, just a few miles from Rimini, the reason why I have come here. I am 
among little angels, and I assure you that these good Daughters would do anything possible to serve 
us. I am in a place where the air is excellent and healthy. In ten hours I can be in Venice if I come 
by sea. Hence, do not get worried because I could reach you more quickly than from Verona. I 
cannot tell you specifically, because we cannot always make calculations when dealing with affairs, 
but I would say that I will be in Verona by the beginning of November. I am pleased to know that 
you are fairly well. You will be able to see my dear Durini4 soon.  I entreat you to embrace her for 
me and give her news of me. Greet our good Alessandri5. I will pray for all of you, and you 
continue to pray for me. 

Embracing you cordially, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Coriano, 5 October 1826 
 

My address is ‘Bologna for Rimini and Coriano’. 
 

    Your most affectionate Mother 
              Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6  

                                                 
1 Rimini, a city in Romagna (I, Lett. 344)  
2 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Rimini (I, Lett. 297, no.7) 
3 Coriano, an important centre in Romagna (I, Lett. 339, n.3) 
4 Countess Carolina Durini, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 2) 
5 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
6 This letter was written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

10.10.1826   Coriano                                                                                                                                     1739 
Magdalene is very sorry to hear the disturbing news of the health of Beatrice Olivieri. But she will pray to 
the Blessed Virgin at Loreto when she will go there at the end of the week. It seems possible that for the 
Feast of All Saints she will be back at Verona. She will bring along the Countess Ferrari who will enter the 
novitiate, and then return to Coriano for a foundation. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I write just a few lines in reply to your dearest letter of the 4th, my dear daughter. 
I am sorry to hear that my dear Beatrice1 is ill with her usual complaints. However, I want to 

know especially how her voice is. I recommend to you to have courage and trust in Mary Most 
Holy. Tell her that on the coming Saturday, I hope to be with my dear Treasure2. If this letter 
reaches you in time, but I think it is impossible, ask everyone to make a general Holy Communion.  
Be sure that, according to the needs of each one, I will not fail to have you present. 

I am thinking of remaining with the object of my love even on Sunday. If this letter reaches 
you on Sunday instead of Saturday, ask them to receive Communion again on that day.  

I was unable to inform you earlier for reasons I will tell you orally. In the meantime, I 
continue to give you good news about my health and that of Cristina3. Write to me every day if you 
need, but when there is no particular reason, it is enough for you to write to me once a week and I 
will do the same. I am writing this letter today, 10 October. But, in future, I will write by the 
ordinary post the following Tuesday, because I will be occupied with my Treasure. 

Be at peace as long as you do not have detailed knowledge. I will supply it by guessing. I 
recommend only that you be united with me and assist me with your prayer. 

If you have occasion to write to Bergamo, tell the Superior to be at peace because I have 
already received the letter of Count Passi4 at Verona. I assure you, my daughter, that if God does 
not dispose of me against what seems possible, I will be happy to embrace you all around the Feast 
of All Saints 

I think I will bring along a young lady5 whom you will be pleased to have because she has 
gifts and special talents. If it will come about, I will write to you which room to prepare for her. 

Cristina embraces everyone together with Beppina Gagiardi6. Our travelling companions are 
keeping well and are on a trip to visit the beautiful places around us, as long as the weather permits, 
because we had a lot of rain here. Now let us hope that St Paschal will give us good weather. I leave 
all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, recommending myself always and always to the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
10 October 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 

RIMINI 
VERONA 
14 OCTOBER 

                                                 
1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
2 Magdalene refers to the Virgin Mary of Loreto  as her Treasure (cf. Lett. 1736) 
3 Cristina Pilotti is with Magdalene at Rimini (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 Don Lucca Passi, apostolic missionary  (II/2, Lett. 711, n.7) 
5 Isabella Ferrari entered at Verona in 1826 (I, Lett. 347, n. 5) 
6 Giuseppina Gagliardi (the name is spelt wrong), aspirant. She will enter in 1828. She was born in 1802 and died in 

1858. She was the Sacristan. 
7 The letter was written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 

To Lady 
Lady Angela Bragato 
Daughter of Charity 
c/o Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA 
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TO ANGELA BRAGATO 

20.10.1826   Coriano                                                                                                                                       1740 

Magdalene has returned from Loreto to Coriano and is ready to take the road to Verona, hoping that 
nothing will happen to delay them. She will be coming with the Countess Isabella Ferrari, for whom she 
requests not only to prepare a comfortable bed for her but she also reminds the community, without 
exception, to make an effort to observe the Rules, showing good manners and dignity. With exemplary 
behaviour one can do much good, whereas a strong negative impression can be created with a less than 
correct behaviour. 

My dearest daughter, 

This time, my dearest daughter, I returned safely to Coriano1 after leaving my Treasure2 with 
great sorrow. On my return to Verona I will relate to you everything in detail. For now, I will tell 
you that I felt as if I was in an earthly Paradise and I remembered all of you. 

I intend to set out for Verona next Monday. I will bring along a lady3 from here. Since she is a 
very timid daughter with great qualities, I beg you, first of all, to prepare Marianna Francesconi’s4 
room for her, the one which is next to mine. Remove the small corner cupboard as I shall keep her 
next to me for the first two weeks, until we decide together what room we shall give her in the 
novitiate. Prepare for her the best bed with the good white bed-cover, four chairs and a small table. I 
will tell you orally why I am making such a distinction for her. 

I recommend to you to embrace all the Companions for me. Tell especially the professed ones 
that I am sure of their zeal for God’s glory and the salvation of souls as well as their sense of 
belonging to the Institute. As for me, I beg all of you, none excluded, to revive your attention 
regarding the exact observance of the Rules, external composure, especially in the choir and sweet, 
gentle and meek manners in relating and speaking to one another. In short, I recommend a true 
exercise of virtue, as you have no idea how much good this would bring about at this time when I 
return, and you do not know how much harm you would cause to the divine service if you do not do 
so. All must help me as I know that all of you are really of one heart with me and among 
yourselves. If you do not do it, it is because you are unaware of it, and not because you want it. 

I beg you, my dear daughter, to convey good news about me by dropping a line to the four 
Houses. I shall write to them as soon as I return because at the moment I am busy, as you can 
imagine. I am consoled by the news that my Beatrice5 is better. 

I beg of you to put your trust in Mary Most Holy and we, miserable as we are, will continue to 
pray for you. I felt to laugh at the question of the excellent Mr. Bortolo6. You replied very well to 
him. Tell dear Beatrice not to worry. She will calm down more easily, because at the moment the 
children of her brother will keep their grandfather busy. However it is certain that I cannot permit 
that thing. 

I am waiting to tell you much more orally. I request your prayers and hope to embrace you on 
Saturday, or perhaps on Friday. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, recommending 
myself warmly to your prayers. 

If anything new happens for which there is a delay or change of direction, I will write. 
 

Coriano, 20 October 1826                                                           Your most affectionate Mother 
                                                 

1 Coriano, an important centre of Romagna (II/2, Lett. 851) 
2 Statue of Our Lady of Loreto  (cf. Lett. 1736) 
3 Isabella Ferrari, came from Verona to Rimini to enter the novitiate  (I, Lett. 347, 
    n. 5) 
4 Marianna Francesconi, Direstor of the Hospital for Convalescents (III/1, Lett. 1095, n. 6) 

5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior at Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
6 He must have been the father of Beatrice Olivieri  (III/1, Lett. 1277) 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
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RIMINO 
VERONA 
23 October 

 

To Lady  
Lady Angela Bragato 
c/o Verdari 
At the Porta dei Borsari 

VERONA 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

29.10.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1741 
Magdalene has finally returned to Verona. She writes to Elena immediately to keep her at peace about 
everything. She will start her weekly correspondence and encourages Elena to enjoy the greater freedom she 
has, as she is now not the superior any longer, but only a temporary leader. 

My dearest daughter, 

I reached Verona happily this morning, at about twelve o’clock, after a very good journey 
together with an excellent young Lady from Rimini1. After her novitiate, she will go back to 
Rimini. I assure you, my dear daughter, I really admire the good dispositions of this good young 
lady. Please, entrust her to the Lord that He may bless her and take her into His service. Before 
leaving Coriano2 I received a dear letter of yours there. My dear daughter, how true it is that God in 
His goodness assists us in everything and for our good. I am sure that you are more at peace now 
than when you were Superior3, because having to think of many things may distract us, but it also 
worries us a lot. 

I hope you will have received a letter of mine from Coriano, in which I begged you to let the 
gentleman Caccia4 know that I was far from Verona. Please, reply by return of post in case you did 
not say anything. If that is so I will try to write at once to the same as well as to the gentleman 
Aspegiani about the letters the copies of which you so kindly sent me. I recommend to you, if you 
have the chance, to be aware of not losing the little farm the Tagliabue wanted to sell. 

Now we shall write to one another as usual, once a week and when the need arises. When I 
have the chance to embrace you joyfully I will tell you about my adventures,  

I recommend above all that you take care about your headache which worries me much. Greet 
all our dear Companions whom I embrace warmly. Continue to give me news about dear 
Checchina5. I hastily leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 29 October 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6

                                                 
1 Rimini, a city of Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 

     2 Coriano, important centre of Romagna (I, Lett. 339, n. 3) 
3 Elena Bernardi was a "Delegated" Superior in the small house in Via della Signora 
4 The father of the novices Adelaide and Annunciata Caccia (cf. Lett. 1610) 
5 Francesca Trioni, in the House of Milan (Checchina) (I, Lett. 278, n.5) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15 

 

TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

29.10.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1742 
Magdalene informs Giuseppa about her return to Verona. She speaks about Countess Ferrari who she has 
brought with her for the novitiate and of her regular exchange of correspondence. She entreats Giuseppa to 
hand over the letter she enclosed, and asks about some people. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have happily reached Verona, my dear daughter. I am well and had a very comfortable 
journey. We are now once more close by and ready to resume our usual correspondence. I hope that 
everyone will continue to be well. 

Beatrice1 would like to know whether you have received the parcel she sent to you, through 
the Counsellor Lady Salvioli2, who has done you the favour of getting these dear Companions to 
keep what you sent to them. Our good Lady Priuli3 wrote to our Cecilia4 that she had sent you a 
letter for me. You may have perhaps kept it and would have done well, but I would like to know, 
because I would not like it to get lost. I enclose a few lines for dear Marianna5. As soon as you see 
dear Lady Micheli6, but do not forget this, beg her in my name, to offer a thousand compliments to 
Her Excellency the Governess7 together with my special regards. Tell her that, having made a 
journey to Rimini8 for a month, before which I was told that she too, had gone on a more distant 
journey, now that I have happily returned, I would like to know whether she also had a comfortable 
journey, as well as His Excellency the Governor9. 

  Be satisfied if I do not write any more today, because I came back to Verona with the 
intention of sending letters to all the Houses, as I have waited for my return to write to them. I will 
write in the last week, as I always did before. I have brought with me a young Lady10 from Rimini. 
When she finishes her novitiate, she will return to her country. Recommend her much to the Lord 
for she is a very gifted person. May God bless her for His glory and service! 

  You will find a letter for Don Francesco Luzzo11 enclosed here. I entreat you to hand it over 
to him as soon as possible, since some delay could damage the business. Farewell, my dear 
daughter. I embrace you wholeheartedly and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 29 October 1826 

 
Give my compliments to the good Mr. Giuseppe12 and Mr. Padenghe13. 
Start a novena very devoutly to Mary Most Holy for the Holy Father14 on Friday, without speaking 
about it outside the Convent. 

                                                 
  1 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 

  2 Counsellor SALVIOLI, the wife of one of the Government officials 

  3 Lady Loredana Priuli, Venetian benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 

  4 Cecilia Donà delle Rose (I, Lett. 399, n.3) 

  5 Marianna Francesconi, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 

  6 Lady Michiel Bernardo, benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 

  7 Countess Goess, wife of the Governor Goess 

  8 Rimini, a city in Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 

  9 Count Goess, Governor of the Veneta Province (I, Lett. 284, n.5) 
10 Isabella Ferrari, a young Lady from Rimini, novice (I, Lett. 347, n.5) 
11 Don Francesco Luzzo, begins the Oratory for the Sons of Charity in 1831 in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
12 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
13 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
14 Pope Leo XII (I, Lett. 340, n.2)  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

4.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1743 
Following the directions of the priest from Cenate, Cristina is much better physically and Magdalene begs 
Rosa to thank him. She takes into account the incomes which are imminent and would enable her to meet all 
her economic expenses. At present she can help her, with the money entrusted to her a short while ago. But 
she will have to return it to Magdalene because it belongs to Rosmini. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today I hope I will be able to speak to you more at length, my dear daughter, than I did last 
time. 

I inform you above all of very good news regarding me and Cristina15 who continues to be 
well.  She feels the benefit of your prayers and the concern of the holy priest from Cenate16.  

Both of us read what he wrote to us, with gratitude and contentment, and at the first chance 
kindly present him our respects, on my part and Cristina’s. Offer him our thanks too. 

I am filled with consolation to hear that the Lord has provided you so opportunely, in a 
moment of great need, with the 200 Swanzigher17 that the brother of our Carminati18 brought to you.  

My dear daughter, you may use that sum to cover the present expenses of the house, but I 
must hand over that money to our good Companion Rosmini19 later, because Carminati’s matter, as 
you know, pertains to Rosmini.  Send me that sum in the way I am going to tell you. As we draw 
closer to St Martin’s20 feast, two collections will expire: Legrenzi’s, that is, the one belonging to our 
Minori21, and Gavazzeni22’s. Later, you have to collect the money for the maintenance of the two 
Novices. Hence, with this income you can dispatch the entire sum of the 200 Swanzighers  to me 
here, at the first safe chance.  

I assure you, my dear daughter, that with great pleasure I have read the good dispositions you 
feel due to the inspiration you inform me about. I praise and approve of your courage and that of the 
other Companions. I will speak to the ecclesiastical Superiors and wait for their reply. Then, we can 
decide about receiving these good daughters23 from the countryside. We can see how to share the 
work. In case we can do it, you could take a small number there, and we could take a greater 
number in this House of Verona. 

In the meantime, clarify your dispositions to me better. I do not know whether I have 
understood you well. Perhaps I have made a mistake in interpreting the inspiration you expressed to 
me, because if you thought we could establish the training there, as we did in the past years, this 
cannot be done this year, even due to the fact that I would not like to expose dear Cristina to stay for 
seven months in a place where the air is so rarified, as is yours. 

My dear daughter, do me a favour to give my respects and the enclosed letter to the most 
worthy Don Giovanni24. 

Greet all these dear Companions very warmly.  I embrace them together with you. I beg all of 
you to continue to pray for me. I recommend to dear Checchina25 to pick up all the courage she can 
and to trust in the Lord. 

                                                 
15 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
16 Cenate, municipality in the province of Bergamo (cf. Lett. 1695) 
17 Swanzigher, an old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
18 Carminati Cattina, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 618, n.2) 
19 Pietro de Rosmini, lawyer (III/1, Lett. 1283, n.2) 
20 11 November 

 21 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 

 22 Gavazzeni, perhaps Saverio, a lawyer in Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 552, n.1) 

 23 The teachers from the countryside 
24 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
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I leave you all in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

 

I recommend to you the novena to the Most Holy and Sorrowful Mary for the Holy Father26. 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 4 November 1826 
 

PS  I thank you for the prescription for the sores. If you cannot send the Will of Minori, at least tell me 
the dates, that is, when it was made and signed. 

Your Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity27 

                                                                                                                                                   
25 Checchina, Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
26 Pope Leo XII, (I, Lett. 340, n.2) 
27 The postscript before the date and the signature are Magdalene’s. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

5.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1744 
The news describes the internal life of the Convent, without any important information. Magdalene does not 
know anything yet about the reply she had sent to the Vicar of Treviso. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am here to give you news of me, my dearest daughter, which thanks to the Lord, is still very 
good. Cristina1 too, is better than usual. I ensure you that the Lord has heard the prayers of all of 
you. All our Houses have prayed hard for me and copious blessings have been poured upon our 
affairs. Now do not forget to thank Him wholeheartedly. I am sorry to know that you have been 
indisposed. Try to protect the part where you feel the pain so that it may not return, and make an 
effort to eat. 

I hear that my Angioletta2 is suffering because of a tumour under her arm. I beg you to give 
me news of her continuously. Embrace her warmly together with all the other dear Companions. 

I heard from your letter of the death of Mr. Belleto, and how the good lady Checchina3 
persists in her vocation. This is a business which must be entrusted to the Lord, to Our Mother Mary 
Most Holy, and to our dear Saint so that this vocation may be brought to a conclusion and as a 
consequence for this House. You will see, and it is probable that if the lady Belleto comes, even 
lady Luigia4 may come. Enough! Let my dearest Madonna do what She has to do, for God’s glory 
and for the good of the Institute. 

Regarding the letter you sent, it is indeed true about the vocation of Bianchini. She has asked 
her Parish Priest to appeal strongly for her admittance, on her behalf. I am not going to give her any 
reply today, since I do not want to resolve the case myself. I will first take the advice of the 
ecclesiastical Superior5.  Then, I will send the reply to you. Do me the favour of letting her have it. 
This good Parish Priest has forgotten to write the date and the name of his village. I was given to 
understand that the good Lady Priuli6 has answered the letter I sent her through you, but I have not 
received such an answer. 

I hope you have received the parcel dear Beatrice7 addressed to you through lady Salvioli8. I 
have not even received the letter that you say the good Mr. Alessandri9 has written to me. I entreat 
you to give him my special greetings.  

Do not speak about Bianchini till I write to you. You say that Mr. Padenghe10 is in the 
countryside. That makes me hope that he continues enjoying good health. 

Tell me whether this is true or not and how the repairs of our dear hospital are going on. If 
you see Lady Micheli11, I recommend you to present my obligations to the dear Lady Governess12, 
about whose health I would like to know, as well as that of our most worthy Patriarch. 

                                                 
1 Cristina Pilotti, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
2 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
3 Checchina Belletto, an aspirant to the religious life (III/1, Lett. 1039, n.7) 
4 LUIGIA GUARANA, an aspirant to the Religious Life 
5 Superior means Spiritual Director. Every Community has one according to the ruling of the Church at that time 
6 Lady Loredana Priuli, benefactress (I, Lett. 397) 
7 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
8 Salvioli, counsellor, wife of a public servant (cf. Lett. 1742) 

  9 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
10 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 
11 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
12 Countess Goess, wife of Count Goess, Governor of the Veneto Province (I, Lett. 284, n.5) 
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I wish I could know whether you have heard anything about Treviso. I have replied to the 
questions of that most worthy Monsignor Vicar13 a long while ago, without ever receiving any news 
whether my letter has arrived and without being favoured by his reply. I do not ask for it, but I 
would be very sorry, if he did not receive the letter, because it would appear as if I had neglected a 
Prelate. In case you have the chance, find out if he has received it. That would be enough for me, 
for it means that I have done my duty. The reply is not important. Please, hand over the enclosed 
letter to Don Luzzo14.   

I am sorry about the death of Mr. Vescovi and feel great compassion for his family. 
I embrace all of you warmly.  Please, recommend me to the Lord. 
The whole family of dear Floriana15 is well. I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of 

Mary. 
  My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 5 November 1826 
    your most affectionate Mother 

                                                  Magdalene, Daughter of Charity16 
                                                 

13 Msgr. Sebastiano Soldati, Vicar of Treviso (II/1, Lett. 622, n.2) 
14 Don Francesco Luzzo, began the Oratory of the Sons of Charity in 1831 in Venice (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
15 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
16 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

9.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                            1745 
Magdalene has received the money from Rosa Dabalà. She will settle what is lacking with Rosmini. She is 
pleased because everyone enjoys discreet health, and likes to know whether the seven young ladies, who 
have registered for the course for teachers from the countryside, intend to go to Verona or to stay in 
Bergamo. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today I have received 170 Austrian liras, that is, 170 swanzichers1 from our good Felicita2’s 
father.  I thank you for them, my dear daughter. Do not worry about the other 30 liras because I will 
settle the matter with our good Rosmini3. 

I send you the lines of the first and second type4 you had asked for. Since I heard from the 
Companions that you wanted some booklets of the Way of the Cross, if they have not sent them 
through the brother of our good Checchina5, I will send them to you through him. I was very 
pleased to hear that you are fairly well, at least that you take care of yourselves. Before answering 
the question of Monsignor Tomini6 regarding the two young ladies to be educated as teachers, I 
shall wait for his explanation. He promised me he will send it by mail, so that I may decide. I think 
you have already told me that there were seven aspirants. But I did not understand whether they 
would all come to Verona or that they simply want to be trained. I beg you to let me know about the 
knee of my good Maddalena7, to see whether the prescription was useful. 

When you see our good Lucia from Calcinate8, greet her warmly for me and for Cristina9, and 
also all our other young ladies. Offer my respects to the whole Passi10 family and to Don 
Giovanni11. I have a slight cold, but I hope it will end without any cough. Well, it is nothing. 

I am sure that you will pray for me. Leaving all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary, I 
embrace you and I am.  

I will write soon to Zappettini12. 
My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 9 November 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 
                                                 

1 Svanzica, an old Austrian Lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
2 Felicita Valsecchi, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1493, n.3) 
3 Margherita Rosmini, in the House of Verona (I, Lett. 342, n.4) 
4 According to the requests of the first primary classes 

 5 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 

 6 Msgr. Tomini, Inspector (III/1, Lett. 1323, n.5)  

 7 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 596, n.2) 

 8 One of the teachers from the countryside 

 9 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.5)   
10 The family of Don Luca and Don Marco Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 
11 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
12 Zappettini, an aspirant to the Religious Life (cf. Lett. 1495) 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO AN ARCHPRIEST 

10.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                        1746 
Magdalene answers to his insistent requests to readmit the young Bianchini, who had given in to a strong 
temptation. She says that she will try to convince the Ladies who had been helping her, to help her once 
more. But according to Magdalene, it is absolutely necessary that the bonds with her family should not 
continue to hinder her decision. 

V.G.M      Very Reverend Archpriest, 

I have received from Venice a venerated page from Your Most Illustrious and Reverend 
Lordship, but, since a long time elapsed before it reached me, I might appear negligent in having the 
honour of answering you. I am edified by your paternal charity towards the good young lady 
Bianchini1. I would like to tell you that this daughter has lost the great chance the goodness of the 
Lord had given her. Her father too, contributed to make her lose this chance, for he wanted her at 
home, although recommendations had been made on her behalf. Please assure the young lady, that 
on my part, as I do for any relationship, not only did I not say anything about whatever she confided 
me, true or false, but according to what I promised her, with regard to my Companions, as well as 
the people who were disposed to help her, I backed her saying that she had to return to her village to 
comply with the absolute desire of her father. I tried to maintain alive in everyone the disposition to 
help this daughter in due time.   

  After mentioning all this, I now submit my reflections and determination about the matter to 
Your Most Illustrious and Reverend Lordship. I pity the violence of a temptation that can blind me 
or any other. But the preferences of the girl are such that it is better that I be very sure before talking 
about receiving the girl into the Institute. The maintenance for the three years of the novitiate has 
already been assigned to another one. This was the time the lady had committed herself to find the 
dowry for the girl. At the moment, even if I wanted it, I cannot receive her. In the meantime, let her 
entrust herself to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy. When I come to Venice, and if it pleases God it 
will be in some months’ time, I will be honoured to inform Your Most Illustrious and Reverend 
Lordship. If Bianchini will persevere in her holy desires, then I would like her to come to Venice. I 
would speak to her again and will tell her everything. Before deciding, we have to see what effect 
the distance from her family will have on her. Then, with the help of the Lord, we will come to a 
conclusion, which I hope will be according to God’s will. 

  Meanwhile, to do as much good to her as I can, I will inform the people now involved that 
Bianchini is once again free to follow her vocation, so that they may start again to provide those 
means necessary to carry it out. I imagine that such a resolution of mine will not displease your 
wise charity. I entreat you to greet Bianchini very much for me. She can be certain that, if the Lord 
really calls her to join us, I will forget the past totally. 

  I recommend myself very much to your holy prayers and with the greatest respect I declare, 
    

 

Your Most Illustrious and Reverend Lordship, I am  
 

Verona, 10 November 1826 
______________________________ 

NB  A draft without Magdalene’s signature  

                                                 
1 Betta Bianchini, an aspirant to the Religious Life (cf. Lett. 1688) 
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TO ROSA POLLI 

11.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                        1747 
Magdalene is pleased with Rosa’s success in overcoming her difficulty when dealing with her new superior 
Teresa Spasciani. She encourages her to wait for her arrival serenely, after which she will allow her to take 
her vows. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter1 
 

Your news was very dear to me, my dearest daughter. 
I have already told you from the beginning, that until you come to know the new Superior2 in 

practice, you will be in suspense. But afterwards you will like her. 
I am pleased that my prediction has come true, and feel consoled at your happiness. 
In connection with the Vows, I hope the Lord will give us the grace to fulfil your wishes. 

Time is a gentleman, and passes speedily. We will see each other soon. Meanwhile, keep on 
preparing yourself more and more for these holy nuptials you are longing for, with the exercise of 
holy virtues. 

I beg you to entrust me much to the Lord and to Mary Most Holy, together with all the many 
commitments surrounding me. 

I embrace you cordially and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
  My dear daughter, I am 

    your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity3 

 

Verona, San Giuseppe 11 November 1826   
   
To dear Rosa Polli   
Daughter of Charity. 

                                                 
1 Rosa Polli (II/1, Lett. 541, n.5) 
2 Teresa Spasciani (I, Lett. 279, n.10) 
3 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

12.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                      1748 
As Magdalene had answered in the letter dated 10 November to the Archpriest, where she does not mention 
neither the name nor the place, she informs Terragnoli about the pressure made by him so that Bianchini 
may be re-accepted and how she is to act to appeal again to those Ladies, who had committed themselves to 
help the girl. When the Marchioness is in Venice, she will decide what to do. She now has much at heart that 
Giuseppa should pay a lot of attention to “that person”, that is, the father of Cristina Pilotti, who has been 
moved from the psychiatric hospital to the civil one. The Superior should find a person to visit him and she 
should send him some money at regular intervals. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thought it best to wait till I could have the certificate of Salterini1 duly completed, before 
writing to you, my dear daughter. It is enclosed here, and together with it the letter I am sending to 
that most worthy Priest who wrote to me, as you can imagine, on behalf of the good young lady 
Bianchini2. But since in his letter, this good Religious did not write, neither the date nor the name of 
the village from where he writes to me, although I may suppose it is La Tisana3, I do not write 
anything, to be surer.  I beg you to hand over the enclosed letter to him and to write the name of the 
village on the envelope. You can already guess that this Religious writes to me again about 
Bianchini’s vocation. He begs me repeatedly in her name, to forgive what she says is her bad 
correspondence in the past. He also begs me to accept her again, assuring me of her perseverance. 
But in replying to that very good Parish Priest, I neither refused the young lady, nor did I offer any 
word of acceptance. I keep the matter in suspense. I add that, on my first visit to Venice, I will 
inform him and desire not only to see, but even to deal with the girl for a short while. I want to 
verify whether she yielded impulsively or whether it is just a temptation. In the meantime, you and 
dear Betta4, not in my name yet, but in your own, could consult those Ladies, who committed 
themselves to help Bianchini. Listen to whether they were still willing to help her and are ready to 
assist her with their subsidies, in case I find the young lady well disposed and want to accept her. 
Afterwards, inform me about all this.  

Beatrice5 wrote up to now. When speaking to the Ladies, I add that you and Betta have not to 
show them any doubt about the intentions of the young lady. Simply tell the Ladies, who committed 
themselves for her, that since good Bianchini has pleased her father by staying for a short while 
with him, she would now turn again to the charity of those good Ladies, who were disposed to help 
her. Say that she relies a lot on their assistance, and appeals to them in order to be able to re-enter 
our Institute. In this way, assisting the poor young lady, we facilitate the heart of these committed 
Ladies, to grant her the charity they had promised to offer her another time. 

Let us come now to that person6 who, as you have told me, has been shifted. On one hand, I 
am consoled to know that he was and is now in the Civic Hospital instead of the place where he was 
before. On the other hand, I am really sorry for him.  

I also see the need of finding a way to help him, especially since he asked whether I was in 
Venice. Hear now, my dear daughter, what came to my mind. I wish you will do it as quickly as 
possible. Speak to the most reverend Father Partesana and beg him, but it would be better if dear 
Betta did so, since she knows him better. If she cannot meet him in S. Lucia7, let her go to him and 

                                                 
1 Domenica Salterini, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
2 Betta Bianchini, an aspirant to the religious life (cf. Lett. 1688) 
3 La Tisana stands for Latisana, a municipality in the province of Udine. 
4 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
6 The father of Cristina Pilotti, in the Hospital of S. Servolo (cf. Lett. 1402) 
7 The House of Venice 
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beg him in my name, to do the following favour. I entreat him to find me a good person among the 
men attending the oratory8 of the Reverend Filippini Fathers, who could go to visit this person, to 
see him, to know his needs and how he is at present. I beg you to send him a small sum of money 
now and then. Then, inform me at the same time about him. Tell me how much you have sent him 
every time.  

If you cannot go to Father Partesana with dear Betta, I do not want you to compromise 
yourself, since good Margì9 could accompany her. I will send you some money to give him during 
the first visit. 

  I hear my dear daughter, of your indisposition. I recommend that you look after yourself. 
Send melancholy off to Malamocco10 that it may sail for the East. Give me your news and that of all 
our dear Companions. 

  It pleased the Lord to visit Beatrice11, calling her dear mother to Himself. I warmly 
recommend you and everyone for the usual prayers, Communions and the Way of the Cross. 
Beatrice trusts in your prayers. I too entrust Beatrice to you. Tell me whether you have received the 
parcel.  As soon as possible, I hope to send you a small amount of spinning, since I have urged the 
carder12 to do so. I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

  My dearest daughter, I am 
your Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity13 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 12 November 1826 
 

My good Metilde14, the ex-Superior, begs me to greet you in a special way. 
    VERONA 
 

    VENICE 
    13 Nov(ember) 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

 VENICE 
                                                 

8 The Institute of the Oratory of St Philip Neri (I, Lett. 5, n.5) 
9 Maria Terzi, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. 558, n.6) 
10 Malamoco stands for Malamocco, a hamlet of Venice in the island Lido 
11 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
12 The carding of fibres: disentangling of fibres before spinning, done with a comb or wire brush. 
13 The letter is signed by Magdalene  
14 Metilde Bunioli, ex-superior in Verona (I, Lett.4,.n.6) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

13.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1749 
Magdalene thanks Giuseppa for the holy pictures she has received and waits for those of Our Lady of 
Sorrows. She entreats Terragnoli to do her a big favour: to agree with the usual good person, who had 
assisted Cristina’s father periodically in the psychiatric hospital, to continue his visit even now that he is in 
the Civil one, bringing him what he likes, which she herself will provide for. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Although I have written to you yesterday, my dear daughter, since I have received your dear 
letter last night, I answer these few lines today, to tell you that we thank you for the holy pictures of 
Our Lady of Mount Carmel1, which we have received. Beatrice, who embraces you warmly and is 
fairly well, would like to know the price of 100 printed ones. We will receive very willingly even 
those of Our Lady of Sorrows, when they are ready. The reason why I write to you by extraordinary 
mail is this. I hear that you asked Raimondo2 for the charity of visiting that person3. Thus, you have 
done me the greatest favour. If the same person would kindly go once a week, there will be no need 
to trouble Father Partesana4, as I wrote to you yesterday. 

You could send him a nice box of tobacco once every week. Agree with my Betta5, Lady 
Maria or Raimondo, with some nurses, or ask Lady Micheli6 to see if someone could serve him 
coffee and milk in the morning. You can give some coffee powder to this person, about half a 
pound every time. Well, see for yourself how you can do it and what else needs to be done.  

I entrust the matter to you. Write to me what I can send you at the first chance. Recommend 
him or have him recommended warmly to Father Ignazio7 so that he may care for his soul. 

I embrace you hastily and cordially and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary.  I 
recommend this sick person to you once more. 

 

 Verona, S. Giuseppe, 13 November 1826 
 

    Your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

 
                                                 

1 The scapulars of Mount Carmel, which are small rectangular pieces of cloth with the image of Our Lady, worn 
around the neck (cf. Lett. 1573) 

2 Raimondo, is the person who visits Pilotti’s father 
3 The father of Cristina Pilotti, in the Hospital of S. Servolo (cf. Lett. 1402)  
4 Father Partesana, Superior of the Filippini Fathers in Venice (I, Lett. 189) 
5 Betta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
6 Lady Michiel Bernardo, benefactress in Venice (Lett. 1379, n.6) 
7 Father Ignazio, one of the hospital chaplains  
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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I remind you to keep me informed about the property that Tagliabue wanted to sell.  
 

TO ELENA BERNARDI 

15.11.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                        1750 
Magdalene has to solve some business with the father of the two Caccia sisters, on account of which she 
begs Elena, to send her a packet of documents with solicitude. She is happy that Don Burocco goes back to 
hear the confessions of the Companions, even though the substitute too, was very efficient. Beatrice Olivieri 
continues worrying her because of her poor health and her mother’s death distresses her. They should recite 
prayers both for the deceased as well as for her daughter. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you very much, my dear daughter, for handing over the two letters to Mr. Caccia1and 
Mr. Aspergiani. I hear that you have a packet to hand over to me. If it is not voluminous, I beg you 
to open it, because I think there is the copy of the letter of attorney and some others. If it is so, do 
me the favour to take the cover off and if there are redundant half sheets besides my letter take them 
away. Then, wrap them with a new thin cover and address everything to me by mail, knowing that 
Mr. Caccia needs them by the 20th or the 25th to wind up his own affairs. 

My dear daughter, I hear that our Parish Priest2 will start hearing your confessions again. 
Therefore, I suppose that he is better now. The confessors of the Daughters of Charity are destined 
to become Monsignors. If this brings peace to our very good Superior, I hope that this might happen 
soon. But I presume that the parishioners will oppose it. We, though unworthy, will not fail to pray 
for him. I like your description of the substitute confessor. It would be wonderful if he could help 
all of us to die to our self love. I myself would undertake the journey to Milan on purpose, together 
with my secretary. 

What I like most is that the soul be humble, and therefore at peace. 
It was the Lord in His goodness who sent us this Holy Minister, when we could not have our 

holy Superior. 
My health is fairly good, but I have started having one of my colds, seven or eight days ago. 

This time it affected me moderately so that I am almost free. Cristina3 is fairly well, but following 
her usual way, she may become worse. 

Dear Beatrice4 is still voiceless and, to tell you the truth, now and then she worries us. On the 
other hand, she does not have a cough or temperature or phlegm. I hope our Most Holy Mary will 
give her again to us. The Lord has deigned to visit this good daughter with a great anguish due to 
her mother’s death. I will tell you all the details when we see each other. The lady had a holy death. 
All the same, I recommend her for the usual suffrages. One novice entered today for Trent and 
another from Tyrol is making her Spiritual Exercises for that place. 

I am curious to know whether Quarengo5’s departure regarding Guastalla6 has turned out 
peacefully. I imagine that words will not have been missing. The other day Monsignor of Massa7 
wrote to me and I perceive that he is well. I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

 

Verona, 15 November 1826                                                                Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

 

                                                 
 1 Caccia, the father of the two sisters Annunciata and Adelaide Caccia (Lett. 1610) 

 2 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1)  
3 Cristina Pilotti, in Verona with Magdalene (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
4 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice Superior of Verona (I, Lett. 339, n. 5) 
5 Lady Teodolinda Quarengo, collaborator of the Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/2, Lett. 842, n. 4)  
6 The College of Guastalla, for the poor of the nobility (III/1, Lett. 1074, n. 2) 
7 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

19.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                        1751 
Olivieri is grateful for the suffrages offered for her deceased mother and asks prayers for herself and her 
family. Magdalene gives news about her health. Giuseppa, Mezzaroli and Alessandri can decide for 
Pasquali. She is sorry because the Ladies, who wanted to help Bianchini, know the reason why she had left 
the Institute. She informs the superior about her future itinerary of journeys. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am pleased to know, my dear daughter, that you were able to make use of Salterini9’s 
certificate at a favourable moment. You will see that even in the future the Lord will provide for us, 
as always. 

I thank you, in Beatrice10’s name too, for the information relative to the expenses you met for 
the printed holy pictures and at the first chance, please, be kind to send us also those of Our Lady of 
Sorrows. 

Beatrice who embraces you respectfully, entreats you together with all the dear Companions, 
to accept her most sincere feelings of gratitude for what you have done as suffrages, on behalf of 
her deceased mother. She also recommends herself, all her family and even the new born baby of 
her brother to your prayers. The child was born eight days after their mother’s death,  

She has been better since a few days, but her voice does not want to return. I can give you 
fairly good news of my health. Some days ago it seemed that my cough would take advantage of 
me. On the contrary, after a short bout it ended. Hence be at peace that, thanks to God, I am fairly 
well. All the Companions here are discreetly well. Some are slightly indisposed, due to the rainy 
and windy weather. But, considering our number it is not too bad. 

With regard to what you say about the tenant Pasquali, my dear daughter, first of all note that 
I did not receive any letter from Mr. Alessandri11 either in Rimini12 or after my return here. 
Yesterday he spoke to me of this matter, and I am replying by ordinary mail. After thinking over the 
matter, considering what you told me and what Mr. Giuseppe writes to me, I find the business rather 
intricate to be decided by me from afar. Since I am not there, I cannot even know all the 
circumstances. We know Paolo, and the type of person he is, since he is faithful and known by us. 

On the other hand, to adjust ourselves to draw the rent when it expired, for the first year and 
without being insured, should make us reflect. It would be wise to settle everything, to find another 
person who is gifted like Paolo, who will be able to take the responsibility for the tenancy. On the 
whole, I find it more plausible, to entrust this matter to what all of you and Mr. Alessandri think 
wiser. You can arrange the affair with him, and I shall write the same thing to him. Then, give me 
an account of what you have concluded among yourselves: you, Betta and Alessandri. 

I am displeased to hear that the Ladies who committed themselves for our good Bianchini, 
know what happened about the vocation of that young lady. It is true that the hearts of men are in 
the hands of God and when He wants something, He changes them as He pleases. 

Enough! We will see whether the young lady comes to Venice when I come there, as I wrote 
to her Parish Priest, and what decision we can take. Meanwhile, as you say, let us keep this affair 
greatly recommended to the Lord. My dear daughter, I understand that all of you would like me to 
come and stay longer than usual. I assure you that I too, would like to comply with you 
wholeheartedly.  But I have always to depend on what the ecclesiastical Superior will decide. Now I 
am dealing with the reception of a number of girls from the countryside to be trained as teachers 
here in Verona. I foresee that it would take till mid December, before they can enter and be initiated 

                                                 
9 Domenica Salterini, in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1345, n.1) 
10 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice-Superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
11 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
12 Rimini, a city in Romagna (II/1, Lett. 344) 
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in the course. If the season is not worse, I could come. But by mid February I should be in Verona, 
since at that time I should go to Trent to see the building and perhaps to Riva, where they intend to 
give me a convent. Then, it is necessary to go to Milan, for the Spiritual Exercises of the Ladies. In 
this case, I would not be able to come for Pentecost and you would have to see whether the Ladies 
can make their Spiritual Exercises without me. If instead, you think it better to do things in another 
way, I could, immediately after Trent, hurry up my going to Milan in order to be in Verona during 
the Octave of Easter, and then come at once to Venice. I propose, but you give me your advice later. 

If I come after the Octave, I could stay till the week after Pentecost and some days after. I 
wait for your answer. I embrace all of you warmly, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

I will write to Marianna13 another time.  Embrace her for me.  
 

  My dearest daughter, I am 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 19 November 1826 
 

    your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity14 

VERONA 
 

VENICE 
22 Nov(ember) 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
  VENICE 

                                                 
13 Marianna Francesconi, still in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
14 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

11.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1752 

Magdalene thanks Giuseppa for the news sent to her about Cristina’s father. This time too she insists that he 
should be entrusted either to a good person or to a priest, who can visit him periodically. She explains the 
reason why she would not find it suitable to appeal to Don Antonio Zanon. She invites Terragnoli to pray for 
Maddalena Fini, who is in danger of death, which would cause great sorrow to her family, and even serious 
economic trouble. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I reply to your dearest letter of the 18th, my dear daughter, and thank you for your long and 
detailed news about the person recommended to you. I agree with what you and dear Betta1 have 
done. Everything is fine. Only when you say that you would like to arrange that Don Antonio 
Zanon should go to the said person, I add that it would be something desirable that he accepts doing 
such charity because he had been his confessor some time ago. But I would not like that, because of 
what happened to him in the past, he should be fearful and would not like to go. If this Religious 
accepts, it is the best solution. Otherwise, instead of troubling the Rector, who has so many 
commitments to do, you can entreat either Don Francesco Luzzo2 or Don Daniele Canal3 to do this 
charity.  For the rest, that is, to provide him with some money, just continue to see what you think is 
more suitable to assist the person. From time to time, continue to give me news of him. When you 
send anyone of them, let him know that I am praying for him. 

With regard to the orchard, I have already written to you and to the very good Mr. Alessandri4 
on Sunday. Hence, I confirm what I told you then. Please, inform me about the result. 

I was surprised at the sudden indisposition of dear Floriana5. I hope it is something due to the 
present critical season and nothing more serious. Please, keep me informed always. 

This week, I too feel that the change of season has slightly affected my health. But it is a 
small indisposition, because I am on my feet and can devote myself to my duties. The other 
Companions are fairly well. But the community is numerous, and therefore, there is a good group of 
sickly ones. 

I warmly entrust Maddalena Fini6 to your prayers. You know her well. She became more 
seriously ill, having two illnesses, and yesterday afternoon she received the Holy Viaticum. She is 
entirely resigned and only longs for Heaven. Her mother and her whole family are very sad. She has 
been for them both a comfort and almost a support, for some time.  

Going back to the first topic, my dear daughter, if you speak to Don Zanon, see whether he 
assures you that he will go, because the other time he took the responsibility and did not carry it out. 
Hence, if you see him hesitant, speak rather either to Don Daniele Canal or Don Luzzo. I wish that 
you will not only agree with the one who will accept, but make sure that he carries out the duty, so 
that we may be at peace. 

I recommend myself to the prayers of all of you for the many commitments I have. I embrace 
all of you, leaving you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. I do not know the reason why Don Zanon 
did not go back to S. Servolo7 after going there the first time with Mr. Alessandri. I do not know 
whether it was out of fear or because of the distance. 

My dear daughter, I am 
                                                 

1 Elisabetta Mezzaroli, in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1001, n.1) 
2 Don Francesco Luzzo, began the first oratory of the Sons of Charity (I, Lett. 412, n.4) 
3 Don Daniele Canal, Canon of S. Marco (Lett. 1676, n.5) 
4 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
5 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
6 MADDALENA FINI, one of the teachers from the countryside 
7 S. Servolo was the name of the psychiatric hospital in Venice 
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Verona, S. Giuseppe, 22 November 1826 
               your most affectionate Mother 

    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 
VERONA 
VENICE 24 Nov(ember) 

To Lady 
Lady Giuseppina Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia      
          VENICE 

                                                 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

23.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                       1753 
The course for the teachers from the countryside has to begin, but with some delay because Magdalene has 
not yet received the replies of those who wish to take part in it. She asks Rosa to send her promptly the 
names of those who would accept to go to Verona because, if she does not have a sufficient number, she will 
suspend the course. With regard to Bergamo she has no objection to have only seven of them there and no 
more, because she finds it difficult to find a helper for so few. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Just a few lines, my dear daughter, to inform you that I had decided to begin the training 
course for the girls1 from the countryside on the 1st of this coming December. But not having the 
reply yet from those who wish to come, I think we cannot begin until the 7th of the next month 
which is the vigil of the Immaculate Conception. You can therefore, give this notice to those who 
decide to come. As soon as you can, please tell me the number and the names of those who will be 
coming. 

With regard to allowing you to keep seven, I have nothing against it. Let us see if we can 
arrange that. In the meantime, I am thinking which of these Companions I could give to help you. I 
recommend you to pray so that I may be enlightened. Later, when we have arranged the matter 
here, I will inform you more precisely. I cannot reply to dear Maddalena2 today; but I will do it at 
the very first moment that I am free. In the meantime, let her have courage, as well as dear 
Checchina3 and God will certainly bless them. I have already written in another letter of mine that, 
having received the 170 swanzigher4, you may keep the remaining 30.  

Beatrice5 thanks you together with all the dear Companions for the concern you had for her 
dead mother and for her. She has been much better these past few days. Only, the sound of her 
voice is not good yet. I too have a slight cold, but this is due to the present rainy and damp season. 
But I am on my feet. 

I embrace all of you heartily and I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 23 November 1826 
Your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
 

Note, my dear Rosa, that I only want to know, as soon as you can, how many and who would 
be the daughters from the countryside; even those about whom I spoke to you, of Monsignor 
Tomini7, Camozzi8 and those from Ranica9. I want to know about just those who would come here, 
so that I may make an account of it all. Later, I will write to you whether I can take them or not, 
because, if I do not have a sufficient number, I will not start the Training Course. Be certain that as 
soon as I have the answer, I will inform you at once, so that they may come. 

                                                 
1 The girls from the countryside who wanted to be trained as  teachers 
2 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 596, n.2) 
3 Francesca (Checchina) Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2)  
4 Svanzica, an old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
5 Beatrice Olivieri, Vice superior in Verona (I, Lett. 339, n.5) 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
7 Msgr. Tomini, Inspector (III/1, Lett. 1323, n.5) 
8 The Camozzi Family, benefactors (II/1, Lett. 569, n.2) 
9 Ranica, in the province of Bergamo (III/1, Lett. 1253, n.12) 
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

26.11.1826  Verona                                                                                                                                           1754 
Still a light touch to the business of Minori, which Magdalene exposes in detail so that the necessary 
guarantee may not be lacking. When Rosa cashes the money, she should buy the corn immediately because, 
on account of the scanty harvest, the prices are increasing a lot. There is not the same danger for the maize. 
Magdalene informed Cristina about the death of Doctor Milesi and both of them are sad and assure their 
suffrages. Rosa should communicate rather soon the number of those who registered to the course of country 
teachers and pray for the House of Venice, where the young Demassari is not well. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter,  

I am ready to reply to the last dear letter of yours, my dear Rosa. Send for the very good Mr. 
Legrenzi1, present him my compliments and tell him that, since that will starts having some effect 
after it has been stipulated, the instalment of the 11th November is to be just for Minori2, since she 
has yielded reasonably, or I will say better, with her usufruct even the debt to the heirs Volpi. Now 
the yearly pension of 700 liras, which Minori has reserved to keep for herself, is free from any 
charge. Therefore, Legrenzi is to give her back 200 liras because this is a mistake. Send for him at 
once and tell him all this. My dear daughter, you cannot make any receipt unless you have all the 
money in your hands. I informed Cristina3 about the death of Doctor Milesi4; everybody is sorry 
about it and we will offer some suffrages for him. 

If you can have, as I do not doubt, Legrenzi’s money, it would be a good thing if you made 
immediately a contract of six or eight sacks of corn and pay it at once because its price will 
increase. The sowings are very bad and we can fear for the future. There is a lot of polenta5 because 
it does not have any great propaganda. I am waiting for your reply and that of the Counts Passi6 to 
see what I have to do for the country ladies7. My cold has disappeared, but I still have a kind of rash 
due, I think, to the fact that I ate a lot of fried oil during the journey. Another time I will try to have 
more common sense, but I am quite well. My dear daughter, tell me, if, besides the country girls of 
Monsignor Tomini8, Camozzi9 and Don Luigi10 from Ranica11, of whom I wait soon for your reply 
even of two or three at a time, there is, among those you spoke to Cristina, one who would like and 
is disposed to come here, since there will never be less than seven for Bergamo. Please, write to me 
if there is one who would like to come here. 

I wish to write a very nice letter to my dear Maddalena12, but this time I cannot do it. 
 If my letter goes to the post office at midday, instead of receiving it, it will go round. I will 

write my plan to you in a case, so as to know what you would do. Our House in Venice is the House 
of the cross. The good young Demassari13, very dear to all that Community, is affected with 
temperature they define an attack of nerves. I recommend her much to your prayers because it 
would be a great loss for many reasons. 

                                                 
1 Legrenzi, procurator of Maria Minori (Lett. 1737, n.3) 

  2 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 

  3 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 

  4 Doctor Milesi, the trustworthy doctor of the House in Venice 

  5 Maize 

  6 The family of the Counts Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 

  7 Country ladies 

  8 Msgr. Tomini, Canon (III/1, Lett. 1323, n.5) 

         9 The Camozzi Family, benefactors (II/1, Lett. 569, n.2) 
10 Don Luigi Morlacchi from the municipality of Ranica 
11 Ranica in the province of Bergamo 
12 Maddalena Smania, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 596, n.2) 
13 Floriana Demassari, sick in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.3) 
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Give my respects to Don Giovanni14. Embracing all of you, I leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, 26 November 1826 

your Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity15 

 

Do not make the receipt for Legrenzi if you have not received all the money first, and do not 
hand it over before you send me the copy of the receipt to be examined, that is, because the 
secretary until…..interrupted. Therefore, do not make any receipt until I see it, not for Legrenzi but 
for those…. 

                                                 
14 Don Giovanni Zanetti, ecclesiastical Superior and confessor of the Community in the House of Bergamo (II/1, 

Lett. 570, n.1)  
15 The postscript remains discontinued because the other part of the sheet has been cut. The letter is signed by 

Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

26.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1755 
Magdalene did not imagine that the illness of Demassari could become so serious. She asks Terragnoli to 
keep her continuously informed and recommends that the Blessed Sacraments be administered, if Floriana’s 
health worsens. She confides a lot in the Holy Virgin Mary. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thought that the illness of dear Floriana would not have any grave consequences. But from 
your last letter which I received yesterday, I understand that Floriana1 is getting seriously ill.  All 
these Companions felt very sad about this news and they have all committed themselves to pray for 
the sick. It is useless to recommend her to your charity, since I know your great concern for the 
sick. I hear that we are not at an irremediable end, but I remind you of the Sacraments, since these 
illnesses sometimes play tricks, when they can even turn out dangerous. If you see that the malady 
persists, get her to make her confession so that she may be more at peace. Continue giving me news 
of her, for my peace, and if there is something new, inform me by the extraordinary mail. 

We are all fairly well except for some of the weaker ones. My dear daughter, I entreat you to 
take courage. Let us hope that things will turn out better. Anyway, we have to be always content 
with the will of God. In order not to miss this mail, I end up quickly and leave you in the Most Holy 
Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am   
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity2 
Verona, 26 November 1826     

 

I could not dictate it and Cristina3 has treated you like a lady. 
 

VERONA 
 

VENICE 
28 Nov(ember) 

 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
  VENICE 

                                                 
1 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
2 The letter is written by Cristina Pilotti and signed by Magdalene. 
3 Cristina Pilotti, with Magdalene in Verona (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

26.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                       1756 
Among the administrative affairs dealt by Magdalene and about which Bernardi is the mediator, there is the 
painful news of the serious illness of Floriana Demassari, which is another cross for the House of Venice. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I thank you, my dear daughter, for the papers of Caccia1 you have sent me. I did as much as I 
could to prepare the letter of attorney in time for the ordinary mail. This is ready and even signed. 
But the required legalization is missing. Anyway, since the packet I have to mail there is becoming 
too voluminous, I will send it next Tuesday through the ordinary mail. In the meantime, I beg you 
to tell Mr. Cogliati2 that I will address this packet to him. Ask him to receive it and to hand it over 
to you immediately. Then, refund him for the expenses he will meet. Later, you can tell me the cost 
of it and I will repay you. With the letter of attorney I have to enclose even Annunziata3’s 
document. Hence, you can understand that this is really becoming a packet for the ordinary mail. I 
recommend to you again to pay attention to the address. 

I was sorry to hear about the death of good Citterio’s excellent husband. I will do my best to 
pray for his soul. When you meet her next, pay her my condolences. Encourage her to have a lot of 
courage. Remind her that all the saints we read about, who were married, later became widows. 
Therefore, she should imitate them. 

With regard to the business I recommended that you try to get some information from the 
relatives of Tagliabue4.  My dear daughter, try to get some information as soon as you can. Then, 
communicate it to the Superior Teresa5 because I have written this to her too. I told her that you will 
pass on to her all the information you will be able to have regarding this. Among the three of us 
then, we shall see what we will have to do.  

I understood that the most worthy Secretary of our Bishop6 was in Milan and has visited you. 
Let us hope that next year the Prelate himself too may come there. With regard to myself, I would 
hardly believe it, until I see him.  

If our dear Prada7 has only an inflammation in this season, when compared to all the ailments 
she used to suffer, we should be pleased. But since the door is much more protected, she should to 
be better off this time. 

The House of Venice which can be called a House of crosses really needs the Lord’s help at 
present. That very good young novice Demassari8 whom I brought there the last spring, has been 
affected by a serious illness for some days, on account of which those Companions are very sorry. 
At first the illness seemed to be rheumatic. Then it became putrid, but benign. During the week she 
developed high fever. I am waiting for further news today or tomorrow. 

In the meantime, I recommend this sick companion to the prayers of all of you. I embrace you 
very cordially and leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 26 November 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
                                                 

1 The father of the sisters, Annunciata and Adelaide (Lett. 1610, n. 6) 
2 Battista Cogliati, procurator of Milan (Lett. 1485, n. 7)  
3 Annunziata Caccia, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1610, n. 6) 
4 Antonia Tagliabue, in the House of Milan (Lett. 1630, n. 1) 
5 Teresa Spasciani, superior in Milan (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
6 The Secretary of Bishop Liruti, Bishop of Verona (I, Lett. 326, n. 4) 
7 Giovanna Prada, in the House of Milan (III/1, Lett. 1284, n. 5) 
8 Floriana Demassari, sick in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
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Magdalene, Daughter of Charity9 
 

As soon as you receive the packet, hand it over to Mr. Caccia because he needs the letter of 
attorney by the 29th. 

                                                 
9 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

27.11.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                       1757 
Magdalene had forgotten that the document of the business of Caccia, father of the two novices, is in Milan 
with Teresa Spasciani. With an immediate letter she points out the mistake and indicates how to remedy it. 
She informs Elena that Floriana Demassari is better. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Today my lack of memory makes me take a different solution from the one I wrote to you 
with the ordinary mail of yesterday, regarding the business of Caccia1, my dear daughter. 

I had left our Annunziata’s2 document in Milan with dear Teresa3. When I received the letter 
of attorney, just at the moment I was making the packet to send it through the ordinary mail, as I 
wrote to you, I discovered in the register that the document is in Milan. Today, I am writing through 
the extraordinary mail to you and to Teresa; to you to inform you about this mistake of mine, and to 
Teresa enclosing the letter of attorney. At the same time, I am writing to her that as soon as she 
receives it, she should make a packet of the document and the letter of attorney and send it to you.   

I beg you to dispatch it immediately to Mr. Caccia, because he needs it for the 29th, that is, on 
Wednesday, when they will receive my letter. The novice in Venice4 received the Holy Sacraments 
on Friday. She felt better afterwards. I recommend her to your prayers and embrace you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 29 November 1826 

your Mother Magdalene 
Daughter of Charity5

                                                 
1 The father of Adelaide and Annunciata Caccia (cf. Lett. 1610) 
2 Annunziata Caccia, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1610, n. 6) 
3 Teresa Spasciani, Superior of Milan (I, Lett. 279, n. 10) 
4 Floriana Demassari, seriously ill in Venice (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
5 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

3.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1758 
Terragnoli’s letters have been delayed and Magdalene fears for the life of Floriana. On the contrary, after 
receiving the Sacraments, the young lady started getting better and began her convalescence. In the 
meantime, one of the teachers of the countryside, Maddalena Fini, has died. She was a good example to the 
young ladies. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

You can easily imagine, my dear daughter, how your letter written on Wednesday and sent to 
me by the ordinary mail has consoled me, for the improvement of dear Floriana1. You wrote to me 
that you would have continued to give me news of her by the extraordinary mail on Monday. I did 
not receive this letter, and the one you wrote to me on Wednesday, arrived on Friday in the 
afternoon. Hence, I was really worried, fearing that you did not have the courage to give me any 
bad news. I had already informed Floriana’s father about the doubtful outcome of her illness. But 
now I also told him of the improvement, as you can imagine. He told me to thank you and all the 
dear Companions for what you have done for his daughter. I hope the Lord will see that she 
recovers perfectly well. I have no doubt about the attention of everybody, knowing the usual 
kindness of all of you and your special attention to the sick. Only let me tell you that you must 
make her eat, of course, little by little, because you all seem to be in love with diets. If you could, 
you would like to live on air like chameleons, whereas I like to live on fatted fowls. Greet dear 
Floriana very much on behalf of Cristina, myself, her sister and all our Companions. I wrote even to 
the other Houses to pray for her. Hence, tell Floriana that I hope she will feel better and will serve 
the Lord very much. You will do me a favour to continue also the news of dear Bettina2 because I 
do not know whether you are aware that the disease of the mumps3 can easily affect the chest. This 
person, who already suffers from problems of the chest, deserves more consideration.   

My dear daughter, last Monday, in a saintly manner, the Lord was pleased to take with Him 
our good Maddalena Fini4. I do not know whether this dear little angel did more good among our 
youth through her zeal, in life or after her death. All the companions would like to imitate her and 
sanctify themselves. Do not tell Floriana about this until she is better. Please, offer suffrages for her, 
since I am certain that she will pray for us because she belongs to the Union5. 

My health is good enough. All the Companions are well except for some of the weaker ones. I 
am worried that you may be in need, just because of the illness. If that is the situation, please, write 
to me, and I will send you what I can. 

  I wait for your replies about the other matters. Embracing all of you very heartily, I leave 
you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. Do remember me to our Most Loving Mother and to our Saint 
in their novenas. 

   My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 3 December 1826                       your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 
                                                 

1 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
2 Bettina, that is Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
3 Mumps: an infectious disease with swelling in the neck and face, near the jaw. 
4 Maddalena Fini, a teacher from the countryside, who had just died (cf. Lett. 1752) 
5 The union of the teachers from the countryside 
6 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

6.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                         1759 
The food seasoned with oil, eaten during her journey to Coriano was too heavy for her. It has caused her a 
slight indisposition. Magdalene points this out to her because she wants to be sincere, as usual. The Parish 
Priest of S. Giorgio, Don Bernardino Burocco, has resigned from his parochial ministry on account of his 
health. She observes that the excessive zeal of the parishioners makes him die before his time. She will assist 
him with her prayer.  

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, I thank you for what you did for the business of Caccia1. I tell you that I 
am convinced not to trust to write with the extraordinary mail. I am so glad that this fact has not 
caused any problem to Mr. Giuseppe2. I am grateful for your concern about my health, which is 
really good. I had a little indisposition due to my being so well. This is the fact that during my 
journey and in Coriano3 I abstained from meat during the prescribed days. But since in those places 
there is plenty of fish, except for the soup, everything was cooked in oil. Even here on All Saints’ 
Eve I ate oily food. Then, I continued avoiding fatty food for some weeks.  The blood became a bit 
warm and the skin rather hot, together with a little external tumour on the throat. The doctor who 
saw it said that it was due to the oil. I was never in need of being medicated by him because it was 
an insignificant thing, and I cured it by myself. I had a little blood drawn from me on Monday, 
before the cold starts. Within two or three days I will not even remember these serious ailments any 
longer. Have no doubt that I am enjoying eating fatty foods comfortably. 

I am very sorry about the news you give me of our most worthy ecclesiastical Superior4. I 
understand that he will suffer to leave his parishioners on account of his good heart. They should 
consider that they have had many Parish Priests and all of these died. In the meantime, because this 
one is leaving alive, they want to make him die. Let us assist him with our prayers. 

I was very surprised to know that they want to take away our house. And I am still more 
surprised because we have the lease. I do not really know the laws there, whereas in our region the 
leases are unchangeable. I thought that perhaps this is due to the fact that it is to be for the service of 
the public. May the Lord’s will be done, provided, as you say, we go to Heaven. All the rest counts 
for little or nothing at all, and I too think so. But beg the Companions to pray to Our Most Holy 
Mary of Sorrows for this business. I will do the same that the Lord may bless and turn everything 
for His greater glory and according to His will. Keep informing me about this business as well as 
about our ecclesiastical Superior.  I would like the latter to go far from Milan for some weeks, until 
the gossip dies down and ends and they leave him alone. 

The novice in Venice5 got better after receiving the Most Holy Viaticum at about eleven. 
Thank God, she is without fever and is convalescing. I hope she will improve her health. The 
Companions are greatly relieved, and I thank you for the prayers you said for her. Miserable though 
I am, on Friday and on Sunday the 10th, being the feast of the translation of the Holy House of 
Loreto, I will remember you in a particular way. Please do it for me too. 

I embrace the dear little flock with you and leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
                                                                                         My dearest daughter, I am  

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 6 December 1826                                            your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity6 

                                                 
1 The sisters, Annunciata and Adelaide Caccia (cf. Lett. 1610) 
2 Giuseppe Caccia, the father of the two novices mentioned above. 
3 Coriano, an important centre in Romagna (II/2, Lett. 851) 
4 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
5 Floriana Demassari, the sick novice in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n. 4) 
6 Magdalene has signed the letter.  
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TO ROSA DABALÀ 

9.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1760 
This is a letter centred on the recruitment of the teacher trainees from the countryside. Rosa has to tell the 
last comers that if they go to Verona they will have to carry their beds and personal bed-linen because the 
house has many novices, and there is not enough of these for them. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I am here to reply to you, my dear daughter. First of all, I tell you that, having checked the 
receipt, without bothering you I will send it to you already made and signed by Minori1. On the 
other hand, make a copy and keep it with you for the future. Greet good Mr. Legrenzi2. 

I continue to give you better news of dear Floriana Demassari3. I know from the last letter of 
Beppa4 that she is convalescing, that is, without any fever. When Beppa wrote, she told me that 
Floriana, was eating with appetite, seated in bed.  

I needed to have some blood drawn from me, due to my usual indispositions. I had it and I am 
on my feet, as I always do. Let us now speak of our good daughters5 from the countryside. I enclose 
a letter for Count Enrico6 as well as a few lines for Pollini7. The letter for the former will easily be 
handed over, but as safely and promptly as you can. Send for Ruspini. Ask him that if someone is 
coming either from Passa8 or Calcinate9, to send them to you. Then, hand over the letter to a really 
safe person. For Pollini send it either to the lady Zanetti, Pollini’s aunt or if it is not possible, ask 
the Counts Passi, if they come, or the young men Pollini who are in the seminary, to find out a safe 
occasion to hand over the letter. Or if you know some other good and safe means, take advantage of 
that. 

My dear daughter, I am concerned about starting here soon, because as soon as these have 
begun, I will be able to come to Bergamo, where we will start with our seven. In the meantime, for 
Bergamo I now see the one of Don Ghedini, the one from Ranica10 and the one from Urgnano11.  
Inform Lady Teresina Camozzi that the training is done here, and Cristina12 remains here. I say this 
only because she is accustomed to it. But remember, my dear Rosa, I do not doubt that everything 
will go on well even in Bergamo. Tell Lady Teresa Camozzi that we will do our best to receive a 
small number even in Bergamo. If we can arrange such a thing, in case she does not want to send 
the one she takes care of to Verona, by succeeding in Bergamo, she will certainly be preferred. I do 
not know whether dear Caterina of the Metorica would like to come here too.  

After I have written up to this point, I received your dear letter and another one from our very 
good Count Enrico. He confirms what you tell me regarding the departure of the two young ladies: 
one from Val Cavallina and the other, Alessandra13. All the same, I enclose the letter of the Count, 
containing other business. You write to me that Lady Camozzi greets me, but you do not say 

                                                 
 1 Maria Minori, in the House of Verona (II/1, Lett. 564, n.2) 

 2 Legrenzi, procurator of Maria Minori (cf. Lett. 1145) 

 3 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 

 4 Giuseppina Terragnoli, Superior in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 398, n.2)  

 5 The teacher trainees from the countryside 

 6 Count Enrico Passi (II/1, Lett. 571, n.1) 

 7 Pollini, the parents of two seminarians from Bergamo 

 8 Villa belonging to Counts Passi  

 9 Municipality where there was the villa of the Counts Passi 
10 Ranica, in the province of Bergamo (III/1, Lett. 1253, n.12) 
11 Urgnano, a municipality in the province of Bergamo 
12 Cristina Pilotti, remains in Bergamo (I, Lett. 297, n.7) 
13 Alessandra, one of the country teachers who are starting their preparation, presented by Count Passi 
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anything about what they have decided for her young lady. The young lady from Chiuduno14 seems 
to be the lame one. She does not seem to be sixteen years old, but younger. I think she has a mother 
who is a teacher. If it is this one, and she is really sixteen years old and enjoys good health, besides 
the qualities already mentioned, let her come. But inform her that, besides what she knows of the 
daily routine and her dress, she has to bring even her bed and bed-linen, since we do not have 
anything extra, due to the great number of novices we have here for various foundations. I do not 
even know who the one from Cantù15 is.  See that she too has all the necessary things and her bed as 
well. I entrust this to you. Perhaps she is the person who comes to accompany the one from 
Chiuduno. 

I heard with displeasure of the death of good Mr. Piazzoni. Miserable though I am, I will offer 
suffrages for him. Give my regards to Lady Camozzi and a kiss to dear Chiarina16. 

Convey my compliments to Doctor Calvetti and my respects to Don Giovanni17. I recommend 
myself warmly to your prayers. I write neither to my dear Mother Masina18 nor to dear Checchina19.  
The letter is too voluminous this time. I want my Rosina to raise a cockerel or two for me. I 
recommend that Marietta from Tavernola should learn how to cook as much as she can. I leave all 
of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

Farewell, my dear Rosa, be courageous and believe that I am 
 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity20 

 

I must also request you, my dear daughter, with the money received from Minori, to have 3 
Masses celebrated for the intentions of the same Margì. Rather, have four Masses celebrated. (This 
last sentence is added on in Magdalene’s handwriting.) 
 See whether you can make use of the occasion of the coming here of one or another of the 
girls, to send me the things needed to make the habits for our Bettina. She would like to make her 
Vestition during the coming feasts, and she deserves it. 

I am sending you the letter for Polini wrapped in a half sheet of paper, to reduce its volume. 
Make the envelope and address it to her. I recommend this to you, because remember that I cannot 
come to Bergamo  until everything is put in order here. 

 

                                                 
14 Chiuduno, a municipality in the province of Bergamo 
15 Cantù, in the province of Como  
16 Chiarina, daughter of the Camozzi spouses(II/1, Lett. 569, n.2) 
17 Don Giovanni Zanetti, Superior and confessor in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 570, n.1) 
18 Rosa Masina, in the House of Bergamo (II/1, Lett. 592, n.4) 
19 Francesca Luca, in the House of Bergamo (Lett. 1426, n.2) 
20 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

10.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                           1761 
Demassari continues in her convalescence very well, Oliva is completely cured and Magdalene is very 
grateful to God. She assures Terragnoli about the value of her recommendation. She was not afraid that she 
did not give her enough food, but that she would keep the sick one on a diet, out of fear of harming her. She 
now tells her to ask the Superior, Father Marino, if it is the moment to accept the young lady Cao into the 
convent, because she is a very good subject for the Hospital for Convalescents that is being built. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, you can imagine with what pleasure I hear that our dear Floriana1 
continues to improve.  I hope she will get on perfectly well in a short time. My dear daughter, I did 
not doubt that you would feed her well, knowing your charity, your attachment to her and the 
concern you have for all the sick Companions. I only told you not to keep her too much on a diet, 
out of fear that you might harm her. 

I will do what you tell me for her parents, for her sake and for you. I am very happy that even 
dear Bettina2 is cured and, in spite of the cold, which, I think, will be severe enough even there, her 
chest is free. Please, greet both of them for me. 

My dear daughter, do me the favour, but at your convenience, to ask our ecclesiastical 
Superior3 for the following advice, prudently and secretly. You know the lady Cao4. From what you 
told me, and from what the Superior of the Filippini5 Fathers and all the Companions tell me, this 
daughter is a little angel and seems to be very suitable for our dear Hospital. Marianna6 too is very 
happy with her. I think if we lose this person, it will be difficult to find another one like her.      

Now, if for some reasons this good daughter does not enter at Easter, perhaps she will not 
enter the Convent any longer. I would like you to ask our holy Provincial if he feels that, when the 
required time has elapsed and we are close to the Holy Week, she can enter our convent of S. Lucia.  
I have already written to you that I will do my best to come immediately after Easter, but it is 
absolutely impossible to fix a week rather than another. If he is convinced of that and allows it, to 
keep her calm and assure her for us, I will get Marianna to tell her. Please, give me the answer when 
you find the time. Do me the favour to repeat the exact sum of money you wanted me to give to 
Count Felice Portalupi. 

Know that I want to convert myself and, therefore, I am trying to pay all my debts. I found in 
my notes a book about “The way of health7”to be given to a hosier at S. Provolo8. Hence explain 
even this. Entrust me to our Saint9 on Wednesday since you have the whole day for prayer, and I 
beg you to obtain from the Lord and Mary Most Holy the blessing for the branch of education of the 
girls from the countryside. I believe this will start on Tuesday. 

Tell dear Marianna that I will write to her as soon as I can. 
Embracing all of you, I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
 

            My dearest daughter, I am 
Verona, 10 December 1826 

                                                 
1 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
2 Elisabetta Olivo, in the House of Venice (II/1, Lett. A 54) 
3 Father Marino from Cadore, Superior in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3)  
4 Cao, an aspirant to the religious life and suitable for the Hospital for the Convalescents (cf. Lett. 1714) 
5 Father Biasiuti, who ran the congregation until 1835 
6 Marianna Francesconi, is still in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
7 “ The way of health” a book written by St Alfonso Maria de’ Liguori (1696-1787) 
8 S. Provolo, a district between the foundations of Osmarin and the Church of S. Zaccaria 
9 St Lucy, the patron saint of the House of Venice 
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PS  I thank you for all you have done with Don Antonio Zanon. Continue on a loose scrap of paper to 
give me the news of that person10 whom I warmly entrust to you. 
Give my compliments to my friend Micheli11, to Prioli12 and to good Mr. Giuseppe13 and Mr. 
Padenghe14. 

     

Your most affectionate Mother 
    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity15   

                                                 
10 The father of Cristina Pilotti, in the Hospital of S. Servolo (Lett. 1402, n.15) 
11 Lady Michiel Bernardo, a benefactress (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
12 Lady Priuli (I, Lett. 397). The name is spelt wrong.  
13 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1)  
14 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works opf the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1)  
15 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

13.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                          1762 
Because of the delay of the mail Magdalene could not reply at once to Terragnoli, who had asked her for 
some money. She points out how it will reach her and who will carry out the delivery of the money she has 
sent to her. She encloses a letter of Floriana’s father, who is very grateful for the assistance given to his 
daughter. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Verona, S. Giuseppe 13 December 1826 

My dear daughter, I was quite surprised to receive your letter sent in November only on 
Monday the 11th, in which you tell me openly that you need money. What do you say? This obstacle 
is due to the delay of the mail, which upset me a little because, having written to you some days ago 
that if you were in need of money, you could write to me, you did not give me any answer regarding 
this. Therefore, I would desire very much that in similar circumstances you are more open with me, 
my dear daughter. 

Enough! From the delay mentioned, you will understand why I did not send you that small 
amount sooner. I handed it over to Mr. Verdari1 yesterday, to be given to you. I handed over to him 
two genovas2, which he will give you there. You will receive the equivalent sum from Mr. 
Ponzetta3, which will correspond to about 318 Veneto liras, I say, three hundred and eighteen. As 
soon as you have cashed it, please inform me. 

The enclosed letter is from dear Floriana4’s father, who is very grateful for the assistance you 
offered to his very good daughter. I hope she will continue to get better and better in her 
convalescence.  Don Battistino Bajetta5 greets her in a special way and reminds her of his 
agreements. Our Irene6, who is well and behaves well, greets her warmly. She is happy about her 
recovery. 

I am sure that you have prayed for me today, the solemnity of our dear Saint7, since you know 
my needs. Embracing you warmly, I leave all of you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

 

Your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity8 

VERONA 
 

VENICE 
15 Dec(ember) 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 

  VENICE 
                                                 

1 Gianbattista Verdari, Pharmacist in the chemist shop of Porta Borsari (I, Lett. 145, n.6) 
2 Genova, money equivalent to 105 Milanese liras (III/1, Lett. 1075, n.2) 
3 Ponzetta, a trusted correspondent of Verdari (cf. Lett. 1727) 
4 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
5 Don Battistino Bajetta, the confessor in the House of Verona (III/1, Lett. 1092, n.3) 
6 Irene Demassari, Floriana’s sister, in the House of Verona (Lett. 1615, n.5) 
7 St Lucy 
8 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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TO ELENA BERNARDI 

15.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                      1763 
Magdalene is still suffering some slight indisposition due to the food eaten while she was in Coriano. She is 
sorry about the troublesome moment the Superior Don Burocco is undergoing. She points out two deceased 
people whom they should remember in their prayers. She begs Elena to pray for the Branch of the training of 
teachers for the countryside which is being organized for the first time in Verona. Monsignor Zoppi is 
sending three young ladies from Massa. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

My dear daughter, in reply to your dearest letter, I will start by telling you that now, satisfied 
with the experience, I continue to eat fatty foods, although I am not convinced that by simply eating 
low-fat foods and dairy products, my blood should have altered, as I have already told you. The 
blood alteration was due to the fact of eating plenty of oily things, on account of the copious fish 
eaten roundabout Rimini. But every principle not well understood acts as a teacher. In the 
meantime, my expulsions and exterior tumours are getting better. My cough comes off and on and I 
hope it will not take root, since I have no time to keep it company. 

To my greatest displeasure and real pity, I hear the description you make about the most 
reverend and good Parish Priest1. I always remember him to the Lord and will continue to do so, 
hoping that, as the greatest storm has subsided, he will improve. You did very well to recommend 
him to our friend Somaglia2, since both a distraction and a diversion would be beneficial to him.  

I am pleased to know that everything regarding the house has been smoothed out. Some 
storms will probably occur now and then. All the same, since we dwell at the very end of the house, 
we can hope that we will be the last bit of furniture to be thrown into the sea from the ship. 

I recommend to your prayers two things: the first one is the deceased father of our novice 
Gioppi from Tyrol, sister of Mr. Gioppi of Riva, and the second one is the mother of our Father 
Superior, a relative of our two Biadego3 novices, who died last night. Let us offer the Way of the 
Cross for these two deceased people, one for each, and offer a Holy Communion once for each one 
of them. 

The other request I recommend you is to pray the Lord to bless the Branch of the training of 
girls4 from the countryside, which began the last Tuesday. I do not know whether the participants 
will be few or many. For this first time, we hold it formally in Verona. I have many requests, but do 
not know how many will turn up. Two will enter on Tuesday and come from Bergamo. They are 
happy to start here. I am waiting for one from S. Lucia5 in a few days’ time. I was told of one from 
S. Michele6, two from Mozzecane7 and several others. I do not know how this will end. 

The holy Bishop of Massa8 writes to me that he is very willing to send his candidates and is 
trying to find a way of sending them. Trusting in the Lord’s Providence, I accept them 
wholeheartedly. In fact, as soon as I came back from Rimini9, he was the first person I informed 

                                                 
1 Don Bernardino Burocco, Superior of the House of Milan (II/1, Lett. 524, n.1) 
2 Countess Maddalena Somaglia, sister of Count Giacomo Mellerio (I, Lett. 279, n.12) 
3 The Biadego novices: Rosa (Lett. 1610, n. 7) and Prudenza (Lett. 1622, n. 8) 
4 Girls to be trained as teachers for the countryside 
5 The House of Venice 

 6 San Michele in Isola, the first of the little isles we meet when taking the boat on the new foundations; it is even 
called the isle of the Burial Ground, at the entrance of which there rises the church of S. Michele, a construction 
of oldest renaissance style (cf. Venezia così, p. 487) 

 7 Mozzecane, small Veronese centre (I, Lett. 2, n. 2) 

 8 Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa Carrara (II/1, Lett. 625, n. 6) 

 9 Rimini, a city of Romagna (I, Lett. 344) 
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that I was planning to activate this Branch even here, and that if he was of the same mind, he could 
send them here.  

He wrote to me yesterday that he was embarrassed about how to send them, since he does not 
have anybody who can accompany them. He tries to find someone, but he tells me that the Lord 
could test him even in this. Hence, I do not know what will happen. 

My dear daughter, take care of yourself and have courage. I imagine they will have the holy 
Don Giovanni Calini10.  Offer the Parish Priest my obligations and respects, when you see him. 
Remember me in this novena. I thank you sincerely and with all my heart for the prayers you say 
for me. Be sure that I am in great need. I embrace all of you very warmly and leave you in the Most 
Holy Heart of Mary. 

My dearest daughter, I am  
Verona, S. Giuseppe, 15 December 1826 

your most affectionate Mother 
Magdalene, Daughter of Charity11 

 

PS After ending the present letter, this morning, 16 December, I received another letter of the most 
reverend Monsignor Bishop of Massa. He writes to me that he has found a way of sending the three 
young girls12 of that country to be trained. They would have left there on the 11th, and will arrive 
here one of these days. I admire the holiness of that Prelate because out of his charity he makes 
these young girls come passing through Florence, Modena, Mantua and Verona. I recommend this 
Branch to your prayers once more, that the Lord may bless it thoroughly. I will have so many things 
to tell you when I come. 

 
                                                 

10 Don Giovanni Callini (the name is a spelt wrong), assistant priest at S. Maria Beltrade, to whom Don Burocco 
entrusted the spiritual direction, when He had to resign. 

11 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
12 Colomba Vignardi, Teresa Vaccà, Francesca Vannucci were sent by the Bishop of Massa to be trained as 

teachers for the countryside. (II/2, Lett. 843, n.1) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

17.12.1826    Verona                                                                                                                                       1764 
Fearing that the mail has not been delivered, Magdalene repeats to Terragnoli what she had written on the 
13th December as to how the money will be handed over to her. She recommends her not to get worried if 
any companion gets sick on account of the cold season. At Verona, on the first day of abstinence, ten of them 
could not observe it. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I have already written to you at length on Thursday, my dear daughter. Today, even because I 
have very little time, I confirm to you what I said in that letter of mine; that is, I had received your 
letter of the 28th November only on the 11th of this month. I received the other letter you wrote to 
me by extraordinary mail, after the one you dispatched by the ordinary mail. I tell you this just to 
inform you. 

You will have understood that I have handed over two double Genovas1 to Mr. Verdari2.  It 
will be paid to you there by Mr. Ponzetta3. This money is equivalent to 440 of our Verona liras. 
Perhaps you will have received this sum already. If this is so, please inform me. 

I hope that dear Cecilia4 has improved. In the present season we can expect to have some 
companions sick.  Imagine that here at present we count about a dozen of them. Yesterday ten of us 
ate meat even though it was a day of abstinence. But these are little things of no consequence. 

When you give me the reply of Father Provincial5, I will write to you, because I would like to 
write to Marianna6 to keep her at peace.  I will write her a word of comfort now. You will be served 
and informed regarding the two things you mentioned.  

I embrace all of you and leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 
My dearest daughter, I am 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 17 December 1826 
your most affectionate Mother 

Magdalene, Daughter of Charity7 
 

They tell me that our Patriarch8 has left.  If this is true, ask Monsignor Albrizzi9 to get prayers 
said for the successor, to Our Blessed Lady of Sorrows. 

                                                 
1 Genova, is money equivalent to 105 Milanese liras (III/1, Lett. 1075, n.2) 
2 Gianbattista Verdari, pharmacist and chemist at Porta Borsari (I, Lett. 145, n.6) 
3 Ponzetta, a trusted friend of Verdari (cf, lett. 1727)  
4 Cecilia Donà delle Rose, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 399, n.3) 
5 Father Marino di Cadore, Superior in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
6 Marianna Francesconi, still in the House of Venice (III/1, Lett. 1095, n.6) 
7 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
8 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 
9 Msgr. Giuseppe Albrizzi, Archpriest of S. Marco (II/1, Lett. A 37, n.1) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI 

24.12.1826   Verona                                                                                                                                        1765 
Magdalene is writing to Marianna Francesconi, without saying anything on the request made to the 
Provincial for the young lady Cao. She would like to know how the revenues are going on because, 
according to them, it is possible to make the necessary undertakings. The Branch of the training for teachers 
from the countryside in Verona is progressing very well even numerically. 
V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

I enclose a short letter for dear Marianna, my dear daughter, in which I asked her something 
else about the good lady Cao1. But I did not tell her of the reply you recently gave me. I would like 
to know from you how the situation of our dear hospital is now. That is, I would like to know 
whether the good Ladies can manage and find other funds besides the swanzichers2. As you see, 
before committing ourselves to the maintenance of new people, we have to see whether we can 
collect enough funds. Well, I do not doubt at all that Divine Providence will surely lead this work to 
a happy end.   

  I understand what you say about the contract you made about the tenancy of the orchard. But 
I do not know anything at all from the good Alessandri3, since I have not yet received any letter 
from him regarding this. I will therefore willingly hear from you the rest about this matter. I am 
happy that you have received the 330 Veneto liras. 

  I am sorry that the fever of our dear Floriana4 keeps recurring. I would not like to tell you, 
but I fear that it is due to the air. Enough! The weather will show this more evidently later. See that 
this daughter is purged correctly, since she has eaten too much in the past, more than what her body 
required. Keep on giving me news about her. 

  Here we have started the Branch for the training of teachers5 for the countryside. It is 
proceeding well. Even this morning a daughter from Brescia entered. Please recommend it much to 
the Lord, so that He may deign to bless it.  Continue to pray for the wife6 of my Carlino7.  The 
whole family was alarmed during the last days of this week. She was threatened by the miliary fever 
8 and was at the painful end of her pregnancy. Yesterday morning at about four o’ clock, through 
the grace of Mary Most Holy, she was better and gave birth to an infant girl, who was baptised at 
home, since she was not in a condition to be carried to Church. The mother is better, but the 
daughter might go to Heaven. My health is fairly good, but there is a great number of sick 
companions. 

  I embrace you wholeheartedly, wishing all of you for the Holy Feasts. I will write to 
Anzoletta9 another time. 

 

                                                                                         Your most affectionate Mother 
        Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10       

To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity     S. Lucia   VENICE

                                                 
1 Cao, an aspirant to the religious life, but suitable for the Hospital for Convalescents (cf. Lett.1714) 
2 Svanzica, an old Austrian lira (II/2, Lett. 749, n.2) 
3 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 
4 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett.1615, n.4) 

 5 One of the five Branches of the Institute 

 6 Countess Eleanora Muselli 

 7 Marquis Carlo Canossa, Magdalene’s cousin (I, Lett. 8, n.6) 

 8 Miliary Fever, a very infectious disease 

 9 Angioletta Guarnieri, in the House of Venice (I, Lett. 276, n.3) 
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 

VERONA 26 Dec(ember) 
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TO ANNA FANZAGO OLIVARI 

[Verona, 1826]                                                                                                                                                 1766 

Since a young lady, desirous to belong to the Institute of the Daughters of Charity, wants to know about it in 
general, Magdalene, in a nutshell, outlines its inspiring values. Then she mentions what is necessary for the 
dowry, and the trousseau the aspirant has to bring, because her maintenance should not involve the Institute 
itself in a troublesome dependence on the Government or other Trusts.   

Regarding that young girl, I think she has been truly guided by the Lord. My dear friend, you 
know our humble Institute well and you can very well give a clear idea of it to this daughter1. I am 
only afraid that you may speak too well of us. With regard to what your most worthy Monsignor 
Bishop wishes, I will tell you something, trying to give him a brief and sketchy outline. 

Therefore, our Institute has for its own aim the achievement of its own sanctification, seeking 
to imitate Jesus Christ in the fulfilment of the two precepts of Charity. Consequently, to execute the 
first, the Institute demands a particular practice of the inner virtues, chiefly a true detachment from 
everything, to seek nothing but God. We do not have the enclosure2, since this is incompatible with 
our Exercises of Charity. But even without that, we are so busy with these works, that we know 
nothing of the world, as if we were in a hermitage. 

We live a perfectly common life. There is no distinction with regard to birth or riches as 
charity is our one and only distinction.  All are to make the three customary religious vows in 
private form, but these bind the person only for the time that she perseveres in her vocation.  All 
those who would like to leave the Institute are free to do so. The rule does not demand any 
austerity, so that each person is provided with food and clothing according to our state. But it asks 
for a great practice of obedience and abnegation of one’s own will, as well as a character which 
loves harmony and peace, which, on account of a special gift of God, reigns among us in a very 
particular way. The Exercises of Charity, then, according to the second precept we practise, are the 
following. etc. 

Here is an idea of our Rule, my dear friend, but I do not know with what clarity I have written 
it because I was interrupted at every moment. Before speaking about the expenses, I stress one 
thing, which you know already: that is, what I care much, as I hope, is that she may have a true 
vocation and the qualities required by it. 

The expenses for the Novitiate which lasts for three years, is one lira  of Milan per day, talking 
about these Countries. When they enter, they bring along their small bed with its accessories, some 
linen and personal furniture. For this period it does not matter if they are second-hand things and of 
whatever quality. At the end of the Novitiate, the expenses for the food maintenance are 6000 liras 
of Milan, and the most essential furniture. While they are in the Novitiate, the family sees to those 
small expenses which are needed for their clothes. When this is finished, the burden on the family 
ends, even if their daughter immediately after, should fall ill and remain so till the end of her life.  

If anyone does not persevere in her vocation, not only does she take with her on going out the 
above mentioned belongings, but even the furniture, in the condition, in which it is at that moment. 
I forgot to tell you that besides the moral qualities, without which the girl would be unhappy and the 
Institute suffer if it received her, she should also enjoy good health. 

But my dear friend, with regard to the expenses, since we are dealing with your Monsignor 
Bishop, whom I venerate and respect very much, and for whom I and the whole Institute feels  the 
greatest gratitude for the good he did to us, the Institute will do whatever is possible to serve him. 
Please, present to him my respectful regards. 

Oh! What a long process this is, etc. 
                                                                                   NB This draft is without any signature. The heading is missing.

                                                 
1 An aspirant to the Religious Life 
2 Cloister 
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TO A PRIEST 

(Verona, 1826)                                                                                                                                          1767 

Magdalene appeals to a prelate to speak about the young lady, who has been mentioned in the letter 1766, 
and promises to see her again in Padua, during her journey to Venice, which will take place within a few 
months. She emphasises that she will not be able to receive her without a proper dowry, because the 
incipient Institute does not have the means to maintain her. 

V.G.M      Your Reverence, 

To my great pleasure, I reply to the note of Your Most Illustrious Reverence, since I observe 
that I still live in your memory. This makes me hope that you will remember me even before the 
Lord. I remember the young Maddalena1 about whom you speak, very well. I would never have 
thought that she would still have the same idea in mind because she had to leave Venice for several 
reasons. 

I hear, as you assure me, of the sound vocation of this daughter.  I am convinced that, if you 
and her Spiritual Director have acknowledged that she has really been called by God, this makes 
me hope that it will be always better confirmed as time goes by. In three months’ time I have to go 
to Venice. Passing through Padua, this aspirant could visit me for a short while, since I will lodge 
in the House of Fonzago2. I will see her personally and will see what we can arrange. 

In the meantime, please find out what the girl will be given and how much her grandfather 
will give her, because, as you know and as I explained to you at other times, our Institute is new 
and in a phase of expansion. I think it is impossible for us to receive subjects who do not have the 
means necessary for their maintenance. 

 
NB This is a draft without a signature. 

                                                 
1 The aspirant from Padua 
2 Lady Anna Olivieri Fonzago, Magdalene’s friend (I, Lett. 400) 
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TO GIUSEPPA TERRAGNOLI  

31.12.1826  Verona                                                                                                                                         1768 
Floriana Demassari is sometimes affected by fainting fits and Terragnoli gets worried. Magdalene assures 
her that these may be caused by the weakness left by her disease. In any case she will think, if necessary, to 
move her to a more suitable house. Giuseppa is to answer to the Parish Priest from Burano that she would 
like to help in some way. But since she has to look after the sick novice, and the number of Companions 
being insufficient to carry on the work, they cannot receive just one young lady to train her as a 
collaborator. With regard to the Hospital for Convalescents, Magdalene is pleased because the repairs are 
going on speedily enough, but the necessary capital is not entering as quickly. 

V.G.M      My dearest daughter, 

Replying to your last letter, my dear daughter, I inform you not to get upset about the 
surprising relapses which occur to dear Floriana1. I have got informed and hear that here too, while 
still in her house, at rare times, about two or three times a year, these bouts of breathlessness took 
place mostly in church, and when she was fasting. Hence, I deduce that it is just weakness due to 
the disease. When she has recovered, surely the fainting fits will not be frequent any longer. I think 
the quinine will have slightly damaged the nerve. Anyway, my dear daughter, let us be resigned to 
what the Lord will dispose of. If the continuous discomfort makes us realise that that climate is 
unsuitable to her, let us be patient. The Lord will lack no means to open other ways to substitute 
her. 

Let us now consider our dear Burano2. If every time I felt concerned about the needs of that 
hamlet, now, although overwhelmed by new commitments, the desire to help and offer myself in a 
real way to those souls, increases. I hear the proposal offered to you by that most worthy Parish 
Priest3.  I assure you that I would be ready to make any sacrifice, to start, in the meantime, in some 
way, the work we long for. But, after thinking it over, I do not find it possible to accept the 
proposed young lady into this House, not seeing humanly speaking, any chance of succeeding 
satisfactorily. You too see this and know it. These poor and good Companions are very busy and are 
also very tired. Now you have a sick Sister too.  Hence I cannot find anyone of you who could see 
to the training of this young lady. Therefore, my dear daughter, since you have to give an answer to 
this most worthy Parish Priest mentioned above, delay, if you can, saying that you now have a sick 
person, you are too busy and that on my coming, by bringing some help for this purpose, we could 
come to a conclusion and try to help him. 

Meanwhile, as soon as you can, I would like that in due time you could go to speak to our 
most reverend and holy Provincial4. Inform him simply about the desires of the Parish Priest, but, at 
the same time, about the present situations and circumstances of that House. Entreat him to tell us 
what we have to do. In fact, it will be better, when you speak to the Parish Priest, that by presenting 
some excuses, you try to delay the final answer, till you have spoken to the Provincial. Do not tell 
him anything about my coming. 

I hear, to my pleasure, of the progressing repairs of our beloved Hospital5. If they finish them 
in a month, the matter cannot go on better than this, because, when I come, the walls will already be 
dry.   

But the maintenance up to now is very small. I am surprised to hear that the good Ladies were 
able to collect only about 40 people who can give us a Zvanzigher, and that too just for five years. 

                                                 
1 Floriana Demassari, in the House of Venice (Lett. 1615, n.4) 
2 Burano, a hamlet of Venice (I, Lett. 348, n.4) 
3 Dion Giovanni Giuriati, Parish Priest in Burano (II/1, Lett. 668) 
4 Father Marino da Cadore, Superior of the House in Venice (I, Lett. 533, n.3) 
5 The Hospital for Convalescents (II/2, Lett. 891) 
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When the situation is favourable, try to urge the very good Padenghe6, my dear daughter, to 
find a pious person who can take up the responsibility to collect the monthly Zwanzigher.  But first 
of all, encourage him to find what is missing, to complete the payment of the building and the 
repairs. 

I have written to the very good Mr. Alessandri7 to do me a favour to go and offer my regards 
to His Excellency, the Patriarch8, before his departure, since I knew that this worthy Prelate would 
have liked to greet me before leaving. When you see Mr. Giuseppe, renew my request to him. 

With regard to Burano, I add that, as soon as you can go to Zuecca9 write to me what the 
Superior will tell you. Hence together, we will make up a reply to give to that most worthy Parish 
Priest I praised before.   

Farewell, my dear daughter. I embrace all of you cordially and wish you a Very Happy New 
Year. I leave you in the Most Holy Heart of Mary. 

   My dear daughter, I am 
    your most affectionate Mother 

    Magdalene, Daughter of Charity10  
 

Verona, S. Giuseppe, 31 December 826 
 

To Lady 
To Lady Giuseppa Terragnoli 
Daughter of Charity 
S. Lucia 
                        VENICE

                                                 
 6 Francesco Padenghe, procurator of the Works of the Institute in Venice (I, Lett. 352, n.1) 

 7 Giuseppe Alessandri, Magdalene’s procurator in Venice (I, Lett. 257, n.1) 

 8 Msgr. Giovanni L. Pyrcher, Patriarch of Venice (II/1, Lett. 482, n.1) 

 9 Giudecca, the biggest island of Venice (Lett. 1402, n.5)  
10 The letter is signed by Magdalene. 
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APPENDIX 
A 125 

 

PIOUS UNION FOR PRIESTS AND RELIGIOUS WOMEN 
 

This is a list of the Pious Union of Priests drawn up by Magdalene, who took the responsibility to 
celebrate a Holy Mass once a month and of Religious women who would offer three Holy Communions 

(cf. II/2, Lett. 834; II) 

INTENTIONS 

for which the Masses of the Holy Union will be offered, with the Daughters of Charity, each 
of whom will offer three Holy Communions for the graces listed below, as the above mentioned 
priests will each offer one Mass every month. 

**************** 

The Holy Masses will be offered in thanksgiving to the Blessed Trinity for the greatest gifts, 
graces and privileges granted to Mary Most Holy. They will ask the Lord, through the merits and 
intercession of Mary, for themselves and for all the people, who are united with us in this devotion, 
the following graces. 

I.     Never to commit a sin deliberately. 

 II.   The grace to live with that perfection that the Lord demands from any person admitted, according to 
her own state. 

III.    The grace of final perseverance, the special protection of Mary Most Holy on our Institute. 

IV.  The liberation of the souls of the deceased who belonged to the above-mentioned association. 

It is noted that to obtain the desired graces more easily from the Lord, through the 
intercession of Our Lady, it will be wise to choose to celebrate the above-mentioned Mass and to 
offer the three Holy Communions, on one of those days when some Holy Indulgences can be 
gained. In fact, it would be better for the Daughters of Charity to choose the days when some Holy 
Indulgence has been granted to them particularly, by Pope Leo XII, of happy memory, applicable to 
the holy souls in Purgatory. This will be offered to obtain from the Lord the freedom of those 
suffering souls more devoted to Mary Most Holy. 

 

NAMES OF THE PRIESTS 

Don Passi, Count Marco1 
Don Passi, Count Luca2       
Don Strabui Vincenzo3 
Rev. Father, Count Luigi Medici4 
Don Carlo Alessandri5   

                                                 
1 II/2, Lett. 711, n. 6 
2 II/2, Lett. 711, n.7  
3 II/1, Lett. 490, n.3 
4 II/1, Lett. 490, n.5 
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Don Gio. Bata Biadego6 
Don Antonio de Rosmini 7 
Don Tomaso Maragni8  
Don Bernardino Bur 
Abbot Pollidori 9 
Don Giovanni Zanetti10  
Don Bresciani Camillo 11 
Don Prada Giuseppe 12 

Curate Tavecchi Gianfilippo13  
Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, Bishop of Massa 14 
Don Natale de Taddei; in the place of the deceased Don Antonio Musch 
Don Luigi Conzatti 
Don Francesco Grandi 
Don Bartolommeo Giordani 
Msgr. Giacomo Freinadimetz, Vicar General of the Cathedral of Trent15 
Don Giovanni, Army Chaplain of S.A.R. 
Rev. Father Angelo de’ Angeli, ex Filippino 
Don Antonio Ferrari, Cooperator in the Cathedral of Trent 
Don Pietro Rigler, Professor in the Seminary (of Trent) 16 
Don Alfonso Mendini, Canon and Archpriest of the Cathedral of Trent 
Don Filippo Brunatti, Rector of the Seminary of Trent 
Don Bartolomeo Zanzotti, Episcopal Secretary 
Don Giovanni Dufini, administrator of the Seminary (of Trent) 
Don Francesco Ravelli17 
The Priest Simon Michele Jevini from Trent 
The Priest Francesco Ionina. 

                                                                                                                                                   
5 III/1, Lett. 1331 a 
6 II/1, Lett. 496, n.1 

  7 II/1, Lett. 494 
8 I, Lett. 357, n.3 

  9 I, Lett. 388,n.1 
10 II/1, Lett. 570, n.1 
11 I, Lett. 394, n.1 
12 II/1, Lett. 578 
13 II/2, Lett. 818, n.1 
14 II/1, Lett.  625, n.6 
15 III/4, Lett. 2205, n.10 
16 II/1, Lett. 620, n.3 
17 III/4, Lett. 2307, n. 12 
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A 126 
 

CANONICAL ELECTION OF THE SUPERIOR 

 
The procedure for the canonical elections of the Superior and of the Vice Superior is described in detail in 
the following pages, which relate to the 

                     Rules of the Institute of the Daughters of Charity. 

 

Regarding the manner of carrying out the election they will keep to the following method. 
If the Sisters live in a Monastery, the Bishop or his Delegate will be asked to enter the 

Church. Near the window for Holy Communion, on the right side, a chair will be prepared for him 
and for any priest he may have with him. Under the window there will be a small table with a large 
urn or vase on it. Opposite the Bishop on the other side, the Confessor of the House will be seated, 
with a small table, paper and ink-pot. On the day before the election, the Vice-Superior will give 
each Sister a blank slip of paper, making sure that they are perfectly equal. On it each Sister will 
write out in full and on her own, the name and the surname of whomever she wants to elect. She 
will keep it with her until all the voting Sisters are gathered in the internal choir on the other side of 
the window. They shall all wear the veil in the way the Rules prescribe for when they go out. One 
after another they will approach the window, which will be open, and put their sealed ballot paper 
in the Urn or Vase, this having been first turned upside down by one or two of the priests who are 
with the Bishop, in the presence and in view of all the Sisters. The Urn is then put in its place. Two 
Sisters previously nominated by the Superior will approach the window and each one will write out 
the names of those who are voted for. On the outside, one or two of the priests who accompanied 
the Bishop, and at his choice, will shake the vase and take out the voting papers one by one, reading 
aloud the names written on them. Those ballot papers are placed face downwards so that no one can 
see the writing. The Confessor of the House, remaining in his place, will also write the names of 
those nominated, in order to countercheck afterwards who received more votes. 

The election is successful only when a Sister has received more than half of the votes of the 
whole Chapter, even though it is only by one vote. 

If the first ballot is not successful, the names of the two Sisters who had received more votes 
will be written out. The Capitulars will then vote for one of these. 

Do not think that these prescriptions are excessive. The prescription for secrecy enjoined by 
the Holy Church on similar matters and laid down by all the Holy Founders for the members in their 
Holy Institutes are only too well known. As soon as the election is carried out, the priests who have 
read the slips, or the one who read them, will collect them and put them back in the urn or vase. 
Together with the Confessor they will take them to the Sacristy, where a brazier will have been 
prepared, and there they will burn them. 

The Vice-Superior, that is, the Assistant, will be elected in the same way. 
After the election, the new Superior, without putting forward any objection or the least 

opposition, will kneel in the middle of the choir and make the profession of faith by reciting the 
Creed, then the “Sub Tuum Praesidium”, placing her government in the hands of Mary Most Holy. 
Then, sitting in the Superior’s place, she will receive the act of submission, which the Sisters will 
make by kissing her hand.1 

                                                 
1 cf. Canossa, Unabridged Rules of the Institute of the Daughters of Charity - Milan Manuscript, p. 99-101.   

 


